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Welcome to our 2020 catalogue.
Sport, play, leisure, competition, any type of an active lifestyle and the
benefits that they may bring is what we are extremely passionate about.
It’s that passion that continually drives us to assist you in any way we can
to play a part in achieving your goals and aspirations.
Our 70 years’ of experience and service within the industry has culminated
to offer you our most comprehensive range of play and sports equipment
to date, so we are confident that we can cater for all your needs. Through
many years and several partnerships and collaborations with like-minded
sporting bodies, organisations and authorities we have together produced
many highly successful products, packages and initiatives that have aided in
the development of young people through activities and sports.
We are always looking for ways we can positively aid the industry and the
people it reaches, so if we can be of help then we would love to hear from
you.

Seb Bishop

Please read these important notes to help us process your order more quickly and efficiently
PREPARING YOUR ORDER

• Please remember to state SIZE(S) and/or
COLOUR(S) of all items where appropriate
• Before ordering larger items, please check:
Doorway and room measurements
Whether items such as Goal Posts are
suitable for the age of the group
The weight of any goods that are to be
carried or moved
• We accept telephone orders but If you
confirm in writing an order placed by
telephone, fax, e-mail or on the website
please ensure it is clearly endorsed
“CONFIRMATION” otherwise your order may
be duplicated and you may incur collection
charges.

PRICES

• All prices EXCLUDE delivery and VAT

DELIVERY CHARGES

• For delivery to the UK mainland excluding
northern Scotland there is a nominal
standard order processing and delivery
charge of £8.95 + VAT. If the order includes
any heavy/bulky items, marked as ! in the
catalogue, a carriage surcharge + VAT will
also apply strictly at cost price in respect
of those items. Please contact our sales
department for a quote.
• For delivery to northern Scotland (post code
areas AB, IV, KW, PA and PH) and all offshore areas, please telephone for a quotation
for delivery costs prior to placing your order.
(N.B. for certain bulky or heavy items marked
“carriage extra”, there is a supplementary
charge: please ask for a quotation). For long
length items such as Football and Rugby Posts
or heavy items such as Self Weighted Posts
deliveries to Devon, Cornwall, Scotland and
Wales are also excluded.
PAYMENT

• Full payment with order please unless you
have an Approved Credit Account.

• We accept all principal Credit and Debit
Cards: Visa, Mastercard, Maestro, Visa,
Purchase, etc.
• We accept bank transfer, please contact us
for further details
• We accept PayPal, please contact us for
further details

CREDIT ACCOUNTS

• Payment is due 30 days from date of invoice

RECEIVING YOUR GOODS

• Your goods will be delivered either by mail
or a national carrier. If premises are likely to
be unmanned, please include instructions
on the order to ensure that an authorised
signatory will be available to sign for
delivery. Abortive deliveries may be subject
to a charge being made if appropriate
instructions are not given. When you receive
your goods the number of packages in the
consignment will be shown on the carrier’s
delivery note. Please ensure that you sign
for the correct number of packages and if
possible note any damage or defects on the
delivery note.

SHORTAGES OR DAMAGE

• We recognise that it may not always be
possible for you to inspect your goods at
the time they are delivered. However please
inspect the goods at the earliest opportunity
as shortages or damage must be notified to
us orally within 3 business days of delivery
and confirmed in writing within 7 days of
delivery.

RETURNS

• Where goods have been supplied as
ordered, but are over-ordered, incorrectly
ordered or are no longer required, returns
must be agreed and are subject to return
carriage and re-stocking charges. (Please
see item 5 of our Terms & Conditions on the
inside back cover)

ALL ORDERS SUBJECT TO OUR STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS, PLEASE SEE THE INSIDE BACK COVER

Giving a gift or donation?
Why not give a Bishop Sports & Leisure
Gift Voucher. Your recipient can then choose
exactly what they want from goods offered
in the current years catalogue.

Making a Difference
We are proud to be working with leading authorities and National Governing Bodies to develop equipment and resources
suitable to promote and encourage Physical Literacy and active & healthy lifestyles through P.E & Sport.

Archery GB

British Wheelchair
Basketball

www.archerygb.org

www.gbwba.org.uk

Pages: 94-95

Pages: 130-141

UK Cheerleading
Association

British Dodgeball

www.ukca.org.uk

www.britishdodgeball.org

Pages: 154-155

Pages: 189-191

Goalball UK

British
Gymnastics

www.goalballuk.com

www.british-gymnastics.org

Page: 263

Pages: 277-309

England Handball

British
Orienteering

www.englandhandball.com

www.britishorienteering.org.uk

Pages: 310-313

Pages: 338-341

Rounders England

Tchoukball UK

www.roundersengland.co.uk

www.tchoukball.org.uk

Pages: 346-352

Page: 396
The Association provides quality assured
services and resources, and valuable
professional support for its members and
the physical education, school sport and
physical activity sector.

Volleyball England

Association for Physical Education

www.volleyballengland.org

The only subject association for PE in the UK

Tel: 01905 855 584
Email: enquiries@afpe.org.uk
Website: www.afpe.org.uk
Twitter: @afPE_PE

Pages: 410-415
In support of Change4Life
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Active Play, The Early Years
£228 85

1

Start to play

An award winning programme which provides ideas to encourage children to be active through imaginative play. The equipment included has been carefully selected to complement
the Start to play - Story Books, Activity Cards, Audio CD and a Music CD in the development of Agility, Balance and Co-ordination and other fundamental skills. The programme
is also available with an optional set of 24 Inclusion Cards designed to encourage children to play and be active in an inclusive setting.
SE1047-2
Start to play with Inclusion cards
£228 85 set
SE1047-2-A
Start to play without Inclusion cards
£215 05 set
SE1198
Start to play Inclusion cards only
£22 94 ££13 80 set
£159 85

2

Start to play Entry Kit

This kit includes the all-important complete set of 8 Start to play - Story Time Books, the Fizz and Friends Bean Bag Set and Movement Cards and the Five-A-Day Healthy Eating
Resource along with a range of products selected to complement the award winning Start to play programme.

£159 85 set

SE1518

4
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Active Play, The Early Years
£16 10

1

My First Start to play

£27 60

2

My Family Start to play

This bag comes filled with bright colourful equipment. Children can use their imagination
to play games whilst at the same time learning, developing and being active.

Bright and colourful equipment complete with a set of Fizz and Friends Active Cards
which will help to provide ideas for easy to play games. Supplied in a bag.

SE1155

SE1164

£16 10 set

SAVE!

3

£27 60 set

£9 78

SAVE!

WAS

£45 94
NOW

£18.40

Fizz & Friends Active Cards & Cube Set

A set of 19 double-sided cards and an Active cube. Each set contains 1 instruction
card, 6 double sided movement cards, 6 number cards backed with their dot formation
and 6 emotion cards backed to simple mathematical operations. Supplied in a Fizz and
Friends Net bag. Active Cards also available separately.
SE1545-INS
Active Cards & Cube Set
£9 78 set
SE1141
Active Cards and bag only
£6 84 ££2 01 set

4

Start to play - Story Time

A set of 8 Story Books based around Agility, Balance and Co-ordination, each with 5
Activity Cards. Supplied with a narrated CD and in a Fizz and Friends drawstring bag.

SE1048-FULSET
SE1118

Music & Audio CD’s

£45 94 ££18 40 set
£3 39 ££1 15 ea
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£ prices are special offer, while stocks last
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Active Play, The Early Years
£86 25

Have fun with

A

gility

and movement

1

Agility and Movement Kit

This equipment has been selected to help children have
fun running, hopping, skipping, jumping and learning to
move with increasing confidence around, under, over and
through objects. Supplied with the complete set of 8 Start
to play - Story Time books and a narrated CD.

£86 25 set

SE1525
£126 50

Ideal to practise

B
2

alancing

Balance Kit

Developed to assist children to learn balancing skills
and gain awareness of space, themselves and others.
Supplied with the complete set of 8 Start to play - Story
Time books and a narrated CD.

£126 50 set

SE1523
£184 00

Learn and develop

C
3

o-ordination

Co-ordination Kit

Learn and develop co-ordination for the whole body as
well as to control objects with increasing confidence.
Supplied with the complete set of 8 Start to play - Story
Time books and a narrated CD.

SE1524

6

£184 00 set
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Active Play, The Early Years
Contributes to a Healthier Future
Encourages Parental Engagement
Develops Essential Skills
Promotes Wellbeing

1

In support of Change4Life

£172 50

Go Project Equipment Package

The ‘Go Project’ can be used in the classroom and in the home environment and was created, by practitioners, to develop the basic skills that are considered as being essential
to promote wellbeing, interaction and communication, all helpful skills for young children to acclimatise to a pre-school environment and the transition to Key Stage 1. The ‘Go
Project’ promotes parental engagement and actively encourages Parents/Carers and their children to play together, to be more active and to eat more fruit and vegetables, all
contributing to a healthier future. Each of the 30 different ‘Go Bags’ contains a piece of equipment and an Activity Card giving ideas on how to use the equipment. The Equipment
is also supplied with a User Manual, Evaluation Forms, Lesson Plans and a Parents/Carers Questionnaire. The ‘Go Project’ is also aligned to the Change4Life campaign and to
its objectives.
SE1291
Complete Go Project Equipment Package
£172 50 set
WAS

SAVE!

Cl

2

ea

r i n st r u c t i o n

£19 54
NOW

£8.63

s

Go Project CD and Cards

The Activity Cards have been developed by practitioners and are ideally suited to aid young children while interacting with their parents/carers to develop and master essential
skills required to initiate a healthy and active start in life. The CD includes User Manual, Evaluation Forms, Lesson Plans and a Parents/Carers Questionnaire. The objectives of the
Go Project are aligned to the Change4Life campaign.
SE1289
GO Project CD and Cards only
£19 54 ££8 63 set
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Active Play, The Early Years
Jump for Joy Frolic

‘Frolic’ is aimed at nursery age children and was developed to provide a challenging soft-play environment to assist in the development of agility, balance and co-ordination.
£1725 00
Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

1

Jump for Joy Frolic Magic Carpet

A huge soft play ‘carpet’ fitted with hook and loop strips and pads which allow children to build their own structures by ‘sticking’ the different shapes in limitless combinations.
Supplied with 18 pieces and a Teacher’s Support Pack. Magic Carpet size: 5.5 L x 1.1m W x 40cm (thick).
GY2860
Magic Carpet Complete with Support Pack
£1725 00 set
GY2850
Magic Carpet ‘carpet’ only
£448 50 ea
£606 05

£189 75

Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

2

Wonder Wave

3

Having an instantly appealing shape that is designed for crawling, stepping, climbing and even tummy surfing. Each
wave includes a set of six hook and loop patches which can be used to encourage children to move over the Waves
in controlled directed activities.
GY2710-A
Half (single), size 1.5 L x 1m W x 84cm H
£606 05 ea
GY2710-B
Whole (2 units), size 3 L x 1m W x 84cm H
£1194 85 set
£230 00

£134 55

£40 25

6
4

Arches

Can be used to introduce working at different heights;
crawl under, climb over, or sit on and use as a rocker.
Supplied in pairs.
GY2750
Size: 80 L x 30 W x 41cm H £230 00 pr

5

Wedges

The most popular shape in the range; use for simple
pushing, pulling or climbing up and over. Supplied as a
set; the Large Wedge size: 80 L x 41 W x 51cm H, the
Small Wedge size: 60 L x 30 W x 30cm H.
GY2830
Set of 2
£189 75 set

Rocker

Always popular with children, it is easy to climb onto to
sit astride and rock.
GY2820
Size: 80 L x 30 W x 40cm H £134 55 ea

Zig-A-Zag Tunnel

Great for encouraging active play, this tunnel will get
a young person crawling, rolling and moving around,
helping to develop motor skills and build strength.
Suitable for both indoor and out. Made from tough,
shower-proof nylon with see-through mesh. The design
allows the tunnel to be bent to go in different directions.
SE7830
Length 2.7m, dia. 54cm
£40 25 ea

Large items that display this symbol are delivered at our nominal standard order processing and delivery charge. T & C’s apply.

8
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Active Play, The Early Years
£39 10

su

pp l i e d

x10
in sets

1

Walking Boards

Walking Boards provide a brightly coloured non-slip 5cm wide plastic platform for balancing and developing motor skills. Available as a Curved or a Straight version, each section
simply attaches to the next. Section Size: 30 L x 15 W x 17cm H. Not suitable for wooden floors, supplied as a mixed colour set of 10.
SE2660-CUR Curved
£39 10 set
SE2660-STR
Straight
£41 40 set

Five
interchangeable
colour plates

£44 85

pp l i e d

su

No

n-

in sets

2

ce

su

x10

s li p , s u r f

a

pp l i e d

x10
in sets

3

Balance Path Snake

A great product for helping to develop motor skills; it features non-slip surfaces and is
very easy to construct. Path Size: 35 L x 9.5 W x 4.5cm H.
SE1368
Set of 10
£44 85 set

£125 35

Balance Path Islands

Non-slip base

A set of Islands with connecting Bridges intended to form a pentagon shape. The
Islands bear interchangeable numbered plates that can be moved around to provide
varying challenges. Island dia. 30cm, height 10cm. Bridge Size: 72 L x 12.5cm W.
SE1367
Set of 5 Islands and 5 Bridges
£125 35 set
£44 85

£109 25

Supplied in
holdall

su

pp l i e d

x6

in sets

4

Balance Course

5

Comprises of Giant Blocks and Walking Boards to form a raised pentagon shaped
walkway to help children gain confidence with balance. Block size: 30 L x 15 W x 10cm
H. Board size: 1m L x 9cm W. Supplied in a holdall.
SE1330
Set of 5 Blocks and 5 Boards
£109 25 set

River Stones

Developed to help build children’s confidence for judging distances and generally
balancing. The ‘stepping stones’ have rubber studs to prevent slipping and protect
floors.
SE1360
Set of 6
£44 85 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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Active Play, The Early Years
£79 35

2

Butterfly Scooter

Manufactured from durable plastic features contoured
internal handles providing finger and hand protection. Set
of 6 assorted colours.
SE8390-6
Size: 40 L x 30cm W
£71 30 set

£56 35

£69 00

See-Saw

5

With a stable base and comfortable seats, this will
provide hours of imaginative play and will promote cooperation and communication.
SE1228
Length 1.1m. Weight 2kg.
£56 35 ea

3

Scooter

Sturdy plastic scooter board with handles. Set of six
assorted colours.
SE1622-6
Size 35 L x 30cm W
£67 85 set
£46 00

Mini Trampoline

6

Ultra-strong mini trampoline with support bar made from
tubular steel fitted with reinforced springs and nylon
padded skirt. Max weight 25kg. Self-assembly required.

£69 00 ea

SE1549

Mini Top

Developed with particular focus on the motor-skill
development, it encourages a young child to teeter, swing
and spin around. Mini Top dia. 68cm, height 27cm
SE1563
Mini Top
£46 00 ea
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8

Mini Viking Tricycle

!

£100 05

s

£97 75

7

NEW!

Floor Surfer

Combines play and the training of motor skills, designed
to ensure safe use by any child irrespective of motor skills
level. Narrow sides act as handles and the protruding
corners protects hands. Age 2+ years. Maximum load:
100kg.
SE1559
Size: 14 H x 37 W x 56cm D.
£79 35 ea

4

£67 85

NEW!

fo r

ng

1

£71 30

t h e ve r y

yo

u

Mini Viking Pushbike for One

Push bike with double front wheels that provide extra support during the development
A good quality tricycle that provides children as young as 1 year old with lots of fun. and training of children’s balance skills. Suitable for the very young. Propelled forward
Suitable for ages 1 - 4.
using the feet.
SE1561
Size: 52 H x 43 W x 65cm D.
£97 75 ea SE1562
Size 41 H x 43 W x 54cm D
£100 05 ea
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Active Play, The Early Years
£111 55

£23 00

2
1

Go Wheelie

A great way of developing physical control and encouraging children to follow directions
as well as develop co-ordination and muscle control.
SE1551
Height 70cm, Wheel dia. 18cm.
£23 00 ea

Whizzy Dizzy

The plastic base houses a swivelling sitting platform which rotates as children pull on
the circular central wheel. Children will discover how to co-ordinate their hands and
arms in order to manoeuvre themselves around the central post, providing a sense of
achievement and fun as they make themselves go round. Max weight 45kg. Age 3+
years.
SE1548
Dia: 55cm, height 30cm.
£111 55 ea

£138 00

3

ea

l fo
p la
r g ro u p

y

!

Id

£253 00

4

Exploration Circle Set - Colour Trays

Four coloured quadrant trays with a metal stand forming a sturdy activity circle. Easy
to manage, clean, lift and empty. Ideal for encouraging collaborative group play. Circle
dia. 80cm, Tray depth 15cm.
SE1557-COL
Stand height 46cm
£138 00 ea

Sand and Water Tray with Stand

Ultra-strong, purpose-moulded sand and water trays with lightweight tubular steel
frame. Lockable castors allow easy movement, sturdy lid is also provided. Drain plug
allows easy cleaning. Clear tray size 110 x 60 x 21cm.
SE1556-40-CLE Stand height 40cm
£253 00 ea
SE1556-58-CLE Stand height 58cm
£253 00 ea

£419 75

5

Round Ball Pool

£102 35

6

A fun and safe play space for a young person to explore, discover and grow. A robust
plastic pool that will hold up to 1200 balls, (balls not included). Dia. 1.5m. Height 52cm.
SE5190
Round Ball Pool only
£419 75 ea
SE7750-100-PB Spare balls, Set of 100
£28 75 set
SE7750-600-PB Spare balls, Set of 600
£148 35 set

Nylon Play Pool

A lightweight, brightly coloured ball pool in the shape of a hexagon. Will hold up to 1000
balls, (balls not included). Dia. 1.4m. Height 60cm.
SE1245
Nylon Play Pool only
£102 35 ea
SE7750-100-PB Spare balls, Set of 100
£28 75 set
SE7750-600-PB Spare balls, Set of 600
£148 35 set
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Active Play, The Early Years
£46 00

1

£69 00

Small Ball Kit

2

Large Ball Kit

Vibrant colours, tactile surfaces and interesting shapes make up this collection of small With various shapes and textures this collection of large balls provides a great choice for
balls intended for general play. Supplied in a mesh bag.
many play situations. Supplied in a mesh bag.
SE1481
Set of 50
£46 00 set SE1479
Set of 20
£69 00 set
£80 50

£6 33

12cm

4
Odd Shape Ball Kit
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£7 48
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£21 85
t

£16 10

£80 50 set

Softy Play Balls

A soft fibre filled vinyl ball with wipe clean surface. Available in different shapes and
sizes.
SE1025
Rugby shaped ball, length: 12cm
£6 33 ea
SE1486-200
Rugby shaped ball, length: 20cm
£2 88 ea
SE1485-150
Football, dia. 15cm
£2 88 ea

us

3

A set of differently shaped and coloured balls supplied in a storage sack.
SE1541
Set of 13

Wipe
cle
vinyl! an

l
d pe

6.5cm

10cm

5

Flashing Ball Set

Each Ball has a different textured surface for inquisitive
hands to explore and they light up and flash when
bounced.
SE1550
Dia. 10cm. Set of 4
£16 10 set

12

6

Rainbow Glitter Balls

Filled with a sparkling stardust which swirls around the
inside of the balls as they are moved. Age 3+ years.
SE1558
Dia. 6.5cm. Set of 7
£21 85 set

7

Constellation Ball

A clear inflatable ball, with a highly tactile surface, that is
filled with little coloured pellets that add to its attraction.
SE1408
Dia. 35cm
£7 48 ea
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Active Play, The Early Years
70cm

Sh

1

ap

e s o n rev e r

SAVE!

WAS

£16 09

£51 75

3 Games
in 1

NOW

£11.50

se

Shapes and Target Mat Activity Kits

Ideal for activities involving colour, shape and number recognition. Manufactured from
PVC cloth, suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Starter kit contains; 1 Mat and 4 Shape
Bean Bags. Deluxe kit contains; 1 Mat and a mix of 22 Number, Colour and Shaped
Bean Bags.
SE1171-STA
Starter Kit
£16 09 ££11 50 set
SE1171-DLX
Deluxe Kit
£28 75 set
SE1171-MAT
Shape and Target Mat only
£11 50 ea

2

Smart Toss™ Early Skills Activity Set

Three games in one to promote physical activity whilst reinforcing early numeracy and
gross motor skills. Set includes 12 x Bean Bags, a wipe clean Vinyl Board that folds flat
and an activity guide.
SE1263
Board size: 60 L x 50cm H
£51 75 set
£63 25

£51 75

3

4

Totsport Easy Score Basketball Set

An introductory Basketball style unit, supplied with a small ball. Minor assembly
required.
SE1244
Size: 1.4m H x 41 W x 36cm D. Hoop height 1m
£51 75 set

Basketball Play Set

Featuring a fan shaped backboard with a telescopic pole and ring (with net), adjustable
in height. Supplied with sand/water fillable ballast box. Height adjustable from 90 to
140cm, in 5cm increments.

BK3610

£63 25 set

£69 00

5

Basketball Stand

£17 25

6

Free standing tubular steel basketball hoop with a nylon rope net. Designed for young
children to help improve hand eye co-ordination and provide a challenging but reachable
goal. Weather proofed so can be used inside and out. Simple self-assembly required.
BK3720
Height: 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm
£69 00 ea

Pop-Up Goal

A polyester fabric goal that opens and folds away in seconds. Can be used for an array
of target games. Available in two sizes.
ST1300-SMA
Size: 1.1 W x 0.76 H X 0.76m runback
£17 25 ea
ST1300-LRG
Size: 1.5 W x 1.1 H X 1.1m runback
£23 00 ea
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Active Play, The Early Years
£25 30

£19 55

1

p e d e dg

e

s

R

am

Interlocking Children’s Play Matting

A useful range of EVA textured foam pieces which easily fit together to create a soft play
or rest area of any size. The ramped edges and round corners are bevelled, reducing
potential tripping hazards. Tile size: 46 L x 45 W x 1cm H. Ramp Edge Size: 46 L x 9 W
x 1cm H.
SE1269-1
1m Square set
£25 30 set
SE1269-2
2m Square set
£78 20 set
SE1269-T
Tile
£4 03 ea
Giant Noughts and Crosses
SE1269-S
Edge
£0 86 ea A super-sized version made from coloured foam.
58
SE1269-C
Corner
£0 ea SE8180
Tile size: 92 L x 92cm W

2

£34 50

£19 55 ea

Activity guide
included

£36 80

Activity guide
included

3

4

Ready, Set, Move™

All Around Learning™ Circle Time Activity Set

This set is designed to develop self-esteem and positive attitudes as well as being a fun
A classroom activity set containing twenty-five foam coloured mats, 3 inflatable dice way to sharpen early maths skills. Set includes a wipe-clean foldable mat, five inflatable
which depict exercises, colour and numbers, as well as an activity guide.
dice, five canvas bean bags and an activity guide.
SE1266
Mat dia. 25cm, cube size: 12cm
£34 50 set SE1267
Dia. 1.2m
£36 80 set

£8.

63

£34 50

SAVE!

En

ab

6
5

Hopping Hare Mat

Features 10 individually coloured and numbered sections
to encourage children to jump distances.
SE1152
Mat size: 2 L x 1m W
£34 50 ea

14

e

NOW

le s

y o u to 's e e

i
' t

m

£34

WAS

£10 35

50

Sand Timers

Moulded end caps and thick wall surrounds. For easy
identification each timer is colour coded. Size: 16 L x
7cm W.
SE1553-01
Green, 1 minute
£10 35 ££8 63 ea
SE1553-03
Yellow, 3 minute
£10 35 ££8 63 ea
SE1553-05
Blue, 5 minute
£10 35 ££8 63 ea

7

Percussion Set

Set of 10 wooden instruments in a plastic carry case.

SE1554

£34 50 set
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Active Play, The Early Years
WAS

£19 55

SAVE!

£16.

10

Make maths
fun!

£82 80

Number Shape Bean Bags
Counting Kit

2

A selection of equipment designed to enhance basic fundamental skills and to investigate counting in an active way.

£82 80 set

SE1211

£11 50

Activity guide
included!

£10 35
As

s

or

su

£18 40

s

Shaped as numbers and provide 0 – 10; they are playful
and are a great aid for helping to develop numeracy skills.
Measure and average length of 11cm.
SE1138
Set of 10
£19 55 ££16 10 set

re

1

NOW

te d tex tu

pp l i e d

x20
in sets

3

5
		

Number Bean Bags

Intended to help with counting 1 – 10, the Bean Bags
feature the digit, the spelling of the number, and dots
symbolising the number. Size: 10 L x 10cm W.
SE3700
Bag of 10
£11 50 set

Colour Bean Bags

4

Designed to assist with colour recognition and literacy,
each bean bag is printed with its corresponding colour.
SE3690
Size: 10 L x 10cm W, bag of 8 £10 35 set

Activity guide
included!

£31 05

6

7

Alphabet Bean Bags

Help to provide a useful and fun way of teaching the
alphabet and can be used to help with basic spelling,
they feature each letter in both upper and lower case.
Size: 10 L x 10cm W.
SE3670
Bag of 26
£31 05 set

Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build
communication skills and vocabulary as they interact with
these engaging tactile Textured Squares. Supplied with
an Activity Guide.
SE1372
Size: 6 L x 6cm W, bag of 20 £18 40 set

£40 25

£13 80

e

d

7

Do

Teachable Touchable
Textured Squares

u ble si d

Phonics Bean Bags

These tactile embroidered Bean Bags each feature an
appealing picture representing a letter, with 7 doublesided bean bags for short and long vowel sounds and
the hard and soft sounds of ‘c’ and ‘g’. Supplied with an
Activity Guide.
SE1373
Size: 7 L x 7cm W, bag of 26 £40 25 set

8

A to Z Cones

These provide an engaging way of learning the alphabet
or can be used for more general organisational purposes.
Height: 23cm, set of 26.

SE4910

£13 80 set
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Active Play, The Early Years
£26 45

£178 25

su

pp l i e d

x30
in sets

1

EVA Foam Blocks

2

Safe, soft and colourful blocks which promote creative building together. Block size:
19cm L x 9cm W x 5cm H.
SE4720
Set of 30 blocks
£26 45 set
SE4720-3
Bag of 90 blocks
£75 90 set
WAS

£20 70
NOW

£17.

25

Brick Me

Large plastic lightweight building blocks which easily interlock, enabling children to
create endless colourful creations. Contents include: 30 large blocks, size: 26cm L x
12cm W x 6cm H and 15 small blocks size: 13cm L x 12cm W x 6cm H.
SE1680
Set of 30
£178 25 set
£67 85

SAVE!

su

pp l i e d

su

x25
in sets

3

Soft bricks with rounded corners, suitable for early years setting. Comes in various sizes
and colours.
SE1278-25
Set of 25
£20 70 ££17 25 set
£65 55

at

u r a l fin i s

h

ActivBlocks

A set of 48 wooden blocks. Available with either a natural or in a mixed colour set of
blue, green, red, yellow. Block Size: 18 L x 6.5 W x 4.5cm H.
SE1333-NAT
Natural finish
£65 55 set
SE1333-COL
Coloured finish
£92 00 set

16

Interlocking Foam Blocks

Giant sized, colourful foam blocks in four different designs. Fully interlocking and ideal
for safe, constructive group play. Large block size: 22 L x 11 W x 6cm H, small block
size: 11 L x 11 W x 6cm H.
SE1431
Set of 30
£67 85 set
£10 35

N

5

in sets

4

Soft Construction Bricks

pp l i e d

x30

6

Large Foam Dominoes

Appealing to younger children and can be used to provide tremendous educational fun.
Supplied as a set of 28. Size: 13 L x 6.5 W x 1cm H.
SE2680
Set of 28
£10 35 set
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Active Play & Exercise

GETTING CHILDREN ACTIVE - MAKING A DIFFERENCE EVERYDA
Y!

£194 35

£113 85

The perfect accompaniment to the FUNDA
programme
1 FUNDA Teacher's Kit
FUNDA is award winning and OFSTED registered and successfully working in
schools providing quality learning that is engaging, challenging and accessible. This
kit compliments all the FUNDA resources, which are designed to support teachers to
deliver physical activities.

Balance is crucial to many activities and this kit will help develop this fundamental skill.

SE1482

SE1473

£194 35 set

2

Balancing Kit
£113 85 set

£103 50

3

Movement Bumper Kit

4

An excellent assortment of equipment that will help a young person experiment with
movement and dance.

£103 50 set

SE1384

£51 75

Starter Skipping Kit

Everyone should learn to skip and this starter kit contains all manner of ropes for both
groups and individuals.
SE1478
Bag of 34 items
£51 75 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£132 25

1

Ideal for playtime
activities

£120 75

Breakfast Club kit

2

School Playtime Pack

Developed to enable a wide and varied range of activities to be available to satisfy the
requirements of all abilities.

Provides a variety of equipment for all manner of active play.

SE1573

25

SE6800

Plenty to keep everyone occupied
during playtime!

£20 70

£120 75

£132 set

4
3

Playground Activity Kit

A selection of equipment to keep children occupied during playtime.

SE1527

£120 75 set

£120 75 set

Playground PAL Tabards

A Playground PAL is responsible for making sure that everybody feels included at
playtime. Fluorescent orange nylon tabard, printed on both sides and joined by elastic
on one side with hook and loop fastening on the other. Approx. size 48 L x 35cm W.

£20 70 ea

SE1597

£224 25

5

After School Club Mega Mix

A large and wide range of equipment to enable a diverse array of activities to be played, all of which will assist in the development of core PE and games skill.

SE1505

18

£224 25 set
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£45 94
NOW

£24.15

P r o te c t e d

Positive Playtime Wall Signs

Designed to support a Positive Playtime strategy. These signs are bright and fun for children to read. Printed onto a durable board with UV protection for longevity in sunlight.
Size 61 L x 81cm H.
SE1601-BUL
Bully Free Zone
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
SE1601-PLR
Our Playground Rules
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
SE1601-SCH
Our School Values
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
SE1601-PLM
Playground Manners
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
The playground should be an area which encourages positive, happy and active play, this can be made easier with the use of Playground Signs and Zones both of
which will assist staff/midday supervisors to organise areas through a busy playtime.

SAVE!

2

WAS

£22 71
NOW

£10.35

Playtime Zone Signs

These bright and colourful circular zone signs are printed directly onto a durable board with UV protection for longevity in sunlight. Dia. 38.5cm.
SE1598-ACT
Active Games
SE1598-BAL
Ball Games
SE1598-CRA
Craze of the week
SE1598-FRI
Friendship Stop
SE1598-FOO
Football
SE1598-QUI
Quiet Area
SE1598-SKI
Skipping Zone

£22 71 ££10 35 ea
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£258 75

1

£86 25

Active Play Equipment Set

Developed in partnership and drawing on the expertise of the Youth Sport Trust
Development and Resources team. The equipment contained in this package should
enable the teaching of physical literacy, supporting the education of movement, balance
and co-ordination.

£258 75 set

SE1156

Active Play Ball Set

£143 75

£92 00

1

2

Developed in partnership and drawing on the expertise of the Youth Sport Trust
Development and Resources team. Contains all the balls that can be found within the
Active Play Equipment Set (SE1156).
SE1158
Set of 36
£86 25 set

Play Chest

5

PE Team Kit

Contains a wide range of equipment suitable for general play and fun activities. Supplied
in a Storage Chest.

An array of equipment in team colours that can be used to play various games which
will also encourage skill development.

SE2020

SE1604

£92 00 set

£143 75 set

£79 35

B lu e

4

G re e n

Ye llo w

Primary PE Set

A comprehensive range of colour coded general PE equipment. Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Each supplied in a holdall.
SE1498-BE
Blue
SE1498-GN
Green
SE1498-RD
Red
SE1498-YW
Yellow

20

£79 35 set
£79 35 set
£79 35 set
£79 35 set
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Active Play & Exercise
Colourful equipment to
develop Throwing and
Catching skills

1

£212 75

Variety Ball Class Pack

Totalling 86 balls, in a variety of colours, sizes and textures and some with distinctive characteristics. Supplied in a holdall.

SE1056

£212 75 set

£86 25

2

Throwing and Catching Skills Kit

£42 55

3

Throws Box

An array of products for developing early throwing and catching skills. Suitable for all
levels of ability to encourage basic skills. Supplied in a holdall.

Developed for a group of young people, of different abilities, to learn to perform different
throwing skills. Supplied in a foldable storage crate, which can be used as a target.

SE6790

SE4300

£86 25 set

£42 55 set

£113 85

4

Throw and Catch Kit

£72 45

5

Starter Throwing Kit

A useful range of colourful equipment for developing throwing and catching skills.
Supplied in a holdall.

Developed to allow young people to improve their all-important throwing skills. Supplied
in a storage sack.

SE1499

SE1565

£113 85 set

£72 45 set
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Active Play & Exercise
ACTIVATE™ Programme

It is generally recognised that children need to be encouraged to become more active and the ideal time for this, outside formal P.E. lessons, are breaktimes and lunchtimes.
The Activate™ Mix bags provide an extensive range of activities which will motivate children by providing a range of exciting equipment suitable for all skill levels and in
sufficient quantity to enable all to participate. Having a wide range of activities available in the playground, and being able to try out different skills, encourages participation
and allows a young person to burn off excess energy and be more receptive in class. The playground can be zoned into areas for different activities, including a quiet area,
preventing any one game dominating the playground. Older pupils can be trained to lead activities, and encouraged to be responsible for the distribution and collection of
equipment.

£74 75

£184 00

co

n t ai ns

co

57
pro

1

Activate™ Starter Mix

SE1506

57 Products

pro

du cts

£74 75 set

£149 50

2

Activate™ Playtime Mix

SE1504

70 products

£224 25

co

n t ai ns

pro

3

Activate™ Select Mix

22

du cts

£184 00 set

co

82

SE1503

n t ai ns

70

82 products

pro

du cts

£149 50 set

4

Activate™ After School Mix

SE1505

109 products
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£224 25 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£425 50
Extra
No

Ca
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rr i age

n t ai ns

97
pro

du cts

1

Activate™ Giant Mix

Developed by specialists to provide a wide range of activities to encourage participation and the development of key skills.
SE6700
97 Products

£425 50 set
£632 50
Extra
No

Ca

co

rr i age

n t ai ns

158
pro

du cts

2

Activate™ Jumbo Mix

By far the largest kit in the Activate™ range which truly provides sufficient equipment to allow a young person to burn off excess energy while at the same time develop essential
skills in a fun way.
SE6660
158 Products
£632 50 set

Large items that display this symbol are delivered at our nominal standard order processing and delivery charge. T & C’s apply.
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Active Play & Exercise
More Archery
on pages
94 - 95

£281 75

1

Arrows Archery Bow Packs

Created to introduce Primary Schools to Archery in a fun and safe way and is designed
to be delivered by anyone, as no formal Archery experience is required. Equipment is
supplied with Teacher’s Guide and Activity Cards.
AR1018
Three Bow Pack (up to 6 participants)
£281 75 set
AR1019
Six Bow Pack (up to 18 participants)
£569 25 set
AR1020
Ten Bow Pack (up to 30 participants)
£747 50 set
More Athletics
on pages
96 - 119

£178 25

2

More
Badminton on
pages 120 - 129

£113 85

Bumper Sports Day Pack

Provides an engaging array of equipment for all manner of team activities on Sports
Day. Two bags include Mini Bars for positional marking or mini hurdles, Team Bands
and various sets of Foam Javelins, Three Legged Race Ties, Jump Sacks and Egg and
Spoons, not to mention Bean Bags, Balls, Hoops, Quoits, Gym Ropes & Relay Batons.

An ideal set to introduce the game of Badminton. Set contains: 6 Rackets (length 53cm),
10 Rackets (length 61cm), 18 (3 Tubes of 6) Shuttles and a racket bag.

AT4300

BA2040

£178 25 set

More Basketball
on pages
130 - 141

£138 00

4

Mini-Basketball England Take 6 Kit

3

Badminton Starter Pack
£113 85 set

£59 80

5

More Cricket on
pages 166 - 181

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Kit

The Mini-Basketball England Take 6 Kit is designed for Primary Schools, containing
everything required to play Take 6, contents include: 10 MasterPlay® Basketballs (5
each of Sizes 3 & 5), 12 Medium Bibs (3 each of 4 colours), 2 Stopwatches, 2 Squeeze
Whistles and a Ball Sack.

Developed specifically to introduce the traditional game of Cricket to young children.
The equipment is light, durable and enables children of all ages to participate and
develop basic techniques.

BK3710-6

CK4860

24

£138 00 set

£59 80 set
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Active Play & Exercise
More Dodgeball
on pages
189 - 191

1

£6 90

More ShortGolf/
Golf on pages
264 - 268

2

British Dodgeball SAFABALL™ Dodgeball

Approved by British Dodgeball, a low-sting junior training ball that is perfect to use as
an entry level match ball. Available in yellow.
DB1017
Dia. 20cm
£7 76 ea
DB1017-10
Dia. 20cm, bag of 10
£80 50 set

£247 25

ShortGolf Starter Kit

A coaching and playing system with each element designed to emulate the real game
while making it easier and more fun. Clever training aids have been designed and are
featured on the Clubs, Balls and T-Mats to aid success. This Starter set contains only a
small offering of the equipment available.
GF2790-05-07
To suit 5-7 yrs
£247 25 set
GF2790-08-11
To suit 8-11 yrs
£247 25 set
GF2790-12-PLUS To suit 12+ yrs
£247 25 set
More Football
on pages
218 - 238

5

£7 76

British Dodgeball MasterPlay® Dodgeball

Approved by British Dodgeball as its starter/introductory ball. The ball has a low
bounce and features a durable coating. Available in red or yellow. Sets supplied in equal
numbers of red and yellow balls.
DB1016
Dia. 15cm, please specify colour
£6 90 ea
DB1016-6
Dia. 15cm, set of 6
£40 25 set
DB1016-20
Dia. 15cm, bag of 20
£140 30 set

3

More Dodgeball
on pages
189 - 191

£92 00

MasterPlay® Playground Soccer Ball

£450 86

4

More Handball
on pages
310 - 313

6

A hard wearing ball with excellent abrasion and wear properties; featuring rubber
construction, this ball was developed as a more durable alternative for the playground
environment.
SE1143-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£92 00 set
SE1143-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£92 00 set

ShortGolf Teaching Kit

ShortGolf is the exciting first-touch golf game, proving a massive hit around the world.
Each element is designed to emulate the real game while making it easier and more fun.
Available in three sizes.
GF2730-05-07
To suit 5-7 yrs
£450 86 set
GF2730-08-11
To suit 8-11 yrs
£450 86 set
GF2730-12-PLUS To suit 12+ yrs
£450 86 set
£20 70

England Handball Foam Ball

Approved by the England Handball as its starter/introductory ball. A soft foam covered
in a durable protective skin. Available as a set of 4 (one each of blue, green, red, yellow)
or in an EHA branded ball sack of 12 (3 of each colour). Size 0.

HB1034
HB1034-3

£20 70 ea
£66 70 set
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Active Play & Exercise
More Hockey
on pages
314 - 323

£71 30

1

PLAY-Hok™ Junior Set

This popular game is a great introduction to the game of hockey and is particularly suited to schools. Set contains 12 PLAY-Hok™ Sticks (length 70cm), 3 PLAY-Hok™ Airflow
Balls (dia. 89mm) and a Foam ball (dia. 70mm). Supplied in a holdall.

£71 30 set

HK1360-JUN

More Lacrosse
on pages
324 - 328

£120 75

POP
LACROSSE

2

Sets of 12 Sticks and 6 Balls, with
a Holdall

Pop Lacrosse Set

Pop Lacrosse is a safer version of Lacrosse that is suitable for both indoors and outdoors. Contents include 12 Pop Lacrosse Sticks, 6 Vinyl Pop Lacrosse Balls. Supplied in a
holdall. Shaft length of 100cm.
LC1004-RB-SET Set with Blue and Red Sticks
£120 75 set
LC1004-GY-SET Set with Green and Yellow Sticks
£120 75 set
£224 25

More Netball on
pages 330 - 337

4
3

High 5 Netball Kit

The High 5 Netball Kit is ideal for England Netball’s High 5 entry game, it comprises of
a bag of 8 MasterPlay® Size 4 Cellular Netballs, 4 High 5 Netball Bib Sets (16 each of 2
colours) and a Stirrup pump with needle adaptor.

£224 25 set

NB1270

26

More
Orienteering on
pages 338- 341

£228 85

Xplorer Schools Kit

Developed by British Orienteering to introduce orienteering to Primary schools in an
innovative and non-traditional way. Contents include Resource Cards, Plaques, Mini
Floor Mats, Circle of Friends Large Mat and a holdall. All supported by a comprehensive
series of downloadable content and templates.

OT1025

£228 85 set
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Active Play & Exercise
More Rounders
on pages
346 - 352

£89 70

OVED
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IAL
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£24 15

Q UIP M

2

Aresson® Early Years Rounder Set

An ideal set for introducing children to playing the game. Suitable for age 4 – 11 years.
Set includes 4 Plastic stumps and bases (can be filled with sand to increase stability), 1
Blaze Bat, 1 All Play Soft Ball and some Basic Rounders rules.

Designed to teach very early, simple, fun batting and fielding skills. Contains 2 of
everything to allow 2 very simple games to take place simultaneously increasing levels
of participation. Contains: Early Years Rounders Teaching Guide, 20 Bean Bags, 2 Foam
Bats, 2 Paddle Bats, 2 Batting Tees and bases, 4 Foam Balls (dia. 9cm), 8 Cones and
a holdall.

RD1088

RD1096

1

Aresson® Mini Rounders Set

£24 15 set

More Rugby on
pages 353 - 357

3

£54 05

Tag Rugby Kit

More Table
Tennis on pages
388 - 395

4

£89 70 set

Retractable nets allow play
on most surfaces

£86 25

Primary Table Tennis Starter Kit

Provides everything required to play; 14 Junior Tag Rugby Belts (7 each of 2 colours),
a MasterSport® Rugby Ball Size 4, a Skinned Foam Rugby Ball, a Set of 50 Space
Markers and a holdall.

An ideal set to introduce the game, the retractable nets allows for play to take place on
most surfaces.

RG4130-STD

TT2970

More Tennis on
pages 397 - 407

5

£54 05 set
£77 05

More Volleyball
on pages
410 - 415

6

Tennis Starter Kit

£86 25 set
£17 25

Sitting Volleyball Equipment Kit

Set contains 12 Primary Tennis Rackets, 36 MasterPlay® Training Foam Tennis Balls, a
set of 25 Space Markers and a holdall.

Perfect for introducing Sitting Volleyball; the set contains 5 Volleyball England Starter
Balls, a Volleyball England Resource, and a Net Headband. Supplied in a drawstring
bag.

TN3390

VB2420

£77 05 set

£17 25 set
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Cut Foam Soft Sponge Balls

Traditional cut foam sponge balls are extremely tactile and very appealing to children. The 20cm ball has a low bounce which is suitable for the young or those with lesser coordination. All available in blue, green, red, yellow and an array of sizes. Please specify colour when required.
£13 80 set
SE1090-070-12-PB Dia. 7cm, mixed colours, set of 12
£6 90 set SE1090-090-12-PB Dia. 9cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Dia. 20cm, low bounce, please specify colour
£4 89 ea
SE1090-070-60
Dia. 7cm, mixed colours, bucket of 60
£36 80 set SE1090-200
20
35
SE1090-200-12-PB
Dia.
20cm,
low
bounce,
mixed,
set
of
12
£55
set
SE1090-080-12-PB Dia. 8cm, mixed colours, set of 12
£10 set
£11 50

S ki

2

n n e d fo a m

Skinned Foam Balls

The durable protective outer finish makes these balls more hard-wearing compared to that of an un-skinned ball. These quality foam balls are manufactured from soft moulded
polyurethane and are ideal for use in mini games and for skill development programmes. All available in blue, green, red, yellow and an array of sizes. Please specify colour
required when required.
Dia. 19cm, please specify colour
£5 18 ea
SE4790-070-12-PB Dia. 7cm, mixed colours, set of 12
£11 50 set SE4790-190
£59 80 set
SE4790-090-12-PB Dia. 9cm, mixed colours, set of 12
£16 10 set SE4790-190-12-PB Dia. 19cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Dia. 20cm, please specify colour
£5 46 ea
SE4790-150
Dia. 15cm, please specify colour
£4 60 ea SE4790-200
£62 10 set
SE4790-150-12-PB Dia. 15cm, mixed colours, set of 12
£51 75 set SE4790-200-12-PB Dia. 20cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Midi Rugby Ball, please specify colour
£4 60 ea
HB1034
England Handball Branded, set of 4
£20 70 set SE4830
Midi Rugby Ball, mixed colours, set of 12
£51 75 set
HB1034-3
England Handball Branded, bag of 12
£66 70 set SE4830-12-PB
£41 40

3
		

£69 00

Cut Foam Soft Sponge Balls
In a Bucket

An assortment of 48 balls in various colours and sizes.
Supplied in a bucket.
SE6650
Dia. 7cm and 9cm
£41 40 set

28

4

£59 80

Skinned Foam Ball Collection

A set of 12 balls supplied as a mix of colours and sizes.
Supplied in a holdall.

SE6610

£69 00 set

5

Skinned Foam Balls in a Bucket

An assortment of 48 balls in various colours and sizes.
Supplied in a bucket.
SE6640
Dia. 7cm and 9cm (mixed)
£59 80 set
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Coated Foam Balls

A soft foam ball that is coated with a robust outer layer to provide a hard wearing, easy clean product, suitable for both indoor and outdoor play. All available in blue, green, red,
yellow and an array of sizes. Please specify colour when required.
SE3180
Dia. 20cm, panelled
£11 50 ea

SE3140-070-4-PB
SE3140-090
SE3140-090-4-PB
SE3140-150

Dia. 7cm, mixed, set of 4
Dia. 9cm
Dia. 9cm, mixed, set of 4
Dia. 15cm

£10 93 set
£3 45 ea
£12 65 set
£5 75 ea

SE3190
SE3200
DB1016
DB1016-20

Rugby Ball, 23cm L
£12 65 ea
Red Dice, 16cm3
£4 60 ea
Dia. 15cm, British Dodgeball branded, please specify colour £6 90 ea
Dia. 15cm, British Dodgeball branded bag of 20
£140 30 set
£28 75

Du

2
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MasterPlay® PU-Skin Balls

High quality feel with a durable skin coating, easy to clean and suitable for many play situations. Dia. 19cm ball has a high bounce, dia. 20cm ball has medium bounce. Supplied
in assorted sizes and colours.
SE4890-070-12-PB Dia. 7cm, set of 12
£28 75 set SE4870-4-PB Dia. 16cm, Playball, set of 4 £23 00 set SE4840-4-PB Dia. 19cm, Panelled, set of 4 £44 85 set
SE4890-090-12-PB Dia. 9cm, set of 12
£36 80 set SE4870-12-PB Dia. 16cm, Playball, set of 12 £66 70 set SE4860-4-PB Dia. 20cm, Basketball, set of 4 £56 35 set
£56 35

3

MasterPlay® Foam Bell Ball

£40 25

4

A soft coated foam ball that has a bell inside. Ideal for blindfold games and will help in
the development of listening and spatial awareness. Set of 6.
SE1621-6-PB
Dia. 15cm
£56 35 set

Coated Foam Panelled Ball

A light, soft and safe polyurethane coated foam ball with a 32 panel design. Ideal for
catching, kicking and throwing. Set of 6.
SE1607-6-PB
Dia. 20cm
£40 25 set
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£69 00

1

£3 45

2

Large Ball Kit

With various shapes and textures this collection of large balls provides a great choice
for many play situations. Supplied in a mesh bag.
SE1479
Set of 20
£69 00 set
£5 75

£6 33

4
3

Soft Touch Playballs

Inflatable balls with a very tactile and appealing surface. Available in 3 sizes.
SE3710-10
Dia. 10cm, set of 4
£5 75 set
SE3710-20
Dia. 20cm, set of 4
£10 35 set
SE8780
Dia. 45cm, single ball
£9 20 ea
£4 03

5

Softy Play Balls

A soft fibre filled vinyl ball with wipe clean surface. Available in different shapes, sizes
and textures.
SE1025
Rugby shaped ball, length: 12cm
£6 33 ea
SE1486-200
Rugby shaped 'Softy' ball, length: 20cm
£2 88 ea
SE1026
Rugby textured ball, length: 22cm
£6 61 ea
SE1485-150
Football, dia. 15cm
£2 88 ea

£4 31

6

Over Ball

Lightweight, soft on impact and very easy to grip, they are
inflatable and are made of durable PVC.
SE8810
Dia. 26cm
£4 03 ea
SE8810-6-PB
Dia. 26cm, set of 6
£21 85 set

30

Cloth Covered Balloon Balls

Simply insert a balloon into the cloth covering to create a ball that is light enough to
float yet durable enough to be kicked or hit. Washable cover, supplied with 3 balloons.
SE1270-25-COT Dia. 25cm, cotton
£3 45 ea
SE1270-50-NYL Dia. 50cm, nylon
£8 63 ea

£10 93

Great fun for early skill
development!

Activate™ Inflato-ball

With characteristics similar to a traditional beach ball but
made from a more durable material which is ideally suited
to educational environments.
SE1357
Dia. 29cm
£4 31 ea
SE1357-6
Set of 6
£24 15 set

7

Nim’ Ball

An inflatable ball covered with a soft knitted polyester
covering.
SE1027
Dia. 24cm
£10 93 ea
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£12 65

£13 80

12cm

3
1

Hedgehog Balls

2

Easy to catch and control. Suitable for general play or
therapeutic and special needs applications. Available in
blue, green, red, yellow. Dia. 6.5cm
SE7560-8
Mixed colours, bag of 8
£12 65 set

4

Spiky Crystal Balls

Easy Grip Bump Balls

Extremely tactile, soft to the touch and have a superior
quality feel. Easy to catch and control. Suitable for general
play or therapeutic and special needs applications.
Supplied as 1 each of blue, green, orange, purple, red,
yellow.
SE8830
Dia. 12cm, set of 6
£19 55 set

Foamed vinyl and suitable for indoors or outdoors!

£9 20

5

The surface is covered with little soft spikes making them
extremely tactile.
SE1417
Dia. 15cm, set of 6
£9 20 set

Sensy Balls

A specially moulded plastic ball that features surface
bumps to assist grip and provide sensory stimulation.
Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Dia. 10cm
SE1023-4-PB Mixed colours, set of 4
£13 80 set

£19 55

Easy Grip Balls

A foamed vinyl ball that features a heavily patterned surface that assists grip and provides sensory stimulation; soft
to the touch and suitable for use indoors or outdoors. Supplied in a set of 4, one each of blue, green, red, yellow.
SE8370-4-PB Dia. 20cm, set of 4
£18 40 set

WAS

SAVE!

6

£17 25
NOW

20cm

£14.95

Spiky Pyramid Balls

7

Brightly coloured and covered in little soft ‘spikes’ making
them extremely tactile.
SE1406
Dia. 18cm, set of 4 £17 25 ££14 95 set

SAVE!

WAS

£16 10
NOW

£14.38

Blow Bump Balls

An extremely lightweight soft ball suitable for most play situations. The outer surface is covered in little bumps that
adds to the soft tactile surface.
SE1407
Dia. 20cm, set of 4
£16 10 ££14 38 set
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£14 95

1

£18 40

Emotion Balls

Brightly coloured inflatable balls showing different emotions (amazed, angry, excited,
frightened, happy, sad). A great way to express yourself so ideal for PSHE activities to
help develop emotional intelligence. Dia. 20cm.
SE1356
Set of 6
£14 95 set
£23 00

2

Scented Fruit Face Balls

Brightly coloured balls with a smiley face design. Each ball is also sweet smelling. Set
of 6.
SE1625-6-PB
Dia. 20cm
£18 40 set

£4 60

£26 45

Unpredictable bounce!

10cm

4

3

Large Foam Bobbly Wobbly

A large skinned foam ball with an unpredictable bounce.
Supplied as a set of 4, mixed colours. Dia. 22cm
SE1088-4-PB
Set of 4
£23 00 set
£6 90

6

£9 20

Coloured Tennis Style Balls

Suitable for general play but not court use. Available in
blue, green, red, yellow. Dia. 6.5cm.
SE3230-12
Set of 12, specify colour
£6 90 set
SE3230-12-PB Mixed colours, set of 12
£6 90 set
SE3230-48
Mixed, bucket of 48
£29 90 set
SE3230-96
Mixed, bucket of 96
£57 50 set

32

Reaction Balls

These 6-sided moulded rubber balls produce an
unpredictable bounce when thrown or dropped and
are intended to help develop concentration and quick
reactions. Supplied in assorted colours.
ST1260-070-4-PB Dia. 7cm, set of 4
£4 60 set
ST1260-070-8-PB Dia. 7cm, set of 8
£8 63 set
ST1260-100-4-PB Dia. 10cm, set of 4
£10 35 set
ST1260-100-8-PB Dia. 10cm, set of 8
£19 55 set

7

5

Pyramid Balls

20cm

A hardwearing inflatable vinyl playground ball with a
distinctive shape which gives an unpredictable bounce.
Very good for teaching eye tracking, hand eye coordination and developing reactions. Supplied in mixed
colours. Dia. 20cm.
SE8360-4-PB
Set of 4
£26 45 set
SE8360-8
Bag of 8
£51 75 set
£10 93

Rubber Sponge Tennis Style Balls

A firm rubber sponge ball. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow. Dia. 6cm.
SE1060-12
Set of 12, one colour
£9 20 set
SE1060-12-PB Set of 12
£9 20 set
SE1060-24
Bag of 24
£18 40 set
SE1060-48
Bucket of 48
£37 95 set

8

Rubber Sponge Happy Faces

A rubber sponge playball with a smiling face printed on
the ball. Dia. 6cm. Supplied in mixed colours.
SE6300-12-PB Set of 12
£10 93 set
SE6300-48
Mixed colours, bucket of 48 £46 00 set
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Magic Ball

Colourful balls that are virtually indestructible and unburstable, even when pierced, making them particularly
suitable for the rough and tumble of a whole range of
playground games.
SE7680-140-4-PB Dia. 14cm, set of 4
£19 55 set

£46 00

£14 95

ht
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!

£19 55
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Rainbow Foam Balls

Extremely colourful, lightweight and not too bouncy.
Available in two sizes.
SE6480-51-24 Dia. 5cm, bag of 24
£14 95 set
SE6480-51-48 Dia. 5cm, bag of 48
£28 75 set
SE6480-63-24 Dia. 6cm, bag of 24
£19 55 set
SE6480-63-48 Dia. 6cm, bucket of 48
£36 80 set

3

Small Ball Kit

Vibrant colours, tactile surfaces and interesting shapes
make up this collection of small balls intended for general
play. Supplied in a mesh bag.
SE1481
Set of 50
£46 00 set
£3 74

4
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2
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Gamester & Teamster Balls

These lightweight traditional air flow playballs are made from soft, durable plastic making them ideal for most activities. Available in two sizes and in blue, green, red, yellow.
Please specify colour when required.

Gamester

£3 74 set
£17 25 set
£3 74 set

SE1081-62
Dia. 6cm, please specify colour, set of 12
SE1081-62-12-PB Dia. 6cm, mixed colours, set of 12
SE1081-62-48
Dia. 6cm, mixed colours, bucket of 48

Teamster

SE1081-87
Dia. 9cm, please specify colour, set of 12
SE1081-87-12-PB Dia. 9cm, mixed colours, set of 12
SE1081-87-32
Dia. 9cm, mixed colours. bucket of 32

£6 33 set
£6 33 set
£21 85 set

5
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Airflow Bell Balls

Ideal for a host of playtime activities. Available in two sizes in mixed colour sets. Also available with a bell inside which is offered in a two coloured black/white option.

Dia. 7cm

SE1040-70-12-PB Mixed colours, set of 12
£5 75 set
SE1040-70-48
Mixed colours, bucket of 48 £27 60 set

Dia. 9cm

SE1040-90-12-PB Mixed colours, set of 12
£9 20 set
SE1040-90-32
Mixed colours, bucket of 32 £29 90 set

Dia. 9cm with Bell Inside, Sets of 12
SE9370-93-12-PB Mixed colours
SE9370-93-BW-12 Black/white

£12 65 set
£12 65 set
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£4 31

Activity Ball

A transparent ball with a number of multi-coloured balls
inside; movement causes the inner small balls to move,
stimulating the eye and reinforcing the product’s threedimensional nature. A useful tool for developing spatial
perception within a playful activity.
SE1369
Dia. 50cm
£23 00 ea

2

Jinglin’ Balls

A transparent ball with small bells inside which ring when
the ball moves. Available in 2 sizes.
SE5490-20
Dia. 20cm
£4 31 ea
SE5490-55
Dia. 55cm
£24 15 ea
WAS

£9 78

£10 93

NOW

£8.05

3

ou

le

ts

£23 00

r e d p el

Constellation Ball

A clear inﬂatable ball with a highly tactile surface which is
filled with little coloured pellets.
SE1408
Dia. 35cm
£7 48 ea
£16 10

SAVE!

10cm

4

Skinned Foam Bell Balls

Containing three bells inside and as such are ideal for
developing teamwork, listening, and spatial awareness
skills. Available in two sizes.
SE1227-15
Dia. 15cm, yellow, 370g
£10 93 ea
SE1227-15-4 Dia. 15cm, yellow, set of 4
£42 55 set
SE1227-20
Dia. 20cm, orange, 540g
£14 95 ea
SE1227-20-4 Dia. 20cm, orange, set of 4 £57 50 set

k li n

g st a

rd

Rainbow Glitter Balls

Filled with a sparkling stardust which swirls around the
inside of the balls as they are moved.
SE1558
Dia. 6.5cm. Set of 7
£21 85 set

34

6

!

Flashing Ball Set

Each Ball has a different textured surface for inquisitive
hands to explore and they light up and flash when
bounced.
SE1550
Dia. 10cm. Set of 4
£16 10 set
£6 90

Make
numeracy
lessons fun!

t

Sp

7

Beadballs

£19 55

6.5cm

ar

5

Soft transparent balls filled with colourful beads that
add a great deal more interest to that of opaque/solid
coloured balls.
SE1409
Dia. 7cm, set of 4
£9 78 ££8 05 set

hts u p

us

£21 85

L ig

8

To & Fro Ball

Designed for one or more individuals to promote foot and
hand-eye co-ordination for general ball skills. Supplied in
a mixed coloured set of 4. Ball dia. 20cm, cord length
1.5m.
SE9160-4-PB Set of 4
£19 55 set

9

Star Ball

Featuring six easy to catch radials/arms that are
numbered and coloured differently. Ball dia. 7.5cm.
Radial/Arm length 12cm.

SE2410
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£5 18

£13 80

3
1

Swirl Ball

2

A soft moulded foam ball that spins through the air
helping to teach children the skills involved with throwing
and catching.
SE3610
Length: 22cm
£4 31 ea

Foam Aeroball

Great fun in the playground, will help develop hand-eye
co-ordination.
SE1229
Length: 28cm
£5 18 ea
SE1229-4
Length: 28cm, set of 4
£18 40 set

£5 75

£5 18

10cm

£3 45

Nerf Vortex Howler

A safe, fun way to encourage youngsters to throw. Foam
construction with dependable flight pattern, featuring a
built in whistle to create a satisfying noise when thrown
correctly.
SE2470
Length: 33cm
£13 80 ea
SE2470-3
Length: 33cm, set of 3
£39 10 set
SE2470-6
Length: 33cm, set of 6
£74 75 set

4

Plastic Pom Pom Balls

6

Soft to the touch and do not roll after landing, they are
easy to catch. A great ball for developing basic hand-eye
co-ordination. Colours may vary.
SE3430-4-PB Dia. 6cm, set of 4
£3 45 set
SE3430-16
Dia. 6cm, bag of 16
£14 95 set

5

Urchin Balls

Easy to catch and hard to put down. Covered in pliable
tentacles that are soft and extremely tactile. Set of 6.
SE1612-6-PB Dia. 12cm
£5 75 set

Koosh Ball

Fun to touch and hold, they come in bright colours that
grab children’s attention whilst their unique strands make
them easy to catch.
SE2450-100
Dia. 10cm
£5 18 ea
SE2450-100-6 Dia. 10cm, bag of 6
£28 75 set

£6 90

£3 16

8
7

Band Ball

A ball made from colourful rubber strands that have a tactile feel and are extremely
versatile.
SE1627-06-4-PB Dia. 6cm, set of 4
£6 90 set
SE1627-09-4-PB Dia. 9cm, set of 4
£9 20 set

Buschwusch

Useful for concentration and co-ordination exercises. Manufactured from high quality
brilliant coloured soft silicone threads. Available in two sizes. The Tail option will assist
in the development of hand eye co-ordination.
SE1433-060
Mini, Dia. 6cm
£3 16 ea
SE1433-060-6-PB Mini, Dia. 6cm, set of 6
£18 40 set
SE1433-090
Midi, Dia. 9cm
£4 60 ea
SE1433-090-6-PB Midi, Dia. 9cm, set of 6
£26 45 set
SE1434
Tail length: 1m
£9 20 ea

£11 50

£23 00

su

pp l i e d

x6

in sets

9

Tail Ball

bk

Can aid in the learning of ‘the flight’ of a ball as its tail helps to develop eye-tracking
skills.
SE4930-6-PB
Dia. 6cm, Tail length: 85cm, set of 6
£23 00 set

Ribbon Ball

A small rubber ball with an attached tail. A safe and creative way to learn ‘the flight’ of
a ball. The colourful ribbons help to develop eye-tracking skills.
SE4700-6-PB
Dia. 5cm, Ribbon length: 43cm, set of 6
£11 50 set
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SAFABALL™

The SAFABALL™ SoftTouch range has been designed with a low-sting surface for use in various sports to help build confidence by being easier to handle. These balls are
lightweight, inflatable and constructed from foamed vinyl.
£6 90

1

£7 76

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Footballs

Intended as an entry level ball especially for younger
players and those new to the sport. Two sizes available.
FB5240-4
Size 4
£6 90 ea
FB5240-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£72 45 set
FB5240-5
Size 5
£7 19 ea
FB5240-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£75 90 set
£6 61

2
		

£6 33

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch
Dodgeball

A low-sting junior training ball that is perfect to use as an
entry level match ball. Available in yellow.
DB1017
Dia. 20cm
£7 76 ea
DB1017-10
Dia. 20cm, bag of 10
£80 50 set
£6 61

3

£6 90

6
4

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Netball

Has a soft tactile surface and is intended as an entry level
ball, it is less likely to sting when caught and so helps to
build confidence. Colour yellow.
NB2130
Size 4
£6 61 ea
NB2130-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£71 30 set

5

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Volleyball

A lightweight foamed vinyl ball with a very soft, low-sting
and tactile surface. Colour pink.
VB2140
Size 5
£6 61 ea
VB2140-10
Size 5, bag 10
£69 00 set

£4 03

Mini PVC Basketball

A lightweight basketball style ball.
SE6240
Dia. 15cm
SE6240-12
Dia. 15cm, bag of 12

36

Vinyl Balls

Inflatable multipurpose vinyl balls useful for all play
situations. Available in 2 sizes. Supplied in assorted
colours.
SE2330-100-4-PB Dia. 10cm, set of 4
£6 90 ea
SE2330-100-12
Dia. 10cm, bag of 12
£24 15 set
SE2330-210-4-PB Dia. 21cm, set of 4
£10 06 ea
SE2330-210-12
Dia. 21cm, bag of 12
£34 50 set

£3 16

8
7

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Handball

Intended as an entry level ball, the soft tactile surface
is less likely to sting and so helps to build confidence.
Colour orange.
HB1009
Size 1
£6 33 ea
HB1009-10
Size 1, bag of 10
£66 70 set

£4 03 ea
£51 75 set

PVC Soccer Balls

A lightweight soccer style ball. Available in two sizes.
SE6250-15
Dia. 15cm
SE6250-15-25
Dia. 15cm, bag of 25
SE6250-20
Dia. 20cm
SE6250-20-20
Dia. 20cm, bag of 20
SE6250-MX-12
Mixed sizes, bag of 12

£3 16 ea
£85 10 set
£3 45 ea
£90 85 set
£49 45 set
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MasterPlay®

The MasterPlay® range of balls has been developed to withstand vigorous use within the education market and are suitable for use both indoors and outdoors. The cellular
rubber used in most of these balls provides a soft feel that builds confidence, promoting a positive introduction to various ball sports.
£8 63

1

MasterPlay® Cellular Basketball

Exceptional grip properties combined with a soft touch
makes this ball remarkable value.
BK3120-3
Size 3
£8 63 ea
BK3120-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£90 85 set
BK3120-5
Size 5
£8 91 ea
BK3120-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£94 30 set

£10 35

2
		

MasterPlay® Skills
Cellular Basketball

4

MasterPlay® Cellular Netball

Easy eye tracking colours with exceptional grip properties
and a soft touch makes this ball particularly suited to High
5 Netball.
NB2110-4
Size 4
£8 63 ea
NB2110-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£90 85 set

£6 90

MasterPlay® Cellular Rugby Balls

A highly popular and durable school training ball with
good all weather grip.
RG4090-3
Size 3
£7 76 ea
RG4090-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£80 50 set
RG4090-4
Size 4
£8 05 ea
RG4090-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£82 80 set

3

A superb training aid featuring graphics to encourage
correct hand positioning for both left and right handed
play; larger ball size encourages success for beginners.
BK3130-5
Size 5
£10 35 ea
BK3130-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£109 25 set

£7 76

£8 63

5

MasterPlay® Rubber Football

A hard wearing rubber ball with dimpled surface. Available
in two sizes.
FB6200-4
Size 4
£6 90 ea
FB6200-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£73 60 set
FB6200-5
Size 5
£7 48 ea
FB6200-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£79 35 set

£9 20

6
		

MasterPlay®
Playground Basketball

Specifically designed for playground use, the black
colour also hides the usual scuffing from outdoor usage.
SE1140
Size 7
£9 20 ea
SE1140-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£94 30 set
£18 40

£8 63

7

MasterPlay® Playground Soccerball

A hard-wearing rubber ball with excellent abrasion and wear properties, developed for
the playground environment.
SE1143-3
Size 3
£8 63 ea
SE1143-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£92 00 set
SE1143-4
Size 4
£8 63 ea
SE1143-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£92 00 set

8

MasterPlay® Playground Ball Sets

A robust and durable playground ball. Supplied in a set of 4 (1 of each Blue, Green,
Red, Yellow).
SE1519-175-4-PB Dia. 18cm, set 4
£18 40 set
SE1519-215-4-PB Dia. 22cm, set 4
£21 85 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£46 00

1

£69 00

Racket and Ball Kit

2

Primary Tennis Starter Kit

A selection of rackets and foam balls to assist with hand eye co-ordination before
moving onto a racket sport.

An ideal set to introduce the game of Tennis. The short handled rackets make it much
easier to hit the ball thus promoting success, a sense of achievement and of course fun.

SE1507

TN3430

£46 00 set

£69 00

3

£25 30

Racket Skill Kit

4

An array of equipment to hone a young person’s racket skills before moving onto a
string racket.

£69 00 set

SE1508
£8 63

5

Paddle Ring and Band Ball Set

The fabric covered ring acts as a hitting/striking surface whilst the Band Ball never rolls
too far away if missed/dropped. Set of 6 Rings and 3 Band Balls.
SE1608
Ring dia. 35cm
£25 30 set
£4 60

6

Catching Ball and Cup

A classic game comprising a plastic ice cream cone shaped Catcher, with an Airflow Ball
tied to it. Superb for developing hand-eye co-ordination. Supplied in assorted colours.
SE8340-6
Set of 6
£8 63 set

38

£69 00 set

Scoop Set

A traditional playground game for developing hand-eye co-ordination. Supplied in
mixed colours.
SE4270
Pair of Scoops and Ball
£4 60 set
SE8350
Set of 4 Scoops and 4 Balls
£11 50 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£9 78

£4 60

2
1

Foam Flat Hands

Use individually or as a pair to encourage hand-eye coordination and to teach striking skills. Robust pads with
adjustable hook and loop straps.

£9 78 set

SE1421

Primary Starter Bat

4

Mini Plastic Racket

PlaySport® Starter Bat

Lightweight plastic bat with a short handle. Suitable for
use with an array of foam or plastic balls. Supplied as a
set of 4 (1 of each blue, green, red, yellow) or a bag of 20.
Racket length: 27cm.
TT2650-4-PB Set of 4
£5 46 set
TT2650-20
Bag of 20
£26 45 set

£7 48

5

A robust general purpose racket. Supplied as a set of 4
(1 of each blue, green, red, yellow) or a bag of 16. Racket
length: 35cm.
SE8490-4-PB Set of 4
£6 90 set
SE8490-16
Bag of 16
£26 45 set

3

Hardwearing, short handled, plastic bat, perfect for use
with either foam or plastic balls. Supplied as a set of 4 (1
of each blue, green, red, yellow) or a bag of 20. Racket
length: 27cm.
SE3570-4-PB Set of 4
£4 60 set
SE3570-20
Bag of 20
£23 00 set

£6 90

£5 46

Primary Tennis Racket

6

Perfect for children before they move onto a strung
racket. Supplied as a set of 4 (1 of each blue, green, red,
yellow) or a bag of 16. Racket length: 48cm.
TN3320-4-PB Set of 4
£7 48 set
TN3320-16
Bag of 16
£34 50 set

£9 78

£6 90

Junior Plastic Tennis Racket

Ideal for children developing their early racket skills within
informal games. Supplied as a set of 4 (1 of each blue,
green, red, yellow) or a bag of 16. Racket length: 48cm.
SE5790-4-PB Set of 4
£6 90 set
SE5790-16
Bag of 16
£29 90 set

£128 80

su

£12 65

pp l i e d

x12
in sets

su

8
7

Hand Play Paddles

Hand-shaped moulded foam paddles which can be used
instead of a bat. Supplied in a pair in a bag.

£9 78 set

SE7190

MasterPlay Tennis Rackets
®

Extruded aluminium frame with a mid-sized head, nylon
strings and a synthetic leather grip. Available in four sizes.
TN3210-19-12 Size: 48cm, bag of 12
£128 80 set
TN3210-21-12 Size: 53cm, bag of 12
£128 80 set
TN3210-23-12 Size: 58cm, bag of 12
£128 80 set
TN3210-25-12 Size: 63cm, bag of 12
£128 80 set

pp l i e d

x12
in sets

9

MasterPlay® Foam Tennis Ball

Lightweight, highly durable and ideal for practice use.
Dia. 7cm, weight: 29g.
TN3120-12
Bag of 12
£12 65 set
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Swingball®

Anyone can play Swingball®; with two players, each player takes turns to hit the ball, one player hitting the ball clockwise, and the other anticlockwise. The ball flies around the
pole and the tether moves up and down the spiral. The winner is the player to reach the top or the bottom of the spiral first.
£52 90

Pa c

se

£41 40

ks

ne

2
1

Classic Swingball®

The traditional version, featuring a 3-piece spiked pole
(for use in grass or sand) that is height adjustable up to
1.6m. Supplied with two bats and a tennis ball on a tether.
Bat weight 265g. Pole dia. 20mm.
OG1090
Classic Swingball®
£29 90 set

All Surface™ Swingball®

This play anywhere version features a sand/water fillable
base which doubles up as an ideal storage and carry
case. The 3-piece pole is height adjustable to up 1.7m
making it suitable for all sizes of player. Supplied with two
bats and a tennis ball on a tether. Bat weight 265g. Pole
dia. 20mm.
OG1130
All Surface™ Swingball®
£41 40 set

£56 35

4

at l
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All Surface™ Pro Swingball®

A play anywhere heavy duty system that features a sand/
water fillable base which doubles up as an ideal storage
and carry case. The 3-piece pole is height adjustable up
to 1.7m. Features more spirals on the head for longer
games. Supplied with two bats and a tennis ball on a
tether. Bat weight 300g. Pole dia. 30mm.
OG1290
All Surface™ Pro Swingball® £52 90 set

£110 40

5

3 in 1 Pole & Net Set with Accessories

Contains everything needed to start playing Badminton, Tennis or Volleyball. Includes
2 Badminton Rackets and Shuttle, 2 Tennis Rackets and Ball, a Volleyball and a pump.
Net length 3m, Net heights 0.8, 1.5 & 2.0m.

£56 35 set

SE1169

40

3

ba

£29 90

Slazenger Championship Mini Tennis Set

Contents include 4 Plastic Rackets, a bag of 12 Indoor Foam Tennis Balls and a 3m
Net and Post Set.
TN3460
Championship Mini Tennis Set
£110 40 set
TN1780
3m Net and Post set
£69 00 set
TN3380
6m Net and Post set
£86 25 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£63 25

Kwik Net Three at full height for Badminton

1

£86 25

Kwik Net Six at half height for Mini Tennis

Kwik Net

A metal frame that can be set up and taken down in minutes. Full net height is approximately 155cm for Badminton. Removal of one pole each side will set the height to 80cm for
Mini Tennis Red/Orange. Available with a 3m or 6m wide net.
TN1530-3
Kwik Net Three (3 metre)
£63 25 set
TN1530-6
Kwik Net Six (6 metre)
£86 25 set
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£264 50

ra t e d w h e

Multisportbase

The freestanding system is perfect for educational establishments and venues that want to offer a range of net based sports without having to buy individual post systems or
to drill floor sockets. It features adjustable telescopic poles and the sand/water fillable bases have integrated wheels making it easy to move. Can be used both indoor and out.
Suitable for Mini Tennis, Badminton, Sitting Volleyball and Mini Volleyball. Supplied as a pair with a 6 metre net.

£264 50 set

SE1415
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Active Play & Exercise
£8 05

1

£8 34

Square Cotton Bean Bags

Filled with synthetic granules. Available in blue, green,
red, yellow, in a bag of 12 of one colour, or in a mixed bag
of 12 or 36. Size: 10 L x 10cm W.
SE4470
Bag of 12, please specify colour £8 05 set
SE4470-12
Mixed colours, bag of 12
£8 05 set
SE4470-36
Mixed colours, bag of 36
£20 70 set

2

£9 20

Rectangular Cotton Bean Bags

Filled with synthetic granules. Available in blue, green,
red, yellow, in a set of 12 of one colour or in a mixed set
of 12 or 36. Size: 14 L x 10cm W.
SE9430
Bag of 12, please specify colour £8 34 set
SE9430-12
Mixed colours, bag of 12
£8 34 set
SE9430-36
Mixed colours, bag of 36
£23 00 set

£9 20

4

Pyramid Bean Bags

5

£9 78

Hook & Loop Pyramid Bean Bags

Each of the four sides has a hook and loop patch that enables it to stick to soft fabrics.
Filled with rubber pellets. Available in a mixed set of 12 or 36. Size: 10 L x 10 W x 8cm H.
SE8460-12-PB
Mixed colours, set of 12
£11 50 set
SE8460-36
Mixed colours, bag of 36
£33 35 set
£9 20

Bean Bag Scarves

7

A compact bean bags with an attached chiffon scarf which makes catching easier for
younger children. Bag Size: 6 L x 6cm W. Scarf length 20cm. Supplied as a mixed
colour set of 6.
SE3640
Set of 6
£9 78 set

42

Long Cotton Bean Bags

£11 50

Filled with synthetic granules. Available in a mixed set of 12 or 36. Size: 10 L x 10 W x
8cm H.
SE8450-12-PB
Mixed colours, set of 12
£9 20 set
SE8450-36
Mixed colours, bag of 36
£26 45 set

6

3

Filled with synthetic granules. Available in a mixed set of
12. Size: 27.5 L x 7cm W
SE2340-12-PB Set of 12, mixed colours
£9 20 set

Hook and Loop Bean Bag Scarves

A handy sized bean bag with a hook and loop patch for sticking to soft fabrics; the
attached chiffon scarf will help children with catching. Size: 4 L x 4cm W. Scarf length
15cm. Supplied as a mixed colour set of 6.
SE3620-6
Set of 6
£9 20 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£10 35

1

£4 03

2

Shape Bean Bags

Four differently shaped bags each printed with the name
of its shape. Approximate length 10cm.
SE3680
Bag of 12
£10 35 set

Coloured Bean Bags

Printed with the corresponding colour of the bag on each
side, upper case on one side and lower case on the other.
Size: 13 L x 13cm W.
SE1487
Set of 6
£4 03 set

£10 35

3

Colour Bean Bags

Designed to assist with colour recognition and literacy,
featuring the name of the bag’s colour printed on the
back of each bag. Size: 10 L x 10cm W.
SE3690
Bag of 8
£10 35 set

£11 50

4

£32 20

Number Bean Bags

5

Printed with the number, the spelling of the number and dots symbolising the number.
Size: 10 L x 10cm W.
SE3700
Bag of 10
£11 50 set

Bean Bag Class Pack

Set includes 16 Rectangular Cotton Bean Bags and 16 Coloured Bean Bags, all
supplied in a bag.
SE1054
Bag of 32
£32 20 set

£31 05

6

£69 00

7

Alphabet Bean Bags

Each Bag is printed with a letter in both upper and lower case. Size: 10 L x 10cm W.
SE3670
Bag of 26
£31 05 set

Bean Bag Collection

Set includes Alphabet Bean Bags, Colour Bean Bags, Number Bean Bags and Shape
Bean Bags, all supplied in a bucket.
SE6460
Bucket of 56
£69 00 set
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Active Play & Exercise

The tactile embroidered bags each feature an appealing picture representing a letter,
with 7 double-sided bean bags for short and long vowel sounds and the hard and soft
sounds of ‘c’ and ‘g’. Size: 7 L x 7cm W. Supplied with an Activity Guide.
SE1373
Bag of 26
£40 25 set
WAS

£20 64
NOW

£10.35

3

su

x20
in sets

2

NOW

£16.10

Five-A-Day Healthy Eating Activity Pack

ft

Teachable Touchable Squares

WAS

An innovative resource that aims to make connections between physical activity and a
healthy diet, promoting the ‘Five-A-Day’ message. Set comprises 2 mats, 5 bean bags,
resource cards and a drawstring bag.
SE1049
Bag of 11 pieces
£20 64 ££10 35 set

hy
y,
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, S
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Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build communication skills and
vocabulary as they interact with these engaging tactile squares. Size: 6 L x 6cm W.
Supplied with an Activity Guide.
SE1372
Bag of 20
£18 40 set
£19 55

SAVE!

tc

pp l i e d

ra

Phonics Bean Bags

Including 7 double
sided bean bags

Sc

1

Activity guide
included!

£18 40

So

£40 25

4

SAVE!

Number Shape Bean Bags

Shaped as numbers and provide 0 – 10; they are playful and are a great aid for helping
to develop numeracy skills. Length 11cm.
SE1138
Bag of 10
£19 55 ££16 10 set

£16 10

5

Fruit and Vegetable Bean Bags

Vinyl bean bags that have an image of either a fruit or vegetable pictured on one side and on the reverse the name is shown in English, French and Spanish. Dia. 11cm.
SE3650
Fruits, bag of 6
£16 10
SE3660
Vegetables, bag of 6
£16 10

44
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Active Play & Exercise
36 Bean bag
animals with
storage crate!

1

£94 30

Master Menagerie

Set contains 36 Bean Bag Animals; 6 each of Bears, Bunnies, Elephants, Frogs, Hippos and Turtles, supplied in a storage crate.

SE1435
SE8260-BEA-PB
SE8260-BUN-PB
SE8260-ELE-PB

Set of 36, 6 of each animal
Bean Bag Bears, set of 6
Bean Bag Bunnies, set of 6
Bean Bag Elephants, set of 6

£94 30 set
£13 80 set
£13 80 set
£13 80 set

SE8260-FRO-PB
SE8260-HIP-PB
SE8260-TUR-PB

Bean Bag Frogs, set of 6
Bean Bag Hippos, set of 6
Bean Bag Turtles, set of 6

£13 80 set
£13 80 set
£13 80 set
£47 15

2

Mini Menagerie

Set contains 18 Bean Bag Animals; 3 each of Bears, Bunnies, Elephants, Frogs, Hippos and Turtles, supplied in a drawstring bag.
SE1436
Bag of 18

£47 15 set

£16 10

3

Sea Life Bean Bags

Soft, tactile and based on creatures more commonly seen in the sea. Size approx.
10cm.
SE1024
Set of 6
£16 10 set

£16 10

4

Bean Bag Animal Zoo

Set contains 6 Bean Bag Animals; 1 each of a Bear, Bunny, Elephant, Frog, Hippo and
Turtle.
SE1437
Set of 6
£16 10 set
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£37 95

£11 50

su

pp l i e d

x24
in sets

1

The 24 Quoit Collection

Set includes a mix of Rubber Quoits and Telephone Wire Quoits. Supplied in mixed
colours in a bag.
SE9790
Bag of 24
£37 95 set
£5 18

3

2

Activity Rings

Brightly coloured and lightweight. Weight 53g. Supplied as a mixed coloured set of 6.
SE1145
Dia. 16.5cm, set of 6
£11 50 set
£6 33

Rubber Quoits

4

A traditional product, made from foam rubber. Weight 245g. Supplied in a set of 4 (1
each of blue, green, red, yellow) or a bag of 16.
SE1030-4-PB
Dia. 15cm, set of 4
£5 18 set
SE1030-16
Dia. 15cm, bag of 16
£21 85 set
£31 05

Telephone Wire Quoit

Colourful, tactile and robust. Weight 175g. Supplied in a set of 4 (1 each of blue, green,
red, yellow) or a bag of 12.
SE1280-4-PB
Dia. 15cm, set of 4
£6 33 set
SE1280-12
Dia. 15cm, bag of 12
£20 13 set
£13 80

36cm

5

Giant Quoits

Ideal for all kinds of throwing, catching and target games. The moulded foam
construction keeps their weight to a minimum. Weight 258g. Supplied as a mixed colour
set of 6.
SE7150
Dia. 36cm, set of 6
£31 05 set

46

6

Gym Rings

Brightly coloured and made from a strong ‘squidgy’ plastic. Weight 175g. Supplied in a
set of 4 (1 each of blue, green, red, yellow).
SW2020
Dia. 18cm, set of 4
£13 80 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£14 95

1

Numbers & Symbols Foam Flyers

Set includes the numbers 1 - 6 and the operations of
addition, subtraction and multiplication.
SE1381
Dia. 20cm, set of 9
£14 95 set
£4 60

£8 05

3
2

Plastic Frisbee

A flying disc with a happy smiley face on it.
SE7220-4-PB Dia. 25cm, set of 4

£4 60 set

Soft Sponge Foam Flying Discs

Extremely tactile and very appealing to younger children.
SE4070
Dia. 20cm, set of 4
£8 05 set

Includes
four
plastic
discs

5
4

£8 05

£28 75

Skinned Flying Discs

High quality feel with a durable protective outer finish;
easy to clean and suitable for both indoor and outdoor
play.
SE4480
Dia. 20cm, set of 4
£8 05 set

Bean Bag
Frisbees!

£8 05

PlaySport® Throwing Target

Perfect for Discs, Quoits, Balls and Bean Bags, in fact
almost anything you care to throw at it. Has 4 graduated
height settings. Sand/water fillable base. Supplied
complete with 4 Plastic Discs.
SE4550
Size: 90 W x 30cm H
£28 75 set

6

Soft Vinyl Flyer

Made from vinyl covered foam which makes them light
and durable.
SE4060-4
Dia. 20cm, bag of 4
£8 05 set

£14 95

£12 65

ia.
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24.5cm

7

Astro Flyer

High quality, lightweight and manufactured from tough
durable EVA foam.
SE1238-4-PB Dia. 24.5cm, set of 4
£14 95 set

8
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Flying Saucer

Made of lightweight tear proof nylon material. Folds down for storage, supplied with a carry bag. Weight 220g
SE3980
Dia. 92cm
£12 65
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Active Play & Exercise
Available in 4 sizes!
45-90cm

£1 15

1

Hoops

Available in four sizes, all size options are available as singles, sets of 12, bags of 20 or in a mixed bumper bag of 32 (8 of each size). Available in blue, green, red, yellow.

SE1610-18
SE1610-18-12-PB
SE1610-18-20
SE1610-24
SE1610-24-12-PB
SE1610-24-20

Dia. 45cm, please specify colour
Dia. 45cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Dia. 45cm, mixed colours, bag of 20
Dia. 60cm, please specify colour
Dia. 60cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Dia. 60cm, mixed colours, bag of 20

SE1610-30
SE1610-30-12-PB
SE1610-30-20
SE1610-36
SE1610-36-12-PB
SE1610-36-20
SE1610-MX-32

Dia. 75cm, please specify colour
Dia. 75cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Dia. 75cm, mixed colours, bag of 20
Dia. 90cm, please specify colour
Dia. 90cm, mixed colours, set of 12
Dia. 90cm, mixed colours, bag of 20
Bumper bag of 32, mixed colours, 8 of each colour

£1 73 ea
£19 55 set
£41 40 set
£2 01 ea
£23 00 set
£46 00 set
£57 50 set

One piece construction,
available in 3 sizes

£5 18

2

£1 15 ea
£12 65 set
£27 60 set
£1 44 ea
£16 10 set
£34 50 set

Flat Hoops

Highly durable and moulded in a one-piece construction. Available in 4 sizes and in sets of 4 or 12, all containing equal numbers of blue, green, red, yellow.
Dia. 50cm, mixed colours, pack of 4
SE9530-30-4
Dia. 30cm, mixed colours, pack of 4
£5 18 set SE9530-50-4
Dia. 50cm, mixed colours, pack of 12
SE9530-30-12
Dia. 30cm, mixed colours, pack of 12
£13 80 set SE9530-50-12
Dia. 60cm, mixed colours, pack of 4
SE9530-40-4
Dia. 40cm, mixed colours, pack of 4
£6 33 set SE9530-60-4
Dia. 60cm, mixed colours, pack of 12
SE9530-40-12
Dia. 40cm, mixed colours, pack of 12
£16 10 set SE9530-60-12

48

£6 90 set
£18 40 set
£8 05 set
£20 70 set
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A set of 8
connecting
pieces!

£4 60
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Make A Hoop

A lightweight hoop made up of 8 tubular plastic pieces that connect together to form a
hula hoop. Features a shaped inside profile that makes it easier to hold.
SE1393
Dia. 70cm
£4 60 ea

Solid Hoop

More durable than any other hoop, making it ideal for use as a target or in obstacle
courses. Available in blue, green, red, yellow, as singles or in sets of 20 (5 of each
colour). Supplied with a reusable storage strap.
SE1087
Dia. 60cm, please specify colour
£4 60 ea
SE1087-20
Dia. 60cm, mixed colours, set of 20
£86 25 set

£13 80

3

Wall Mounted Hoop Rack

Manufactured from powder coated steel. Wall fixings not included.
SE1760-WAL
Capacity: 100 Hoops

£65 55

4
£13 80 ea

Mobile Hoop Rack

Manufactured from powder coated steel, with rubber non-marking wheels.
SE1760-MOB
Capacity: 100 Hoops

£65 55 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
Develop balance and
co-ordination with
various age groups

£178 25

1

Acti Gym

Provides endless possibilities with an exciting array of equipment to create various obstacle courses for developing balance and co-ordination. Suitable for indoor and outdoor
use. Contents include 10 Giant Blocks, 5 Walking Boards, 8 Posts, 8 Hoops and various connecting pieces. Supplied in storage sack. Block size: 30 L x 15 W x 10cm H. Board
size: 1m L x 9cm W.

£178 25 set

SE1206
£132 25

2

Hoop and Block Pack

Suitable for numerous school activities. Contents include a mix of 16 Hoops (8 each of dia. 60 and 75cm), 12 Flat Hoops (dia. 50cm), 12 Giant Blocks (size: 30 L x 15 W x 10cmH)
and a Hoop bag.

£132 25 set

SE1052
£8 05

£28 75

4
3

Passing Arcs

Suitable for use indoor and outdoor, bases can be weighted by adding sand or water.
Size: 46 W x 40cm H.

SE2480
SE2480-6

50

Bag of 6

£8 05 ea
£49 45 set

Multipurpose Marker Poles

Suitable for indoor/outdoor use, featuring fillable bases. Base dia. 20cm, Pole dia.
2.5cm. Colour yellow. Available in sets of 8 of the following sizes: 50, 100 and 160cm.
SE9520-050-YW-8 Set of 8, 50cm poles
£28 75 set
SE9520-100-YW-8 Set of 8, 100cm poles
£33 35 set
SE9520-160-YW-8 Set of 8, 160cm poles
£40 25 set
SE9490-25-YW
Spare base
£2 88 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£109 25

1

£6 04

2
		

Balance Course

Will help children to gain confidence with balance. Contents include 5 Giant Blocks and
5 Walking Boards, supplied in a holdall. Block size: 30 L x 15 W x 10cm H. Board size:
1m L x 9cm W.

£109 25 set

SE1330

Acti Gym/Balance Course Accessories
Giant Block

Ideal for expanding existing set-ups. Giant Block size: 30 L x 15 W x 10cm H. Available
in blue, green, red, yellow.
SE9560
Giant Block, please specify colour
£6 04 ea
SE1071-PAD
Grip Pad Set per Giant Block (SE9560)
£0 58 set

£12 65

SAVE!

4
		
3
		

Acti Gym/Balance Course Accessories
Walking Board

Ideal for expanding existing set-ups. Walking Board size: 1m L x 9cm W. Available in
blue, green, red, yellow.
SE1071-BOR
Walking Board, please specify colour
£12 65 ea
SE1071-PIN
Connecting Pin (two required per board)
£0 35 ea

Acti Gym/Balance Course Accessories
Poles & Clips

Ideal for expanding existing set-ups. Poles available in various length. Yellow only.
SE9520-075-YW Pole, length: 75cm
£1 15
SE9520-100-YW Pole, length: 1.0m
£1 73
SE9520-120-YW Pole, length: 1.2m
£2 01
30
SE9520-140-YW Pole, length: 1.4m
£2 ££2 01
SE9520-160-YW Pole, length: 1.6m
£2 01
SE1071-CLP-PP Pole to Pole Clip
£0 58
ST1460
3 in 1 Clip
£0 58

£20 70

5

Hoop Target Game
Hoop Target Game
Additional Cone

£20 70 set
£4 03 ea

Acti Gym/Balance Course Accessories
Flat Hoops

Ideal for expanding existing set-ups and used in Hoop Target Game (SE1509). Flat
Hoops available in 4 diameters. Supplied in mixed coloured sets of 4.
SE9530-30-4
Dia. 30cm, set of 4
£5 18 set
SE9530-40-4
Dia. 40cm, set of 4
£6 33 set
SE9530-50-4
Dia. 50cm, set of 4
£6 90 set
SE9530-60-4
Dia. 60cm, set of 4
£8 05 set
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SE1509
SE9500-RD

£1 15
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Active Play & Exercise
£10 35

1

Challenging
and fun!

£13 80

2

Balance Pad

An inflatable robust pad for both standing and seated
exercise; varying the Pad’s pressure changes the degree
of difficulty.
SE8420
Dia. 33cm
£10 35 ea

A double ball supporting a platform which the user stands
on and balances, then, by gripping the ball between their
feet, they jump forward in a series of bounces.

High Stilts

These robust plastic stilts are height adjustable, step
height from 18 – 48cm. Supplied in assorted colours or
in a set of 4 (one each of blue, green, red, yellow). Height
1.5m.
SE5150
Step height: 18-48cm
£36 80 pr
SE5150-4
Set of 4 pairs
£138 00 set

£51 75

Balance Cushions

5

When stepped on these textured air-filled cushions wobble adding another level of
excitement as they are walked over. Vary the positions and distances or add obstacles
to create challenging paths.
SE1615-6-PB
Dia. 33cm, set of 6
£66 70 set

52

£13 80 ea
£48 30 set

Set of 4

£66 70

4

3

Pogo/Lo Lo Ball

ST1230
ST1230-4-PB

£36 80

ActivStilts

Made in the UK from solid timber and fitted with sturdy rubber feet. Height 1.2m, Step
height 37cm.
SE1167-MIX
Pair of Stilts
£51 75 pr
SE1167-MIX-4
Set of 4 pairs, mixed colours
£184 00 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£113 85

£51 75

su

pp l i e d

x6

in sets

1

Balance Kit

2

Balance is crucial to many activities and this kit should help develop this fundamental
skill.

£113 85 set

SE1473

Wiggle Walker

Ideal for improving balance and co-ordination. Simply move your weight from one side
to the other and rock like a see-saw to ‘walk’. Supplied in six bright colours.
SE1432
Set of 6
£51 75 set
£4 60

£13 80

An

4
3

Balance See Saw

Fun and exciting for children to practice their balancing skills by standing on the
platform and trying to keep both ends off of the floor.

SE3360
SE3360-4-PB

Set of 4

£13 80 ea
£51 75 set

ti-

im
s lip r u b b e r r

Plastic Non-Slip Stilts

Manufactured from sturdy plastic, complete with nylon cords and fitted with a rubber
rim to help to prevent slipping when in use. Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Please
specify colour.
SE7470
Please specify colour
£4 60 pr
SE7470-4
Bag of 4 pairs
£17 25 set
SE7470-12
Bag of 12 pairs
£49 45 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£28 75

Supplied as
four pairs!

£86 25

su

pp l i e d

su

x2

1

Summer Skis

i n pa i r s

Will help to develop basic motor skills, co-ordination and team work. Made from wood
with an anti-skid rubber piece to protect indoor floors. Available with two options for
either 2 or 3 users.
SE5570-2
Skis for 2
£28 75 pr
SE5570-3
Skis for 3
£37 95 pr

£143 75

3

Plytech Balance Bench

£41 40

2

Team Walker

Unique design to emphasise individual motion can be used for four individuals or linked
together for up to four simultaneous users to develop team work. Suitable for indoor
and outdoor use.
SE5670
Set of 4 pairs
£86 25 set

4

ActivZigZag

A colourful set of balance boards which can be laid out in various shapes; each board
features an engraved design. Board Size: 60 L x 10cm W. Supplied as a mixed colour
set of 8 boards and connectors.

£132 25 set

GY3750
£39 10

6

Straight Walking Boards

A brightly coloured non-slip 5cm wide plastic platform for balancing and developing
motor skills. Each section attaches to the next. Section size: 30 L x 15 W x 17cm H. Not
suitable for wooden floors, supplied as a mixed colour set of 10.
SE2660-STR
Straight
£41 40 set

54

i n pa i r s

£132 25

Robust, relatively lightweight and manufactured from 25mm thick plywood. Nonmarking rubber feet and the top side is fitted with rubber buttons. Features 10cm wide
balance rail on the underside and a wooden batten at one end. Available in a Natural
clear varnish finish or in blue, green, red, yellow. Length: 1.8m.
GY4260-180
Length: 1.8m, please specify colour
£143 75 ea

5

pp l i e d

x4

Curved Walking Boards

A brightly coloured non-slip 5cm wide plastic platform for balancing and developing
motor skills, the curved shape adds to the level of difficulty. Each section attaches to
the next. Section size: 30 L x 15 W x 17cm H. Not suitable for wooden floors, supplied
as a mixed colour set of 10.
SE2660-CUR
Curved
£39 10 set
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Active Play & Exercise
Great for den
building too!

1

2

TOP

Great for developing general co-ordination, suitable for 1 or 2 children to sit inside and
roll around. Manufactured from strong plastic and suitable for indoor or outdoor play.
SE5560
Dia. 80cm
£57 50 ea

Encourage
co-operation

3

Pole bag
included

£57 50

Limbo

A fun activity that provides an excellent means for developing agility and spatial
awareness. It is fully adjustable and quick to assemble. Set contains 3 Poles, 2 Rubber
Bases, 2 Clips and a Pole bag.
SE3280
Pole length: 1.6m
£23 00 set

£40 25

Caterpillar Fun Mat

£102 35

4

Provides an enjoyable way for up to nine children to acquire co-ordination skills whilst
experiencing the benefits that mutual effort can bring in terms of group co-operation
and bonding. Mat forms a continuous ‘band’.
SE3790
Size: 7m L x 50cm W
£40 25 ea

SAVE!

Popular spatial awareness
activities for those with ASD

NOW

90

6
Bonding Ring

A large, elasticated ring used to encourage individuals within a group to undertake
movement, supported by the group.
SE2380-LRG
Large, 6 - 12 Participants
£34 50 ££29 90 ea

£102 35 ea

SE2400

£34 50
£29.

Bonding Blanket

Encourages children to learn about group co-ordination and to investigate their
environment and their metaphysical relationship to each other. For groups of up to 12
children to partake in creative movement.

WAS

5

£23 00

Mystic Mantles

Climb inside the large, stretchy and transparent pillow-case by way of a hook and loop
opening. Will stimulate imagination, co-ordination, and uninhibited motion. Suitable for
group activity.
SE4140-MED
Medium, 6-8 years
£28 75 ea
SE4140-LRG
Large, 9-13 years
£32 20 ea
SE4140-XLR
X-Large, 13+ years
£34 50 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
There is
no limit to a
young person's
imagination and
what a play
tunnel can be
used for!

£54 05

1

Play Tunnels

Will assist with the development of co-ordination skills, motor skills and strength. These heavy duty tunnels have been manufactured to withstand energetic play both indoors and
out. Double layers of nylon (mesh) between which is a welded steel coil that is covered by a thick ribbed sleeve.
SE2060-1.83-CL Length 1.8m, dia. 56cm, clear
£54 05 ea
SE2060-1.83-RD Length 1.8m, dia. 56cm, red
£54 05 ea
SE2060-2.74-CL Length 2.7m, dia. 56cm, clear
£62 10 ea
SE2060-2.74-RD Length 2.7m, dia. 56cm, red
£62 10 ea

Tunnels can provide
many benefits to the
health and well-being of
a young person

£40 25

2

Zig-A-Zag Tunnel

Great for encouraging active play, this tunnel will get a young person crawling, rolling and moving around, helping to develop motor skills and build strength. Suitable for both
indoor and out. Made from tough, shower-proof nylon with see-through mesh. The design allows the tunnel to be bent to go in different directions.
SE7830
Length 2.7m, dia. 54cm
£40 25 ea

3.7m Long!

£143 75

3

£27 60

Giant Tunnel

Ideal for energetic play. It can provide a young person a way to exercise that differs
from other pieces of equipment and it will also assist in the development of gross motor
skills. Manufactured from durable colourful nylon.
SE1268
Length 3.7m, dia. 90cm
£143 75 ea

56

4

Obstacle Course Tunnel

A large play tunnel manufactured from heavy duty nylon with a see-through mesh top
section. The tunnel is sized to give ample space for children to crawl through.
SE1111
Size: 3.5 L x 1.5m W
£27 60 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£44 85

25cm

50cm

76cm

£3 45

1

Cloth Covered Balloon Balls

Simply insert a balloon into the cloth covering to create a ball that is light enough to float
yet durable enough to be kicked or hit. Washable cover, supplied with three balloons.
SE1270-25-COT Dia. 25cm, cotton
£3 45 ea
SE1270-50-NYL Dia. 50cm, nylon
£8 63 ea

2

The ideal inflator for all large, low
pressure, leisure equipment

WAS

SAVE!

3

Mega Football

The polyester cover contains a heavy duty vinyl bladder. For use indoors and on grass.
SE3340
Dia. 76cm
£44 85 ea

£37 32
NOW

£26.45

£5 75

Buoyancy Balloons

Enormous fabric balloons, the slightest of touches make them ascend, float and then
gradually descend.
SE3310-BAL
Ball, dia. 1.2m
£37 32 ££26 45 ea
SE3310-CUB
Cube, size: 1.2 L x 1.2 W x 1.2m H
£40 19 ££28 75 ea
SE3310-PYR
Pyramid, size: 1.2 L x 1.2m H
£36 40 ££27 60 ea

4

Air Pump

Suitable for inflating general large low-pressure leisure equipment. Three sizes of
connectivity nozzle are included. Not suitable for high pressure stem or needle valves.
SE2140
Dia. 17cm
£5 75 ea

£40 25

5

Air Floating Balls

£102 35

6

An extremely lightweight ball with a nylon cover and bladder.
SE1120-075
Dia. 75cm

£40 25 ea

Megaballs

Suitable for all kinds of playground games. Approx. weight: 9kg.
SE8800-180
Dia. 1.8m

£102 35 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£10 35

1

Parachutes

Parachutes bring excitement and something new to children’s group activities. Great for building team spirit and group co-ordination. Manufactured from robust multi-coloured
nylon with strong grab handles strategically positioned around the outside. Available in 6 sizes.
20 handles, dia. 7m
£74 75 ea
SE2080-1.7
8 handles, dia. 1.7m
£10 35 ea SE2080-5
16 handles, dia. 5m
£42 55 ea SE2080-7
24 handles, dia. 9m
£90 85 ea
SE2080-3.5
12 handles, dia. 3.5m
£25 30 ea SE2080-6
16 handles, dia. 6m
£56 35 ea SE2080-9
£13 80

2

£23 00

3

Target Parachute

Can be used as a conventional parachute but also features concentric coloured rings
for target practice.
SE2430
12 handles, dia. 1.8m
£13 80 ea

58

Build team spirit and group co-ordination!

Rainbow Wave

A variation of the traditional parachute, the difference being the shape. The brightly
coloured, durable nylon is long as opposed to round, but still encourages physical
exercise.
SE1402
Length: 8m, width 1m, 30 handles
£23 00 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£57 50

£120 75

2
1

Starter Parachute Games Pack

Set contains a Parachute (dia. 1.7m, 8 handles) and a range of equipment to begin
group activities. Supplied in a holdall and available with or without a Teaching resource.
SE5030
Including resource
£57 50 set
SE5030-NOR
Excluding resource
£51 75 set
£109 25

3

Deluxe Parachute and Accessories Pack

Set contains a Parachute (dia. 5m, 16 handles) and a broad range of equipment.
Supplied in a holdall and available with or without a Teaching resource.
SE1469
Including resource
£109 25 set
SE1469-NOR
Excluding resource
£97 75 set

Parachute Games Pack

Intended for larger groups, set contains a mixture of bean bags and different sized balls
with varying characteristics; the ideal pack to get started, complete with a Parachute
(dia. 5m, 16 handles). Supplied in a holdall and available with or without a Teaching
resource.
SE4950
Including resource
£120 75 set
SE4950-NOR
Excluding resource
£113 85 set

A whole new dimension to Parachute
games!

4

£43 70

Parachutes Accessories Small Balls Pack

Ideal for use with a Parachute. Set contains seven different types of balls, four of each
type.

£43 70 set

SE6630

£6 90

£26 45

5

“Parachute Games” Book

6

Contains 59 easy-to-do parachute activities, supplied with a DVD showing 28 live action
games.
SE7410
145 pages
£26 45 ea*

“Parachute - Encouraging Exercise” Book

Full of play ideas for children to create fun and meaningful physical activities. Also
describes how parachute games stimulate social and intellectual development.
SE6030
55 pages
£6 90 ea*
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Active Play & Exercise
£10 93

1

£5 75

2

Activate™ Space Hoppers

Made from tough PVC vinyl with a closed handle to make holding on easier. Available in two sizes: dia. 45cm (for up
to 9 years), dia. 55cm (for over 9 years).
SE1231-45
Dia. 45cm, up to 9 years
£10 93 ea
SE1231-55
Dia. 55cm, 9 years +
£12 65 ea

Air Pump

Suitable for inflating general large low-pressure leisure
equipment. Three sizes of connectivity nozzle are
included. Not suitable for high pressure stem or needle
valves.
SE2140
Dia. 30cm
£5 75 ea

£92 00

3

Activate™ Space Hopper Race Kits

Set contains 6 Space Hoppers, 50 Space Markers and a pump. Available in 2 sizes: dia. 45cm (for up to 9 years), dia. 55cm (for over 9 years).
SE1232-05-09
Dia. 45cm, up to 9 years
SE1232-09-15
Dia. 55cm, 9 years +

£92 00 set
£101 20 set

£14 95

4

Hoppers

Intended to provide an energetic work out and will enhance a young person’s body co-ordination and balance skill. Manufactured from a strong, yet soft, vinyl material for long
lasting use and durability. Available in three sizes.
SE3740-45
Dia. 45cm, up to 6 years
£14 95 ea
SE3740-55
Dia. 55cm, up to 9 years
£17 25 ea
SE3740-66
Dia. 66cm, 9 years +
£18 40 ea

60
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Active Play & Exercise
£71 30

1

Butterfly Scooter

Manufactured from durable plastic features contoured internal handles providing finger and hand protection. Set of 6 assorted colours.
SE8390-6
Size: 40 L x 30cm W

NEW!

£67 85

£52 33

3
2

Scooter

Sturdy plastic scooter board with handles. Set of six assorted colours.
SE1622-6
Size 35 L x 30cm W

£71 30 set

£67 85 set

ActivScoot

A wooden scoot that features contoured internal handles to protect hands and heavyduty non marking castors. Available in blue, green, red, yellow.
SE1255
Dia. 54cm, please specify colour
£52 33 ea
SE1255-4
Dia. 54cm, set of 4 colours
£205 85 set

£79 35

Sa

4

fe

a n d f u n fo r

al

£21 85

l!

Floor Surfer

Combines play and the training of motor skills, designed to ensure safe use by any child
irrespective of motor skills level. Narrow sides act as handles and the protruding corners
protects hands. Maximum load: 100kg.
SE1559
Size: 14 H x 37 W x 56cm D
£79 35 ea

5

Pedal Go

Designed to introduce young children to the art of pedalling, providing a perfect
foundation for both balance and gross motor skills.

SE1137

£21 85 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£5 18

1

£21 28

Coloured Plastic Skipping Ropes

With a durable easy grip contrasting handle. Solid 5mm rope. Length 2.14m.
SE1511
Set 6
£5 18

2
set

£6 04

3

set

£4 03

Cotton Skipping Ropes

With a rubber collar on each end to prevent fraying. Available in a wide selection of
lengths. Supplied in a set of 10 or a mix bag of 30 (10 of each 1.8m, 2.4m and 3.1m
lengths). Longer lengths also available as singles.
SE3110-6-10-PB Length: 1.8m, set of 10
£6 04 set
SE3110-8-10-PB Length: 2.4m, set of 10
£9 78 set
SE3110-10-10-PB Length: 3.1m, set of 10
£7 76 set
SE3110-12
Length: 3.7m, single rope
£1 44 ea
SE3110-12-10-PB Length: 3.7m, set of 10
£13 23 set
SE3110-18
Length: 5.5m, single rope
£2 01 ea
SE3110-18-10-PB Length: 5.5m, set of 10
£18 98 set
SE6880
Mixed bag of 30
£25 30 set
£4 31

5

Coloured Plastic Skipping Ropes

With a durable easy grip contrasting handle. Solid 5mm rope. Length 2.14m.
SE1511-4
Bag of 24
£21 28

4

Foam Handle Skipping Rope

Featuring foam grip handles with an integrated roller mechanism. Available in two
lengths, 2.5m ideal for individual play or 5m ideal for group play. Supplied as a single
or a bag of 6.
SE5220-2.5
Length: 2.5m
£4 03 ea
SE5220-2.5-6
Length: 2.5m, bag of 6
£23 00 set
SE5220-5
Length: 5m
£5 75 ea
SE5220-5-6
Length: 5m, bag of 6
£32 20 set

Cut any length from
these 50m rolls

£17 25

Coloured Skipping Ropes

Manufactured from plaited polypropylene. Available in either 2m or 3m lengths, in a
set of 4 or a set of 12. Each pack option contains equal numbers of blue, green, red,
yellow ropes.
SE3090-2-4-PB
Length: 2m, set of 4
£4 31 set
SE3090-2-12-PB Length: 2m, set of 12
£11 21 set
SE3090-3-4-PB
Length: 3m, set of 4
£5 18 set
SE3090-3-12-PB Length: 3m, set of 12
£13 80 set

62

6

Customised Rope

Manufactured from plaited polypropylene, intended for cutting to any required length.
Available in blue, green, red, yellow, please specify colour when ordering. Length: 50m.
SE1166
Please specify colour
£17 25 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
Store up to
500 ropes!

1

£14 95

Skipping Rope Rack

18 items supplied
with a storage
crate

2

A simple storage solution, manufactured from blue powder coated steel. Fixings not
included.
SE2200
Capacity: 500 Ropes
£14 95 ea

£21 85

Skipping Rope Box

With 18 ropes, three different kinds in a wide choice of lengths. Supplied in a Storage
Crate.
SE6720
Box of 18 items
£21 85 set

£51 75

3

Starter Skipping Kit

Everyone should learn to skip and this starter kit contains all manner of ropes for both
groups and individuals.
SE1478
Bag of 34 items
£51 75 set

£40 25

4

Skipping Rope Class Pack

A mix 37 Natural or Coloured Skipping Ropes in the lengths 2m, 3m & 3.5m.
SE1051
Bag of 37 ropes
£40 25

45 items to cater
for all skippers!

5

set

£90 85

Deluxe Skipping Class Pack

A mix of 45 skipping ropes, ideal for class participation. Supplied in a holdall.
SE1471
Bag of 45 items

£90 85 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£11 50

£33 35

£21 85

3
1

Ankle Ball

2

A plastic ring to spin around one ankle in order to hop
over the tethered airflow ball with the other foot.
SE8220-4
Bag of 4
£11 50 set

Skip’n’Go with Bell Ball

Simply spin it around one ankle and hop over the ball with
the other foot.
SE1020-6
Bag of 6
£33 35 set

£3 45

£4 03

Twirl & Jump

Provides a popular variation to Skipping with an airflow
ball attached by cord to a plastic stick. Supplied in sets
of mixed colours.
SE8400-4-PB Mixed colours, set of 4
£21 85 set
SE8400-12-PB Mixed colours, set of 12
£63 25 set

Count the
number of skips!

Dig

4

5

French Skipping

A classic playground game that helps develop balance and co-ordination.
SE2190
Length: 3m
SE2190-6
Length: 3m, bag of 6

£3 45 ea
£17 25 set

7

Segmented Skipping Rope

Made of durable green and white plastic segments. Length 2.1m
SE9750-6
Bag of 6
SE9750-12
Bag of 12

64

Digital Skipping Rope

Incorporating a skip counter in the handle that counts the number of skips.
SE7200
Length: 2.5m
£4 03 ea
SE7200-4-PB
Set of 4
£13 80 set
SE7200-12
Bag of 12
£37 95 set
£4 60

£12 65

6

ita l c o u nte r

£12 65 set
£23 00 set

Extra Long Skipping Rope

This extra-long rope with plastic handles is ideal for group play.
SE1078
Length: 9.6m
SE1078-4
Length: 9.6m, bag of 4
SE1078-12
Length: 9.6m, bag of 12

£4 60 ea
£17 25 set
£51 75 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£29 90

£27 60

£7 48

C o u te r
n

2
1

Trundle Wheel

Complete with a counting ‘clicker’ that clicks with each
metre, so all can see and hear the measurement. Non-slip
rubber tyres provide an accurate reading.

£29 90 ea

SE1377

Trundle Wheel and Counter

Fitted with a pointer, an adjustable clicker that can be set
from ‘off’ to every 10cm and to every metre and also a
Counter that counts to 9999 metres, or it can be set to
register every 10cm to a maximum of 999.9 metres. Nonslip rubber tyres provide an accurate reading.
AT4250-SET
Trundle Wheel and Counter
£27 60 set

£33 35

su

pp l i e d

Pro

in sets

4

Primary Timer

5

Time Tracker®

'S

7

6

Operates as a clock, or visual timer with coloured sections
providing a countdown, supported by 6 programmable
sound effects. Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).
SE3990
Time Tracker®, Height: 22cm £32 20 ea

£10 35

Time Tracker® Mini

Features 2 dials that allow selection of the total time and a
warning time, customised with a glowing light and sound
effect. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.
SE1257
Height: 12cm
£23 00 ea

HONK

£11 50

NOW

£8.

£23 00

g ra m m a b le

WAS

SAVE!

Digital Timer

£32 20

x6

Easy to use, featuring a clear display and large buttons.
Supplied as a set of 6 in a storage case and complete
with lanyards.
SE1261
Set of 6
£33 35 set

3

Will count up or down from 1-100 minutes. It can stand
alone, clip to a belt, be hung or attached to a whiteboard.
SE1375
Size: 7 W x 7cm H
£7 48 ea

63

DING
DING
!

E E' ti m e

Sand Timers

Moulded end caps and thick wall surrounds. For easy
identification each timer is colour coded. Size: 16 L x
7cm W.
SE1553-01
Green, 1 minute
£10 35 ££8 63ea
SE1553-03
Yellow, 3 minute
£10 35 ££8 63 ea
SE1553-05
Blue, 5 minute
£10 35 ££8 63 ea

8

9

Simple Stopwatch

Having only three buttons; green for go, red for stop and
yellow for clear. Chunky design with large digital display,
shows minutes, seconds and 1/1000 seconds.

SE1371

£11 50 ea

£19 55

!

IN
BO

Answer Buzzers

Provides a game-show style buzzer; supplied as a mixed
colour set of 4, each with a distinctive sound; horn,
bell, doorbell and boing. Requires 2 AAA batteries (not
included).
SE1262
Dia. 9cm
£19 55 set
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Active Play & Exercise
Deluxe kit

£78 20

1

2

Circus Show Skills Kits

Start exploring the world of the Circus. Try juggling with an array of different items, have a go at plate spinning, stilt
walking, using a diabolo or even ‘devil-sticking’.
SE1516-STD
Circus Show Skills Kit
£78 20 set
SE1516-DLX
Circus Show Skills Deluxe Kit
£172 50 set
£5 75

3

Chinese Discs

A simple yet absorbing traditional game of skill and
balance to encourage calm concentration. Set comprises
1 stick and 1 disc.

SE5290
SE5290-6

Bag of 6 sticks and 6 discs

£2 30 set
£12 65 set

£11 21

Diabolo

A juggling prop evolving from the Yo-Yo, it is spun using the string attached to the two
hand-sticks and a huge variety of tricks are possible. Available in two sizes, Children’s
Training Diabolo height 9cm, dia. 10cm (weight 121g) supplied with wooden sticks
(30cm L, dia. 1cm) or the heavier Diabolo height 10.5cm, dia. 10.5cm (weight 274g)
supplied with plastic sticks (30cm L, dia. 2cm).
SE7660
Children’s Training Diabolo
£5 75 ea
SE7660-6
Children’s Training Diabolo, Bag of 6
£32 20 set
SE7670
Diabolo
£8 05 ea
£56 35

5

£2 30

4

Devil Sticks Juggling Set

A large, decorated tapered baton is lifted, struck, or stroked alternately by the 2 control
sticks, stabilising the baton through gyroscopic motion.

£11 21 set

SE8650
£13 80

Freestyle Unicycle

6

Push Along Hoop

Fitted with a PVC wheel making this ideal for beginners. Features an aluminium fork with
a padded saddle and reinforced non-slip pedals. Wheel dia. 50cm.

Roll the hoop along the ground, by means of an implement wielded by the player.
Supplied as a Stick and Hoop (dia. 50cm).

SE5170

SE5300

66

£56 35 ea

£13 80 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£120 75

£4 03

2
1

Juggling Skills Pack

An array of equipment that will assist in teaching the art of Juggling. Start with the sets
of Flutter By Scarves, that are all supplied with an easy to follow Juggling Instruction
leaflet, then test these newly learned skills and progress onto more challenging pieces
of equipment.

£120 75 set

SE1515
£9 20

3

The perfect size and weight to use for Juggling. Filled
with synthetic pellets. Supplied as a set of 12 (3 each of
blue, green, red, yellow).
SE8450-12-PB Size: 10 L x 10 W x 8cm H
£9 20 set

Rubber Sponge Juggling Balls

Perfect for the beginner, offering a soft non-threatening
product. Supplied in assorted colours.
SE6320
Dia. 6cm, single ball
£.86 ea
SE6320-3
Bag of 3 balls
£2 59 set
SE6320-12
Bag of 12 balls
£8 63 et

£6 90

6

Leather Juggling Balls

5

PVC Juggling Balls

Perfect for the beginner. Supplied as a set of 3 in assorted
colours.
SE5340
Dia. 7cm
£5 75 set

£12 65

7

Traditional style, granular filled, soft synthetic leather
balls featuring eye catching multi-coloured segments.
Supplied as a set of 3.
SE5350
Dia. 6.5cm, set of 3
£6 90 set

£5 75

£ 86

4

Pyramid Bean Bags

Juggling Scarves

The slower movement of Scarves provides the skills needed before moving onto the
greater challenge of juggling with balls. Available in two sizes, 50 x 50cm and 30 x
30cm. The smaller Scarves are supplied with a leaflet full of ideas and tips.
SE1036
Size: 30 L x 30cm W, set of 3
£4 03 set
SE1036-12
Size: 30 L x 30cm W, bag of 12 sets of 3
£46 00 set
SE1139-MED
Size: 66 L x 66cm W, set of 3
£4 31 set
SE1139-MED-12 Size: 66 L x 66cm W, bag of 12 sets of 3
£46 00 set

Air Hoops

For the budding Juggler, these are a faster moving
challenge before attempting Juggling with Clubs.
Supplied as a set of 3 in assorted colours.
SE5310
Dia. 32cm, set of 3
£12 65 set

£20 70

8

Foam Juggling Clubs

Having a solid plastic core and foam casing make these
ideal for developing the skills of advancing Jugglers.
SE9970
Length: 50cm, set of 3
£20 70 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£27.60

2

Giant Target

Ideally suited for use with hook and loop Bean Bags, Scarves or Balls; it makes a perfect
aid for teaching co-ordination and colour recognition. Supplied complete with frame.
SE1146
Target size: 1.8 W x 1.8m H
£113 85 ea

Supplied with 6 hook
and loop balls

£27 60

1.5m

3

Rainbow Disc Target

Supplied with 6 hook
and loop balls

Pop Up Target

An all in one item that conveniently folds into its own storage bag. Supplied complete
with 6 hook and loop balls, it can equally be used with hook and loop Bean Bag Scarves
and Pyramid Bean Bags.
SE1209
Dia. 1.5m
£34 50 ££27 60 ea

Simply wraps
around a
standard hoop!

£40 25

4

Features bright and colourful concentric ring zones and conveniently folds into its own
storage bag, supplied complete with 6 hook and loop balls.
SE1364
Dia. 1.5m
£27 60 ea

SAVE!

Hook and Loop Hoop Target Kit

A simple design that turns a hoop into a target. The Target fits around a hoop which can
then be hung using the hanging loop. The Kit contains a Target, a Hoop, 4 hook and loop
Pyramid Bean Bags, 12 hook and loop Foam Balls and is supplied in a bag. The Target
is available in two sizes and is also available separately.
SE1031-76
Dia. 76cm Hoop Target kit
£40 25 set
SE1335-76
Dia. 76cm Target cover only
£16 10 set

Complete with
target cover!

£37 95

£40 25

W

o

rk

6
5

Bullseye Throwing Target

Features six bright and colourful concentric ring zones and comes attached to a plastic
hoop. The rigid outer ring allows the target to be easily hung or propped up against a flat
surface. Supplied complete with 12 lightweight plastic hook and loop balls.
SE1405
Dia. 76cm
£40 25 ea

68

l
s w
d
it h h o o k a n

PlaySport® Throwing Target

Featuring 4 graduated height settings ranging from 106 to 155cm and supplied with a
Target Cover that fits neatly over the Target making it suitable to use with hook and loop
Bean Bags, Scarves or Balls. Sand fillable base. Supplied complete with 4 Plastic Discs.
Target area size: 90 W x 30cm H.
SE4550-SET
Throwing Target and Target Cover
£37 95 set
SE4550
Throwing Target
£28 75 set
SE4550-COV
Throwing Target Cover only
£10 35 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£9 20

£11 50

£32 20

6cm

su

1

Hook & Loop Bean Bag Scarves

A handy sized bean bag with a hook and loop patch for
sticking to soft fabrics; the attached chiffon scarf will help
children with catching. Size: 4 L x 4cm W. Scarf length
15cm.
SE3620-6
Set of 6
£9 20 set

2

Hook & Loop Pyramid Bean Bags

Each of the four sides has a hook and loop patch that
enables it to stick to soft fabrics. Filled with rubber
pellets. Available in a set of 12 (3 each of blue, green, red,
yellow) or a mixed bag of 36. Size: 10 L x 10 W x 8cm H.
SE8460-12-PB Mixed colours, set of 12
£11 50 set
SE8460-36
Mixed colours, bag of 36
£33 35 set

pp l i e d

x24
in sets

3

Hook & Loop Ball

Handy sized, lightweight foam balls with hook and loop
patches; an alternative choice for use with soft fabrics
and targets. Colour; red and yellow.
SE9420-24
Dia. 6cm, set of 24
£32 20 set

WAS

£9 78

SAVE!

£3 16

£10 35

NOW

£2.30

5cm

4

Hook & Loop Foam Balls

5

These foam balls feature hook and loop patches that
enable the ball to stick to soft fabrics. Available in a set of
12 mixed colours. Dia. 6.5cm
SE8540-12-PB Set of 12, mixed colours
£9 78 set

Target Balls

These firm rubber balls have a neon coloured fabric outer
covering that is suitable for use with any hook and loop
hook style target.
SE8530
Dia. 5cm, set of 12
£3 16 ££2 30 set

£55 20

7

Hook & Loop Palm Glove Set

Ideal for developing catching skills and improving handeye co-ordination, the hook and loop style glove makes
holding onto a catch very straight forward.
SE1239
Set of 6 pairs and 6 balls
£55 20 set

6

Softy Balls

Featuring a vibrant multi-coloured cotton finish suitable
for use with any hook and loop style target.
SE9390
Dia. 8cm, set of 6
£10 35 set

£4 60

8

Hook & Loop Glove Set

Designed for the younger user, set includes 1 ball and
2 mitts. The ball sticks to the mitts building confidence
with catching.
SE8550
Set of 2 mitts and 1 ball
£4 60 et
SE8550-6
Bag of 12 mitts and 6 balls
£26 45 set

£5 18

9

Super Catch Set

A universal fit hook and loop style paddle that attaches to
the hand. Set comprises 2 paddles and 1 tennis type ball.
SE6210
Set of 2 paddles and 1 ball
£5 18 set
SE6210-6
Bag of 6 sets and 2 spare balls £32 20 set
SE6210-BAL
Set of 2 spare balls
£2 30 set
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£46 00

For more Bean Bags
please see pages 42 - 45

£28 75

5m
1.
1m

1

Giant Target

2

Tough, lightweight PVC mat folds flat for easy storage. Corner eyelets make it suitable
for anchoring when used for outdoors.
SE9780
Size: 1.5 x 1.5m
£46 00 ea
WAS

£16 09
NOW

£11.50

3

Floor Target Toss

Tough, lightweight PVC mat. Roll up or fold flat for easy storage, supplied complete
with 8 Bean Bags.
SE2160
Size: 1 x 1m
£28 75 set
£13 80

SAVE!

Shape and Target Mat

Manufactured from PVC cloth, suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Starter kit contains;
1 Mat and 4 Shape Bean Bags. Deluxe kit contains; 1 Mat and a mix of 22 Number,
Colour and Shaped Bean Bags. Mats size: 70 x 70cm.
SE1171-DLX
Deluxe Kit
£28 75 set
SE1171-STA
Starter Kit
£16 09 ££11 50 set
SE1171-MAT
Shape and Target Mat
£11 50 ea
£51 75

4

Target Parachute

Featuring concentric coloured rings for target practice and can also be used as a
conventional parachute.
SE2430
12 handles, dia. 1.8m
£13 80 ea
£44 85

3 Games in 1

5

Smart Toss™ Early Skills Activity Set

Provides 4 different ways to play: Colour, Number, Shape and Free Play. Folds flat for
storage. Set includes 12 bean bags and one wipe clean board with four faces. Activity
Guide included.
SE1263
Board size 60 L x 50cm H
£51 75 set

70

6

Foam Can Alley

Manufactured from coated foam. Set includes 10 Numbered Foam Cans, 3 Foam Balls
and a Storage bag.

SE1346

£44 85 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£17 25

1

Quoits

2

A classic game of skill and accuracy. Painted wooden
frame and pegs. Supplied with 4 Quoits.

£27 60

Throwing Set

Based on Quoits but provides the flexibility of allowing the
targets to be positioned anywhere. Supplied complete
with 3 Plastic Targets and 15 Hoops.

£16 10 set SE5280

£20 70

£27 60 set

£10 35

£40 25

Net Targets

Features an adjustable angled net to change the degree
of difficulty. Height 55cm. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow or a set of 4 (one of each colour). Dia. 45cm
SE4580-BE
Blue
£20 70 ea
SE4580-GN
Green
£20 70 ea
SE4580-RD
Red
£20 70 ea
SE4580-YW
Yellow
£20 70 ea
SE4580-4
Mixed colours, set of 4
£77 05 set

Mat
available
separately

7

Modern materials for a very traditional game. Set includes
a ring-stand and 6 coloured horseshoes.

25

Available in 4
net colours

Fantastic games
for ALL ages
and abilities!

3

Horseshoe Ring Toss

£17 set SE6230

OG2040

4

£16 10

5

Hoop Catch

£59 80

Plastic Bowling Set

A clever design that has a ball with 2 sets of finger holes
to suit different hand sizes. Supplied in a bag containing
10 Plastic Pins (Length: 40cm, weight 305g) with a foam
covered Bowling Ball (Weight 500g) and a Pin Placement
Mat.
SE5510
Plastic Bowling Set
£59 80 set
SE9470
Replacement Mat
£5 75 ea

6

Great for children to catch moving objects. Will help to
build confidence whilst developing their hand eye coordination.
SE1079
Dia. 60cm
£10 35 ea
SE1079-12
Dia. 60cm, bag of 12
£124 20 set

Multi-Target

The large circular target at the base can be used for
anything such as Bean Bags, Flyers or Frisbees. There
are targets for Quoits and a 1m high ring with a closed net
which retains balls over dia. 15cm.

£40 25 ea

SE7700

£37 95

8

Soft Foam Bowling Set

Manufactured from lightweight foam and therefore
completely safe. Supplied as a set of 10 Pins (Length:
30cm, weight 120g) and 1 Bowling Ball (Dia. 20cm). Pin
Placement Mat sold separately.
SE4670
Foam Bowling Set
£37 95 set
SE9470
Mat only
£5 75 ea

£20 70

9

Hoop Target Game

Contains a set of four Flat Hoops (dia. 50cm) that slot
neatly in the top of the cones making four targets to aim
at. Alternatively use just the cones as targets and play
Hoopla with the Hoops.

SE1509

£20 70 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£9 20

£16 10

£5 75

Ideal to use
with our
targets on
page 64!
2
1

Ball Launcher

Ideal for practising catching and developing hand-eye
co-ordination. Supplied with a ball but equally could be
used with many similar products.

£105 80

3

Set of 4

Mini Netball Net Set

5

GetNet

Developed at the request of Badminton England. It is
a short handled badminton racket but as opposed to a
strung face has a net attached to the frame. A great fun
product that adds an innovative twist to many games.

£16 10 ea SE1401
£59 80 set SE1401-4-PB

£161 00

Plastic unit with height adjustable ring and closed net
(1.6m to 1.9m in 10cm increments). Features a sand/
water fillable ballast box. The set contains a pair of Mini
Netball Nets, a Skinned Foam Netball, 2 Sets of Team
Bands and a Court Marker Set with a Centre Circle.
SE9770
Mini Netball Net Set
£105 80 set
SE9760
Mini Netball Net
£28 75 ea

72

SE1391

£9 20 set SE1391-4

SE8380

4

Cannon Launcher

A fun product to teach physical effort and adeptness;
when used with any targets or indeed just ordinary
hoops the user has to measure their effort to ensure firing
accuracy. Supplied with 3 foam balls.

Set of 4

£5 75 ea
£21 85 set

£69 00

Basketball / Netball Shot Trainer

A very stable multiple-target stand with 4 rings/nets, set
at different heights. The highest at 1.5m has a standard
basketball ring (dia. 45cm) whilst the 3 lower rings at
1.1m, 1.2m and 1.36m have a standard netball ring (dia.
38cm). All turn inwards into the metal frame for storage.
Supplied with a storage bag.

SE9980

£161 00 ea

6

Basketball Stand

Designed for young children to help improve hand-eye
co-ordination and provide a challenging but reachable
goal. Tubular steel frame with nylon net. Can be used
inside or outside. Simple self-assembly required.
BK3720
Height: 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm £69 00 ea
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Active Play & Exercise
£17 25

1

Pop-Up Goal

A polyester fabric goal that opens and folds away in seconds. Can be used for an array
of target games. Available in two sizes.
ST1300-SMA
Size: 1.1 W x 0.76 H X 0.76m runback
£17 25 ea
ST1300-LRG
Size: 1.5 W x 1.1 H X 1.1m runback
£23 00 ea

£31 05

2

Folding Goal

Made from tough nylon and features a rebound back net. Supplied complete with
ground pegs and a carry bag.
SE7710
Size: 1.3 W x 0.94 H x 0.94m runback
£31 05 ea

£43 70

3

£52 90

Multipurpose Goal

Easy to assemble PVC push fit construction goal supplied complete with net. Available
in two sizes.
FB3710
Single, Size: 1.2 W x 0.91 H x 0.61m runback
£43 70 ea
FB3710-2
Pair, Size: 1.2 W x 0.91 H x 0.61m runback
£82 80 set
FB3710-NET
Spare Net for FB3710
£3 45 ea
FB3730
Single, Size: 1.8 W x 1.3 H x 1.1m runback
£57 50 ea
FB3730-2
Pair, Size: 1.8 W x 1.3 H x 1.1m runback
£109 25 set

4

Samba Target Goal

Constructed from white plastic (dia. 68mm) and featuring sprung button locking fixing;
supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB2350-1.22-0.60
1.22 W x 0.6m H (4’ x 2’) x 0.6m runback
£52 90 ea
FB2350-1.22-0.60-2 1.22 W x 0.6m H (4’ x 2’) x 0.6m runback
£97 75 pr

£64 98

£120 75

3 in 1

5

Ta r
g et s h o t

Samba Match Goal

A portable goal constructed from white plastic with sprung button locking fixings.
Supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB4020-1
1.52 W x 1.22m H (5’ x 4’) x 1.0m runback
£64 98 ea
FB4020-2
1.52 W x 1.22m H (5’ x 4’) x 1.0m runback
£126 50 pr
Net |

6

Re

bo u

n d t ra i n

er

3 in 1 Target Shot Goal

Easy to assemble PVC push fit construction goal that features 2 additional accessories,
a Rebound Net and for more advanced players a challenging Target Shot Sheet.
FB3750
Size: 1.8 W x 1.3 H x 0.60m runback
£120 75 ea

Carry
bag
Net(0)
clips
Ground pegs | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Net hooks
t: +44 (0) 1753
648666
| f: +44
1753 648989Ground
| w: anchors
www.bishopsport.co.uk
|
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£14 95

2

Plastic Cricket Bats

Ideal for use with foam and tennis balls. Set contains 4
bats one each of blue, green, red, yellow. Length 51cm.
CK4720
Set of 4
£14 95 set
£5 18

£11 50

Strong plastic construction with foam covered head.
Featuring a simple twist lock action adjustable length
handle offering 25mm increment changes.
SE7020-29
Handle length 53cm to 74cm £10 93 ea
£10 35

Q

k

u

5

Aresson® Blaze Bat

A sturdy but light plastic bat with a rubber grip. Particularly
suitable for schools and inclusive Rounders. Rounders
England approved.

g ht a d j u s

tm

e

6

Aresson® Batting Tee

An excellent product for enabling batting and fielding
practice for a young person or beginners. Adjustable
height from 70cm to 100cm. Rubber base and tee with
retaining clip.

£10 35 ea

£24 15

Up Rite Safe Tee

Intended for helping to build striking confidence; height
adjustable from 40 to 66cm, in 19mm increments.
Features a weighted base which returns to an upright
position when struck.

SE3590
SE3590-4

Set of 4

£33 35 ea
£113 85 set

£7 48

OVED
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£5 18 ea RD1100

RD1032

Foam Rounders Set

Highly suited to the rigours of frequent use with the
sponge foam bat and ball both featuring a durable, high
quality coating. Bat length 56cm, Ball dia. 9cm.
SE4040
Single bat and ball set
£11 50 set
SE4040-8
Holdall of 8 bats and 8 balls £96 60 set
£33 35

ic

4

3

Adjustable Foam Bat

nt

1

£10 93

Q UIP M

8
7

Aresson® Mini Rounders Set

An ideal set for introducing children to playing the game. Suitable for age 4 – 11 years.
Set includes 4 Plastic stumps and bases (can be filled with sand to increase stability), 1
Blaze Bat, 1 All Play Soft Ball and some Basic Rounders rules.

£24 15 set

RD1088

74

Rubber Foam Bat & Ball Sets

Quality, rubber foam bat and ball sets, available in a choice of two lengths, either 48cm
or 60cm. Supplied in a set including 1 bat and 1 ball or in a group set of 6 bats and 6
balls supplied in a drawstring bag.
SE4740
48cm, 1 bat, 1 ball
£7 48 set
SE4730
60cm, 1 bat, 1 ball
£8 05 set
SE4740-6
48cm, 6 bats, 6 balls
£42 55 set
SE4730-6
60cm, 6 bats, 6 balls
£46 00 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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Active Play & Exercise
£65 55

1

Super Foam Croquet

Supplied complete with 6 mallets, 6 balls, 9 rubber/foam gates and 2 standing posts in a holdall.
SE4510
Mallet length: 13cm; Overall length: 68cm

SAVE!

2

£65 55 set

£80 50

Big-Foot Ball Game

This is all about having fun. Set includes 4 pairs of Foam Feet, 2 Skinned Foam Balls
(dia. 15cm) and 4 Plastic Cones. Supplied in a bag.
SE8170-SET
Big-Foot Ball game
£80 50 set
SE8170
Spare foot, please specify left or right
£8 63 ££6 90 ea

£97 75

3

Soft Foam Moulded Hockey

Flexible sticks with large, soft foam heads. Set includes 10 Sticks in 2 colours, a Foam
Ball, a Foam Puck and a bag.
HK1070
Complete set
£97 75 set

£111 55

4

£29 90

Mini Pop Lacrosse

A great tool for building confidence as essentially the stick acts as an extension of the
hand. The set contains 12 Mini Pop Lacrosse Sticks (6 each of blue and red), 6 Vinyl Pop
Lacrosse Balls and a holdall. Shaft length 11cm.
LC1003-SET
Complete Set
£111 55 set
LC1003-BE
Spare stick, blue
£8 05 ea
LC1003-RD
Spare stick, red
£8 05 ea
LC1002
Spare ball
£2 01 ea
LC1002-6
Spare ball, bag of 6
£12 65 set

5

VX

The equipment comprises of a special soft ball and a VstiX, a lightweight stick with a
thrower/catcher at each end (which has similar properties to a Rock-It-Ball stick). Points
are scored by ‘hitting’ an opponent with the ball between shoulders and feet or by
catching an opponent’s thrown ball. Length: 132 cm, shaft length: 76cm.
SE1109-1
1 VstiX and 1 Ball
£29 90 set
SE1109-2
2 VstiX and 2 Balls
£56 35 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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£19 55

£9 20
An

1

ti-b o u nce

Featuring a plastic mesh face to avoid bounce out and
non-sharp flexible plastic tipped darts. Suitable for up to
8 players. LCD automatic scoring display. Supplied with
6 darts.

£19 55 set

IG1940

Se

2

Soft Electronic Dartboard

£48 30

£276 00

More Boccia on
page 142

t s fo 12

Sport Stacking Speed Cups

Stack and un-stack specially designed plastic cups
in a pre-determined sequence as quickly as possible.
Supplied as a bag of 12 Cups with instructional leaflet.
SE1246
Set of 12 cups
£9 20 set
SE1246-6
Set of 6 sets of 12 cups
£52 90 set
SE1246-MAT Speed Cup Mat only
£9 20 ea
£48 30

3

WAS

More Goalball
on page 263

£1 04
NOW

£0.58

Soft Foam Boccia

5
£48 30 ea

SE1309
£79

35

More Boccia on
page 142

Goalball Equipment Kit

Set contains 2 Foamed Goalballs dia. 20cm and 12
Blindfolds all supplied in a bag.
SE1292-STD
Goalball Equipment Kit
£48 30 set
SE1227-20
Spare orange goalball
£14 95 ea
£7

WAS

NOW

£2.88

C

f o r t a b le

8

Each ball has a soft plastic outer cover. The pellet filled
inner provides a unique pliability that absorbs impact
when thrown. Supplied in a bag.
SE1424
Dia. 8cm, ball weight: 300g
£79 35 set
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PlaySport® Boccia Set

Multi-sided Platonic Dice

Manufactured from tough PVC that is light and
squeezable. Approximate size: 13cm. Colour red.
SE7110-04
Tetrahedron (4 sides)
£1 04 ££0 58 ea
SE7110-08
Octahedron (8 sides)
£1 04 ££0 58 ea
SE7110-10
Decahedron (10 sides) £1 04 ££0 58 ea
SE7110-12
Dodecahedron (12 sides) £1 04 ££0 58 ea
SE7110-20
Icosahedron (20 sides) £1 04 ££0 58 ea
£4 03

48

om

7

SAVE!

it

4

New Age Kurling Set

Set comprises of 8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red in a
bag and a Kurling Target Mat, size 1.2 L x 1.2m W
IG1870
Game Set
£276 00 set

6
A starter set for introducing the game of Boccia. The set
contains 6 Blue and 6 Red Foam Balls, a Yellow Foam
Ball (for the jack), an Activate® Spot and a drawstring bag.

More Curling on
page 182-183

Blindfolds

Simple, comfortable and featuring an elasticised strap.
Available in blue or set of mixed colours.
SE6180-6-PB Blue only, set of 6
£10 93 set
SE1208
Mixed colours, set of 6
£7 48 set

g ht fo a m

Giant Soft Dice

Perfect for introducing mathematical activities in an
active way. Manufactured from foam. Size: 13cm.
SE1160
Math Symbol Dice, pair
£4 03 pr
03
SE1170
Dot Dice, pair
£4 ££2 88 pr
SE1180
Numbered Dice, pair
£4 03 pr
SE1260
Full Set of 6
£10 35 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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£10 35

1

Scrabble

The word game for two to four players. Two different
versions are available, the Senior being the standard
board whereas the Junior version is a two sided board
and is easier to play.
IG1900-JUN
Junior version
£10 35 ea
IG1900-SEN
Senior version
£22 94 ££11 50 ea

£5 75

2

4

Dominoes
£5 75 set

IG1110

Large Foam Dominoes

Playing Cards

IG1090
IG1090-4-PB

Set of 4 packs

£1 44 ea
£5 46 set

Giant Floor Dominoes

Made from black felt with coloured dots. Supplied as a
set of 28.
SE1151
Size: 21 L x 10cm W
£32 20 set

£6 61

8
7

£32 20

6

Manufactured from coloured foam. Supplied as a set of
28.
SE2680
Size: 13 L x 6.5 W x 1cm H
£10 35 set

£1 44

Durable plastic coated cards.

£5 75 set 3 Rubber Sponge Dice
£5 75 set A handy size that is not so easy to lose. Size: 4.5cm.
£4 03 set
£0 86 set SE6310-12-PB Mixed colours, set of 12
£2 01 set SE6310-24 Mixed colours, bag of 24 £10 29 ££8 05 set
£10 35

5

Chess Pieces

Wooden Chess pieces (King height: 6.5cm). Durable
board made with hinge cloth and 100% recycled
cardboard. Sold separately.
IG1050
Chess pieces, King height: 6.5cm £6 61 set
IG1060
Board only, size: 36 x 36cm
£4 03 ea

£2 30

9

Draughts Pieces

Wooden Draught pieces (dia. 3cm). Durable board made
with hinge cloth and 100% recycled cardboard. Sold
separately.
IG1100
Draughts pieces, dia. 3cm
£2 30 set
IG1060
Board only, size: 36 x 36cm
£4 03 ea

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£4 03

Traditional Board Games

Worldwide classic games.
IG1490
Ludo game
IG1500
Snakes and Ladders game
IG1510
Spare Dice, set of 6
IG1520
Spare Counters, set of 50

£5 75

Traditional composite construction can also be used for
‘toppling’. Supplied as a box of 28.

SAVE!
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£143 75

1

£201 25

Mega 4 in Line

Strategy and skill combine in this game for 2 or more players who take it in turns to drop
their counters into the frame to form a continuous line of 4 of their own counters, whilst
at the same time seeking to prevent their opponents from doing the same. Made from
hard wearing plastic.
OG2110
Height: 1.3m
£143 75 ea
£126 50

3

4

Jumbo 4

£65 55

It’s Dicey

Play hundreds of popular dice games on a giant scale. Set includes 6 giant wooden
dice, 1 wipe clean score card, 1 marker pen, a set of game rules, a mesh bag and a
plastic container that doubles as a dice shaker. Suitable for use inside and out. Dice
size: 9 L x 9 W x 9cm H. Shaker height: 34m, dia. 32cm.

£39 10 set

OG2340

60 blocks
towering up
to 90cm!

£102 35

ActivTower Blocks

6

A set of 48 wooden blocks intended to be built up in rows of 3, to reach an overall height
of 72cm. Available with either a natural finish, or in a mixed colour set of blue, green,
red, yellow.
SE1333-NAT
Natural, block size: 18 L x 6.5 W x 4.5cm H
£65 55 set
SE1333-COL
Coloured, block size: 18 L x 6.5 W x 4.5cm H
£92 00 set

78

Big 4

£39 10

A slightly more compact version again suitable for both small children and adults.
Supplied complete with solid plastic counters and a smart nylon bag to store them in,
the game easily folds away so it can be stored back into its box.
SE1428
Height: 75cm
£126 50 ea

5

2

A large scale version of the original table-top game requires skill and strategy to
overcome your rival. Made from a strong, weather resistant wooden frame and supplied
complete with solid plastic counters.
SE1429
Height: 1.2m
£201 25 ea

Tower Blocks - Deluxe

A set of 60 extra-large wooden blocks that allow towers to be built in rows of 4 to
achieve an overall height of 67.5cm, or in rows of 3 to achieve a height of 90cm. The 4
row towers are particularly stable and allow for more daring removal of lower supporting
blocks, great fun for all ages. Natural finish only.
OG2160
Block size: 27.5 L x 6.5 W x 4.5cm
£102 35 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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Active Play & Exercise
Rolls up for
easy storage

£379 50

1

Giant Chess

Set consists of 32 black & white pieces manufactured from moulded plastic; the pieces
have a sand/water fillable base for extra stability (dia.24cm) and vary in height from
42.5cm (Pawn) up to 64cm (King). Can be played on a patio or on the Giant Chess/
Draughts Mat (Mat size: 3 L x 3m W, supplied with ground pegs).
OG2000
Chess Pieces only
£379 50 set
OG2030
Giant Mat only
£46 00 ea

A fantastically fun, exciting game that
challenges flexibility and balance to the
extreme

3

2

£149 50

Giant Draughts

Made from strong and durable plastic; 24 pieces supplied complete with 6 crowning
rods. Piece height 8.5cm, dia. 25cm. Can be played on a patio or on the Giant Chess/
Draughts Mat (Mat size: 3 L x 3m W, supplied with ground pegs).
OG2050
Draughts Pieces only
£149 50 set
OG2030
Giant Mat only
£46 00 ea

£52 90

£51 75

Get Knotted

Massive fun for up to 30 players. Throw the 2 Giant Inflatable Dice to find out which
part of your body you have to place on which colour flower. ‘Get Knotted’ with the other
players to make the game more difficult for them, but beware, fall over and you are out
of the game. Supplied complete with 2 Giant Inflatable Dice.
SE4570
Mat size: 3 L x 3m W
£52 90 ea

4

Giant Snakes and Ladders

A giant version of the classic game. Supplied with a Giant Inflatable Dice.
SE4500
Mat size: 3 L x 3m W

£51 75 set

£40 25

5

Hopscotch

A tough, lightweight PVC mat which has markings for Hopscotch and is ideal for use on
grass. Supplied complete with 2 cotton bean bags.
SE4190
Mat size: 3.1 L x 1.1m W
£40 25 set

£19 55

6

Foam Hopscotch

Interlocking foam numbered tiles, suitable for use inside or outside.
SE4710
Size: 2.1 L x 0.61m W

£19 55 set
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Action Mats

Action Mats are designed to promote P.E. as a fun activity to primary aged children. They are a range of exercise mats combined with games and team challenges, created
to provide the widest possible appeal. The mats feature bright, easy to understand graphics to enable the delivery of P.E. through individual and collaborative games and
challenges. Action Mats are easy to understand and are an enjoyable fun fitness activity!

£678 50

1

Action Mats

Set contains the following Mats; Balance, Hula Hoops, Lunges, Plank, Press ups, Rocket Jumps, Sit ups, Skipping, Speed Bounce, Star Jumps, Step ups, Swimmer, Triceps Dip
and Warm Up. Also includes 5 lesson/activity resources that provide ideas, challenges, games and fun, saving the effort of planning. Supplied in 2 storages bags. Mat size: 1 L
x 1m W x 5mm H.
GY3840
Set of 14 Mats
£678 50 set
£138 00

In

1

4

2

Team Mats

These are the key to unlocking the full potential of Action Mats and are the hub for many
games and challenges as activities usually revolve around these mats and circuits can
start or finish here. Supplied in 4 colours (1 each of blue, green, red, yellow) so that
matching teams can be created and easily identified. Users are also able to create their
own games and challenges using these mat. Mat size: 66 L x 66cm W x 5mm H.
GY3860
Set of 4 Mats
£258 75 set

3

Shuttle Run and Target Mats

ce

s

Easy to understand
graphics

£258 75

te r

ie
lo ck i n g p

A combination of 10 narrow interlocking mats with arrows and 4 interlocking target mats
to place at intervals along the arrows run. Target mats can be placed on one or both
sides of the arrows run. Set of 14 Mats. Target Mat size: 50 L x 50cm W x 4mm, Arrows
Mat size: 50 L x 25cm W x 4mm H.
GY3830
Set of 14 Mats
£138 00 set

£1046 50

4

Action Mats Complete Set

The Complete Pack provides hassle free P.E. and games for structured lessons, wet play time, breakfast clubs or after school clubs. Set contains the following Mats; Balance,
Hula Hoops, Lunges, Plank, Press ups, Rocket Jumps, Sit ups, Skipping, Speed Bounce, Star Jumps, Step ups, Swimmer, Triceps Dip and Warm Up. Also includes 4 Team Mats
(one each of blue, green, red, yellow) 10 Shuttle Run Mats, 4 Target Mats and 10 lesson/activity resources that provide ideas, challenges, games and fun, saving the effort of
planning. Supplied in 2 storage bags.
GY3850
Complete Set of 32 Mats
£1046 50 set

80
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£34 50

£34 50

1

ct

2
		

Hopping Hare Mat

The 10 individually coloured and numbered sections
encourage children to jump distances. Teaching
suggestions with different exercises included.
SE1152
Mat size: 2 L x 1m W
£34 50 ea

i v it y g u i d

e

A

£89 70

3

Ready, Set, Move™
Classroom Activity Set

A set comprising of 25 foam coloured mats, an activity
guide and 3 inflatable dice depicting exercises, colour
and numbers. Mat Size: dia. 25cm, cube size: 12cm.

£34 50 set

SE1266

Mini Carpet Bowls

Combining 3 games in 1, Mini Bowls, Target Bowls and
Linear Bowls, this is a high quality product that includes a
printed rubber backed mat showing numbered lanes and
a target. Supplied with 2 sets of 4 Bowls, a Jack, a Set of
Rules and the Mat.
SE1153
Mat size: 2.0 L x 0.75m W
£89 70 set

WAS

SAVE!

£60 95

£17 25

NOW

£36.80

90

cm

45cm

4

ActivColour Shape Mats

Constructed with a polyester needle felt top and an anti-slip rubber base. Supplied as a
set of 6 in blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow, or a set of 4 without orange or purple.
Size: 0.9 L x 0.45m W x 5mm.
GY4000-4
Set of 4
£60 95 ££36 80 set
GY4000-6
Set of 6
£106 95 set
£9 20

6

Active Cubes

SE1545-4-PB

£9 20 set

Number Spots

£293 25

7

Made from soft foam with a durable vinyl cover. The
cubes feature a clear vinyl window on each side into
which paper or cards can be inserted. Size: 15cm.

5

A set of 10 rubber foam spots showing 1-10; ideal for numeracy and colour recognition.
Supplied in assorted colours.
SE1133
Dia. 19.5cm
£17 25 set
£172 50

Playmat Set

Lightweight and suitable for general usage; constructed
with heavy duty flame retardant covers, zipped for
easy removal, and water resistant closed cell flame
retardant polyethylene cores. Featuring sewn in hook
and loop material on all sides to allow linking in different
configurations. Supplied as a set of 4 (one each of blue,
green, red, yellow). Weight 2kg per mat. Size: 1.2 L x 0.6m
W x 40mm (thick).
GY3060
Set of 4
£293 25 set

8

Folding Panel Rainbow Mats

Bright, long lasting and durable. Each foam filled
coloured panel measures 60cm long and offer hook and
loop fasteners so 2 or more mats can be joined together
to make a longer strip. Available in 3 sizes.
GY4680-1.2-1.8 1.2 L x 1.8m W x 35mm (thick)£172 50 ea
GY4680-1.2-2.4 1.2 L x 2.4m W x 35mm (thick)£195 50 ea
GY4680-1.5-3.0 1.5 L x 3.0m W x 35mm (thick)£264 50 ea
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£125 35

1

Activate™ Marker Super School Set

A set of brightly coloured floor markers all with bevelled edges. Contents include: 24 Base Stations (12 of each Circles and Squares), 20 Lines (10 of each colour), 8 Corners (4 of
each colour), 8 Directional Arrows, 15 Pairs of Feet, 10 Pairs of Hands and 4 Drawstring Bags.

£125 35 set

SE1517
£27 60

2

£9 78

Activate™ Court Marker Lines and Corners

3

Provides a quick and simple way for marking out small courts or areas. Vinyl Corners
and Lines feature bevelled edges and are available in orange or purple. Please specify
colour when ordering. Also supplied in mixed colour sets. Line size: 35 L x 7cm W.
SE1091
Court Marker Set (20 Lines & 4 Corners)
£27 60 set
SE1042-4-PB
Corners, set of 4, please specify colour
£6 33 set
SE1042-20
Corners, bag of 20
£33 35 set
SE1045-4-PB
Lines, set of 4, please specify colour
£4 03 set
SE1045-24
Lines, bag of 24
£25 30 set
£5 75

Activate™ Base Stations

Have bevelled edges, a tactile textured surface and are available in two shapes, either
a Circle (dia. 24cm) or a Square (size 30 L x 30cm W). Supplied in mixed colour sets of
blue, green, red, yellow. Circles also available in orange and purple.
SE1041-6-PB
Circle, Set of 6
£9 78 set
SE1041-12
Circle, Bag of 12
£19 55 set
SE1041-24
Circle, Bag of 24
£34 50 set
SE1039-4-PB
Square, Set of 4
£8 63 set
SE1039-12
Square, Bag of 12
£27 60 set
£1 15

su
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5

Activate™ Directional Arrows

Feature bevelled edges and a tactile textured surface. Supplied in mixed colour sets of
blue, green, red, yellow. Set of 10 blue and red only. Length 34cm.
SE1104
Set of 4
£5 75 set
SE1104-2.5-PB
Set of 10
£13 80 set
SE1104-12-REF Set of 48
£64 40 set

82

Activate Hands and Feet
™

A green (right Hand or Foot) and yellow (left Hand or Foot), both with bevelled edges and
a tactile textured surface. Hand length 16cm, Foot length 18cm.
SE1043-2
Hands, pair
£1 15 pr
SE1043-24
Hands, bag of 24 (12 pairs)
£11 50 set
SE1044-2
Feet, pair
£1 44 pr
SE1044-24
Feet, bag of 24 (12 pairs)
£13 80 set
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SAVE!

1

£66 70

Cones & Sleeves Pack

The set comprises 20 Plastic Cones (height 30cm), 10 Nylon Numbered Cone Sleeves (numbered 1 - 10), 10 Nylon Clear Pocket Cone Sleeves (featuring a clear vinyl window into
which paper or cards can be inserted) and a holdall. Sleeves supplied in assorted colours. Cones available in blue, green, red, yellow.
SE1053
Cones and Sleeves Pack
£66 70 set
SE5370
Numbered Cones Sleeves
£14 95 set
SE5360
Clear Pocket Cone Sleeves
£11 49 ££11 50 set
SE8630
Spare Cones, please specify colour
£1 44 ea
£1 44

2

Plastic Cones

SAVE!

3

Featuring a stable square base and when stacked for storage only increase the stack
height by 1cm for each cone added. Height 30cm. Available in blue, green, red, yellow.
Please specify colour when ordering. Also supplied in mixed colour sets.
SE8630
Height: 30cm, please specify colour
£1 44 ea
SE8630-12
Height: 30cm, bag of 12, please specify colour
£17 25 set
SE8630-24
Height: 30cm, bag of 24, mixed colours
£34 50 set

Dry Wipe Cards, Sleeves & Cone Set

A bag of 10 Plastic Cones (height 30cm), supplied complete with Clear Pocket Cone
Sleeves, Dry Wipe Cards and a Marker Pen. Supplied in assorted colours.
SE1225
The Complete Set
£33 35 set
SE1224
Clear Pocket Cone Sleeves, Cards & Marker Pen
£21 85 set
SE5360
Clear Pocket Cone Sleeves only
£11 49 ££11 50 set
SE1223
Cards & Marker Pen
£4 60 set

£13 80

£9 20

5
4

A to Z Cones

Provide an engaging way of learning the alphabet, or can be used for more general
organisational purposes.
SE4910
Height: 23cm
£13 80 set

Number and Symbol Cone Sets

The perfect set for teaching maths in an active way. Contains a set of 10 Numbered
Cones and a set of 5 Operation/Symbol Cones (showing add, divide, multiply, subtract
and equals). Height 23cm.
SE1399
Number and Symbol Cones Set
£9 20 set
SE4940
Spare Number Cones, set of 10
£8 05 set
SE4980
Spare Symbol Cones, set of 5
£4 31 set
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Team Bands

A quick and easy way to differentiate between teams or to identify children on trips.
Plastic Band size: 50 L x 3cm W. Polyester Band size: 60 L x 3cm W. Available in blue,
green, red, yellow.
SE1190-PLA-6-PB Plastic, set of 6, please specify colour
£2 88 set
SE1190-PLA-24 Plastic, mixed colours, bag of 24
£12 65 set
SE1190-POL-6-PB Polyester, set of 6, please specify colour
£2 88 set
SE1190-POL-24 Polyester, mixed colours, bag of 24
£12 65 set
£6 90

3

4

Squeeze Whistle

FB5550
FB5550-6-PB

Set of 6

£6 90 ea
£36 80 set

£0 86

£28 75

Yellow

White

Sky

Red

Purple

Orange

Space Markers

£13 80

Flexi-Cones

Lightweight, extremely robust and simply pops back
into shape when stood on. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
SE3260
Height: 30cm
£0 86 ea
SE3260-24
Mixed colours, bag of 24
£21 85 set
SE3260-36
Bag of 36
£32 20 set

84

Suitable for
indoor and
outdoor use

Mixed coloured sets of 25, 50, 100 or as a set of 50 in
white only. Dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE
Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

7
5

Green

Nylon Bib

Durable and lightweight, with rayon elastic on both sides. Available in amber, black,
blue, green, orange, purple, red, sky blue, white, yellow.
GK1020-N-S
Small, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK1020-N-S-7
Small, set of 7, please specify colour
£14 95 set
GK1020-N-M
Medium, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK1020-N-M-7
Medium, set of 7, please specify colour
£14 95 set
GK1020-N-L
Large, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK1020-N-L-7
Large, set of 7, please specify colour
£14 95 set

£6 04

A soft plastic whistle which is squeezed by hand rather
than blown so can be shared by any number of people
and particularly suitable for mixed ability classes.
Complete with lanyard. Size approx. 13 x 4cm.

Black

£2 30

Blue

£2 88

Amber

Active Play & Exercise

6

Safe Foam Cones

Manufactured from soft moulded foam. Available in 18cm
or 30cm heights and in sets of 6; 1 each of blue, green,
orange, purple, red and yellow.
SE4090-18
Height: 18cm
£13 80 set
SE4090-30
Height: 30cm
£37 95 set

Marker Pole & Base Sets

Suitable for indoor/outdoor use, featuring sand/water
fillable base dia. 20cm, Pole dia. 2.5cm. Colour yellow.
SE9520-050-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 50cm £28 75 set
SE9520-075-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 75cm £31 05 set
SE9520-100-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 1.0m £33 35 set
SE9520-120-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 1.2m £35 65 set
SE9520-140-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 1.4m £37 95 set
SE9520-160-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 1.6m £40 25 set
SE9490-25-YW
Spare base
£2 88 ea
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2Traverse

Intended as a simple introduction to climbing and will develop basic skills through horizontal travel at a low level. Ropes and harnesses are not required and no specialist
knowledge is needed for supervision. The panels should be installed with the top edge of the bottom panel at a height of no more than 60cm from the ground to avoid the need
for safety surfacing.
£622 73

Max 60cm

Max 60cm

£517 50

1

2

2Traverse Indoor Panels

Offering a fantastic starting point for children who want to learn to climb and traverse.
Easy to clean lacquered wooden panels, each panel pre-fitted with 10 multi-coloured
holds.
GY3570-6
Panel size: 1.2m W x 40cm H, set of 6
£517 50 set
GY3570-12
Panel size: 1.2m W x 40cm H, set of 12
£1013 15 set

2Traverse Outdoor Panels

Impressive in size and provide challenging climbing and traversing opportunities. UV
resistant polypropylene laminate finish, each pair is pre-fitted with 57 multi-coloured
holds. Fittings supplied for installation into brick or breeze block. Bottom Panel size:
2.4m W x 40cm H, Top Panel size: 2.4m W x 60cm H.
GY3130-060
Set of 2
£622 73 set
GY3130-120
Set of 4
£1196 00 set
£39 68

su

pp l i e d

x10
in sets

3

2Traverse Holds

Suitable for use only on plywood surfaces.

GY3140-SMA
GY3140-MED

4

Small, set of 10
Medium, set of 10

£39 68 set
£43 13 set

GY3140-LRG
GY3140-BOL

Large, set of 10
Fixing bolts, set of 10

£55 78 set
£7 48 set

£1322 50

£6152 50

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

Himalayas - Traversing Wall

These can be used as a stand-alone piece or part of a Trim Trail climbing challenge. The
double-sided traversing wall allows for children to climb both sides of the unit. Can be
installed into grass or tarmac. Size: 4 L x 1.75 W x 2m H.
PF3090-1-2-GRA Single Sided Double Bay (into grass)
£1322 50 ea
PF3090-2-2-GRA Double Sided Double Bay (into grass)
£2041 25 ea
PF3090-1-2-TAR Single Sided Double Bay (into tarmac)
£1460 50 ea
PF3090-2-2-TAR Double Sided Double Bay (into tarmac)
£2213 75 ea

rr i age

More Smooga on page 344!
5

Smooga Arena

Designed primarily to act as an arena/court within which children can play safely almost
any sport, activity or game. Good for most sizes of playgrounds. Goal width: 1.5m.
Panel size: 1 W x 1m H
SE1569-MED
Arena Size: 15 L x 10m W
£6152 50 set
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Active Play & Exercise
£242 65
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1

£287 50
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2

Large Equipment Storage Trolley

Offering a spacious full height fixed wire basket and 4 removable plastic storage boxes.
Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking rubber wheels, two braked.
SE2930
Size: 1.38 L x 0.58 W x 1.04m H (approx.)
£242 65 ea
SE2930-HOOP
Optional Hoop Rack
£10 93 ea

£57 50

£5 75

Go Anywhere Barrow

Intended for heavy duty use and suitable for the sports
field. A large capacity transporter manufactured from
powder coated tubular steel with heavy gauge mesh
for durability and strength. Featuring robust wheels with
10cm tread for bumpy outdoor surfaces. Basket Size: 81
L x 58 W x 36cm H.

SE1529-BE

4

Multi–Sport Ball Caddy

Light, versatile and mobile, features rubber wheels and
neatly folds up for easy storage. Capacity 12 Basketballs
(size 7) or 16 Footballs, Volleyballs or Netballs. Overall
height 86cm. Basket size: 60 L x 60 W x 45cm H.

£287 50 ea BK1840

£5 18

6

hoop

Equipment Trolley

Featuring 4 removable storage containers, a fixed full height storage section and a side
mounted hoop rack. Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking rubber
wheels, two braked. Supplied with either 4 wire storage baskets or 4 jumbo plastic
containers. Approximate size: 1.03 L x 0.57 W x 0.90m H.
SE1095
With Wire Storage Baskets
£239 78 ea
SE2910
With Jumbo Plastic Containers
£211 03 ea

3

al

ng

Op

er

£239 78

5

Flexitub

Easy to carry and perfect for general storage. Size: 38cm
H x dia. 48cm, volume: 42L. Colours may vary.

SE1353

£57 50 ea SE1353-4

£74 75

Set of 4

£5 75 ea
£20 70 ea

£11 50

Folding Crate

Made from sturdy plastic in vibrant primary colours this
crate comes flat-packed and by simply lifting by the side
hand holes and clicking the sides into place you have
a lightweight yet robust storage crate. Design allows
the crates to be stacked. Size: 48 L x 35 W x 23cm H,
volume: 32L
SE1403
Single crate
£5 18 ea
SE1403-6
Set of 6
£26 45 set
SE1403-12
Set of 12
£51 75 set

86

7

Giant Wire Basket

8

A robust welded steel mesh construction and a white
powder coated finish. Supplied complete with closedown lid and castors. Size: 86 L x 59 W x 45cm H.

SE1620

£74 75 ea

Wire Baskets

Plastic coated steel construction. Available in blue, green,
red, yellow. Size: 53 L x 33 W x 26cm H.
SE1710
Please specify colour
£11 50 ea
SE1710-4
Set of 4
£43 70 set
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£95

Extra
No
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1

£517 50

45

Jumbo Storage Trunk

The Jumbo Storage Trunk offers weatherproof, free standing storage for indoor/outdoor
use; injection moulded plastic construction with padlock point.
SE1251
Size: 141 L x 62 W x 65cm H
£95 45 ea

rr i age

Stowaway and Storeguard

Stowaway and Storeguard units featuring a unique, easy to use spring assisted
opening action for complete ‘walk in’ access. PVC coated galvanised steel construction
complete with 2 padlock points, and a 25 year panel guarantee!
SE2870
Stowaway: 1.38 L x 0.89 W x 1.13m H, green
£517 50 ea
SE2860-CR
Storeguard: 1.96 L x 0.89 W x 1.13m H, cream
£632 50 ea
SE2860-GN
Storeguard: 1.96 L x 0.89 W x 1.13m H, green
£632 50 ea
£573 85

3

B lu e

G r e en

Grey

Red

Playground Storage Box

The Playground Storage Box offers very strong and secure fire-resistant metal construction with PVC coated galvanised steel panels guaranteed for 25 years. The box features a
secure double bolted locking mechanism and gas strut assisted top opening. Available in blue, green, grey, red. Please specify colour when ordering.
PF3080-SMA
Small: 1.35 L x 0.79 W x 0.73m H
£573 85 ea
PF3080-LRG
Large: 1.88 L x 0.79 W x 0.73m H
£632 50 ea

4

£776 25

£1207 50

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

Guardian Storage Cabinet

The Guardian Storage Cabinet is ideal for school playgrounds. High quality and
precision engineered from special Galvalume steel; it comes complete with an integral
heavy duty metal floor and features smooth sliding metal doors with a key operated
lock. Supplied complete with two metal shelves as standard. It is easily assembled
and comes with a two year guarantee on all parts as well as a ten year panel guarantee
against rust perforation.
SE1512
Size: 1.76 L x 0.98 W x 1.87m H
£776 25 ea

5

rr i age

Titan Pent Roof Shed

PVC coated galvanised steel is used for the panels that are maintenance free, fire
resistant and have a guarantee of 25 years against corrosion. Supplied complete with a
wooden floor and a wide, key lockable, double door. Supplied flat packed.
PF3070-2.74-1.22 Size: 2.74 L x 1.22m W (9’ x 4’)
£1207 50 ea
PF3070-2.74-1.52 Size: 2.74 L x 1.52m W (9’ x 5’)
£1437 50 ea
PF3070-2.74-1.83 Size: 2.74 L x 1.83m W (9’ x 6’)
£1667 50 ea
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Active Play, Inclusive
£132 25

1

£18 40

2

Sensory Ball Kit

A collection of tactile equipment in different shapes and sizes selected to encourage basic catching and throwing
skills. The contents have been specially chosen to try to increase engagement and interest by offering a range of
different surfaces and properties. Supplied with a holdall.

£132 25 set

SE1497
WAS

£17 25
NOW

£14.95

WAS

£16 10

SAVE!

NOW

£14.38

4
3

Spiky Pyramid Balls

Brightly coloured and covered in soft ‘spikes’ making
them extremely tactile.
SE1406
Dia. 18cm, set of 4 £17 25 ££14 95 set
£14 95

6

Easy Grip Balls

A foamed vinyl ball that features a heavily patterned
surface that assists grip and provides sensory stimulation;
soft to the touch and suitable for use indoors or outdoors.
Supplied in a set of 4, one each of blue, green, red, yellow.
SE8370-4-PB Dia. 20cm, mixed, set of 4
£18 40 set
£9 20

SAVE!

Blow Bump Balls

An extremely lightweight soft ball suitable for most play
situations. The outer surface is covered with little bumps
that adds to the soft tactile surface. The ball can be easily
inflated by a straw.
SE1407
Dia. 20cm, set of 4 £16 10 ££14 38 set
£18 40

5

Spiky Crystal Balls

The surface is covered with little soft ‘spikes’ making
them extremely tactile.
SE1417
Dia. 15cm, set of 6
£9 20 set
£5 75

NEW!

NEW!

Emotion Balls

Six brightly coloured inflatable balls showing different
emotions (amazed, angry, excited, frightened, happy and
sad). A great way to express yourself so ideal for PSHE
activities to help develop emotional intelligence.
SE1356
Dia. 20cm, set of 6
£14 95 set

88

7

Scented Fruit Face Balls

Brightly coloured balls with a smiley face design. Each
ball is also sweet smelling. Set of 6.
SE1625-6-PB Dia. 20cm
£18 40 set

8

Urchin Balls

Easy to catch and hard to put down. Covered in pliable
tentacles that are soft and extremely tactile. Set of 6.
SE1612-6-PB Dia. 12cm
£5 75 set
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£4 31

1

£10 93

Activate™ Inflato-ball

With characteristics similar to a traditional beach ball but
made from a more durable material which is ideally suited
to educational environments.
SE1357
Dia. 29cm
£4 31 ea
SE1357-6
Dia. 29cm, set of 6
£24 15 set

2

£4 03

3

Nim’ Ball

An inflatable ball covered with a soft knitted polyester
covering.
SE1027
Dia. 24cm
£10 93 ea

£4 31

£7 48

£23 00
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Jinglin’ Balls

A transparent ball with small bells inside which ring when
the ball moves. Available in 2 sizes.
SE5490-20
Dia. 20cm
£4 31 ea
SE5490-55
Dia. 55cm
£24 15 ea

5

Constellation Ball

A clear inﬂatable ball with a highly tactile surface which is
filled with little coloured pellets.
SE1408
Dia. 35cm
£7 48 ea

£16 10

Fl
as

hin

g lig h t i n s

id

Over Ball

Lightweight, soft on impact and very easy to grip, they are
inflatable and are made of durable PVC.
SE8810
Dia. 26cm
£4 03 ea
SE8810-6-PB Dia. 26cm, set of 6
£21 85 set

NEW!

Activity Ball

A transparent ball with a number of multi-coloured balls
inside; movement causes the inner small balls to move,
stimulating the eye and reinforcing the product’s threedimensional nature. A useful tool for developing spatial
perception within a playful activity.
SE1369
Dia. 50cm
£23 00 ea

£56 35

NEW!

£40 25

e!

10cm

7

Flashing Ball Set

8

Each ball has a different textured surface for inquisitive
hands to explore and they light up and flash when
bounced.
SE1550
Dia. 10cm. set of 4
£16 10 set

Foam Bell Ball

A soft coated foam ball that has a bell inside. Ideal for
blindfold games and will help in the development of
listening and spatial awareness. Set of 6.
SE1621-6-PB Dia. 15cm
£56 35 set

9

Coated Foam Panelled Ball

A light, soft and safe polyurethane coated foam ball
with a 32 panel design. Ideal for catching, kicking and
throwing. Set of 6.
SE1607-6-PB Dia. 20cm
£40 25 set
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£21 85

£16 10
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Rainbow Glitter Balls

2

Filled with a sparkling stardust which swirls around the
inside of the balls as they are moved.
SE1558
Dia. 6.5cm. set of 7
£21 85 set

3

Sea Life Bean Bags

Soft, tactile and based on creatures more commonly seen
in the sea.
SE1024
Size: 10cm, set of 6
£16 10 set
WAS

£34 50
NOW

£29.90

SAVE!

Mystic Mantles

Climb inside the large, stretchy and transparent pillowcase by way of a hook and loop opening. Will stimulate
imagination, co-ordination, and uninhibited motion.
Suitable for group activity.
SE4140-MED Medium, 6-8 years
£28 75 ea
SE4140-LRG Large, 9-13 years
£32 20 ea
SE4140-XLR
X-Large, 13+ / adults
£34 50 ea
£10 35

7

Bean Bag Zoo

Set contains 6 Bean Bag Animals; 1 each of a Bear,
Bunny, Elephant, Frog, Hippo and Turtle.
SE1437
Set of 6
£16 10 set
£102 35

£28 75

4

£16 10

5

Bonding Blanket

Encourages children to learn about group coordination and to investigate their environment and their
metaphysical relationship to each other. For groups of up
to 12 children to partake in creative movement.

£102 35 ea

SE2400
£23 00

6

Bonding Ring

A large, elasticated ring used to encourage individuals
within a group to undertake movement, supported by the
group.
SE2380-LRG Large, 6 - 12 People £34 50 ££29 90 ea
£109 25

Parachutes

Manufactured from robust multi-coloured nylon with
strong grab handles. Available in 6 sizes.
SE2080-1.7
8 handles, dia. 1.7m
£10 35 ea
SE2080-3.5
12 handles, dia. 3.5m
£25 30 ea
SE2080-5
16 handles, dia. 5m
£42 55 ea
SE2080-6
16 handles, dia. 6m
£56 35 ea
SE2080-7
20 handles, dia. 7m
£74 75 ea
SE2080-9
24 handles, dia. 9m
£90 85 ea

90

9
8

Rainbow Wave

Manufactured from robust multi-coloured nylon with 30
strong grab handles.
SE1402
Size: 8 L x 1m W, 30 handles £23 00 ea

Deluxe Parachute & Accessories

Set contains a Parachute (dia. 5m, 16 handles) and a
broad range of equipment, available with an optional
Teaching resource.
SE1469
Including resource
£109 25 set
SE1469-NOR Excluding resource
£97 75 set
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£5 75

£69 00
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Hoop Catcher

Great for children to catch moving objects. Will help to
build confidence whilst developing their hand eye coordination.
SE1079
Dia. 60cm
£10 35 ea
SE1079-12
Dia. 60cm, bag of 12
£124 20 set

NEW!

4

GetNet

3

SE1401
SE1401-4-PB

Set of 4

£25 30

Paddle Ring and Band Ball Set

The fabric covered ring acts as a hitting/striking surface
whilst the Band Ball never rolls too far away if missed/
dropped. Set of 6 Rings and 3 Band Balls.
SE1608
Ring dia. 35cm
£25 30 set
£54 05

7

2

A short handled badminton racket but as opposed to a
strung face has a net attached to the frame.

Play Tunnels

s
r u
r or
o ut d o o

Basketball Stand

Free standing steel basketball hoop with a nylon rope net.
Weather proofed so can be used inside and out. Simple
self-assembly required.
BK3720
Height: 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm £69 00 ea

£8 63

5

£48 30

More Goalball
on page 263

£19 55

6

Catching Cup and Ball

Superb for developing hand-eye co-ordination. Set of 6
coloured Catchers attached to an Airflow Ball.
SE8340-6
Set of 6
£8 63 set

8

Heavy-duty tunnels manufactured to withstand energetic
play both indoors and out.
SE2060-1.83-CL Length 1.8m, clear
£54 05 ea
SE2060-1.83-RD Length 1.8m, red
£54 05 ea
SE2060-2.74-CL Length 2.7m, clear
£62 10 ea
SE2060-2.74-RD Length 2.7m, red
£62 10 ea

£5 75 ea
£21 85 set

oo

e!

£10 35

To & Fro Ball

Designed for one or more individuals to promote foot and
hand-eye co-ordination for general ball skills. Supplied in
a mixed colour set of 4. Dia. 20cm, cord length: 1.5m.
SE9160-4-PB Set of 4
£19 55 set
More Sitting
Volleyball on
pages 410-415

£17 25

Goalball Equipment Kit

Playing Goalball will develop communication and team
working skills. Set contains 2 Orange Foamed Goalballs
and 12 Blindfolds. Supplied in a bag.
SE1292-STD
Standard kit
£48 30 set
SE1227-20
Goalball, dia. 20cm, 540g
£14 95 ea
SE6180-6-PB Blindfolds, set of 6
£10 93 set

9

Sitting Volleyball Equipment Pack

Developed by Volleyball England. Set contains 5 Starter
Balls, a Net Headband and Resource. Supplied in a bag.

VB2420

£17 25 set
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£247 25

£293 25

In
More New Age Kurling on pages 182-184

1

2

New Age Kurling Starter Set

Can be played indoors on any smooth flat surface making it flexible and easy to set up.
Suitable for all ages and abilities. Has become a regular sport in main stream schools
and after school clubs. Set comprises of 8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red.
IG1860
Starter Set
£247 25 set
£333 50
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New Age Kurling Competition Set

Set comprises of 8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red, a Kurling Target Mat and two
Pushers with telescopic handles.
IG1360
Competition Set
£293 25 set
IG1690
Target mat, size: 1.2 L x 1.2m W
£32 20 ea
IG1450
Pushers, size: 80cm L (closed), 1.2m L (extended)
£20 70 pr
£448 50

More Boccia on page 142

3

New Age Sports Set

Set contains a New Age Boccia Set (Medium, SE1365) and New Age Kurling Starter
Set (IG1860).
IG2060-A
Boccia and Kurling Starter Set
£333 50 set

92

4

New Age Sports Set

Set contains a New Age Boccia Set (Medium, SE1365), New Age Kurling Starter Set
(IG1860) and the New Age Bowls Set (IG1130).
IG2060-B
Boccia, Bowls and Kurling Starter Set
£448 50 set
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£20 70

£32 20

£155 25
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New Age Kurling Pushers

Designed for individuals who have difficulty bending
down to release/collect the Stones. Can also be used by
anyone to change the dynamics of the game. Featuring
telescopic handles. Supplied in pairs.
IG1450
Closed: 80cm. Extended: 1.2m £20 70 pr
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Kurling Chute/Ramp

Allows players to play their shot from a sitting position.
Fibreglass construction makes the ramp light and
portable.
IG1740
Size: 1.8m L x 25 W x 4cm H £155 25 ea

£9 78
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New Age Kurling Target

The original New Age Kurling Target, ‘nearest the centre
wins’. Also suitable as a target for many other games.
IG1690
Size: 1.2 L x 1.2m W
£32 20 ea

£79 35

£136 85
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4

Bean Bag Boccia

5

A simple and inexpensive way to introduce the game. Set
contains 6 Blue and 6 Red Pyramid Bean Bags, a Yellow
Pyramid Bean Bag (for the jack) and a drawstring bag.
SE1493
Set of 13
£9 78 set

PlaySport® Boccia Set

The soft plastic outer cover and the pellet filled inner
provides a unique pliability that absorbs impact when
thrown. Supplied in a bag.
SE1424
Dia. 8cm, ball weight 300g
£79 35 set

£113 85

7

New Age Boccia Set

Complies with competition standards. Hand stitched
synthetic leather ball filled with plastic pellets. Available
in two different degrees of hardness, Medium or Soft, the
soft being easier to place and throw. Supplied in a bag.
Dia. 8.5cm, ball weight: 275g
SE1365
Medium
£136 85 set
SE1365-SFT
Soft
£136 85 set

£113 85

£103 50

New Age Bowls Set

The game can be played indoors or out on any flat
surface. Play the same way as bowls or to a Foam
Scoring Wedge or a more traditional target mat, all of
which adds variety to the game. Set contains 4 blue and
4 red biased foam bowls, 1 yellow Jack and a delivery
mat all in a drawstring bag.

IG1130

£113 85 set

8

Boccia / Bowls Ramp

Allows players to shoot from a sitting position. A ‘holding
bar’ keeps the ball in place whilst aiming. Fibreglass
construction.
IG1820
Length: 1.2m
£113 85 ea

9

Foam Scoring Wedge

A vinyl covered foam wedge with 12 scoring holes with
varying degrees of difficulty. Scores from 20 to 100.
Suitable as a target for many other games.
IG1330
Size: 88 L x 75 W x 20cm H £103 50 ea
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Archery
£281 75

Arrows Archery

Arrows Archery has been created to introduce Primary Schools to Archery in a fun and
safe way and is designed to be delivered by anyone, as no formal Archery experience
is required. The Activity Cards introduce concepts and skills through fun activities that
enable Archery to be encouraged as a way of learning; maths through scoring, literacy
through language and citizenship through co-operation and self-discipline. It can be
used in P.E., in the curriculum, in out of hours clubs and as part of the School Games.

1

Arrows Archery Three Bow Pack

Recommended for groups of up to 6 participants. Contents include 3 Wizard Bows, 9
Arrows, 1 Double-sided Target, 3 Arm Bracers, 1 Teacher's Guide, 1 Reference Card, 8
Activity Cards, 1 Festival Card and a Carry Bag.
AR1018
Three Bow Pack
£281 75 set

£569 25
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Arrows Archery Six Bow Pack

Recommended for groups of up to 18 participants. Contents include 6 Wizard Bows, 21 Arrows, 3 Double-sided Targets, 6 Arm Bracers, 1 Teacher's Guide, 1 Reference Card, 8
Activity Cards, 1 Festival Card and 2 Carry Bags.
AR1019
Six Bow Pack
£569 25 set
£747 50
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Arrows Archery Ten Bow Pack

Recommended for groups of up to 30 participants. Contents include 10 Wizard Bows, 33 Arrows, 4 Double-sided Targets, 10 Arm Bracers, 1 Teacher's Guide, 1 Reference Card,
8 Activity Cards, 1 Festival Card and 2 Carry Bags.
AR1020
Ten Bow Pack
£747 50 set
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Archery
£23 00
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68 Pages
in full
colour

£9 20

Ideal for
indoor use

£19 55

pp l i e d

x5
in sets

1

Arrows Archery Arrows Five Pack

A set of spare Arrows for use with Arrows Archery.
Specifically developed and not like any other 'sucker type
arrow head' available.
AR1021
Pack of 5
£23 00 set

Ideal for indoor use

£21 85

2

Archery for Beginners Guidebook

An easy to follow guidebook from Archery GB full of
basic information on technique, equipment, range safety,
scoring and competition.
AR1022
Full colour, 68 pages
£9 20 ea*

Ideal for
indoor use

3

£8 63

£20 70
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in sets

4

Petron Stealth Crossbow Kit

This crossbow can shoot over 15 metres and is accurate
from 10 metres. Supplied with 12 Stealth suction cup
darts. Minimal assembly required.
AR1010
Crossbow Kit
£21 85 set
AR1011-6
6 x Replacement Dart
£4 31 pk

5

Petron Suction Cup Target

Features wall hanging hook and integral fold out legs.
Suitable for use indoors with the Petron Stealth Crossbow.
AR1017
Dia. 25cm
£8 63 ea

£36 80

Petron Stealth Archery Kit

A quick to assemble bow supplied with 6 suction cup
arrows for indoor use. Can shoot over 12 metres.
AR1008
Archery Kit
£19 55 set
AR1009-3
3 x Replacement Arrow
£3 45 pk

Petron Stealth Leisure Bow Kits

A left and right handed quick assembly fibreglass
beginner’s bow. Available in three different lengths
with different draw weights. Complete with 2 fibreglass
arrows, an arm guard and finger tab. Arrows also
available separately.
AR1001-LIG
Length: 93cm, up to 10yrs
£20 70 set
AR1001-MED Length: 1.2m, up to 15yrs
£23 00 set
AR1001-STR Length: 1.3m, 15yrs +
£26 45 set
AR1006-26
65cm (26”) arrow only
£2 01 ea
AR1006-28
70cm (28”) arrow only
£2 30 ea

£6 90
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8
7

Leisure Foam Archery Target

Suitable for indoor/outdoor use with any of the leisure
bows. Pictured with a Wooden Target Stand (AR1003)
which should be purchased separately.
AR1002-600
Size: 60cm
£36 80 ea

Paper Target Faces and Pins

Heavy duty paper faces for use with the Leisure Foam
and Square Straw Targets, the 80cm target is printed on
ARMOR reinforced paper. Set of 10 pins for holding target
papers to either target, sold separately.
AR1004-400
Size: 40cm, pack of 10
£6 90 pk
AR1004-600
Size: 60cm, pack of 10
£9 78 pk
AR1004-800
Size: 80cm, pack of 10
£23 00 pk
AR1005
Target pins, pack of 10
£4 31 pk

9

Straw Target and Wooden Stand

Flat folding Wooden Target Stand with supports at 77cm.
Suitable for use with either the foam or straw target.
Straw target ideal for indoors and out with all types of
bow, 90cm. Both sold separately.
AR1016-900
Target, size: 90cm
£56 35 ea
AR1003
Wooden stand
£40 25 ea
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Athletics
An engaging array of equipment for all
manner of team activities on Sports Day

£228 85

1

PlaySport® Athletics Kit

Contents include 1 Standing Long Jump Mat, 2 PlaySport® Javelins, 2 PlaySport® Hammers, 2 PlaySport® Shots, 2 PlaySport® Discuses, 1 MasterPlay® Measuring Mat, 6
Aluminium Relay Batons, 1 Set of 25 Space Markers, 6 MasterPlay® Folding Hurdles (3 each of height 40cm and 50cm), 1 Hurdle Bag and a Holdall.

£228 85 set

AT4220
£105 80

2

£72 45

PlaySport® Throwing Kit – Deluxe Set

3

Perfect for all the traditional events
on Sports Day

PlaySport® Throwing Kit – Standard Set

This kit has been developed to allow young people to experiment with their all
important throwing skills. Contents include 4 PlaySport® Javelins, 4 PlaySport® Shots,
4 PlaySport® Discuses, 4 Puskin Flying Discs, 6 Bean Bag Scarves, 1 Set of 25 Space
Markers and a Storage Sack.

This kit has been developed to allow young people to experiment with their allimportant throwing skills. Contents include 4 PlaySport® Javelins, 4 PlaySport® Shots,
4 PlaySport® Discuses, 4 Puskin Flying Discs, 6 Bean Bag Scarves 1 Set of 25 Space
Markers and a Storage Sack.

SE8480

SE1565

96

£105 80 set

£72 45 set
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Athletics
£178 25

1

Bumper Sports Day Pack

Contents include 12 Mini Bars, 12 Hoops, 12 balls, 12 Bean Bags, 12 Team Bands, 8 Gym Ropes, 8 Rubber Quoits, 6 Jump Sacks, 6 Foam javelins, 6 Egg and Spoons, 6 Relay
Batons, 6 Three Legged Race Ties, a Hoop bag and a Holdall.

£178 25 set

AT4300

£241 50

2

Jumbo Sports Day Pack

Contents include 6 Nerf Vortex Mega Howlers, 6 Three-Legged Race Ties, 12 Mini Bars, 12 Team Bands, 12 Gamester Balls, 12 Deluxe Hoops, 8 Quoits, 8 Coloured Ropes, 6
Jump Sacks, 6 Relay Batons, 12 Bean Bags, 6 Egg and Spoons, 1 Stopwatch, a Whistle, a Hoop Bag and a Holdall.

£241 50 set

AT4310
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Athletics
1.8m
Long

£281 22

£228 85

1

Team/Tumble Mats PAK

Each mat provides a great team focal point to assist in the organisation of safe, exciting
relays; supplied as a bag of 4, including 1 Mat of each colour blue, green, red & yellow.
AT2490
Size: 1.8m L x 50cm W x 25mm D
£281 22 set
£66 70

2

Target Throw
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This is a game of skill and accuracy with easy measuring, all explained on the handy
Activity Card. The Carrying Case contains 4 sets of Coloured Beanbags, 4 Plastic
Targets and a Measuring Mat.

£228 85 set

AT2990

Available in 4 colours

£209 30

3

Balance Beam and Mat

Carpet covering steel beam with specifically designed mat and Activity Card.
AT3000-SET
Balance Beam and Mat
£66 70 set
AT3000-BEA
Balance Beam only
£28 75 ea
AT3000-MAT
Mat only
£41 40 ea
£4 89

4

Individual Tunnel

An exciting addition for primary competition, enhancing relays, obstacle courses and
agility work, comprises a blue Base Mat and Carry Bag with the Tunnel being available
in Blue, Green, Red or Yellow.
AT2480
Please specify colour
£209 30 set

98

5

Sportshall Athletics Handbook

Provides instructions on running competitions/events.

AT3370

£4 89 ea*
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Athletics
£73 60

1

Speed Bounce Mat

Used to test speed, agility, co-ordination and endurance. Participants jump two footed from side to side over a foam wedge as many times as possible in a specified time. Blue
base mat (length: 1m) and yellow wedge (height: 20cm) supplied complete with a laminated activity card. A subject’s performance can easily be counted using a Pedometer. Set
of 4 supplied with multi-coloured wedges (one each of blue, green, red, yellow).
AT2630
Yellow
£73 60 ea
AT2630-4
Pack of 4, multi-coloured wedges
£284 05 pk
£264 50

Test for speed
and agility
2

Hi-Stepper

Introduces high knee lifts as required for sprinting and triple jumping; it also provides a highly visual and challenging element to obstacle relays. The mat is supplied with 10 foam
wedges and a storage bag. Mat size 2.8 L x 1m W. Wedge height 20cm.

£264 50 ea

AT2970
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Athletics
£806 55
Extra
No

Ca

Sportshall’s exciting mix of skills,
awards and competition appeals to
children of all abilities.

rr i age

Skill
Development

1

Infant Agility 12 Mat Kit

Enables class participation in the Infant Agility programme. The kit allows infants to take part in many different core skills activities. This kit contains 3 Infant Mats Blue, 3 Infant
Mats Green, 3 Infant Mats Red, 3 Infant Mats Yellow, 3 Infant Wedges Blue, 3 Infant Wedges Green, 3 Infant Wedges Red, 3 Infant Wedges Yellow, 12 Connectors, 12 Pyramid
Cotton Bean Bags, 20 Flexible Marker Discs, 3 Mat Storage Boxes & Lids, 8 Mini Bull Nosed Javelins, 8 Large Skittles, 8 Small Skittles, 8 Footballs Size 3, 8 Tennis Balls, 1 Eveque
Stopwatch, 1 Squeezy Whistle, 1 Resource Pack, 4 Storage Bags and 4 Skipper Hoops.

£806 55 set

AT3700
£863 19
Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

Individual
Awards

Develop core skills
of Agility, Balance
and Co-ordination

2

Primary Athletics Kit (PAK)

A perfect introduction to the Sportshall concept. The extensive resources include a Handbook, Activity & Score Cards and Awards allowing the complete staging of a series of
Triathlon, Pentathlon and Decathlon events. Storage Bags provide 1 Junior Standing Long Jump, 1 Graduated Measuring Mat (length: 10m), 1 Vertical Jump, 1 Hi-stepper Wedge
Set and 1 PAK Wedge. There are three Lightweight Datum Mats, Foam Javelins, a Vinyl Medicine Ball, Football, Balance Beam and Flexible Marker Discs. Also a set of Target
Throw with Bean Bags, Stopwatch and Whistle.

AT3630

100

£863 19 set
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Athletics
10
Events

£2262 95
Extra
No

Ca

1
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Sportshall Decathlon

Provides a series of ten broad ranging events to develop skills whilst assessing individual or team fitness levels across Triathlon, Pentathlon and Decathlon programmes. With 2
Handbooks, a DVD and Activity & Score Cards and Awards, the Bags for this product provide 1 Standing Triple Jump (length: 8.5m), 1 Intermediate Metromat, 1 Vertical Jump, 1
Hi-stepper Wedge Set and 1 Speed Bounce Mat Set. There is a Balance Beam & Mat and 3 Graduated Measuring Mats (length: 10m), different quantities of 3 styles of Javelins,
Medicine Balls and a Football. Also a set of Target Throw with Bean Bags, Stopwatch, Whistle and Cones.

AT3730

5
Events

£2262 95 set
£1079 17
Extra
No

Ca

2

rr i age

Sportshall Pentathlon

This kit provides a series of 5 broad ranging events to develop skills whilst assessing individual or team fitness levels. With 2 Handbooks, a DVD and Activity & Score Cards and
Awards, the Bags for this product provide 1 Intermediate Metromat, 1 Hi-stepper Wedge Set, 1 Speedbounce Mat Set and 1 Balance Beam & Mat. Also a set of Target Throw
with Bean Bags, Stopwatch, Whistle and Cones.

AT3740

£1079 17 set
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Athletics
Traditional
hessian
sacks

£2 59

1

Extra strong, double
stitched seams

£19 55

Traditional Hessian Sacks

Perfect for sack races; available in sizes for children and adults or in a mixed holdall of
12 (6 of each size).
SE7530-JUN
Primary: 80 H x 50cm W
£2 59 ea
SE7530-JUN-12 Primary, holdall of 12
£34 50 set
SE7530-SEN
Adult: 100 H x 60cm W
£3 16 ea
SE7530-SEN-12 Adult, Holdall of 12
£41 40 set
SE7530-MX
Mixed, holdall of 12
£37 95 set
£8 05

Easily adjustable hook and loop fastening

2

Jump Sacks

Manufactured with double stitched seams for durability; ideal for sack races or even
storing equipment. Size 60 H x 49cm W. Available in blue, green, red and yellow.
SE2520-4
Set of 4, one of each colour
£19 55 set
£12 65

su

3

Three-Legged Race Tie

i n pa i r s

Featuring a hook and loop fastening; long enough to be used by both children and
adults. Available in a multi-coloured set of 6 or an all black set. Length 61cm.
SE1419
Multi-coloured, bag of 6
£8 05 set
SE7820-6
Black, bag of 6
£3 45 set
SE7820-12
Black, bag of 12
£8 63 set
£19 55

5

4

Coloured Egg & Spoon Set

Set featuring a wooden spoon complete with an easy to balance flat bottomed wooden
egg. Supplied as a bag of 6, the eggs are coloured for easy identification.
SE5260
Bag of 6
£12 65 set
£109 25

6

Junior Tug of War Rope

Made from polypropylene this rope is specially designed for use by young children.
SE7290-10
Length: 10m
£19 55 ea
SE7290-20
Length: 20m
£34 50 ea
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Tug of War Rope

Complies with English TOW Association rules; features taped ends to prevent fraying.
Measuring 33mm dia., the 36m rope is intended for two teams of 8.
OG2150-30
Length: 30m
£109 25 ea
OG2150-36
Length: 36m - ToWA
£115 00 ea
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Team Bands/Braids

Providing a simple way to differentiate between teams. Bands available in plastic or polyester, as a set of 6, with a choice of colours (blue, green, red, yellow) or as a bag of 24
with 6 of each colour. Size: 1m L x 32mm W. Braids are perfect for cutting into required lengths. Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Size: 11m L x 4cm W per roll. Set of 4 rolls
supplied as one of each colour. Please specify colour where required.
Braid, single roll
£3 45 ea
SE1190-PLA-6-PB Plastic, set of 6
£2 88 set SE1190-POL-6-PB Polyester, set of 6
£2 88 set SE1210
65
65
65
SE1210-4-PB
Braids,
set
of
4
rolls
£12
set
SE1190-PLA-24 Plastic, bag of 24
£12 set SE1190-POL-24 Polyester, bag of 24
£12 set

SAVE!
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2

Competitor Numbers

Paper Competitor Numbers supplied in sets of 100. Size
20 L x 14cm W.
AT1530-001-100 No: 1 - 100
£4 54 ££3 45 set
AT1530-101-200 No: 101 - 200
£4 54 ££3 45 set
£4 31

3

Pigtail Fencing Posts

Made from plastic with a metal spiked end. These can
be used with Bunting, Customised Rope or Zebra Tape.
OG2130
Height: 99cm, set of 10
£32 20 set

500m

£11 50

50m

7

5

Coloured Nylon Bunting

Comes in 4 colours (blue, green, red and yellow).
OG2140
Length: 10m
£4 31
OG2140-6
Length: 10m, set of 6
£23 00

roll
set

6

Zebra Tape

Polyethylene red/white Barrier tape.
SE1136
Length: 500m, width: 7cm

£11 50 roll

Bunting

Minimum of 20 flags measuring 18 W x 40cm L per 10m
length.
OG2240
St George's Cross
£6 84 ££3 16 roll
OG2240-6
Set of 6
£27 77 ££18 40 set
OG2250
Union Jack
£6 84 ££3 16 roll
OG2250-6
Set of 6
£27 77 ££18 40 set

Customised Rope

Ideal for sectioning off large outdoor areas or for use
with Pigtail Fencing Posts, as the Rope can be cut to
the desired length. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
Length: 50m, dia. 10mm.
SE1166-BE
Blue
£17 25 roll
SE1166-GN
Green
£17 25 roll
SE1166-RD
Red
£17 25 roll
SE1166-YW
Yellow
£17 25 roll
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Athletics
£7 76

1

£120 75

Measuring Tapes

Available with the tape in a fibreglass Closed Case or held as an Open Band within a
fibreglass frame, which benefit from having a long winding handle so are much quicker
to reel in than Closed Case Tapes.
AT2050-010
Closed case, length: 10m
£7 76 ea
AT2050-020
Closed case, length: 20m
£8 63 ea
AT2050-030
Closed case, length: 30m
£10 35 ea
AT2050-050
Closed case, length: 50m
£16 10 ea
AT2080-030
Open band, length: 30m
£10 93 ea
AT2080-050
Open band, length: 50m
£16 10 ea
AT2080-100
Open band, length: 100m
£23 00 ea
£5 75

3

Throwing Markers

WAS

NOW

£6.

6

90

£14 95

Large Throwing Markers

Numbered 1 - 15; perfect to mark the landing positions of
competition throws. Red powder coated steel with white
numbers. Number face has 100mm diameter.
AT1770
Numbered 1 - 15
£34 50 set

7

Folds up for easy carrying and storage. Made with heavy
duty fabric and a tubular metal frame. Height: 40cm,
folded size: 52 L x 36cm W.

104

4

£11 49 ££6 90 ea

£120 75 ea

AT3900

£83 95

SAVE!

Umpire's Stool

AT4110

Stanley Counter Measuring Wheel

£34 50

Perfect to mark the landing position of a throw, or simply
for general organisational purposes; powder coated
metal construction with a 75mm diameter face.
AT1100-6-PB Plain white, set of 6
£5 75 set
AT1120
Numbered 1 - 15
£23 00 set
£11 49

2

A high quality product featuring a large die-cast aluminium wheel with wear resistant
rubber tread. Complete with heavy-duty metal folding handle, rubber grip, folding wheel
mount, gear driven 5-digit counter with manual reset button and a carry bag.

5

Sand Pit Rake

Made from wood, with a robust plastic head. Handle
length: 1.4m, head width: 56cm.

GF1300-RAKE

£14 95 ea

£86 25

Loudhailer c/w Siren, 16W

Light for its size, this model is strong and powerful with
a 16 watt rating with an integral warning siren. Effective
distance 250m (270yds). Weight 1.5kg. Batteries not
included.
AT2250
Length: 34cm, dia. 20cm
£83 95 ea

8

Loudhailer c/w Siren, 20W

Strong and powerful with a 20 watt rating. Effective
distance 400m (437yds). Weight 1.5kg. Batteries not
included.
AT2270
Length: 36cm, dia. 23cm
£86 25 ea
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Fits neatly together for storage

£18 40

£333 50

40cm

32cm
48cm

51cm
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in sets

1

51cm

56cm

46cm

Winners Rostrum Podium

2

Featuring three numbered levels, the freestanding sections butt against each other in use whilst conveniently stack
inside each other for storage. White powder coated aluminium frame construction with a wooden top. Podium 1, size:
56 L X 56 W x 48cm H, Podium 2, size 51 L X 51 W x 40cm H, Podium 3 size 46 L X 46 W x 32cm H.

£333 50 set

AT4090
£172 50

3

£391 00

4

Finishing Posts

This pair of powder coated steel posts feature heavy solid
steel bases with built-in wheels for manoeuvrability.
AT3640
Height: 1.5m
£172 50 pr

Lap Counting Stand & Bell

Starting Pistol Blanks

Starter Clapper

Made from quality wood and provides a great sound;
painted in two colours so it can also be used as a visual
starting signal.

£391 00 ea AT3870

AT4100

£35 65 ea

£49 45

7
6

£35 65

5

Featuring a highly stable steel frame with large easy to
read numbers, and final lap Bell. Pole height: 1.5m, digit
height: 24cm.

£8 91

Starting Pistol Blanks, 6mm (.22) Calibre.
AT2220
Pistol Blanks, pack 100

Start/Finish Line Set

Set comprises of 2 yellow PVC lines, 1 printed ‘START’
and 1 printed ‘FINISH’. Ideal for use in all Sports Day
races.
AT3470
Length: 1.2m
£18 40 set

Bruni Olympic 6 Starting Pistol

An eight shot blank firer with ejector and swing out
cylinder; a single/double action pistol suitable for use
with 6mm (.22) Calibre Starting Pistol Blanks.

AT2210

£8 91 pk AT2220

Pistol Blanks, pack 100

£87 40

8

Rohm RG3 Starting Pistol

This Pistol has a semi-automatic action that advances its
6-shot magazine each shot as fast as you can pull the
trigger; suitable for use with 6mm (.22) Calibre Starting
Pistol Blanks.

£49 45 ea AT3910
£8 91 pk AT2220

Pistol Blanks, pack 100

£87 40 ea
£8 91 pk
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£5 75

1

£48 30

PlaySport® Discus

2

Made from soft vinyl; available individually in blue, green, red and yellow or supplied as
a bag of 4 (1 of each colour). Dia. 16cm, weight 200g.
AT6940
Please specify colour
£5 75 ea
AT6940-4
Bag of 4
£24 15 set

£7 48

£2 59

4
3

Primary Discus PAK

Made from soft vinyl, lightweight with a reduced diameter suitable for young child sized
hands; featuring a hollow centre to simulate the weighted rim of a traditional discus, it is
ideal as a first introduction to discus throwing, recommended for indoor use.
AT2960-4
Bag of 4, with Activity Card
£48 30 set

Multi Throw Disc

Offers the ultimate training aid for Discus, Hammer, Shot Put or Javelin, featuring both
an internal and external hand grip to aid all throwing techniques. Robust yet flexible
PVC construction. Colour yellow.
AT4240-500
Weight: 500g
£7 48 ea

Rubber Training Discus

Offers durable, solid, one piece construction suitable for use on any surface; an ever
popular choice at all levels. Colours may vary.
AT1950-0.75
Weight: 0.75kg
£2 59 ea
AT1950-1.00
Weight: 1.00kg
£3 45 ea
AT1950-1.25
Weight: 1.25kg
£3 74 ea
AT1950-1.50
Weight: 1.50kg
£4 03 ea
AT1950-1.75
Weight: 1.75kg
£4 31 ea
AT1950-2.00
Weight: 2.00kg
£4 60 ea

Discus User Guide

£9 20

5

U-13

U-15

U-17

U-18

U-20

Senior

< 1.00kg

1.25kg

1.50kg

1.50kg

1.75kg

2.00kg

< 0.75kg

1.00kg

1.00kg

1.00kg

1.00kg

1.00kg

£2 88

SAVE!

Club Discus

Features a high quality steel rim with extra strong well balanced plastic side plates.
Suitable for club and educational use. IAAF Certified weights suitable for competition.
Colours may vary.
AT1010-0.60
Weight: 0.60kg
£9 20 ea
AT1010-0.75
Weight: 0.75kg
£14 89 ££11 50 ea
AT1010-1.00
Weight: 1.00kg
£13 80 ea
AT1830-1.00
Weight: 1.00kg, IAAF Certified
£16 10 ea
AT1010-1.25
Weight: 1.25kg
£18 29 ££14 95 ea
AT1010-1.50
Weight: 1.50kg
£17 25 ea
AT1830-1.50
Weight: 1.50kg IAAF Certified
£19 55 ea
AT1010-1.75
Weight: 1.75kg
£17 83 ea
AT1830-1.75
Weight: 1.75kg IAAF Certified
£20 70 ea
AT1010-2.00
Weight: 2.00kg
£21 79 ££18 40 ea
AT1830-2.00
Weight: 2.00kg IAAF Certified
£23 00 ea
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Discus Bag

Manufactured heavy duty canvas, complete with handles.

AT3660
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33cm long!

£13 80

ME
1

£5 18

GA HOWLER

Br

Nerf Vortex Mega Howler

Guarantees maximum distance and speed; this is a safe, fun way to encourage
youngsters to throw. The foam construction with dependable flight pattern features a
built in whistle to create a satisfying noise when thrown correctly.
SE2470
Length: 33cm
£13 80 ea
SE2470-3
Length: 33cm, set of 3
£39 10 set
SE2470-6
Length: 33cm, set of 6
£74 75 set

2

ig h

t ly c o lo u r

ed

Foam Aeroball

Made from soft foam for easy catches and brightly coloured to aid eye-tracking.
SE1229
Length: 28cm
£5 18 ea
SE1229-4
Length: 28cm, set of 4
£18 40 set

£5 46

£6 04

50cm

3

90cm

4

PlaySport® Mini Foam Javelin

Three coloured tail fins with a dependable flight pattern. Designed to develop initial
throwing skills.
AT4130
Length 50cm, weight 55g
£5 46 ea
AT4130-12
Bag of 12
£69 00 set

47cm
Long

£9 78

PlaySport® Foam Javelin

These Javelins have a dependable flight pattern that will help develop throwing skills;
available individually in blue, green, red, yellow or supplied as a bag of 12 (3 of each
colour). Length 90cm, weight 100g.
AT2670
Please specify colour
£6 04 ea
AT2670-12
Bag of 12
£79 35 set

75cm
Long

£8 34

Lightweight
5

Mini Foam Javelin PAK

6

Designed to develop initial throwing skills. Lightweight and featuring a dependable flight
pattern. Set supplied with activity card.
AT3520
Length: 47cm, weight: 25g
£9 78 ea
AT3520-8
Bag of 8, with Activity Card
£94 30 set

Foam Javelin PAK

This Javelin is safe for indoor use and has a dependable flight pattern making it an ideal
introduction to javelin throwing at the primary level.
AT2640
Length: 75cm, weight: 38g
£8 34 ea
AT2640-12
Bag of 12, with Activity Card
£120 75 set
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48cm
Long

£14 95

1

2

Mini Bull Nosed Javelin PAK

Weighted javelin offering a dependable flight pattern, suitable for young children of all
abilities.
AT3530
Length: 48cm, weight: 100g
£14 95 ea
AT3530-8
Bag of 8, with Activity Card
£132 25 set

78cm
Long

£14 95

Bull Nosed Javelin PAK

Weighted javelin offering a dependable flight pattern, providing a safe introduction to
javelin throwing for primary aged children.
AT2770
Length: 78cm, weight: 150g
£14 95 ea
AT2770-8
Bag of 8, with Activity Card
£126 50 set

Javelin User Guide
U-13

U-15

U-17

U-18

U-20

< 400g

600g

700g

800g

800g

800g

< 400g

500g

500g

500g

600g

600g

£32 20

B

ag

4
3

Long Bull Nosed Javelin PAK

Weighted to help in developing correct skills during running approaches; offering a
dependable flight pattern it is extremely popular at secondary school level as a prelude
to the real thing.
AT1790
Length: 150cm, weight: 250g
£25 30 ea
AT1790-8
Bag of 8, with Activity Card
£212 75 set

Turbo Javelin

da

of

l
1 0 w it h h o

NEW!

6

Jav Trainers

Manufactured from roll wrapped carbon fibre and features a grip at the Javelins centre
of gravity. Nose section specifically designed to absorb energy on impact. Available
in two lengths/weights; Mini (length: 77cm, weight: 193g), Pro (length: 1.5m, weight:
325g).

AT4390-MIN
AT4390-PRO

£22 37 ea
£32 72 ea
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Durable plastic javelin, ideal for training and junior competition, and is excellent to use
for developing good throwing technique.
AT2180-500
Length: 1.1m, weight: 500g
£41 40 ea
AT2180-500-10
Length: 1.1m, weight: 500g, bag of 10
£425 50 set
AT2180-600
Length: 1.1m, weight: 600g
£44 85 ea
AT2180-600-10
Length: 1.1m, weight: 600g, bag of 10
£465 75 set
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Durable plastic javelin, ideal for training and junior competition and is excellent to use
for developing good throwing technique.
AT2180-300
Length: 69cm, weight: 300g
£32 20 ea
AT2180-300-10
Length: 69cm, weight: 300g, bag of 10
£339 25 set
AT2180-300-400-10 Length: 69cm, weight: 300g & 400, bag of 10
£356 50 set
AT2180-400
Length: 69cm, weight: 400g
£36 80 ea
AT2180-400-10
Length: 69cm, weight: 400g, bag of 10
£379 50 set
£22 37

£41 40

5

Turbo Javelin

da

l

150cm
Long

£25 30

Senior

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last
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WAS

£32 14

SAVE!

1

NOW

£21.85

Aero Javelin

Offers exceptional value for the educational sector and features an aluminium alloy body with cord grip and steel tip.
AT3650-400
Length: 1.9m, weight: 400g
AT3650-500
Length: 2.1m, weight: 500g
AT3650-600
Length: 2.2m, weight: 600g
AT3650-700
Length: 2.3m, weight: 700g
AT3650-800
Length: 2.6m, weight: 800g

£32 14 ££21 85 ea
£33 29 ££24 15 ea
£27 60 ea
£29 90 ea
£36 74 ££32 20 ea
£40 25

NEW!

2

Challenger Javelin

Designed for maximum throwing distance. Aluminium javelin with steel head. Available in various weights. IAAF certified. 500g to IAAF specification only.
AT4370-500
Length: 2.1m, weight: 500g
AT4370-600
Length: 2.2m, weight: 600g
AT4370-700
Length: 2.3m, weight: 700g
AT4370-800
Length: 2.6m, weight: 800g

£40 25 ea
£48 30 ea
£51 75 ea
£69 00 ea
£39 10

3

Polanik Rubber Headed Javelin

Designed specifically for educational use; featuring an excellent quality hardened duraluminium body with the added safety feature of a rubber head.
AT3420-300
Length: 1.8m, weight: 300g
AT3420-400
Length: 1.9m, weight: 400g
AT3420-500
Length: 2.1m, weight: 500g
AT3420-600
Length: 2.2m, weight: 600g

NEW!

4

£39 10 ea
£43 70 ea
£47 15 ea
£51 75 ea
WAS

£86 25

SAVE!

NOW

£57.50

Spier Turbo Javelin

Recommended for outdoor secondary school age use as a safer alternative to traditional Javelins, being made of tough polyurethane and having a bullnose.
AT4010-700
Length: 1.8m, weight: 700g
£86 25 ££57 50
AT4010-800
Length: 1.8m, weight: 800g
£89 70 ££63 25

ea
ea

£43 70

5

Polanik Javelin

Offers an excellent quality hardened duraluminium body with steel head; suitable for club and school use.
AT2300-400
Length: 1.9m, weight: 400g
AT2300-500
Length: 2.1m, weight: 500g
AT2300-600
Length: 2.2m, weight: 600g
AT2300-700
Length: 2.3m, weight: 700g
AT2300-800
Length: 2.6m, weight: 800g

£43 70 ea
£47 15 ea
£51 75 ea
£54 05 ea
£56 35 ea
£77 05

6

Polanik Competition Javelin, IAAF Certified

Features a hardened duraluminium body and steel head; suitable for club and school competitions. IAAF certified.
AT2360-500
Length: 2.1m, weight: 500g
AT2360-600
Length: 2.2m, weight: 600g
AT2360-800
Length: 2.6m, weight: 800g

£77 05 ea
£113 85 ea
£131 10 ea

£5 75

7

£16 10

Javelin Balls

Used to help develop throwing technique, the contoured
grasp helps to simulate the throwing action. Made from
soft vinyl filled with lead.
AT1080-400
Weight: 400g
£5 75 ea
AT1080-600
Weight: 600g
£6 33 ea

8

Javelin Bag

Suitable to hold up to ten 800g javelins; made from waterproof synthetic fabric with strengthened ends to avoid
piercing, complete with hook and loop belts to stop the Javelins moving.
AT3610
Size: 2.7m L x 25 W x 13cm H
£16 10 ea
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£5 75

1

£11 50

PlaySport® Shot

Manufactured from soft colourful PVC and filled with sand. Available individually in blue,
green, red or yellow and also supplied as a bag of 4 (1 of each colour). Dia. 9cm, weight
600g.
AT6930
Please specify colour
£5 75 ea
AT6930-4
Bag of 4
£24 15 set

2

Primary Shot PAK

Durable yet lightweight and safe enough for young children; ideal as a first introduction
to shot putting. Suitable for indoor use.
AT2950
Dia. 9.5cm, weight: 600g
£11 50 ea
AT2950-4
Bag of 4, with Activity Card
£50 60 set

Shot User Guide
U-13

U-15

U-17

U-18

U-20

Senior

< 300g

400g

500g

600g

700g

726g

< 275g

300g

300g

300g

400g

400g

£77 05

3

£3 45

Indoor Shot PAK

Contains 3 soft vinyl Shots at the official weights for Secondary Sportshall Award
competition use. Weights 2.72kg (dia. 12cm), 3.25kg (dia. 12.5cm) and 4.00kg (dia.
13cm).
AT1570
Bag of 3
£77 05 set
£17 25

5

£10 35

SAVE!

6

Indoor Training Shot

Features a dead bounce and a shock resistant shell with
a weighted lead centre; suitable for training use at any
level. Colours may vary.
AT1640-2.72
Weight: 2.72kg
£17 25 ea
AT1640-3.25
Weight: 3.25kg
£19 55 ea
AT1640-4.00
Weight: 4.00kg
£28 75 ea
AT1640-5.00
Weight: 5.00kg
£36 80 ££29 90 ea
AT1640-7.26
Weight: 7.26kg
£40 25 ££32 20 ea

110

4

Shot Carrier

Manufactured from heavy duty nylon cord, complete with handles. Can hold one large
or two small Shots.

£3 45 ea

AT3620
£19 55

SAVE!

SAVE!

Cast Iron Shot

Suitable for all levels of training within the club and
educational sectors. Colours may vary.
AT1650-2.72
Weight: 2.72kg
£10 35 ea
AT1650-3.00
Weight: 3.00kg
£10 93 ea
AT1650-3.25
Weight: 3.25kg
£11 50 ea
AT1650-4.00
Weight: 4.00kg
£12 65 ea
AT1650-5.00
Weight: 5.00kg
£13 80 ea
AT1650-6.00
Weight: 6.00kg
£14 95 ea
AT1650-7.26
Weight: 7.26kg
£21 28 ££16 10 ea

7

Stadium Shot, IAAF Certified

Precisely machine turned iron construction for accurate
weight and diameter specifications. Colours may vary.
AT1580-3.00 Weight: 3.00kg, 10cm
£19 55 ea
AT1580-4.00 Weight: 4.00kg, 10cm
£20 70 ea
AT1580-5.00 Weight: 5.00kg, 11.5cm
£21 28 ea
AT1580-6.00 Weight: 6.00kg, 12cm £33 29 ££21 85 ea
AT1580-7.26 Weight: 7.26kg, 12cm
£31 05 ea
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£10 35

£6 90

1

PlaySport® Hammer

Made from soft vinyl and complete with a rope and handle; available individually in
blue, green, red, yellow or supplied as a bag of 4 (1 of each colour). Rope length 85cm.
Weight 350g.
AT6920
Please specify colour
£6 90 ea
AT6920-4
Bag of 4
£28 75 set

2

Primary Hammer PAK

Durable yet lightweight and safe enough for young children; ideal as a first introduction
to hammer throwing. Suitable for indoor use.
AT2700
Length: 75cm, weight: 350g
£10 35 ea
AT2700-4
Bag of 4, with Activity Card
£51 75 set

Hammer User Guide
U-13

U-15

U-17

U-18

U-20

Senior

< 300g

400g

500g

500g

600g

726g

< 300g

300g

300g

300g

400g

400g

SAVE!

3

WAS

£24 15

SAVE!

NOW

£16.10

£65 55

NOW

£48.30

Club Hammer

Iron hammer fitted with a stainless steel ball bearing
swivel, a strong aluminium grip and a 99cm steel wire;
suitable for club and educational use.
AT3670-3.00
Weight: 3.00kg
£24 15 ££16 10 ea
AT3670-3.25
Weight: 3.25kg
£20 64 ££17 25 ea
AT3670-4.00
Weight: 4.00kg
£19 55 ea
AT3670-5.00
Weight: 5.00kg
£27 54 ££20 70 ea
AT3670-6.00
Weight: 6.00kg
£30 99 ££21 85 ea

4

Discus Storage Rack

Holds up to 30 Discuses; this is a robust rack with a
powder coated steel finish. Size: 94 L x 54 W x 85cm H.
Maximum load capacity 50kg.

Holds up to 12 Hammers; this is a robust rack with a
powder coated steel finish. Size: 103 L x 47 W x 95cm H.

Javelin Storage Rack

Holds up to 18 Javelins; this is a robust rack with a
powder coated steel finish. Size: 76 L x 45 W x 45cm H.
Maximum load capacity 30kg.

£56 35

7

£65 55 ea

£80 44 ££48 30 ea AT1430

AT4230

Holds up to 21 Shots; this is a robust rack with a powder
coated steel finish. Size: 95 L x 45 W x 86cm H.

£90 85

NEW!

8

Shot Storage Rack

£56 35 ea AT1490

AT1470

5

Hammer Storage Rack

£56 35

6

WAS

£80 44

Discus & Shot Storage Rack

Holds up to 24 Discuses and 24 Shots. Robust rack with
a powder coated steel finish. Size: 120 L x 50 W x 120cm
H. Maximum load capacity 70-85kg.

£56 35 ea AT4380

£90 85 ea
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MasterPlay® Measuring Mat

2

A tough lightweight mat, ideal for measuring the thrown distance, up to 10m with 20cm
increments. Ideal for use with our PlaySport® Javelins, Shots, Discuses and Hammers.
AT1880
Size: 11m L x 20cm W
£40 25 ea
AT1880-2
Set of 2
£71 30 pr

Vertical
Jump

£159 85

Graduated Measuring Mat 10m

Roll out graduated measuring mat perfect for throwing activities. Manufactured from
strong PVC. Rolls up easily for storage.
AT2140
Length: 10m
£37 95 ea
AT2140-2
Set of 2
£70 15 pr

Vertical Jump
and
Sit & Reach

£140 30

Ma

a le

1

£37 95

gn

et

3

Vertical Jump Tip-2-Tip, Sergeant Jump Board

This test device can be fixed to any suitable vertical surface and uses a magnetically
held sliding scale, which is adjusted to the participant’s height before each jump;
supplied complete with a laminated activity card.

£159 85 ea

AT2560

112
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Junior Vertical Jump/Sit and Reach

Used for measuring standing vertical jumps or in the horizontal position for sit and reach
flexibility testing.

AT1340

£140 30 ea
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Measures
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£116 04

£73 60

5m

3.

1

2

Long Jump Take-off Board

A softwood core (70mm) with an exterior quality plywood base (12mm) and a fibreboard
top layer (18mm). Supplied with fixing pins.
AT1400
Size: 121 L x 20 W x 10cm H
£116 04 ea

Standing Long Jump Mat

A highly durable rubberised plastic mat that rolls for easy storage. Can also be used for
the broad jump test of muscular strength and power of the lower body. Mat length 3.5m
with 5cm increment markings.
SE2170
Length: 3.5m
£73 60 ea

£212 75

£362 25

Standing
Long Jump

3

Standing
Long Jump

Standing Long Jump, Junior Metromat

4

Intended for Sportshall Standing Long Jump events, graduated lightweight folding mat
with a 1m datum take-off point, suitable for young children. Supplied complete with an
Activity Card.
AT3560
Length: 4m
£212 75 ea

Standing Long Jump, Intermediate Metromat

Intended for Sportshall Standing Long Jump events, fully graduated lightweight folding
mat with a 1m and 2m datum take-off points, suitable for all ages. Supplied complete
with a Carrying Bag and Activity Card.
AT2620
Length: 4m
£362 25 ea

£383 85

£707 25

Standing
Triple Jump

5

Standing Triple Jump, Junior

6

The participant starts from the take-off line, marked at 1m intervals, which enables them
to land on the fully graduated landing scale. Supplied complete with a Carrying Bag
and Activity Card.
AT3550
Length: 6m
£383 85 ea

Standing Triple Jump 10.5m

A true challenge of co-ordination and technique! With take-off lines at metre intervals,
the participant starts their jump from the line which enables them to land on the
graduated landing scale. Supplied complete with a Carrying Bag.
AT2610
Length: 10.5m
£707 25 ea
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Foam

£6 04

su

Plastic

£3 45

pp l i e d

su

x6

1

Foam Relay Batons

2

Plastic Relay Batons

Supplied as a set of 6 in different colours to help with
team identification. Colours may vary. Length 30cm.
AT3290-JUN
Junior: dia. 32mm, set of 6
£3 45 set
AT3290-SEN
Senior: dia. 38mm, set of 6
£3 45 set

Rubber Starting Blocks

Ideal for introducing and developing good starting technique.
AT1560
Length: 27cm

£12 65 pr

£27 60

pp l i e d

3

Aluminium Relay Batons

i n pa i r s

Supplied as a set of 6 in different anodised colours to
help with team identification. Colours may vary. Length
30cm.
AT1510-JUN
Junior: dia. 32mm, set of 6
£8 63 set
AT1510-SEN
Senior: dia. 38mm, set of 6
£9 78 set

Exceptional
Value!

School Starting Blocks

Featuring fixed plastic foot blocks incorporating dimpled surface pads. Slotted angles
firmly grip the blocks along a powder coated steel centre channel offering a block
separation of up to 50cm. End plates and two spikes are provided for fixing on all
running surfaces.
AT2880
Block separation: up to 50cm
£20 70 ea
£69 00

7

Jet Starting Blocks

Featuring fixed angle rubber-faced foot blocks. Slotted angles firmly grip the blocks
along an anodised steel centre channel offering a block separation of up to 43cm. End
plates and two spikes are provided for fixing on all running surfaces.
AT1550
Block separation: up to 43cm
£27 60 ea

114

su

x6

£20 70

5

6

pp l i e d

i n pa i r s

£12 65

4

Aluminium

x6

i n pa i r s

Providing an ideal and safe way for teaching children the
techniques of relay racing. Supplied as a set of 6 different
colours.
AT4210
Length: 30cm, dia. 30mm
£6 04 set

£8 63

Olympic Mark IV Starting Blocks

Featuring thick PVC covered aluminium foot blocks adjustable to 4 different angles.
Slotted angles firmly grip the blocks along a chrome plated steel centre channel offering
a block separation of up to 66cm. End plates and three spikes are provided for ultrastable fixing on all running surfaces.
AT2440
Block separation: up to 66cm
£69 00 ea
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Athletics
Place on wall to
help runners to
turn

1

£211 26

Reversaboard

These are great for training and competition; this is the cornerstone of the highly successful Sportshall Competition Programme, allowing runners to turn quickly and safely against
walls. Two are required to create one lane.
AT2550-BE
Blue
£211 26 ea
AT2550-GN
Green
£211 26 ea
AT2550-RD
Red
£211 26 ea
AT2550-YW
Yellow
£211 26 ea
AT2550-4
Set of 4, multicoloured
£828 82 set

Folds flat for
storage

£171 35

Lightweight and
transportable

3

2

Pacesetter Hurdle PAK

This kit introduces children to hurdling in easy progressive stages with 50cm wide
hurdles of increasing height. Kit comprises of: 1 Set of Hurdle PAK Activity cards, 16
Folding Hurdles (4 each of heights 20cm, 30cm, 40cm and 50cm) and 4 Rhythm Poles.

AT2530-0.5

£171 35 pk

£5 46

MasterPlay® Folding Hurdles

Easy to setup up and helped by hook and loop fastenings, these hurdles can be
weighted with a bean bag for additional stability outdoors. Available in four heights all
50cm wide. Colours may vary.
AT2260-200
Height: 20cm
£5 46 ea
AT2260-200-12
Height: 20cm, bag of 12
£69 00 set
AT2260-300
Height: 30cm
£6 04 ea
AT2260-300-12
Height: 30cm, bag of 12
£75 90 set
AT2260-400
Height: 40cm
£6 90 ea
AT2260-400-12
Height: 40cm, bag of 12
£86 25 set
AT2260-500
Height: 50cm
£7 48 ea
AT2260-500-12
Height: 50cm, bag of 12
£94 30 set
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Athletics
£31 05

Self
returning

su

pp l i e d

x4

i n pa i r s

1

‘Pop Back’ Hurdle Set

Weighted to ‘pop back’ if kicked over. Colour coded by height, supplied as a set of 4, 1 each of 20, 25, 30 and 35cm high.
SE4210
Set of 4
£4 03

2

£57 50

Mini Step Training Hurdles

3

Ideal for introducing young children to the skills and techniques of hurdling. Available
heights 15cm and 30cm.
ST1070-150
Height: 15cm
£4 03 ea
ST1070-150-12
Height: 15cm, bag of 12
£51 75 set
ST1070-300
Height: 30cm
£4 89 ea
ST1070-300-12
Height: 30cm, bag of 12
£63 25 set

Available
individually
and in pairs

£10 93

4

Featuring a stable wide base and six positions to support a Mini Bar (not included)
making them ideal for introducing and teaching the basics of hurdling. Available in blue,
green, red and yellow. Please specify colour.
SE3270-107
Height: 107cm, please specify colour
£10 93 ea
SE3270-107-2
Height: 107cm, pair, please specify colour
£20 70 pr
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Set of 20 Cones and 10 Pole in a
Storage Sack

Cone and Pole Hurdles

Each Hurdle comprises of two red cones and a yellow pole. The Cones have three holes
to adjust hurdle height. Pole length: 1m (dia. 25mm). Cone height: 30cm.
ST1190-5
Bag of 5 (10 Cones and 5 Poles)
£57 50 set
ST1190-10
Bag of 10 (20 Cones and 10 Poles)
£101 20 set
SE9500-RD
Spare Cone
£4 03 ea
SE9520-100-YW Spare Pole
£1 73 ea
£1 44

5

Activity Skittles

£31 05 set

For Cones
see page 165

Mini Bars

Use Mini Bars (Size: 91cm L x dia. 15mm) with Activity Skittles and the Hurdle Bars
(Size: 91cm L x dia. 35mm) with Hurdle Cones. Mini Bars available in blue, green, red,
yellow. Please specify colour. Hurdle Bars only available in yellow.
SE3820-15
Mini Bar, please specify colour
£1 44 ea
SE3820-15-12-PB Mini Bars, set of 12
£13 80 set
SE3820-35
Hurdle Bar, yellow only
£1 44 ea
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Athletics
Weighted for
self return

£36 80

£25 30

Folds flat for
storage!
Adjusts from
45cm to 80cm
1

2

Adjustable Safe Hurdle

Height range of 45 to 80cm makes these suitable for a wide rage of age groups and
abilities, whilst the foam covered bar makes them appealing to children who might
otherwise lack confidence.

AT3170
AT3170-3

Set of 3

£36 80 ea
£103 50 set
£57 50

Sp

3

Aluminium Self Return Hurdles

Lightweight tubular frame construction, balanced to return to the upright position when
knocked over; height adjustable and can be stored flat when not in use.
AT3890-MIN
Mini, 40-60cm high, width: 80cm
£25 30 ea
AT3890-MIN-5
Mini, set of 5
£120 75 set
AT3890-MID
Midi, 56-86cm high, width: 82cm
£27 60 ea
AT3890-MID-5
Midi, set of 5
£132 25 set
AT3890-MAX
Max, 66-107cm high, width: 88cm
£29 90 ea
AT3890-MAX-5
Max, set of 5
£138 00 set

Scissor design
for easy
storage

£25 30

rin g back

Springback Hurdles

Heavy duty aluminium tube construction, complete with a spring back mechanism
attached to robust steel feet. The hurdle features a padded crossbar and is height
adjustable to 5 settings; perfect for training.
AT3750-JUN
Junior, 45-68cm high
£57 50 ea
AT3750-JUN-2
Junior, pair
£109 25 set
AT3750-SEN
Senior, 76-106cm
£57 50 ea
AT3750-SEN-2
Senior, pair
£109 25 set

4

Scissor Training Hurdle

Fully height adjustable from 22.5 to 90cm, whilst the ‘scissor’ design allows for easy
storage.

AT1460
AT1460-4
AT1460-CRB

Set of 4
Replacement Crossbar

£25 30 ea
£92 00 set
£8 05 ea
£34 50

5

School Hurdles

Galvanised steel frame construction, with a Lexan gate board, and powder coated steel uprights with spring loaded plungers that provide 5 height adjustments.

AT3270-JUN
AT3270-JUN-4
AT3270-A

Junior, 45-68cm high
Junior, set of 4
Replacement Crossbar

£34 50 ea
£126 50 set
£8 91 ea

AT3270-SEN
AT3270-SEN-4
AT3270-A

Senior, 68-106cm high
Senior, set of 4
Replacement Crossbar

£37 95 ea
£143 75 set
£8 91 ea
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Athletics
Includes two
Standards and a
Flexibar

£105 80

£184 00

Adjustable from
75cm - 202cm
and
30cm - 152cm

£97 75
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Adjustable from
70cm - 260cm
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1

AT1350
AT1250

Flexibar only

2

Club High Jump Standards

IAAF Certified red powder coated heavy gauge steel
uprights with welded bar rests and 46cm steel square
base. They measure 70 - 260cm in 1cm increments.

£105 80 set
£11 50 ea AT1180

£184 00 pr

NOW

£4.03

Weighted High Jump Rope

5

A cotton rope with weighted pouches at each end; particularly suitable for educational
use.
AT1240
Length: 4.6m
£5 75 ££4 03 ea

Regulation lath

£124 20

6

IAAF Regulation High Jump Lath

International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) certified fibreglass high jump
bar complete with plastic flat end caps.
AT1230
Length: 4m, dia. 3cm
£124 20 ea

118

School High Jump Standards

Featuring a weighted T-shape steel base and an
aluminium upright. Junior size measure 30 - 152cm in
1cm increments. Senior size measure 75 - 202cm in 1cm
increments.
AT1190-JUN
Junior
£97 75 pr
AT1190-SEN
Senior
£115 00 pr

Super safe foam

£11 50

SAVE!

High Jump Flexibar

Features foam sections over elastic cord; perfect for practice it merely stretches when
landed on.
AT1250
Length: 4m
£11 50 ea

‘D’ Shaped end

£86 25

7

School High Jump Lath

A robust aluminium bar with plastic square section ends.
AT4080
Length: 4m, dia. 3cm

£86 25 ea
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£5 75
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Primary High Jump

Set comprises of a pair of Junior School High Jump
Standards and a flexibar. Ideal for teaching children the
fundamental steps to successful high jumping without
fear of them landing on a rigid bar.

4

pp l i e d

x2
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Athletics
High Jump Landing Areas

		

High Jump Landing areas comprise of modules which feature a combination of foams and special vent points to rapidly displace air on a competitor’s landing. They boast
heavy duty construction with flame retardant PVC coated polyester covers and welded joints, and double or triple stitching as appropriate.
Module ‘A’ measures: 2.5m x 1.66m x 25.5cm

Module ‘B’ measures: 2.5m x 1.25m x 25.5cm

Module ‘C’ measures: 2.5m x 1.25m x 51cm

All modules are supplied complete with either a PVC Coverall or a Spike Proof Topper which is manufactured from a high grade woven mesh to ensure the best possible
resistance to damage from spikes.

£598 00

£661 25

Module ‘A’
Module ‘B’

Module ‘A’
Module ‘B’

Module ‘A’

Module ‘B’

Module ‘B’

5m
Module ‘A’

Module ‘A’

Module ‘A’

Module ‘A’

2.5m x 1.66m x 510mm
3.32m

1

Junior School High Jump Landing Area

The Junior School High Jump Landing Area is made up from 4 Modules ‘A’; two placed
side by side, with a second level placed on top. Assembled size: 3.32 L x 2.5m W x
51cm H (56cm with Spike Proof Wear Sheet).
AT1270-COV
Replacement Junior Spike Proof Wear Sheet
£598 00 ea
AT1270-SET
Junior Set c/w Spike Proof Wear Sheet
£1868 75 set
AT4040-COV
Replacement Junior PVC Coverall
£563 50 ea
AT4040-SET
Junior Set c/w PVC Coverall
£1742 25 set

2.5m x 1.66m x 510mm

2.5m x 1.66m x 510mm

5m

2

Senior School High Jump Landing Area

The Senior School High Jump Landing Area is made up from 3 Modules ‘A’ & 4 Modules
‘B’, the ‘A’ modules are place on top of the ‘B’ modules. Assembled size: 5 L x 2.5m W
x 51cm H (56cm with Spike Proof Wear Sheet).
AT2400-COV
Replacement Senior Spike Proof Wear Sheet
£661 25 ea
AT2400-SET
Senior Set c/w Spike Proof Wear Sheet
£2737 00 set
AT4020-COV
Replacement Senior PVC Coverall
£552 00 ea
AT4020-SET
Senior Set c/w PVC Coverall
£2737 00 set
£661 25
Extra
No

Ca

3

rr i age

Club Style High Jump Areas

The Club High Jump Landing Area features cut outs for the positioning of High Jump Standards in two of its modules; made up from 3 Modules ‘C’ placed side by side. Assembled
size, excluding cut-outs: 5 L x 2.5m W x 51cm H (56cm with Spike Proof Wear Sheet).
AT1280-COV Replacement Club Spike Proof Wear Sheet
£661 25 ea
AT1280-SET
Club Set c/w Spike Proof Wear Sheet
£2737 00 set
AT4060-COV Replacement Club PVC Coverall
£517 50 ea
AT4060-SET
Club Set c/w PVC Coverall
£2616 25 set
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Badminton
Badminton England
www.badmintonengland.co.uk
Badminton is the nation’s favourite racket sport and Badminton England’s aim is to inspire everyone
to get involved and play more.
Badminton England’s National Junior League is for young players who play socially with friends
or with classmates at school, to get their first taste of competitive badminton and is open to both
schools and clubs. To find out more visit www.badmintonengland.co.uk/njl
A Young Leader Award (YLA) is also available, which is an opportunity for leaders to develop skills
that will assist them to lead and volunteer in their local badminton environment including the ever
popular SmashUp! programme To find out more contact education@badmintonengland.co.uk

£195 50

1

£113 85

Badminton Foundation Kit

2

Badminton Starter Pack

A set of equipment to help a teacher or coach deliver badminton at a primary level.
Set contains: a Kwik Net Six set, 12 Rackets (length 53cm), 4 Rackets (length 58cm), 4
Rackets (length 61cm), 12 Fleece Balls, 18 (3 Tubes of 6) Shuttles and a holdall.

An ideal set to introduce the game of Badminton. Set contains: 6 Rackets (length 53cm),
10 Rackets (length 61cm), 18 (3 Tubes of 6) Shuttles and a racket bag.

BA2050

BA2040

£335 86

3

£195 50 set

£266 86

NEW!

£113 85 set

NEW!

Racket Pack - Primary Kit

A Badminton England initiative designed to deliver fun and engaging skill based
sessions, ensuring a positive experience of badminton. Teaches the correct skills
regardless of whether in a school, club or leisure centre environment. Contents include
8 Smash Rackets (53cm), 8 Tink Rackets (58cm), 6 Flo Rackets (63cm), 6 packs of 6
Shuttles, a Lightweight Net and Post Set and a holdall with wheels.
BA2100-PRI
Primary Kit
£335 86 set

120

4

Racket Pack - Secondary Kit

Developed by Badminton England and specially developed for secondary schools to
provide a complete tool for a teacher to teach a series of lessons. Contents include 20
Wise Rackets (66cm), 6 Packs of 6 Shuttles and a holdall with wheels.
BA2100-SEC
Secondary Kit
£266 86 set
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Badminton
NEW!

1

£95 45

MasterSport® Key Stage Kit

A Key Stage relevant kit that offers exceptional value. Both sets contain 15 MasterSport® Badminton Rackets, 4 tubes of 6 Shuttlecocks and a holdall. Primary kit contain 10
rackets length 53cm and 5 rackets 58cm. Secondary kit contain 10 rackets length 66cm and 5 rackets 58cm.
BA2140-PRI
Primary Pack, Key Stage 1 - 3
£95 45 set
BA2140-SEC
Secondary Pack, Key Stages 3 - 5
£100 05 set

NEW!

2

£109 25

Aresson® Key Stage Kit

£138 00

3

Offering great value and having the added benefit of being Key Stage relevant. Both
sets contain 15 Aresson Badminton Rackets. Primary kit contain 10 rackets length
53cm and 5 rackets 58cm. Secondary kit contain 10 rackets length 66cm and 5 rackets
58cm. 4 tubes of 6 shuttlecocks and a holdall.
BA2130-PRI
Primary Pack, Key Stage 1 - 3
£109 25 set
BA2130-SEC
Secondary Pack, Key Stages 3 - 5
£109 25 set

Carlton Educational Pack

Designed to support either Primary Key Stages 1 - 3 or Secondary Key Stages 3 - 5.
Both sets contain 15 Carlton ISO 4.3 Badminton Rackets (Primary: Racket split 10 Mini
and 5 Midi Blades, Secondary: Racket split 10 Maxi and 5 Midi Blades) 4 tubes of 6
C100 Shuttlecocks and a Carlton holdall.
BA1920
Primary Pack, Key Stage 1 - 3
£138 00 set
BA1930
Secondary Pack, Key Stages 3 - 5
£138 00 set
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Badminton
£6 04

£18 40

2
1

MasterPlay® Badminton Rackets

Short handled mini rackets are ideal for introducing a young person to the game. Highflex shaft with steel framed head and PU grip. Available as a set of 4 or 12, comprising
equal numbers of blue, green, red, yellow, or as a set of 32 supplied with a holdall.
Length 53cm.
BA1480
Set of 4
£18 40 set
BA1480-3
Set of 12
£51 75 set
BA1480-8
Bag of 32
£143 75 set
£5 18

3

£8 05

MasterSport® Attack Racket

A durable racket for the educational and recreational sectors; suitable for stronger
players. Features a 12.5mm aluminium frame, steel shaft and a PU grip. Available in 2
lengths, 61cm or 66cm.
BA1160-61
Length: 61cm
£5 18 ea
BA1160-61-16
Length: 61cm, bag of 16
£82 80 set
BA1160-66
Length: 66cm
£5 18 ea
BA1160-66-16
Length: 66cm, bag of 16
£82 80 set
£8 05

4

£2 59

MasterSport® Badminton Racket Bag

Zip opening, handles and adjustable shoulder strap. Capacity 16 rackets.
SE1910
Size: 69 L x 24 W x 25cm H

122

MasterSport® Senior Racket

An excellent quality racket suitable for both the educational and recreational sectors.
Features a 12.5mm aluminium frame, a carbon shaft and a PU grip.
BA1170
Length: 66cm
£8 05 ea
BA1170-16
Length: 66cm, bag of 16
£128 80 set

6
5

MasterSport® Initial Racket

An exceptional value starter racket ideal for the educational and recreational sectors.
Features an 8mm frame, a high-flex shaft and a PU grip. Available in 4 sizes.
BA1350-53
Length: 53cm
£6 04 ea
BA1350-53-16
Length: 53cm, bag of 16
£96 60 set
BA1350-58
Length: 58cm
£6 04 ea
BA1350-58-16
Length: 58cm, bag of 16
£96 60 set
BA1350-61
Length: 61cm
£6 04 ea
BA1350-61-16
Length: 61cm, bag of 16
£96 60 set
BA1350-66
Length: 66cm
£6 04 ea
BA1350-66-16
Length: 66cm, bag of 16
£96 60 set

£8 05 ea

Karakal PU Super Grip

Non-slip, super absorbent PU replacement grip, suitable for all racket sports.
TN2180-BK-1
Black, single strap
£2 59 ea
TN2180-BK-24
Black, Box of 24
£57 50 set
TN2180-MX-24
Assorted Colours, Box of 24
£57 50 set
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Badminton
NEW!

1

£7 48

Aresson® Vision X 5.3 Badminton Racket

2

Developed specifically for beginners, 10.5mm aluminium frame with a short shaft and
PU grip. The short shaft helps players achieve success and builds confidence.
BA2110-53
Length: 53cm
£7 48 ea
BA2110-53-16
Length: 53cm, bag of 16
£119 60 set

NEW!

3

5

Aresson® Vision X 5.8 Badminton Racket

NEW!

4

Suited to progressing players, 10.5mm aluminium frame with steel shaft and PU grip.
BA2110-61
Length: 61cm
£7 48 ea
BA2110-61-16
Length: 61cm, bag of 16
£119 60 set

£7 48

An intermediate racket specifically for developing players, 10.5mm aluminium frame
with steel shaft and PU grip.
BA2110-58
Length: 58cm
£7 48 ea
BA2110-58-16
Length: 58cm, bag of 16
£119 60 set

£7 48

Aresson® Vision X 6.1 Badminton Racket

NEW!

NEW!

£7 48

Aresson® Vision X 6.6 Badminton Racket

Ideal for educational and recreational sectors. Lightweight and durable, with a 10.5mm
aluminium, steel shaft and PU grip.
BA2110-66
Length: 66cm
£7 48 ea
BA2110-66-16
Length: 66cm, bag of 16
£119 60 set

£9 20

£20 70

Aresson® Autocrat Badminton Racket

Suited to a progressing or advanced player this robust, lightweight racket has a 12mm
aluminium frame, carbon shaft and PU grip. Available in 2 lengths, 61cm or 66cm.
BA2120-61
Length: 61cm
£9 20 ea
BA2120-61-16
Length 61cm, bag of 16
£147 20 set
BA2120-66
Length: 66cm
£9 20 ea
BA2120-66-16
Length: 66cm, bag of 16
£147 20 set

6

Badminton Racket Storage Rack

Wall-mounted powder coated steel storage rack. Capacity 20 rackets. Fixings not
included.
SE2210
Size: 66 L x 22 W x 17cm H
£20 70 ea
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Badminton

Midi

Mini

1

Maxi

£7 48

Carlton ISO 4.3 Badminton Racket

Manufactured from a titanium alloy/steel construction that provides outstanding durability and an enlarged ISO frame head-shape increases playability. This racket is available in
three sizes, the Mini-Blade (Age 3 - 6 yrs, Key Stage 1), Midi-Blade (Age 7 - 10 yrs, Key Stage 2) and Maxi-Blade (Age 11 + yrs, Key Stage 3 - 5).

BA1680-MIN
BA1680-MIN-16

Mini, length: 53cm
Mini, bag of 16

£7 48 ea BA1680-MID
£119 60 set BA1680-MID-16

Midi, length: 58cm
Midi, bag of 16

£7 48 ea BA1680-MAX
£119 60 set BA1680-MAX-16

Maxi, length: 66cm
Maxi, bag of 16

£7 76 ea
£124 20 set

2

Composite frame

Steel frame

Alloy head, composite shaft

£6 90

Carlton AeroBlade Badminton Racket

Available in three grades of racket to cater for all levels of player; an all steel frame, an alloy head with composite shaft and an all composite racket. All three feature an isometric
head shape that offers great power and all measure 66cm in length.

BA1940-200
Steel frame
BA1940-200-16 Bag of 16

124

Composite frame
£6 90 ea BA1940-400
Alloy head, composite shaft
£11 50 ea BA1940-500
40
£110 set BA1940-400-16 Bag of 16
£184 00 set BA1940-500-16 Bag of 16

£13 80 ea
£220 80 set
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£4 03

Carlton C100 Shuttlecocks

All synthetic white shuttle designed for schools, juniors and beginners. Supplied in a tube, or multiple tubes, of 6.

BA1250-6
BA1250-24

£4 03 set
£14 95 set

Speed: medium, set of 6 (1 tube of 6)
Speed: medium, set of 24 (4 tubes of 6)

BA1250-36
BA1250-48

Speed: medium, set of 36 (6 tubes of 6)
Speed: medium, set of 48 (8 tubes of 6)

£21 85 set
£28 75 set

Shuttles are usually graded according to speed. If you have reached a certain level and can hit from baseline to baseline, use MEDIUM speed shuttlecocks. If your strength is
not there yet, you can use FAST speed shuttlecocks. A shuttle’s travel is affected by the weather, altitude and temperature. When it is hot, the shuttle will fly faster, so use a
MEDIUM speed. When it is cold, the shuttle will move slower, so use a FAST speed.
WAS

£5 75

3

4

Carlton T800 Shuttlecocks

An all-synthetic shuttle designed for club practice and
juniors. Supplied in a tube of 6.
BA1300-WE-MED-6 White, medium
£4 03 set
BA1300-YW-MED-6 Yellow, medium
£4 03 set
BA1300-WE-FAS-6 White, fast
£4 03 set
BA1300-YW-FAS-6 Yellow, fast
£5 46 ££3 74 set

£5 75

£6 33

NOW

£3.74

Carlton F2 Shuttlecocks

A high specification synthetic shuttle incorporating
a natural cork base and ultra-durable synthetic skirt.
Supplied in a tube of 6.
BA1430-WE-MED-6 White, medium
£6 33 set
BA1430-YW-MED-6 Yellow, medium
£6 33 set
BA1430-WE-FAS-6 White, fast
£6 33 set
BA1430-YW-FAS-6 Yellow, fast
£6 33 set

£20 70
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MasterSport® Shuttlecocks

A durable shuttle with a white nylon skirt and cork base.
Supplied in a tube of 6.
BA1210-COR Cork base, medium, tube of 6 £5 75 set
BA1210-COR-4 Set of 24 (4 tubes of 6)
£21 85 set
BA1210-COR-8 Set of 48 (8 tubes of 6)
£42 55 set

£5 46
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5

Carlton F1Ti Shuttlecocks

A high specification synthetic shuttle incorporating
a natural cork base and ultra-durable synthetic skirt
impregnated with Oxygenated Titanium technology for
improved durability. Supplied in a tube of 6.
BA1410-WE-MED-6 White, medium
£5 75 set
BA1410-WE-FAS-6 White, fast
£5 75 set

6
		

Carlton GT4
Feather Shuttlecocks

An excellent value shuttle that is perfect for training and
practice. The feathered end providing a more accurate
flight. Highly durable and suitable for club play. Supplied
in a tube of 12
BA1630
White, Speed: 78/med/fast
£20 70 set

in sets

7
		

Carlton GT3
Feather Shuttlecocks

A durable grade 3 feathered shuttle with a consistent
and accurate flight making it ideal for all club and league
matches. Supplied in a tube of 12
BA1450-78
White, Speed: 78/med/fast
£24 15 set
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Badminton
£149 50

1

£5 75

Badminton Fun Kit

Ideal for having fun and learning the very basics of Badminton. Set contains; 12 Rackets
(length 53cm), 8 GetNets, 4 Tubes of 6 Shuttlecocks, 20 Fleeceballs, 10 Rainbow Foam
Balls, 3 Giant Shuttles, 3 Indiakas and a holdall. Also available with 3m Multi-use Net
and Post set.

BA2090
BA2090-NAP

£149 50 set
£241 50 set

With Net and Post Set

£8 05

3

GetNet

£4 03

4

Giant Shuttle

Ideal for using to learn about a shuttle's flight. Used by
Badminton England in their SmashUp! programme.
SE1247
Length: 17cm
£8 05 ea
SE1247-4-PB Set of 4
£29 90 set
£1 73

6

2

Developed at the request of Badminton England, a short handled badminton racket but
as opposed to a strung face has a net attached to the frame. Adds an innovative twist
to many games.
SE1401
Length: 53cm
£5 75 ea
SE1401-4-PB
Length: 53cm, set of 4
£21 85 set
£5 18

Indiaka

A durable, giant shuttle with colourful feathers. Used to
develop an understanding of a shuttle's flight. Part of
Badminton England's SmashUp! programme.
SE5380
Length: 25cm
£4 03 ea
SE5380-4-PB Set of 4
£13 80 set
£8 63

8
7

Fleeceballs

£10 35

PlaySport® Shuttlecocks

Extremely durable coloured shuttlecocks with a rubber
base and synthetic skirt.
BA1200
Tube of 6
£1 73 set
BA1200-4
Bag of 24
£7 76 set
BA1200-8
Bag of 48
£13 80 set
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5

Having a soft fleece texture that provides an appealing
and safe non-bounce product, ideal for teaching initial
badminton racket skills.
BA1230-12
Dia. 5cm, bag of 12
£5 18 set

Coloured Shuttlecocks

Rubber base and synthetic skirt, perfect for youngsters.
BA2020-12
Bag of 12
£8 63 set

Beginners Shuttlecocks

Travels less fast and far than normal shuttles making eye
tracking easier. Available with plastic or feather skirts.
Supplied with a suggestion on use sheet.
BA1130-PLA Plastic skirt, pack of 6
£10 35 set
BA1130-FEA Feather skirt, pack of 6
£18 40 set
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£264 50

ra t e d w h e

Multisportbase

The freestanding system suitable for Badminton, Mini Tennis, Sitting Volleyball and Mini Volleyball and is perfect for educational establishments and venues that want to offer a
range of net based sports without having to buy individual post systems or to drill floor sockets. It features adjustable telescopic poles and the sand/water fillable bases have
integrated wheels making it easy to move. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Supplied as a pair with a 6 metre net.

£264 50 set

SE1415
£80 50

£63 25

3
2

Badminton Put Up Net & Post Set

Lightweight and assembled in seconds, it has a 3m long net and folds away into a duffle
bag for easy storage. Can be height-adjusted for short tennis. Suitable for outdoor as
well as indoor use.

£80 50 set

BA2080

Kwik Net

Can be set up and taken down in minutes; the metal frame is numbered for easy
assembly. The full net height is approximately 155cm for Badminton, removal of one
pole each side will set the height to 80cm for Mini Tennis Red/Orange. Available with a
3m or a 6m wide net.
TN1530-3
Kwik Net Three (3 metre)
£63 25 set
TN1530-6
Kwik Net Six (6 metre)
£86 25 set
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Wheelaway School Training Posts

Suitable for school and club use and recommended by Badminton England. Conforms to required safety standard as uprights do not protrude into court. Bases have a built-in
weight and are fitted with rubber pads for floor protection. Posts have a grooved top for the net headline, welded cleats and are easily detached for storage. Wide double wheels
are housed in strong fabricated brackets that will not mark or dent floors. Combination posts also suitable for Mini Tennis. Polyester powder coated steel, post height 1.55m, dia.
40mm. Base weight 12kg. Base size: 73.2 D x 33cm W. Conforms to BS EN 1509. Net not included.
£196 54 pr
BA1040-BAD-BE School Badminton Post, blue
£196 54 pr BA1040-COM-BE School Combination Post, blue
School Combination Post, please specify colour
£237 94 pr
BA1040-BAD
School Badminton Post, please specify colour
£231 04 pr BA1040-COM
£262 78
Extra
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Wheelaway Club Training Posts

Suitable for club use and recommended by Badminton England. Conforms to the required safety standard as uprights do not protrude into court. Bases have a built-in weight and
are fitted with rubber pads for floor protection. Posts have a grooved top for the net headline, welded cleats and are easily detached for storage. Offset wheels allow maximum
space between courts. Combination posts also suitable for Mini Tennis. Polyester powder coated steel, post height 1.55m, dia. 40mm. Base weight 19kg. Base size: 52.7 D x
47cm. Conforms to BS EN 1509. Net not included.

BA1020-BAD-BE Club Badminton Post, blue
BA1020-BAD
Club Badminton Post, please specify colour
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£262 78 pr
£308 78 pr

BA1020-COM-BE Club Combination Post, blue
BA1020-COM
Club Combination Post, please specify colour

£304 18 pr
£308 78 pr
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It is recommended that Post Protection Pads are used at all times

1

2

VB1/VB4 Combination Floor Fixed Posts

Suitable for Badminton or Volleyball. Blue powder coated (dia. 50mm) uprights easily
remove from the curved low profile base. Bases are available separately to enable
conversion of existing detachable posts to conform to Volleyball England Floor Fixed
Guidelines. A pair of floor plugs (not included) are required per base. Net not included.
BA1830
VB4 Combination 50mm Club post and base set
£247 37 pr
BA1840
Base only for 50mm post
£188 03 pr
BA1890
Plug, Solid Floor, 16cm deep
£50 49 pr
BA1900
Plug, Suspended Floor, 21cm deep
£63 14 pr

Wall Mounted Practice Net System

An ingeniously designed system that allows large distances to be spanned providing
multi-station Badminton or Volleyball practice. The lightweight and removable
aluminium posts easily attach to pre-fixed wall brackets; there is an adjustable slider
and ratchet winch to achieve practice net tension and full length upright protection pads
are supplied. One floor and two solid wall fixings included per upright (all fixings require
installation). Lightweight 10cm mesh net for training should be ordered separately,
please specify length required.
VB2220
Wall mounted system
!£620 77 ea
VB2230
Net for VB2220 - supplied per metre
!£8 05 per m

£10 35

3

Badminton Nets

£26 45

4

Excellent value; brown nylon regulation net with white headband. Suitable for school
and club use. Mesh 19mm.
BA1110-6.1
Length: 6.1m
£10 35 ea
BA1110-6.7
Length: 6.7m
£10 64 ea
BA1110-7.3
Length: 7.3m
£11 21 ea

Badminton Deluxe Nets

For tournament use or extra heavy wear; red heavy nylon regulation net with white
headband. Mesh 19mm.
BA1120-6.1
Length: 6.1m
£26 45 ea
BA1120-6.7
Length: 6.7m
£27 60 ea
BA1120-7.3
Length: 7.3m
£28 75 ea
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Basketball
Take 6 & Take 8 Mini-Basketball, both promote learning through play and provide the knowledge, skills and understanding of an invasion game while supporting an educational
programme to develop agility, balance, co-ordination and speed. Schools who purchase Take 6 or Take 8 equipment qualify for FREE membership of Mini-Basketball England.
The rules for both are available from: www.mini-basketball.org.uk
£138 00

1

Mini-Basketball England Take 6/Take 8 Kit

A simplified version of the game played in schools that allows participants to officiate, respecting and valuing the concept of fair play. Take 6 being more suited to Primary Schools
whilst Take 8 is recommended to provide continuity and progression through to Secondary Schools. Ideal for intra and inter-school games.
BK3710-6
Take 6 Kit, 12 bibs
£138 00 set
BK3710-8
Take 8 Kit, 16 bibs
£138 00 set
£10 35

2

£8 63

MasterPlay® Cellular Skills

Featuring graphics to encourage correct hand positioning
for both left and right handed play; the larger ball size
encourages success for beginners. Constructed using
cellular rubber that provides a soft touch and grippy
surface. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3130-5
Size 5, yellow/green
£10 35 ea
BK3130-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£109 25 set

3

£8 63

MasterPlay® Cellular Basketball

A durable cellular rubber, nylon wound training basketball
in easy eye tracking colours, with exceptional grip
properties and a soft touch. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3120-3
Size 3, yellow/green
£8 63 ea
BK3120-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£90 85 set
BK3120-5
Size 5, yellow/green
£8 91 ea
BK3120-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£94 30 set

£6 04

5

4

MasterSport® Cellular Basketball

The durable cellular rubber, nylon wound construction
provides exceptional grip and a soft touch. Indoor/
outdoor use.
BK3110-5
Size 5, orange/white
£8 63 ea
BK3110-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£90 85 set

£9 20

MasterPlay® Basketball

A highly durable nylon wound rubber ball in traditional colours for both training and
match use. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK1880-3
Size 3, red/white/blue
£6 04 ea
BK1880-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£64 40 set
BK1880-5
Size 5, red/white/blue
£6 90 ea
BK1880-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£74 75 set
BK1880-6
Size 6, red/white/blue
£7 48 ea
BK1880-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£79 35 set
BK1880-7
Size 7, red/white/blue
£8 05 ea
BK1880-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£86 25 set
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6

MasterPlay® Playground Basketball

Designed specifically for playground use.
SE1140
Size 7, black
SE1140-10
Size 7, bag of 10

£9 20 ea
£94 30 set

For Ball Storage see page 133
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£6 04

1

Baden® Zone Basketball

2

Durable composite rubber cover built to withstand the harshest of playing surfaces.
Balls colour coded by size. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3780-3
Size 3
£6 04 ea
BK3780-3-10
Size 3, Bag of 10
£63 25 set
BK3780-5
Size 5
£6 61 ea
BK3780-5-10
Size 5, Bag of 10
£69 00 set
BK3780-6
Size 6
£6 90 ea
BK3780-6-10
Size 6, Bag of 10
£72 45 set
BK3780-7
Size 7
£6 90 ea
BK3780-7-10
Size 7, Bag of 10
£72 45 set

NEW!

3

£8 63

Baden® SX Series Basketball

Composite rubber cover over a precision wound 2-ply butyl bladder. Balls colour coded
by size. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3240-3
Size 3, SX300 black/yellow
£8 63 ea
BK3240-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£90 85 set
BK3240-5
Size 5, SX500 black/blue
£9 20 ea
BK3240-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£96 60 set
BK3240-6
Size 6, SX600 black/pink
£9 49 ea
BK3240-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£98 90 set
BK3240-7
Size 7, SX700 black/red
£10 35 ea
BK3240-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£108 10 set

£12 65

Baden® All Star Basketball

Constructed from a deluxe rubber material and combined with recessed Pro Channels,
the ball offers a superior grip and feel compared to most regular rubber basketballs.
Balls colour coded by size. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3800-4
Size 4
£12 65 ea
BK3800-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£129 95 set
BK3800-5
Size 5
£12 65 ea
BK3800-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£129 95 set
BK3800-6
Size 6
£12 65 ea
BK3800-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£129 95 set
BK3800-7
Size 7
£12 65 ea
BK3800-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£129 95 set

£9 78

4

Baden® Scorer Basketball

Features a composite rubber cover over a precision wound 2-ply butyl bladder. Indoor/
outdoor use.
BK3040-3
Size 3, BR423 tan/cream
£9 78 ea
BK3040-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£103 50 set
BK3040-5
Size 5, BR425 tan/cream
£12 36 ea
BK3040-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£128 80 set
BK3040-6
Size 6, BR426 tan/cream
£12 65 ea
BK3040-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£132 25 set
BK3040-7
Size 7, BR427 tan/cream
£12 94 ea
BK3040-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£134 55 set

£19 55

5

£184 00

Baden® Enforcer Basketball

Featuring top quality rubber with gold graphics and patented Cushion Control
Technology™ providing a tactile non-rubber feel cover over a nylon wound 2-ply butyl
bladder. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3250-5
Size 5, tan/cream
£19 55 ea
BK3250-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£198 95 set
BK3250-6
Size 6, tan/cream
£19 55 ea
BK3250-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£198 95 set
BK3250-7
Size 7, tan/cream
£19 55 ea
BK3250-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£198 95 set

6

Baden® Basketball Coaching Kits

Contents include: 10 Baden® Scorer Basketballs, 14 Training Bibs (7 each of 2 colours)
and a Baden® Ball sack.
BK3490-PRI
Primary Kit: with Size 3 Balls & Small Bibs
£184 00 set
BK3490-JUN
Junior Kit: with Size 5 Balls & Medium Bibs
£212 75 set
BK3490-SEN
Secondary Kit: with Size 7 Balls & Large Bibs
£212 75 set
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Basketball
£12 65

2
1

Mitre® Arena Basketball

An eight panel rubber compound construction with a high air retention nylon wound
bladder. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3620-3
Size 3, black/silver/white
£5 75 ea
BK3620-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£62 10 set
BK3620-5
Size 5, black/silver/white
£7 19 ea
BK3620-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£77 05 set
BK3620-7
Size 7, black/silver/white
£7 19 ea
BK3620-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£77 05 set
£13 80

3

£178 25

Molten® GR Coloured Series

Rubber ball with pebbled surface, nylon weave, butyl bladder and a 12-panel design.
Balls colour coded by size. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3520-5
Size 5, red/silver
£13 80 ea
BK3520-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£143 75 set
BK3520-6
Size 6, pink/grey
£13 80 ea
BK3520-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£143 75 set
BK3520-7
Size 7, blue/orange
£13 80 ea
BK3520-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£143 75 set

£24 15

5

Molten® GR Series Basketball

FIBA & Mini-Basketball England approved (size 6 and 7). Rubber ball with pebbled
surface, nylon weave, butyl bladder and a 12-panel design. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3160-3
Size 3
£12 65 ea
BK3160-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£132 25 set
BK3160-5
Size 5
£14 95 ea
BK3160-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£155 25 set
BK3160-6
Size 6
£14 95 ea
BK3160-6-10
Size 6, bag of 10
£155 25 set
BK3160-7
Size 7
£14 95 ea
BK3160-7-10
Size 7, bag of 10
£155 25 set

Molten® Basketball Coaching Kits

£54 05

£32 20

Molten® GHX Series Basketball

A synthetic leather tactile ball with a parallel pebbled,
scuff resistant surface, nylon weave, butyl bladder and a
12-panel design. Indoor/outdoor use.
BK3530-5
Size 5
£24 15 ea
BK3530-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£241 50 set
BK3530-6
Size 6
£24 15 ea
BK3530-6-10 Size 6, bag of 10
£241 50 set
BK3530-7
Size 7
£24 15 ea
BK3530-7-10 Size 7, bag of 10
£241 50 set

132

4

Set contains 10 Molten® GR Series Basketballs, 14 Training Bibs (7 each of 2 colours)
and a Storage Sack.
BK3550-PRI
Primary Kit. Size 3 balls & small Bibs
£178 25 set
BK3550-JUN
Junior Kit. Size 5 balls & medium Bibs
£195 50 set
BK3550-SEN
Senior Kit. Size 7 balls & large Bibs
£195 50 set

6

Molten® GMX Series Basketball

FIBA & Mini-Basketball England approved. PU leather
ball with a parallel pebbled surface, nylon wound, butyl
bladder and a 12-panel design. Indoor use only.
BK3290-5
Size 5
£32 20 ea
BK3290-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£322 00 set
BK3290-6
Size 6
£32 20 ea
BK3290-6-10 Size 6, bag of 10
£322 00 set
BK3290-7
Size 7
£32 20 ea
BK3290-7-10 Size 7, bag of 10
£322 00 set

7

Molten® GG Series Basketball

FIBA approved, the official ball for British Universities &
College Sports (BUCS), Association of Colleges (AOC),
the British Basketball League (BBL), Women’s Basketball,
Basketball Ireland and Basketball Scotland. Synthetic
leather tactile ball with a parallel pebbled surface,
featuring dual-cushion technology and a 12-panel
design. Indoor use only.
BK3280-6
Size 6
£54 05 ea
BK3280-7
Size 7
£54 05 ea
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1

SAVE!

MasterSport® Storage Sack

Nylon body with breathable mesh panels, draw cord
closure and shoulder strap. Holds 10 Basketballs (size 7).
SE1543
Size: 90 L x 49cm D
£7 48 ea

2

Molten® Storage Sack

Baden® Game Day 10 Ball Bag

Multi–Sport Ball Caddy

£287 50

7

£97 81

Ball Trolley

6

Power coated tubular steel construction. Available as a
single sided (width 19cm) or double sided (width 43cm)
option. Both with 4 rubber wheels. Size: 106 L x 99cm H.
BK1830
Single, capacity 16 balls
£97 81 ea
BK3790
Double, capacity 32 balls
£133 46 ea

£181 76

£363 40
ti

op
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8

Ball Trolley

Offers convenient storage and features a lockable hinged
lid with safety chain (padlock not supplied). Blue powder
coated steel tubular construction with non-marking
castor wheels.
SE1528-BE
Size: 75 L x 75 W x 80cm H £287 50 ea

Multipurpose Ball Cage

Sturdy, lockable construction fitted with 4 rubber wheels.
Easy to assemble and available in steel or aluminium.
Holds 24 basketballs (size 7). Size: 120 L x 90 W x 90cm
H.
BK1810-STE
Steel
£181 76 ea
BK1810-ALU
Aluminium
£256 51 ea

9
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Mesh Storage Trolley

Offers an easy access drop-down front and opening lid
providing access to a very large storage area; a fixed
internal partition is also available. Powder coated steel
construction with non-marking rubber wheels, 2 braked.
SE1600
Size: 122 L x 61 W x 76cm H £363 40 ea
SE1600-DIV
Including internal partition
£397 90 ea
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£14.38

Molten® Official Ball Bag

3

Light, versatile and mobile. Complete with nylon wheels
and folds up for easy storage. Holds 12 Basketballs (size
7) or 16 Footballs, Volleyballs or Netballs. Overall height
86cm.
BK1840
Basket: 60 L x 60 W x 45cm H £57 50 ea

WAS

£16 39

Nylon body with zip-opening and adjustable carry strap.
Holds 6 Basketballs (size 7). Bag width 19cm.
BK3300
Size: 71 L x 45.5cm H£16 39 ££14 38 ea

£57 50

5
4

SAVE!

NOW

£16.10

Nylon body with breathable mesh panels, draw cord
closure and shoulder strap. Holds 10 Basketballs (size 7).
BK3540
Size: 95 L x 45cm D £18 98 ££16 10 ea

£23 00

Polyester body with zip closure and adjustable/removable
shoulder strap. Holds 10 Basketballs (size 7).
BK3680
Size: 122 L x 29 W x 50cm
£23 00 ea

WAS

£18 98

on

£7
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£69 00

£37 95

NET

Floor Standing Basketball Goal

Suitable for numerous activities and is a great training aid that has been endorsed by
British Wheelchair Basketball (BWB). The tripod is supplied complete with a net and
features a red powder coated 16mm solid steel ring, dia. 45cm. Off ground height 53cm.

BK3360-1
BK3360-2

£97 87

Solid Steel Basketball Ring

5

Spring back
feature!

Galvanised Basketball Ring

£46 00 ea BK1100-1

£4 60

£4 60

Easily removed
for security

D

NET

LUDE
INC

Allows for arena style play with a fully enclosed
mechanism that provides spring back after breaking
away under a 45kg load. Red solid steel ring (dia. 20mm)
with welded net hooks. Ring dia. 45cm. Hole pattern 110
x 90mm. Supplied with a net.

134

£97 87 ea

LUDE
INC

su

£120 75 ea

pp l i e d

x2

Sure Shot 277 Pro Image Flex
Basketball Ring & Net

BK3320

Solid Steel Basketball Ring

Regulation standard ring (dia. 20mm) with welded net
hooks and featuring a heavy duty back plate with welded
diagonal braces. Ring dia. 45cm. Hole pattern 113 x
80mm. Supplied with backboard fixing bolts. Nets not
included.

D

NET

£120 75

4

Provides outstanding outdoor durability. Solid steel ring
(dia. 20mm) with welded net hooks. Ring dia. 45cm. Hole
pattern 110 x 90mm. Nets not included.

£37 95 ea
£71 30 pr BK1460

BK1660-1
BK1660-2

£40 25 ea
£74 75 pr

Pair

£46 00

Red ring (dia. 16mm) with welded net hooks and featuring
a heavy duty back plate with welded braces. Ring dia.
45cm. Hole pattern 75 x 65mm. Ideally suited to fit
Mounting Plate (BK1790). Nets not included.

6
		

D

D

LUDE
INC

Designed for young children to help improve hand eye co-ordination and provide a
challenge and reachable goal. Can be used inside and out. Supplied with net. Simple
self-assembly required.
BK3720
Height 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm
£69 00 ea

3

LUDE
INC

2

Basketball Stand

i n pa i r s

7

Basketball Nets

Heavy duty nylon cord nets (dia. 4.5mm) available in
either white or tri-colour.
BK1070-WE
White, regulation style
£4 60 pr
BK1070-TRI
Tricolour, red/white/blue
£3 45 pr

8

Mounting Plate

Perfect for controlling the use of unattended basketball
rings. Can be attached to any backboard. Allows for
the simple slotting in of the Solid Steel Basketball Ring
(BK1660).

BK1790
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£4 60 ea

Basketball

LUDE
INC

Solid melamine fan shaped backboard (size: 90 L x 60cm
H). Suitable for wall mounting and supplied complete with
a standard steel ring, dia. 45cm (with net).

£43 76 ea

BK3260

NET

Sure Shot 506 Backboard & Ring

Polypropylene fan shaped backboard (size: 112 L x 71cm
H). Ideal for indoor or outdoor school use and supplied
with a standard steel ring, dia. 45cm (with net). Optional
extension bracket available that provides an additional
30cm projection from a wall.
BK1410
Sure Shot 506
£124 26 ea
BK1410-EB
Extension Bracket for BK1410 £70 15 ea

£485 07

3

Sure Shot 534 Euro Unit

Composite backboard (size: 120 L x 90cm H), on a wall
mounting bracket providing 60cm projection. Supplied
with a standard steel ring, dia. 45cm (with net).

BK3630

£384 68 ea

£130 01

£81 71

LUDE
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LUDE
INC
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Sure Shot 521 Junior
Backboard & Ring

LUDE
INC

1
		

LUDE
INC

NET

2

£384 68

D
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NET

D

£124 26

D
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£43 76

Sure Shot 533 Heavy Duty Unit

Fibreglass and wooded laminated backboard (size: 120
L x 90cm H), on a wall mounting bracket providing 60cm
projection. Supplied with a standard steel ring, dia. 45cm
(with net).

5

Sure Shot 311 Wall Bracket

The heavy duty steel bracket provides a 60cm projection
from the wall helping to reduce the possibility of players
running into a wall.

£485 07 ea BK3670

BK1560

£130 01 ea

6
		

Sure Shot 150 Outdoor
Basketball Backboards

Great value durable marine plywood backboards; white
with black markings. Supplied undrilled.
BK3330-A
120 L x 90cm H x 10mm
£81 71 ea
BK3330-B
120 L x 90cm H x 20mm
£118 51 ea
BK3330-C
180 L x 105cm H x 20mm £177 91 ea
£89 01

7

Harrod Basketball Backboards

Large regulation style white backboards with black markings, suitable for practice or competition. Supplied undrilled. Available in moisture resistant resin bonded MDF (18mm) or
a powder coated steel with rolled edges (3mm).
BK1120-A-1
MDF, size: 107 L x 76cm H
£89 01 ea
BK1120-B-1
MDF, size: 122 L x 90cm H
£103 85 ea
BK1120-C-1
MDF, size: 180 L x 105cm H
£192 05 ea
BK1910-1
Steel, size: 122 L x 90cm H
£188 83 ea
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Basketball
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BK3360-1
BK3360-2

Pair

NET

D

NET

D

D
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INC

Suitable for numerous activities and a great training aid
that has been endorsed by British Wheelchair Basketball
(BWB). The tripod is supplied complete with a net and
features a red powder coated 16mm solid steel ring, dia.
45cm. Off ground height 53cm.

£40 25 ea
£74 75 pr

2

Basketball Stand

Designed for young children to help improve hand eye
co-ordination and provide a challenge and reachable
goal. Can be used inside and out. Supplied with net.
Simple self-assembly required.
BK3720
Height 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm £69 00 ea

NET

NET

3

Floor Standing Basketball Goal

LUDE
INC

D

LUDE
INC

D

LUDE
INC

NET

1

£161 00

D

NET

£69 00

LUDE
INC

£40 25

Basketball & Netball Shot Trainer

A multiple-target stand with four rings (with nets) set at
different heights for beginners. The highest at 1.5m has a
standard basketball ring (dia. 45cm) whilst the three lower
rings at 1.1m, 1.2m and 1.36m have a standard netball
ring (dia. 38cm). All rings turn into the metal frame for
easy storage. Supplied with a bag which fits neatly in the
lower half of the stand.

£161 00 ea

SE9980

IMPORTANT, Sure Shot freestanding basketball units supplied with ballast boxes must be filled with sand or water to provide maximum stability.

6

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

NET

Sure Shot 510 Just Unit

Extremely popular unit. Ring can be set at any height
up to 3.05m. Steel ring dia. 45cm (with net). Durable
fan shaped white polypropylene backboard (size: 112 L
x 71cm). Requires 190kg of sand or 110 litres. Wheels
for easy movement. Assembly instructions provided.
Supplied with protective pole padding.
BK1700-WE
White backboard
£277 92 ea
BK1700-COL Coloured backboard
£277 96 ea
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Wheels
away!

NET

Ideal starter unit. Suitable for use indoor or outdoor.
Strong melamine backboard (size: 60 L x 43cm H).
Adjustable height between 1.65m and 2.55m. Tubular
steel ring dia. 34cm (with net). Assembly instructions
provided.
BK1430-WE
White backboard
£87 46 ea
BK1430-COL Coloured backboard
£87 46 ea

Ideal for Schools. Suitable for use indoor or outdoor.
Strong melamine backboard (size: 90 L x 60cm H).
Adjustable height between 1.2m and 3.05m. Solid steel
ring and net dia. 45cm (with net). Requires 26kgs of
sand or 14 litres of water. Wheels for easy movement.
Assembly instructions provided. Supplied with protective
pole padding.
BK1720-WE
White backboard
£164 51 ea
BK1720-COL Coloured backboard
£164 51 ea

Pole padding included

D

Sure Shot 700 Little Shot

LUDE
INC

NET

NET

4

Wheels
away!
5 Sure Shot 553 EasiShot

£277 92

D

D

LUDE
INC

Pole padding included

LUDE
INC

£164 51

LUDE
INC

£87 46
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Sure Shot 520/521 Heavy Duty Portable Unit

Available with a highly durable coloured polypropylene fan shaped backboard or a
white polypropylene rectangular backboard measuring 120 L x 90cm H on a heavy
duty steel pole. Supplied with a standard steel ring, dia. 45cm, (with net), adjusts to any
height up to the official 3.05m. Supports a hanging load up to 240kg, fitted with wheels
and supplied with a 130ltr sand/water fillable ballast box. Protective pole padding sold
separately.
BK1680-COL
Sure Shot 520 c/w coloured backboard
£490 48 ea
BK1680-WE
Sure Shot 521 c/w white backboard
£490 48 ea
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NET
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£519 23

NEW!

Sure Shot 522 Pro Just Unit

Superior glass imitation backboard (size: 154 L x 88cm H). Adjustable height, by simple
turn of a handle, between 2.3m to 3.05m and the adjustable pole includes markings to
help identify ring height. Wheels for easy movement. Sand/water fillable moulded base.
Ring and net dia. 45cm (with net).

£519 23 ea

BK3810

£47 21

£457 99

£224 31

Extra
No
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rr i age

LUDE
INC

3

Sure Shot 480 Pole Padding

Designed to fit all Sure Shot portable units. Colour; red.
BK1850
Length: 2m
£47 21 ea

Sure Shot 518 Fold n Store

BK1050
BK1780

Ballast box only

ge

NET

D
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Ideal when storage is limited or for a Coach that travels
to different venues. Polypropylene fan shaped backboard
(size: 100 L x 70cm H) on a steel pole. Steel ring, dia.
45cm, (with net). Adjusts in height from 2.44m to 3.05m.
Fitted with wheels. Ballast Box (BK1780) sold separately.
Supplied with protective pole padding.
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Basketball or
Netball.
Everything fits
in one compact
box!

a c t st o r

a

Sure Shot 540 Compact Hoop

A junior Basketball and Netball combination set.
Switching between either mode in minutes, the complete
system stows in its own wheeled box, measuring 90 L x
60cm W. The unit has a steel pole that adjusts the ring
height from 1.8m to 2.45m and there is both a standard
netball ring, dia. 38cm (with net) and a 90 L x 60cm H fan
shaped melamine basketball backboard with a standard
steel ring, dia. 45cm (with net). Protective pole padding
included.

£457 99 ea
£78 26 ea NB1140

£224 31 ea
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Basketball
£120 75

£155 25
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Telescopic pole height adjustment without the use of tools
from 2.0m up to 2.6m. A polycarbonate backboard (size:
76 L x 51cm H), with ‘H’ frame support. Compression
sprung goal, solid steel ring dia. 38cm with all-weather
9 loop net. Two piece pole (dia. 5cm). A 38 litre moulded
base fillable with sand or water. Two wheels fitted to rear
of base for easy manoeuvrability. Protective pole pad
included.

ls

LUDE
INC

NET1 Competitor
Portable System

NET

3
		

NET1 Attack Portable System

Telescopic collar allows easy height adjustment in
seconds without the use of tools. Adjusts from 2.28m
up to 3.05m. A polypropylene backboard (size: 111 L x
71cm H), with UV inhibitors and T-bar support. Solid steel
ring dia. 45cm with all-weather 12 loop net. Three piece
powder coated pole (dia. 7.6cm). A 38 litre moulded base
fillable with sand or water. Two rear facing wheels for easy
manoeuvrability. Protective pole padding included.

£155 25 ea BK3690-1
£293 25 pr BK3690-2

LUDE
INC

£120 75 ea BK3820
£228 85 pr BK3820-2

BK1900-1
BK1900-2

ea

LUDE
INC

D

2

Telescopic pole allows easy height adjustment in seconds
without the use of tools. Adjusts from 2.0m - 2.6m. A
polypropylene fan shaped backboard (size: 76 L x 51cm
H), with ‘Y’ frame support bracket. Solid steel ring dia.
38cm with all-weather 9 loop net. Three piece pole (dia.
5cm). A 38 litre moulded base can be fillable with sand or
water. Two rear facing wheels for easy manoeuvrability.
Protective pole padding included.
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NET1 Xplode Portable System
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£189 75

NEW!

£189 75 ea
£362 25 pr

IMPORTANT, Freestanding basketball units supplied with ballast boxes must be filled with sand or water to provide maximum stability. If using water, antifreeze can be added
in colder conditions to avoid the base cracking.
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NET1 Conquer Portable System

LUDE
INC
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NET1 Millennium Portable

E-zee height adjustment system allows easy height
alterations in seconds without the use of tools. Adjusts
from 2.28m up to 3.05m. A polypropylene Pro-style
backboard (size: 111 L x 71cm H) with compression
spring. Solid steel ring dia. 45cm with all-weather 12 loop
net. Three piece powder coated pole (dia. 7.6cm). A 145
litre moulded base fillable with sand or water. Front facing
wheel fitted for easy manoeuvrability. Protective pole
padding included.

£299 00 ea BK3200-1
£575 00 pr BK3200-2
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£350 75 ea
£677 35 pr
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E-zee height adjustments system allows easy height
alterations in seconds without the use of tools. Adjusts
from 2.28m up to 3.05m. A polypropylene backboard
(size: 111 L x 71cm H), with UV inhibitors, T-bar support
and compression spring. Solid steel ring dia. 45cm with
all-weather 12 loop net. Three piece powder coated pole
(dia. 7.6cm). A 145 litre moulded base fillable with sand or
water. Front facing wheel fitted for easy manoeuvrability.
Protective pole padding included.

£224 25 ea BK3190-1
£437 00 pr BK3190-2
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NET1 Enforcer Portable System
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Telescopic collar allows easy height adjustment in
seconds without the use of tools. Adjusts from 2.28m
up to 3.05m. A polypropylene backboard (size: 111 L x
71cm H), with UV inhibitors and T-bar support. Solid steel
ring dia. 45cm with all-weather 12 loop net. Three piece
powder coated pole (dia. 7.6cm). A 145 litre moulded
base fillable with sand or water. Front facing wheel
fitted for easy manoeuvrability. Protective pole padding
included.
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Sure Shot 660
Heavy Duty System

D

NET

Intended for concreting into the ground; It features a
heavy duty laminated wood/fibreglass 120 L x 90cm H
rectangular backboard mounted on a 120cm extension
arm which adjusts on a 10cm square steel post allowing
any adjustment of the standard steel ring, dia. 45cm,
(with net) up to the official height of 3.05m. BS EN-1270
approved.

BK1020
BK3330-A

£789 71 ea
£81 71 ea

Replacement Backboard

£1526 86

£1824 94

Extra
No

Extra
No

Extra
No
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Replacement Backboard
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A variation of the popular Eurocourt system offering
three baskets on one post; It features three tough
polypropylene 120 L x 90cm H rectangular backboards
mounted on 120cm extension arms which adjust on a
10cm square steel post allowing height adjustment of
the standard steel rings, dia. 45cm, (with nets). The rings
cannot be set at the same heights but the highest can
reach the official 3.05m. BS EN-1270 approved.

BK1930
BK1930-BAC
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Sure Shot 664
Three Headed Eurocourt
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Sure Shot Pole Padding

Inground Pole Padding designed to fit 10cm square units
to protect players in the case of impact with the pole.
Length 2m. Colour blue.
BK1860-3-BE Sure Shot 481, 3–sided
£78 26 ea
BK1860-4-BE Sure Shot 482, 4–sided
£100 11 ea
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£78 26

NET

Optional
3 or 4
sided
padding

Cantilever Basketball Goal

Supplied with standard ring, dia. 45cm, (with net) and
adjustable at installation for any height, including MiniBasketball, up to the official 3.05m. The ring bolts directly
through to the steel arm for added strength. The blue
powder coated upright and reach arm, manufactured
from heavy duty 10cm square steel, provide a 120cm
projection; they can be fitted using optional 91.4cm
sockets or concreted into the ground and are supplied
with either a wooden or steel 122 L x 90 cm H rectangular
backboard.
BK3410-WOD-1 With wooden backboard
£517 50 ea
BK3410-STE-1 With steel backboard
£587 65 ea
BK3430
Optional 91.4cm deep sockets £92 69 ea
BK3440
Drop in lid
£28 64 ea

D

LUDE
INC

Sure Shot 661/662 Eurocourts

Durable units intended for concreting into the ground.
Featuring a tough polypropylene 120 L x 90cm H
rectangular backboard mounted on a 120cm extension
arm which adjusts on a 10cm square steel post allowing
any adjustment of the standard steel ring, dia. 45cm,
(with net) up to the official height of 3.05m. The Sure Shot
662 is a totally weatherproof version of the 661; the steel
post and extension arm are galvanised and the unit is
supplied with a ground sleeve. BS EN-1270 approved.
BK3370-STD
Sure Shot 661
£621 81 ea
BK3370-GAL
Sure Shot 662, galvanised £748 36 ea
BK3370-BAC Replacement Backboard
£158 76 ea
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Basketball

Sure Shot 670 Gladiator Unit

Intended for concreting into the ground; fully galvanised
and with a 7 year anti-rust warranty. Features a heavy
duty steel 120 L x 90cm H backboard with a printable
polycarbonate fascia mounted on a 120cm extension arm
and supplied complete with a standard ring, dia. 45cm,
(with net) set at the official height of 3.05m. Upright and
reach arm manufactured from heavy duty 10cm square
steel, ground sleeve provided. BS EN-1270 approved.

£1526 86 ea
£176 01 ea BK1520

£1824 94 ea
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Basketball
£13 80

£10 35

Black
Scarlet
Black
Scarlet

1

Maroon
Sky

Navy
Yellow

Royal
White

Scarlet
White

Yellow
Black

2

Basketball Vest

ProActive 100% air mesh polyester. V-neck with knitted collar and cuffs. Loose fit for
greater mobility. Fabric weight 160g. Please specify colour when ordering.
GK1010-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea*
GK1010-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea*
GK1010-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
GK1010-42-44
42-44”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
£2 88

Green

Red

Scarlet
White

Yellow
Black

Basketball Shorts

Blue

Mesh Training Bib
£2 88 ea
£16 10 set
£2 88 ea
£16 10 set
£2 88 ea
£16 10 set

4

Green

White

Pink

Yellow

Nike® Training Bib

Polyester mesh, bright colours and a large printed Nike® logo. Available in blue, green,
pink, white or yellow.
GK4450-S
Small, please specify colour
£6 90 ea*
GK4450-S-10
Small, set of 10, please specify colour
£63 25 set*
GK4450-L
Large, please specify colour
£6 90 ea
GK4450-L-10
Large, set of 10, please specify colour
£63 25 set
£86 25

£20 70

Blue

Green

Red

Yellow

Mesh Training Bibs Numbered 1-10

6

Lightweight, breathable and quick drying. Supplied as a set numbered 1 to 10 on both
sides. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK5130-SMA
Small, please specify colour
£20 70 set
GK5130-MED
Medium, please specify colour
£20 70 set
GK5130-LRG
Large, please specify colour
£20 70 set

140

Royal
White

ProActive 100% air mesh polyester. Longer and wider leg for freedom of movement.
Elasticated waist internal draw-cord. Fabric weight 160g. Please specify colour when
ordering.
GK1150-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr*
GK1150-28-30
28-30”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr*
GK1150-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr
GK1150-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr
GK1150-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr

Yellow

Breathable polyester airtex style bib. Available in blue, green, red, yellow.
GK1710-S
Small, please specify colour
GK1710-S-6
Small, set of 6, please specify colour
GK1710-M
Medium, please specify colour
GK1710-M-6
Medium, set of 6, please specify colour
GK1710-L
Large, please specify colour
GK1710-L-6
Large, set of 6, please specify colour

5

Navy
Yellow

£6 90

Blue

3

Maroon
Sky

Volcano Electric Compressor

Capable of inflating a ball in approximately 20 seconds, or providing a pressure of 80psi;
mains powered and able to run for approaching 2 hours with an automatic reset thermal
overload protector.

FB4130
FB1640-NED-12

Schrader style, set of 12

£86 25 ea
£3 45 set
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Basketball
£11 21

£6 04

2
1

Stirrup Pump

Features a long metal air cylinder with metal foot plate
and pressure gauge.

FB1640
£11 21 ea
FB1640-NED-12 Replacement needle, set of 12£3 45 set

Space Markers

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 mixed colours or as a set
of 50 white only. Dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

3

Traditional Air Horn

Operated by compressed gas. Environment Agency
and EU Compliant, non-flammable HFC-free canister.
Produces 120dB, audible up to 1500m. Weight 45g.

OG2260

£17 25 ea

£17 25

NEW!

4

£17 25

Basketball Tactics Clipboard

Double side design featuring up to date FIBA full court and half court layout.
Manufactured from rigid plastic with a wipe clean board suitable for use with dry wipe
pens only. Size: 40 L x 24cm W.

£17 25 ea

BK3830

£24 15

5

Sport Write Coaching Board

Robust dry wipe board offering both full and half court options. Supplied with marker
pen and bag.
ST1490-BAS
Size: 42 W x 32cm H
£24 15 ea
£612 64

£44 85

a

ns

6

7

Multi-Sport Scoreboard

Scores 0-99 with large traditional flip-over plastic number
plates, and 1-9 with the smaller numbers. Folds away into
its own case for easy storage.
SC1240
Size: 60 L x 30cm H
£44 85 ea
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Indoor Multi Sport Scoreboard

Ergonomic and portable. Complete with a score pad built into its back and an integrated horn. Information displayed;
game clock, time, scores, period number, time out countdown, time out indicators and team fouls. Suitable for indoor
use.
SC1720
Size: 55 L x 35cm H
£612 64 ea
SC1720-CAS With transportation case
£698 89 set
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Boccia
Boccia is an
Internationally
recognised
Paralympic sport

£136 85

£79 35

Su

1

ag
ppl
ie d in a b

New Age Boccia Set

Complies with competition standards. Hand stitched synthetic leather ball filled with
plastic pellets. Available in two different degrees of hardness, Medium or Soft, the soft
being easier to place and throw. Supplied in a bag.
SE1365
Medium, Dia. 8.5cm, ball weight: 275g
£136 85 set
SE1365-SFT
Soft, Dia. 8.5cm, ball weight: 275g
£136 85 set
£48 30

2

PlaySport® Boccia Set

The soft plastic outer cover and the pellet filled inner provides a unique pliability that
absorbs impact when thrown. Supplied in a bag.
SE1424
Dia. 8cm, ball weight: 300g
£79 35 set

£9 78

£3 45

su

pp l i e d

x13
in sets

Soft Foam Boccia Set

4

Bean Bag Boccia

5

A simple and inexpensive way to introduce the game. Set
contains 6 Blue and 6 Red Pyramid Bean Bags, a Yellow
Pyramid Bean Bag (for the jack) and a drawstring bag.
SE1493
Set of 13
£9 78 set
£33 35

£46 00

120cm

£113 85

Boccia Referee Kit

The kit contains a blue and a red indicator bat in a bag
and is supplied with or without a measuring device.
SE1494
Indicator Bats and Bag
£3 45 set
SE1494-PEG Bats, Measuring Device & Bag £8 91 set

150cm

3

An ideal starter set, containing 6 Blue and 6 Red Foam
Balls, a Yellow Foam Ball (for the jack), an Activate® Spot
and a drawstring bag.
SE1309
Dia. 9cm, ball weight: 75g
£48 30 set

1.2m

6

Boccia / Bowls Ramp

Allows players to shoot from a sitting position. A ‘holding
bar’ keeps the ball in place whilst aiming. Fibreglass
construction.
IG1820
Length: 1.2m
£113 85 ea

142

7

New Age Numbered Target

Two games can be played; either ‘nearest the centre
wins’ or ‘count the points’.
BO1210
Size: 1.2 L x 1.2m W
£33 35 ea

8

Boccia / Bowls Giant Target

Add a new twist to the game by playing to a target.
SE9780
Size: 1.5 L x 1.5m W
£46 00
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Bowls
£113 85

“New Age Bowls give us a unique opportunity to take
our sport out into the community to encourage people
to play bowls for the first time before joining their local
club. We have received positive feedback from those
who have already tried this approach in places such
as schools, village halls and leisure centres. It is also
a fun social event for outdoor clubs to enjoy during
the winter and Bowls England is therefore pleased to
endorse New Age Bowls as a development tool for our
sport.”
Tony Allcock MBE, Bowls England Chief Executive

1

£184 00

New Age Bowls Set

2

The game can be played indoors or out on any flat surface.
Play the same way as bowls or to a Foam Scoring Wedge,
Slider Target or a more traditional target mat, all of which
adds variety to the game. Set contains 4 blue and 4 red
biased foam bowls, 1 yellow Jack and a delivery mat all
in a drawstring bag.
IG1130
Set of 5
£113 85 ea

New Age Street Bowls

Manufactured using an innovative rubber compound and
shaped exactly like traditional bowls but much lighter.
The game encourages skill and technique to beat your
opponent. Can be played inside or out. Set contains:
eight bowls in two colours, a foot mat and a Jack ball all
in a neat carry case.
IG1990-CAS
Street Bowls
£184 00 set

£113 85

£103 50

97cm

3

Boccia / Bowls Ramp

Allows players to shoot from a sitting position. A ‘holding
bar’ keeps the ball in place whilst aiming. Fibreglass
construction.
IG1820
Length: 1.2m
£113 85 ea
£59 80

4

High Scoring Wedge

A vinyl covered foam wedge with 12 scoring holes with varying degrees of difficulty. Scores from 20 to 100. Suitable
as a target for many other games.
IG1330
Size: 88 L x 75 W x 20cm W
£103 50 ea

3 Games in 1

£89 70

cm

75

m

200c

5

New Age Slider Target

Ever decreasing sized scoring blocks, numbered 1 to
5, the hardest block to land on being the smallest size.
Land on the circle or break the line to double your score.
Winner of CBBC’s game of the year. Suitable as a target
for many other games.
IG2050
Size: 1.2m L x 23cm W
£59 80 ea

6

Mini Carpet Bowls Set

Combines 3 games in 1, Mini Bowls, Target Bowls and Linear Bowls. Set contains a printed mat showing a target and
numbered lanes, 2 sets of 4 bowls, a Jack and a set of rules.
SE1153
Mat size: 200 L x 75cm W
£89 70 set
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Bowls
£1005 10

1

£1144 25

2

Drakes Pride Starter Sets

A great way to start the game with this all in one kit. Set includes a 30ft club mat, 1
yellow outdoor jack, 4 pairs of black carpet bowls and 4 pairs of brown carpet bowls.
BO1520-30
Carpet length: 30ft
£1005 10 set
£586 50

£723 35
g

Bl

c
m ba

Ca

rr i age

ed

p u nc h e d

Drakes Pride Club Mat

A quality, English made, medium/fast paced Carpet with a distinctive blue foam backing.
The top surface of this carpet is 70% Polypropylene and 30% Polyester with a needle
punched finish for superb durability. This mat is available in 2 lengths.
BO1530-30
30 L x 6ft W
£586 50 ea
BO1530-45
45 L x 6ft W
£805 00 ea
BO1530-CBL
Optional Centre Block
£21 85 ea
BO1530-FEN
Optional Fenders
£156 40 pr
£144 90

su

Shortmat Handling Unit

pp l i e d

in sets

Junior Bowls

Great for introducing young people to the sport, based on the profile of a professional
model these are superb for young bowlers unable to handle regular sized bowls. Sets of
4 bowls of 1 colour, available in: black, blue, red, yellow. Dia. 98.5mm.
BO1500-BE
Blue, set of 4
£144 90 set
BO1500-BK
Black, set of 4
£144 90 set
BO1500-RD
Red, set of 4
£144 90 set
BO1500-YW
Yellow, set of 4
£144 90 set

144

4

Specially made to transport and store any standard traditional Shortmats and Carpet
Bowls Mats (mat width 6’). Powder coated steel construction, fitted with heavy duty
castors. Spindle Length 2.35m. Available in single or double tier version.
BO1430-SIN
Single, size: 2.2 L x 0.6 W x 0.83m H, weight: 37kg
!£723 35 ea
BO1430-DOU
Double, size: 2.2 L x 0.7 W x 1.4m H, weight: 51kg
!£941 85 ea
£161 00

x4

5

Extra
No
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3

Drakes Pride Shortmat Sets

Includes everything you need to play. Set includes a 45ft club mat, a pair of fenders,
a 15” centre block, 2 regulation foot mats, an extra heavyweight jack and 2 pairs of
Shortmat bowls.
BO1520-45
Carpet length: 45ft
£1144 25 set

6

Biased Indoor Carpet Bowls

A great entry level bowl with bold colours to make them easy to distinguish from one
another. Suitable for both full length and Shortmat play. One set comprises of 4 bowls
of 1 colour with 2 different coloured rings for differentiation. Available in: black, blue,
brown, red, yellow.
BO1540-BE
Blue - 2 Pairs
£161 00 set
BO1540-BK
Black - 2 Pairs
£117 30 set
BO1540-BR
Brown - 2 Pairs
£117 30 set
BO1540-RD
Red - 2 Pairs
£161 00 set
BO1540-YW
Yellow - 2 Pairs
£161 00 set
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Bowls
£14 95

1

Drakes Pride Bowls Jacks

Indoor, outdoor and Shortmat Jacks.
BO1040-IND-WE Indoor, white, 16oz
BO1040-OUT-WE Outdoor, white, 8oz
BO1040-SHO-YW Shortmat, yellow, 32oz

SAVE!

3

£10 93

£28 75 ea
£14 95 ea
£32 20 ea

2

WAS

SAVE!

NOW

£6.90

Rink Markers

4

WAS

£2 24
£1.73

Rink Pins
£2 24 ££1 73 ea

SAVE!

SAVE!

NOW

A metal pin used for marking the perimeter/divide of a
Bowls Rink.

£21 56 ££6 90 set BO1110

BO1090

£10 93 ea

BO1160

£21 56

An easy way for numbering each rink by simply placing
it into the turf. Set of 6 metal markers, numbered 1 to 6.

Four Bowl Carrier

A strong nylon carrier which will comfortably carry any sized set of level green bowls.

5

NOW

£11.50

Measurer

A 10ft measure complete with calipers.
BO1240
Length: 10ft
£17 25 ££11 50

WAS

£0 58

ea

£126 50

NOW

£0.

WAS

£17 25

29

60cm

35cm

7
6

Rubber Foot Mat

14cm

Regulation rectangular mat with moulded grip and white surround or circular mat both
with non-slip base. Suitable for indoor/outdoor use.
BO1290
Rectangle, size: 60 L x 35cm W
£4 03 ea
BO1060
Circle, size: Dia. 14cm
£0 58 ££0 29 ea

Score Frames

Manufactured from tubular steel with 9cm high aluminium scoreboard numbers.
Supplied complete with ground pegs and feet. The score on each side of the frame is
shown in a different format, for example one side will read 14 and on the other it will be
shown as 10 + 4.
BO1140-HOR
Horizontal, 35 x 88cm W
£132 25 ea
BO1140-VER
Upright, 95 x 35cm W
£126 50 ea
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Boxing
England Boxing
www.englandboxing.org
England Boxing, the national governing body for Olympic-style boxing, has developed two fitness
programs for delivery in schools. Both are non-contact and focus on teaching the techniques used
to improve co-ordination, raise fitness levels and enhance enjoyment of sport.
The Junior Boxing Organiser (JBO) course provides students aged 14+ with the skills and
confidence to lead Primary Level 1 School Games in Boxing whilst under supervision.
BOX is a workout that aims to provide an opportunity for everyone to experience the health
benefits and enjoyment of training like a boxer without having to compete against an opponent.
For more information on both programs, visit www.englandboxing.org

£253 00

1

£333 50

Eastside Performance Group Set

2

Eastside Active Group Set

Set contains: 8 Pro Performance Mitts (2 small, 4 medium, 2 large mitts), 8 Active
Straight Hook & Jab Pads and a holdall.

Set contains: 8 Active Plus Training Gloves (2 pairs of each 8oz, 10oz, 12oz, 14oz
gloves), 8 Active Straight Hook & Jab Pads and a holdall.

BX2160-MIX

BX2170-MIX

£253 00 set

£310 50

3

£333 50 set

£166 75

Eastside Box Fit Set

4

Eastide Box Fit Circuits Set

Ideal for circuits and personal training sessions. Set contains: 6 Active Plus Training
Gloves (2 pairs of each 8oz, 10oz, 12oz gloves), 6 Active Straight Hook & Jab Pads, 1
Pro Trainer glove, 6 Skipping Ropes and a holdall.

Ideal for circuits or personal training sessions. Includes: 1 x 2kg Medicine Ball, 1 x
5kg Medicine Ball, 2 x PVC Skipping Ropes, 2 x Active Plus Training Gloves, 2 x High
Performance Hook and Jab Pads 1 x Large Kit Bag.

BX2220-MIX

BX2240-MIX

£207 00

5

£310 50 set

£189 75

NEW!

6

Eastside Active Development Set

£166 75 set

NEW!

Eastside Pro Performance Development Set

Set contains 4 Active Training 10oz Gloves, 4 Active Hook and Jab Pads and a holdall.

Set contains 4 Pro Performance Medium Mitts, 4 High Performance Straight Hook and
Jab Pads and a holdall.

BX2340

BX2350

146

£207 00 set

£189 75 set
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Boxing
£373 75

NEW!

2
1

Lonsdale Club Boxing Pack

This great value Lonsdale pack contains everything you need to get started. Set includes: 10 Hook and Jab Pads, 10
Bag Mitts, 10 Skipping Ropes and a Lonsdale branded holdall.

£373 75 set

BX1900
WAS

SAVE!

£34 50

4
3
		

Lonsdale Performer
Training Gloves

A highly durable training and sparring glove made from
synthetic leather. These gloves have shock absorbing
foam that covers the gloves all the way to the wrist. With
a moisture wicking inner palm to draw moisture away
from skin. An ideal pair of gloves for club and school use.

BX1880

£34 50 ££27 60 pr

NEW!

6

£3 74 pr

BX2320

5

Eastside Active Hook & Jab Pads

Durable straight pad made with a strong foam padded
body, a PU and suede cover and hand inserts for extra
comfort.
BX2120
One size fits all
£19 55 pr

£10 35

7
		

Eastside Hand Wraps

£19 55

Eastside Active Training Gloves

A durable PU sparring glove with buff leather cover
ideal for any beginner with pre-moulded foam inserts to
provide superior comfort and fit. Elastic hook and loop
wrist fastening. Gloves available in weights: 8oz, 10oz,
12oz, 14oz
BX2060-08
8oz
£19 55 pr
BX2060-10
10oz
£19 55 pr
BX2060-12
12oz
£21 85 pr
BX2060-14
14oz
£21 85 pr

£3 74

Manufactured from weaved cotton tape with hook and
loop fastenings. Length 3m, width 5cm.

Lonsdale Club Mitts & Pads

Club mitts and curved hook and jab pads available
separately. Both made with a durable PU outer and quality
foam padding inside, the mitts feature elasticated wrist
straps with hook and loop fastening for a comfortable fit.
BX2390
Mitts
£18 40 pr
BX2400
Hook & Jab pads
£24 15 pr

£19 55

NOW

£27.60

Eastside Pro Performance
Bag Mitts

Leather bag mitts with thick foam padding and fitted
with a quality elasticated cuff. Mitts available in small,
medium, large.
BX2070
Please specify mitt size
£10 35 pr

£24 15

8
		

Eastside Pro Performance
Hook & Jab Pads

A traditional pair of hard wearing straight leather pads
that have extra wrist padding and leather hand inserts for
extra comfort.
BX2110
One size fits all
£24 15 pr
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Boxing
Height
adjustable

£138 00

2
1

Freestanding Punch Bag

Freestanding, high grade, shock absorbing punch bag.
Base is sand/water fillable (not included) for stability.
Height adjustable up to 1.8m.

Lonsdale Spar Partner

£138 00 ea BX1930

£51 75

£92 00

£201 25 ea

WAS

NOW

£33.35

6

Has soft inner filling providing excellent hand and wrist
safety and a tough PU outer to withstand the toughest
of use. Complete with hanging straps, available in 3, 4
or 5ft heights.
BX1850-03
3ft
£51 75 ea
BX1850-04
4ft
£57 50 ea
BX1850-05
5ft
£64 40 ea

5

Lonsdale Angle Punch Bag

Unique shape of bag offers more varied workout options.
Features heavy duty PU material with a soft inner filling.
Complete with 4 sturdy hanging straps with stitched
D-rings.

BX2290

BBE Tethered Punch Bag

Features synthetic hide material with reinforced seams.
Complete with 4 sturdy hanging straps with stitched
D-rings plus a D-ring on the bottom to allow tethering to
the floor which will limit swing.
BX1090-MED Medium 3ft, 21kg
£31 05 ea
BX1090-HEV Heavy 4ft, 25Kg
£35 65 ea
£40 25

Lonsdale Punch Bag

148

£31 05

3

Torso shape allows you to practice punches whilst
improving aim for particular areas of the body. Features
an EVA foam bonded torso and head shape, height
adjustable to simulate sparring on different opponent
heights.

BX1910

4

3 Height
settings

£201 25

£92 00 ea

SAVE!

Punch Bag fittings

Heavy duty wall bracket protrudes 60cm from wall,
includes fittings and instructions (max bag weight 35kgs).
Ceiling hook ideal for hanging or floor to ceiling bags. 4
strand chain set features swivel to reduce stress on bag
and chains.
BX1710
Folding Wall Bracket £40 25 ££33 35 ea
BX1390
Ceiling Hook
£11 39 ££4 60 ea
BX1120
Chain Set
£9 14 ££5 75 set
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Boxing
£97 75

2
1

SECA 813 Flat Scale

Features a rubber coated top and offers high capacity
with an electronic read out showing kg/lbs.
FF2310
200kg maximum capacity
£97 75 ea

Lonsdale Boxing Ring Timer

This timer is suitable for professional and amateur bouts
thanks to its high visibility 55mm high digits and pre-set
2 or 3 minutes round with 30 or 60 seconds rest duration.
The digital display can count up or down through the
rounds and rest periods. The timer also allows for
displaying the number of rounds elapsed.

£120 75 ea

BX1960

£46 00

4

Lonsdale Flat Strike Shield

Perfect for coach’s and teachers to protect yourself from
kicks and punches whilst training. Constructed from the
finest synthetic leather and features ultra-lightweight
shock absorbent foam padding inside.

SAVE!

5

£24 15

NOW

£37.95

6

£51 75 ££37 95 ea

£26 45

£2 30

8

7

Eastside Medicine Ball
£11 50 ea
£26 45 ea

Head Guard

Made from synthetic leather with hook and loop
fastenings at the back. Eastside guard offering padding
in chin area also.
BX2380
Eastside guard
£24 15 ea
BX2300
Lonsdale guard
£34 50 ea

9

Leather Medicine Ball. Weight 2kg or 5kg.
BX2230-02
Weight: 2kg
BX2230-05
Weight: 5kg

Lonsdale Speedball Platform

WAS

BBE’s Coach Body Protector offers a well-padded strike
area along with adjustable rear straps to ensure a secure
fit for all sizes.

£11 50

3

The platform is constructed using precision cut MDF
to offer predictable rebound, includes swivel bearing.
Speedball has PU leather outer and inflatable bladder
resulting in accurate rebounds, reinforced seams and a
riveted hanging loop. Sold separately.
BX1940
Speedball platform only
£82 80 ea
BX1950
Speedball only
£36 80 ea

£51 75

BBE Coach Body Protector

£46 00 ea BX1730

BX2310

£82 80

£120 75

Skipping Ropes

Great for aerobic training. In either a plastic handled
version or a more traditional leather rope version that
features a bearing in the handles to aid smoother rope
rotations. Both available individually or as a bag of 5.
AE1140
Plastic rope, length: 2.7m
£2 30 ea
AE1140-10
Plastic rope, bag of 10
£20 70 set
BX1330
Leather rope, length: 2.5m
£6 90 ea
BX1330-5
Leather rope, bag of 5
£32 20 set

Lonsdale Core Bag

Perfect for workouts and boot camps, to help assist in
strength and power endurance training, can be used
both indoors and outdoors and features three heavy duty
durable straps. Each size bag is colour coded for ease of
weight identification.
EE3980-05
Weight: 5kg
!£26 45 ea
EE3980-10
Weight: 10kg
!£31 05 ea
EE3980-15
Weight: 15kg
!£37 95 ea
EE3980-20
Weight: 20kg
!£42 55 ea
EE3980-25
Weight: 25kg
!£46 00 ea
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Changing Room & Cloakroom Equipment
£94 30

1

£253 00

NEW!

2

Child Safety Seat

Keeps a child safely off washroom floors or used as a
high chair to save on floor space. Moulded polyethylene
construction that projects only 76mm from wall when
closed. Max weight 22kg.

£94 30 ea

CC1110
£65 55

3

Baby Changing Table

Easy to clean, high density polyethylene which inhibits
bacterial growth. Fitted with adjustable safety belt and
built in liner dispenser. Easy to install and includes all
mounting hardware for timber stud wall construction.
Max weight 22kg.
CC1080-HOR Horizontal
£253 00 ea
£143 75

NEW!

£264 50

NEW!

Baby Changing Table

The narrow footprint allows for mounting in smaller
spaces. Manufactured from high density polyethylene
which is easy to clean and inhibits bacterial growth. Fitted
with adjustable safety belt and built in liner dispenser.
Easy to install and includes all mounting hardware for
timber stud wall construction. Max weight 22kg.
CC1080-VER Vertical
£264 50 ea
£46 00

NEW!

Blue

4

6

Nappy Changer Liners

Soft, absorbent liners with plastic waterproof lining.
Provide maximise hygiene by catching accidental spills
and protect babies from previous users. Will fit both
Horizontal and Vertical Baby Changing Table.
CC1090
Pack of 500
£65 55 ea
£28 75

5

NEW!

Nappy Bin

Moulded polyethylene construction. Airtight top fitting
with chuted lid for discretion and maximum hygiene.
Capacity 65 litres. Colour White.

£143 75 ea

CC1570-65
£18 40

Cream

Grey

Red

Stacarac Coat Rails

Plastic wall hanging rails with aluminium hooks. Available
in blue, cream, grey, red and in varying length. Please
specify colour when ordering.
CC1340-1
Length: 1.0m, 6 hooks
£46 00 ea
CC1340-1.5
Length: 1.5m, 9 hooks
£54 05 ea
CC1340-2
Length: 2.0m, 12 hooks
£64 40 ea
£4 60

su

pp l i e d

su

x100

7

in sets

Wall Clock

Battery operated. Available with a standard quartz or
sweeping hand movement. Wire guard sold separately.
SC1190
Quartz, size: 30cm dia.
£28 75 ea
SC1410
Sweep, size: 40cm dia.
£69 00 ea
SC1410-GUA Wire guard, size: 50 L x 50cm W £51 75 ea

150

8

Wrist Bands

Available in blue, green, red, white, yellow. Set of 100.
Size: 10.5 L x 1.5cm W. Please specify colour.
SW1530
Set of 100
£18 40 set
SW1530-WE
Set of 100, white
£18 40 set

in sets

9

Disposable Overshoes

Eco-friendly polyethylene Overshoes. Extra strong with
elastic rim around the ankles. Supplied as a set of 50.
SW3160-50
Size: 15 L x 41cm W
£4 60 set
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Changing Room & Cloakroom Equipment
Aqua

£362 25

Beige

Aqua

Blue

Blue

Grey

Grey

Red

Red

Yellow

Yellow

2
1

Vendiplas Small Equipment Trolley

A top opening plastic trolley with non-marking rubber wheels, two braked. Available in
aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red, yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
SE1439
Size: 104 L x 69 W x 84cm H
£362 25 ea

£355 35

Beige

Vendiplas Mobile Shelving Units

A mobile, plastic open shelve storage with non-marking rubber wheels, two braked.
Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red, yellow. Please specify colour when
ordering.
SE1442-SIN
Single unit; size: 100 L x 50 W x 184cm H
£355 35 ea
SE1442-DOU
Double unit; size: 150 L x 50 W x 184cm H
£500 25 ea

£92 00

3

Plastic Container Truck

Heavy duty truck with reinforced plastic baseboard for increased strength with 2 fixed
and 2 swivel castors (dia. 100mm). Volume capacity 320 litres, weight capacity of
220kg. Size: 101 x 69 W x 74cm H. Available with an optional handle.
SE1634-BE
Truck only
£92 00 ea
SE1634-BE-HAN Truck and Handle
£109 25 ea

£62 10

4

Storage Bins

Open fronted storage solution that can be simply attached to provide a 3-tier unit.
Plastic coated steel construction, supplied with stacking fixings.
SE2240
Size: 105 L x 68 W x 48cm H
£62 10 ea
SE2240-3
Set of 3
£172 50 set

£4 60

5

5

Mesh Equipment Bag

Made of heavy duty mesh with drawstring top and fastener, providing good ventilation
for wet articles. Available in two sizes.
SW2200-STD
Standard; size 45 L x 75cm H
£4 60 ea
SW2200-LRG
Large; size 91.5 L x 115cm H
£8 05 ea

£33 35

NEW!

ChangeINbag

Offering your own personal, portable changing room for indoors and out. This bag offers
a clean and dry base to stand on, a tent section for you to change inside that offers
privacy and shelter from the elements. Once you are done, zip it up and it will hold your
set of clothes in the one place.

SE1635

£33 35 ea
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Changing Room & Cloakroom Equipment
£92 00

£258 75

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

Aqua

1

Beige

Blue

Grey

Red

rr i age

Yellow

Aqua

Vendiplas Benches

Manufactured from plastic that is easy to clean and suitable for wet environments.
Bench width 35cm, Seat height 49cm. Available with a Coat Rail/Hanger, bench width
45cm, total height 1.7m. Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red, yellow. Please
specify colour when ordering.
CC1470-0.90-0.35 Bench only, length: 0.9m L x 35 W x 49cm H
£92 00 ea
CC1470-1.50-0.35 Bench only, length: 1.5m L x 35 W x 49cm H
£138 00 ea
CC1470-2.00-0.35 Bench only, length: 2.0m L x 35 W x 49cm H
£161 00 ea
CC1550-1.00-0.45 Bench and Rail, length: 1.0m
£184 00 ea
CC1550-1.50-0.45 Bench and Rail, length: 1.5m
£241 50 ea
CC1550-2.00-0.45 Bench and Rail, length: 2.0m
£264 50 ea

2

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

3

Cream

Grey

Blue

Stacarac Changing Room Bench

152

Red

Yellow

rr i age

Red

4

A plastic bench with an under bench storage shelf. Bench width 40cm, Seat height
45cm. Available with a Coat Rail with aluminium hooks. Rail height 1.8m. Available in
blue, cream, grey, red. Please specify colour when ordering.
CC1010-1
Bench only, length: 1.0m
£95 45 ea
CC1010-1.5
Bench only, length: 1.5m
£126 50 ea
CC1010-2
Bench only, length: 2.0m
£167 90 ea
CC1030-1
Bench and Rail, length: 1.0m, 6 hooks
£187 45 ea
CC1030-1.5
Bench and Rail, length: 1.5m, 9 hooks
£253 00 ea
CC1030-2
Bench and Rail, length: 2.0m, 12 hooks
£350 75 ea

Grey

Vendiplas Double Sided Bench

£178 25

Blue

Blue

Manufactured from plastic that is easy to clean and suitable for wet environments.
Bench width 75cm, seat height 49cm. Available with a Coat Rail/Hanger, bench width
71cm, total height 1.7m. Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red, yellow. Please
specify colour when ordering.
CC1480-1.50-0.75 Bench only, length: 1.5m
£258 75 ea
CC1480-2.00-0.75 Bench only, length: 2.0m
£316 25 ea
CC1540-1.00-0.71 Bench and Rail, length: 1.0m
£247 25 ea
CC1540-1.50-0.71 Bench and Rail, length: 1.5m
£339 25 ea
CC1540-2.00-0.71 Bench and Rail, length: 2.0m
£385 25 ea

£95 45

rr i age

Beige

Cream

Grey

Red

Stacarac Changing Room Double Bench

A plastic bench with an under bench storage shelf. Bench width 80cm, Seat height
45cm. Available with a Coat Rail with aluminium hooks. Rail height 1.8m. Available in
blue, cream, grey, red. Please specify colour when ordering.
CC1560-1.00-0.80 Bench only, length: 1.0m
£178 25 ea
CC1560-1.50-0.80 Bench only, length: 1.5m
£241 50 ea
CC1560-2.00-0.80 Bench only, length: 2.0m
£276 00 ea
CC1040-1
Bench and Rail, length: 1.0m, 12 hooks
£288 65 ea
CC1040-1.5
Bench and Rail, length: 1.5m, 18 hooks
£391 00 ea
CC1040-2
Bench and Rail, length: 2.0m, 24 hooks
£512 90 ea
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Changing Room & Cloakroom Equipment
£25 30

1

£5 18

Kumfi Step

Free draining matting for bare foot comfort and safety. Creates a healthier and safer
environment as the anti-bacterial treated plastic prevents growth of fungi/bacteria.
Special connectors are available to create expansive areas. Suitable for indoor/outdoor
dry/wet areas. Available in beige, blue, green, grey, light blue, red, white. Please specify
colour when ordering.
CC1170-60-M
Mat size: 60 W x 90cm L
!£25 30 ea
CC1170-60-R
Roll size: 60cm W x 15m L
!£355 35 ea
CC1170-60-C
Cut length per metre
!£31 05 ea
CC1170-CON
Connector, pack of 40
!£10 35 pk

2

Kumfi Tile

Versatile interlocking tile system with high grip soft PVC construction that features
a simple and effective interlocking system which is not accidentally released. A free
draining surface ensures feet are clear of standing water and the bevelled edges
provides easy wheeled access. Suitable for indoor/outdoor dry/wet areas. Available
in beige, black, blue, brown, green, red, yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
CC1530-TIL
Tile: 30 W x 30cm L
!£5 18 ea
CC1530-EDG
Bevel Edge: 5 W x 30cm L
!£2 30 ea

£113 85

Sl

3

op

i n g to p o pt i o

n

Probe Lockers

Featuring an anti-bacterial protection and an integrated air vent system. Lockable steel construction with welded front frame with internal door strengtheners. Available with 6 door
options, the single door option is fitted with a top shelf and double coat hook whilst the two door option has a double coat hook in both compartments. All other options provide
just a storage compartment. Also available with an easy clean, sloping roof option that prevents the build-up of litter. Available in blue, green, red, silver grey, smoke white, yellow.
Please specify colour when ordering. Size: 178 H x 30.5 W x 45cm D. Locker deliveries are to the ground floor only.
4 Door unit, Flat Top
£161 00 ea
CC1370-1
1 Door unit, Flat Top
£113 85 ea CC1370-4
4 Door unit, Sloping Top
£174 80 ea
CC1380-1
1 Door unit, Sloping Top
£126 50 ea CC1380-4
5 Door unit, Flat Top
£171 35 ea
CC1370-2
2 Door unit, Flat Top
£143 75 ea CC1370-5
5 Door unit, Sloping Top
£182 85 ea
CC1380-2
2 Door unit, Sloping Top
£149 50 ea CC1380-5
6 Door unit, Flat Top
£194 35 ea
CC1370-3
3 Door unit, Flat Top
£152 95 ea CC1370-6
6 Door unit, Sloping Top
£207 00 ea
CC1380-3
3 Door unit, Sloping Top
£165 60 ea CC1380-6
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Cheerleading
Cheerleading - The School Sport of Smiles!
www.ukca.org.uk
UK Cheerleading Association, (UKCA) offers training courses for Cheerleaders, Coaches, Judges,
Officials, Young Leaders and Volunteers in the disciplines of Cheerleading, Stunting, Tumbling,
Street Cheer, Cheer Dance & Pom Dance.
UKCA are responsible for organising Cheerleading competitions and are here to assist you. To find
out more please visit their web site or email enquiries@ukca.org.uk

£103 50

1

£69 00

2

Cheerleading Pack

The set comprises 30 Primary Pom-Poms, an optional Coaching Youth Cheerleading
book (150 pages) and a holdall.
SE1296-MX
Including Resource, mixed colour set
£103 50 set
SE1296-MX-EXR Excluding Resource, mixed colour set
£88 55 set
SE1414
Resource book
£17 25 ea*

£52 90

3

Creative Movement Kits

A set to assist in teaching the art of dance and visual movement. Set consists of 4 (2
or 3m long) Rainbow Ribbons, 2 (3 or 4m long ribbons) Rainbow Ribbons, 6 Dancing
Rainbow Rings (length 30cm or 60cm), 8 Primary Pom-Poms and a holdall. Available
with two different lengths of ribbons.
SE4360
Shorter lengths of ribbon
£69 00 set
SE4370
Longer lengths of ribbon
£80 50 set

£78 20

Expressive Movement Kit

An assortment of vibrant equipment to support expressive movement. This set includes;
12 MasterPlay® Pom-Poms, 8 Dancing Rainbow Rings (dia. 6cm) and 8 Duo Ribbon
Wands supplied in a holdall.

A range of equipment to create visual spectacles and aid expressive movement.

SE1571

SE1457

154

£52 90 set

4

Visual Movement Kit
£78 20 set
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Cheerleading
£2 88

1

£12 65

2

Primary Pom-Poms

Ideal for most ‘music and movement’ exercise, either for individual children or for
synchronised group displays. Available in blue, green, red, white and yellow.
SE7510
Single Pom, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
SE7510-10
Bag of 10, mixed colours
£27 60 set

MasterPlay® Pom-Poms

Metallic coloured pom-poms; suitable for children to express themselves in dance and
movement activities. Pom length: 32cm. Handle length: 9cm. Supplied in mixed colour
sets of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow.
SE1568-6
Set of 6
£12 65 set
SE1568-12
Set of 12
£21 85 set

£6 61

3

£2 88

4

Gymnastic Ribbons

These Gymnastic Ribbons are used by British Gymnastics in their Jump into Gymnastics
programs. The ribbons are 3m in length and the stick is 30cm. They are available in
either a set of 4 or a set of 24.
SE1522
Set of 4
£6 61 ea
SE1522-6-PB
Set of 24
£36 80 set

Dancing Rainbow Rings

Coloured tassels attached to a plastic ring which is easy for children to hold allowing
them to get all the fun of a rainbow ribbon without the stick.
SE4180-30
Length: 30cm
£2 88 ea
SE4180-30-8
Length: 30cm, bag of 8
£21 85 set
SE4180-60
Length: 60cm
£3 45 ea
SE4180-60-8
Length: 60cm, bag of 8
£26 45 set

£9 20

5

Duo Ribbon Wands

£9 78

6

The dual ribbons allow children to make even more elaborate shapes and patterns.
Each Ribbon Wand is complete with 12 short ribbons, 6 attached to each end. Available
in mixed colour set of blue, green, red, yellow as a set of 4 or a bag of 8.
SE8720-4-PB
Set of 4
£9 20 set
SE8720-8
Bag of 8
£17 25 set

Activate™ Base Station Circles

Featuring bevelled edges and a textured surface. Dia. 24cm. Supplied in mixed colour
sets of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow.
SE1041-6-PB
Set of 6
£9 78 set
SE1041-12
Bag of 12
£19 55 set
SE1041-24
Bag of 24
£34 50 set
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training
Ideal to improve speed &
agility in ALL sports

£88 55

1

Speed and Agility Kit

Contents include 2 Foot Speed Ladders (length: 4m), 12 Step Training Hurdles (height: 30cm), 10 Flexible Cones, 25 Space Marker and a holdall.

£88 55 set

ST1010
£6 90

£4 03

Tw o

3
2

Foot Speed Ladder

This training aid forces the feet to adapt to extremely fast patterns of footwork by
repeating the exercises over and over. Supplied complete with drawstring bag.
ST1470-02
Flat rung ladder, length: 2m
£6 90 ea
ST1050
Round rung ladder, length: 4m
£13 80 ea

Set of 20 Cones
and 10 Pole in a
Storage Sack

£101 20

4

h e i g ht s

Mini Step Training Hurdles

Training aid for the development of running techniques, lateral speed, agility and for
plyometric training. Ideal for “quick feet” and knee lift drills. Available heights 15cm
and 30cm.
ST1070-150
Height 15cm
£4 03 ea
ST1070-150-12
Height 15cm, bag of 12
£51 75 set
ST1070-300
Height 30cm
£4 89 ea
ST1070-300-12
Height 30cm, bag of 12
£63 25 set

The ultimate foot
speed training
workout

£4 60

Agility Hurdles

Each hurdle comprises 2 Cones (height: 30cm) with 3 holes for pole location at different
heights and a pole (length: 1m, dia. 25mm). Each set is supplied with a storage sack.
ST1190-10
Bag of 10 (20 Cones and 10 Poles)
£101 20 set
SE9500-RD
Spare Cone
£4 03 ea
SE9520-100-YW Spare Pole
£1 73 ea

156

5

Reaction Hoops

Rubber balls fitted to the hoops prevent sliding when used indoors. Dia. 60cm.

ST1160
ST1160-8

Bag of 8

£4 60 ea
£36 80 set
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training
£28 75

1

Set of 15 poles
and 8 bases

£69 00

£5 18

Multipurpose Marker Poles

Suitable for indoor/outdoor use, featuring fillable bases.
Base dia. 20cm, Pole dia. 2.5cm. Colour yellow. Available
in sets of 8 of the following sizes: 50, 100 and 160cm.
SE9520-050-YW-8 Set of 8, 50cm poles
£28 75 set
SE9520-100-YW-8 Set of 8, 100cm poles
£33 35 set
SE9520-160-YW-8 Set of 8, 160cm poles
£40 25 set
SE9490-25-YW
Spare base
£2 88 ea

2

3

Sports Training Kit

Each kit comprises 8 Bases, 15 Poles (length: 1.6m), 14
Joining Clips and a carry bag.

£5 18 ea
£62 10 set

ST1210

£69 00 set ST1210-12

FB2230

£6 04

Bag of 12

£4 60

£8 05

Available in 4
quantities
4 Space Markers

6

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 mixed colours or as a set
of 50 white only. Dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

Grid Training Poles

Designed to develop evasion and side-stepping skills.
Flexible poles with steel foot spikes. Length: 1.8m.

5

Passing Arcs

Suitable for use indoor and outdoor, bases can be
weighted by adding sand or water. Size: 46 W x 40cm H.

SE2480
SE2480-6

Bag of 6

£5 46

£8 05 ea
£49 45 set

Reaction Balls

Intended to help develop concentration and quick
reactions. Six sided moulded rubber balls designed to
be thrown/dropped onto a hard surface producing an
unpredictable bounce. Supplied in assorted colours.
ST1260-070-4-PB Dia. 7cm, set of 4
£4 60 set
ST1260-070-8-PB Dia. 7cm, set of 8
£8 63 set
ST1260-100-4-PB Dia. 10cm, set of 4
£10 35 set
ST1260-100-8-PB Dia. 10cm, set of 8
£19 55 set

£13 80

SAVE!

£13 80

2 sizes
available
7

9

Evasion Belt

Used in one-to-one work where the attacker tries to lose
the defender. Belts joined by hoop and loop patch.

ST1170
ST1170-6

Bag of 6

8

Power Speed Resistor

£5 46 ea Designed to increase both power, speed and strength.
£28 75 set ST1180
£13 80 ea

Power Speed Chutes

Allows the user to train using both resistance and overspeed running without the use of a partner. Features an
adjustable hook and loop harness. Available in 2 sizes.
ST1150-0.9
Dia. 0.9m
£13 80 ea
ST1150-1.5
Dia. 1.5m
£32 20 ££21 85 ea
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training
£59 23

1

£100 63

NEW!

2

Precision Junior Speed Agility Kit

NEW!

Precision Ultimate Speed Agility Kit

Contents include 6 Hurdles (3 each of 15cm and 23cm), 2 Foot Speed Ladders (length
2m), 12 Collapsible Cones (height 23cm) and a bag.

Contents include 6 Hurdles (3 each of 23cm and 30cm), 2 Foot Speed Ladders (length
4m), 20 Space Markers, 1 Speed Resistor, 1 Evasion Belt, 1 Speed, Chute, 1 Reaction
Ball and a bag.

ST1510

ST1500

£24 15

3

£59 23 set

£19 55

NEW!

Precision Micro Training Cone Kit

4

£100 63 set

NEW!

Precision Speed Agility Ladder Set

Can be used for many different activities. Set contains 12 Cones (with 12 holes, height
23cm), 6 plastic canes (length 1.2m).

Can be set out in any shape to suit any drill. Set contains 10 Pole and 20 Cones (height
5cm).

ST1530

ST1540

£14 95

£24 15 set

£16 10

NEW!

6
5

Precision Speed Ladder

Ideal training aid, forces the feet to adapt to extremely fast patterns of footwork.
ST1520-04
Length: 4m
£14 95

158

ea

£19 55 set

NEW!

Precision Flat Hurdles Set

Indispensable for exercising in striding, jumping and lateral speed. Lightweight and
flexible. Available in 4 heights. Set of 6 supplied with storage strap.
ST1550-15
Height: 15cm
£16 10 set
ST1550-23
Height: 23cm
£17 25 set
ST1550-30
Height: 30cm
£18 40 set
ST1550-38
Height: 38cm
£19 55 set
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training

pt

NEW!
O

io n al ba s

e

O

£47 73

pt

2
1

Precision Boundary Poles

Used for a wide range of agility and speed work. Each Pole is fitted with a ground spike
and is suitable for use with a Base to enable play on astroturf/hard ground surfaces. Set
contains 4 Orange Poles, 4 Red Poles, 4 Yellow Poles and a bag. Height 1.7m.
ST1560-12
Set of 12
£47 73 set
ST1580
Pole Base only
£4 89 ea

NEW!

£94 88

pt

£32 78

t e w it h

io n al ba s

Precision Free Kick Mannequin Set

4

Tubular frame with moulded chest panels. Suitable for uses with a rubber Base to
enable play inside and on astro-turf/hard ground surfaces. Available in two heights and
supplied with a bag.
ST1590-JUN
Junior, height: 1.5m, set of 3
£94 88 set
ST1590-SEN
Senior, height: 1.8m, set of 3
£107 53 set
ST1600
Mannequin Base
£36 23 ea

NEW!

5

NEW!

ba

p le

3

Precision Spring-Base Boundary Poles

Designed to assist in the development of lateral manoeuvrability, the height ensures the
entire body makes the manoeuvre. Each Pole is fitted with a spring base and ground
spike and is suitable for use with a Base to enable play on astro-turf/hard ground
surfaces. Set contains 4 Orange Poles, 4 Red Poles, 4 Yellow Poles and a bag. Height
1.7m.
ST1570-12
Set 12
£58 08 set
ST1580
Pole Base only
£4 89 ea

e

O

io n al ba s

g

Co

m

£58 08

e

NEW!

£17 25

Precision Speed Agility Hoops

A great stamina builder when built into other training
routines. Designed to improve speed, footwork and coordination. Set of 12. Supplied with a bag. Dia. 40cm.
ST1620-12
Set of 12
£17 25 set

Precision Fold-a-Goal

Designed to fold down without dismantling them and will spring back into shape once
pressure is released. Ideal for use as a training aid or for small-sided games. Available
in 3 sizes, supplied in pairs with a bag.
ST1610-SMA
Size: 91 L x 68cm H
£32 78 ea
ST1610-MED
Size: 1.2m L X 91cm H
£38 53 ea
ST1610-LRG
Size: 1.4 L x 1.1m H
£45 43 ea

NEW!

6
		

£39 10

Precision Small Round Rubber
Marker Discs

Mixed colours marker on a metal stand and bag. Dia.
9.5cm. Set of 50.
ST1630-50
Set of 50
£39 10 set

NEW!

7

Precision Giant Saucer Cone

Ideal for any training sessions. Height 17cm, Dia. 30cm.
Set of 20, supplied in a bag.
ST1640-20
Set of 20
£26 45 set
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training
£4 31

£0 58

2
1

Fox 40 Classic Whistle

The standard choice for referees and coaches at all levels.

£4 31 ea

FB3490
£0 46

4

3
£0 58 ea
£4 03 set
£0 58 ea
£4 31 set

Bag of 20 mixed colours

6
£0 46 ea 5 Lanyards
£8 91 set FB5280-BK-6 Set of 6 black
WAS

£247 25

£2 30

NOW

£182.

8
Wristband Lanyard

Elasticated band featuring a strap and clip to attach a
whistle (not included).

£2 30 ea

FB3500
£4 60

£4 60 ea

SC1620

£2 59 set

Metal Whistle
Bag of 6
Box of 12
Whistle and Lanyard
Whistle and Lanyard, bag of 6

£1 15 ea
£8 05 set
£13 80 set
£2 01 ea
£11 50 set

Breakaway Safety Lanyard

Features breakaway safety clasp with a button style
spring-loaded adjustable cord lock.
FB6240
Length: 90cm
£2 30 ea

£85 10

SAVE!

SpeedTrac X Sports Radar

Lightweight and easy to use. Measures up to 150mph
(199Km/h). Support stand included. Operates on 6 ‘AA’
batteries (not included).

CK2760
CK2760-POW Mains adapter

bl

Lap facility, 1/100 second, time of day and alarm set with
a water resistant case. Supplied with a neck cord and
SR44 battery. Size: 7 L x 6cm W. Digit height: 7mm H.

160

85

£15 53

Fastime 0 Stopwatch

Metal Whistle

FB1710
FB1710-6
FB1710-12-BX
FB3310
FB3310-6
£2 30

Plastic Whistle

FB1700
FB1700-20

bk

ABS Plastic Whistle

Plastic whistle with metal ring.
FB1720-SMA Small
FB1720-SMA-6 Bag of 6
FB1720-LRG Large
FB1720-LRG-6 Bag of 6

£2 59

Colours may vary.

7

£1 15

9

Supido Multi Sports Speed Radar

Features clear display and voice readout. Accurately
picks up speed to + / - 1 mile per hour.

£247 ££182 ea
£42 55 ea CK4640
25

85

£27 60

SAVE!

Drinks Bottles and Crate

Foldable Crate best suited to 500ml or larger bottle.
SE1013-500-6 Crate & 6 Bottles (500ml)
£15 53
SE1013-500
Spare Bottle, 500ml
£1 73
SE1013-300
Spare Bottle, 300ml
£1 44
FB5320
Spare Bottle Crate
£9 20 ££7 48

bm
ea
ea
ea
ea

£85 10 ea

SAVE!

Mitre® Drinks Bottles and Crate

Metallic crate with eight water bottles, perfect for schools
and clubs.
FB2620-1000-8 Crate and 8 Bottles (1ltr)
£27 60 set
FB2620-1000 Spare bottle, 1ltr
£2 88 ea
FB2620-0500 Bottle, 500ml
£2 30 ££1 73 ea
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training
£24

1

2

Sport Write Coaching Boards

Robust dry wipe board offering both full and half court options. Supplied with marker
pen and bag. Size: 42 L x 32cm W.
ST1490-BAS
Basketball
£24 15 ea
ST1490-FOO
Football
£24 15 ea
ST1490-HOC
Hockey
£24 15 ea
ST1490-VOL
Volleyball
£24 15 ea

3

Electric Compressor

FB1620
FB1640-NED-12

Tactics Boards

£120 75

4

Will inflate a ball in approximately 30 seconds. After
approximately 12 balls it will switch itself off for 20 to 30
minutes. Maximum pressure 40psi. Mains powered.

£163 30 ea FB3810
£3 45 set FB1640-NED-12

Schrader needle, set of 12

Mitre® Double Action Hand Pump

Double action pump with modern styling.

FB5510
FB1650-12

Presta needle, set of 12

Volcano Electric Compressor

Capable of inflating a ball in approximately 20 seconds
and able to run for approaching 2 hours with an automatic
reset thermal overload protector. Maximum pressure
80psi. Mains powered

£120 75 ea FB4130
£3 45 set FB1640-NED-12

Schrader needle, set of 12

Schrader needle, set of 12

£86 25 ea
£3 45 set

£6 61

7

Delivers rapid inflation for such a small hand pump.

£4 89 ea FB1630
£3 16 set FB1650-12

Presta needle, set of 12

£11 21

8

Mitre® EasiPump

£3 16

Schrader

£86 25

5

Mitre® Electric Compressor

£4 89

6

NOW

£10.35

Vinyl covered oversized folder, with marked out playing area and sprung clip to hold 20
team planning sheets. Complete with pocket for magnetic counters. Spare counters
available in blue, black, red, yellow. Please specify colour. Folder size: 36 L x 47cm W
SE6070-FOO
Football
£10 35 ea
SE6070-HAN
Handball
£10 35 ea
SE6070-RUG
Rugby
£13 80 ££10 35 ea
SE6150-6
Spare discs, sets of 6, please specify colour
£1 73 set

£163 30

Will inflate a ball in approximately 30 seconds to a
maximum pressure of 40psi. With its deflation function, a
twin ventilated pump and a tough outer casing this pump
is perfect for heavy duty use. Mains powered.

WAS

£13 80

SAVE!

15

Stirrup Pump

Features a long metal air cylinder with metal foot plate
and pressure gauge.

£6 61 ea FB1640
£3 16 set FB1640-NED-12

Schrader needle, set of 12

£11 21 ea
£3 45 set

£2 30

£9 20

Pres

ta

bk
9

Spare Inflator Needles

FB1640-NED-12
FB1650-12

Schrader style, set of 12
Presta style, set of 12

£3 45 set
£3 16 set

Inflation Kit

To ensure minimum risk of puncturing a ball bladder, it is
recommended that Glycerine is used on the pump needle
before insertion. Contains 2 needle adaptors and a small
bottle of Glycerine.

FB5610

bl

Pressure Gauge

Ideal for making sure balls are at match pressure.

£2 30 set FB1660
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£52 90
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£96 60

i
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n

BazookaGoal™ VR 2.0

Award winning and approved by The FA. Pop up goal made from heavy-duty nylon
and glassfibre composites featuring a quick launch button to open and close the goal.
Innovative design allows the frame to flex on ball or player impact, reducing the need
for ground pegging.
FB5560-1
1.15 W x 0.65m H x 0.65m runback
£96 60 ea
FB5560-2
Pair of goals
£172 50 pr
£17 25

3

2

£43 70

Pop-Up Goal

4

A polyester fabric goal that opens and folds in seconds. Can be used for an array of
target games and for skill development. Supplied in a bag. Available in two sizes.
ST1300-SMA
Size: 1.05 W x 0.76m H x 0.76m runback
£17 25 ea
ST1300-LRG
Size: 1.52 W x 1.07m H x 1.07m runback
£23 00 ea
£120 75

£55 20

3 in 1 Target Shot Goal

Easy to assemble PVC push fit construction. Includes a Net, Rebound Net and a
challenging Target Shot Sheet. Supplied with ground pegs, hooks and a bag.
FB3750
Size: 1.83 W x 1.3m H x 1.1m runback.
£120 75 ea
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Mitre® Foldable Goals

Ideal for small sided games and drills. Essentially self-assembly, ‘popping-up’ out of
the bag. Supplied in pairs complete with ground pegs and a bag. Available in two sizes.
FB5250-MED
1.21 W x 0.81m H x 0.81m runback
£43 70 pr
FB5250-LRG
1.82 W x 1.06m H x 1.06m runback
£51 75 pr

6
5

Samba Target Goal

Constructed from white PVC (dia. 68mm) and featuring sprung button locking fixings;
supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB2350-1.22-0.60
1.22 W x 0.6m H (4’ x 2’) x 0.6m runback
£52 90 ea
FB2350-1.22-0.60-2 Pair of goals
£97 75 pr

QUICKPLAY™ Kickster Elite Football Goal

Features a durable steel and fiberglass flexi post design with a weighted base for
additional stability. Suitable for indoor/outdoor use. Extremely portable as it takes
around 2 minutes to set up. Supplied with net and carry bag.
FB6050-A
1.5 W x 1.0m H x 0.7m runback
£55 20 ea
FB6050-A-2
1.5 W x 1.0m H x 0.7m runback
£105 80 pr

Net (0) 1753 648666
Carry
Net 648989
clips
Ground anchors
Ground
pegs
Net hooks
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| bag
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Coaching Resources & Sports Training
Crazy Catch

Experience the unexpected! A reaction trainer with a difference (sane and insane sides). The ball returns erratically, testing and improving your reaction and hand-eye coordination.
£201 25

1

£155 25

Professional Model - Classic

3

Designed for large groups for longer distance throwing
and catching where there is plenty of space. This model
has hinges on both the long and the short sides to enable
it to be used either horizontally or vertically.
CK2950
Size: 1.5m W x 91cm H, 12kg £201 25 ea

2

Wild Child - Classic

Ideal size for indoor/outdoor use. Suitable for junior
school use where space is limited.
CK2960
Size: 93 W x 93cm H, 10kg £155 25 ea

NEW!

Wild Child - Double Trouble

Having two ‘INSANE’ sides (both giving an unpredictable
rebound), this time with two different sizes of mesh;
6.5cm square ideal for small balls and 16.5cm squared
for larger balls.
CK4390
Size: 93 W x 93cm H, 10kg £155 25 ea

£54 05

£373 75

5
4

£155 25

Crazy Catch Freestyle

Perfect for reaction training and skill development. Lightweight, portable and perfect for
1 on 1 or group training activities.
CK5160
Size: 52 W x 52cm H, weight: 2.5kg
£54 05 ea

Crazy Catch School Pack

A fun and engaging way to develop skills at any level. Primary set contains 2 Crazy
Catch Upstarts, 2 Freestyles, 10 Vision Level 1 balls and 10 Vision Level 2 balls. Senior
set contains 1 Crazy Catch Upstarts, 2 Wildchilds, 1 Freestyle and 6 Vision Balls.
CK4930
Primary School Pack
£373 75 set
CK4920
Senior School Pack
£435 85 set

WAS

SAVE!

6

NEW!

£40 25
£20.

£69 00

NEW!

NOW

70

Crazy Catch Vision Balls

Developed to train your eyes to jump to the final point in a ball’s flightpath, in the
catching/striking zone. Three different balls with different properties. Orange weight
80g, dia. 13cm, Green and Yellow, weight 95g, dia. 7.2cm, Red weight 120g, dia.
7.2cm. Also available in a Traffic light pack, 2 each of Green, Yellow and Red. Sets of
6, supplied in a net bag.
CK4910-1-OR
Level 1, orange, pack 6
£40 25 ££20 70 set
CK4910-2-GN
Level 2, green, pack 6
£40 25 ££20 70 set
CK4910-2-YW
Level 2, yellow, pack 6
£40 25 ££20 70 set
CK4910-3-RD
Level 3, red, pack 6
£40 25 ££33 35 set
CK4910-TRA
Traffic Light set, pack 6
£28 75 set

7

Rebound Net

Strong metal frame that can be set to any angle, can be used inside or out.
SE1592
Size: 98 W x 98cm H, weight 11kg

£69 00 ea
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Cones & Markers
£1 73

1

Activate™ Markers

Featuring bevelled edges and a tactile textured surface. Arrow length 34cm, Circle dia. 24cm, Square size: 30 L x 30cm W. Supplied in mixed colour sets of blue, green, red, yellow.
Circles also available in orange and purple. Set of 10 Arrows supplied in blue and red only.

SE1104
Arrows, set of 4
£5 75 set
SE1104-2.5-PB Arrow, set of 10, blue and red £13 80 set
SE1104-12-REF Arrow, set of 48
£64 40 set

SE1041
SE1041-6-PB
SE1041-12

Circle, please specify colour
Circle, set of 6
Circle, bag of 12

£27 60

2

Square, please specify colour
Square, set of 4
Square, bag of 12

£2 30 ea
£8 63 set
£27 60 set

£13 80

Activate™ Court Marker Corners and Lines

Featuring bevelled edges and a smooth surface. Please specify colour when ordering.
Line size: 35 L x 7cm W.
SE1091
Court marker set (20 lines, 4 corners)
£27 60 set
SE1042
Corner, please specify colour
£1 73 ea
SE1042-20
Corners, bag of 20
£33 35 set
SE1045
Line, please specify colour
£1 15 ea
SE1045-24
Lines, bag of 24
£25 30 set
SE1045-48-REF Lines, refill set of 48
£44 85 set

Simply pops
back up!

£0 86

4

£1 73 ea SE1039
£9 78 set SE1039-4-PB
£19 55 set SE1039-12

MasterSport® Flexi-Cones

3

18cm

Soft Foam Cones

Available in two heights as a set of 6 of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow.
SE4090-18
Height: 18cm
£13 80
SE4090-30
Height: 30cm
£37 95

Plastic Cones

Available either as singles or in a bag of 12 of one colour or a bag of 24 (mixed colours).
Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Height: 30cm.
SE8630
Please specify colour
£1 44 ea
SE8630-12
Bag of 12, one colour (please specify)
£17 25 set
SE8630-24
Bag of 24 (mixed colours)
£34 50 set
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set
set

£1 44

5

Available either as singles or in a bag of 24 (mixed colours) or a bag of 36 of any one
colour. Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Height: 23cm.
SE3260
Please specify colour
£0 86 ea
SE3260-24
Bag of 24
£21 85 set
SE3260-36
Bag of 36, one colour (please specify colour)
£32 20 set
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30cm
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Cones & Markers
£6

1

£26

04

SAVE!

45

WAS

£20 53
NOW

£17.25

Space Markers

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 in mixed colours or as a
set of 50 of white only. Size: 5cm H, dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

3
2

15cm Space Markers

Set of 20 in mixed colours. Size: 15cm H, dia. 30cm.
SE2500
Set of 20
£26 45 set

Multimarkers

Available in a set of 40 mixed colours or as a set of 40 of
white only. Size: 7.5cm H, dia. 20cm.
SE1240
Mixed colours
£17 25 set
SE1240-WE
White only
£20 53 ££17 25 set

£28 75

£5 18

4

Marker Cones and Bars

Available in 4 sizes: 30, 45, 60 and 75cm and in an unweighted (UnWt) or weighted (Wt) option. The grooved top
makes them suitable for use with Mini Bars (Size: 91cm L x dia. 15mm) or Hurdle Bars (Size: 91cm L x dia. 35mm).
Cones and Mini Bars available in blue, green, red, yellow. Hurdle Bars only available in yellow. Please specify colour
and cone weighting.
		UnWt
Wt
SE1230-30
30cm
£5 18 ea £6 04 ea
SE1230-45
45cm
£6 04 ea £6 33 ea SE3820-15
Mini Bar
£1 44 ea
50
80
SE1230-60
60cm
£11 ea £13 ea SE3820-15-12-PB Mini Bars, set of 12
£13 80 set
SE1230-75
75cm
£16 10 ea £16 10 ea SE3820-35-YW
Hurdle Bar, yellow only
£1 44 ea
£13 80

5

£9 20

Multipurpose Pole & Bases

Suitable for indoor/outdoor use, featuring fillable bases.
Base dia. 20cm, Pole dia. 25mm. Colour yellow. Available
in sets of 8 of the following sizes: 50, 100 and 160cm.
SE9520-050-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 50cm
£28 75 set
SE9520-100-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 1.0m
£33 35 set
SE9520-160-YW-8 Set of 8, length: 1.6m
£40 25 set
SE9490-25-YW
Spare base
£2 88 ea

7
6

A to Z Cones

Contains a set of 26 Lettered Cones.
SE4910
Height: 23cm

£13 80 set

Number and Symbol Cone Sets

Contains a set of 10 Numbered Cones and a set of 5
Operation/Symbol Cones. Height 23cm.
SE1399
Number and Symbol Cones Set £9 20 set
SE4940
Spare Number Cones, set of 10 £8 05 set
SE4980
Spare Symbol Cones, set of 5
£4 31 set
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Cricket
£40 25

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket

MasterPlay® Midi Cricket has been developed specifically for the introduction of the
traditional game of Cricket to young children. The equipment is both light and durable
and enables children of all ages to participate and develop basic technique and to
understand the game in readiness for the progression to traditional equipment. With a
little imagination the rules of the traditional game can be adapted to cater for the abilities
and needs of players, the available playing surface area and the time available for play.
The equipment is suitable to be used on most surfaces both indoors and outdoors.

1

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Set

Set contains 2 Midi-Cricket bats, 2 Stump sets (6 stumps, 2 bases and bails), 6 MidiCricket balls and a holdall. Available with different sizes of bat for different age groups
or in a mixed set containing a 71cm bat and a 76cm bat.
CK2500-KIN
Bat length: 56cm (age 3 – 5 yrs)
£40 25 set
CK2500-SMA
Bat length: 71cm (age 6 – 8 yrs)
£44 85 set
CK2500-MED
Bat length: 76cm (age 9 – 11yrs)
£46 00 set
CK2500-MIX
Mixed set
£44 85 set

Great Value

£10 06

£4 60

cm

76

cm

71

cm

56

2

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Mini Set

Set contains a Midi-Cricket Bat, Ball, Batting Tee and is supplied in a bag. The bats are
available in 3 lengths: 56cm (equivalent to a size 0 bat), 71cm (equivalent to a size 2 bat)
or 76cm (equivalent to a size 5 bat).
CK2540-KIN
Bat length: 56cm (age 3 – 5yrs)
£10 06 set
CK2540-SMA
Bat length: 71cm (age 6 – 8 yrs)
£10 64 set
CK2540-MED
Bat length: 76cm (age 9 – 11yrs)
£11 21 set
£10 35

4

3

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Bat

Lightweight plastic bat, available in 3 lengths: 56cm (equivalent to a size 0 bat), 71cm
(equivalent to a size 2 bat) or 76cm (equivalent to a size 5 bat).
CK2560-KIN
Length: 56cm (age 3 – 5yrs)
£4 60 ea
CK2560-SMA
Length: 71cm (age 6 – 8 yrs)
£4 89 ea
CK2560-MED
Length: 76cm (age 9 – 11yrs)
£5 18 ea
£1 44

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Stump Set

5

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Batting Tee

Set contains 1 Stump base and 3 Stumps which come complete with a set of bails.

Perfect for children to practice their batting techniques (ball not included). Size: 10cm.

CK2610
CK2610-2

CK2600
CK2600-5
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Pair of stumps

£10 35 set
£19 55 pr

£1 44 ea
£6 90 set

Bag of 5
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Cricket
£59 80

1

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Class Kit

£92 00

2

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Mixed Coaching Kit

Developed specifically to introduce the traditional game of Cricket to young children.
The set contains 5 Midi Cricket Bats (1 each of sizes 56cm, 71cm and 2 size 76cm), 2
Midi Cricket sets of stumps with bails, 4 Midi Cricket Junior Balls, 4 Batting Tees and
a holdall.

A great starter kit which will provide the basic techniques to the game. The set contains
6 Midi Cricket Bats (2 each of sizes 56cm, 71cm and 76cm), 2 Midi Cricket sets of
stumps with bails, 6 Midi Cricket Balls, 6 Low Compression Balls, 6 Reaction Balls, 5
Batting Tees, 25 Spacemarkers, a bag and a holdall.

CK4860

CK2550

£59 80 set

£92 00 set

£1 15

3

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Kinder Balls

A lightweight and extremely soft vinyl ball.
CK2620
Dia. 6.5cm
CK2620-6
Bag of 6
CK2620-24
Bag of 24

£1 44

4
£1 15 ea
£7 48 set
£25 30 set

MasterPlay® Midi-Cricket Junior Balls

A lightweight soft vinyl ball.
CK2630
Dia. 6.5cm
CK2630-6
Bag of 6
CK2630-24
Bag of 24

£1 44 ea
£9 20 set
£32 20 set

£12 65

5

All Play Ball

£1 15

6

Lightweight practice tennis style ball with cricket style seam. Supplied in a set of 6
different colours.
CK4090
Set of 6
£12 65 set

Rubber Sponge Cricket Ball

Red rubber sponge cricket ball.
SE6290
Dia. 6cm
SE6290-12
Bag of 12

£1 15 ea
£12 65 set
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Kwik Cricket

Kwik Cricket is a simplified game of cricket for all boys/girls from the age of 3 upwards.
It is an approved product of the English and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) and forms a
key part of their youth development programme. Kwik Cricket is a light enough for
small hands yet extremely tough and durable. It has been designed as an alternative to
traditional equipment to allow the game to be played safely on any flat surface either
indoors or outdoors at any time of the year.

1

Kinder Kwik Cricket Set

Set contains 2 Kwik Cricket bats, 2 Stump sets (6 stumps, 2 bases and bails), 6 Kwik
Cricket balls and a holdall. Available with different lengths of bat for different age groups
or in a mixed set containing a 71cm bat and a 76cm bat.
CK1790-KIN
Kinder, bat length: 56cm (age 3 – 5 yrs)
£60 95 set
CK1790-SMA
Small, bat length: 71cm (age 6 – 8 yrs)
£60 95 set
CK1790-MED
Medium, bat length: 76cm (age 9 – 11 yrs)
£64 40 set
CK1790-MIX
Small and Medium bat (age 6 – 11 yrs)
£60 95 set
£3 45

2

£3 45

Kwik Cricket Kinder Ball

3

A lightweight, soft yellow ball developed for Kwik Cricket.
Dia. 6.7cm.

CK1860
CK1860-6-PB

Kwik Cricket Junior Ball

4

A lightweight, orange developed for Kwik Cricket. Dia.
6.7cm.

£3 45 ea CK1850
£19 55 set CK1850-6-PB

Set of 6

£4 60

£3 45 ea CK2920
£19 55 set CK2920-5-PB

Set of 6

£9 20

Kwik Cricket Batting Tees

Perfect for children to practice their batting techniques.
Size: 10cm.
Pack of 5

£4 60 ea
£20 70 set

£16 10

76

cm

71

cm

56

cm

5

Kwik Cricket Bat

Lightweight plastic bat, available in 3 lengths: 56cm (equivalent to a size 0 bat), 71cm
(equivalent to a size 2 bat) or 76cm (equivalent to a size 5 bat).
CK2010-KIN
Kinder, length: 56cm (age 3 – 5yrs)
£9 20 ea
CK2010-SMA
Small, length: 71cm (age 6 – 8 yrs)
£10 35 ea
CK2010-MED
Medium, length: 76cm (age 9 – 11yrs)
£10 93 ea
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6

Kwik Cricket Stump Set

Set contains 1 Stump base and 3 Stumps which come complete with a set of bails.

CK1830

£16 10 set
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1

Slazenger Academy Cricket Set

Can be used as a teaching aid or simply as a fun way to introduce the game. Suitable
for use inside and out. Set contains 2 Plastic Bats, 2 Plastic Wicket Sets (6 stumps, 2
bases and bails), 2 Soft Plastic Balls and a bag. Available with different sizes of bat for
different age groups.
CK5050-3
Size 3 bat
£37 95 set
CK5050-5
Size 5 bat
£40 25 set

NEW!

3

£73 60

2

Slazenger Academy Team Cricket Set

Ideal for coaching fundamental skills and a safe way to introduce the game. Set contains
4 Size 5 bats, 2 Size 3 bats, 2 Plastic Wicket Sets (6 stumps, 2 bases and bails) and 6
Soft Balls. Supplied in a holdall.
CK5050-TEA
Mixed bat sizes
£73 60 set

£47 15

Cub Cricket Double Set

£54 05

NEW!

4

Cub Cricket Training Kit

Set includes 2 Plastic Bats (size: 78cm), 2 Stump Sets (6 stumps, 2 bases and bails) in
a carry bag.

Set includes 2 Plastic Bats (size: 78cm), 2 Stump Sets (6 stumps, 2 bases and bails), 2
Batting Tees, 2 Balls and a holdall.

CK4950

CK4940

£47 15 set

£54 05 set
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£4 03
NOW

£2.88

1

£2 01

SAVE!

Readers Indoor Cricket Ball

Approved and adopted by the ECB. Weight: 4oz.
Available in orange, red, yellow.
CK4130-OR
Orange
£4 03 ££2 88 ea
CK4130-RD
Red
£4 03 ea
CK4130-YW
Yellow
£4 03 ea
£3 16

2

£3 45

Aresson® All Play

A very soft moulded Poly PU cricket ball, suitable for
teaching and coaching.
CK5110-JUN
Junior
£2 01 ea
CK5110-JUN-24 Junior, bag of 24
£48 30 set
CK5110-SEN
Senior
£2 01 ea
CK5110-SEN-24 Senior, bag of 24
£48 30 set

3

WAS

NOW

£3.45

6
4

Readers Windball Cricket Ball

WAS

£4 89
NOW

£2.

7

88

5

Slazenger Air Balls

Soft plastic construction for reduced sting, these balls
are Ideal for both coaching and practice sessions. Soft
plastic construction for reduced sting. Available in junior
and senior. Bags of 24.
CK4730-JUN-24 Junior, bag of 24
£52 90 set
CK4730-SEN-24 Senior, bag of 24
£52 90 set
WAS

£6 33

SAVE!

NOW

£4.

03

170

Readers Supaball Cricket Ball

Durable PVC outer cover and real stitched seam.
Excellent bounce characteristics, ideal for developing
players. Available in red, red/yellow or white, and both
junior and senior sizes. Please specify colour.
CK4000-JUN
Junior
£4 89 ea
CK4000-JUN-R-Y Junior, red & yellow
£4 89 ea
CK4000-SEN
Senior
£4 60 ££3 45 ea
CK4000-SEN-WE Senior, white
£4 60 ££3 45 ea

9
8

SAVE!

£5 46

SAVE!

SAFABALL™ Cricket Ball

Designed specifically with educational training and
coaching in mind. Similar bounce to a conventional
cricket ball but with a softer feel to promote confidence.
CK4240-RD-YW Junior
£4 89 ££2 88 ea
CK4240-RD-YW-6 Junior, bag of 6 £25 24 ££17 25 set

£3 45 ea

CK4110
£4 60

£52 90

All purpose, soft cricket ball for both coaching and
general use.
CK4150-YTH
Junior
£3 16 ea
CK4150-YTH-24 Junior, bag of 24
£74 75 set
CK4150-ADU
Senior
£3 16 ea
CK4150-ADU-24 Senior, bag of 24
£74 75 set

Readers Team Cricket Ball

Orange ball ideal for cricket coaching and practice.
Weight: 2.5oz.

Slazenger Training Ball

Ideal for developing swing/seam and open bowling. Red/
white. Weight: 4.5oz.
CK4070-4
Junior
£6 33 ££4 03 ea

Aero Bowling Trainer Cricket Ball

This half red, half yellow ball is ideal for coaching and
helping show the spin of the ball. Available in both junior
and senior.
CK4290-JUN
Junior
£5 46 ea
CK4290-SEN
Senior
£5 46 ea
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Cricket
£5 75

1

Aero Match Cricket Ball

With a stitched seam, this ball is as close to a hard match
ball as you can get, with a harder core than safety balls it
is ideal for match use. Available in junior and senior sizes.
CK4270-JUN Junior
£5 75 ea
CK4270-SEN Senior
£5 46 ea

2

Readers Special School Ball

The most popular educational/junior cricket ball, made
from hand stitched leather.
CK4040
Junior, 4.5oz
£6 04 ea

£6 04

4

Aresson® Shield Cricket Ball

A good quality leather cricket ball, suitable for training
and school level matches. Available in both 4.75oz and
5.5oz.
CK5100-4.75 Junior, 4.75oz
£6 04 ea
CK5100-5.50 Senior, 5.5oz
£6 04 ea

3

Readers Club Cricket Ball

The adult/senior version of the Special School Ball, made
from hand stitched leather.
CK4030
Senior, 5.5oz
£6 90 ea

£7 76

5

Duffle Bags

£7 19

6

Ideal for transporting and storing balls or similar sized
items.
CK2640
Kookaburra, capacity 24 balls
£7 76 ea
CK4740
Slazenger, capacity 24 balls
£6 33 ea
RD1122
Aresson, capacity 36 balls
£5 18 ea

SAVE!

7

£6 90

£6 04

Aresson® Super County Ball

A good quality Alum tanned leather cricket ball with a
cork core, suitable for training and school or club level
matches. Available in both 4.75oz and 5.5oz.
CK5090-4.75 Junior, 4.75oz
£7 19 ea
CK5090-5.50 Senior, 5.5oz
£7 19 ea

WAS

£4 54

£7 19

NOW

£3.

45

MasterPlay® Special School Cricket Ball

Excellent value, educational and club ball. Available in both Junior 4.5oz and Senior
5.5oz sizes. Set of 6 and 12 supplied in a drawstring bag.
CK4170-4.5
Junior, 4.5oz
£5 46 ea
CK4170-4.5-6
Junior, 4.5oz, bag of 6
£34 50 set
CK4170-4.5-12
Junior, 4.5oz, bag of 12
£67 85 set
54
CK4170-5.5
Senior, 5.5oz
£4 ££3 45 ea
CK4170-5.5-6
Senior, 5.5oz, bag of 6
£27 77 ££20 70 set
CK4170-5.5-12
Senior, 5.5oz, bag of 12
£57 44 ££44 85 set

8

Slazenger Crown Match Cricket Ball

A good quality school/practice leather ball, with a cork centre wrapped in wool. Available
in both Junior 4.75oz and Senior 5.5oz sizes.
CK4060-4.75
Junior, 4.5oz
£7 19 ea
CK4060-4.75-24 Junior, 4.75oz, bag of 24
£172 50 set
CK4060-5.50
Senior, 5.5oz
£7 19 ea
CK4060-5.50-24 Senior, 5.5oz, bag of 24
£172 50 set
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Bat & Height guide

£322 00

Bat Size

Player Height

Size 3

Up to 4’9”

Size 4

4’9” to 4’11”

Size 5

4’11” to 5’2”

Size 6

5’2” to 5’4”

Harrow

5’4” to 5’6”

Full Size

5’7” and up

(for guide information only)

1

Slazenger Kit

A great all round kit, perfect for schools and clubs or a starting team. Kits include; 3 pairs of Batting Pads, 3 pairs of Batting gloves & Abdo guards, a pair of Wicket Keeping pads
& gauntlets and a set of Wickets with bails. The Junior kit contains 1 of each sizes 5, 6 & Harrow Powerblade Bats and 2 Match balls (weight: 4.75oz). The Secondary kit contains
3 Full Size Powerblade Bats, 2 Match balls (weight: 5.5oz). Both supplied in a Slazenger holdall.
CK4560-J
Junior
£322 00 set
CK4560-S
Secondary
£322 00 set
WAS

£21 85
NOW

£18.

2

40

£21 85

SAVE!

£10 35

Slazenger Powerblade Bat

This Slazenger cricket bat is constructed of Grade 3
Kashmir Willow to provide durability throughout play and
is cloth covered to give a lasting durability and withstand
more damage from use.
CK4550-3
Size 3
£18 40 ea
CK4550-4
Size 4
£18 40 ea
CK4550-5
Size 5
£21 85 ££18 40 ea
CK4550-6
Size 6
£18 40 ea
CK4550-H
Harrow
£21 85 ££18 40 ea
CK4550-F
Full Size
£21 85 ££18 40 ea

172

3

Slazenger Powerblade Classic

A grade 3 quality Kashmir willow cricket bat with a
lowered sweet spot and balanced pick up for a great all
round performance.
CK4660-4
Size 4
£21 85 ea
CK4660-5
Size 5
£21 85 ea
CK4660-6
Size 6
£21 85 ea
CK4660-H
Harrow
£21 85 ea

4

MasterPlay® Cricket Bat

Hand pressed and ready to play. Polished natural finish,
laminated multiply rubber, sandwiched spring handle.
CK1740-3
Size 3
£10 35 ea
CK1740-4
Size 4
£11 50 ea
CK1740-5
Size 5
£12 65 ea
CK1740-6
Size 6
£12 65 ea
CK1740-H
Harrow
£16 10 ea
CK1740-F
Full Size
£16 10 ea
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Cricket
£14 95

1

Aresson® Image Cricket Bat

A high quality bat, manufactured from poplar Kashmir
willow with a clear lacquer polish finish, multi-ply handle
and rubber grip.
CK5070-4
Size 4
£14 95 ea
CK5070-5
Size 5
£14 95 ea
CK5070-6
Size 6
£17 25 ea
CK5070-H
Harrow
£17 25 ea
CK5070-F
Full Size
£17 25 ea

£17 25

2

Aresson® Mirage Cricket Bat

An excellent quality bat, manufactured from high grade
Kashmir willow with a plain clear clean skin and multi-ply
shock absorbing rubber grip handle.
CK5080-4
Size 4
£17 25 ea
CK5080-5
Size 5
£17 25 ea
CK5080-6
Size 6
£17 25 ea
CK5080-H
Harrow
£20 70 ea
CK5080-F
Full Size
£20 70 ea

£37 95

3

Gunn & Moore 202 Bat

Superior quality Kashmir willow with a treble spring
handle and readily ‘Knocked-in’ so is ready to play.
Complete with Toe-Tek protection to reduce toe damage
and resist damp getting into the bat.
CK2070-4
Size 4
£37 95 ea
CK2070-5
Size 5
£37 95 ea
CK2070-6
Size 6
£37 95 ea
CK2070-H
Harrow
£42 55 ea
CK2070-F
Full size
£49 45 ea

£3 74

4

Kookaburra Fibreglass Bat Repair Tape

Ideal for repairs to the front face or protecting the edge of the bat.
CK4770
Roll length: 10m

£5 75

5
£3 74 ea

Bat Conditioning Mallet

Wooden ‘knocking-in’ mallet, used to condition a bat before play.

CK1590

£0 58

6

Cricket Bat Grips

Replacement smooth rubber bat grips, offering outstanding grip.
CK1600-25.4
Length: 25.4cm
CK1600-30.5
Length: 30.5cm

£0 58 ea
£0 86 ea

£6 90

7

Grip Applicator Cones

A wooden tool, essential for assisting in the replacement of rubber grips.

CK1610
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£14

1

WAS

£16 10

38

NOW

£13.80

Kookaburra Batting Leg Guards

Twin wing ambidextrous hard wearing canvas pads with traditional cane and fibre
protection.
CK1700-JUN
Junior
£14 38 pr
CK1700-YTH
Youth
£14 38 pr
CK1700-ADU
Adult
£14 38 pr
WAS

£7 48
NOW

£5.

3

75

Slazenger Batting Leg Guards

Traditional styling with exceptional protection, ideal for schools and clubs.
CK2320-JUN
Junior
£16 10 ££13 80
CK2320-YTH
Youth
£16 10 ££13 80
CK2320-ADU
Adult
£16 10 ££13 80

£6 50

SAVE!

pr
pr
pr

£10 81

Slazenger Batting Gloves

Traditional styling with exceptional protection, ideal for
schools and clubs.
CK2280-SJU-RH Small Junior - R/H
£12 65 pr
CK2280-SJU-LH Small Junior - L/H £9 20 ££8 05 pr
CK2280-JUN-RH Junior - R/H
£7 48 ££5 75 pr
CK2280-JUN-LH Junior - L/H
£7 48 ££5 75 pr
CK2280-YTH-RH Youth - R/H
£12 65 pr
CK2280-YTH-LH Youth - L/H
£12 65 pr
CK2280-ADU-RH Adult - R/H
£12 65 pr
CK2280-ADU-LH Adult - L/H
£12 65 pr

5
4

Kookaburra K2 Batting Gloves

Traditional construction with ambidextrous design.
CK1640-JUN Junior - Dual Use
£6 50
CK1640-YTH Youth - Dual Use
£6 50

£36 80

6

2

SAVE!

pr
pr
pr
pr

£36 80

Kookaburra Pro 600 Helmet

Lightweight cloth covered protective shell with unique lining that dissipates shock.
Cloth covering with steel faceguard.
CK2110-JUN
Junior, head size 56cm
£36 80 ea
CK2110-ADU
Adult, head size 62cm
£37 95 ea

174

pr
pr

Kookaburra Batting Gloves

A comfortable glove with exceptional protection.
CK1650-JUN-LH Junior - L/H
£10 81
CK1650-YTH-LH Youth - L/H
£10 81
CK1650-ADU-RH Adult - R/H
£10 81
CK1650-ADU-LH Adult - L/H
£10 81

7

Slazenger International Helmet

Lightweight with adjustable chin straps and face grill, foam inner padding for added
comfort with ventilation channels. BSI tested and certified.
CK4750-JUN
Junior, head size 54-57cm
£36 80 ea
CK4750-SEN
Senior, head size 57-60cm
£36 80 ea
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£17

£18

25

2
1

Wicket Keeping Leg Guards

CK1720-ADU

£17 25 pr

Panther Wicket Keeping Guards

CK2310-JUN
CK2310-YTH
CK2310-ADU

4

Panther Wicket Keeping Gloves

5

Kookaburra Thigh Guard

Academy Wicket Keeping Gloves

With a rubber palm and a webbed catching zone these
gloves are ideal for both school and club use.
CK4820-JUN Junior
£26 45 pr
CK4820-YTH Youth
£26 45 pr

Available in two sizes with adjustable hook and loop
fastening. Can be used on either leg.
CK1950-JUN Junior
£5 75 pr
CK1950-ADU Adult
£5 75 pr

£2 59

6

Wicket Keeping Inner Gloves

These natural cotton inner gloves have great breathability
and comfort.
CK1670-JUN Junior
£2 59 pr
CK1670-YTH Youth
£2 30 pr
CK1670-ADU Adult
£2 59 pr

£8 05

8

Readers Forearm Guard

Lightweight high density foam complete with adjustable
hook and loop fastenings.
CK1940-YTH Youth
£8 05 pr
CK1940-ADU Adult
£8 05 pr

£2 01

9

Readers Abdo Shield

Shaped shield with PVC outer binding for comfort and
groin protection.
CK1690-JUN Junior
£2 01 pr
CK1690-YTH Youth
£2 01 pr
CK1690-ADU Adult
£2 01 pr

£54 05

bk

Slazenger 5 Star Wheelie Bag
£54 05 ea

CK4570

£40 25

bl

Offering plenty of storage space and includes a side pocket which is perfect for a bat.
Features a waterproof compartment, moulded rubber handle and wheels at one end.

Kookaburra 2000 Wheelie Bag

Multiple pockets, protective runners, a shoulder strap with wheels at one end and a
handle at the other.
CK5120
Size: 92 L X 33 W X 28cm H
£40 25 ea
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NOW

£6.61

Wicket Keeping Gloves

£26 45

£5 75

7

3

WAS

£8 63

£18 40 pr Hardwearing gloves with webbed first finger and thumbs
£18 40 pr and a pimped palm.
£18 40 pr CK2430-ADU
£8 63 ££6 61 pr

Junior
Youth
Adult

£26 45

Durable gloves with webbed catching zone. Ideal for both
school and club.
CK2300-JUN Junior
£26 45 pr
CK2300-YTH Youth
£26 45 pr
CK2300-ADU Adult
£26 45 pr

SAVE!

40

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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Cricket
£33 35

1

£120 75

Wooden Springback Stumps

2

£32 20

Wooden Springback Stumps

3

Steel Springback Stumps

Cast iron base with 3 wooden spring back stumps.
Supplied complete with bails. Regulation stump height
71cm.

Metal base with 3 wooden spring back stumps. Supplied
complete with bails. Regulation stump height 71cm.

CK1080

CK1100

£120 75 ea CK4710

£49 45

£20 70

£33 ea
35

£31 05

4

Universal Stumps

5

Moulded heavy weighted rubber base with 3 PVC
stumps. Supplied complete with bails. Regulation stump
height 71cm.

£31 05 ea CK2840

CK2850
WAS

£10 93
NOW

£8.

7

63

£49 45 ea

£5 75

SAVE!

6

Set of 6 hardwood stumps and 4 bails.
CK1750-24
School Junior (61cm) £10 93 ££8 63
CK1750-27
School Senior (69cm) £11 44 ££6 61
CK1750-31
Senior (79cm)
£12 59 ££7 76
CK1630
Spare Bails
£5 18

8

£32 20 ea

Slazenger Select Stumps

Set of 6 ash stumps and 4 bails. Supplied in a bag.
CK4760-YTH School (69cm)
£20 70
CK4760-ADU Regulation (71cm)
£25 30

Outdoor Target Stump

Target Stump

An ideal aid for fielding and bowling drills and pre-match
warm ups. Durable plastic stumps fits securely into a
weighted rubber base. Supplied with a screw in rubber
coated spike so can be used indoor and outdoors,
making it a versatile training aid.

set An ideal aid for fielding and bowling drills and pre-match
set warm ups. Spring loaded steel base complete with a large
set metal spike to keep the stump securely in the ground.
set CK2990
£5 75 ea CK1730

£16 10 ea
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set

£16 10

9

Stumps and Bails

176

Harrod Pro Flex Stumps

Strong moulded rubber base with an integral steel
counterweight. Supplied complete with bails and bag.
Regulation stump height 71cm.

Cast iron base with 3 zinc coated steel spring back
stumps. Supplied complete with bails. Regulation stump
height 71cm.

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |

Cricket
WAS

£4 20

SAVE!

1

Wicket Gauge

2

Perfect for spacing out and making stump holes in the
ground every time.
CK1580
Wicket Gauge 20cm
£4 20 ££2 88 ea

Gray-Nicholls Matrix Shirt

Made from 100% polyester which is quick drying, hard
wearing and resistant to stretching or shrinking.
CK5130-XSM 29-33” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-SMA 33-37” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-MED 37-40” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-LRG 40-42” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-XLR 42-44” chest
£14 95 ea

SAVE!

7

Stump Driving mallet

3

NEW!

Made from 100% polyester, a hardwearing trouser
featuring an elasticated waist for maximum comfort.
CK5140-XSM 25-29” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-SMA 29-32” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-MED 32-34” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-LRG 34-36” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-XLR 36-38” waist
£17 25 ea

WAS

NOW

8
ea

Keep track of number of balls bowled per over and total
overs bowled.
CK2260
Up to 99 Overs
£5 18 ea

£25 30

su

MasterPlay® Boundary Marker

A strong, plastic flag for pushing into the ground. Out of
ground height 22cm, Flag size: 22 L x 15cm H. Available
in blue, red, white, yellow.
CK1530-25
Set of 25 flags
£25 30 set
CK1530-50
Set of 50 flags
£43 70 set

Gray-Nicholls Velocity Slipover

SAVE!

pp l i e d

Kookaburra Umpire’s Scorebook

SAVE!

su

WAS

£20 53
NOW

£17.25

in sets

MasterPlay Spacemarkers
®

Perfect for marking out the boundary and a cheaper
alternative to using a boundary rope. Dia. 20cm. White
only.
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50
£11 21 set

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

ea
ea
ea

pp l i e d

bm

White Multimarkers

Plastic dome-shaped base, perfect for marking out the
boundary.
SE1240-WE
Set of 40
£20 53 ££17 25 set
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£8.05

x40

in sets

bl

WAS

£10 35

Hard cover, 60 to 100 innings scorebooks.
CK2270-60
60 Innings
£10 35 ££8 05
CK2270-100
100 Innings
£12 65
CK2270-W-100 100 innings - Wire bound
£13 80

£11 21

x50

bk

6

£17 25

Made from 100% polyester, the fleece inner will ensure
warmth and due to the lightweight fabric movement will
not be restricted.
CK5150-XSM 29-33” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-SMA 33-37” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-MED 37-40” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-LRG 40-42” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-XLR 42-44” chest
£17 25 ea

9

Umpire’s Counter

£0 29 ea

NEW!

£5 18

£17.25

Umpire Coat

£17 25

Gray-Nicholls Matrix Trousers

£29 90

Modern cut, three-quarter length design coat.
CK2250-LRG Large
£29 90 ££17 25

Bowler’s Markers

These durable plastic markers, used by bowlers for
consistency and accuracy.

£6 84 ££4 60 ea CK1570

CK1560

5

£0 29

NOW

£4.60

Wooden mallet used for driving cricket stumps into the
ground.

£14 95

NEW!

4

SAVE!

NOW

£2.88

WAS

£6 84

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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£201 25

1

£155 25

Crazy Catch Professional Model - Classic

2

Designed for large groups for longer distance throwing and catching where there is plenty of space. This model has
hinges on both the long and the short sides to enable it to be used either horizontally or vertically.
CK2950
Size: 1.5m W x 91cm H, 12kg
£201 25 ea
£69 00

£55 20

NEW!

4
3

Rebound Net

Great for any school and can be used inside or out.
SE1592
Size: 98 W x 98cm H, weight 11kg
£20 70

£69 00 ea

Katchet Cricket Rebounder

This catching practice device is used by some of the best players and coaches in the
world. It can be used with soft or hard balls and offers practicality as well as portability.
It uses the simple principles of deflections and reaction and is an essential training tool
for any fielding position. Suitable for use with other sports.

£55 20 ea

CK4690

£17 25

£28 75

7
5

Kookaburra Fielding Practice Bat

Short bat for catching practice, it can also be used to help
with arm fatigue whilst increasing accuracy.

178

6

Kookaburra Shadow Bat

With a short handle and narrow body, this bat is ideal for
batting or wicket keeping practice.

£20 70 ea CK1990

CK1970

Crazy Catch Wild Child

Ideal size for indoor/outdoor use. Suitable for junior
school use where space is limited.
CK2960
Size: 93 W x 93cm H, 10kg £155 25 ea

£17 25 ea

Sidearm Cricket Ball Thrower

Used to provide a batsman with quick, accurate, swinging
and seaming deliveries with little effort. Replicating all the
rhythms and trajectories of a real bowler, giving the most
effective batting practice possible.
CK4810
Club Model
£28 75 ea
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Cricket
£2873 85

1

£470 58

BOLA Bowling Machine

A fully enclosed machine with a concave profile. Digital speed control with adjustable
speed in 1 mph increments between 15 and 95 mph. Spin, swing and pace bowling with
19 spin and swing settings. Electronic, random variation facility. Ball joint complemented
by a screw adjustment for precision line and length. Available with either a 12 volt
battery pack or a power pack.
CK2130-PRO
Machine with 12 Volt Battery
£2873 85 ea
CK2130-PRO-P
Machine with Power Pack
£3218 85 ea

2

BOLA Automatic Ball Feeder

An easily fitted automatic ball feeder to fit all BOLA Bowling Machines. Feeds a ball into
the machine every 7 or 11 seconds (as selected). Optional remote control on/off switch
allows interruptions as required. Warning lights indicate release of ball.

£470 58 ea

CK2190

£7 48

3

£276 00

4

BOLA Practice Balls

A dimpled ball specially made for use with all bowling machines. Giving best accuracy,
consistency and wear, with up to 5000 deliveries per ball.
CK2170-RD
Ball weight: 5oz, colour red
£7 48 ea
CK2170-YW
Ball weight: 5oz, colour yellow
£7 48 ea

SAVE!

5

WAS

£247 25
NOW

£182.

SpeedTrac X Sports Radar

CK2760
CK2760-POW

Battery saver and power pack

£247 ££182 ea
£42 55 ea
85

£85 10

85

Lightweight and easy to use. Measures up to 150mph (199Km/h). Support stand
included. Operates on 6 ‘AA’ batteries (not included).
25

Paceman Original S2 Club Bowling Machine

Offering a consistent and accurate throw, it can bowl up to 60 mph (100 kph) and
produce an in and out swinging ball. It comes complete with a 12 ball feeder and is easy
to assemble and use. Requires a mains power supply. Balls sold separately.
CK4840
Machine only
£276 00 ea
CK4650-12
Set of 12 balls
£34 50 set

6

Supido Multi Sports Speed Radar

Features clear display and voice readout. Accurately picks up speed to + / - 1 mile per
hour.

CK4640

£85 10 ea
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FLICX Portable 2G Cricket Pitches

Endorsed by the ECB for hardball cricket on prepared grass surfaces but also suitable for softball cricket. It quickly provides an extra playing surface for schools and clubs,
and has a consistent bounce to build confidence in players. Long lasting, durable and requiring little maintenance, pitches can be left out for the season or rolled out and used
whenever required. When left out, grass grows through the pitch for even better performance. All Pitches can be split into two batting ends for group coaching, or used in nets or
even used indoors for winter practice. All pitches are supplied with a multi-purpose trolley.

1

2G Flicx Match Pitches

Standard green with permanent creases and can be easily rolled for storage, for example the Match Pitch compromises of 2 rolls; each weighing 65kg when rolled and stored
each mat is 1.8 L x 0.5 W x 0.5m H. Available in three sizes. Supplied with a multi-purpose trolley.
CK1240-JUN
Junior Match Pitch, size: 16 L x 1.8m W
£2363 25 ea
CK1240-COL
Colt Pitch, size: 18 L x 1.8m W
£2702 50 ea
CK1240-FUL
Full Match Pitch, size: 20 L x 1.8m W
£2990 00 ea
£2472 50

£569 25
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2G Flicx Skills Pitches

Coloured coded for bowling and batting skills coaching, also for practice and matches.
Available in four sizes. Supplied with a multi-purpose trolley.
CK1250-JUN
Junior Skills Pitch, size 16.12 L x 1.8m W
£2472 50 ea
CK1250-COL
Colt Skills Pitch, size: 18.12 L x 1.8m W
£2875 00 ea
CK1250-FUL
Full Skills Pitch, size: 20.12 L x 1.8m W
£3133 75 ea
CK1250-BAT
Batting End, size 10 L x 1.8m W
£1592 75 ea

Suitable for cricket coaching at clubs and schools. Coloured tiles assist the batsman
in making decisions to play off the front or back foot. Suitable for both left and right
handed players. Supplied with a multi-purpose trolley.
CK2890
Size: 4 L x 1.4m W
£569 25 ea

£1538 13

£1831 84
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2G Practice Batting Ends

Suitable for net practice, can be laid onto existing surface or grass. Supplied with a
multi-purpose trolley.
CK1280
Size: 10 L x 1.8m W
£1538 13 ea
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2G Skills Throw Down

Premier Portable Cricket Cage

The ideal, portable, practice cage for schools and clubs of all standards. 50mm dia. tube
throughout complete with two large pneumatic-tyred wheels, this cage is extremely
sturdy. The cage can easily be transported to and from the practice field by two adults.
Cage supplied complete with 2mm thick black polypropylene netting and detachable
front lifting handle, which is lockable to prevent unauthorised play. Size 3.2 H x 3.6 W
x 7.2m D.
CK1340-STE
Galv. Steel, 199kg
£1831 84 ea
CK1340-ALU
Aluminium, 114kg
£1929 59 ea
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Cricket
£229 43

1

Cleverscore Portable A-Frame Scoreboard

£118 45

2

Gray-Nicholls Portable Scoreboard

A self-standing lightweight scoreboard designed to be easily transported, set up and
stored. The numbers are bold and clear and can be read from up to 250m away.

Ideal for school or club use and can be set up quickly and easily. Comes complete with
a strong manageable carry case.

CK4850

CK4520

£229 43 ea

£118 45 ea

£1322 50

£85 10

Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

Permanent Matting

3

4

Sight Screen

Sight screens can be a crucial piece of equipment where areas of the playing field need
to be protected. These sight screens have a hit ‘n’ miss boarding style and have heavy
duty wheels and axles, to make sure they withstand many years of use. Available in
timber, which is a cost effective solution, or a much sturdier and longer lasting Plastic
option.
CK4600
Timber - 3.05 x 3.05m
!£1322 50 ea
CK4610
Plastic - 4.00 x 4.00m
!£2702 50 ea

Roll Up Matting

Cricket Matting

Can be laid on any hard and level surface giving medium/fast play. Takes spin and
gives consistent bounce on its hard wearing 100% polypropylene needle punch
surface. Available as a Roll Up or a Permanent option, which is designed to be glued to
concrete. Both types are available in 2m widths and any length up to 10m. Adhesive for
Permanent Matting supplied in a 5 litre drum.
CK1030
Roll Up Matting
!£85 10 per lin metre
CK1050
Permanent Matting
!£51 75 per lin metre
SL1080
Adhesive 5L Drum for 8m2 approx.
£74 75 ea

H

5
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2
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£109 25

d

£115 00
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Matting Creel

6

Suitable for storage of cricket or bowls matting. Complete with two hand holds at either
end.
CK2870
Size: 200 L x 30 W x 30cm H
£115 00 ea

Outdoor Mat Trolley

This large-wheeled unit enables users to quickly and easily move lengths of matting
outdoors over longer distances.
CK1070
Size: 62 L x 55 W x 35cm H
£109 25 ea
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Curling
New Age Kurling

New Age Kurling can be played indoors on any smooth flat surface making it flexible and easy to set up. It can be played by people of all ages and abilities. Schools are seeing
the benefits and are introducing it into their weekly sports curriculum; it has become a regular sport in main stream schools and after school clubs.
£247 25

£276 00

S to

1

ra g e b a g

2

New Age Kurling Starter Set

Set contains 8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red (supplied in a bag).
IG1860
Starter set

£247 25 set

£293 25

New Age Kurling Game Set

Set contains 8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red (supplied in a bag) and a Target, size 1.2
L x 1.2m W.
IG1870
Game set
£276 00 set
£20 70

L ift

P us h
su
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i n pa i r s

3

4

New Age Kurling Competition Set

Set contains 8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red (supplied in a bag), a Target, size 1.2 L x
1.2m W and two Pushers.
IG1360
Competition set
£293 25 set

182

New Age Kurling Pushers

Designed to aid individuals who have difficulty bending down to release/collect the
Stones, but can also be used by anyone to change the dynamics of the game. Featuring
telescopic handles. Supplied in pairs.
IG1450
Closed length: 80cm. Extended length: 1.2m
£20 70 pr
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Curling
£32 20

1

New Age Kurling Target

£33 35

2

The original New Age Kurling Target, ‘nearest the centre wins’. Also suitable as a target
for many other games.
IG1690
Size: 1.2 L x 1.2m W
£32 20 ea

New Age Numbered Target

One target but two games can be played; either 'nearest the centre wins', or 'count the
points'. Also suitable as a target for many other games.
BO1210
Size: 1.2 L x 1.2m W
£33 35 ea

£34 50

£40 25

su

pp l i e d

x9

in sets

3

New Age Kurling Kounters Target

4

Lots of games can be played with this target, 'pontoon', 'darts’ or make up your own
games. Also suitable as a target for many other games.
IG1700
Size: 1.2 L x 1.2m W
£34 50 ea

New Age Kurling Golf

Set out a course and the player to finish in the least number of 'pushes' is the winner.
The set contains 9 Numbered Mats.
IG1730
Size: 38 L x 38cm W
£40 25 set
£59 80

£80 50

5

6

New Age Edge Target

Incorporating addition and subtraction, play a points counting game the highest score
wins. Suitable as a target for many other games. Supplied with Game Rules.
IG2010
Size: 1.2m L x 60cm W
£80 50 ea

New Age Slider Target

Ever decreasing sized scoring blocks, numbered 1 to 5, the hardest block to land on
being the smallest size. Land on the circle or break the line to double your score.
Winner of CBBC’s game of the year. Suitable as a target for many other games.
IG2050
Size: 1.2m L x 60cm W
£59 80 ea
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Curling
£224 25

£113 85

NEW!
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in sets

1

New Age Curling Floor Covering Mat

A weatherproof vinyl floor covering which allows play to take place almost anywhere.
When used outside it is advisable to ensure the area is clear of debris. Size: 14 L x 1.5m
W. Weight 14kg.

£224 25 ea

IG2150

50 pages
per pad

1-
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£14 95
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New Age Scoreboard

4

New Age Kurling Scorecards

Pack containing five pads each with 50 printed score sheets.
IG2030
Size: 17 L x 9.5cm W

£14 95 set

£12 65
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£155 25
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New Age Kurling Chute/Ramp

6

New Age Kurling Stone Bearings

A set of replacement bearings for New Age Kurling Stones.
IG1980
Set of 3

£12 65 set
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Allows players to play their shot from a sitting position. Fibreglass construction makes
the ramp light and portable.
IG1740
Size: 1.8m L x 25 W x 4cm H
£155 25 ea

184

pp l i e d

x3

A printed plastic scoreboard suitable for use with many sports, showing 1 - 21 points
and up to 11 ‘ends’.
IG2020
Size: 46 L x 23cm W
£42 55 ea

5

New Age Kurling Kroquet

s'

£42 55

2

Loosely based on the original game but using New Age Kurling Stones instead of balls.
Can also be used with the Pushers. Set contains nine hoops.
IG2040
Hoop size: 20 H x 37cm W
£113 85 set
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Dance, Movement & Rhythmic Gymnastics
£78 20

£69 00

2
1

Visual Movement Kit

A range of equipment to create visual spectacles and aid expressive movement.

£78 20 set

SE1457

Creative Movement Kit Small

Set contains 4 Rainbow Ribbons (length 2m or 3m), 2 Rainbow Ribbons (length 3m
or 4m), 6 Dancing Rainbow Rings (length 30cm or 60cm), 8 Primary Pom-Poms and a
holdall. Available with two different lengths of ribbons.
SE4360
Shorter lengths of ribbon
£69 00 set
SE4370
Longer lengths of ribbon
£80 50 set

£52 90

3

Expressive Movement Kit

£161 00

4

Rhythmic Gymnastics Kit

Set contains 12 MasterPlay® Pom-Poms, 8 Dancing Rainbow Rings (dia. 60mm) and 8
Duo Ribbon Wands all supplied in a holdall.

Set contains 8 Gymnastics Balls, 16 Junior Gym Clubs, 8 Ribbons and Sticks/Wands
(ribbon length 4m), 8 Coloured Gym Ropes and a holdall.

SE1571

SE6820

£52 90 set

£161 00 set

£2 88

£12 65

For our full range of Pom Poms
see pages 154-155
5

6

Primary Playtime Pom-Poms

Ideal for most ‘music and movement’ exercise, either for individual children or for
synchronised group displays. Available in blue, green, red, white and yellow.
SE7510
Single Pom, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
SE7510-10
Bag of 10, mixed colours
£27 60 set

MasterPlay® Pom-Poms

Metallic coloured pom-poms; suitable for children to express themselves in dance and
movement activities. Pom length: 32cm. Handle length: 9cm. Supplied in mixed colour
sets of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow.
SE1568-6
Set of 6
£12 65 set
SE1568-12
Set of 12
£21 85 set
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Dance, Movement & Rhythmic Gymnastics
£4 03

£1 44

Id

1

Flutter By Scarves
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Provides an imaginative starter accessory for dance and movement activities. Supplied
with a leaflet full of ideas and tips. Supplied as a set of 3.
SE1036
Size: 30 L x 30cm W
£4 03 set
SE1036-6
Bag of 6 sets
£23 00 set
SE1036-12
Bag of 12 sets
£46 00 set

WAS

NOW

£3.45

4

Medium & Large Scarves

Bright and colourful scarves used to encourage children to use their imagination as they
interact with the scarves. Supplied as a set of 3.
SE1139-MED
Medium, size: 66 L x 66cm W
£4 31 set
SE1139-MED-4
Medium, bag of 4 sets
£16 10 set
SE1139-LRG
Large, size: 1.8 L x 1.35m W
£14 95 set
SE1139-LRG-4
Large, bag of 4 sets
£57 50 set
£8 05

Double Ribbon Set

A set of 6 wands, each with two colour coded ribbons attached to them. Wand length
23cm
SE4080-3
Ribbon length: 91cm
£8 05 set
SE4080-6
Ribbon length: 1.82m
£14 89 ££11 50 set

186

Rainbow Ribbons

£3 45

SAVE!

SAVE!

Used to encourage children to express their creative side.
SE4170-2
Ribbon length: 2m, Wand length: 30cm
SE4170-2-8
Ribbon length: 2m, bag of 8
SE4170-3
Ribbon length: 3m, Wand length: 40cm
SE4170-3-8
Ribbon length: 3m, bag of 8
SE4170-4
Ribbon length: 4m, Wand length: 50cm
SE4170-4-8
Ribbon length: 4m, bag of 8

6
5

Scarves

£4 31

£4 31

3

2

Used by British Gymnastics in their Jump into Gymnastics programme. Size: 30 L x
30cm W.
SE1521
Set of 4
£1 44 set
SE1521-6-PB
Set of 24
£8 05 set

£4 31 ££3 45 ea
£35 65 ££25 30 set
£5 18 ££4 03 ea
£42 55 ££27 60 set
£6 90 ££5 75 ea
£56 35 ££40 25 set

SAVE!

Multi Ribbons

A set of 4 wands, with either 3 or 4 coloured ribbons attached to them. Wand length
30cm. Ribbon length 1m.
SE4120-3
With three ribbons
£3 45 ea
85
SE4120-3-6
With three ribbons, bag of 6
£21 ££17 25 ea
SE4120-4
With four ribbons
£4 03 ea
SE4120-4-6
With four ribbons, bag of 6
£21 85 ea
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Dance, Movement & Rhythmic Gymnastics
£6 61

£6 90

2

1

Gymnastic Ribbons

Used by British Gymnastics in their Jump into Gymnastics programme. Ribbon length:
3m, Wand length 30cm.
SE1522
Set of 4
£6 61 ea
SE1522-6-PB
Set of 24
£36 80 set

Rhythmic Gymnastics Ribbon Wands

A single sided satin ribbon with double thickness for the first metre and a fibreglass
wand which gives a delicate control to the Ribbon. Available in blue, green, red, yellow.
SE4110-4
Length: 4m, please specify colour
£6 90 ea
SE4110-4-8
Length: 4m, bag of 8
£51 75 set
SE4110-6
Length: 6m, please specify colour
£7 48 ea
SE4110-6-8
Length: 6m, bag of 8
£55 20 set
SE4110-RIB-4
Spare 4m Ribbon, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
SE4110-RIB-6
Spare 6m Ribbon, please specify colour
£3 45 ea
SE4110-STK
Spare Wand
£3 45 ea

£2 88

3

£9 20

Dancing Rainbow Rings

Coloured tassels attached to a plastic ring which is easy
for children to hold allowing them to get all the fun of a
rainbow ribbon without the stick.
SE4180-30
Length: 30cm
£2 88 ea
SE4180-30-8
Length: 30cm, bag of 8 £21 85 set
SE4180-60
Length: 60cm
£3 45 ea
SE4180-60-8
Length: 60cm, bag of 8 £26 45 set

4

Duo Ribbon Wands

5

Each Ribbon Wand is complete with 12 short ribbons, 6
attached to each end. Available in mixed colour sets of
blue, green, red, yellow.
SE8720-4-PB Set of 4
£9 20 set
SE8720-8
Bag of 8
£17 25 set

£6 90

6

£4 31

£6 90

Coloured Gym Rope

Plaited polypropylene ropes. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow. These colourful and durable ropes are available in
2 lengths, either 2m (58g) or 3m (82g) long. Dia. 10mm.
SE3090-2-4-PB Length: 2m, set of 4
£4 31 set
SE3090-3-4-PB Length: 3m, set of 4
£5 18 set

Available in
blue, green,
pink or yellow

£6 90

Rhythmic Gymnastics Ball

Suitable for competition and practice. The ball size can
be altered by inflating between dia. 16 & 19cm. FIG
approved. Weight 400g. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow.
SE4130
Please specify colour
£6 90 ea

7

Rhythmic Gymnastics Club

Available in blue, green, red, yellow. Length 35cm.
SE5020
Please specify colour
£6 90

8
pr

Rhythmic Gymnastics Hoop

Available in blue, green, pink, yellow. Dia. 82cm
SE7620
Please specify colour
£6 90
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Dance, Movement & Rhythmic Gymnastics
£34 50

1

£4 89

NEW!

Percussion Set

Set contains a pair of maracas, a pair of castanets,
tambourine, triangle and beater, pair of claves, rhythmclapper, single tone guiro and beater, a pair of finger
cymbals, wooden shaker pot and a 13 bell jingle stick.
Suppled in a bag.
SE1554
Set of 10
£34 50 set
£4 60

4

£39 10

NEW!

2

Tambourine

3

Varnished wooden tambourine with 4 pairs of bells and a
real skin top. Dia. 15cm

Producing a loud clear resonant tone from the 4 metal
bells attached to either a bendy plastic, or hook and look
strap.
SE1102
Soft plastic strap, set of 4
£4 60 set
SE1609-6-PB Hook and loop strap, set of 6 £14 95 set

5

£32 80

Tap Sticks

6

Tap the sticks together whilst performing co-ordinated
actions to musical accompaniment. Hands on experience
in the basics of rhythm and co-ordination.
SE7900-8
Bag of 8
£18 40 set
SE7900-16
Bag of 16
£34 50 set
SE7900-24
Bag of 24
£51 75 set

7’ high

£136 85

£39 10 ea

£4 89 ea SE1633

SE1632-15
£18 40

Wrist & Ankle Bells

Bongo Drum

Constructed from hardwood with real skin tops that gives
two distinct tones. Dia. 15cm and 17.5cm.

Maypole Resources

The Manual has pictures/diagrams of 19 dances
and features history, inclusion and links to the wider
curriculum. CD supports the Manual and contains 14
tracks.
SE2530-IM
The Maypole Manual
£32 80 ea*
SE2530-CD
The Maypole Music CD
£20 15 ea

12’ high

£448 50
Extra
No
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7

Junior Maypole

Offers a simple indoor/outdoor use product with 12 ribbons on a revolving crown. Easy
to erect and supplied complete with a 19ltr sand/water fillable ballast box.
SE1203
Height: 2.1m, base dia. 43cm
£136 85 ea

188
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Crown Maypole

Green powder coated sturdy steel construction, the pole is sectional for storage whilst
the Crown features sufficient hooks for 24 dancers. Supplied complete with 24 brightly
coloured ribbons with hand loops in four colours. Base size: 95 L x 95cm W.
SE1450
Height: 3.66m
£448 50 ea
SE1450-RIB
24 Spare ribbons
£148 35 set
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Dodgeball
British Dodgeball
www.britishdodgeball.org
British Dodgeball is recognised as the National Governing Body for the sport of dodgeball in
Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the UK) by the World Dodgeball Federation and the European
Dodgeball Federation.
British Dodgeball’s mission is to ‘inspire generations and communities to experience the benefits
of playing dodgeball’.
Bishop Sports & Leisure are delighted to be working in partnership with British Dodgeball to meet
all your dodgeball requirements.

NEW!

1

£6 90

British Dodgeball MasterPlay® Dodgeball

£6 90

NEW!

2

British Dodgeball MasterPlay® Dodgeball

Approved by British Dodgeball as the official ball for primary school use. The ball has a
low bounce and features a durable coating. Dia. 15cm. Colour red.

Approved by British Dodgeball as the official ball for primary school use. The ball has a
low bounce and features a durable coating. Dia. 15cm. Colour yellow.

DB1016-RD
DB1016-RD-6

DB1016-YW
DB1016-YW-6

£6 90 ea
£40 25 set

Set of 6

£6 90 ea
£40 25 set

Set of 6

Dodgeball is a cost-effective sport with high levels of physical activity. British Dodgeball want to support more teachers, coaches, children and leaders to be able
to deliver and play dodgeball correctly within their schools.

NEW!

3

£40 25

British Dodgeball Primary Pack

4

A set of British Dodgeball approved MasterPlay® Foam Dodgeballs. Available as a
mixed coloured sets of 6 (3 of each colour) or a bag of 20 (10 of each colour).
DB1016-6
Dia. 15cm, set of 6
£40 25 set
DB1016-20
Dia. 15cm, bag of 20
£140 30 set

£7 76

NEW!

British Dodgeball SAFABALL™ Dodgeball

Approved by British Dodgeball, a low-sting junior training ball that is perfect to use as an
entry level ball. Also suitable for outside use. Dia. 20cm. Colour yellow.

DB1017
DB1017-10

Bag of 10

£7 76 ea
£80 50 set
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Dodgeball
Dodgeball is one of the most popular sports to play at school and British Dodgeball are continually aiming to create new opportunities for all.

£74 75

1

£74 75

NEW!

British Dodgeball Starter Kit

2

NEW!

British Dodgeball Play Kit

Designed to get children active and playing Dodgeball. Contents include 6 Official
British Dodgeball MasterPlay® Foam Balls, 12 Mesh Bibs (6 of two different colours), a
set of 25 Space Markers and a holdall.

Can be used for training sessions and fun games. Also suitable for outside play.
Contents include 6 Official British Dodgeball SAFABALLs, 12 Mesh Bibs (6 of two
different colours) and a holdall.

DB1019

DB1020

£74 75 set

£74 75 set

British Dodgeball School Membership provides a range of support for the development of the sport. For more information contact: hello@britishdodgeball.com

£8 63

3

£103 50

NEW!

British Dodgeball Match Ball

British Dodgeball approved Match ball. Manufactured from a durable soft polyester
cloth fabric for enhanced player experience with a 4mm foam layer over a butyl bladder.
Available in Size 2 (dia. 16.5cm) suitable for Yr 7 – 9 or Size 3 (dia. 18cm) suitable for Yr
10+ and in two colours blue/white and red/white, please specify colour.
DB1018-2
Size 2, dia. 16.5cm, please specify colour
£8 63 ea
DB1018-2-6
Size 2, dia. 16.5cm, Set of 6, please specify colour
£50 60 set
DB1018-3
Size 3, dia. 18cm, please specify colour
£8 63 ea
DB1018-3-6
Size 3, dia. 18cm, Set of 6, please specify colour
£50 60 set

190

4

NEW!

British Dodgeball Match Ball Pack

British Dodgeball approved Match ball. Manufactured from a durable soft polyester
cloth fabric for enhanced player experience with a 4mm foam layer over a butyl bladder.
Available in Size 2 (dia. 16.5cm) suitable for Yr 7 – 9 or Size 3 (dia. 18cm) suitable for Yr
10+. Supplied in a mixed coloured set of 12 (6 each of both blue/white and red/white
balls) in a bag.
DB1018-2-12
Size 2, mixed colours, bag of 12
£103 50 set
DB1018-3-12
Size 3, mixed colours, bag of 12
£103 50 set
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Dodgeball
£10 35

£2 88

2
1

Knee Protection Pads

Lightweight foam pad, elasticated fit with a thick high
density foam covering the knee.
HB1028-SMA Small
£10 35 pr
HB1028-MED Medium
£10 35 pr
HB1028-LRG Large
£10 35 pr

£69 00

Mesh Training Bib

100% polyester breathable airtex style bib. Available in
blue, green, pink, red, white and yellow.
GK1710-S
Small, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
GK1710-S-6
Small, set of 6
£16 10 set
GK1710-M
Medium, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
GK1710-M-6 Medium, set of 6
£16 10 set
GK1710-L
Large, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
GK1710-L-6
Large, set of 6
£6 10 set

3

Rebound Net

Great for any school and can be used inside or out.
SE1592
Size: 98 W x 98cm H, weight 11kg £69 00

ea

Recent data from the Youth Sport Trust, Sport Wales and Ofsted shows that dodgeball is one of the most in demand sports in schools. Ofsted’s recent report into
obesity, healthy eating and physical activity has shown that 33% of primary school children want to do more dodgeball. Higher than any other sport!
£7 48

£6 04

5
4

MasterSport® Storage Sack

Breathable storage sack made from nylon with mesh
panels, features draw cord closure and a padded
shoulder strap.
SE1543
Length: 90cm, dia. 49cm
£7 48 ea

Space Markers

£27 60

6

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 mixed colours or as a set
of 50 white only. Dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

Activate™ Court Marker Set

A simple way for marking out a court/area. Featuring
bevelled edges and available in orange or purple. Please
specify colour. Line size: 35 L x 7cm W.
SE1091
Court marker set
£27 60 set
SE1042
Corner, please specify colour
£1 73 ea
SE1045
Line, please specify colour
£1 15 ea

By using the right equipment, and following the growing pathways British Dodgeball, alongside their members and partners are putting in place the long term
sustainability of the sport.
£4 60

7

Fastime 0 Stopwatch

8

1/100 second stopwatch with lap facility, time of day and
alarm set with a water resistant case. Supplied complete
with a neck cord and SR44 battery. Size: 7 L x 6cm W.
Digit height: 7mm.

£4 60 ea

SC1620

Hygienic
whistle

£6 90

Squeeze Whistle

A soft plastic whistle which is squeezed by hand rather
than blown so can be shared by any number of people.
Complete with lanyard. Size 13 L x 4cm W approx.

FB5550
FB5550-6-PB

Set of 6

£6 90 ea
£36 80 set

£6 61

9

Stirrup Pump

Complete with needle adaptor.
FB1630
Hand Pump
FB1640
Stirrup Pump
FB1640-NED-12 Spare Needle, set of 12

£6 61 ea
£11 21 ea
£3 45 set
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NOW

£28.75

£44 85

SAVE!

£166 75

3
1

Nuband Activ+

Wireless Activity and Sleep Tracker. Track steps, distance,
calories burned and also sleep activity. Available with Free
App on selected iOS and Android phones and tablets.
Connects via Bluetooth and comes complete with Micro
USB charger. Water resistant/splashproof.
FF2330
Weight: 50g
£34 50 ££28 75 ea
FF2330-10-PB Set of 10
£322 00 ££258 75 set

Sigma iD.GO Heart Rate Monitor

WAS

£4 60

£224 25

NOW

£3.45

mp

us
le h
a n d-h eld

£13 80

SAVE!

e

Biosig Mini Instapulse

M ic

5

Instant pulse measurement, ideal for group situations
such as after the Bleep Test. Baton reads a pulse within 5
seconds when held.
FF2030
Length: 18cm
£224 25 ea

£166 75 ea

FF2340

ea

a
pl
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o nt r o l s & d i s

Cl

Si

4

2

An entry level, easy to use sport watch with heart rate
functions. Displays ECG accurate heart rate information
during all of your activities. All values are shown on one
display with large, easy to read digits.
AE1690-BK
Transmitter belt included
£44 85 ea

Polar M200

A water resistant GPS watch with on-wrist heart rate
monitoring and 24/7 activity/sleep tracking. Features
include calories burned, various running programmes
and an index to show progression, a guide to how your
activity levels vary during different stages of the day. Link
your phone to the device and monitor on the Polar Flow
app as well as receive incoming call notifications. Weight:
44g.

y

WAS

£34 50

r o si ze d !

6

York Pedometer

Measures: steps up to 99,999, distance, calories, speed
and time. Complete with convenient belt clip.

AE1770
AE1770-10-PB Set of 10

Tanita PD-637 Pedometer

Measures and records distance, steps, calorie count,
activity time and features a pace-setting function with
an audible tone for on-tempo/on-target training. Belt clip
battery cover and safety strap/lanyard included.

£4 60 ££3 45 ea
£43 70 ££28 75 set EE3890

£13 80 ea

£362 25

7

Education Pedometer Pack

Pack includes 30 Pedometers to encourage essential exercise especially at Key Stages 2 & 3, 20 Lesson Plans with photocopiable material supplied with a sturdy compartment
box and a Step-Distance Conversion Chart. Pedometer available individually.
EE3950
Education pack
£362 25 set
EE3940
Pedometer only
£14 95 ea
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£47 15

£69 00

£105 80

3
1

2

Omron M2

Fully automatic arm blood pressure monitor. This unit
allows you to measure blood pressure and pulse rate
simply, quickly and accurately. Batteries included.
FF2320
22-32cm cuff
£47 15 ea

Omron M3

Fully automatic clinically validated monitor with
Intellisense technology; features 60 memories, onebutton operation and an irregular heartbeat indicator.
Batteries included.
FF1170
22-32cm cuff
£69 00 ea

Omron M6 Comfort

Fully automatic clinically validated monitor with
Intellisense technology; features 90 memories, onebutton operation and irregular heartbeat indicator. Also
features hypertension level indicator and an averaging
mode to compare the last three readings within a 10
minute period. Batteries included.
FF1120
22-32cm cuff
£105 80 ea

£6 61

4

SECA 201 Circumference Measuring Tape

£12 65

5

SECA 203 Measuring Tape / WHR

Unwinds easily and locks in place precisely to measure girth with millimetre precision
up to 2050mm. The ergonomically shaped housing is tough and withstands accidental
dropping.

Measures girth with millimetre precision up to 2050mm but also has an extra instrument
to calculate the Waist-to-Hip (WHR) ratio, which is an indicator of the health of a person.
Supplied complete with basic instructions.

FF2160

FF2180

£6 61 ea

£118 45

6

£50 60

7
		

SECA 760 Floor Scale

Traditional, accurate and simple to use; manufactured
using heavy duty steel and featuring an easy to read dial
face showing kg/lbs.
FF1400
150kg maximum capacity
£118 45 ea

£12 65 ea

Tanita UM076
Weighing Scale/Body Fat Monitor

Uses bioelectrical impedance to measure body fat;
features a stylish 3cm black LCD display with a bright
white backlight and 8 setup memories.
FF2260
150kg maximum capacity
£50 60 ea

£97 75

8

SECA 813 Flat Scale

Features a rubber coated top and offers high capacity
with an electronic read out showing kg/lbs.
FF2310
200kg maximum capacity
£97 75 ea
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£79 35

£13 80
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Height Meter

Attaches onto a wall 2 metres off the ground using the
simple fixings provided. A retractable measuring piece is
then pulled down to the subject to show their height.

£13 80

£24 15

5

Rotates to a precise angular position, ideal for quick,
simple and accurate measurement or monitoring of joint
flexibility. Manufactured from transparent plastic, 30cm
long with a 360 degree scale.

r
g ht & p o

Invicta Height Measure

£10 35 ea EE3850

Goniometer

wei

Endorsed by The Child Growth Foundation; a freestanding, toughened plastic and portable stadiometer
allowing standing-height measurement to be recorded in
metric and imperial values almost anywhere. Its 4 upright
sections install/dismantle within seconds. Supplied
complete with a teaching project guide and a carrying
handle. Measures to 2 metres (6ft 6in).

FF1160

4

t

b
ta

le

£10 35

£17 25

£11 50

6

7

Mini Peak Flow Meter

194

8

Takei Jump Meter

A simple and accurate means to conduct a standing
vertical jump test of lower body muscular strength and
power. The unit has an adjustable waist belt with a cord
secured to a rubber mat and a large, easy-to-read digital
display with a range of 5-99cm in 1cm graduations.

£24 15 ea AE1680

£161 00

NEW!

9
Supplied with one mouth piece, is an inexpensive,
accurate and convenient meter to measure peak
expiratory flow rate (PEFR), which is a person's ability to
breathe out air and an indicator of lung capacity.
FF1270
Peak Flow Meter
£17 25 ea
FF1340-100
100 Disposable mouth pieces £9 20 set
FF1340-500
500 Disposable mouth pieces £37 95 set

£13 80 ea

£422 05

Used for measuring skinfold thickness as an estimation of
body fat percentage. This instrument measures skinfolds
up to 80mm and is accurate enough for professional use.
Supplied complete with a 22-page explanatory booklet.

£13 80 ea FF1100

Invicta Measure

£79 35 ea EE3860

Slim Guide Skinfold Caliper

FF1790

3

A simple device to help measure, record and then
calculate areas and volumes on a whole range of objects.
Includes metric, imperial values and international sizes.

Peak Flow Meter

An accurate, compact and lightweight portable unit.
Features a comfortable integral mouthpiece, suitable for
adults and children. Conforms to all peak flow standards
including ISO23747:2007. Mouthpieces sold separately.

FF2360
£11 50 ea
FF2370-200 Disposable mouthpieces, set of 200 £46 00 set

£422 05 ea

NEW!

Lung Age Respiratory Monitor

A quick and simple to use monitor used to interpret
lung age to help illustrate the impact of smoking on the
subject's lungs. Measures the maximal amount of air you
can forcefully exhale in one second (FEV1) and displays
FEV1 as a percentage of predicted value. Colour zones
are shown to indicate abnormality level. Automatically
calculates the best FEV1 from multiple blows. Disposable
mouthpieces sold separately.

FF2350
£161 00 ea
FF2370-200 Disposable mouthpieces, set of 200 £46 00 set
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£20 70

1
		

Abdominal Curl Conditioning
Test CD

Supported by Sports Coach UK to provide a measure
of muscular strength and endurance of the abdominal
muscles and hip-flexors, which are important in back
support and core stability. Explanatory booklet included.

£23 00

Beep
Test
2 Multi-Stage Fitness Test CD

3

Test begins at walking pace and progresses into a standard
20m shuttle run endurance test, supported by Sports
Coach UK to provide an accurate test of cardiovascular
fitness, one of the more important components of fitness.
Complete with an in-depth explanatory booklet detailing
how to estimate an athlete’s VO2 max.

£20 70 ea FF1770-CD

EE3880

£32 20

£23 00 ea

Chester Step Test

A worldwide submaximal, multistage aerobic capacity
test used for health & fitness screening programmes
and for entry into the UK Fire Service. The complete
set includes a 30cm Chester Step Box, Fitness Training
Computer, a Resource Manual and software licence.
EE3870-MAN Resource manual
£32 20 set
EE3870-SDL
Software licence
£92 00 set
EE3870-30-SET Complete set
£178 25 set

£73 60

£100 05
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Steel Sit and Reach Box

g n et ic c u r s o

r

A simple and universally accepted broad jump test of muscular strength and power of
the lower body. A highly durable rubberised plastic mat that rolls for easy storage. Mat
length 3.5m, 5cm increment markings.

Featuring 2 easy switch settings starting at 15cm or 30cm for all protocols of functional
testing of leg, hip and trunk flexibility. Supplied complete with instructions and a
magnetic cursor for use on the hard wearing and scratch resistant measuring scale,
whilst the supporting steel box incorporates lockable storage for additional testing
equipment.

SE2170

FF1150

4

Standing Long Jump Mat

£73 60 ea

£140 30

£159 85

7
		
6

Junior Vertical Jump/Sit & Reach

For measuring standing vertical jumps or in the horizontal
position for sit and reach flexibility testing.

Vertical Jump Tip-2-Tip,
Sergeant Jump Board

£73 60

8

A popular internationally recognised standing vertical
jump as a test of lower body muscular strength and
power. This test device can be fixed to any suitable
vertical surface and uses a magnetically held sliding
scale, which is adjusted to the participant’s height before
each jump; laminated activity card supplied.

£140 30 ea AT2560

AT1340

£100 05 ea

£159 85 ea

Speed Bounce Mat

Intended to test speed, agility, co-ordination and
endurance. Participants jump two-footed from side to
side over a foam wedge, as many times as possible in
a specified time, and a subject’s performance can easily
be counted using a Pedometer. Laminated activity card
supplied.
AT2630
Length 1m, height: 20cm
£73 60 ea
AT2630-4
Bag of 4
£284 05 pk
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£4 31

1

MasterPlay® Exercise Mat

EPE foam construction with a durable hammer finish providing good thermal insulation and high tear resistance. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
AE1270-BE
Size: 100 L x 50cm W x 10mm (thick), blue
AE1270-BE-6
Blue, set of 6
AE1270-GN
Size: 100 L x 50cm W x 10mm (thick), green
AE1270-GN-6
Green, set of 6
AE1270-RD
Size: 100 L x 50cm W x 10mm (thick), red
AE1270-RD-6
Red, set of 6
AE1270-YW
Size: 100 L x 50cm W x 10mm (thick), yellow
AE1270-YW-6
Yellow, set of 6

Mats available in
sets of six

£4 89

£8 05

EV

2

A ' S o ft f e e l

'

Plasta Classic Aerobics Mat

Featuring a hammer finish for durability and resistance to wear, also has good thermal
insulation from cold floors. Available in blue, green or red.
AE1240-BE
Size: 99 L x 49cm W x 10mm (thick), blue
£4 89 ea
AE1240-BE-6
Blue, set of 6
£27 60 set
AE1240-GN
Size: 99 L x 49cm W x 10mm (thick), green
£4 89 ea
AE1240-GN-6
Green, set of 6
£27 60 set
AE1240-RD
Size: 99 L x 49cm W x 10mm (thick), red
£4 89 ea
AE1240-RD-6
Red, set of 6
£27 60 set
£18 40

4

£4 89 ea
£27 60 set
£4 89 ea
£27 60 set
£4 31 ea
£23 00 set
£4 89 ea
£27 60 set

EVA Classic Mat

£12 65

Premier Rubber Foam Aerobics Mat

5

A large yoga or aerobics mat constructed with closed cell technology to increase
hygiene by preventing the absorption of liquid. Features a slip proof surface and eyelets
for storage. Colour; blue.
AE1380
Size: 180 Lx 58cm W x 10mm (thick)
£18 40 ea

196

3

A hard wearing and durable mat offering a soft feel for greater comfort. Available in
blue or purple.
AE1310-BE
Size: 98 L x 72cm W x 10mm (thick), blue
£8 05 ea
AE1310-BE-6
Blue, set of 6
£46 00 set

Mat Holder Brackets

Perfect for mats with eyelets, the Mat Holder Brackets can also be used for other
lightweight duties; supplied in two pieces enabling universal fitting widths. Mounting
plate size: 5 W 10cm H. Pole size: 25cm L x dia. 12mm.

£12 65 pr

GY3630
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£19 55

1

2

MAD Pro Stretch Tri-Fold Aerobics Mat

Reversible and anti-slip, can also be used folded for extra cushioning. Made from
closed cell technology, wipe clean embossed EVA foam. Colour; dark grey.
AE1740-GR
Size: 134 L x 50cm W x 9mm (thick)
£19 55 ea

NEW!

3

£26 45

Core Fitness Mat

An ideal mat when storage space is limited. The NBR foam offers excellent cushioning
and memory. Lightweight and comes complete with a removable carry strap.

£26 45 ea
£28 75 ea

AE1800-10-BE
AE1800-15-BK

£17 25

£37 95

4

Yoga Warrior II Mat

A phthalate free mat offering excellent cushioning and improved grip. Weight: 1.1kg.
AE1820-04
Size: 183 L x 61cm W x 4mm thick
£17 25 ea
AE1820-06
Size: 183 L x 61cm W x 6mm thick
£21 85 ea

Align-Pilates Studio Mat

Made from 100% recyclable TPE, impermeable and hygienic; latex and PVC free.
Available with or without eyelets.
AE1790-10-GR
Size: 180 L x 60cm W x 10mm (thick)
£37 95 ea
AE1790-10-GR-H Size: 180 L x 60cm W x 10mm (thick), with eyelets
£40 25 ea
Green

£62 10

Hi
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h

5

Club Judo Mats
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Offering excellent performance for Martial Arts at all levels. They feature a traditional tatami patterned heavy duty fire retardant PVC cover with either a reinforced latex anti-slip
base or a superior cellular rubber base. Containing high density Combustion Modified chip foam, all corners are heat welded/sealed. Available in green or red. Please specify
colour when ordering.

Latex Base
GY1340-LX
GY1350-LX

1 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 9kg
2 L x 2m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 18kg

£62 10 ea
£106 95 ea

Rubber Base

GY1340-CL
GY1350-CL

1 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 9kg
2 L x 2m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 18kg

£67 85 ea
£120 75 ea
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£6 90

£6 90

NEW!

£23 00

NEW!

3
2
1

Yoga Belt

Ideal for general usage, in particular for extending the
arms or by providing the required tension of a pose
without straining.
AE1840-02
Size: 2m L x 38mm W
£6 90 ea

Yoga Brick

Use a yoga brick to extend your reach and provide
support, or lift, during your practice. The hi-density bricks
are solid, providing support without bending or squashing
whilst being safer and lighter than the traditional wooden
yoga brick.
AE1830
Size: 22 L x 11 W x 7cm H
£6 90 ea

£10 93

4

£6 33

Yoga Pretzels

Providing 50 activities for children and adults through a vibrant and colourful set of
illustrated cards that give a healthy dose of fun and education, while teaching all the
yoga basics to help the head and heart.
AE1750
Pack of 50 cards
£10 93 ea

Foam Roller

Spikey Massage Ball
£6 33 ea

AE1810-3

7

Used for myofascial self-massage, rehabilitation and as part of Pilates or Yoga workouts
and fitness routines.
EE4270
Size: 45cm L x 15cm Dia.
£13 80 ea

198

5

Designed to help release muscle tension. 3 varying levels of hardness; blue; soft, green;
medium, grey; hard.

£29 90

£13 80

6

Yoga Essential Kit

Combining old world knowledge with new discoveries to
help provide a workout balancing energy, strength and
stability. Kit includes: 1 x Mat; compact, rollable textured
foam, size: 172 L x 60cm W x 3.5mm. 1 x Brick; high
density foam, size: 22 L x 13 W x 7.5cm H. 1 x Belt; black
nylon with plastic buckle, size: 182 L x 4cm W.
AE1400
Yoga Essentials Kit
£23 00 set
AE1400-MAT Mat only
£21 85 ea
AE1400-BEL
Belt only
£3 45 ea
AE1400-BRI
Brick only
£3 16 ea

NEW!

Vari-Massage Foam Roller

This rollers dual ABS and EVA construction will not break down, lose it’s shape, or
require costly replacement as a result of day to day use.
AE1850
Size: 30.5cm L x 12cm dia.
£29 90 ea
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£25

5cm

2
Aerobics Step

1

A heavy duty unit to tone hips and thighs whilst strengthening the cardio-vascular
system. It offers a shock absorbing, non-skid surface, adjustable up to a maximum
height of 20cm, and has excellent grip on any floor. Maximum load capacity 680kg.
AE1610
Size: 80 L x 30 W x 20cm H
£25 30 ea

WAS

£69 00

SAVE!

30

NOW

£56.35

r is e r s

MAD Studio Aerobic Step

A highly functional modular product. The starter set includes 4 slot on Risers, enabling
adjustment to 11, 16 or 21cm. High density polyethylene construction with anti-slip
pads on all components. Additional 5cm Risers are available for extra height. Platform
size: 110 L x 41 W x 11cm H. Load capacity: 200kg.
EE3910-SET
Starter set
£69 00 ££56 35 set
EE3910-RIS-2
Additional Riser Pair
£16 10 pr

Co
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me

£28 75

de

£75 96
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Studio Pro Rebound Trainer

A commercial grade rebounder ideal for zero impact aerobic exercise. Featuring foldable
chrome legs. Maximum user weight; 125kg.
AE1780
Size: 100 L x 25.4cm W
£75 96 ea

4

AB Trimmer

Ideal for firming and flattening stomach muscles, supplied with an integral head support.

£28 75 ea

AE1070

£4 89

5

Latex Exercise Bands

SAVE!

6

Used for training and rehabilitation exercises. Size: 1.2m.
AE1230-01.2-LIG Light Resistance
AE1230-01.2-MED Medium Resistance
AE1230-01.2-STR Strong Resistance

£4 89 ea
£5 06 ea
£5 18 ea

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

NOW

£5.18

Rubber Pull Exerciser

Heavy duty with comfortable hand grips.
AE1420-11
Light, 2mm, dia. 11mm
AE1420-12
Medium, 2.5mm, dia. 12mm
AE1420-13
Heavy, 3mm, dia. 13mm

£6 33 ££5 18 ea
£8 05 ££5 75 ea
£6 90 ea
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WAS

£23 00
NOW

£18.40

£29 90

SAVE!

£20 70
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Rocker Board

ce

Wobble Board

3
1

Disc ‘o’ sit

2

Balance Dome

A high quality versatile inflatable PVC disc, with a
textured gripping surface, to be used either on its own as
an introduction to Swiss ball work, or for more advanced
users in conjunction with a Swiss Ball.

A moulded plastic disc with a domed underside;
especially suitable for ankle strengthening and balance
development.

SE6140

ST1240

WAS

£26 39
NOW

£19.55

4

£23 00 ££18 40 ea

£29 90 ea

£12 65

SAVE!

5

Physio Roll

These peanut shaped Physio Balls provide greater stability to help users of all abilities
develop confidence as motion is limited to backwards and forwards. A therapist can sit
on the Physio Roll with the user to offer more support.
SE2350-400
Dia. 40cm, red
£26 39 ££19 55 ea
SE2350-550
Dia. 55cm, yellow
£37 95 ££29 90 ea
SE2350-700
Dia. 70cm, blue
£49 45 ££33 35 ea
SE2350-850
Dia. 85cm, red
£48 30 ea
£6 90

6

SAVE!

Body Balls

Easy to grasp without fear of damaging the tactile surface. The softness and bounce
of these light balls can be precisely controlled by inflation. Ideal for therapy, aerobics
or general play.
SE2360-550
Dia. 55cm, red
£12 65 ea
40
SE2360-650
Dia. 65cm, blue
£18 ££14 95 ea
SE2360-750
Dia. 75cm, yellow
£16 10 ea
SE2360-850
Dia. 85cm, red
£29 90 ££20 70 ea
SE2360-950
Dia. 95cm, blue
£25 30 ea
WAS

£22 48

SAVE!

Rocker/Wobble Board

Both boards created from traditional quality wood,
featuring a warm cork anti-slip surface and tough base.
The Rocker Board is used to develop ankle flexion and
extension whilst the Wobble Board is used for exercising
ankles and knees to increase stability.
FF2120
Rocker board
£20 70 ea
FF2130
Wobble board
£50 60 ea

NOW

£16.10

SAVE!

Gymnic Balls

Suitable for athletic training, rehabilitation therapy, or more basic Pilates and core
stability exercises. Heavy duty, inflatable, moulded vinyl with raised ribs for easier grip.
SE3000-300
Gymnic Classic: Dia. 30cm, pink
£6 90 ea
SE3000-450
Gymnic Classic: Dia. 45cm, yellow
£12 65 ££10 35 ea
SE3000-550
Gymnic Classic: Dia. 55cm, red
£13 80 ea
SE3000-650
Gymnic Classic: Dia. 65cm, blue
£16 10 ea
SE3000-750
Gymnic Classic: Dia. 75cm, yellow
£18 40 ea
75
SE6060-0850
Physio Gymnic: Dia. 85cm, red
£28 ££18 40 ea
SE6060-0950
Physio Gymnic: Dia. 95cm, blue
£29 90 ea
SE6060-1200
Physio Gymnic: Dia. 120cm, red
£69 00 ££48 30 ea
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7

Ball Supports

A nonslip Ball Support that acts as a skill development and learning aid by making a
stable base for the Fit Ball. The support has eight rubber feet and the Fit Ball simply sits
in the support. Supports also stack for storage.
SE6040-SMA
For dia. 45 & 55cm balls
£22 48 ££16 10 ea
SE6040-MED
For dia. 65 & 75cm balls
£21 85 ea

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |
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£2 30

£3 74

2
1

Vinyl Dipped Steel Dumbbells

Colour coded in pairs according to weight, the vinyl provides a comfortable feel and is
easy to clean.
EE1610-0.5
Weight: 0.5kg, pair
£2 30 pr
EE1610-1.0
Weight: 1.0kg, pair
£4 89 ££3 45 pr
EE1610-1.5
Weight: 1.5kg, pair
£6 84 ££4 60 pr
EE1610-2.5
Weight: 2.5kg, pair
£9 20 pr

Neoprene Dumbbells

Featuring two flat edge ends which prevents dumbbells rolling away. Supplied in pairs
ranging from 0.5kg to 5kg in vibrant colours.
EE4280-0.5
Weight: 0.5kg, pair
£3 74 pr
EE4280-1
Weight: 1kg, pair
£7 48 pr
EE4280-1.5
Weight: 1.5kg, pair
£10 35 pr
EE4280-2
Weight: 2kg, pair
£13 80 pr
EE4280-3
Weight: 3kg, pair
£20 70 pr
EE4280-4
Weight: 4kg, pair
£28 75 pr
EE4280-5
Weight: 5kg, pair
£33 35 pr
EE4280-SET
Set of all 7 weights in pairs
£109 25 set

£299 00

3

£136 85

4
		

Studio Dumbbell Rack

An all steel, black vertical rack offering a 10 pair racking
option. The dumbbell rests are covered with a durable
nylon wear guard to prevent scratching.
EE4290
Size: 85 L x 60 W x 120cm H £299 00 ea

York 2 Sided Vertical
Dumbbell Rack

An all steel, black vertical rack offering a 10 pair racking
option. The dumbbell rests are covered with a durable
nylon wear guard to prevent scratching on the dumbbells
or rack. Weight: 23kg.
EE4340
Size: 129 L x 47 W x 47cm H £136 85 ea
£17 25

Jordan Fit Bars

Ideal for circuit training sessions or studio use, featuring a comfortable high quality
foam covering over a solid steel core with non-marking colour coded rubber end caps.
EE3520-03
Weight: 3kg, length: 1m, yellow
!£17 25 ea
EE3520-04
Weight: 4kg, length: 1m, purple
!£19 55 ea
EE3520-05
Weight: 5kg, length: 1m, red
!£23 00 ea
EE3520-06
Weight: 6kg, length: 1.1m, green
!£26 45 ea
EE3520-07
Weight: 7kg, length: 1.25m, blue
!£29 90 ea

5

NEW!

Jordan Fit Bar Rack

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

£5 75

Jordan Ignite® V2 Rubber Studio Barbell Set

Suitable for use with the Jordan V2 Studio Barbell and due to their ergonomically
designed easy-grip centre, can be used as a dumbbell. Set includes; barbell, pair of
collars and pair of 1.25, 2.5 & 5kg weights.
EE4220-01.25
Weight: 1.25kg
£5 75 ea
EE4220-02.5
Weight: 2.5kg
£11 50 ea
EE4220-05
Weight: 5kg
£23 00 ea
EE4230
Set: barbell, collars & pair of each weights
£105 80 ea
EE4240-30
Gloss black barbell
£27 60 ££21 85 ea
EE4250-30
Quick lock collar, pair
£10 93 pr

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£241 50

A portable and robust rack that stores up to 60 Fit Bars.
Manufactured from hard-wearing matte black steel that
sits perfectly in any studio environment. Features smoothrunning castor wheels for portability and lockable when in
position for added safety. Weight: 35kg.
EE4750-BK
81 L x 86 W x 115cm H !£241 50 ea

SAVE!

7
6

Rack colour
may vary

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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£333 50

1

£310 50

2

Eastside Active Group Set

Eastside Box Fit Set

Set contains: 8 Active Plus Training Gloves (2 pairs of each 8oz, 10oz, 12oz, 14oz
gloves), 8 Active Straight Hook & Jab Pads and a holdall.

Ideal for circuits and personal training sessions. Set contains: 6 Active Plus Training
Gloves (2 pairs of each 8oz, 10oz, 12oz gloves), 6 Active Straight Hook & Jab Pads, 1
Pro Trainer glove, 6 Skipping Ropes and a holdall.

BX2170-MIX

BX2220-MIX

£166 75

£333 50 set

£19 55

NEW!

4
3

Eastide Box Fit Circuits Set

Ideal for circuits or personal training sessions. Includes:
1 x 2kg Medicine Ball, 1 x 5kg Medicine Ball, 2 x PVC
Skipping Ropes, 2 x Active Plus Training Gloves, 2 x High
Performance Hook and Jab Pads 1 x Large Kit Bag.

BX2240-MIX

£166 75 set

£19 55

6

Eastside Active Hook & Jab Pads

202

£46 00

8

NEW!

Eastside Active Training Gloves

A durable PU sparring glove with buff leather cover
ideal for any beginner with pre-moulded foam inserts to
provide superior comfort and fit. Elastic hook and loop
wrist fastening. Gloves available in weights: 8oz, 10oz,
12oz, 14oz
BX2060-08
8oz
£19 55 pr
BX2060-10
10oz
£19 55 pr
BX2060-12
12oz
£21 85 pr
BX2060-14
14oz
£21 85 pr
£6 90

Durable straight pad made with a strong foam padded
body, a PU and suede cover and hand inserts for extra
comfort.
BX2120
One size fits all
£19 55 pr

£310 50 set

5

Eastside Pro Trainer Glove

Ideal for demonstrating both punching and pad holding
techniques, these gloves integrate a focus pad into
a training glove. Complete with leather velcro straps
making them secure but quick to remove. One size fits all.

BX2090

£46 00 pr

£2 30

Gym Skipping Rope

Weighted leather rope featuring a bearing system to
enable high speed spinning.
BX1330
Length: 2.5m
£6 90 ea
BX1330-5
Bag of 5
£32 20 set

8

Aerobics Speed Rope

Plastic handled Speed Rope. Can be tied shorter inside
each handle.
AE1140
Length: 2.7m
£2 30 ea
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SAVE!

60

SAVE!

£4 60 ea
£6 33 ea
£6 90 ea
£13 80 ea
£16 10 ea
£20 70 ea
£25 30 ea
£28 75 ea
£29 90 ea
£29 90 ea
£34 50 ea

2

3 Tier Kettlebell Rack

A 3 tier designed commercial grade storage solution for kettlebells. Weight; 35kg.
EE4380
Size: 83 L x 115 W x 60cm H
£247 25 ££217 35

£5 46

NEW!

£11 50

SAVE!

5
Leather Medicine Balls

Ideal to assess and develop core strength, total body
power or co-ordination.
EE1380-1
Weight: 1kg
£5 46 ea
EE1380-3
Weight: 3kg
£12 94 ££8 05 ea
EE1380-4
Weight: 4kg
£17 54 ££10 35 ea
EE1380-5
Weight: 5kg
£14 95 ea

SAVE!

4

Eastside Medicine Ball

Eastside Leather Medicine Ball. Weight 2kg or 5kg.
BX2230-02
Weight: 2kg
£11 50
BX2230-05
Weight: 5kg
£26 45

£16 10

Fitkit Rubber Medicine Balls

These firm Fitkit Rubber Medicine Balls are robust, low
bounce, practical and simple to clean; they feature a
comfortable, easy grip micro-textured surface.
EE2150-03
Weight: 3kg
£16 10 ea
EE2150-06
Weight: 6kg
£27 60 ea
94
EE2150-07
Weight: 7kg
£45 ££33 35 ea
EE2150-09
Weight: 9kg
£40 25 ea
EE2150-10
Weight: 10kg
£40 25 ea

ea
ea

£52 90

Double Grip Medicine Balls

£78 20

Heavymed Balls

A high quality water filled product, providing an element
of unpredictability in use, thereby demanding far more of
the body’s stabilising muscles. Robust PVC construction
with mini booklet included.
EE3010-0.5
Weight: 0.5kg
£6 90 ea
EE3010-1
Weight: 1kg
£9 20 ea
EE3010-2
Weight: 2kg
£11 50 ea
EE3010-3
Weight: 3kg
£16 10 ea
EE3010-4
Weight: 4kg
£18 40 ea
EE3010-5
Weight: 5kg
£23 00 ea

St

8
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Vertical Medicine Ball Stand

A sturdy black powder coated rack designed to hold 5
medicine balls, suitable for weights between 1kg to 10kg.
EE4370
Size: 121 L x 25 W x 52cm H £78 20 ea

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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ea

Featuring 2 handles allowing an easier grip for a range of
training activities.
EE1020-04
Weight: 4kg
£52 90 ea
EE1020-05
Weight: 5kg
£56 35 ea
EE1020-06
Weight: 6kg
£63 25 ea
EE1020-07
Weight: 7kg
£66 70 ea
EE1020-08
Weight: 8kg
£73 60 ea
EE1020-09
Weight: 9kg
£72 45 ££62 10 ea
EE1020-10
Weight: 10kg
£85 10 ea

£6 90

7
6

NOW

£217.35

Vinyl Kettlebells

Heavy duty and colour coded according to weight.
EE2670-02
Weight: 2kg
EE2670-03
Weight: 3kg
EE2670-04
Weight: 4kg
EE2670-06
Weight: 6kg
EE2670-08
Weight: 8kg
EE2670-10
Weight: 10kg
EE2670-12
Weight: 12kg
EE2670-14
Weight: 14kg
EE2670-16
Weight: 16kg
EE2670-18
Weight: 18kg
EE2670-20
Weight: 20kg

3

WAS

£247 25

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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£94 30

1

£201 25

Origin Soft Plyometric Boxes

Featuring a dense inner foam core with a durable outer vinyl, incorporating Velcro®
strips to allow safe stacking. Soft and easy to move, yet robust enough for jumping
onto. Available in four heights all measuring 89 L x 74cm W.
EE3920-15
Height 15cm
£94 30 ea
EE3920-30
Height 30cm
£152 95 ea
EE3920-45
Height 45cm
£228 85 ea
EE3920-60
Height 60cm
£297 85 ea
EE3920-SET
Set of all 4
£775 10 set
£158 70

2

Jordan 3-in-1 Soft Plyobox

Supplied with 3 of the official heights used at the CrossFit Games. Made from a highdensity impact absorbing foam, covered with durable, anti-skid vinyl. Built in ergonomic
weight that offers stability. Size: 76 L x 61 W x 51cm H.

!£201 25 ea

EE4150

NEW!
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Training Rope

A durable and high quality natural Manilla rope covered with a water resistant nylon jacket. Perfect for all abilities from first time gym-goers to experienced sports professionals.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Size: 15m L x 38mm dia.
EE4710-38
15 M L x 38mm Dia.
!£158 70 ea
EE4710-50
15 M L x 50mm Dia.
!£197 80 ea
EE4720
Rope Anchor (fixings inc.)
!£20 70 ea
EE4730
Storage Point
!£18 40 ea
£109 25

Co

4

£132 25
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r e h e n siv e

k it

LifeLine® Jungle Gym® XT Suspension Set

Wa

l l m o u n te d

Suitable for use with traditional wall bars, or just a closed door. Facilitating an amazing
set of exercises that work from head to toe, the set includes two industrial suspension
straps (with handles, foot cradles, cam buckles, door anchors and strap end adjustors
attached), one Duro-Link® connection strap, an instructional DVD/booklet and a
workout wall chart.

A wall mounted unit which allows users to perform chin ups in a variation of grips.
Featuring aluminium ends and rubber handgrips, mounting plate measures 20 L x 29cm
W. Fixings not included.

EE4050

EE4210

204

!£109 25 set

5

Chin Up Bar

!£132 25 ea
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£26 45

£51 75

2
1

Lonsdale Core Bag

Perfect for workouts and boot camps, to help assist in strength and power endurance
training, can be used both indoors and outdoors and features three heavy duty durable
straps. Each size bag is colour coded for ease of weight identification.
EE3980-05
Weight: 5kg
!£26 45 ea
EE3980-10
Weight: 10kg
!£31 05 ea
EE3980-15
Weight: 15kg
!£37 95 ea
EE3980-20
Weight: 20kg
!£42 55 ea
EE3980-25
Weight: 25kg
!£46 00 ea

Jordan Sandbag Pro

Incorporating inner bracing and a concealed zip with the addition of an extra third
handle which makes the bag even more versatile. Each size bag is colour coded for
ease of weight identification.
EE3740-05
Weight: 5kg
!£51 75 ea
EE3740-07.5
Weight: 7.5kg
!£55 20 ea
EE3740-10
Weight: 10kg
!£62 10 ea
EE3740-15
Weight: 15kg
!£63 25 ea
EE3740-20
Weight: 20kg
!£69 00 ea
EE3740-25
Weight: 25kg
!£73 60 ea
EE3740-30
Weight: 30kg
!£80 50 ea
EE3740-35
Weight: 35kg
!£86 25 ea

£184 00

NEW!

4
3

Jordan Sandbag Pro Rack

Holds 5 bags; its unique textured silver paint finish, ‘TUFF COAT’ makes the rack more
resistant to wear and tear damage.
EE3230
Size: 58 L x 68 W x 142cm H
!£184 00 ea

Jordan TuffNut™

TufNut™ gives you all the challenge of a tyre with all the control you want. There are
straps on various faces so you can jump, flip, roll, lift, push, pull and walk.
EE4740-040
36cm H, Weight 40kg
!£580 75 ea
EE4740-060
39cm H, Weight 60kg
!£688 85 ea
EE4740-080
42cm H, Weight 80kg
!£839 50 ea
EE4740-100
45cm H, Weight 100kg
!£908 50 ea
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£44 85

1

Jordan Classic Rubber Barbells

Featuring a stylish and durable black rubber finish with a chrome easy grip handle. A unique J-lock system helps prevent loosening of the barbell head. Internal length 110cm.
Weight: 30kg
!£133 40 ea
EE3990-10
Weight: 10kg
!£44 85 ea EE3990-30
70
Weight: 35kg
!£155 25 ea
EE3990-15
Weight: 15kg
!£66 ea EE3990-35
Weight: 40kg
!£178 25 ea
EE3990-20
Weight: 20kg
!£89 70 ea EE3990-40
55
EE3990-45
Weight:
45kg
!£200 10 ea
EE3990-25
Weight: 25kg
!£111 ea
£136 85

£270 25

2

3
		

Jordan Barbell Racks

Featuring a stable and stylish oval tube frame design with
a unique textured silver paint finish, ‘TUFF COAT’ which
makes the racks resistant to wear and tear damage.
EE4040-05
5-bar rack
!£270 25 ea

£299 00

York 2 Sided Vertical
Dumbbell Rack

An all steel, black vertical rack offering a 10 pair racking
option. The dumbbell rests are covered with a durable
nylon wear guard to prevent scratching on the dumbbells
or rack. Weight: 23kg.
EE4340
Size: 129 L x 47 W x 47cm H £136 85 ea

4
		

York Dumbbell Set
With A-Frame Rack

This dumbbell set consists of 1 pair of each; 1.25kg,
2.5kg, 5kg, 7.5kg, 10kg, 12.5kg & 1 A-Frame Rack.
EE4490
Set with A-Frame Rack
£299 00 set
EE4350
A-Frame Rack only
£97 75 ea

£11 21

5

Rubber Hex Dumbbells

Featuring contoured knurled chrome handles and durable rubber covered head for increased safety and comfort. These dumbbells are torque threaded and permanently affixed
to a thick 35mm solid steel shaft, improving strength to both head and handle. Ranging from 1.25kg up to 25kg.

EE4310-01.25
EE4310-02.5
EE4310-05
EE4310-07.5
EE4310-10

206

Weight: 1.25kg, pair
Weight: 2.5kg, pair
Weight: 5kg, pair
Weight: 7.5kg, pair
Weight: 10kg, pair

£11 21 pr
£16 10 pr
£28 75 pr
£41 40 pr
£55 20 pr

EE4310-12.5
EE4310-15
EE4310-17.5
EE4310-20
EE4310-25

Weight: 12.5kg, pair
Weight: 15kg, pair
Weight: 17.5kg, pair
Weight: 20kg, pair
Weight: 25kg, pair

£69 00 pr
£74 75 pr
£85 10 pr
£108 10 pr
£134 55 pr
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£699 20

£808 45

Extra
No

Extra
No
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York Olympic Bumper Training Set

2

A complete set consisting of; 1 7ft North American Needle Bearing Olympic Training Bar
(20kg), 1 pair of Olympic Spring Collars, 2 5kg, 2 10kg, 2 15kg, 2 20kg & 2 25kg black
rubber bumper plates.
EE4440-170
Full Set
£699 20 set
EE4330-10
Weight: 10kg
£34 50 ea
EE4330-15
Weight: 15kg
£50 60 ea
EE4330-20
Weight: 20kg
£62 10 ea
EE4330-25
Weight: 25kg
£73 60 ea

NEW!

3

£286 35

York Olympic Bearing Bar

Calibrated to Olympic specifications the sleeves are
machined to a precise 1.975” diameter to accommodate
2” Olympic Plates. Ferrous bushings ensure a smooth
rotation with a bar end nut and spring pin securing the
sleeve. The bar is made from elevated temperature drawn
high tensile steel for maximum strength and flexibility.
Needle bearings ensure an exceptionally smooth and
consistent rotation.
EE4700-07
Length: 7’
£286 35 ea

EE4550-7

For use with dia. 50mm (2”) bars, sold in pairs.

EE1430

£3 74 pr

5

A useful 7 peg storing system, with a space saving
design, wide feet and sturdy construction ensure this
rack is a great addition to any training facility.
EE4460
Size: 50 L x 54 W x 90cm H
£67 85 ea

NOW

£46.00

Chrome Plated Int. Curl Bar

Featuring 4 pre-fitted rubber/urethane grips, dia. 30mm,
angled for a more natural flexion movement of the arm
during curl exercises. The dia. 50mm (2”) split end sleeve
design incorporates a precision internal dual roll pin
sleeve assembly for smoother rotation. Length 1.34m,
grip dia. 30mm.

£175 95 ea EE2050

York Olympic A-Frame Plate Tree

WAS

£79 35

SAVE!

£79 35 ££46 00 ea

£67 85

7
Quick Release Sprung Collars

Multi Hex Deadlift Shrug Bar

A spin on the traditional shrug bar, accommodating
different user's heights with 2 fixed handle heights. The
large "Hex" shape is ideal for the bigger trainer, due to
increased room inside of the "hex". The bar has a weight
built into the frame to counter balance the jacking system;
this ensures the bar stays square throughout the range of
movement.

£3 74

6

York Olympic Coloured Bumper Training Set

A complete set consisting of; 1 7ft North American Needle Bearing Olympic Training
Bar (20kg), 1 pair of Olympic Spring Collars, 2 5kg, 2 10kg, 2 15kg, 2 20kg & 2 25kg
coloured rubber bumper plates.
EE4450-170
Full Set
£808 45 set
EE4320-10
Weight: 10kg
£44 85 ea
EE4320-15
Weight: 15kg
£62 10 ea
EE4320-20
Weight: 20kg
£80 50 ea
EE4320-25
Weight: 25kg
£96 60 ea
£175 95

4

rr i age

£159 85

8

York Horizontal Plate Rack

Custom made for the York solid rubber training plates
from 8mm steel and finished in crinkle black. An ideal
rack to store a full set of plates and comes with a grab
handle and wheels for easy transportation.
EE4470
Size: 158 L x 37 W x 34cm H £159 85 ea
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York FTS Flat Bench

An Ideal flat bench for light commercial use. Features a wide stable base and finished in
a thick padded cover to maximise comfort.
EE4420
Size: 120 L x 56 W x 50cm H
£102 35 ea
£408 25

2

York FTS Flex Bench with Leg Hold Down

Compact dumbbell bench with a 0-90 degree incline, 6 varying positions as well as a
30 degree decline. The seat has 3 different positions which allows users to gain greater
support when using in an incline position. Large non-slip rubber feet add to this sturdy
static dumbbell bench as well as built-in impact resistant wheels to the rear and a front
mounted grab handle for easy transportation. Weight: 38kg.
EE4410
Size: 165 L x 64 W x 50cm H
£210 45 ea
£244 95
Extra
No

Ca

No
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Jordan Adjustable Bench

A stylish curved silver frame with black upholstery to give maximum comfort; features
non-scratch protective feet and wheels for portability; adjustable to ten angles from -10
degrees to +80 degrees.
EE2880
Size: 152 L x 68 W x 53cm H
!£408 25 ea

208

rr i age

4

York FTS Press Squat Stand

Ideal for when space is limited. The main telescopic uprights are height adjustable from
102cm up to 154cm in 5cm increments. Complete with a second stage bar holders/drop
hooks which are set in front of the main uprights for squatting or an additional bar rest
when performing shoulder press. Designed to be used with a full-length Olympic 7ft bar.
EE4390
Size: 105 L x 123 W x 82cm H
£244 95 ea
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Multipurpose
Chip Foam

Midweight
Blended

Standard
Panelite

Superlight

Agility

For more
Gym Mats
please see
pages
269-276

Link-A-Lay

Multipurpose
Gym/Judo

Panelite Hook &
Loop

£19 94

su

pp l i e d

x4

in sets

1

Physical Floor Guard Pack With Edges

Contains 4 interlocking mats and finishing edges offering lightweight, durable and
waterproof floor grade high density EVA Foam protection for existing hard surfaces, set
covers 1.5m square. EVA foam protection for existing hard surfaces, density 35kg/m3,
hardness 40˚, tile weight 0.5kg
EE3930
Size: 61 L x 61cm W x 12mm (thick), set of 4
!£19 94 set
£19 03
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£16 10

Jordan Activ Flooring

An advanced and attractive tactile cushioned flooring; ideal for all sports facilities with
free weights or in general fitness areas and offers fantastic noise suppression. Soft
to touch and ultra-durable. Anti-slip grip textured rubber top layer construction over
impact resistant cushioned base.

		 15mm Thick Activ Flooring

EE4160-15
EE4170-15-BK
EE4170-15-GR
EE4180-15-BK
EE4180-15-GR

2

Floor Tile: 50 L x 50cm W. Weight 3kg
Ramp Edge: 50 L x 50cm W
Ramp Edge: 50 L x 50cm W
Ramp Corner: 50 L x 50cm W
Ramp Corner: 50 L x 50cm W

		 30mm Thick Activ Flooring

Large Equipment Mat

Specifically to place under fitness equipment, this durable roll-away rubber mat
prevents slip and provides floor protection for existing hard surfaces. Weight 5.4kg.
EE3970
Size: 180 L x 91.5cm W x 3mm (thick)
£19 03 ea

EE4160-30
EE4170-30
EE4180-30

Floor Tile: 50 L x 50cm W. Weight 6kg
Ramp Edge: 50 L x 50cm W
Ramp Corner: 50 L x 50cm W

!£16 10
!£10 35
!£16 10
!£10 35
!£16 10

!£14 95 ea
!£16 10 ea
!£16 10 ea
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Impulse RT500 Treadmill

Featuring a personal cooling fan, an LED dot-matrix 7-window profile display and is programmable for 12 workouts. It boasts a heart rate monitor using contact grips or a wireless
receiver, an accessory tray and cup holder and a 21cm step height. The extra-wide 2-ply commercial grade running deck is reversible, measures 152 L x 56cm W and will incline
to 15%. Quiet 3hp (peak 5hp) motor provides a speed range of 0.8 - 12.5 mph.
EE3560
Maximum user weight 180kg
£3277 51 ea
Impulse exercise equipment featured carries an educational sector commercial warranty of 5 years on frame, 2 years on mechanical and electronic parts, 1 year on
wear items, and 90 days on upholstery, cables and belts.
£2898 00

£4197 51
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Featuring a PullFlexx commercial suspension system and 2.5mm running belt. The one
touch console system allows the user to increase or decrease speed or incline with the
touch of a button. 7 preset workout programs, 1 user defined snf 3 heart rate controlled
programmes. Accessories include; reading rack, drinks bottle holder and mobile phone
pocket. The large 6 LED display window and DOT matrix system allows readouts such
as heart rate, time elapsed, calories, distance, speed, incline, 1/4 mile or 400m track.
Speed range between 0.6-12 mph, incline range; 0-15%. Fitted with wheels for easy
transportation.
EE4630
Maximum user weight: 160kg
£2898 00 ea
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Impulse RT700 Treadmill

Featuring a personal cooling fan, an LED dot-matrix 7-window profile display and
is programmable for 12 workouts. It boasts a heart rate monitor using contact grips
or a wireless receiver, an accessory tray and cup holder, tablet/phone holder and a
22cm step height. The extra-wide 2-ply commercial grade running deck is reversible,
measures 152 L x 56cm W and will incline to 15%. Quiet 3hp (peak 8hp) motor provides
a speed range of 0.8 - 15 mph.
EE4640
Maximum user weight: 180kg
£4197 51 ea
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1

Impulse RE500 Elliptical Cross Trainer

The Impulse RE500 Elliptical Cross Trainer boasts a generous 53cm stride length with step up height of 19cm for smooth, natural movement. It features an accessory tray and cup
holder. 20 resistance levels up to 350 watts and is self-powered providing cost-savings and freedom of placement. The LED dot-matrix 7-window profile display is programmable
for 11 different workout options and the heart rate monitor uses contact grips or a wireless receiver. Size: 211 L x 67 W x 169cm H, weight 120kg.
EE3590
Maximum user weight 160kg
£2593 26 ea
Impulse exercise equipment featured carries an educational sector commercial warranty of 5 years on frame, 2 years on mechanical and electronic parts, 1 year on
wear items, and 90 days on upholstery, cables and belts.
£1995 26
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2

Impulse Encore Cross Trainer with Power Incline

Featuring 20 levels of resistance with a self generated (350 watt) braking system and 16 workout programs to choose from. The large 6 LED display window and DOT matrix
system allows readouts such as time, watt, distance, calories, RPM, speed, resistance, heart rate, incline and steps to be viewed easily. Bottle and book holder fitted along with
wheels for easy transportation.
EE4650
Maximum user weight: 150kg
£1995 26 ea
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Origin Cycling OC3 Studio Bike (Chain Drive)

A chain driven system with a 21kg cast iron flywheel. This product has an adjustable seat which can adjust height, as well as forward and back along with handlebars. A smooth
and easy to use adjustment system to alter tension and has wheels for easy transportation.
EE4670
Maximum user weight: 160kg
£644 01 ea
Impulse Exercise Equipment carries an educational sector commercial warranty of 5 years on frame, 2 years on mechanical and electronic parts, 1 year on wear
items and 90 days on upholstery, cables & belts.
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Featuring 20 varying levels of resistance, two handlebar position options with hear rate
contact sensors and elbow rests fitted. The seat can be altered in 13 increments and the
large textured pedals offer secure grip. There is a 6 window LED screen & DOT matrix
display which shows speed, time, calories, RPM, distance, heart rate, resistance. Fitted
with wheels for easy transportation.
EE4660
Maximum user weight: 160kg
£1449 01 ea
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Boasts 3 position handlebars with integrated button controls, an adjustable seat and
extra wide pedals with straps. It features 20 resistance levels up to 350 watts and is
self-powered providing cost-savings and freedom of placement. The LED dot-matrix
7-window profile display is programmable for 11 different workout options and the heart
rate monitor uses contact grips or a wireless receiver.
EE3580
Maximum user weight: 160kg
£1725 01 ea
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Exercise, Health & Fitness
Indoor Rowing Equipment
Concept2; the world’s No.1 name in Rowing Machines!

Concept2 Rowing machines cope with years of extreme, high volume punishment; used throughout the Rowing world and for cross training within almost every other sport
including Formula 1, Athletics, Basketball, Football and Rugby, providing impact-free, full-body training for all ages and abilities.

£1148 85

£1408 75
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Concept2 Indoor Rower Model D with PM5 monitor

The Concept2 Indoor Rower Model D is the standard machine; its PM5 monitor
automatically switches on/off and has easy menu-driven operation to track data such
as distance, speed, pace, calories burned, watts, or a wide range of features such as
pre-set workouts and games. Data can be stored or transferred with the USB Flash
Drive (included). ANT+ and Bluetooth Smart connectivity allows wireless heart rate
monitoring, supports machine-to-machine racing and connectivity to computers and
smartphones. Power Generation draws power from the stroke to extend battery life!
Size: 240 L x 60cm W. Weight 28kg. Stores in 2 halves. Available in black, grey.
EE3820-BK
Black, maximum user weight 225kg
£1148 85 ea
EE3820-GR
Grey, maximum user weight 225kg
£1148 85 ea

2

Concept2 Indoor Rower Model E with PM5 monitor

The Concept2 Indoor Rower Model E is more suited to venues, with the benefit of a
more solid and stable frame and longer monitor arm for easy reach of the PM5 monitor.
The 15cm higher machine is more accessible, has a more durable powder coat finish
whilst the chain and housing differ to offer greater corrosion resistance and provide for
lower maintenance. Available in black, grey.
EE3840-BK
Black, maximum user weight 225kg
£1408 75 ea
EE3840-GR
Grey, maximum user weight 225kg
£1408 75 ea

Concept2 exercise equipment featured carries a 5 year frame warranty, and 2 years on the Performance Monitor and moving parts.
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3

Origin Rowing Machine

Features 24 levels of magnetic resistance with a heavy duty frame with aluminium rails. Easy adjustable tilting foot rests provide a comfortable workout for any size of user. An
LCD screen with graph display shows strokes, strokes per minute, distance, heart rate, resistance levels, timer per 500m and time. Fitted with wheels for easy transportation.
EE4680
Maximum user weight: 150kg
£914 26 ea
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First Aid
Contents may vary
slightly from listing

£5 75

£18 40

2
1

Mobile Kit

Ideal for sports officials, referees, umpires and low risk children’s sports. Supplied in
a water resistant small bag with a zip closure and an adjustable waist band. Contents
include a First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 12 Sterile Wash-proof Plasters, 1 Sterile Dressing
with Pad, 4 Moist Wipes, 2 Vinyl Gloves, 1 Emergency Foil Blanket, 1 Resusci-Guard
Face Shield.
FA1070
Size: 23 L x 9 W x 9cm H
£5 75 ea
£18 40

3

NEW!

Contents may vary
slightly from listing

Secondary Kit

Contents may vary
slightly from listing

Primary Kit

Supplied in a hard or soft case option, comprising of; 1 First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 1
First Aid for Children Pocket Guide, 4 Dressings (12 x 12cm), 1 Dressing (18 x 18cm), 2
Triangular Bandages, 2 Safety Pins, 2 Eye Dressings, 40 Washproof Plasters, 20 Sterile
Wipes, 1 Microporous Tape (2.5cm x 5m), 1 Conforming Bandage, 20 Children Plasters,
6 Nitrile Gloves (Pair), 2 Finger Dressings, 1 Face Shield, 1 Foil Blanket, 1 Burn Dressing
(10 x 10cm), 1 Clothing Cutters, 5 Eyewash Pods (20ml), 1 Instant Cold Pack, 2 Clinical
Waste Bags (self-seal), 2 Disposable Aprons and 1 Forehead Thermometer.
FA1780
Hard case
£18 40 ea
FA2080
Soft case
£27 60 ea
£23 00

Supplied in a hard or soft case option, contents include; 1 First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 1
First Aid for Children Leaflet, 4 Dressings, 2 Triangular Bandages, 2 Eye Dressings, 40
Washproof Plasters, 20 Sterile Wipes, 1 Microporous Tape (2.5cm x 5m), 1 Conforming
Bandage, 6 Nitrile Gloves (pairs), 2 Finger Dressings, 1 Face Shield, 1 Foil Blanket, 1
Burn Dressing (10 x 10cm), 1 pair of Clothing Cutters, 5 Eye Wash Pods (20ml), 2 Instant
Cold Packs, 2 Clinical Waste bags (self-seal) and 2 Disposable Aprons.
FA1790
Hard case
£18 40 ea
FA2090
Soft case
£20 70 ea

214

NEW!

4

Contents may vary
slightly from listing

Outing Kit

The contents are based on dealing with minor first aid incidents. Nylon content holders
for separating and prioritising items. Rear pocket for additional storage. Contents
include a First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 1 First Aid for Children Pocket Guide, 1 Pupil
Accident Book, 40 Sterile Wash-proof Plasters, 6 Triangular Bandages, 12 Safety Pins,
10 Moist Wipes, 2 Vinyl Gloves, 9 Medium Unmedicated Dressing, 3 Large Unmedicated
Dressing, 4 Sterile Eye-pad with Bandage.

FA1800

£23 00 ea
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First Aid
Contents may vary
slightly from listing

£3 45

2

1

Accident Book

The book reflects the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), with revised
text, guidance and additional controls to demonstrate Data Protection Act. Contains 50
perforated record sheets that can be removed and filed upon completion.

£3 45 ea

FA1600

Contents may vary
slightly from listing

3

Koolpak Team Kit

Compact Sports Kit

Includes everything necessary for dealing with minor sporting incidents. All the
contents are clearly marked on the outer sleeve. Supplied in a nylon zip case with
a zip up closure. Contents include: 1 First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 20 Assorted Wash
proof Plasters, 1 Sterile Eye pad With Bandage, 1 Triangular Bandage, 12 Safety Pins,
1 Medium Sterile Wound Dressing, 1 Large Sterile Wound Dressing, 10 Wound Wipes
Antiseptic, 2 Disposable Latex Gloves, 2 Clinical waste bag self-seal, 1 Emergency Foil
Blanket, 1 Resuscitation Face Shield, 1 Instant Cold Pack, 1 Microporous Dressing
Tape, 1 Conforming Bandage (size: 5m L x 4.5cm W), 1 Crepe Bandage (size: 5m L x
4.5cm W), 2 Sterile Eyewash Pods, 2 Low Adherent Dressing Assorted, 1 Cetrimide
Cream 15g.
FA1090
Size: 25 L x 7 W x 18cm H
£14 95 ea

Contents may vary
slightly from listing

£27 60

Approved by the FA & RFL. Contains everything required to treat minor injuries on
the field of play. Ideal for any for any team sport. Supplied in a spacious waterproof
touchline bag. Contents include: 1 First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 10 Alcohol Free Cleansing
Wipes, 1 Conforming Bandage, 3 Crepe Bandage, 1 Foil Blanket, 5 Gauze Swabs,
2 Low Adherent Dressing, 1 Microporous Dressing Tape, 20 Plasters Wash-proof, 1
Resuscitation Face Shield, 1 Scissors, 2 Self Seal Waste Bags, 2 Instant Ice Packs,
1 Medium Sterile Dressing, 1 Large Sterile Dressing, 1 Sterile Eye pad, 2 Triangular
Bandage, 6 Safety Pins, 2 Powder Free Latex Gloves Large, 2 Zinc Oxide Tapes.
FA1830
Size: 42 L x 20 W x 28cm H
£27 60 ea

£14 95

4

£34 50

Comprehensive Sports Kit

Supplied in a portable haversack which comprises of; 1 First Aid Guidance Leaflet, 1
First Aid for Children Pocket Guide, 8 Dressings, 3 Triangular Bandages, 12 Safety Pins,
3 Eye Dressings, 60 Washproof Plasters, 30 Sterile Wipes, 1 Microporous Tape (2.5cm x
5m), 2 Conforming Bandages, 9 Nitrile Gloves (Pair), 3 Finger Dressings, 1 Face Shield,
2 Foil Blankets, 2 Burn Dressings (10 x 10cm), 1 Clothing Cutter, 5 Eyewash Pods
(20ml), 1 Instant Cold Pack, 6 Clinical Waste Bags (self-seal) and 2 Eyewash Bottles
(250ml).

FA2070

£34 50 ea
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First Aid
£11 50

1

Koolpak Original Instant Ice Pack

The single use disposable design provides a convenient and effective means of instantly treating bumps, bruises, strains and sprains. The longer bag size is ideal for wrapping
around the problem area. Turns ice cold in seconds to provide instant treatment, will not cause freeze burns and can be applied directly to the skin. Can remain cold for up to 40
minutes at room temperature. Size: 30 L x 13cm W.
FA1140-20
Pack of 20
£11 50 pk
£10 06

£14 95

pp l i e d

x20
i n pa c k s

Koolpak Kids Instant Ice Pack

Extremely popular in schools, the compact size is ideal
for keeping in a first aid kit or kit bag. This ice pack with
a smaller bag size is specifically designed for treating
soft tissue injuries on young people. Quickly relieves pain
and swelling and is ideal for soothing headaches, should
always be used with a protective cloth or sleeve before
applying to skin to ensure user comfort. Pack can remain
cold for around 20 minutes at room temperature. Size:
15 L x 15cm W.
FA1610-20
Pack of 20
£10 06 pk
£4

i n pa c k s

3

Koolpak Sports Instant Ice Pack

Instant ice packs are specifically designed for the
treatment of sports injuries and are ideal for use on any
soft tissue injury. Fits easily into any kit bag or first aid
kit. Gets colder and lasts longer than a standard ice pack
and is a great alternative to ice from the freezer and can
remain cold for up to 60 minutes at room temperature.
Size 22 L x 15cm W.
FA1450-20
Pack of 20
£14 95 pk
£5

03

pp l i e d

4

Koolpak Freeze Spray

A fast acting spray that cools the area to help soothe pain
and muscular discomfort instantly, making a convenient
alternative to an ice pack.
FA1810
Capacity: 400ml
£5 18 ea
WAS

£3 45
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Koolpak Ice Bag

A fast and effective cold therapy designed to provide
immediate treatment for bruises, muscle pain and
swelling by moulding around the problem area. Designed
to be filled with ice or cold water. The pleated design
allows the bag fabric to mould to the shape of the body
for maximum comfort and effectiveness. The bag is
reusable, economical and easy to use for all body parts.
FA2040
23cm
£4 03 ea

216

Koolpak Re-Usable
Hot & Cold Packs

The packs are ideal for treating a wide range of injuries
and they last longer than a standard instant hot or cold
pack. Use warm or cold for effective relief from muscular
and joint aches and pains. The packs can remain cold for
up to 120 minutes at room temperature. Sold in packs
of 6.
FA1730-SMA-6 Small, size: 14 L x 13cm W
£5 75 pk
FA1730-MED-6 Medium, size: 29 L x 12cm W £13 23 pk

7
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Koolpak Cold Bandage

This elasticated bandage combines cooling with
compression and is perfect for the immediate treatment
for inflammation and bruising of muscles, tendons and
ligaments. The stretchy material can easily fit around any
part of the body and it is a great alternative to an instant
ice pack.
FA1820-LRG
4.5m L x 8cm W
£3 45 ££2 30 ea
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Plasters

1

£11 50

Sterile wrapped plasters available in Blue (wash proof
and highly visible), pink (wash proof and breathable) or
a breathable fabric. Supplied in assorted shapes. Packs
of 100.
FA1220-BE
Blue
£4 03 pk
FA1220-PK
Pink
£4 03 pk
FA1230
Breathable fabric
£4 89 pk

3
2

Hypafresh Wipes

Alcohol free, wound cleaning wipes. Pack of 100.

£4 31 pk

FA1250

Kinesio® Tape

Offering support and relief to muscles in movement, it has
become a key part of any first aid or team kit bag. The
tape allows the muscles to move and the skin to breathe,
it can be used for several days without the need to reapply. Each roll size: 4m L x 5cm W. Colour blue.
FA2000-BE
Blue
£11 50 ea

£5 75

£115 00

Powder Free Latex Gloves

4

These provide a clean and simple working environment in
a first aid situation for the responder. Whilst maintaining
excellent levels of grip and dexterity these gloves are a
great add on for any first aid kit. Available in medium or
large size. Box of 100.
FA2020-SMA Small, box of 100
£5 75 set
FA2020-MED Medium, box of 100
£8 05 set

5

Lightweight Alloy Stretcher

A folding stretcher manufactured from high-grade aluminium for maximum strength and fitted with rubber handles
to offer excellent grip for the users. PVC coated polyester bed is anti-bacterial, stain, chemical and crack resistant.
Supplied with a carry bag for easy storage. Stretcher weight: 6kg, maximum load weight: 170kgs
FA2030
Length: 220cm
£115 00 ea

£4 60
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7

Disposable Foil Blankets

Ideal for those in shock or for wrapping around casualties
with hypothermia. The blankets reflect up to 90% of
body heat, even when wet, and they are also rain and
wind proof. Unfolded size: 200 x 130cm. Fold size: 9.5
x 2.5cm.
FA2010
Pack of 6
£4 60 pk

Aquaboard

Designed and developed in conjunction with the RLSS UK for the rescue of casualties with suspected spinal injuries
from swimming pools and leisure centres. Can be used to immobilise a casualty in the water and to ease recovery
on the poolside. The neoprene back support that is attached to the board prevents the casualty from slipping and is
printed with patient positioning instructions. Specially designed to float up and under the casualty. Board weight: 8kg,
maximum load weight: 182kg.
FA2050
Length: 183cm
£787 81 ea
FA2060
Aquaboard DVD Userguide
£21 85 ea
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Football
£120 75

1

£192 05

2

Standard Pack

Set consists of 10 Mitre® training footballs, 10 Vests and a Storage Sack.
FB6100-3
Size 3
£120 75
FB6100-4
Size 4
£120 75
FB6100-5
Size 5
£120 75

set
set
set

Training Pack

Set consists of 10 Mitre® training footballs, 24 vests, 25 spacemarkers, 1 pump, 1
storage Sack and a Holdall.
FB6090-3
Size 3
£192 05 set
FB6090-4
Size 4
£192 05 set
FB6090-5
Size 5
£192 05 set

£201 25

3

Match Pack

Set consists of 10 Mitre® Footballs (9 training, 1 match ball), 1 Captains Armband, 1 set of Referees Cards, 1 Pump, 1 set of 8 Mitre Drinks Bottles, 10 Vests, 1 storage sack and
a holdall.
FB6110-3
Size 3
£201 25 set
FB6110-4
Size 4
£201 25 set
FB6110-5
Size 5
£201 25 set
£6 90

4

£8 05

NEW!

5

MasterPlay Rubber Dimple
®

A hardwearing rubber ball with a dimpled surface.
FB6200-4
Size 4
FB6200-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
FB6200-5
Size 5
FB6200-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10

218

£6 ea
£73 60 set
£7 48 ea
£79 35 set
90

Mitre® Super Dimple Football

A 32-panel moulded construction offering durability and suitable for use on all playing
surfaces. Please specify size when ordering.
FB5460
Size 3, 4 or 5, please specify size
£8 05 ea
FB5460-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£86 25 set
FB5460-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£86 25 set
FB5460-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£86 25 set
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Football
£8 63

1

£6 33

2

MasterPlay® Playground

Featuring a rubber construction, designed as a more durable alternative for a playground
environment.
SE1143-3
Size 3
£8 63 ea
SE1143-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£92 00 set
SE1143-4
Size 4
£8 63 ea
SE1143-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£92 00 set

MasterPlay® Trainer

A 32-panel, 3-ply construction suitable for most playing surfaces.
FB5010-3
Size 3
FB5010-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
FB5010-4
Size 4
FB5010-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
FB5010-5
Size 5
FB5010-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10

£6 33 ea
£67 85 set
£6 90 ea
£73 60 set
£6 90 ea
£73 60 set

The FA Recommended Ball Sizes
Size 3

Size 4

Size 4

Size 4 or 5

Size 5

U7–U8 (Mini-Soccer, 5v5)

U9–U11 (Mini-Soccer, 7v7 & 9v9)

U11–U13 (11v11)

U14

U15 and over

£14 95

£8 63

4
3

Nike® Team Strike

A 32-panel ball designed for competition use. please specify size when ordering.
FB5600-4
Size 4
£14 95 ea
FB5600-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£155 25 set
FB5600-5
Size 5
£16 10 ea
FB5600-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£165 60 set
£7 48

5

More inflation
equipment on
page 159

6

MasterSport® Storage Sack

Breathable Ball Sack made from nylon with mesh panels; comfortably holds 10 Footballs
(size 5), features draw cord closure and a shoulder strap.
SE1543
Size: 90 L x 49cm dia.
£7 48 ea

Nike® Pitch Team

A traditional 32-panel ball offering durability and a lasting shape retention. Suitable for
grass or artificial surfaces. Please specify size and colour when ordering.
FB5260-OR
Size 3, 4 or 5, orange
£8 63 ea
FB5260-OR-10
Size 3, 4 or 5, bag of 10
£90 85 set
FB5260-WE
Size 3, 4 or 5, white
£8 63 ea
FB5260-WE-10
Size 3, 4 or 5, bag of 10
£90 85 set
FB5260-YW
Size 3, 4 or 5, yellow
£8 63 ea
FB5260-YW-10
Size 3, 4 or 5, bag of 10
£90 85 set
£11 21

NEW!

Stirrup Pump

Complete with needle adaptor and features a long metal air cylinder and metal foot
steady.

FB1640
FB1640-NED-12

Replacement needle, pack of 12

£11 21 ea
£3 45 set
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Football
£7 76

1

£9 20

Mitre® Malmo

An 18-panel ball designed to perform on grass and artificial surfaces.
FB5480-OR-5
Size 5, orange
FB5480-OR-5-10 Size 5, orange, bag of 10
FB5480-WE-4
Size 4, white
FB5480-WE-4-10 Size 4, white, bag of 10
FB5480-WE-5
Size 5, white
FB5480-WE-5-10 Size 5, white, bag of 10

£9 78 ea
£103 50 set
£7 76 ea
£82 80 set
£7 76 ea
£82 80 set

2

Mitre® Tactic

An 18-panel rubber laminate construction, suitable for all playing surfaces. Please
specify size when ordering.
FB5190-WE
Size 3, 4 or 5, white
£9 20 ea
FB5190-WE-3-10 Size 3, white, bag of 10
£97 75 set
FB5190-WE-4-10 Size 4, white, bag of 10
£97 75 set
FB5190-WE-5-10 Size 5, white, bag of 10
£97 75 set

£7 48

3

Mitre® Impel

A base-level training ball, built for control and featuring a 30-panel construction.
FB6160-OR-3
Size 3, orange
£7 48 ea
FB6160-OR-3-10 Size 3, orange, bag of 10
£80 50 set
FB6160-OR-4
Size 4, orange
£7 48 ea
FB6160-OR-4-10 Size 4, orange, bag of 10
£80 50 set
FB6160-OR-5
Size 5, orange
£7 48 ea
FB6160-OR-5-10 Size 5, orange, bag of 10
£80 50 set

FB6160-WE-3
FB6160-WE-3-10
FB6160-WE-4
FB6160-WE-4-10
FB6160-WE-5
FB6160-WE-5-10

Size 3, white
Size 3, white, bag of 10
Size 4, white
Size 4, white, bag of 10
Size 5, white
Size 5, white, bag of 10

£7 48 ea
£80 50 set
£7 48 ea
£80 50 set
£7 48 ea
£80 50 set

FB6170-WE-3
FB6170-WE-3-10
FB6170-WE-4
FB6170-WE-4-10
FB6170-WE-5
FB6170-WE-5-10

Size 3, white
Size 3, please specify colour
Size 4, white
Size 4, please specify colour
Size 5, white
Size 5, please specify colour

£8 63 ea
£92 00 set
£8 63 ea
£92 00 set
£8 63 ea
£92 00 set

£8 63

4

Mitre® Impel Plus

A mid-level training ball featuring a hard wearing 30-panel construction.
FB6170-OR-3
Size 3, orange
FB6170-OR-3-10 Size 3, please specify colour
FB6170-OR-4
Size 4, orange
FB6170-OR-4-10 Size 4, please specify colour
FB6170-OR-5
Size 5, orange
FB6170-OR-5-10 Size 5, please specify colour
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£8 63 ea
£92 00 set
£8 63 ea
£92 00 set
£8 63 ea
£92 00 set
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£13 80

1

£17 25

2

Mitre® Ultimatch

A 20-panel configuration for superior in-play consistency and flight. Available in white or
yellow. please specify colour and size when ordering.
FB6180
Size 3, 4 or 5, Please specify size and colour
£13 80 ea
FB6180-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10, please specify colour
£143 75 set
FB6180-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10, please specify colour
£143 75 set
FB6180-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10, please specify colour
£143 75 set
£9 20

3

NEW!

£12 65

£18 40

Mitre® Breathable Ball Sacks

A range of storage options to help transport and store
balls. All made from nylon and featuring a draw cord
closure.
RG1640-BK
Size: 90 L x 49cm dia.
£16 10 ea
FB1440-BK
Size: 98 L x 46cm D
£14 95 ea
FB2640
Size: 109 L x 25cm dia.
£9 20 ea

More inflation
equipment on
page 159

6

Mitre® Ultimatch Hyperseam

A 12-panel foam backed construction with textured surface for optimum aerodynamic
control. Please specify size when ordering.
FB6070-FL-3
Size 3, fluorescent
£17 25 ea
FB6070-FL-3-10 Size 3, fluorescent, bag of 10
£178 25 set
FB6070-WE
Size 3, 4 or 5, white
£17 25 ea
FB6070-WE-4-10 Size 4, white, bag of 10
£178 25 set
FB6070-WE-5-10 Size 5, white, bag of 10
£178 25 set

Inflate a ball in approximatley 30 seconds. 40psi
maximum presssure, weight; 1.6kg. Mains powered.
Replacement needle

Mitre® Tempest II Futsal

£120 75

Mitre® Electric Compressor

FB3810
FB1640-NED-12

4

£120 75 ea
£3 45 ea

5

A training ball with 32-panel construction with 30%
reduced rebound.
FB6220-3
Size 3
£12 65 ea
FB6220-4
Size 4
£12 65 ea

NEW!

£16 10

NEW!

8
7

Mitre® Ultimatch Indoor

A match level 20-panel indoor ball.
FB6230-4
Size 4
FB6230-5
Size 5

Mitre® Nebula Futsal

A match ball with 32-panel construction featuring a
hardwearing grain surface and 30% reduced rebound.
FB5440-3
Size 3
£18 40 ea
FB5440-4
Size 4
£18 40 ea

£16 10 ea
£16 10 ea

Infiniti Indoor

Features a 32-panel hybrid construction that offers
reduced rebound properties especially on indoor and
laminate surfaces.
FB6270-4
Size 4
£13 80 ea
FB6270-5
Size 5
£13 80 ea
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Football
£88 55

£6 04

2
1

Speed and Agility Kit

Contents include 2 Foot Speed Ladders, 12 30cm (12") Step Training Hurdles, 10
Flexible Cones, 25 Spacemarkers. Complete with a holdall.

£88 55 set

ST1010

More Coaching equipment
on pages 156-163

£5 18

3

Grid Training Poles

ST1210
ST1210-12

Bag of 12

£5 18 ea
£62 10 set

£8 05

£6 90

£4 03

Passing Arcs

Made from 25cm dia. tubular plastic and supplied complete with 2 bases that can be
weighted by sand (not included), the Passing Arcs are suitable to be used for both
indoor and outdoor games. Size: 46 W x 40cm H.

SE2480
SE2480-6

222

Foot Speed Ladder

This training aid forces the feet to adapt to extremely fast patterns of footwork by
repeating the exercises over and over. Supplied complete with drawstring bag.
ST1470-02
Flat rung ladder, length: 2m
£6 90 ea
ST1050
Round rung ladder, length: 4m
£13 80 ea

6
5

Space Markers

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 mixed colours or as a set of 50 white only. Dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

4

Flexible poles 183cm (6’) long with steel foot spikes. The Grid Training Poles are set out
to allow evasion and side-step development.

More Cones and Marking equipment on
pages 164-165

Bag of 6

£8 05 ea
£49 45 set

Mini Step Training Hurdles

Training aid for the development of running techniques, lateral Speed, agility and for
plyometric training. To run the drills, hurdles can be placed as close or as far apart as
desired. Ideal for "quick feet" and knee lift drills. Available heights 15cm and 30cm.
ST1070-150
Height 15cm
£4 03 ea
ST1070-150-12
Height 15cm, bag of 12
£51 75 set
ST1070-300
Height 30cm
£4 89 ea
ST1070-300-12
Height 30cm, bag of 12
£63 25 set
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Boundary/Corner Poles
with Spikes

Made from plastic. Complete with a metal spike, suitable
for use with Nylon Corner Flags (FB1500). Length 1.8m
FB1460-28
Dia. 28mm
£4 31 ea
FB1460-28-4-PB Dia. 28mm, set of 4
£16 10 set
FB1460-28-12
Dia. 28mm, bag of 12
£50 60 set

2
		

run

g s pi

SAVE!

90

WAS

£3 16
NOW

£2.01

ke

Boundary/Corner Poles
with Flags & Spikes

Perfect for use with firm ground; a footplate is pressed
into the ground and the pole then inserted into the plate.
Supplied as a set of 4 poles complete with red flags.
FB1330
Sprung spike
£29 90 set

3

Free Standing Poles & Bases

Solid weighted rubber, Free Standing Bases for use with
our Flexible Boundary Poles. Length 1.8m, dia. 28mm.
FB6020-28
Flexible Boundary Pole £3 16 ££2 01 ea
FB2590
Free Standing Base
£9 78 ea
£9 20

4

MasterSport® Pole Carrying Bag

Made from nylon, featuring hook & loop closing and a padded shoulder strap. Holds 12 poles.
FB1410
Size: 1.94m L x dia. 18cm

£9 20 ea

£24 15

£1 44

6
5

Sport Write Coaching Boards

These robust dry erase Coaching Boards offer both full and half court options. At 42 x
32cm and only 500g they are great when you are on the go. Complete with a premium
dry erase marker and a reusable storage bag.
ST1490-FOO
Football
£24 15 ea

Nylon Corner Flags

Slot over Boundary/Corner Poles and feature sewn in securing ties. available individually
or as a set of 4. Size: 30 W x 29cm H. Please specify colour when ordering.
FB1500-BE
Blue
£1 44 ea
FB1500-GN
Green
£1 44 ea
FB1500-RD
Red
£1 44 ea
FB1500-YW
Yellow
£1 44 ea
FB1500-4-PB
Blue, green, red or yellow, set of 4
£5 18 set
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Football
WAS

£4 95
NOW

£4.03

£2 30

SAVE!

£9 78

3
1

2

Linesman’s Flags

Assistant referee and Linesman’s Flags on foam handled
flag sticks. Red and yellow flags are traditional with the
Senior Linesman taking red, more recently chequered
red/yellow flags have become fashionable for all.
FB1670-PLA
Red, yellow
£4 95 ££4 03 pr
FB1670-CHE Chequered red/yellow
£6 04 pr
WAS

£8 63
NOW

£5.75

4

£2 59

SAVE!

Shin and Ankle Guards

5

A Shin and Ankle Protector with a high impact plastic
shell and ankle disc.
GK1630-S
Small
£8 63 ££5 75 pr
GK1630-S-10-PB Small, set of 10 £83 95 ££72 45 set
GK1630-L
Large
£8 63 pr
GK1630-L-10-PB Large, set of 10
£82 80 set
WAS

£6 33
NOW

£5.46

7

Referee’s Essentials

The essentials for a referee to conduct a football match.
Components sold seperatley.
FB2090
Cards
£2 30 ea
FB3500
Wristbands
£2 30 ea
FB3490
Fox Classic Whistle
£4 31 ea
SC1620
Stopwatch
£4 60 ea

£5 18

MasterSport® Shin Guards

Manufactured from plastic coated polystyrene and
featuring hook & loop fastening elastic straps.
GK1640-S
Small
£2 59 pr
GK1640-S-10-PB Small, set of 10
£24 15 set
GK1640-L
Large
£2 88 pr
GK1640-L-10-PB Large, set of 10
£26 45 set
£1 15

SAVE!

224

6

9
8

Mitre® Shin Guard

Perfect for heavy school or club use, the sturdy Shin
Guards feature a protecting hard outer shell with a vented
foam inner to help keep the user cool.
GK5030-S
Small
£5 18 pr
GK5030-M
Medium
£5 18 pr
GK5030-L
Large
£5 18 pr
£27 60

Mitre® Shin and Ankle Guard

These sturdy Mitre® Shin and Ankle Guards are perfect
for heavy school or club use; they boast additional ankle
protection and feature a protecting hard outer shell with a
vented foam inner to help keep the user cool.
GK5040-S
Small
£6 33 ££5 46 pr
GK5040-M
Medium
£6 61 pr
GK5040-L
Large
£6 61 pr

Mitre® Goalkeepers Gloves

Features a flat latex foam palm and durable PVC
backhand. A full elastic cuff and wrap strap make the
glove easy to get on yet superbly secure when fastened.
This is an ideal glove for school or recreational use. Styles
may vary.
GK4210-S
Junior, small
£9 78 pr
GK4210-M
Junior, medium
£9 78 pr
GK4200-S
Senior, small
£10 35 pr
GK4200-M
Senior, medium
£10 35 pr
GK4200-L
Senior, large
£10 35 pr

Captain’s Armband

Elasticated printed Captain’s Armband. Available in
black, blue, red.
GK1680-S-BK Black
£1 15 ea
GK1680-S-BE Blue
£1 15 ea
GK1680-S-SC Red
£1 15 ea

Koolpak Team Kit

FA & RFL approved, the Koolpak Team First Aid Kit
provides everything required to treat minor injuries
on the field of play; ideal for any standard of club, and
indeed perfect for any team sport. Supplied in a spacious
waterproof touchline bag.
FA1830
Size: 42 L x 20 W x 28cm H
£27 60 ea
FA1830-REF
Team First Aid Kit Refill
£11 50 ea
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WAS

£43 70
NOW
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1

Mitre® Foldable Goals

Ideal for small sided games and drills. Essentially self-assembly, ‘popping-up’ out of
the bag and supplied in pairs complete with ground anchors and carry bag. Available
in 2 sizes.
FB5250-MED
1.21 W x 0.81m H x 0.81m runback
£43 70 pr
FB5250-LRG
1.82 W x 1.06m H x 1.06m runback
£51 75 pr

SAVE!

3

2

Mitre® Easy Fold Goals

Featuring unique folding hinges with locking pins. Tubular metal construction with a
silver finish. Supplied complete with net and fixing pegs.
FB3880-A-1
1.83 W x 0.91m H x 0.61m runback
£43 70 ££33 35 ea
FB3880-A-2
1.83 W x 0.91m H x 0.61m runback
£79 35 pr

WAS

£132 25

£96 60

NOW

£113.85

Multipurpose Soccer Goal

4

2 goals in 1! Portable goal designed for easy assembly into either of two sizes; ideal
for training and constructed from push fit white plastic. Supplied complete with back
supports, net, ground pegs and a carry bag. Size: 2.44 W x 1.83 H (8’ x 6’) x 1.22m
runback, or 3.66 W x 1.83 H (12’ x 6’) x 1.22m runback.
FB3690-1
2.44/3.66 W x 1.83 H x 1.22m runback
£132 25 ££113 85 ea
FB3690-2
2.44/3.66 W x 1.83 H x 1.22m runback
£258 75 ££218 50 pr
FB3690-BAG
Spare carry bag
£10 35 ea

BazookaGoal™ VR 2.0

Approved by the FA. A solid frame pop up goal constructed from heavy-duty nylon
and glass-reinforced plastic. Featuring a quick launch button which opens the goal up
instantly and incorporates an easy to replace zipped on net. A pateneted spring-coil
system allows the frame to flex on ball or player impact reducing the need for ground
pegging. The frame stabilising strap acts as a carrying strap once folded for storage.
FB5560-1
1.15 W x 0.65m H x 0.65m runback
£96 60 ea
FB5560-2
1.15 W x 0.65m H x 0.65m runback
£172 50 pr

£48 30

5

£212 18

QuickPLAY™ Kickster Goals

Ultra-portable and features a strong and durable patented steel and fiberglass flexi
post design; it takes around 2 minutes to set up and is supplied complete with net and
carry bag. Academy goal comes with ground pegs and the Elite has a weighted base
for extra stability.

Academy (ground pegs, suitable for outdoor use)
FB6040-A
FB6040-A-2
FB6040-D
FB6040-D-2

1.82 W x 1.22m H (6' X 4') x 0.7m runback
1.82 W x 1.22m H (6' x 4') x 0.7m runback
3.66 W x 1.83m H (12' x 6') x 1.0m runback
3.66 W x 1.83m H (12' x 6') x 1.0m runback

Elite (weighted base suitable for indoor/outdoor use)
FB6050-A
FB6050-A-2
Net |

1.5 W x 1.0m H x 0.7m runback
1.5 W x 1.0m H x 0.7m runback

£48 30 ea
£92 00 pr
£80 50 ea
£155 25 pr
£55 20 ea
£105 80 pr

Folds and Unfolds
in seconds
6

Samba Aluminium Folding Goal

Portable goal featuring a nylon elastic net that absorbs the impact of a shot. A lightweight
yet professional quality goal that unfolds in seconds for all ages and skill levels; ideal for
1 v 1, 2 v 2, 3 v 3 or target shooting games.
FB4030-1
1.55 W x 1.0m H (5’ x 3’) x 0.76m runback
£212 18 ea
FB4030-2
1.55 W x 1.0m H (5’ x 3’) x 0.76m runback
£424 35 pr
FB4030-NET
Spare net
£33 93 ea

Carry
bag
Net(0)
clips
Ground pegs | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Net hooks
t: +44 (0) 1753
648666
| f: +44
1753 648989Ground
| w: anchors
www.bishopsport.co.uk
|
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Football
£52 90

1

£64 98

Samba Target Goal

Appealing for young children yet robust enough for the very best footballers.
Constructed from white plastic (dia. 68mm) and featuring sprung button locking fixing;
supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB2350-1.22-0.60 1.22 W x 0.6m H (4’ x 2’) x 0.6m runback
£52 90 ea
FB2350-1.22-0.60-2 1.22 W x 0.6m H (4’ x 2’) x 0.6m runback
£97 75 pr
£97 18

3

2

£189 18

Samba 5-A-Side Match Goals

4

Suitable for league use; this portable goal is constructed from white plastic with sprung
button locking fixings. Supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
Available in 2 sizes.
FB2500-A
2.44 W x 1.22m H (8’ x 4’) x 1.05m runback
£97 18 ea
FB2500-B
3.66 W x 1.22m H (12’ x 4’) x 1.05m runback
£120 18 ea
£196 08

mm

P la s

ti

£189 18 ea
£373 75 pr
£23 58 ea
£17 83 ea

c

6
Samba 9v9 Match Goal

Suitable for league use; a portable goal constructed from plastic (dia. 68mm) with
sprung button locking fixings. Supplied complete with net, net clips, ground anchors
and a carry bag.
FB1680
4.88 W x 2.13m H (16’ x 7’)
£196 08 ea
FB2270
Spare net
£29 33 ea
FB1780
Spare carry bag
£17 83 ea

226

Samba 5v5/7v7 Match Goal

A portable goal suitable for 5v5 or 7v7 games.
FB3780
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
FB3780-2
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
FB2280
Spare net
FB2240
Spare carry bag
£183 43

68

5

Samba Match Goal

A portable goal constructed from white plastic with sprung button locking fixings.
Supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB4020-1
1.52 W x 1.22m H (5’ x 4’) x 1.0m runback
£64 98 ea
FB4020-2
1.52 W x 1.22m H (5’ x 4’) x 1.0m runback
£126 50 pr

Samba Multi Goal

A portable goal constructed from plastic with sprung button locking fixings. Supplied
complete with net, net clips and ground anchors. Can be assembled in the following
sizes: 2.44 W x 2.14m H (8’x7’), 2.44 W x 1.83m H (8’x6’), 3.66 W x 2.14m H (12’x7’),
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’x6’), 4.88 W x 2.14m H (16’x7’) or 4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’x6’).

FB5310-1
FB2270
FB5310-2
FB1780

Spare net
Spare carry bag

£183 43 ea
£29 33 ea
£368 00 pr
£17 83 ea

Net (0) 1753 648666
Carry
Net 648989
clips
Ground anchors
Ground
pegs
Net hooks
| t: +44
| bag
f: +44 (0) 1753
| w: www.bishopsport.co.uk
| e:
sales@bishopsport.co.uk
|
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last
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£131 68

1

£215 63

2

Samba Futsal Goal

Portable goal constructed from white plastic with sprung button locking fixings and
supplied complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB2650-1
3.0 W x 2.0m H x 1.27m runback
£131 68 ea
FB2650-2
3.0 W x 2.0m H x 1.27m runback
£258 75 pr

Samba Combination Goal (Football/Rugby)

A portable Mini Soccer Goal that can be adapted to make Mini Rugby Posts by
removing the top corners and replacing with ‘T’ pieces and uprights. Constructed from
push fit plastic tubing (dia. 68cm) and supplied complete with net, net clips and ground
anchors. Size: 3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’) x 1.27m runback, uprights 4.27m H.

£215 63 ea

RG1790

Samba PLAYFAST Match Goal
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£109 83

Samba PLAYFAST Match Goal

Features an innovative fast folding corner joint by Mitre® that allows the goal to be put up in less than 60 seconds. Constructed from white uPVC (dia. 68mm) and supplied
complete with net, net clips, carry bag and ground anchors.

5' x 4'

FB6030-A 1.55 W x 1.22m H x 0.97m runback £109 83 ea
FB6030-A-2
£212 75 pr
Net |

8' x 4'

FB6030-B 2.44 W x 1.22m H x 1.02m runback £142 03 ea
FB6030-B-2
£281 75 pr

12' x 6'

FB6030-F 3.66 W x 1.83m H x 1.55m runback £238 63 ea
FB6030-F-2
£471 50 pr

Carry
bag
Net(0)
clips
Ground pegs | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Net hooks
t: +44 (0) 1753
648666
| f: +44
1753 648989Ground
| w: anchors
www.bishopsport.co.uk
|

| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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Net not included

2
1

Harrod Pro-Shot Goal

Offering robust white plastic (dia. 70mm) tubing with sprung button locking fixings.
Supplied with a heavy duty net, net clips and ground anchors.
FB3100-1
2.44 W x 1.22m H (8’ x 4’) x 0.81m runback
£104 65 ea
FB3100-2
2.44 W x 1.22m H (8’ x 4’) x 0.81m runback
£201 25 pr

Heavyweight

£776 02

FS1 Fold-away 5-A-Side Goals

Designed for general sports hall use. White powder coated steel posts and crossbar
(dia. 50mm), complete with folding side frames (dia. 25mm) with sprung button locking
mechanism and a detachable zinc steel bottom backbar (dia. 38mm). Fitted with floor
protection pads. Counterbalance weight Anchors not included.
FB1530-A
2.44 W x 1.22m H (8’ x 4’)
£343 51 pr
FB1530-B
3.66 W x 1.22m H (12’ x 4’)
£355 01 pr
FB1530-C
4.88 W x 1.22m H (16’ x 4’)
£361 91 pr
PS1050-4
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 4
£164 45 ea
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Freestanding

£801 44
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Net not included
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Net not included

3

Classic 5-A-Side Goals

Designed for venues that have constant heavy usage and boast a heavy-duty tube
clamp corner joint system whilst the posts, crossbar and backbar are white powder
coated steel (dia. 48mm). Counterbalance weight Anchors not included.
FB2000-A
3.66 W x 1.22m H (12’ x 4’)
£776 02 pr
FB2000-B
4.88 W x 1.22m H (16’ x 4’)
£809 83 pr
PS1050-4
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 4
£164 45 ea
£42 55

Foldable Aluminium 5-A-Side Goals

Suitable for use on grass or artificial surfaces and feature fully welded corner joints
with hidden internal plates to provide strength and added safety. White powder coated
posts and crossbar (dia. 80mm), complete with zinc plated folding side frames (dia.
32mm) and a detachable galvanised steel bottom backbar (dia. 42.4mm). Supplied
complete with ground anchors and lock-on net hooks. Counterbalance weight Anchors
not included.
FB1380-A
Folding, 2.44 W x 1.22m H (8’ x 4’)
£801 44 pr
FB1380-B
Fixed, 3.66 W x 1.22m H (12’ x 4’)
£878 03 pr
FB1380-C
Fixed, 4.88 W x 1.22m H (16’ x 4’)
£942 20 pr
FB1380-D
Folding, 3.66 W x 1.22m H (12’ x 4’)
£860 20 pr
FB1380-E
Folding, 4.88 W x 1.22m H (16’ x 4’)
£913 45 pr
PS1050-4
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 4
£164 45 ea
£2526 55

SAVE!

Extra
No
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rr i age

5-A-Side Goal Nets

All nets are of white polyethylene construction, for runback dimensions or advice with
matching to specific goal posts please consult our website or call our sales office on
01753 648 666.
FB1590
2.44 W x 1.22m H, 2.5mm thick
£42 55 pr
FB5950
2.44 W x 1.22m H, 3.0mm thick
£71 19 pr
FB1580-A
3.66 W x 1.22m H, 2.5mm thick
£48 30 pr
FB1580-B
3.66 W x 1.22m H, 3.0mm thick
£88 55 pr
FB2450
3.66 W x 1.22m H, 4.0mm thick
£124 09 pr
FB1570-A
4.88 W x 1.22m H, 2.5mm thick
£48 30 ££41 40 pr
FB1570-B
4.88 W x 1.22m H, 3.0mm thick
£94 30 pr
FB2430
4.88 W x 1.22m H, 4.0mm thick
£124 09 pr
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Net not included

5

3G 'Original' Integral Weighted 5-A-Side Goals

The unique roller system provides easy manoeuvrability on synthetic and 3G surfaces.
Fully welded corner joints provide superior strength and added safety. Uprights,
Crossbars & Sidebars made from reinforced aluminium. Full length net supports made
from 31.8mm diameter galvanised steel. Full length bottom net retaining bar made from
zinc plated internal corner joints. Polyester powder coated white (excluding rollers).
FB5420-A
3.66 W x 1.22m H (12’ x 4’)
£2526 55 pr
FB5420-B
4.88 W x 1.22m H (16’ x 4’)
£2969 30 pr
FB5410-C
4.88 W x 2.13m H (16' x 7')
£3871 36 pr

Net (0) 1753 648666
Carry
Net 648989
clips
Ground anchors
Ground
pegs
Net hooks
| t: +44
| bag
f: +44 (0) 1753
| w: www.bishopsport.co.uk
| e:
sales@bishopsport.co.uk
|
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |

Football
£169 05

£314 53
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Harrod 5v5/7v7 Polygoal

1

A portable goal suitable for 5v5 or 7v7 games. Features sprung button locking for easy
assembly and constructed from white heavy-duty plastic (dia. 68mm) with full length
net supports and backbar. Supplied complete with net, net clips, ground pegs and
carry bag.
FB1900-A-1
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£169 05 ea
FB1900-A-2
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£327 75 pr
FB1900-A-NET
Spare net
£26 45 ea
FB1900-BAG
Spare carry bag
£18 40 ea

2

rr i age

Supa 7 Mini Soccer Goal

Supa 7 Mini Soccer Goal; a portable goal suitable for 5v5 or 7v7 games, featuring sprung
button locking for easy assembly and constructed from white powder coated steel (dia.
51mm) with full length zinc plated net supports (dia. 32mm). Supplied complete with
net, net clips, ground pegs and carry bag, and a 3-piece zinc plated detachable backbar
(dia. 42mm, not intended to fit into the carry bag).
FB2260
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£314 53 ea
FB2260-2
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£628 82 pr
£517 16
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Net not included

Freestanding Steel Mini Soccer Goals

Freestanding, portable goals featuring fully welded corner joints for additional strength and safety. White powder coated posts and crossbar (dia. 51mm), with zinc plated side
frames (dia. 32mm) and detachable galvanised steel bottom backbar (dia. 42mm). Supplied complete with ground anchors.
FB1940-A
Fixed, 3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£517 16 pr
FB1940-B
Fixed, 4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’)
£577 07 pr
FB1940-C
Folding, 3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£580 41 pr
FB1940-D
Folding, 4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’)
£608 12 pr
PS1050-6
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 6
£246 10 ea

SAVE!

£69 00

£919 66
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Net not included

5v5 & 7v7 Goal Nets

All nets are of white polyethylene construction, for runback dimensions or advice with
matching to specific goal posts please consult our website or call our sales office on
01753 648 666.
FB5630
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 2.5mm thick
£69 00 pr
FB5640
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick
£120 75 pr
FB5650
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick, Classic Fit
£87 29 pr
FB2410
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 4.0mm thick
£122 94 pr
FB5670
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 2.5mm thick
£73 60 pr
40
FB5680
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick
£133 ££92 00 pr
FB5690
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick, Classic Fit
£99 94 pr
FB1850
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 4.0mm thick
£127 54 pr
Net |

4

Freestanding Aluminium Mini Soccer Goals

Freestanding Aluminium Mini Soccer Goals are portable and are suitable for use on grass
or artificial surfaces; they feature fully welded corner joints with hidden internal plates to
provide superior strength and added safety. White powder coated posts and crossbar
(dia. 80mm), with zinc plated side frames (dia. 32mm) and detachable galvanised steel
bottom backbar (dia. 42.4mm). Supplied complete with ground anchors and lock-on
synthetic net hooks.
FB1970-A
Fixed, 3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£919 66 pr
FB1970-B
Fixed, 4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’)
£991 07 pr
FB1970-C
Folding, 3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£965 66 pr
FB1970-D
Folding, 4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’)
£1054 32 pr
PS1050-6
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 6
£246 10 ea

Carry
bag
Net(0)
clips
Ground pegs | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Net hooks
t: +44 (0) 1753
648666
| f: +44
1753 648989Ground
| w: anchors
www.bishopsport.co.uk
|

| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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Football
£800 75

£624 11
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Classic Freestanding Mini Soccer Goals

Suitable for venues that have constant heavy usage; feature a heavy-duty clamp corner
joint system. White powder coated steel posts, side frames, crossbar and backbar (dia.
48mm).
FB1130-A
3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£800 75 pr
FB1130-B
4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’)
£850 43 pr
PS1050-6
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 6
£246 10 ea
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Net not included

Net not included
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Round Socketed Mini Soccer Goals

Round Socketed Mini Soccer Goals feature fully welded crossbar corner joints for
added strength and safety. White powder coated steel uprights and crossbars supplied
complete with 46cm deep sockets and synthetic arrow net hooks.
FB1960-A
3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’), 60mm dia.
£624 11 pr
FB1960-B
4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’), 60mm dia.
£624 22 pr
FB1960-C
3.66 W x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’), 76mm dia.
£718 64 pr
FB2360
Net supports, set of 4
£119 95 set

£3423 55

£69 00

SAVE!

Extra
No
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5v5 & 7v7 Goal Nets

All nets are of white polyethylene construction, for runback dimensions or advice with
matching to specific goal posts please consult our website or call our sales office on
01753 648 666.
FB5630
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 2.5mm thick
£69 00 pr
FB5640
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick
£120 75 pr
FB5650
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick, Classic Fit
£87 29 pr
FB2410
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 4.0mm thick
£122 94 pr
FB5670
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 2.5mm thick
£73 60 pr
FB5680
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick
£133 40 ££92 00 pr
FB5690
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick, Classic Fit
£99 94 pr
FB1850
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 4.0mm thick
£127 54 pr

Net not included

3

3G Integral Weighted 5v5/7v7 Goals

The unique roller system provides easy manoeuvrability on synthetic and 3G surfaces.
Fully welded corner joints provide superior strength and added safety. Uprights,
Crossbars & Sidebars made from reinforced aluminium. Full length net supports made
from 31.8mm diameter galvanised steel. Full length bottom net retaining bar made from
zinc plated internal corner joints. Polyester powder coated white (excluding rollers).
FB5410-A
3.66 L x 1.83m H (12’ x 6’)
£3423 55 pr
FB5410-B
4.88 W x 1.83m H (16’ x 6’)
£3656 08 pr
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Football goal key
Net

Carry bag

Net clips

Ground anchors

Ground pegs

Net hooks

For Nets and other accessories, please see page 235

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
Large items that display this symbol are delivered at our nominal standard order processing and delivery charge. T & C’s apply.
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost | £ prices are special offer, while stocks last | * prices are zero rated | Items marked colour options available, please state when ordering |

Football
9v9 Game

9v9 is the progression from Mini Soccer for U10’s & U11’s, it is also seen by The FA (The Football Association) as being appropriate for other older age groups and is a key part
of The FA’s National Game Strategy to develop Better Players through Deliberate Play and Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU). The FA does encourage marking blue lines
on an existing 11v11 pitch and using portable goals so that smaller goals and smaller pitches can be used for 9v9 games.

£678 39
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Net not included

1

Round Socketed Steel 9v9 Goals

Featuring fully welded crossbar corner joints for additional strength and safety. White powder coated uprights and crossbars supplied complete with 46cm deep sockets and
synthetic arrow net hooks.
FB1960-J
60mm, 4.88 W x 2.13m H (16’ x 7’)
£678 39 pr
FB1960-K
76mm, 4.88 W x 2.13m H (16’ x 7’)
£784 65 pr
FB2360
Net supports, set of 4
£119 95 set
£1234 30
i-
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ee

rr i age

3
Net not included

2

ra i

Freestanding Aluminium 9v9 Goal

Featuring sprung loaded foot operated folding side frames and fully welded corner joints
with hidden internal plates for increased strength and safety. White powder coated
posts and crossbar (dia. 80mm), complete with zinc plated side frames (dia. 32mm)
and detachable galvanised steel bottom backbar (dia. 42mm). Supplied complete with
ground anchors and lock-on synthetic net hooks.
FB5330
4.88 W x 2.13m H (16’ x 7’)
£1234 30 pr
PS1050-6
Counterbalance Weight Anchor, set of 6
£246 10 ea
Freestanding goals must be anchored, please see Goal Post Safety on page 236
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£3871 36
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3G Integral Weighted 9v9 Goals

The unique roller system provides easy manoeuvrability on synthetic and 3G surfaces.
Fully welded corner joints provide superior strength and added safety. Uprights,
Crossbars & Sidebars made from reinforced aluminium. Full length net supports made
from 31.8mm diameter galvanised steel. Full length bottom net retaining bar made from
zinc plated internal corner joints. Polyester powder coated white (excluding rollers).
FB5410-C
4.88 W x 2.13M H
£3871 36 pr

		

9v9 Goal Nets

All nets are of white polyethylene construction, for runback dimensions or advice with
matching to specific goal posts please consult our website or call our sales office on
01753 648 666.
FB3530-A
4.88 W x 2.13m H, 2.5mm thick
£106 84 pr
FB3530-B
4.88 W x 2.13m H, 3.0mm thick
£127 54 pr
FB4050
4.88 W x 2.13m H, 3.0mm thick braided
£143 64 pr

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
Large items that display this symbol are delivered at our nominal standard order processing and delivery charge. T & C’s apply.
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost | £ prices are special offer, while stocks last | * prices are zero rated | Items marked colour options available, please state when ordering |
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Football
Goal sizes as outlined by The FA

£655 39
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Junior Football Goal Nets

Standard Profile

FB1240
FB1230
FB1750
FB1220
Net not included

		

£87 40 pr
£79 35 pr
£111 55 pr
£52 90 ££44 85 pr

5.49 W x 2.13m H, 2.0mm thick
6.40 W x 2.13m H, 2.0mm thick
6.40 W x 2.13m H, 2.5mm thick
7.32 W x 2.13m H, 2.0mm thick

Senior Football Goal Nets

Standard Profile

1

60mm Round Heavyweight Socketed Goals

An ideal entry level socketed steel goal for school and junior club use. White powder
coated uprights and crossbars (dia. 60mm) with fully welded corner joints for additonal
strength and safety. Supplied complete with 31cm deep sockets and synthetic arrow
net hooks.
FB1020-A
6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’)
£655 39 pr
FB1020-B
7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’)
£670 68 pr
RG1750
Net supports: set of 4
£117 65 set

FB1190-A
FB1190-B
FB1170-A
FB3450-A
FB1170-B
FB3450-B

7.32 W x 2.44m H, 2.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 2.5mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 3.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 3.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 4.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 4.0mm thick

£83 95 pr
£105 80 pr
£172 50 pr
£151 69 pr
£241 50 ££189 75 pr
£264 50 ££218 50 pr

7.32 W x 2.44m H, 2.5mm thick

£118 34 pr

Straight Back Profile

FB1360

£814 09
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Featuring Bayonet
Twist Locking Sockets

Net not included

2

Super Heavyweight Socketed Steel Goals

Featuring fully welded crossbar corner joints for additional strength and safety. White powder coated uprights and crossbars supplied complete with 31cm deep sockets and
synthetic arrow net hooks.
76mm Round Locking Socketed Super Heavyweight Football Goals: featuring
76mm Round Socketed Super Heavyweight Football Goals: featuring heavy gauge Bayonet Twist Locking Sockets and heavy gauge steel for the ultimate in security and
durability.
steel for the ultimate in durability.
6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’)
£888 84 pr
FB1010-A
6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’)
£814 09 pr FB1010-C
7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’)
£1006 25 pr
FB1010-B
7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’)
£822 25 pr FB1010-D
Net supports: set of 4
£139 50 set
FB1100
Net supports: set of 4
£139 50 set FB1100
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Net (0) 1753 648666
Carry
Net 648989
clips
Ground anchors
Ground
pegs
Net hooks
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|
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |
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Net not included

1

3G Parks Socketed Goals

Featuring detachable crossbars with quick release latch mechanisms. Uprights and crossbar constructed from 112 W x 102mm D reinforced aluminium with fully welded corner
joints for strength and safety. Supplied complete with 46cm deep elliptical sockets, Drop-In Socket Lids or Locking Flush Fitting Lids and lock-on synthetic net hooks.

FB3760-A
FB3760-B

6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’), drop-In Lids
6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’), locking Lids

£1541 81 pr
£1743 06 pr

FB3760-C
FB3760-D

7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’), drop-In Lids
7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’), locking Lids

£1541 81 pr
£1743 06 pr
£1771 46
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The 3G Stadium Goal

A conversion of the 3G Stadium Goal using 3G Stadium Elbow Brackets made from powder coated tubular steel (38mm dia.). The Uprights and crossbar are made from 112 W
x 102mm D reinforced aluminium with fully welded corner joints for strength and safety. Full Set supplied complete with a 3G Hinged Bottom Net Support and a Standard Profile
Net. Size: 7.32 W x 2.44m H x 1.83m runback.
FB5830-A
3G Stadium, full set
£1771 46 set FB2530-STE-SEN Hinged Bottom Net Supports
£385 71 pr
99
FB6010
4.0mm polyethylene Net
£199 set FB1830
Set of 4 Elbow Brackets
£166 29 set
Net |

Carry
bag
Net(0)
clips
Ground pegs | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Net hooks
t: +44 (0) 1753
648666
| f: +44
1753 648989Ground
| w: anchors
www.bishopsport.co.uk
|

| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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Football
£1007 75

£3806 96
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Net not included / Wheels optional

1

£610 31

le r s y st e

m

Net not included

Heavyweight Freestanding Goals

Round plates to prevent marking to artificial surfaces and feature fully welded crossbar
corner joints for additional strength and safety. White powder coated posts and crossbar
(dia. 60mm), with zinc plated net supports (dia. 32mm), 50mm square side rails and
backbar. Supplied with ground anchors and synthetic arrow net hooks.
FB1090-A
6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’)
£1007 75 pr
FB1090-B
7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’)
£984 75 pr
FB1090-WHE
Flip-over, set of 8
£610 31 set
FB1990-WHE
Hi-Raise, set of 8
£731 06 set

ol

rr i age

2

3G Integral Weighted Goals

The unique roller system provides easy manoeuvrability on synthetic and 3G surfaces.
Fully welded corner joints provide superior strength and added safety. Uprights,
Crossbars & Sidebars made from reinforced aluminium. Full length net supports made
from 31.8mm diameter galvanised steel. Full length bottom net retaining bar made from
zinc plated internal corner joints. Polyester powder coated white (excluding rollers).
FB5400-A
6.4 W x 2.13m H (21’ x 7’)
£3806 96 pr
FB5400-B
7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’)
£3916 21 pr

£139 50

£117 65

Flip-over

3

Wheels for Freestanding Goal

Optional Wheels for Freestanding Goals feature extra
wide (dia. 26cm) cellular rubber wheels; puncture proof
they do not require inflating. Supplied complete with
bottom side bar mechanism, Flip-over for steel goals and
Hi-Raise for aluminium goals. 4 wheels per goal required.
FB1090-WHE Flip-over, set of 8
£610 31 set
FB1990-WHE Hi-Raise, set of 8
£731 06 set
£116 50

6

Continental Solid Steel
Net Supports

Continental Solid Steel Net Supports; white powder
coated. Dia. 22mm.
FB1100
Set of 4
£139 50 set
£119 95

Tubular Continental Net Supports

Tubular Continental Net Supports conform to FA
Guidelines, constructed from tubular galvanised steel.
Dia. 25.4mm.
FB1110
Set of 4
£116 50 set

234

4
		

7

5
		

Continental Tubular Steel
Net Supports

Continental Tubular Steel Net Supports; galvanised steel.
Dia. 25.4mm.
RG1750
Set of 4
£117 65 set
£208 15

Solid Continental Net Supports

Solid Continental Net Supports conform to FA Guidelines,
constructed from white powder coated solid steel. Dia.
22mm.
FB2360
Set of 4
£119 95 set

8

International Steel Net Supports

International Steel Net Supports; tubular zinc plated
steel, suitable for use with 7.32 W x 2.44m H (24’ x 8’)
Senior Posts only. Dia. 32mm.
FB1120
Set of 4
£208 15 set

Net (0) 1753 648666
Carry
Net 648989
clips
Ground anchors
Ground
pegs
Net hooks
| t: +44
| bag
f: +44 (0) 1753
| w: www.bishopsport.co.uk
| e:
sales@bishopsport.co.uk
|
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |

Football
Goal Nets

All nets are of white polyethylene construction, for runback dimensions or advice with
matching to specific goal posts please consult our website or call our sales office on
01753 648 666.

		

5-A-Side Football Goal Nets

FB1590
FB5950
FB1580-A
FB1580-B
FB2450
FB1570-A
FB1570-B

		

5v5 & 7v7 Mini Soccer Goal Nets

FB5630
FB5640
FB5650
FB2410
FB5670
FB5680
FB1850

		

3.66 W x 1.83m H, 2.5mm thick
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick, Classic Fit
3.66 W x 1.83m H, 4.0mm thick
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 2.5mm thick
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 3.0mm thick
4.88 W x 1.83m H, 4.0mm thick

9v9 Goal Nets

FB3530-A
FB3530-B
FB4050

		

2.44 W x 1.22m H, 2.5mm thick
2.44 W x 1.22m H, 3.0mm thick
3.66 W x 1.22m H, 2.5mm thick
3.66 W x 1.22m H, 3.0mm thick
3.66 W x 1.22m H, 4.0mm thick
4.88 W x 1.22m H, 2.5mm thick
4.88 W x 1.22m H, 3.0mm thick

4.88 W x 2.13m H, 2.5mm thick
4.88 W x 2.13m H, 3.0mm thick
4.88 W x 2.13m H, 3.0mm thick braided

		

Drop-In Socket Lids

Drop-In Socket Lids, supplied in sets of 4 are available to suit all Harrod goals.

Steel Drop-In Lids
A FB3820-STE-60 For 60mm Round Sockets
B FB3820-STE-76 For 76mm Round Sockets
C FB3840-STE-76 For 76mm Square Sockets
		 Plastic Drop-In Lids

		

FB3820-PLA-60
FB3820-PLA-76
FB3840-PLA-76

£63 14 set of 4
£66 59 set of 4
£71 19 set of 4
£34 50 set of 4
£26 45 set of 4
£25 30 ££20 13 set of 4

For 60mm Round Sockets
For 76mm Round Sockets
For 76mm Square Sockets

Goal Net Pegs
D FB1390-175-10 Steel, length 17.5cm
E FB1390-220-10 Steel, length 22cm
F FB2120-200-10 Plastic, length 20cm
G FB2120-305-10 Plastic, length 30.5cm
		 Goal Net Clips, Hooks & Ties
Quick Net Clips
H FB1470
Plastic Net Clips
I FB1770
Synthetic Net Hooks
J FB3460
£106 84 pr K FB1400
Synthetic Arrow Net Hooks
£127 54 pr L FB2540-150-24 Hook & Loop Net Ties, length 15cm
£143 64 pr M FB2540-200-40 Hook & Loop Net Ties, length 20cm

£69 00 pr
£120 75 pr
£87 29 pr
£122 94 pr
£73 60 pr
£133 40 ££92 00 pr
£127 54 pr

		

£2 30 per 10
£2 88 per 10
£2 30 per 10
£2 30 per 10
£5 75 per 80
£6 79 ££4 60 per 80
£27 60 per 24
£10 06 ££8 05 per 12
£4 54 ££2 30 per 24
£5 75 per 40

Junior Football Goal Nets

Standard Profile

FB1240
FB1230
FB1750
FB1220

		

£42 pr
£71 19 pr
£48 30 pr
£88 55 pr
£124 09 pr
£48 30 ££41 40 pr
£94 30 pr
55

Goal Spares

5.49 W x 2.13m H, 2.0mm thick
6.40 W x 2.13m H, 2.0mm thick
6.40 W x 2.13m H, 2.5mm thick
7.32 W x 2.13m H, 2.0mm thick

£87 40 pr
£79 35 pr
£111 55 pr
£52 90 ££44 85 pr

A comprehensive range of replacement sockets and spares are available, please call
our sales office on 01753 648666

A

B

E

Senior Football Goal Nets

Standard Profile

FB1190-A
FB1190-B
FB1170-A
FB3450-A
FB1170-B
FB3450-B

7.32 W x 2.44m H, 2.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 2.5mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 3.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 3.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 4.0mm thick
7.32 W x 2.44m H, 4.0mm thick

£83 95 pr
£105 80 pr
£172 50 pr
£151 69 pr
£241 50 ££189 75 pr
£264 50 ££218 50 pr

7.32 W x 2.44m H, 2.5mm thick

£118 34 pr

Straight Back Profile

FB1360

D
C

F

G

Goal sizes as outlined by The FA

H

I

J

K

L

M
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Football
£43 70

European Safety Standards

Complete with
chain, carabiner
and bracket

To conform to European Safety Standards and FA Guidelines, anchors must be
fitted to all freestanding goals irrespective of size or type. It is essential to conduct a
risk assessment of your particular site to evaluate the suitability of specific types of
anchorage. Preferred options for freestanding goals are:
Attachment of adequate freestanding counterbalance type weight.

Attachment of backbars to FIXED anchorage points.

1

Counterbalance Weight Anchor

A freestanding 'handbag' style weight supplied complete with chain, carabiner clip and
bracket. Weight 17kg.
PS1050
Fits up to dia. 34mm backbar
£43 70 ea
PS1050-4
Fits up to dia. 34mm backbar, set of 4
£164 45 ea
PS1050-6
Fits up to dia. 34mm backbar, set of 6
£246 10 ea
PS1100
Fits up to dia. 43mm backbar
£66 13 ea
PS1080
Fits up to dia. 43mm backbar, c/w rubber pad
£70 73 ea
FB5520
Fits up to dia. 48mm backbar
£66 13 ea

For further details please contact our Sales Office on 01753 648666.

£6 90

Counterbalance anchor requirements for freestanding goals

2

Full Size Football

6
6

Futsal

6

MasterSport® Goal Weight Bag
£6 ea
90

£51 64

No. of Anchors per goal

5v5 & 7v7 Mini Soccer, and 9v9

Suitable for indoor/outdoor use; robust vinyl construction with a carrying handle,
designed to sit astride a back bar and with large wide open zips is sand fillable.

PS1230

Goal Size

5-A-Side

4

Full Size Hockey

10

£18 40

Floor fixing

Wall fixing
3

Sports Hall Anchors

Sports Hall Anchors offer very secure goal fixings and provide a plastic covered chain,
carabiner clip and bracket to fit backbars up to dia. 43mm. Two fittings are usually
sufficient for 5-a-side goals. Chain length 30cm.
PS1030-FLO
Floor Fixing, with 16cm socket/eyebolt (solid floors)
£51 64 ea
PS1030-WAL
Wall Fixing, with 10cm rawbolt/eyebolt
£27 60 ea

236

4

U-Peg Anchor

U-Peg Anchors are functional and easy to use; made from heavy duty solid bar (dia.
10mm) suitable for driving into grass, a risk assessment is required to evaluate the
suitability of soil conditions. Length 45cm. Fits up to dia. 70mm backbars.
PS1070
Set of 4
£18 40 set
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Football
Barrier Systems

£263 12

Barrier Systems overcome potential problems of spectators encroaching onto
playing areas or into assistant referee/linesmen’s areas, providing definitive areas
for all to see. As part of The FA’s Respect campaign such demarcation barriers are
compulsory at certain levels.

1

Harrod Touchline Barrier System

Lightweight and portable featuring a web barrier with plastic uprights (dia. 31mm) complete with green caps and ground spikes; uprights are designed to be positioned every 9m.
Supplied as a set of 10 uprights, handheld winding reel with 2 webbed straps (length 45m), pegs, mallet and carry bag. Height 75cm.
FB3900
Length: 90m
£263 12 set
£56 93

£2168 67
Extra
No

Ca

2

rr i age

Respect Crowd Barrier

The Respect Crowd Barrier is easy to erect and features a high visibility rope barrier with
spiked yellow steel poles and red rope guide caps; poles are intended to be positioned
every 12m. Supplied as a set of 6 poles, handheld winding reel with rope (length 60m),
2 quick release clips, 2 ground anchors and carry bag. Overall length 60m, height 1m.
With a double quantity of rope, poles and other necessary accessories a 120m length
option is also available.
FB3670-060
Length: 60m
£56 93 set
FB3670-120
Length: 120m
£112 13 set

3

Panoramic Aluminium Team Shelter

A spacious shelter with curved side frames offering greater visibility of the pitch.
Manufactured from 50.8mm Aluminium Box Section, powder coated matt black. 4m L x
2m H x 1.4m W. Floor fixed and must be anchored at all times.
FB6210-02
Length: 2m
£2168 67 ea
FB6210-04
Length: 4m
£3227 13 ea

£1845 18

£81 08

Extra
No

Ca

4

rr i age

Aluminium Team Shelter

Aluminium Team Shelters offer a traditional pent roof, bench seating and full standing
access; featuring polycarbonate top and back panels, 10mm thick with 3mm thick
sides, hardwearing plastic seating, white powder coated (50mm) square aluminium
framework and aluminium flashing. Size: 1.9 H x 0.9m D.
FB5360-RD-5
5-person seating, width 2.5m
£1845 18 ea
®
FB5390
Spira-Lock Kit, 4 anchors
£78 32 set
FB5360-RD-8
8-person seating, width 4m
£2394 30 ea
FB5380
Spira-Lock® Kit, 5 anchors
£99 02 set

5

Six Seater Folding Chair

A lightweight seating solution for team members; quick and easy to set up, features a
heavy-duty steel frame and is supplied complete with carry bag.
FB5350
Open size: 2.7 L x 0.43 W x 0.76m H
£81 08 ea
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£92 00

£281 06
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Square Boot Wiper

Manufactured from powder coated square tubular steel with polypropylene top and side
brushes. The frame is drilled with holes for bolting down if required. (Bolts not included).
GF1270
Without scraper
£92 00 ea
GF1270-SCR
With scraper
£105 80 ea
GF1510
Replacement brushes
£21 85 set
£324 65

3

e

Multi Boot Wiper

Manufactured from powder coated steel tubing (dia. 32mm). May be concreted directly
into the ground or sited with optional Ground Sockets.
GF2160-2
2 Person, size: 130 W x 100cm H
£281 06 ea
GF2160-2-BRU
Multi 2 - Spare brush set
£100 74 set
GF2160-3
3 Person, size: 190 W x 100cm H
£339 60 ea
GF2160-3-BRU
Multi 3 - Spare brush set
£154 68 set
GF2160-4
4 Person, size: 260 W x 100cm H
£388 24 ea
GF2160-4-BRU
Multi 4 - Spare brush set
£167 56 set
GF2190
Ground socket for 3 or 4 person wiper
£35 19 ea
£335 11

4

Premier Fixed Boot Wiper

For single person use; designed for outdoor communal changing areas being extremely
sturdy and hard-wearing. Manufactured from matt black powder coated heavy duty
steel tubing (dia. 51mm). Supplied complete with floor fixing plates.

GF2170
GF2170-BRU

238
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Spare brush set

£324 65 ea
£112 13 set

Multi Station Boot Wipers

Available as a freestanding 3, 4, 5 or 6 person unit, these Multi-Station Boot Wipers can
also be permanently fixed by means of the lugs on the base.
GF1010-3
3 Person, size: 92.5 W x 110cm H
£335 11 ea
GF1010-4
4 Person, size: 112 W x 110cm H
£378 47 ea
GF1010-5
5 Person, size: 147.5 W x 110cm H
£451 72 ea
GF1010-6
6 Person, size: 175 W x 110cm H
£543 72 ea
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Games - Indoor & Outdoor
£50 60

1

Unicorn Dartboards

Competition quality boards; featuring a SuperSlim™ round wire construction with a staple-free bullseye. Available either with a fold out backboard for wall protection or within a
wooden cabinet. Both Darts Centres are supplied with wipe-clean scoreboards, a marker pen, wiper and 2 sets of Darts.
IG2090-CEN
Unicorn DB180 Darts Centre, with backboard
£50 60 set
IG1010
Unicorn Striker® Darts Centre, with wooden cabinet
£66 70 set
IG1030
Unicorn Striker® Bristle Dartboard only
£31 05 ea
£5 46

Sc

S l o t- i n

2

£7 48

£23 00

re w -in

Brass Darts

A brass barrel supplied with a choice of flights; either a
slot-in plastic flight or a screw-in one piece plastic shaft
and flight. Dart weight: 23g.
IG1160-LOS
Set of 3 c/w slot-in flights
£5 46 set
IG1160-SCR
Set of 3 c/w screw-in flights
£5 46 set

3

Unicorn Core Plus Brass Darts

Suitable for beginners and features a performance
engineered brass barrel and slot-in flight.
IG1960
Dart weight: 25g, set of 3.
£7 48 set

4

Unicorn Core Plus Tungsten

Suitable for advanced players; the tungsten construction
allows for a slender barrel and hence tighter groupings on
the board. Slot-in flight.
IG1970
Dart weight: 23g, set of 3
£23 00 set
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£55 20

h

£19 55

Unicorn Soft Electronic Dartboard

Featuring a plastic mesh face to avoid bounce out. Suitable for up to 8 players, it has
an LCD automatic scoring display and features 25 games with 176 variations. Each dart
has a non-sharp flexible plastic tip. Supplied with 6 darts.
IG1940
Board and 6 darts
£19 55 set

6

Harrows Professional Darts Mat – Oche

A heavy duty 3mm thick industrial strength rubber darts mat, providing the international
throw line (oche) at 2.37m and two other common oches at 2.29m and 2.44m.
IG1040
Size: 3m L x 62cm W
£55 20 ea
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Games - Indoor & Outdoor
£28 75

Carrom Board

Carrom is similar to Air Hockey, Billiards and Marbles, it is easy to understand, fun to play, and suitable for children
and adults alike. The boards have a high quality lacquered plywood playing surface with bounded wooden edges
and each pocket is covered by a net. Supplied complete and ready to play with counters, powder and instructions.
IG1140-SML
Playing area: 58cm2
£28 75 set
£6 61

£2 30

2

Chess/Draughts Board

A traditional folding board, made with hinge cloth and
100% recycled cardboard.
IG1060
Opened size: 35cm2
£4 03 ea
£12 65

I

nc

3

Chess Piece Set

An ideal starter set for the aspiring Chess player. Supplied
in a slide lid wooden box. King height: 6cm.

4

A complete set of 24 wooden Draughts Pieces. Dia. 3cm

IG1050

£6 61 set IG1100

£1 44

£5 75

6

Playing Cards

Durable plastic coated cards.

IG1090
IG1090-4-PB

240

7

£2 30 set

g

Cribbage Board

WAS

£22 94
NOW

£16.10

8

Dominoes

e
e s 6 b ra s s p

Supplied complete with 6 brass pegs and a storage
compartment.
IG1080
Size: 30 L x 7 W x 1.5cm D
£12 65 set

SAVE!

Backgammon

Supplied complete with plush felt interior, stitched points
and padded carry case. Opened size: 44 L x 37cm W.

£1 ea A traditional set of 28 pieces, supplied storage box.
£5 46 set IG1110
£5 75 set IG1070
44

Set of 4 pack

5

Draughts Pieces

lu d

s

1

£4 03

£22 94 ££16 10 set
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Games - Indoor & Outdoor
SAVE!

1

£10 35

2

Scrabble

Two different versions of the traditional game are
available, the Senior being the standard board whereas
the Junior version is a two sided board and easier to play.
IG1900-JUN
Junior Version
£10 35 set
IG1900-SEN
Senior Version
£22 94 ££11 50 set

Snakes and Ladders

Played between two or more players on a numbered
game board. A set of 6 Spare dice (size: 16mm) and a
Set of 50 Spare Counters (dia. 22mm) are also available.
IG1500
Snakes and Ladders game
£5 75 set
IG1510
Spare Dice, set of 6
£0 86 set
IG1520
Spare Counters, set of 50
£2 01 set

NEW!

4

Two to four
player racing!

£5 75

Ludo

A board game for two to four players, in which the players
race their four ‘pieces’ from start to finish according to die
rolls. A set of 6 Spare dice (size: 16mm) and a Set of 50
Spare Counters (dia. 22mm) are also available.
IG1490
Ludo game
£5 75 set
IG1510
Spare Dice, set of 6
£0 86 set
IG1520
Spare Counters, set of 50
£2 01 set

£14 95

Snakes and Ladders Puzzle Mat

NEW!

5

Large, bright and colourful 16 piece foam jigsaw. Make up the board, then play the
game. Includes Counters and die.
SE1588-SAL
Size: 81 L x 81cm W
£14 95 ea

NEW!

3

£5 75

£14 95

Ludo Puzzle Mat

Large, bright and colourful 16 piece foam jigsaw. Make up the board, then play the
game. Includes Counters and die.
SE1588-LUD
Size: 81 L x 81cm W
£14 95 ea

Mat available
separately

£79 35

su

£9 20
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x12
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7
6

Wet Day Games Pack

A set of traditional activities to be enjoyed when the weather keeps you inside. Contents
include: Chess, Draughts, Dominoes, Four in a Row, Ludo, Multi Sided Dice, Playing
Cards, Rummy, Snakes & Ladders and Spot Dice.

£79 35 set

IG2140

Sport Stacking Speed Cups

An individual or team sport where where participants stack and un-stack 12 plastic
cups in a pre-determined sequence. Set contains a bag of 12 Speed Cups and an
instruction leaflet.
SE1246
Set of 12 cups
£9 20 set
SE1246-6
6 sets (of 12 cups)
£52 90 set
SE1246-MAT
Speed cup mat
£9 20 ea
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£546 25
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Garlando Foldy Football Table

The cabinet is distinguished by its blue finish and features black melamine coated MDF slanting legs with a strengthening crosspiece. The legs fold under the cabinet exposing
wheels on one end and there are also protection rubbers for storage. Weight: 78kg.
IG1790
Size: 143 L x 76 W x 88cm H
£546 25 set
IG1380
Spare ball
£1 73 ££0 86 ea
£569 25

Le g
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Professional all-weather table

£724 50
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Garlando G-500 Evolution Football Table

A high quality table suitable for both school and club use. Black gloss cabinet with silver
edges. Heavy duty 25mm MDF cabinet, with melamine coating on metal legs with antiscratch silver powder varnish. Available in either a plastic laminated playing field for a
more slow, controlled and thoughtful pace of play or in a transparent glass playing field
that is a much quicker game demanding quicker reflexes. Size: 143 L x 76 W x 88cm
H. Weight: 75kg.
IG2070-PLA
Green laminated playing field
£569 25 set
IG2070-GLA
Transparent glass playing field
£569 25 set
IG1380
Spare ball
£1 73 ££0 86 ea
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SKY Football Table

A full size all weather Italian FAS table suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, with
a reinforced cabinet, furnace toughened glass playing surface and solid steel poles.
Supplied complete with easily detachable legs.
OG2300
Size: 137 L x 76 W x 90cm H
£724 50 ea
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Games - Indoor & Outdoor
34 games in one table!

£557 75

1

£195 50

Extra
No
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Vortex Air Hockey Table

Finished in matt black, with chrome effect corners and piping. Supplied complete with
4 pucks (dia. 75mm) and 4 pushers (dia. 95mm) for 2 to 4 players. Requires mains
connection for its electronic scoreboard and electric motor. Size: 213 L x 122 W x 81cm
H. Weight: 96kg.
IG1410
Vortex Air Hockey Table
£557 75 set
IG1530-50
Replacement Puck (dia. 50mm)
£1 44 ££0 86 ea
IG1530-62
Replacement Puck (dia. 62mm)
£1 44 ££0 86 ea
IG1530-75
Replacement Puck (dia. 75mm)
£2 01 ea
IG1370
Replacement Pusher (dia. 95mm)
£2 88 ea
£557 75
Extra
No

2

Revolver 3-in-1 Table

Play either pool, air hockey or table tennis. Unique simple game change system takes
seconds to change from one game to another and can easily be operated by one
person. Supplied complete with 2 full-size cues (145cm), 1 full-size set of spot/stripe
pool balls, chalk, triangle, brush, 4 air hockey pucks & pushers, 2 table tennis bats &
balls and a net.
SP1670-7
Size: 7ft
£557 75 ea
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34-in-1 Multiplay Games Table

An amazing 34 great games can be played with this Table and they all pack away
inside the table when not in use! Supplied complete with all the accessories as well as
an instruction booklet. The table offers: Backgammon, Chess, Chequers, Dominoes,
Horseshoe, Glide Hockey, Knock Hockey, Magnetic American Football, Magnetic Darts,
Marbles, Pickup Sticks, Playing Cards, Poker Dice, Pool, Shuffleboard, Skittles, Ring
Toss, Table Football, Table Tennis, and Tic-Tac-Toe. There are an additional 14 magnetic
games: Baseball Game, Chinese Chequers, Dice Rotate Table, Game Everywhere,
Goose Game, Ludo, Manji, Motor Racing, Racing Game, Route Chess, Snakes &
Ladders, Space Venture, Steeplechase Game and Train Chase Game. Weight 33kg.
SP1540
Size: 127 L x 62 W x 82cm H
£195 50 set
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£70 21
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Butterfly Table Tennis Top

Turns any table into a table tennis table. Available as either a full size table with a 19mm
thick playing surface or a junior size table with a 12mm thick playing surface. Supplied
complete with a net and post set, two bats and three balls.
TT2960-JUN
Junior: 1.80 L x 0.9m W
£70 21 ea
TT2960-SEN
Senior: 2.75 L x 1.53m W
£192 11 ea

Available in
blue, green
or grey

£465 75
Extra
No

Ca

MATTOP ®
anti-glare
finish

£730 25
Extra
No
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Butterfly Playground Outdoor Table Tennis Table

Offers great bounce and playing properties that are provided by a 12mm high resilient
weatherproof wood playing top and a durable metal undercarriage with a transparent
polycarbonate leg system. The height can be adjusted to ensure the playing surface is
even and it can be fixed to the ground when needed. Supplied complete with a steel
net and post set. Assembly required. Size: 275 L x 153 W x 77cm H. Weight: 131kg.
TT2980-BE
Blue
£790 11 ea
TT2980-GN
Green
£790 11 ea

rr i age
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A weather proof table with a 5mm laminate top with MATTOP® coat which provides
an anti-glare finish; available in Blue, Green or Grey. A patented DSI Locking System
& Compact Technology Folding System with unlocking handle ensures maximum
foldaway safety, whilst 2 brakes provide stability in use. Fully adjustable ABS net posts
and polyethylene net which automatically collapse when table is folded. PVC storage
cover are supplied with the table. Size: 274 L x 152.5 W x 76cm H. Weight: 67kg.
TT2090-BE
Blue Top
£465 75 ea
TT2090-GN
Green Top
£465 75 ea
TT2090-GR
Grey Top
£465 75 ea
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Cornilleau Sport 300S Crossover
Outdoor Table Tennis Table
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Cornilleau PRO510 Outdoor Table Tennis Table

A static and very sturdy outdoor table; ideal for school playground, holiday centres and
camp sites. A 60mm structural galvanised steel frame supports a 7mm resin laminate
top, which provides a hard, dense playing surface which meets ITTF bounce standards.
Patented MATTOP® finish provides an antiglare finish and proper ball adherence.
Complete with permanent tamperproof steel net. Assembly required. Size: 274 L x
152.5 W x 76cm H. Weight: 77kg.
TT1050-BE
Blue
£730 25 ea
TT1050-GR
Grey
£730 25 ea
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Giant
Chess

1

Giant Chess

Set consists of 32 black & white pieces manufactured from moulded plastic that have a
sand/water fillable base (dia. 24cm) for extra stability. Height varies from 42.5cm (Pawn)
up to 64cm (King). The pieces can be laid out on a patio or used with a Giant Chess/
Draughts Mat (OG2030) or the Lawn Friendly Chess/Draughts Board (OG2020).
OG2000
Pieces only
£379 50 set
OG2030
Mat size: 3m square
£46 00 ea
£78 20

3

Giant
Draughts

£379 50

Giant Draughts

2

Made from strong and durable plastic; 24 pieces supplied complete with 6 crowning
rods. The pieces can be laid out on a patio or used with a Giant Chess/Draughts Mat
(OG2030) or the Lawn Friendly Chess/Draughts Board (OG2020).
OG2050
Pieces only
£149 50 set
OG2030
Mat size: 3m square
£46 00 ea

Tough & weather
resistant

A smaller version of Giant Chess. Supplied complete with a plastic mat. The chess
pieces vary in height from 20cm (Pawn) up to 31.5cm (King). Base dia. 9.5cm.
OG2060
Mat size: 1.2m square
£78 20 set
£189

£65 55

Maxi Draughts Set

4

Maxi Chess Set

£149 50

A smaller version of Giant Draughts. Supplied complete with joining rods, easy to
grip large plastic pieces and a PVC mat which can be laid on the lawn, patio and also
indoors. Base dia. 10cm.
OG2090
Mat size: 1.2m square
£65 55 set
WAS

NEW!

75

SAVE!

£18 34

£32 20

NOW

£13.

80

2.2CM

5
		

18

CM

Lawn Friendly
Chess/Draughts Board

CM

10

The mesh design allows grass to grow without leaving
any unsightly yellowing. Set consists of 32 black and 32
white interlock polyethylene tiles.
OG2020
Size: 35 L x 35m W x 5cm £189 75 set

6

7

Giant Floor Dominoes

Lightweight and giant size. Supplied as a set of 28.
SE1587 Size: 18 L x 10 W x 2.2cm H £18 34 ££13 80

set

Giant Coloured Dominoes

Made from black felt with coloured dots. Supplied as a
set of 28.
SE1151
Size: 21 L x 8cm W
£32 20 set
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£143 75

1

£126 50

Mega 4 in Line

2

Strategy and skill combine in this a game for two or more players who take it in turns to
drop their counters into the frame to form a continuous line of four of their own counters
whilst at the same time seeking to prevent their opponents from doing the same. Made
from hard wearing plastic.
OG2110
Height: 1.3m
£143 75 ea
£102 35

3

£65 55

4

Tower Blocks – Deluxe

A set of 60 large wooden blocks that allow towers to be built in rows of four (total
height of 67.5cm), or in rows of three (total height of 90cm). Block Size: 27.5 L x 6.5 W
x 4.5cm H.
OG2160
Natural Finish
£102 35 set

246

Big 4 and Jumbo 4

A large scale version of the original table-top game. Made from a strong wooden frame
and supplied with solid plastic counters. Jumbo 4 supplied with a nylon bag for counter
storage.
SE1429
Big 4, height: 1.2m
£201 25 ea
SE1428
Jumbo 4, height: 0.75m
£126 50 ea

ActivTower Blocks

A set of 48 wooden blocks intended to be built up in rows of three (total height of 72cm).
Available with either a natural finish, or in a mixed colour set of blue, green, red, yellow.
Block size: 18 L x 6.5 W x 4.5cm H.
SE1333-NAT
Natural Finish
£65 55 set
SE1333-COL
Coloured Finish
£92 00 set
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Games - Indoor & Outdoor
£109 25

1

£48 30

£51 75

New Age Petanque

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use for up to 4 players.
The balls are made from synthetic leather and filled with
plastic pellets. Set consists of 3 each of blue, green,
orange and red balls and 2 white jacks in a carrying case.
Ball weight: 195g; Size: 24cm dia.

2

3

Boules Set

A set of 8 polished alloy Boules, a wooden jack and
measure, all supplied in a metal carry case.

£109 set OG2370

IG2080

Skittles Set

Contents include: of 9 wooden skittles, 3 wooden balls
and rules, all supplied in a canvas carry case. Skittle
height: 23cm; Ball dia. 8cm.

£48 30 set OG2330

25

£51 75 set

£86 25

£120 75

5

Sandford Croquet Set

Contents include: 4 mallets and balls, 6 metal hoops, a wooden winning post and rules,
all supplied in a bag. Mallet length 77cm; Ball dia. 7.5cm.

Contents include: 2 full sized mallets with 2 balls and 2 shorter mallets with 2 smaller
balls, 6 full sized metal hoops, a wooden winning post and plastic clip, all supplied in a
canvas bag. Full size mallet length: 95cm; Ball dia. 9cm. Shorter mallet length: 77cm,
smaller ball dia. 7.5cm.

OG2350

OG2360

4

Lawn Croquet Set
£86 25 set

£120 75 set

£65 55

6

Super Foam Croquet Set

£24 15

7

Traditional Rounders Set

Contents include: 6 mallets, 6 balls, 9 rubber/foam gates and 2 standing flags in a
holdall. Mallet length: 68cm.

Contents include: 1 Ball, 1 Bat, 4 Stumps, 1 Rounders Rules leaflet and a bag.

SE4510

RD1087

£65 55 set

£24 15 set
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£39 10

1

Includes
4 quoits

£17 25

It’s Dicey

Play hundreds of popular dice games on a giant scale. Set includes 6 giant wooden
dice, 1 wipe clean score card, 1 marker pen, a set of game rules, a mesh bag and a
plastic container that doubles as a dice shaker. Suitable for use inside and out. Dice
size: 9 L x 9 W x 9cm H. Shaker height: 34m, dia. 32cm.

Set contains 5 hardwood pegs and 4 quoits.

OG2340

OG2040

£39 set
10

£51 75

2

Giant Snakes and Ladders

A giant version of the classic game. Supplied complete with a Giant Inflatable Dice.
SE4500
Mat Size: 3 L x 3m W
£51 75 set

£17 25 set

3 Games
in 1

£89 70

4
3

Quoits

Mini Carpet Bowls

The set contains a printed mat showing a target and numbered lanes, 2 sets of 4 bowls,
a jack and a set of rules. Combines 3 games in 1, Mini Bowls, Target Bowls and Linear
Bowls.
SE1153
Mat size 2 L x 0.75m W
£89 70 set

£52 90

5

Get Knotted

Massive fun for up to 30 players. Throw the 2 Giant Inflatable Dice to find out which part of your body you have to place on which colour flower. ‘Get Knotted’ with the other players
to make the game more difficult for them, but beware, fall over and you are out of the game. Set includes a Mat and 2 Giant Inflatable Dice.
SE4570
Mat Size: 3 L x 3m W
£52 90 ea
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Swingball®

Anyone can play Swingball®; with two players, each player takes turns to hit the ball, one player hitting the ball clockwise, and the other anticlockwise. The ball flies around the
pole and the tether moves up and down the spiral. The winner is the player to reach the top or the bottom of the spiral first.
£29 90

1

Classic Swingball®

£41 40

2

Supplied complete with Checkerbats™ and a tennis ball on a tether. Features a 3-piece
pole (dia. 20mmm) that is height adjustable up to 1.6m and can be planted into grass.
Bat weight: 265g.
OG1090
Classic Swingball®
£29 90 set

All Surface™ Swingball®

Supplied complete with Checkerbats™ and a tennis ball on a tether. Features a 3-piece
pole (dia. 30mm) that is height adjustable up to 1.7m. Supplied with a sand/water fillable
base which also doubles up as a storage and carry case. Bat weight: 265g.
OG1130
All Surface™ Swingball®
£41 40 set

£52 90

3

£110 40

4

All Surface™ Pro Swingball®

Made with more spirals for longer games. Supplied complete with Checkerbats™ and a
tennis ball on a tether. Features a 3-piece pole (dia. 30mm) that is height adjustable up
to 1.7m. Supplied with a sand/water fillable base which also doubles up as a storage
and carry case. Bat weight: 300g.
OG1290
All Surface™ Pro Swingball®
£52 90 set

Slazenger Championship Mini Tennis Set

Contents include 4 Plastic Rackets, a bag of 12 Indoor Foam Tennis Balls and a 3m
Net and Post Set.
TN3460
Championship Mini Tennis Set
£110 40 set
TN1780
3m Net and Post set
£69 00 set
TN3380
6m Net and Post set
£86 25 set
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£2 88

£3 45

Blue

1

Green

Red

Yellow

Plastic/Polyester Team Bands

A quick and easy way to differentiate between teams or to identify children on trips.
Available in plastic or polyester in blue, green, red or yellow. plastic size; 50 L x 3cm W,
polyester size; 60 L x 3cm W.
SE1190-PLA-6-PB Plastic, set of 6, please specify colour
£2 88 set
SE1190-PLA-10-PB Plastic, set of 10, please specify colour
£4 60 set
SE1190-PLA-24
Plastic, bag of 24, mixed colours
£12 65 set
SE1190-POL-6-PB Polyester, set of 6, please specify colour
£2 88 set
SE1190-POL-10-PB Polyester, set of 10, please specify colour
£4 60 set
SE1190-POL-24
Polyester, bag of 24, mixed colours
£12 65 set
£3 45

Green

Red

Yellow

Perfect for cutting into your own required length. Ideal for sports days, school trips or
just in class. Available in blue, green, red or yellow. 11m L x 4cm W per roll.
SE1210
Please specify colour
£3 45 ea
SE1210-4-PB
Set of 4
£12 65 set

Green

Red

Yellow

Blue

Cotton Bibs

Perfect for schools or sports where there will be heavier levels of use or contact.
Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK1030-C-S
Small, please specify colour
£3 45 ea
GK1030-C-S-10 Small, set of 10, please specify colour
£32 20 ea
GK1030-C-M
Medium, please specify colour
£3 45 ea
GK1030-C-M-10 Medium, set of 10, please specify colour
£32 20 ea
GK1030-C-L
Large, please specify colour
£3 45 ea
GK1030-C-L-10 Large, set of 10, please specify colour
£32 20 ea

250

Blue

£26 45

Blue

3

11m long
2 Team Braids

4

Green

Red

Yellow

Cotton Bibs Numbered 1-7

Perfect for schools or sports where there will be heavier levels of use or contact. Printed
1-7 on both sides of the bib. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK1130-C-S
Small, please specify colour
£26 45 set
GK1130-C-M
Medium, please specify colour
£27 60 set
GK1130-C-L
Large, please specify colour
£31 05 set
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Bib Sizes
Nominal sizes quoted,
variations occur between
manufacturers
Size

Dimensions

Small

42 x 34cm

Medium

47 x 34cm

Large

50 x 40cm

Adult

51 x 59cm

Amber

1

Blue

£2 30

Black

Green

Orange

Purple

Sky

Red

White

Yellow

Fl/Green Fl/Orange Fl/Yellow

Nylon Bib

Durable yet lightweight with rayon elastic on both sides. Available in amber, blue, black, fluorescent green, fluorescent orange, fluorescent yellow, green, orange, purple, red, sky
blue or white.
Extra-large, please specify colour
£2 59 ea
GK1020-N-S
Small, please specify colour
£2 30 ea GK1020-N-XL
95
£16 10 set
GK1020-N-S-7
Set of 7, please specify colour
£14 set GK1020-N-XL-7 Set of 7, please specify colour
Small, fluorescent, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK1020-N-M
Medium, please specify colour
£2 30 ea GK1020-NF-S
30
95
GK1020-NF-M
Medium,
fluorescent,
please
specify
colour
£2
ea
GK1020-N-M-7
Set of 7, please specify colour
£14 set
Large, fluorescent, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK1020-N-L
Large, please specify colour
£2 30 ea GK1020-NF-L
Extra-large, fluorescent, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK1020-N-L-7
Set of 7, please specify colour
£14 95 set GK1020-NF-XL
£20 70

Blue

2

Green

Red

£34 50

Yellow

Blue

Mesh Training Bibs Numbered 1-10

3

Lightweight, breathable and quick drying. Supplied as a set numbered 1 to 10 on both
sides. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK5130-SMA
Small, please specify colour
£20 70 set
GK5130-MED
Medium, please specify colour
£20 70 set
GK5130-LRG
Large, please specify colour
£20 70 set

Green

Red

Yellow

Nylon Bibs Numbered 1-11

Durable yet lightweight with rayon elastic on both sides. Printed with 1-11 on both sides
of the bib. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK1020-N-S-11 Small, numbered 1-11, please specify colour
£34 50 set
GK1020-N-M-11 Medium, numbered 1-11, please specify colour
£34 50 set
GK1020-N-L-11 Large, numbered 1-11, please specify colour
£34 50 set
£2 88

Blue

4

Green

Pink

Red

White

Yellow

Mesh Training Bib

100% polyester breathable airtex style bib. Available in blue, green, pink, red, white or yellow.
GK1710-S
Small, please specify colour
GK1710-S-6
Small, set of 6, please specify colour
GK1710-M
Medium, please specify colour
GK1710-M-6 Medium, set of 6, please specify colour
GK1710-L
Large, please specify colour
GK1710-L-6
Large, set of 6, please specify colour

£2 88 ea
£16 10 set
£2 88 ea
£16 10 set
£2 88 ea
£16 10 set
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£2 30

£5 18

Green

Blue

1

Red

Orange
Red
Blue
Yellow

Yellow

2

Mitre® Core Training Bib

Made from 100% polyester mesh is designed to be lightweight and offer a breathable
and comfortable performance. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK4970-S
Small, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK4970-S-10
Small, set of 10, please specify colour
£21 85 set
GK4970-M
Medium, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK4970-M-10
Medium, set of 10, please specify colour
£21 85 set
GK4970-L
Large, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
GK4970-L-10
Large, set of 10, please specify colour
£21 85 set
Bib Sizes
Nominal sizes quoted, variations occur between manufacturers
Size
Dimensions

Small

Medium

Large

Adult

42 x 34cm

47 x 34cm

50 x 40cm

51 x 59cm

Mitre® Pro Reversible Training Bib

Made from 100% polyester micro mesh is designed to be lightweight and offer a
breathable and comfortable performance. Fully reversible to enable easier team
changes and available in orange-blue or red-yellow.
GK4980-S
Small, please specify colour
£5 18 ea
GK4980-S-10
Small, set of 10, please specify colour
£50 60 set
GK4980-M
Medium, please specify colour
£5 18 ea
GK4980-M-10
Medium, set of 10, please specify colour
£50 60 set
GK4980-L
Large, please specify colour
£5 18 ea
GK4980-L-10
Large, set of 10, please specify colour
£50 60 set
£6 90

£18 40

Green

Blue

Blue

3

4

Gilbert Reversible Bib
®

Lightweight breathable slipover bib with reinforced seams, making this bib suitable
for rugby sessions. Available in a reversible blue-green design which allows easily
constructed training sessions
GK4640-BE-GN-J Small, please specify colour
£18 40 ea
GK4640-BE-GN-S Large, please specify colour
£16 10 ea

252

Green

White

Pink

Yellow

Nike® Training Bib

An excellent bib for all team training sessions with 100% polyester mesh, bright colours
and a large printed Nike® logo. Available in blue, green, pink, white or yellow.
GK4450-S
Small, please specify colour
£6 90 ea*
GK4450-S-10
Small, set of 10, please specify colour
£63 25 set*
GK4450-L
Large, please specify colour
£6 90 ea
GK4450-L-10
Large, set of 10, please specify colour
£63 25 set
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Blue

£23 00

Green

£29 90

Red
Yellow

Netball Bibs

1

Supplied as a set of 7, printed on both sides with lettering; C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA &
WD. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK1120-N-S
Small, nylon, please specify colour
£23 00 set
GK1120-N-M
Medium, nylon, please specify colour
£23 00 set
GK1120-N-L
Large, nylon, please specify colour
£23 00 set
GK1120-C-S
Small, cotton, please specify colour
£28 75 set
GK1120-C-M
Medium, cotton, please specify colour
£31 05 set
GK1120-C-L
Large, cotton, please specify colour
£32 20 set
Blue

£18 40

Green

Red

2

Yellow

High 5 Netball Bibs

Set of 8 100% cotton ideal for High 5, England Netball’s entry game specifically for
9-11 year olds. Printed on 1 side with with lettering; C, CPM, GA, GD, GK, GS, S & TK.
Available in red or yellow.
GK4120-RD
Colour Red
£29 90 set
GK4120-YW
Colour Yellow
£29 90 set
Emerald

£33 35

Navy

Red

Red

Yellow

Royal
Sky
Yellow

Mesh Netball Bibs

3

Made from a lightweight performance eyelet polyester mesh fabric; rip resistant,
breathable and quick drying. Supplied as a set of 7, printed on both sides with the
Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
GK5080-S
Small, please specify colour
£18 40 set
GK5080-M
Medium, please specify colour
£18 40 set
GK5080-L
Large, please specify colour
£18 40 set
Amber

Black

Navy
Sky

£51

Red

4

Mitre® Pro Netball Bib Sets

Made from 100% lightweight polyester micro mesh; breathable, quick drying with
elasticated strap and hook and loop closing system. Supplied as a set of 7, printed on
both sides with the Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD.
GK4990-M
Medium, please specify colour
£33 35 set
GK4990-L
Large, please specify colour
£33 35 set
Amber

Amber

£41

75

Black

40

Navy

£65 55

Emerald
Black

Emerald

Navy

Black

Red

Sky

Navy

Navy

Red
Royal
Sky

5

Mitre® Pro Reversible Netball Bib

Made from 100% lightweight polyester micro mesh;
breathable, quick drying with elasticated strap and hook
and loop closing system. Supplied as a set of 7, printed
on all sides with the Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS,
WA & WD.
GK5000-M
Medium, please specify colour £51 75 set
GK5000-L
Large, please specify colour £51 75 set

6

Gilbert® Netball Bibs

Made from a performance eyelet polyester mesh fabric;
rip resistant, breathable, quick drying and with elastic on
both sides. Supplied as a set of 7, printed on both sides
with the Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD.
GK4780-S
Small, please specify colour £41 40 set
GK4780-M
Medium, please specify colour £41 40 set
GK4780-L
Large, please specify colour £41 40 set

7

Gilbert® Reversible Netball Bibs

Made from a performance eyelet polyester mesh fabric,
heavier duty than used for the lightweight bibs; rip
resistant, breathable, quick drying and with elastic on
both sides. Supplied as a set of 7, printed on all sides
with the Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD.
GK4770-S
Small, please specify colour £65 55 set
GK4770-M
Medium, please specify colour £65 55 set
GK4770-L
Large, please specify colour £65 55 set
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Mitre®

Combining 300 years of heritage in Football, Mitre are one of the oldest British Sports Brands. Mitre offer a state of the art customisation facility allowing you to add your school
or club’s name, logo or sponsor to your kit.
£8 34

Amber

1

Black

Emerald

Maroon

Royal

Navy

Scarlet

Sky

White

Mitre® Camero Short Sleeve Jersey

A clean and fresh jersey, suitable for all ages. The simple design and singular colours help bring the cost down for this great, entry level jersey. This shirt is made from 100%
polyester premium sublimated interlock material which is designed to draw sweat away from the body and keep the user dry and comfortable.

GK5110-26-28
GK5110-28-30
GK5110-30-32
GK5110-32-34

£8 34 ea*
£8 34 ea*
£8 34 ea*
£8 34 ea*

26-28”, please specify colour
28-30”, please specify colour
30-32”, please specify colour
32-34”, please specify colour

GK5110-34-36
GK5110-38-40
GK5110-42-44
GK5110-46-48

£8 34 ea
£8 34 ea
£8 34 ea
£8 34 ea

34-36”, please specify colour
38-40”, please specify colour
42-44”, please specify colour
46-48”, please specify colour

Please check size and colours before ordering as Mitre® do not accept returns for products ordered in error.

£9 78

Amber

2

Emerald

Maroon

Royal

Navy

Scarlet

Sky

Tangerene

White

Yellow

Mitre® Camero Long Sleeve Jersey

A top class long-sleeved jersey to suit Sunday League or school teams. Innovative ProFlow performance fabric lets the shirt breathe enabling players to keep cool. Please specify
colour when ordering.

GK5170-26-28
GK5170-28-30
GK5170-30-32
GK5170-32-34

254

26-28”, please specify colour
28-30”, please specify colour
30-32”, please specify colour
32-34”, please specify colour

£9 78 ea*
£9 78 ea*
£9 78 ea*
£9 78 ea*

GK5170-34-36
GK5170-36-38
GK5170-42-44
GK5170-46-48

34-36”, please specify colour
36-38”, please specify colour
42-44”, please specify colour
46-48”, please specify colour
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£11 50

Amber
Black

1

Emerald
White

Maroon
Sky

Navy
Yellow

Royal
White

Royal
Yellow

Sky

Navy

Scarlet
Black

Scarlet
White

Yellow
Black

Yellow
Emerald

Mitre® Charge Long Sleeve Jersey

A classic design with an updated slimmer fit. With its mesh side panels the shirt has increased breathability where the player needs it most. Made from 100% polyester premium
sublimated interlock material which is designed to draw sweat away from the body and keep the user dry and comfortable.

GK5060-26-28
GK5060-28-30
GK5060-30-32
GK5060-32-34

£11 50 ea*
£11 50 ea*
£11 50 ea*
£11 50 ea*

26-28”, please specify colour
28-30”, please specify colour
30-32”, please specify colour
32-34”, please specify colour

GK5060-34-36
GK5060-38-40
GK5060-42-44
GK5060-46-48

£11 50 ea
£11 50 ea
£11 50 ea
£11 50 ea

34-36”, please specify colour
38-40”, please specify colour
42-44”, please specify colour
46-48”, please specify colour

Mitre® Customisation Services

Mitre are able to offer a full range of customisation services from printing to embroidery. They are able to print names and/or numbers on the back of the shirts and then
names/numbers/sponsors or school logos on the front. Mitre® are also able to offer an embroidery service for school logos. All prices vary on the number of prints and the
complexity of the print; we will require a high resolution image of logos or school badges to be emailed to us at: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
®

£14 95

Amber

2

Mitre® Optimize Jersey

Black

Emerald
Black

Emerald
White

Royal
Black

Royal
Scarlet

Royal
White

Scarlet
Black

Scarlet
White

Sky

White

White
Black

Yellow
Black

One of the most popular jerseys with its classic and bold vertical stripe design. It has been ergonomically designed for comfort and durability with a plain back for printing and
lower back mesh panel for breathability. This shirt is made from 100% polyester premium sublimated interlock material which is designed to draw sweat away from the body and
keep the user dry and comfortable.

GK2270-26-28
GK2270-28-30
GK2270-30-32
GK2270-32-34

26-28”, please specify colour
28-30”, please specify colour
30-32”, please specify colour
32-34”, please specify colour

£14 95 ea*
£14 95 ea*
£14 95 ea*
£14 95 ea*

GK2270-34-36
GK2270-38-40
GK2270-42-44
GK2270-46-48

34-36”, please specify colour
38-40”, please specify colour
42-44”, please specify colour
46-48”, please specify colour

£14 95 ea
£14 95 ea
£14 95 ea
£14 95 ea

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked
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£11

Emerald
White

50

Royal
White

Royal

Yellow
Black

White

Panelled Football Jersey

This attractive style of football jersey is available in four different colours, each jersey
features contrasting panels and piping. Each having a cross over V-neck and elasticated
cuffs. Made from 100% polyester. Please specify colour when ordering.
GK1520-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£11 50 ea*
GK1520-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£11 50 ea*
GK1520-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£11 50 ea*
GK1520-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£11 50 ea
GK1520-42-44
42-44”, please specify colour
£11 50 ea
£6

33

Black
Scarlet

NEW!

Navy

Scarlet
Black

2
1

Black

£5 75

Navy

Sky

Plain Football Shorts

These football shorts are 100% knitted polyester with a longer and wider leg. Available
in black, navy, royal or white.
GK4150-22
22”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea*
GK4150-24-26
24-26”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea*
GK4150-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea*
GK4150-28-30
28-30”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea*
GK4150-32
32”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea
GK4150-34
34”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea
GK4150-36
36”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea
GK4150-38
38”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea
GK4150-40
40”, please specify colour
£5 75 ea
£8

Black
Amber

63

Black
Yellow

Navy
White

Black
White

Royal
White

Scarlet
White
Navy

Sky

Emerald
White
Royal
Yellow
Royal
White

3

4

Football Shorts with Contrast Piping

Made from 100% active stretch polyester. Longer and wider leg for freedom of
movement and an elasticated waist internal drawcord. Please specify colour when
ordering.
GK5180-22-24
22-24”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
GK5180-24-26
24-26”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
GK5180-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
GK5180-28-30
28-30”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
GK5180-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
GK5180-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
GK5180-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£6 33 ea
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Mitre® Prism Shorts

These shorts are made from 100% polyester premium sublimated interlock material
which is designed to draw moisture away from the skin and keep the user dry and
comfortable.
GK2020-22-24
22-24”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea*
GK2020-24-26
24-26”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea*
GK2020-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea*
GK2020-28-30
28-30”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea*
GK2020-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea
GK2020-32-34
32-34”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea
GK2020-36-38
36-38”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea
GK2020-40
40”, please specify colour
£8 63 ea

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |
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£3 45

£4 31

Amber

Black

Emerald

Amber

Black

Bottle

Forest

Maroon

Navy

Emerald

Maroon

Navy

Purple

Royal

Scarlet

Purple

Royal

Scarlet

Sky

Tangerine

White

Sky

Tangerine

White

1

Yellow

Mitre® Mercury Plain Sock

A durable team sock with a cushioned foot for excellent comfort and fit. With extra
cushioning at the heel and toe for increased durability and areas of mesh ventilation
across the foot help keep your foot cool and comfortable.
GK2040
Mini 12-2, please specify colour
£3 45 ea*
GK2050
Junior 3-6, please specify colour
£3 45 ea*
GK2060
Senior 7-12, please specify colour
£3 74 ea

SAVE!

2

3

Nylon Socks

Self-coloured sock manufactured in 100% stretch nylon. Available in two sizes and 13
different colours; amber, black, bottle, emerald, maroon, navy, purple, royal, scarlet, sky,
tangerine, white, yellow.
GK1570-1-6
Shoe size 1-6, please specify colour
£4 31 pr*
GK1570-6-12
Shoe size 6-12, please specify colour
£4 89 pr

WAS

£8 63

£2 59

NOW

£5.75

4
Shin and Ankle Guard

A high impact plastic shell and ankle disc.
GK1630-S
Small
GK1630-L
Large

Yellow

£8 63 ££5 75 pr
£8 63 pr

MasterSport® Shin Guard

A strong, lightweight Shin Pad; manufactured from plastic coated polystyrene and
featuring elastic straps and hook and loop fasteners.
GK1640-S
Small
£2 59 set
GK1640-S-10-PB Small, set of 10
£24 15 set
GK1640-L
Large
£2 88 set
GK1640-L-10-PB Large, set of 10
£26 45 set

£5 18

5

Mitre® Shin Guard

SAVE!

6

Perfect for heavy school or club use, the sturdy Shin Guards feature a protecting hard
outer shell with a vented foam inner to help keep the user cool.
GK5030-S
Small
£5 18 pr
GK5030-M
Medium
£5 18 pr
GK5030-L
Large
£5 18 pr

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

NOW

£5.46

Mitre® Shin and Ankle Guard

Perfect for heavy school or club use; they boast additional ankle protection and feature
a protecting hard outer shell with a vented foam inner to help keep the user cool.
GK5040-S
Small
£6 33 ££5 46 pr
GK5040-M
Medium
£6 61 pr
GK5040-L
Large
£6 61 pr

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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£6 33
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£18

Emerald
Black

40

Silver
Black

£20 70

Tangerene

Black

Yellow
Black

1

Mitre® Guard Goalkeeper Jersey

A bold block contrast featuring panels and piping detail on the upper body to emphasise
the chest and shoulders. Foam padding to elbows to protect those high impact areas.
This shirt is made from 100% polyester premium sublimated interlock material which is
designed to draw sweat away from the body and keep the user dry and comfortable.
GK4850-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea*
GK4850-28-30
28-30”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea*
GK4850-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea*
GK4850-32-34
32-34”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea*
GK4850-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea
GK4850-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea
GK4850-42-44
42-44”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea
GK4850-46-48
46-48”, please specify colour
£18 40 ea

2

Mitre® Guard Goalkeepers Trousers

Featuring foam padding at the knees and hips to help protect those high impact areas.
The soft ribbed cuffs add comfort and ensure a closer fit, whilst the 100% polyester
waffle texture material is very strong and durable and helps moisture to be drawn away
from the skin keeping the user dry and comfortable. Available in black only.
GK4860-24-26
24-26"
£20 70 ea*
GK4860-26-28
26-28”
£20 70 ea*
GK4860-28-30
28-30”
£20 70 ea*
GK4860-30-32
30-32”
£20 70 ea
GK4860-32-34
32-34”
£20 70 ea
GK4860-36-38
36-38”
£20 70 ea
GK4860-40
40”
£20 70 ea

Please check size and colours before ordering as Mitre® do not accept returns for products ordered in error.

£13 80

3

£9 78

Mitre® Guard Goalkeepers Shorts

Featuring foam padding at the hips to help protect those high impact areas. The 100%
polyester waffle texture material is very strong and durable and helps moisture to be
drawn away from the skin keeping the user dry and comfortable. Available in black only.
GK4870-22-24
22-24”
£13 80 ea*
GK4870-24-26
24-26”
£13 80 ea*
GK4870-26-28
26-28”
£13 80 ea*
GK4870-28-30
28-30”
£13 80 ea*
GK4870-30-32
30-32”
£13 80 ea
GK4870-32-34
32-34”
£13 80 ea
GK4870-36-38
36-38”
£13 80 ea
GK4870-40
40”
£13 80 ea
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4

Mitre® Goalkeepers Gloves

Features a flat latex foam palm and durable PVC backhand. A full elastic cuff and wrap
strap make the glove easy to get on yet superbly secure when fastened. This is an ideal
glove for school or recreational use. Styles may vary.
GK4210-S
Junior, small
£9 78 pr
GK4210-M
Junior, medium
£9 78 pr
GK4200-S
Senior, small
£10 35 pr
GK4200-M
Senior, medium
£10 35 pr
GK4200-L
Senior, large
£10 35 pr
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Black

£11 50

Navy

Black

£16 10

Navy

Royal
Scarlet

1

Mitre Edge Rain Jacket

A great addition to any sports teams training wear. Featuring innovative ProShield
performance fabric giving superb protection whatever the weather. Fold-away hood for
sudden showers. Available in black, navy, royal or scarlet.
GK5150-26-28
Size: 26-28”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-28-30
Size: 28-30”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-30-32
Size: 30-32”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-32-34
Size: 32-34”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-34-36
Size: 34-36”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-38-40
Size: 38-40”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-42-44
Size: 42-44”
£11 50 ea
GK5150-46-48
Size: 46-48”
£11 50 ea

2

Mitre Primero Cuffed Trousers

Featuring innovative ProFlow performance fabric, developed for optimum breathability
and enhanced performance. Adjustable hem zips for a custom fit and easy changing.
Available in black or navy.
GK5160-24-26
Size: 24-26”
£16 10 ea
GK5160-26-28
Size: 26-28”
£16 10 ea
GK5160-28-30
Size: 28-30”
£16 10 ea
GK5160-30-32
Size: 30-32”
£16 10 ea
GK5160-32-34
Size: 32-34”
£16 10 ea
GK5160-36-38
Size: 36-38”
£16 10 ea
GK5160-40
Size: 40”
£16 10 ea

£23 00

3

£6 61

4

Mitre® Diffract Referee Jersey

A hard-wearing polyester shirt with clean piping detail and features a chest pocket with
hook and loop fastening for storing cards. Available in black only.
GK1650-S
34-36”
£23 00 ea
GK1650-M
38-40”
£23 00 ea
GK1650-L
42-44”
£23 00 ea
GK1650-XL
46-48”
£23 00 ea
GK1650-XXL
50-52”
£23 00 ea

Mitre® Metric Football Shorts

These black shorts have a clean and simple design.
GK5120-22-24
22-24”
GK5120-24-26
24-26”
GK5120-26-28
26-28”
GK5120-28-30
28-30”
GK5120-32-34
32-34”
GK5120-36-38
36-38”
GK5120-40
40”

£2 30

5

Referee’s Essentials

The essentials for a referee to conduct a match. Components sold seperatley.
FB2090
Cards
£2 30
FB3500
Wristbands
£2 30
FB3490
Fox Classic Whistle
£4 31
SC1620
Stopwatch
£4 60

ea
ea
ea
ea

£1 15

6

Captain’s Armband

Elasticated, printed Captain's Armband.
GK1680-S-BK
Black
GK1680-S-BE
Blue
GK1680-S-SC
Scarlet

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

£6 61 pr*
£6 61 pr*
£6 61 pr*
£6 61 pr*
£6 61 pr
£6 61 pr
£6 61 pr

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked
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£1 15 ea
£1 15 ea
£1 15 ea
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£20

Black

Black
Amber

Black
Amber

Green

Black
Yellow

Black
White

Maroon

Navy
Green

Navy

Red

Red

70

Navy

Black

Sky

Black

Red
Royal
Sky

Two-tone

Monochrome

1

Hooped

Gilbert® Xact Rugby Shirt

Reinforced taped seams and bar tacks at key pressure points for increased strength. Polyester eyelet fabric draws moisture away from the skin.
GK4710-XXS Monochrome, 31-32”
£20 70 ea* GK4720-XXS Two-tone, 31-32”
£20 70 ea* GK4730-XXS Hooped, 31-32”
GK4710-XS
Monochrome, 34-36”
£20 70 ea* GK4720-XS
Two-tone, 34-36”
£20 70 ea* GK4730-XS
Hooped, 34-36”
GK4710-S
Monochrome, 36-38”
£20 70 ea GK4720-S
Two-tone, 36-38”
£20 70 ea GK4730-S
Hooped, 36-38”
GK4710-M
Monochrome, 38-40”
£20 70 ea GK4720-M
Two-tone, 38-40”
£20 70 ea GK4730-M
Hooped, 38-40”
GK4710-L
Monochrome, 42-44”
£20 70 ea GK4720-L
Two-tone, 42-44”
£20 70 ea GK4730-L
Hooped, 42-44”
GK4710-XL
Monochrome, 44-46”
£20 70 ea GK4720-XL
Two-tone, 44-46”
£20 70 ea GK4730-XL
Hooped, 44-46”
Black
Amber

£21 85

Black
Green

Black

£13 80

Navy

Royal
Navy
Red

2

Gilbert® Xact V2 Rugby Shirt

£1 15

Navy

White

3

Gilbert® Kiwi II Rugby Shorts

100% heavyweight cotton pocketed shorts, Angled thigh
cut for a loose fit with an elasticated waist and drawstring.
Available in black, navy or white.
GK4740-XXS 26-28”, please specify colour £13 80 pr*
GK4740-XS
28-30”, please specify colour £13 80 pr*
GK4740-S
30-32”, please specify colour £13 80 pr
GK4740-M
32-34”, please specify colour £13 80 pr
GK4740-L
34-38”, please specify colour £13 80 pr
GK4740-XL
38-40”, please specify colour £13 80 pr

White

4

Gilbert® Virtuo Rugby Shorts

Featuring sport-specific fabric designed to move with the
player and stretch where and when required. Elasticated
waist with drawstring and non-slip tape. Available in
black, navy or white.
GK4920-32
32”, please specify colour
£21 85 pr
GK4920-34
34”, please specify colour
£21 85 pr
GK4920-36
36”, please specify colour
£21 85 pr
GK4920-38
38”, please specify colour
£21 85 pr

£8 05

Amber
Black

Navy

Boil and Bite Mouthguards

Hygienic gum shield Boil and Bite Mouthguards. Available
in black, clear, fluorescent, red.
RG1510-JUN
Junior, please specify colour £1 15 ea
RG1510-JUN-12 Junior pack of 12
£12 65 pk
RG1510-SEN
Senior, please specify colour £1 15 ea
RG1510-SEN-12 Senior pack of 12
£12 65 pk
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Black

£21 85

Black

Moisture controlling materials allow air flow close to the
skin and moisture to be drawn away. Complete with
stretch stitching at key points to reinforce the shirts
strength under pressure. Available in black/amber, black/
green, red/black or royal/navy.
GK4900-36-38 36-38”, please specify colour £21 85 ea
GK4900-38-40 38-40”, please specify colour £21 85 ea
GK4900-42-44 42-44”, please specify colour £21 85 ea
GK4900-44-46 44-46”, please specify colour £21 85 ea

5

£25 30 ea*
£25 30 ea*
£25 30 ea
£25 30 ea
£25 30 ea
£25 30 ea

6

Sky

Navy

Black
White

Red

Black

Black

Green

Maroon

Red

Royal

White

Gilbert® Kryten II Rugby Socks

High density padding in the heel, toe and underfoot and mesh ventilation on the top, these socks are as comfortable
as they can be. Finished with an elasticated arch and added ankle support.
GK4930-J
Junior 3-6, please specify colour
£8 05 ea*
GK4930-S
Senior 7-12, please specify colour
£8 05 ea
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Black

£19 55

Green
Navy

Black
Black

£13 80

Red

Navy

Scarlet

1

Gilbert® Helix Netball Top

2

High stretch polyester to give maximum freedom of movement and player comfort,
complete with a scooped V-neck, sculpted silhouette, a drop back hem and capped
sleeve.
GK4820-08
Size: 8, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4820-10
Size: 10, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4820-12
Size: 12, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4820-14
Size: 14, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4820-16
Size: 16, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
Black

£19 55

Green

Gilbert® Vixen Netball Top

Made from a lightweight knit fabric and mesh panelling, to provide outstanding
ventilation performance. Complete with a scooped V-neck, sculpted silhouette, a drop
back hem and capped sleeve.
GK4940-08
Size: 8, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
GK4940-10
Size: 10, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
GK4940-12
Size: 12, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
GK4940-14
Size: 14, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
GK4940-16
Size: 16, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
Black

Navy

Navy

Scarlet

Scarlet

3

Gilbert® Helix Netball Skort

Performance breathable Lycra® and an elasticated waistband to give a comfortable and
secure fit. With a wrap over design to enhance the range of motion and inner shorts in
matching fabric.
GK4810-08
Size: 8, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4810-10
Size: 10, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4810-12
Size: 12, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4810-14
Size: 14, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4810-16
Size: 16, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
£31 05

5

Gilbert® Vixen Netball Jacket

Offering breathable lightweight wind and rain protection, with reflective details.
Complete with a pack away adjustable hood, two zip up pockets and a dropped back
adjustable hem.
GK4960-08
Size: 8
£31 05 ea
GK4960-10
Size: 10
£31 05 ea
GK4960-12
Size: 12
£31 05 ea
GK4960-14
Size: 14
£31 05 ea
GK4960-16
Size: 16
£31 05 ea

£16 10

Green

4

Gilbert® Helix Netball Skirt

Performance breathable Lycra® and an elasticated waistband to give a comfortable and
secure fit, features a wrap over design to enhance the range of motion.
GK4800-08
Size: 8, please specify colour
£16 10 ea
GK4800-10
Size: 10, please specify colour
£16 10 ea
GK4800-12
Size: 12, please specify colour
£16 10 ea
GK4800-14
Size: 14, please specify colour
£16 10 ea
GK4800-16
Size: 16, please specify colour
£16 10 ea
Black

£19 55

Navy

6

Gilbert® Vixen Netball Leggings

Offering support in a snug fit, with great levels of comfort and strategic mesh panels to
keep the air flowing.
GK4950-08
Size: 8, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4950-10
Size: 10, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4950-12
Size: 12, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4950-14
Size: 14, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
GK4950-16
Size: 16, please specify colour
£19 55 ea
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£14 95

1

£17 25

NEW!

Gray-Nicholls Matrix Shirt

2

Made from 100% polyester which is quick drying, hard wearing and resistant to
stretching or shrinking.
CK5130-XSM
29-33” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-SMA
33-37” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-MED
37-40” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-LRG
40-42” chest
£14 95 ea
CK5130-XLR
42-44” chest
£14 95 ea
£17 25

3

Gray-Nicholls Matrix Trousers

Made from 100% polyester, a hardwearing trouser featruing an elasticated waist for
maximum comfort.
CK5140-XSM
25-29” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-SMA
29-32” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-MED
32-34” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-LRG
34-36” waist
£17 25 ea
CK5140-XLR
36-38” waist
£17 25 ea
WAS

£29 90

NEW!

NEW!

NOW

£17.25

SAVE!

Gray-Nicholls Velocity Slipover

Made from 100% polyester, the fleece inner will ensure warmth and due to the
lightweight fabric movement will not be restrcited.
CK5150-XSM
29-33” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-SMA
33-37” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-MED
37-40” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-LRG
40-42” chest
£17 25 ea
CK5150-XLR
42-44” chest
£17 25 ea
£13

Black
Orange

80

Green
White

5

Umpire Coat

Modern cut, three-quarter length design coat.
CK2250-LRG
Large
£10

£29 90 ££17 25 ea
Black
Orange

35

Green
White

Navy
White

Navy
White

Red

Red

Red

Navy

Red

White

Navy
White

Royal
White

Royal
White

Royal
Yellow

Royal
Yellow

100% eyelet polyester. Contrast trim at 'V' neck, shoulders and on side panel. Please
specify colours required. Available in black/orange, green/white, navy/white, red/navy,
red/white, royal/white, royal/yellow. shoulders and on side panel.
GK1010-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea*
GK1010-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea*
GK1010-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea
GK1010-42-44
42-44”, please specify colour
£13 80 ea

100% eyelet polyester. Perfectly matched to GK101 Vests. Please specify colours
required. Available in black/orange, green/white, navy/white, red/navy, red/white, royal/
white, royal/yellow.
GK1150-26-28
26-28”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr*
GK1150-28-30
28-30”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr*
GK1150-30-32
30-32”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr
GK1150-34-36
34-36”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr
GK1150-38-40
38-40”, please specify colour
£10 35 pr

5

6

Basketball Vest
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Basketball Shorts
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Goalball
Goalball UK
www.goalballuk.com
Goalball UK is the National Governing Body responsible for running the sport and are working to
develop new clubs nationwide and regularly hold taster sessions. To find out when and where the
next taster session is please visit the website.
Goalball is one of the School Games activities and Goalball UK are running a National Schools
Competition Programme, funded by Children in Need. For more information and to get involved
please contact: enquiries@goalballuk.com

£48 30

S ta

£10 93

n d a r d k it

2
1

Official Goalball UK School Kit

Playing Goalball will develop communication and team working skills. This Kit is focused towards promoting mass
participation in Goalball. The Class Kit contains 2 Foamed Goalballs (dia. 20cm), 36 eyeshades, so a full class can
be engaged in fun Goalball related activities and 2 whistles to start getting young people officiating. The Standard Kit
contains 2 Foamed Goalballs (dia. 20cm) and 12 Blindfolds. Kits are supplied in a bag.
SE1292-STD
Standard Kit
£48 30 set
SE1292-CLA Class Kit
£94 30 set

£4 31

3

SAVE!

Jinglin’ Ball

These provide stimulating support for playful activities and
are of benefit to the visually impaired as the transparent
ball has small bells inside which ring when the ball rolls.
Can also be used for Goalball. Available in two sizes.
SE5490-20
Dia. 20cm
£4 31 ea
SE5490-55
Dia. 55cm
£24 15 ea

4

Foamed Goalball

A skinned foam ball containing three bells inside. Ideal to
use when introducing Goalball, or for simply developing
teamwork, listening, and spatial awareness skills.
Available in two sizes.
SE1227-15
Dia. 15cm, 370g
£10 93 ea
SE1227-15-4 Set of 4; Dia. 15cm, 370g
£42 55 set
SE1227-20
Dia. 20cm, 540g
£14 95 ea
SE1227-20-4 Set of 4; Dia. 20cm, 540g
£57 50 set

WAS

£82 80

£6 90

NOW

£67.

85

Official Goalball

RNIB approved Goalball, manufactured from heavy
weight rubber and contains three bells inside so it can
be located when in play. The sound can be heard through
the eight holes in the rubber.
SE1294 Weight: 1.25kg, dia. 22cm £82 80 ££67 85 ea

5

Squeeze Whistle

These offer a great, hygienic method for more young
people to be engaged by officiating matches.

FB5550
FB5550-6-PB

£6 90 ea
£36 80 set

£10 93

£27 60

£10 35

su

pp l i e d

x2

i n pa i r s

6

Activate™ Court Marker Set

Manufactured from vinyl with a textured base to aid
grip. Moulded bevelled edges to lessen tripping hazard.
Contains 20 Lines, 4 Corners. Supplied with a bag.

£27 60 set

SE1091

8
7

Blindfolds

Comfortable to wear, with an elasticated strap.
SE6180-6-PB Set of 6
£10 93
SE6180-12
Bag of 12
£20 70

set
set

Knee Protection Pads

Lightweight foam pad, elasticated fit with a thick high
density foam covering the knee.
HB1028-SMA Small
£10 35 pr
HB1028-MED Medium
£10 35 pr
HB1028-LRG Large
£10 35 pr
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Golf & Mini Golf
ShortGolf
"The fun and easy way to teach, learn and play golf"
ShortGolf is the exciting first-touch golf game, proving a massive hit around the world. Each
element of ShortGolf is designed to emulate the real game while making it easier and more fun.
Colourful oversize clubs, soft balls and innovative “sticky” targets combine with built-in teaching
and learning cues to accelerate skill development and provide early playing success. ShortGolf is
safe and only needs a limited space with a maximum ball flight of around 40m.

£450 86

ShortGolf Teaching Kit

Set contains 7 hitta! (6 right and 1 left handed), 6 putta!, 6 t-mat! with 18 Teez!, 32 ballz!,
4 stikka! Targets, 1 grabba! Target, 1 katcha! Target, 2 gotcha! Targets and a holdall.
Available in 3 sizes.
GF2730-05-07
5-7 yrs
£450 86 set
GF2730-08-11
8-11 yrs
£450 86 set
GF2730-12-PLUS 12+ yrs
£450 86 set

set
set
set

£13 80
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ShortGolf Starter Kit

s

£13 80

2

Provides an introduction to the fun and learning that can be had using ShortGolf.
GF2790-05-07
5-7 yrs
£247 25
GF2790-08-11
8-11 yrs
£247 25
GF2790-12-PLUS 12+ yrs
£247 25

r i g ht h a n d e d

ft e d f a c e

ShortGolf hitta!
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The hitta! features a flexible fibreglass shaft with a clever training grip to aid hand
placement and a weighted cavity back head with a lofted face to get the ball easily into
the air. Available in 3 lengths and in a right or left handed option.
GF2630-05-07-RH 5-7yrs, right handed
£13 80 ea
GF2630-05-07-LH 5-7yrs, left handed
£13 80 ea
GF2630-08-11-RH 8-11yrs, right handed
£13 80 ea
GF2630-08-11-LH 8-11yrs, left handed
£13 80 ea
GF2630-12-PL-RH 12+ yrs, right handed
£13 80 ea
GF2630-12-PL-LH 12+ yrs, left handed
£13 80 ea

4

ShortGolf putta!

r
a ce d g

The putta! features a crosshair logo and yellow alignment bar to aid lining-up and the
flat-faced grip is cleverly designed to ensure correct hand placement. Suitable for right
or left handed players. Available in 3 lengths.
GF2640-05-07
5-7yrs
£13 80 ea
GF2640-08-11
8-11yrs
£13 80 ea
GF2640-12-PLUS 12+yrs
£13 80 ea
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Golf & Mini Golf
WAS

SAVE!

1

£46 00

£12 65

NOW

£34.

50

3

ShortGolf Coaching Resource

A programme from 4-32 weeks with up to 30 per class.
The pack contains a 20 page resource covering coaching
methods, skill development, lesson planning/safety,
fundamentals (grip and ready position), practice drills and
games. Also includes a set of 10 individual Skills Cards
that cover fundamentals, safety and the 4 ShortGolf shots
and associated drills.
GF2740 Coaching Resource
£46 00 ££34 50 set*
GF2750 Skills Cards
£13 80 ££10 35 set*

2

ShortGolf ballz!

A low compression waterproof ball with a loop material
covering that sticks to ShortGolf targets. Designed with
the same weight as regulation golf balls to give the
correct feel with ShortGolf Clubs. Dia. 6cm.
GF2650
Set of 8
£12 65 set

£17 25

4

ShortGolf mini-stikka! Target

Folds flat for storage

In
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ShortGolf t-mat!

The ShortGolf t-mat! is a rubber tee mat for use with
ShortGolf hitta! and enables play off of any surface. Its
clever design raises the ball off of the ground to enable
easier ball striking and the 'arrows' and 'H' shape aids
club and target alignment. Also features a non-slip base
and carry handle. Available as a set with 3 ShortGolf
Teez!, or either as individual sets.
GF2800
t-mat! and Teez!
£20 70 set
GF2660
t-mat! only
£12 65 ea
GF2670
teez! (pack of 3)
£4 31 set

£20 70

5

A target for chipping and putting games. The artificial
grass disc with a stitched hook material centre, that
the ballz! stick to. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Overall dia. 30cm, hook material dia. 22.5cm.
GF2720
Set of 4
£17 25 set

£20 70

£21 85

ShortGolf stikka! Target

Manufactured from a shatterproof plastic with a hook
material centre ‘cup’ that the ballz! stick to. The sloping
rim demands correct shot strength. Fully weatherproof
and supplied with a removable flagpole and flag. Overall
dia. 45cm, hook material dia. 22.5cm, flagpole length
90cm.
GF2680-BE
Blue centre
£20 70 ea
GF2680-GN
Green centre
£20 70 ea
GF2680-RD
Red centre
£20 70 ea
GF2680-YW
Yellow centre
£20 70 ea
£46 00

Fo
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ShortGolf gotcha! Target

A mesh pop-up chipping net that has also been designed
for use as a stand for the katcha! Target. Suitable for
use indoors and out, supplied with 2 ground pegs and a
storage bag. Open dia. 90cm, closed dia. 45cm.

£21 85 ea

GF2710

Folds flat for storage

£43 70

g

ShortGolf katcha! Target

8

ShortGolf grabba! Target

A large target that can be used on the ground or hanging up and to add a different
dimension it can be used with the gotcha! Target. The hook material used allows the
ballz! to stick to the target. Fully weatherproof and supplied with 3 ground pegs. The
removable span-ring enables flat storage in the provided carry bag. Open dia. 90cm,
closed dia. 45cm.

A double-sided hook material target for putting and chipping games, the ballz! stick to
the target. Manufactured from plastic with fabric edging to reduce slippage. Features
a large target area with scoring zones and a crosshair aiming point. Fully weatherproof
and folds flat for storage. Length 90cm.

GF2690

GF2700

£46 00 ea

£43 70 ea
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Golf & Mini Golf
Our most popular
putter now available
in four sizes

£5 75

1

Standard Putters

2

A centre shaft putter for Mini Golf and Putting Greens. Suitable for either left- or righthanded players.
GF1380-25
Junior, length: 63cm, weight: 445g
£5 75 ea
GF1380-27
Junior, length: 69cm, weight: 464g
£5 75 ea
GF1380-31
Junior, length: 79cm, weight: 472g
£6 04 ea
GF1380-35
Senior, length: 89cm, weight: 496g
£6 33 ea

3

Super Safe Putters

These unique, safe, strong, lightweight putters are suitable for all players. The special
Skinex™ head provides maximum safety and is particularly kind to artificial golf carpet
surfaces and putting greens.
GF1650-25
Length: 64cm, weight: 194g
£16 10 ea
GF1650-29
Length: 74cm, weight: 207g
£17 25 ea
GF1650-33
Length: 84cm, weight: 219g
£18 40 ea
£19 55

4

SAVE!

Child’s Lightweight Putter/Wedge Set

GF1570-SET
GF1570-PUT
GF1570-WED

Putter only
Wedge only

£9 20 set
£3 74 ea
£4 89 ££4 89 ea

£0 75

Golf Irons

A senior size Golf Iron with a stainless steel head and tempered steel shaft for improved
durability and performance. Features a forgiving cavity back and offset design to
improve consistency and control.
GF2810-SEN-7-RH 7 Iron, Right handed
£19 55 ea
GF2810-SEN-9-RH 9 Iron, Right handed
£19 55 ea
GF2810-SEN-P-RH Pitching Wedge, Right handed
£19 55 ea
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NEW!

This set includes; a plastic putter (66cm L), plastic wedge (66cm L) with extra-large
foam grip and 3 Rainbow Foam Balls, all supplied in a drawstring bag.

6
5

Rubber Headed Putters

A lightweight aluminium shaft with a rubber coated head that limits damage to Mini Golf
fairways and putting greens. Available in 4 different colour coded lengths.
GF2610-25
Red, junior, length: 63cm, weight: 430g
£7 19 ea
GF2610-27
Blue, junior, length: 69cm, weight: 450g
£7 19 ea
GF2610-31
Yellow, junior, length: 79cm, weight: 470g
£7 76 ea
GF2610-35
Orange, senior, length: 89cm, weight: 500g
£8 05 ea
£9 20

£16 10

Colour coded
lengths for
easy selection

£7 19

MasterPlay® Mini Golf Ball

Specifically designed for Mini Golf courses and not suitable for driving or pitching. The
one-piece construction provides a 'low bounce'. Available in blue, red, white or yellow,
supplied in singles, sets of 50, buckets of 200 or a refill set of 100 mixed colours.
GF1400
Please specify colour
£0 75 ea
GF1400-50-PB-CO Set of 50, please specify colour
£34 50 set
GF1400-50-PB-MX Set of 50, mixed colours
£34 50 set
GF1400-100-REF
Refill pack of 100, mixed colours
£62 10 set
GF1400-200-CO
Set of 200, please specify colour
£126 50 set
GF1400-200-MX
Set of 200, mixed colours
£126 50 set
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Golf & Mini Golf
WAS

£5 75

SAVE!

£9 78

NOW

£4.60

£1 73

MasterPlay® Range Golf Ball

1

A one piece ball, compression 90, maximum travel
distance of 220 - 250yds. Available in White or Yellow.

White

GF1420-WE
GF1420-WE-48
GF1420-WE-200

Yellow

GF1420-YW
GF1420-YW-48
GF1420-YW-200

£5 75 doz
£23 00 set
£92 00 set

Dozen
Bag of 48
Bucket of 200
Dozen
Bag of 48
Bucket of 200

£5 75 ££4 60 doz
£23 00 ££20 70 set
£92 00 ££79 35 set
WAS

£2 30

SAVE!

Pa

4

NOW

£1.

44

2

MasterSport® 200 Golf Ball

A white golf ball for putting greens, pitch and putt courses
and restricted distance play. One piece ball, compression
80, maximum distance approx. 200yds. Each ball
numbered 1, 2, 3 or 4.
GF1410
Dozen
£9 78 doz
GF1410-48
Bag of 48
£40 25 set
GF1410-200
Bucket of 200
£165 60 set

Pop up design for
easy storage

3

Perforated Practice Golf Balls

British made. Airstream perforated plastic practice golf
balls.
GF1440-WE
Dozen, white balls
£1 73 doz
GF1440-YW
Dozen, yellow balls
£2 30 doz

£12 65

£34 50

ck of 200

Tees

A range of Golf Tees available in a selection of sizes and
materials.

Castle Tees

GF2780-200-PB

Mixed lengths, pack of 200

£5 75 pk

Rubber Tees

GF1470-38-10-PB 38mm, pack of 10 £2 30 ££1 44 pk
GF1470-45-10-PB 45mm, pack of 10 £3 74 ££1 73 pk

5

PGA Tour Practice Net

A 3 net chipping target to help improve accuracy.
Features a pop up design for easy use and storage. For
use indoors and out, ground pegs secure net in place.
GF2760
Dia. 50cm
£12 65 ea

PGA Tour 2 in 1 Dual Turf Mat

£138 00

£13 80

0.9m

SAVE!

6

Practice with woods, irons and wedges from varying lies
(fairways, rough or tee). Suitable for left/right handed
golfers. Supplied with 2 tees.
GF2770
Size: 58 L x 25cm W
£34 50 ea

1.2m

7

Driving Mats

For indoor or outdoor use, top quality wilton woven playing surface bonded to felt
stiffener with a 10mm thick base. Supplied with 4 tubular tees that fit into fused holes.
Excellent playing characteristics.
GF2510-3
Polyethylene foam base
£138 00 ea
GF2510-2
Rubber Base
£149 50 ea
GF1470-38-10-PB Rubber Tees, length: 38mm, pack of 10
£2 30 ££1 44 pk
GF1470-45-10-PB Rubber Tees, length: 45mm, pack of 10
£3 74 ££1 73 pk

8

Outdoor Golf Carpet

A polypropylene carpet with a soft finish. Needle-punched with a loop pile which is
virtually non-directional, UV stabilised and suitable for indoor/outdoor use. An excellent
putting surface, perfect for portable practice mats, permanent applications or crazy
golf courses. Available in 2m widths. Pile height 11mm, weight 1.7kg per square metre.
MG1610
Pitch top
!£13 80 per m2
SL1080
All Weather Adhesive (5ltr)
£74 75 ea
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Golf & Mini Golf
WAS

£39 10
NOW

£19.55

1

WAS

£29 90

SAVE!

NOW

£25.30

2

Arrows Numbered

Plastic coated, steel, direction arrows. Length 28cm.
GF2130-01-09 No. 1-9 on legs
£39 10 ££19 55 set
GF2130-10-18 No. 10-18 on legs £39 10 ££19 55 set
£151 80

£46 00

SAVE!

Metal Flags

3

Strong, steel flags; red plastic coated finish. Length
45cm.
GF1310-01-09 Set, No. 1-9
£29 90 set
GF1310-10-18 Set, No. 10-18
£29 90 ££25 30 set
£10 93

5

£5 18

Hole Cups

Exceptionally strong moulded white nylon with an antimud design that keeps the golf ball raised above the
bottom of the cup.
GF1240-NYL Single cup
£10 93 ea
GF1240-NYL-9 Set of 9 cups
£94 30 set

Hole Cups, Flags and Staffs Set

4

Hole Cutter

Four-bladed cutter with turf ejector and handle.

£151 80 ea

GF1360
WAS

£11 50
NOW

£8.

63

Set includes 9 Nylon Anti-mud Hole Cups, 9 Plain
Polyester Flags, in either red or yellow and 9 White PVC
Flagstaffs, length 1.8m.
GF2620-RD
Set with Plain Red Flags
£253 00 set
GF2620-YW
Set with Plain Yellow Flags £253 00 set
£17 25

SAVE!

Backsaver Type Metal Flags

Powder coated aluminium with ball lift plate for less
bending. Suitable for use with nylon hole cups.
GF1550-01-09 Set, No. 1-9
£46 00 set
GF1550-10-18 Set, No. 10-18
£46 00 set

6

Golf Flags

Polyester flags available as singles or sets of 9, plain
or numbered and in either red or yellow. Please specify
colour when ordering. Size: 41 L x 31cm H.
GF1180-PL-RD
Plain, red
£5 18 ea
GF1180-PL-YW
Plain, yellow
£5 18 ea
GF1180-PL-RD-9 Plain, red, set of 9
£44 85 set
GF1180-PL-YW-9 Plain, yellow, set of 9
£44 85 set
GF1200-01-09
Numbered 1-9
£79 35 set
GF1200-10-18
Numbered 10-18
£79 35 set
£14 95

su
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Golf Flagstaffs

GF1230-PV-WE-1.8
White
GF1230-PV-WE-BK-1.8 B&W

Fibreglass, 1.8m

GF1230-FB-WE-1.8
White
GF1230-FB-WE-BK-1.8 B&W

£11 ££8 ea
£14 95 ea
50

£13 80 ££10 35 ea
£17 25 ea

Fibreglass, 2.4m

GF1230-FB-WE-BK-2.4 Black & White
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63

£20 70 ea

0

0

PVC, 1.8m
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Available in different lengths and manufactured from
either PVC or fibreglass and the colour option of white
or white/black.
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Scorecards & Pencils

Scorecards supplied in sets of 1000 and numbered
consecutively. Half size pencils in pack of 144.
GF2530
Scorecards
£17 25 set
GF2530-5
Scorecards, pack of 5 sets
£62 10 set
GF1490
Pencils (½ size), pack of 144
£6 04 set
GF1490-5
Pencils (½ size), 5 x of 144
£27 60 set

9

Bunker Rake

A wooden shaft with plastic head. Handle length: 1.4m,
head width: 56cm.

GF1300-RAKE

£14 95 ea
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Gym Mats, Safety & Trolleys
£37 95

1

Te
xt

Align Pilates Studio Mats
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£26 45

2

Made from 100% recyclable TPE, impermeable and hygienic; latex and PVC free.
Available with or without eyelets. Size: 180 L x 60cm W x 10mm (thick).
AE1790-10-GR
No eyelets
£37 95 ea
AE1790-10-GR-H With eyelets
£40 25 ea

Core Fitness Mat

An ideal lightweight mat when storage space is limited. The NBR foam offers excellent
cushioning and memory, comes complete with a removable carry strap. Size: 182 L x
58cm W x 10mm (thick).
AE1800-10-BE
Blue
£26 45 ea
AE1800-10-BK
Black
£28 75 ea

£19 55

3

MAD Pro Stretch Tri-Fold Aerobics Mat

£18 40

4

Premier Rubber Foam Aerobics Mat

Reversible, anti-slip, and can also be used folded for extra cushioning. Made from
closed cell, wipe clean embossed EVA foam. Colour; dark grey. Size: 134 L x 50cm W
x 9mm (thick).

Constructed with closed cell technology to increase hygiene by preventing the
absorption of liquid. Features a slip proof surface and eyelets for storage. Colour; blue.
Size: 180 Lx 58cm W x 10mm (thick).

AE1740-GR

AE1380

£19 55 ea

£18 40 ea

£4 89

5

£12 65

Plasta Classic Aerobics Mat

Features a hammer finish for durability and resistance to wear, also has good thermal
insulation from cold floors. Available in blue, green or red. Size: 99 L x 49cm W x 10mm
(thick).
AE1240-BE
Blue
£4 89 ea
AE1240-BE-6
Blue, set of 6
£27 60 set
AE1240-GN
Green
£4 89 ea
AE1240-GN-6
Green, set of 6
£27 60 set
AE1240-RD
Red
£4 89 ea
AE1240-RD-6
Red, set of 6
£27 60 set

6

Mat Holder Brackets

Perfect for mats with eyelets, the Mat Holder Brackets can also be used for other
lightweight duties; supplied in two pieces enabling universal fitting widths. Mounting
plate size: 5 W 10cm H. Pole size: 25cm L x dia. 12mm.

£12 65 pr

GY3630
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Gym Mats, Safety & Trolleys
Reversible Cartwheel/Beam
Mats have a training beam
or hands & feet guide

£78 20

1

Cartwheel/Beam Mat

The ingenious and hugely popular Cartwheel/Beam Mat is printed to help beginner tumblers learn proper hand placement for the cartwheel, suitable for both left and right handed.
Reverse side of the mat has a white practice beam stripe to encourage skill progression onto beam apparatus. The vinyl cover and 15mm thick foam filling is designed to withstand
both club and school use. Size: 1.8 L x 0.6m W x 20mm thick.
GY3980-OR-YW Colour: orange/yellow
£78 20 ea
GY3980-PK-BE
Colour: pink/blue
£78 20 ea
GY3980-PE-GN
Colour: purple/green
£78 20 ea
GY3980-RD-BE
Colour: red/blue
£78 20 ea
GY3980-SET
Set of all 4 (1 of each colour)
£276 00 set

In

ne

3

Folding Panel Rainbow Mats

Bright, long lasting and durable. These mats are filled with dynamic “Tumbling” foam,
each coloured panel measures 60cm long and offer hook and loop fasteners so 2 or
more mats can be joined together to make a longer tumble strip. Available in 3 sizes.
GY4680-1.2-1.8
1.2 L x 1.8m W x 35mm (thick)
£172 50 ea
GY4680-1.2-2.4
1.2 L x 2.4m W x 35mm (thick)
£195 50 ea
GY4680-1.5-3.0
1.5 L x 3.0m W x 35mm (thick)
£264 50 ea
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Interlocking Jigsaw Mats

Suitable for all manner of activities from children’s play areas to Boxing and Martial
Arts, providing a reversible cushioned floor. Manufactured from durable high density
EVA foam with a crossline textured finish, meeting EN 71-2: 2011. Waterproof and wipe
clean, and supplied complete with straight edge border strips, the interlocking design
allows large areas to be laid as one. Available in blue/red only.
GY3920-20
Size: 1 L x 1m W x 20mm (thick), weight: 3kg
£27 60 ea
GY3920-40
Size: 1 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 4.5kg
£37 95 ea
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Supplied complete with a buckle strap
for fastening when stored
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Roll Out Mats

High quality Roll Out Mats providing great shock absorbance with a durable vinyl surface and a hardwearing closed cell polyethylene foam base that features precision cuts for
easy rolling/unrolling of the mat. Can be taped together to form larger areas. The foam is flame retardant to EN 1195-2 Class E and the vinyl is fire retardant to BS 5867-2: 1980.
Supplied complete with a buckle strap for fastening when stored. Size: 1.5m W x 40mm (thick). Available in black or blue. Please specify colour when ordering.
GY3940-02.4-40 Length: 2.4m
£253 00 ea
£1012 00 ea
GY3940-03.0-40 Length: 3m
£270 25 ea GY3940-12.0-40 Length: 12m
00
GY4130
Hook
and
loop
roll:
25m
L
x
10cm
W
£71 30 ea
GY3940-06.0-40 Length: 6m
£506 ea

NEW!
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Roll Out Mat Connect

Featuring a hook and loop fastener system which allows a quick set up process. The Tatami PVC mats connected produce a seamless matting area. Available in black only.

GY4690-03.0-1.5-BK
GY4690-06.0-1.5-BK

£287 50 ea
£586 50 ea

3 L x 1.5m W x 40mm (thick)
6 L x 1.5m W x 40mm (thick)

GY4690-09.0-1.5-BK
GY4690-12.0-1.5-BK

9 L x 1.5m W x 40mm (thick)
12 L x 1.5m W x 40mm (thick)

£862 50 ea
£1121 25 ea

NEW!
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Roll Out Mat Carpet

Popular with Gymnastics and Cheerleading clubs for their duarability and allows users to set up and roll up in minutes. Ideal for multi-purpose facilities where mats can be moved
in and out frequently.

GY4710-06.4-1.82-BE
GY4710-06.4-1.82-RD
GY4720

Blue, 6.4 L x 1.82m W x 35mm (thick)
Red, 6.4 L x 1.82m W x 35mm (thick)

£517 50 ea
£517 50 ea

GY4710-12.8-1.82-BE
GY4710-12.8-1.82-RD

Hook tape, 25m L x 10cm W

Blue, 12.8 L x 1.82m W x 35mm (thick)
Red, 12.8 L x 1.82m W x 35mm (thick)

£1006 25 ea
£1006 25 ea
£42 55 ea
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Flame Retardant to
BS 5867-2 2008

£134 55
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Black

£59 80
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Panelite Gym Mats

		 Standard Mat

		 With Hook & Loop Fastening
All four sides of each mat will link with adjoining mats to form modular layouts.
GY1390-32-V
2 L x 1m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 3kg
£161 00 ea
GY1390-32-V-10 Pack of 10
£1431 75 set
GY1390-40-V
2 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 4kg
£180 55 ea
GY1390-40-V-10 Pack of 10
£1615 75 set
GY1390-50-V
2 L x 1m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 5kg
£192 05 ea
GY1390-50-V-10 Pack of 10
£1776 75 set

h

g

£134 55 ea
£1184 50 set
£166 75 ea
£1493 85 set
£180 55 ea
£1615 75 set

2 L x 1m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 3kg
Pack of 10
2 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 4kg
Pack of 10
2 L x 1m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 5kg
Pack of 10

Hi

GY1390-32
GY1390-32-10
GY1390-40
GY1390-40-10
GY1390-50
GY1390-50-10

2
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Suitable for Tumbling, Wrestling and Martial Arts. Constructed using lightweight
polyethylene with excellent shock absorption characteristics, a tear resistant PVC
cover, and an anti-slip base. Flame Retardant to BS 5867-2 2008. Available in black,
blue, green, red, orange or yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
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Multipurpose Gym/Judo Mats

Heavy weight mats suitable for controlled landings at Key Stage 3 & 4, for Judo
practice, and general Tumbling and Gymnastics activities. Containing high density
Combustion Modified chip foam, they feature a heavy duty flame retardant PVC bonded
cover overlapping a superior reinforced latex anti-slip base. All corners are heat welded/
sealed. Available in black, blue or red. Please specify colour when ordering.
GY1360-A
1 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 9kg
£59 80 ea
GY1360-B
2 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 18kg
£105 80 ea
GY1360-B-10
Pack of 10
£937 25 set

Mats featuring a Fire Retardant (FR) PVC Cover and Latex or Cellular Rubber Base, with a Combustion Modified (CM) High Density Chip Foam inner meet BS 1892-3: 2003
High Hazard classification.
Green

£62 10

Red

Black

£64 40

Blue
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Club Judo Mats

Offering excellent performance for Martial Arts at all levels. They feature a traditional
tatami patterned heavy duty fire retardant PVC cover with either a reinforced latex
anti-slip base or a superior cellular rubber base. Containing high density Combustion
Modified chip foam, all corners are heat welded/sealed. Available in green or red. Please
specify colour when ordering.

		 Latex Base
GY1340-LX
GY1350-LX

1 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 9kg
2 L x 2m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 18kg

£62 10 ea
£106 95 ea

1 L x 1m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 9kg
2 L x 2m W x 40mm (thick), weight: 18kg

£67 85 ea
£120 75 ea

		 Rubber Base
GY1340-CL
GY1350-CL
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Superlight Link-A-Lay Mats
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Suitable for nurseries and infants, and feature hook and loop fastening on all four
sides so that each mat will link with adjoining mats to form large continuous areas.
Constructed using expanded polyethylene and a reinforced anti-slip latex base, all
corners are heat welded/sealed. Available in black, blue or red. Please specify colour
when ordering.
GY3400-A
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 25mm (thick), weight: 1.5kg
£64 40 ea
GY3400-A-10
Pack of 10
£580 75 set
GY3400-B
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 25mm (thick), weight: 2kg
£104 65 ea
GY3400-B-10
Pack of 10
£948 75 set
GY3400-C
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 3.5kg
£65 55 ea
GY3400-C-10
Pack of 10
£598 00 set
GY3400-D
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 4.5kg
£131 10 ea
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Multipurpose Chip Foam Mats

Suitable for impact absorption in general physical education and gymnastic activities.
Containing high density recycled Combustion Modified chip foam, they feature a heavy
duty flame retardant PVC bonded cover overlapping a superior reinforced latex anti-slip
base. All corners are heat welded/sealed. Available in black, blue or red. Please specify
colour when ordering.
GY1460-A
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 25mm (thick), weight: 5kg
£49 45 ea
GY1460-A-10
Pack of 10
£437 00 set
GY1460-B
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 25mm (thick), weight: 10kg
£82 80 ea
GY1460-B-10
Pack of 10
£746 35 set
GY1460-C
1.82 L x 1.22m x 32mm (thick), weight: 12kg
£90 85 ea
GY1460-C-10
Pack of 10
£810 75 set
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Buy 10 Mats
and SAVE!

Agility Mats

Suitable for Gymnastics, for activities such as tumbling and landing. Constructed from
impact absorbing high density recycled chip foam with a bonded heavy duty leather
effect PVC cover overlapping a superior reinforced latex anti-slip base. All corners are
heat welded/sealed. Available in black, blue or red. Please specify colour when ordering.
GY1800-E
0.91 L x 1.22m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 5kg
£55 20 ea
GY1800-E-10
Pack of 10
£500 25 set
GY1800-A
1.83 L x 1.22m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 7kg
£92 00 ea
GY1800-A-10
Pack of 10
£822 25 set
GY1800-B
2.44 L x 1.22m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 14kg
£138 00 ea
GY1800-C
3.05 L x 1.22m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 18kg
£174 80 ea
GY1800-D
3.66 L x 1.22m W x 50mm (thick), 28kg
£207 00 ea
GY1800-F
5.48 L x 1.22m W x 50mm (thick), weight: 33kg
£261 05 ea

Mats featuring a Fire Retardant (FR) PVC Cover and Latex or Cellular Rubber Base, with a Combustion Modified (CM) High Density Chip Foam inner meet BS 1892-3: 2003
High Hazard classification.
£52 90
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Superlight Mats

4

Often the preferred lightweight mat, equally suited to playgroups and primary schools.
Constructed with low density closed cell polyethylene foam with a reinforced anti-slip
latex base, all corners are heat welded/sealed. Available in black, blue, lime green, red
or yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
GY2400-A
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 23mm (thick), weight: 1.5kg
£52 90 ea
GY2400-A-10
Pack of 10
£488 75 set
GY2400-B
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 2kg
£62 10 ea
GY2400-B-10
Pack of 10
£563 50 set
GY2400-C
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 23mm (thick), weight: 3.5kg
£95 45 ea
GY2400-C-10
Pack of 10
£851 00 set
GY2400-D
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 4.5kg
£112 70 ea
GY2400-D-10
Pack of 10
£1006 25 set

£57 50
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Midweight Blended Mats

Popular with infant and primary schools. Constructed with a 50:50 mix of heavier chip
foam and light expanded polyethylene, and with a reinforced anti-slip latex base. All
corners are heat welded/sealed. Available in black, blue, lime green, red or yellow.
Please specify colour when ordering.
GY1380-A
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 25mm (thick), weight: 3kg
£57 50 ea
GY1380-A-10
Pack of 10
£511 75 set
GY1380-B
1.22 L x 0.91m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 4kg
£58 65 ea
GY1380-B-10
Pack of 10
£534 75 set
GY1380-C
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 25mm (thick), weight: 6kg
£102 35 ea
GY1380-C-10
Pack of 10
£914 25 set
GY1380-D
1.82 L x 1.22m W x 32mm (thick), weight: 7kg
£111 55 ea
GY1380-D-10
Pack of 10
£994 75 set
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Junior trolley available in yellow too!

£144 33
Extra
No
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rr i age

Standard
trolley

1

Vertical Mat Trolleys

Offering traditional storage for conventional gymnastics mats, and features fixed side frames and a pulling handle. Powder coated steel construction with heavy duty non-marking
rubber wheels, two braked. Available in 2 sizes, junior trolley offers a single carrying compartment for 10 mats, 25mm thick up to 1.22m long and the standard trolley has twin
carrying compartments for 16 mats, 25mm up to a length of 2m.
GY4200-JUN-BE Junior, size: 1.32 L x 0.35 W x 0.98m H, colour: blue
£144 33 ea
GY4200-JUN-YW Junior, size: 1.32 L x 0.35 W x 0.98m H, colour: yellow
£144 33 ea
GY4200-STD-BE Standard, size: 1.9 L x 0.53 W x 1.24m H, colour: blue
£193 20 ea
£230 00
Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

Vertical mat trolleys for rigid mats
such as Lightweight or Blended
2

Inclined Vertical Mat Trolley

Offering easy side loading with a cleverly designed angled base and back support, the unique fold down bar provides secure storage, with the additional benefit of preventing
mat flopping and deformation. Carrying capacity of 12 mats, 25mm thick, up to 2m in length. Blue powder coated steel construction with heavy duty non-marking rubber wheels,
two braked.
GY4300
Size: 1.95 L x 0.56 W x 1.37m H
£230 00 ea
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£161 00
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Horizontal Mat Trolleys

Provides functional, easy access storage for a large number of mats. Blue powder
coated steel construction with heavy duty non-marking rubber wheels, two braked,
supporting a robust wooden load deck. Load capacity: 200kg
GY4100-1.2-0.9
Junior platform, size: 1.2 L x 0.94m W
£161 00 ea
GY4100-2.0-1.2
Standard platform, size: 2.0 L x 1.2m W
£199 53 ea

Capacity for
over 100 mats!

2

rr i age

Indoor Mat Trolley

Perfect for storing and moving up to three rolls of cricket or bowls matting and the like.
Blue powder coated steel construction with heavy duty non-marking rubber wheels,
two braked.
CK1060
Size: 1.6 L x 0.73m W
£124 20 ea

£207 00

£976 35
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£124 20

Aerobics Mat Trolley

With capacity for over 100 mats, providing very convenient bulk storage. Blue powder
coated steel construction with heavy duty non-marking rubber wheels, two braked.
AE1260
Size: 1.1 L x 0.85 W x 1.2m H
£207 00 ea
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Easily move up to 3 rolls
at a time!
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Super Heavy Duty Horizontal Trolley

Suitable for carrying a very large number of mats or all manner of heavy sports
equipment. Blue powder coated steel construction with heavy duty pneumatic rubber
tyred wheels, dia. 30cm, load capacity: 750kg.
GY4400
Platform size: 2 L x 1.2m W
£976 35 ea
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Anti-slip
pads on
base

£143 75
Extra
No
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All Safety Mattress have a Fire Retardant PVC cover meeting BS 5867-2: 2008.
Fire Retardant (FR) Mattresses use a non-classified standard inner foam whilst
Combustion Modified (CM) Mattresses use a superior polyurethane inner foam
meeting the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988, (as amended
in 1989 & 1993) and also meeting BS 5852-2: 1982.
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Safety Mattresses

Manufactured to very high standards, these traditional Safety Mattresses, also known as Crash Mats, feature heavy duty nylon reinforced PVC zipped covers, an anti-slip base
and reinforced corners. They boast carrying handles, breather holes to expel air, and toggles and loops to join mattresses together. Suitable for landing, tumbling and general PE
applications and supplied as either Fire Retardant or Combustion Modified. Available in black, blue, green, orange, red, yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.

GY1011-A
GY1011-B
GY1011-C
GY1011-D
GY1011-E
GY1011-F
GY1011-G
GY1011-H

Fire
Retardant Mattress
£143 75 ea
£247 25 ea
£249 55 ea
£318 55 ea
£350 75 ea
£293 25 ea
£368 00 ea
£424 35 ea

Size: 1.83 L x 1.22m W x 10cm (thick)
Size: 1.83 L x 1.22m W x 20cm (thick)
Size: 2.44 L x 1.22m W x 20cm (thick)
Size: 2.44 L x 1.37m W x 20cm (thick)
Size: 2.44 L x 1.37m W x 30cm (thick)
Size: 2.50 L x 1.25m W x 25cm (thick)
Size: 2.50 L x 1.66m W x 25cm (thick)
Size: 3.05 L x 1.52m W x 30cm (thick)

£400 78

Combustion
Modified Foam
£169 05 ea
£293 25 ea
£343 85 ea
£379 50 ea
£419 75 ea
£354 20 ea
£437 00 ea
£509 45 ea
Blue

£86 25

Green

Extra
No
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Yellow

3
2

Coaching / Spotting Block

Suitable for helping with various Gymnastics progression or to simply aid spotting.
Constructed from a one piece foam core and covered with flame retardant heavy duty
PVC, featuring carrying handles and an anti-slip base. Available in 2 sizes, both 1 H x
0.6m W.
GY1023-100
Length: 1m
£400 78 ea
GY1023-200
Length: 2m
£676 20 ea
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Pillar Safety Pads

Increasingly desirable in health and safety conscious environments. Manufactured
with a robust PVC cover over a sealed lining containing thick shock absorbing foam,
and complete with sealed hook and loop fastening for securing around square section
pillars. Height: 1.8m, foam thickness: 5cm. Available in blue, green, purple, red or yellow.
Please specify colour when ordering. Bespoke colours and sizes including design to fit
cylindrical columns is available; please enquire with any specific requirements.
PS1120-1.8-100
Suitable for: 10cm square pillars
£86 25 ea
PS1120-1.8-125
Suitable for: 12.5cm square pillars
£86 25 ea
PS1120-1.8-150
Suitable for: 15cm square pillars
£97 75 ea
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Gymnastics
British Gymnastics
www.british-gymnastics.org
British Gymnastics, the UK Governing Body for the sport, look to support, lead and inspire all
those involved or interested in gymnastics, have a FREE new and improved Partner School
Package which includes benefits such as sample session plans and extra-curricular activities.
For more information about British Gymnastics and the Partner School Offer please visit:
www.british-gymnastics.org/clubs/schools/schools-gymnastics

£32 20

1

FUNdamental Movement Awards

£31 05

2

Pre-School Proficiency Awards (3-5 yrs)

Designed to help children from toddler to 6 years acquire essential physical, social
and emotional skills. Contents: Activity Guide, 8 Work Cards, 8 Wall charts, Record of
Achievement, 10 Attendance Cards, Sample Badge & Certificate, Sample Signpost.

Designed by gymnastics and educational specialists for use in pre-school environments.
Contents: Booklet, 20 Work Cards, 3 Wall Charts, Activities Chart, DVD and Achievement
Charts.

GY9920

GY3200-03-05

£32 20 ea

£31 05 ea

£41 40

3

Core Proficiency Awards (5-11yrs)

£63 25

4

Advanced Proficiency Awards

Provides for the development of core gymnastics skills. Used extensively in clubs as a
development tool and in schools to support both National Curriculum teaching and after
school classes. Contents: Booklet, 40 Work Cards, 8 Wall Charts, Activities Chart, DVD
(powered by Dartfish) and Achievement Charts.

Aimed at providing support for coaching more advanced skills. Suited to older children
of late primary and secondary school age. Contents: Booklet, 75 Work Cards, 18 Wall
Charts, Activities Chart, DVD (powered by Dartfish) and Achievement Charts.

GY3200-05-11

GY3340

£41 40 ea

£63 25 ea

£36 80

5

Key Steps Gymnastics

£41 40

6

Trampoline Gymnastics Awards

A competition framework developed to enable children to experience the thrill and
challenge of intra and inter school competitions. Suitable for Primary School children
(5-11yrs). Contents: Guidelines and Information, 9 Work cards, 7 Wall Charts, DVD.

Covers all of the core skills in Trampoline work and has 15 levels for school, club and
leisure centre sectors. Contents: Booklet, 27 Work Cards, 4 Wall Charts, DVD (powered
by Dartfish) and Achievement Charts.

GY3610

GY3350

£36 80 ea

£41 40 ea
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Gymnastics
Jump for Joy - Frolic

£189 75

1

Designed for early years settings and actively endorsed
by British Gymnastics, Jump for Joy Frolic allows nonspecialists, by using the Teacher Support Resource
(GY1007), to structure and monitor meaningful play
sessions, and to chart and reward early progress.

Wedges

2

The most popular shape in the range; initially used for
simple pushing and pulling, then for climbing up and over,
and eventually a wedge will be the piece of equipment
that will assist in forward and backward rolls. Supplied
as a set; Large Frolic Wedge size: 80 L x 41 W x 51cm H,
Small Frolic Wedge size: 60 L x 30 W x 30cm H.

Arches

Can be used to introduce working at different heights;
to crawl under or climb over, or equally they can be sat
on and used as a rocker. They can also be supported
by Rods (GY2760) to create archways through which
to push/pull Bricks (GY2840) for more advanced coordination development. Supplied in pairs.
GY2750
Size: 80 L x 30 W x 41cm H
£230 00 pr

£189 75 set

GY2830

£230 00

£128 23

£131 68

What is Jump for Joy?

AP

A range of apparatus to encourage children to
progressively develop gymnastics skills whilst enjoying
good active fun, and it’s uniquely fully endorsed by
British Gymnastics!
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Rods

Great to use as forward or backward roll activators, also
fun to sit astride or to use as an early handstand catalyst,
they help develop balance and co-ordination and are
ideal to use with both the Columns (GY2790) and the
Arches (GY2750). The Medium Rod is supplied as one,
the Small and Large are supplied in pairs.
GY2760-SMA Small, 60 L x dia. 20cm
£128 23 pr
GY2760-MED Medium, 51 L x dia. 30cm
£92 58 ea
GY2760-LRG Large, 80 x dia. 30cm
£217 93 pr
£134 55

4

Columns

Perfect to use with Rods (GY2760) to make either a high
or low archway to crawl under, or they can simply be sat
astride to build balance skills. Supplied in pairs.
GY2790-SMA Small, 60 L x 20 W x 20cm H £131 68 pr
GY2790-LRG Large, 90 L x 30 W x 30cm H £205 28 pr
£123 63

£177 10

su

ActivSoft is an ideal
accompaniment for
Jump for Joy

pp l i e d

x4

in sets

6
5

Rocker

Easy to climb onto to sit astride and rock. It can be an
entertaining item to push/pull, or when used with the
Bricks (GY2840) can even create the top of an archway.
GY2820
Size: 80 L x 30 W x 41cm H
£134 55 ea
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Bricks

Ideal for changing the height of other pieces in the range
and also intended to be used to stand on and balance.
The set can be used for in/out and around movement
activities or they can simply be pushed around and used
for construction activities. Supplied as a set of 4.
GY2840
Size: 30 L x 20 W x 15cm H £123 63 set

7

ActivSoft Box

Often purchased with other Jump for Joy Frolic
equipment, as it provides children with an additional
piece to complement developing activities. Base width:
65cm, top width: 45cm.
GY3260
Size: 70 L x 50cm H
£177 10 ea
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Jump for Joy, Frolic Magic Carpet

All the Jump for Joy Frolic accessories supplied on a Magic Carpet; measuring a whopping 5.5m long, the soft carpet incorporates hook and loop strips and pads which allow
children to build their own structures by attaching up to nineteen different shapes in limitless combinations. Supplied complete with the Jump for Joy Teacher Support Resource,
the set comprises: 2 Wedges (1 Small & 1 Large), 2 Arches, 5 Rods (2 Small, 1 Medium & 2 Large), 4 Columns (2 Small & 2 Large), 1 Rocker, 4 Bricks and 1 Magic Carpet (Size:
5.5 L x 1.1m W x 38mm thick).
GY2860
Jump for Joy, Frolic inc. Magic Carpet
£1725 00 set
GY2850
Magic Carpet only
£448 50 ea
£606 05

£645 73

Extra
No

Ca

2

rr i age

3

Wonder Wave

An instantly appealing shape that is designed for crawling, stepping, climbing and even
tummy surfing! Each wave includes a set of six hook and loop patches which can be
used to encourage children to move over the Waves in controlled directed activities.
GY2710-A
Half Wonder Wave, 1.5 x 1 x 0.84m
£606 05 ea
GY2710-B
Whole Wonder Wave, 3 x 1 x 0.84m
£1194 85 set

Castle Walls

Intended to promote movement activities, both pieces are supplied complete with 4
sets of hook and loop patches (1 each of a shape, man, tower & tree) to assist with
hand-eye co-ordination, squat and stand, twist and turn and a number of other skills.
The set comprises: 1 Small Wall, size: 80 L x 25 W x 45cm H and 1 Large Wall, size:
1.22m L x 25 W x 90cm H.

GY2740

£645 73 set
£447 35
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4

Teacher Support Resource

5

Criss-Cross Set

Jump for Joy is endorsed by British Gymnastics! This comprehensive Teacher Support
Resource shows how to get the very best from the whole Jump for Joy Range and one
entire section is devoted to Frolic with curriculum ideas (including 3 main progressions),
lesson plans, task cards and record charts.

There are four elements to the Set, each encourages children to attempt forward,
sideways and backwards walking on raised, uneven and sloped surfaces. The set
comprises: 1 Beam, size: 1 L x 0.25 W x 0.20m H, 1 Stepping Stone Beam, size: 1.78m
L x 31 W x 21cm H and 2 Drain Pipes, size: 1m L x 25 W x 33cm H.

GY1007

GY2730

£38 53 ea

£447 35 set
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Jump for Joy - Move & Play
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Designed for Key Stage 1 (ages 4-7 years) and actively endorsed by British Gymnastics, Jump for Joy Move & Play follows Frolic with a challenge of larger scale apparatus to
encourage progression; the Teacher Support Resource (GY1007) has many lesson plans for Move & Play developing poise and balance, and other skills in general Gymnastics.

Q UIP M

Extra
No

rr i age

Supplied complete
with Teachers
Support Pack
1 Jump for Joy, Move & Play Complete Set
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All the Jump for Joy Move & Play pieces provided in one complete set; perfect for delivering a Gymnastics Key Stage 1 Scheme of Work. Supplied with the Jump for Joy Teacher
Support Resource, the set comprises: 1 Banana Rocker, 1 Mushroom, 1 Rod, 1 Wheel, 1 Cog and 1 Steps.

£1610 00 set

£38 53

38cm

61cm

GY1008

102cm

102cm

48cm

112cm

122cm

104cm

280
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104cm

102cm
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Jump for Joy is endorsed by British Gymnastics! This comprehensive Teacher Support
Resource shows how to get the very best from the whole Jump for Joy Range and one
entire section is devoted to Move and Play with thematic curriculum ideas (including 3
main progressions) and detailed lesson plans.

76cm

GY1007

£38 53 ea
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Gymnastics
£260 48

1

£322 00

2

Banana Rocker

Children can lie on their back or front and rock on it and it is easy to climb over, crawl
under, balance on or roll off. With a little imagination it can be a bridge between other
pieces, or even a hurdle to jump over!
GY1002
Size: 1.12m L x 46 W x 61cm H
£260 48 ea

Mushroom

Unique to the Move & Play Range, the Mushroom helps in developing balance, poise
or strength and with shape training when inverted. In a more formal context it can be
used as a Pommel Horse for double leg circles, and can be easily raised in height by
combining with the Wheel.
GY1006
Size: 38cm H x dia. 1m
£322 00 ea

£258 18

3

£333 50

ActivSoft Wide Wedge

4

Often purchased with other Jump for Joy Move & Play
equipment, the extra wide wedge, lends itself to forward,
backward and sideways roll development. Suitable to link
with the Steps (GY1001) and can also act as a station for
training/conditioning exercises.
GY3690
Size: 1.2 L x 1m W x 50cm H
£258 18 ea
£231 73

5

£333 50

6

Rod

Intended as a forward and backward roll activator and can
also be used for developing balance and co-ordination,
and as an aid for practicing handstands. Will also fit into
the Cog (GY1005) and the Wheel (GY1003).
GY1004
Size: 1.2m L x dia. 48cm
£231 73 ea

Wheel

Perfect for developing upside down orientation which is
essential for the execution of flighted Gymnastics. Quite
simply a child is cushioned whilst being rolled upside
down. The Wheel also combines well with other items in
the Move & Play Range.
GY1003
Size: 38cm W x dia. 1m
£333 50 ea
£189 18

Cog

A shape to tackle from many angles! It is stable when
upright and when flat provides up to six training/
conditioning stations. Use with the Rod (GY1004) and
Wheel (GY1003) to create moving parts for creative
activities.
GY1005
Size: 38cm W x dia. 1m
£333 50 ea

7

Steps

Can be used for teaching correct squatting action, as
a support for headstands or for general cardiovascular
activities, supporting press-ups or for step-ups.
GY1001
Size: 76 L x 61 W x 76cm H
£189 18 ea
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Jump for Joy - Sport
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Designed for Key Stage 2 (ages 7-11 years) and actively endorsed by British Gymnastics, Jump for Joy Sport follows Move and Play with a more formal approach to skill and
physical education goals; together with the ideas and guidelines within the Teacher Support Resource (GY1007), Sport is ideal for aspiring gymnasts!
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Supplied complete
with Teachers
Support Pack
1 Jump for Joy, Sport Complete Set
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All the Jump for Joy Sport apparatus provided in one complete set; perfect for delivering a Gymnastics Key Stage 2 Scheme of Work. Supplied with the Jump for Joy Teacher
Support Resource, the set comprises: 2 Bridges (1 Small & 1 Large), 1 Barrel, 1 Soft Box, 1 Cuboid and 2 Wedges (1 Small & 1 Large).

£1822 75 set

£38 53

81cm

51cm

GY2590

91cm
91cm

91.5cm

120cm

30.5cm

De
85cm

88cm

76cm

282
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Jump for Joy is endorsed by British Gymnastics! This comprehensive Teacher Support
Resource shows how to get the very best from the whole Jump for Joy Range and
one entire section is devoted to Sport; many ideas for each piece of apparatus are
suggested using the 4 levels of Easy, Moderate, Difficult and Advanced. There is teacher
information on Progression with Further Ideas, and both Pupil and Class Exercise
Record Sheets are provided.

GY1007

£38 53 ea
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Gymnastics
£207 00

1

Bridges

Catering for different abilities, these can be used for headstand supports, through vaults
or bridge kick overs. At a fun level, two bridges combined provide a port hole to wriggle
through!
GY2530-SMA
Small, size: 91 L x 48 W x 51cm H
£207 00 ea
GY2530-LRG
Large, size: 91 L x 48 W x 81cm H
£287 50 ea

£437 00

2

Barrel

A fantastic way to help children gain confidence and spatial awareness off their feet;
these are crucial steps to developing handstands and flighted Gymnastics. Equally, can
be used to travel through or for simple log rolls.
GY2560
Size: 1.2m L x dia. 85cm
£437 00 ea

£461 15

3

£254 73

Soft Box

Just like traditional apparatus, having 3 sections but
this sturdy unit can also provide jumping platforms
and landing areas. Ideal too for numerous conditioning
activities, it is also often used in conjunction with the
ActivSoft Springboard (GY3250) for vaulting. Each section
has a height of 30.5cm and the base width is 88cm.
GY2540
Top size: 92 L x 33cm W
£461 15 ea

4

£252 43

£149 50

5

6

ActivSoft Springboard

Often purchased with other Jump for Joy Sport
equipment, as it offers the perfect introduction to
springboards for younger children and is a natural partner
to the Sport Soft Box.
GY3250
Size: 79 L x 49 W x 30cm H
£149 50 ea

Cuboid

An extremely useful addition, not only providing support
for handstand positions but can also be used in
combination to extend and access other apparatus, with
the hook and loop flaps helping to eliminate gaps.
GY2550
Size: 76 L x 76 W x 61cm H
£254 73 ea

ActivSoft Truncated Wedge

Encouraging skill progression, and often purchased with
the Jump for Joy Sport Range; featuring a start point
platform where a child can prepare ahead of completing a
forward or backward roll, the cut off end then encourages
a standing position as an end point of the move.
GY3700
Size: 1m L x 75 W x 48cm
£252 43 ea

£103 50

7

Wedges

Very popular and designed to assist with forward and
backward rolls, they also feature feeler strips to guide
hand or feet positions when used for training/conditioning
exercises.
GY2570-SMA Size: 91 L x 46 W x 46cm H £103 50 ea
GY2570-LRG Size: 1.2m L x 76 W x 61cm H £231 73 ea
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Developed by a British Gymnastics Coach and endorsed by British Gymnastics, Box of Tricks offers Reception, Key Stage 1 and 2 a huge array of gymnastics orientated games
and activities designed to engage children in the development of basic movement activities. Unlike traditional equipment, Box of Tricks essentially introduces junior Gymnastics
in a fun and lively manner!
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1

Box of Tricks - The Complete Set

The Complete Set of Box of Tricks comprises everything within the range; cleverly housed in a compact combined storage unit and vaulting/agility platform. The set, which
includes the comprehensive Box of Tricks Support Pack, will keep children engaged session after session whilst developing all of their basic gymnastics skills. The set comprises:
1 Box Top & Frame, 1 Small Step, 1 Large Step, 1 Movement Table, 1 Grip Poles & Hook and Loop Bean Bags Set, 1 Plain Target & Bean Bags, 1 Padded Target & Missiles, 1
Striplines Set & Spinner, 1 Rocker board & Wobble board, 2 12m Ropes, 1 Tap Sticks Set, 1 Foam Cube & Marker Set, 2 Launchers & Foam Balls, 1 Box of Tricks Support Pack,
2 Box Top & Frame.

£1520 30 set
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Intended as a valuable contributor to the development of curriculum and club
Gymnastics, offering lots of great ideas, games, whole class activities and lesson plans
for every component inside the Box of Tricks and of course the Box itself.

GY3030

£40 83 ea
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Gymnastics
£253 00

1

£247 25

Box Top & Frame

Benefitting from sloping sides, generous padding, and
a yellow printed marker strip to help aspiring young
gymnasts co-ordinate hand and feet movements, or
assist in the placing of body weight in rolling or vaulting
activities. Complete with non-marking rubber feet the
unit will stand alone or attach to the Movement Table
(GY2990) to create a vaulting unit that combines the
benefits of both a traditional Vaulting Box and Bar Box.
GY3020
Size: 1.1m L x 65 W x 61cm H
£253 00 ea

3
2

Movement Table

Features a padded top which incorporates printed
shapes to act as signals for placement of hands and feet.
Can be linked to traditional apparatus. Open at one end
encourages hanging under the table. Use with the Box
Top & Frame (GY3020) to create a vaulting unit.
GY2990
Size: 1.2m L x 85 W x 69cm H
£247 25 ea

£148 93

4

Catching the hook & loop Bean Bags on the bases is a
great game for encouraging the grip and wrist actions
that will be needed later on. For the more advanced,
these can convert to simple floor pommel handles/minibars for specific skills.
GY2930
4 Poles & 8 Bean Bags
£148 93 set

Steps

Highly versatile and used for teaching correct squatting
action, as a support for headstands or for general
cardiovascular activities such as step-ups. Also suitable
to use to access other equipment, these attractive
plywood units feature coloured carpets and non-marking
rubber feet.
GY2970-SMA Size: 69 L x 57 W x 39cm H £210 45 ea
GY2970-LRG Size: 92 L x 57 W x 51cm H £247 25 ea

£43 13

£120 18

6

Grip Poles & Bean Bags

Set of 4
striplines
and a
wooden
spinner

£210 45

5

Plain Target & Bean Bags

Combining elements of skill and chance and introduces
the idea of different body shapes, straight, pike or star,
in either the high, medium or low position. Supplied with
eight Bean Bags.
GY2880
Target size: 50 W x 93cm H
£43 13 set

Padded Target & Missiles

Features 3 figurines denoting movement, 3 shaded circles
denoting direction and a self-selection circle. This easy to
assemble target game combines skill and chance, and
to a young person, moving and thinking. Supplied with
a selection of bean bags, darts and discs to encourage
different throwing techniques.
GY2870
Target size: 50 W x 93cm H
£120 18 set

£145 48

£25 30

Rocker board

Wobble board
7

Striplines & Spinner

8

Used to develop movement and sequence building and will help develop basic beam/
bench balance skills. Supplied as a set of 4 Striplines, with an anti-slip base, that hook
and loop together in pairs or to make a square and a wooden spinner with graphics that
feature various methods of movement.
GY3040
Individual size: 15m L x 30cm W
£145 48 set

Rocker Board & Wobble Board

The Rocker Board allow to and fro movements only whilst the Wobble Board allows
all round movement, making it more challenging. In use they both exercise and tone
muscles as the user seeks to control balance. Manufactured from plywood.
GY2960
Rocker Board: 30 L x 30cm W
£25 30 ea
GY2950
Wobble Board: dia. 30cm
£20 70 ea
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Gymnastics
Gym Time©

Gym Time© is a complete range of apparatus designed with a British Gymnastics Coach and endorsed by British Gymnastics; it includes Trestles, Linking Equipment and even
a Climbing Frame. To assist children’s hand grip the equipment is manufactured using oversized tubing, it still remains lightweight and features a unique Saddle Bracket & hook
and loop fixing system that is simple enough to encourage children to participate in setting up for class and trying out their own layout ideas.

Safe

Interchangeable

Versatile

Lightweight

Storage

Designed with no finger, limb
and head traps, Gym Time© is
also secure and uses large non
slip rubber feet and a simple
non slip Saddle Bracket fixing
system.

The whole of the Gym
Time© range can be used
to complement traditional
gymnastics equipment and the
linking equipment will fasten
safely to traditional Trestles, Wall
Bars and Climbing Frames.

Being of modular design, and
incorporating a unique system
of linking, the Gym Time© range
can be arranged to suit any
number of gymnastics activities
and age or ability groups.

The Gym Time© range utilises
strong light materials which
make it possible for children to
lift and move equipment in line
with the requirements of PE in
the National Curriculum.

All of the equipment in the
Gym Time© Packs either nests
together or stacks to take up
minimal storage space.
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Gym Time© Complete Pack

Provides a comprehensive range of apparatus for Key Stages 1 and 2, offering various working heights for all manner of Linking Equipment. Supplied with the Gym Time© Support
Pack which helps non-specialist teachers to deliver innovative, challenging and fun gymnastics activities. Also available is the Gym Time© Mat Set, a set of nine mats with a latex
anti-slip base and a Gym Time© Vertical Mat Trolley to store and transport the mats. Mat Size: 1.2m L x 91cm W x 25mm (thick), Trolley Size: 1.32m L x 35 W x 98cm H
The Complete Pack comprises:
2 Large Trestles, height 1.07m
2 Medium Trestles, height 76cm
2 Small Trestles, height 45cm
6 Plain Tops, 97 L x 43cm W (compatible with all Trestles)
6 Top Pads, 97 L x 43cm W (compatible with all Trestles)
1 Balance Bench, length 2.44m
GY6002
Gym Time© Complete Pack, with Mats & Trolley
GY6000
Gym Time© Complete Pack only
GY6004
Gym Time© Mat Set and Trolley
GY6003
Gym Time© Mat Set only
GY4200-JUN-YW Gym Time© Mat Trolley only

286

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Bench Top Pad, length 2.25m
Hoop, length 2.66m (makes dia. 85cm)
Hoop, length 2.1m (makes dia. 70cm)
Single Bars, length 2.05m
Ladder, length 1.9m
Balance/Slide Plank, length 1.85m
Gym Time© Support Pack

£2814 05 set
£2411 55 set
£776 25 set
£632 50 set
£144 33 ea
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Gym Time© Introductory Pack

Suitable for use where layout space is at a premium, the Gym Time© Introductory
Pack provides a range of apparatus for Key Stage 1 and 2, offering different working
heights for a range of Linking Equipment pieces. Includes Gym Time© Support Pack
which helps non-specialist teachers deliver innovative, challenging and fun gymnastics
activities. The Introductory Pack comprises of:
2 Medium Trestles, height 76cm
2 Small Trestles, height 45cm
4 Plain Tops, 97 L x 43cm W (fit all Trestles)
4 Top Pads, 97 L x 43cm W (fit all Trestles)
1 Hoop, length 2.66m (makes dia. 85cm)
1 Hoop, length 2.1m (makes dia. 70cm)
2 Single Bars, length 2.05m
1 Ladder, length 1.9m
1 Balance/Slide Plank, length 1.85m
1 Gym Time© Support Pack

GY6001

£1463 95 set

£293 83

2

Gym Time© Scramble Net

A large piece of equipment that offers children the challenging experience of working
with a flexible climbing medium. Fitted at both ends with the Gym Time© hook and loop
fixing system allows it to be used as a bridge, on an incline or simply on its own on the
ground. Users can go over, under or through the net. The rigid sides make the net safe
for use by younger children.
GY1500
Size: 1.6m L x 84cm W
£293 83 ea
£404 23

4

£258 75

Gym Time© Bouncer/Trampette

Constructed from powder coated steel tube and featuring a vinyl bed, elasticated cord
and vinyl covered foam frame pads, it can be used either horizontally or, by simple
adjustment, on an incline. Fitted with hook and loop fixing straps to secure it to any of
the Gym Time© trestles.
GY1880
Size: 1m L x 85 W x 35cm H
£404 23 ea

3

ActivBounce

Useful for developing the skills required to effectively use a Trampette. Often purchased
with other Gym Time© equipment.
GY3740
Size: 78 L x 78 W x 22cm H
£258 75 ea

Written by a British
International Gymnastics Coach

5

£18 98

Gym Time© Support Pack

Written by a British Gymnastics Coach. Includes a CD containing a comprehensive 37
page set of worksheets to help non-specialist teachers assemble, lay-out and use the
equipment, a CD with warm up music and a spare Allen key for Gym Time© Top Pads.

GY5900

£18 98 ea
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A Gym Time © Movement
Table can be easily made

Q UIP M

Working in
Partnership

£79 93

£114 43

2
1

Gym Time© Trestles

Available in three different heights that all stack on top of each other. Can be used with
Gym Time© Linking Equipment or with a Plain Top (GY5000) to create a raised platform
and with the further addition of a Top Pad (GY5100) provides a cushioned surface.
Using a pair of Trestles a Gym Time© Movement Table can be created. All lengths: 94cm.
GY4700-0450
Small, height: 45cm
£79 93 ea
GY4700-0760
Medium, height: 76cm
£101 78 ea
GY4700-1070
Large, height: 1.1m
£126 50 ea
£379 50

3

Padded Top is easily
removed from Plain Top

Gym Time© Trestle Top

The Plain Top easily attaches to any Gym Time© Trestle creating an Agility/Movement
Table or a small slide. Combine a pair of Trestles of equal height, fitted with Tops, to
form an Agility/Movement Table (size: 97 L x 86cm W). Attaching the Top Pad, which is
manufactured with using a reinforced base and has a vinyl covered foam padded top,
provides the Plain Top a soft surface. Gym Time© Hoops (GY5400) can also be fitted
to Plain Tops.
GY5000
Plain Top, size: 97 L x 43cm W
£114 43 ea
GY5100
Optional Top Pad, size: 97 L x 43cm W
£56 93 ea
GY5101
Top Pad and Plain Top, 97 L x 43cm W
£156 98 ea
£25 88

Gym Time© Balance Bench & Bench Top Pad

Use as a conventional Bench or as a 10cm wide Balance Beam when inverted. The
nature of the innovative rotating legs allows use on the floor, on an incline or raised.
Gym Time© hook and loop fixings at both ends encourage use as a traditional piece of
Linking Equipment. Gym Time© Hoops (GY5400) can also be attached using the various
locating points. Available with optional removable padded Top.
GY5200
Balance Bench, length: 2.44m
£379 50 ea
GY5300
Optional Bench Top Pad, length: 2.25m
£83 38 ea

288

4

Gym Time© Hoops

Adding another unique dimension to the range. Can be attached to the Balance Bench
(GY5200), the Trestle Plain Top (GY5000) or the Gym Time© Beam (GY1540). Supplied
as single lengths, 2.6m provides a nominal hoop dia. 85cm, 2.1m provides dia. 70cm.
GY5400-210
Length: 2.1m
£25 88 ea
GY5400-260
Length: 2.6m
£27 03 ea
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Gym Time© Linking Equipment
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A range of Linking Equipment to use with either the Gym Centre (GY1660) or with Gym Time© Trestles (GY4700)

Q UIP M

£131 68

1

£115 00

£136 85

3

Gym Time© Cat Ladder

Presents children with an exciting and challenging piece
of equipment suitable for many traversing activities either
from the floor to, or between, various apparatus. Supplied
complete with Gym Time© hook and loop fixings at both
ends.
GY1870
Length: 1.9m
£131 68 ea

2

Gym Time© Single Bar

Can be used singularly for a variety of activities or as
either asymmetric or parallel bars when used in tandem.
Supplied complete with Gym Time© hook and loop fixings
at both ends.
GY5600
Length: 2.05m
£115 00 ea

Gym Time© Ladder

Suitable to link from the floor to, or between, equipment
such as Climbing Frames and Trestles for various
traversing activities. Supplied complete with Gym Time©
hook and loop fixings at both ends, it is also often used
to provide side rails for a chute when used in conjunction
with the Balance/Slide Plank (GY5800).
GY5700
Length: 1.9m
£136 85 ea

£167 33

£304 75

5
4

Gym Time© Balance/Slide Plank

Can be used as a traditional plank or slide or can be inverted to reveal a simple 10cm
wide beam to use at floor level for early balancing exercises. Supplied complete with
hook and loop fixings at both ends.
GY5800
Size: 1.85m L x 24cm W
£167 33 ea

Gym Time© Beam

Each of the Beam's four sides offers something different for developing balancing
and weight transference skills: a plain wooded or a raised tread surface for climbing
(both width: 10cm), a carpeted or a smooth surface with traffic light circles (both width:
20cm). Can be used on the floor or between various apparatus using the Gym Time©
hook and loop fixings at both ends. Suitable for use with Gym Time© Hoops (GY5400).
Features within the Gym Time© Support Pack (GY5900).
GY1540
Length: 2.44m
£304 75 ea
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ActivSoft Beam
Foam Balance Beam

Lightweight and very solid; easy to use and suitable for fundamental Gymnastics
routines. Available with an optional synthetic suede covering. Top surface size: 2m L x
10cm W, base width 20cm.
GY3070-FOA
Foam Finish
£82 80 ea
GY3070-SUE
Suedette Finish
£100 05 ea

Available plain
or carpeted

£138 00
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1

Manufactured from soft vinyl covered foam providing a firm but comfortable surface.
Available as a single piece or in a segmented version that contains six 60cm long
sections with hook and loop material at each end so that the beam length can be varied.
All six pieces are supplied in a bag. Single Piece Beam size: 2.5m L x 15cm W, base
width 24cm. Segmented Beam size: 3.6m L x 10cm W, base width 20cm.
GY3240
ActivSoft Beam, single piece, length 2.5m
£125 93 ea
GY3680
ActivSoft Segmented Beam, length 3.6m
£247 25 set

a d j u st

Na
t u ra l t i m b e r

3

Junior Floor Balance

4

A simple natural timber balance bar with a 6.5cm wide top and rubber grips under the
feet for stability. Height 9.5cm. Available in 2 lengths.
GY4280-150
Size: 1.5m L x 6.5cm W
£43 13 ea
GY4280-210
Size: 2.1m L x 6.5cm W
£48 88 ea

Floor Balance Bar

Ideal for introducing beam work. Adjustable to either 16.5cm or 24.5cm in height.
Available in a natural or carpeted finish. Top Surface size: 2.44m L x 6.5cm W.
GY6500-PL
Natural Finish
£138 00 ea
GY6500-CO
Carpet Covered
£184 00 ea

£224 25

W i d e fe et

5

Floor Beam

Perfect for either beginners or as a training aid for more accomplished gymnasts. Carpet covered timber constructed beam with wide feet for stability.
GY3640
Beam size: 3.6m L x 10cm W
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£224 25 ea
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Gymnastics
Reversible Cartwheel/Beam
Mats have a training beam
or hands & feet guide

1

£78 20

Cartwheel/Beam Mat

Designed and printed to help beginners learn proper hand placement for cartwheels and is suited to both left and right handers. The reverse of the mat has a white practice
beam stripe to encourage skill progression. The heavy duty vinyl cover and 15mm thick foam filling is suitable for both school and club use. Size: 1.8 L x 0.6m W x 20mm thick.
GY3980-OR-YW Orange/yellow
£78 20 ea
GY3980-PK-BE
Pink/blue
£78 20 ea
GY3980-PE-GN
Purple/green
£78 20 ea
GY3980-RD-BE
Red/blue
£78 20 ea
GY3980-SET
Set of all 4
£276 00 set

Use on an
incline

34

15

2

£258 75
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Eurobeam
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Three beams in one! Designed principally for younger children, the unique jointing system, without pins or other fixings, allows this 34cm high beam to be inclined or dropped to
15cm in seconds. Available as the original timber beam covered with carpet or as an ActivNumber Beam featuring the numbers 1-10 engraved into the top surface and finished
in a coloured stain that does not chip or crack.
GY1600
Eurobeam, size: 2.4m L x 10cm W
£258 75 ea
GY3560
ActivNumber Beam, size: 2.4m L x 10cm W
£270 25 ea
£102 93
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£244 95
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Dual Purpose Linking beam

Manufactured using timber with steel powder coated feet with safety clips and covered
end hooks at both ends. Can be used as a freestanding low floor beam and has been
designed so that it can be used to link between apparatus or on an incline to the floor
attached to other equipment. Available in 4 lengths.
GY3500-180-GN Beam size: 1.80m L x 10cm W, green legs
£102 93 ea
GY3500-200-OR Beam size: 2.00m L x 10cm W, orange legs
£109 83 ea
GY3500-213-RD Beam size: 2.13m L x 10cm W, red legs
£108 68 ea
GY3500-300-RD Beam size: 3.00m L x 10cm W, red legs
£141 45 ea

4

Training Beam

Providing a natural upward progression. A carpet covered timber beam with steel legs
and rubber feet. Beam height 61cm.
GY6600
Size: 3.6m L x 10cm W
£244 95 ea
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Niels Larsen was originally founded in Denmark in 1893,
a UK subsidiary was established in Leeds in 1907 and UK
manufacture in Yorkshire has continued ever since.
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Niels Larsen Traditional Balance Benches

Niels Larsen benches set an international standard; constructed using timber from sustainable sources (FSC/PEFC). Each bench leg is joined into the bench top and the bench
foot whilst the balance rail is dovetail joined to the leg, producing a bench with optimum structural stability. Hardwood fillets are inserted into the bench tops to prevent splitting.
Non-marking rubber feet and the top side is fitted with rubber buttons to prevent damage when using the 10cm wide balance rail on the underside. Supplied in three different
lengths. Available without hooks, hooks at one end or with hooks at both ends. Height 33cm. Weight: 11kg (1.83m bench) 17kg (2.67m bench), 24kg (3.35m bench).

No Hooks

GY6200-1.83-NH 1.83m (6’)
GY6200-2.67-NH 2.67m (9’)
GY6200-3.35-NH 3.35m (11’)

Hooks Both Ends

Hooks One End

£212 75 ea GY6200-1.83-1H
£247 25 ea GY6200-2.67-1H
£317 98 ea GY6200-3.35-1H

£224 25 ea GY6200-1.83-2H
£258 75 ea GY6200-2.67-2H
£322 58 ea GY6200-3.35-2H

1.83m (6’)
2.67m (9’)
3.35m (11’)

£230 00

£166 75

Extra
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No
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1.83m (6’)
2.67m (9’)
3.35m (11’)
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Traditional Balance Benches with Wheels

The addition of wheels to one end allows one person to easily manoeuvre the bench.
The wheels only engage when the opposite end of the bench is lifted. Available without
hooks or with hooks at one end.
GY6200-1.83-NH-WHE 1.83m (6’), no hooks c/w wheels
£230 00 ea
GY6200-2.67-NH-WHE 2.67m (9’), no hooks c/w wheels
£264 50 ea
GY6200-3.35-NH-WHE 3.35m (11’), no hooks c/w wheels
£329 48 ea
GY6200-1.83-1H-WHE 1.83m (6’), hooks 1 end c/w wheels
£241 50 ea
GY6200-2.67-1H-WHE 2.67m (9’), hooks 1 end c/w wheels
£276 00 ea
GY6200-3.35-1H-WHE 3.35m (11’), hooks 1 end c/w wheels
£340 98 ea

292

£235 75 ea
£264 50 ea
£335 23 ea

3

al w h e e

ls

Eurobench

Constructed from modern man-made materials, suitable for the less intense demands
of primary schools. Non-marking rubber feet and the top side is fitted with rubber
buttons to prevent damage when using the 10cm wide balance rail on the underside.
Fitted with hooks at one end for linking to other apparatus. Available with wheels at one
end. Height 29cm. Weight: 15kg (1.8m bench) 20kg (2.4m bench).
GY2510-1.8
Length: 1.8m (6’)
£166 75 ea
GY2510-1.8-W
Length: 1.8m (6’) c/w Wheels
£184 00 ea
GY2510-2.4
Length: 2.4m (8’)
£193 78 ea
GY2510-2.4-W
Length: 2.4m (8’) c/w Wheels
£209 88 ea
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ActivBenches

A lighter and more economical alternative to Traditional Benches but still manufactured from natural timber from sustainable sources (FSC/PEFC). Non-marking rubber feet and
the top side is fitted with rubber buttons to prevent damage when using the 10cm wide balance rail on the underside. Fitted with a wooden batten at one end for linking to other
apparatus. Available in a natural clear varnish finish, in team colours (blue, green, red, yellow) with the colour applied in the form of colour stain and varnish which does not chip
or crack or the really striking Multi-coloured version. Height 34cm. Weight: 14kg (2m bench), 18kg (2.5m bench).

GY3820-200-BE
GY3820-200-GN
GY3820-200-RD
GY3820-200-YW
GY3820-200-4
GY3820-200-MC
GY3820-200-NT

Length: 2m, blue
Length: 2m, green
Length: 2m, red
Length: 2m, yellow
Length: 2m, set of all 4 colours
Length: 2m, multi-coloured
Length: 2m, natural

£172 50 ea
£172 50 ea
£172 50 ea
£172 50 ea
£667 00 set
£177 10 ea
£161 00 ea

GY3820-250-BE
GY3820-250-GN
GY3820-250-RD
GY3820-250-YW
GY3820-250-4
GY3820-250-MC
GY3820-250-NT

Length: 2.5m, blue
Length: 2.5m, green
Length: 2.5m, red
Length: 2.5m, yellow
Length: 2.5m, set of all 4 colours
Length: 2.5m, multi-coloured
Length: 2.5m, natural

£211 60 ea
£211 60 ea
£211 60 ea
£211 60 ea
£828 00 set
£224 25 ea
£189 75 ea
£143 75
Extra
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Plytech Balance Bench

Robust, relatively lightweight and manufactured from 25mm thick plywood. Non-marking rubber feet and the top side is fitted with rubber buttons to prevent damage when using
the 10cm wide balance rail on the underside. Fitted with a wooden batten at one end for linking to other apparatus. Available in a natural clear varnish finish, or in team colours
(blue, green, red, yellow) with the colour applied in the form of colour stain and varnish which does not chip or crack. Height 32cm. Weight 12kg (1.8m bench), 16kg (2.4m bench).

GY4260-180-BE
GY4260-180-GN
GY4260-180-RD
GY4260-180-YW
GY4260-180-4
GY4260-180-NT

Length: 1.8m, blue
Length: 1.8m, green
Length: 1.8m, red
Length: 1.8m, yellow
Length: 1.8m, set of 4
Length: 1.8m, natural

£143 75 ea
£143 75 ea
£143 75 ea
£143 75 ea
£552 00 set
£143 75 ea

GY4260-240-BE
GY4260-240-GN
GY4260-240-RD
GY4260-240-YW
GY4260-240-4
GY4260-240-NT

Length: 2.4m, blue
Length: 2.4m, green
Length: 2.4m, red
Length: 2.4m, yellow
Length: 2.4m, set of 4
Length: 2.4m, natural

£155 25 ea
£155 25 ea
£155 25 ea
£149 50 ea
£598 00 set
£155 25 ea
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Lita® Benches

Lightweight aluminium frame with hooks at both ends for linking to other apparatus. Non-marking rubber feet and the top side is fitted with rubber buttons to prevent damage
when using the 10cm wide carpeted balance rail on the underside. Supplied with either a timber top or vinyl covered foam padded top. Height 36cm. Weight 14kg (padded top).
19kg (timber top).
Timber top, blue
£299 00 ea
GY1610-BE
Padded top, blue
£310 50 ea GY1620-BE
Timber top, green
£299 00 ea
GY1610-GN
Padded top, green
£310 50 ea GY1620-GN
Timber top, red
£299 00 ea
GY1610-RD
Padded top, red
£310 50 ea GY1620-RD
50
Timber top, yellow
£299 00 ea
GY1610-YW
Padded top, yellow
£310 ea GY1620-YW
Timber top, set of all 4
£1148 85 set
GY1610-4
Padded top, set of all 4
£1196 00 set GY1620-4
£152 95
Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

2

Padded Steel Balance Bench

Powder coated steel frame with vinyl covered foam padded top and coated metal hooks at both ends for linking to other apparatus. Non-marking heavy duty rubber feet. Available
in 6 colours (blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow) and three lengths 1.5m, 2m or 2.5m. Set of 6 contains one of each colour, set of 4 contains one each of blue, green, red,
yellow. Height 37cm. Weight: 14kg (1.5m bench), 17kg (2m bench), 21kg (2.5m bench).

Length: 1.5m

GY4230-150 Please specify colour
GY4230-150-4 Set of 4
GY4230-150-6 Set of 6

294

£152 95 ea
£592 25 set
£879 75 set

Length: 2.0m

GY4230-200 Please specify colour
GY4230-200-4 Set of 4
GY4230-200-6 Set of 6

£184 00 ea
£713 00 set
£1046 50 set

Length: 2.5m

GY4230-250 Please specify colour
GY4230-250-4 Set of 4
GY4230-250-6 Set of 6

£201 25 ea
£770 50 set
£1127 00 set
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ActivAgility Range

A range of innovative junior agility and linking equipment. The Multi-coloured Junior
ActivBar Box features wooden uprights, brightly coloured steel bars and a comfortable
padded vinyl top. The Ladder and Beams feature hooks and the Planks feature battens
for linking to other apparatus. The Beams also incorporate sturdy feet to allow for floor
use. The Linking Equipment Trolley is a useful addition for storage. Junior ActivBar Box
Top size: 1.2m L x 64 W x 68cm H. Beam, Ladder and Plank length: 1.83m.
£339 25 ea
A GY1019-JUN-MC Multi-coloured Junior ActivBar Box
£64 98 ea
B GY1022-STO-450 ActivStool, height: 45cm
£62 68 ea
C GY1022-STO-300 ActivStool, height: 30cm
£151 23 ea
D GY1022-BEA-SNA ActivSnake Beam, width: 14cm
£130 53 ea
E GY1022-BEA-SPO ActivSpot Beam, width: 10cm
£130 53 ea
F GY1022-PLA-DOM ActivDome Plank
£135 13 ea
G GY1022-PLA-FOO ActivFoot Plank
£135 13 ea
H GY1022-PLA-SNA ActivSnake Plank
£137 43 ea
I GY1022-PLA-BLO ActivBlock Plank
08
GY1022-LAD
ActivLadder
£173
ea
J
Linking Equipment Trolley
£142 03 ea
K GY4160

ag

ag

i l i ty se

2

t

ActivAgility Set A

Set A comprises: 1 Multi-coloured Junior ActivBar Box, 1 ActivLadder, 1 ActivSnake
Plank, 1 ActivSpot Beam, 1 ActivStool 30cm high, 1 ActivStool 46cm high.

GY4220-01

£883 20 set
£911 95
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£676 20
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ActivAgility Set B
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ActivAgility Set C

Set B comprises: 1 ActivFoot Plank, 1 ActivLadder, 1 ActivSpot Beam, 1 ActivStool
30cm high, 1 ActivStool 46cm high, 1 ActivTrestle 60cm high, 1 ActivTrestle 90cm high.

Set C comprises: 1 Multi-coloured Junior ActivBar Box, 1 ActivBlock Plank, 1 ActivDome
Plank, 1 ActivLadder, 1 ActivSnake Beam.

GY4220-02

GY4220-04

£676 20 set

£911 95 set
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Timber Plank

Can be used to link between equipment or as a slide for
more able children who do not require the side guide rails.
Supplied complete with locating battens at both ends
for linking to other equipment. Available in 3 lengths, all
widths 20.5cm.
GY1950-6
Length: 1.83m
£93 73 ea
GY1950-7
Length: 2.13m
£102 93 ea
GY1950-8
Length: 2.44m
£115 58 ea

Sid

2
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3

Timber Slide

Fitted with side guide rails that provide an instant sense
of security and supplied complete with locating battens
at both ends for linking to other equipment. Available in 3
lengths, all widths 25cm.
GY1990-6
Length: 1.83m
£122 48 ea
GY1990-7
Length: 2.13m
£133 98 ea
GY1990-8
Length: 2.44m
£150 08 ea
£129 38

£140 88
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£93 73
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Timber Storming Plank

A traditional piece of equipment that is ideal for all
manner of adventurous activities. Supplied complete
with locating battens at both ends for linking to other
equipment. Available in 3 lengths, all widths 20.5cm.
GY1960-6
Length: 1.83m
£128 23 ea
GY1960-7
Length: 2.13m
£139 73 ea
GY1960-8
Length: 2.44m
£154 68 ea

£165 03

Hooks

5
4

Padded Timber Plank

A traditional plank with a vinyl covered foam top that
provides a soft surface. Supplied complete with locating
battens at both ends for linking to other equipment. Width
21cm.
GY3650
Length: 2.13m
£140 88 ea
£104 08

7

£243 23

Aluminium Agility Pole

Can be used singularly for a variety of activities when
attached between Climbing Frames and/or other
equipment, or as either asymmetric or parallel bars when
used in tandem. Supplied complete with hooks and
safety pins at each end. Available in 4 lengths, all dia.
48mm.
GY1520-2.13 Length: 2.13m
£104 08 ea
GY1520-2.74 Length: 2.74m
£119 03 ea
GY1520-3.05 Length: 3.05m
£121 33 ea
GY1520-3.10 Length: 3.10m
£129 38 ea

296

Timber Agility Plank

Features additional side strengthening pieces and
supplied complete with hooks at both ends. Available in 4
lengths, all width 25cm.
GY1530-1.83-B Length: 1.83m
£129 38 ea
GY1530-2.13-B Length: 2.13m
£147 78 ea
GY1530-2.74-B Length: 2.74m
£166 18 ea
GY1530-3.05-B Length: 3.05m
£186 88 ea

6

Timber Ladder

A traditional 7 rung ladder complete with metal hooks at
both ends that are fitted with safety clips. Available in 2
lengths, both widths 45cm.
GY1024-210 Length: 2.13m
£165 03 ea
GY1024-305 Length: 3.05m
£195 50 ea
£161 58

Aluminium Linking Equipment is not suitable for use
on floors.

8

Aluminium Agility Ladder

Can be used for a variety of traversing activities when
attached between Climbing Frames and/or other
equipment. Supplied complete with hooks and safety
pins at each end. Available in 3 lengths, all widths 40cm.
GY1510-2.13 Length: 2.13m
£243 23 ea
GY1510-2.74 Length: 2.74m
£259 90 ea
GY1510-3.05 Length: 3.05m
£281 75 ea

9

Aluminium Parallel Bars

Suitable for bridging between Climbing Frames and/
or other equipment. Supplied complete with hooks and
safety pins at each end. Available in 2 lengths.
GY4670-02
Length: 2m
£161 58 ea
GY4670-03
Length: 3m
£216 78 ea
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£89 13
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Steel Linking Pole

Can be used singularly for a variety of activities or as
either asymmetric or parallel bars when used in tandem.
Supplied complete with safety clips and covered end
hooks at both ends. Available in 3 lengths, all dia. 25mm.
GY3540-180-GN Length: 1.80m, green
£76 48 ea
GY3540-200-OR Length: 2.00m, orange
£79 93 ea
GY3540-213-RD Length: 2.13m, red
£61 53 ea

Steel Linking Parallel Bars

4

Steel Linking Ladder

Steel Cat Ladder

An exciting and challenging piece of equipment suitable
for many traversing activities either from the floor to,
or between, various apparatus. Supplied complete
with safety clips and covered end hooks at both ends.
Available in 3 lengths, all widths 23cm.
GY3520-180-GN Length: 1.80m, green
£83 38 ea
GY3520-200-OR Length: 2.00m, orange
£92 58 ea
GY3520-213-RD Length: 2.13m, red
£82 23 ea

£102 93

5
Suitable to link from the floor to, or between, equipment
such as Climbing Frames and Trestles or Agility Tables
for various traversing activities. Supplied complete
with safety clips and covered end hooks at both ends.
Available in 3 lengths, all widths 30cm.
GY3530-180-GN Length: 1.80m, green
£98 33 ea
GY3530-200-OR Length: 2.00m, orange
£98 33 ea
GY3530-213-RD Length: 2.13m, red
£87 98 ea

3

Suitable to use for various traversing activities or as
traditional parallel bars in a more formal gymnastics
context. Supplied complete with safety clips and covered
end hooks at both ends. Available in 3 lengths all dia.
25mm, bar width 40cm.
GY3510-180-GN Length: 1.80m, green
£89 13 ea
GY3510-200-OR Length: 2.00m, orange
£92 58 ea
GY3510-213-RD Length: 2.13m, red
£78 78 ea

£98 33

£83 38

£142 03

Dual Linking Beam

Manufactured using timber with steel powder coated feet
with safety clips and covered end hooks at both ends.
Can be used as a freestanding low floor beam and has
been designed so that it can be used to link between
apparatus or on an incline to the floor attached to other
equipment. Available in 4 lengths.
GY3500-180-GN Length: 1.8m, green
£102 93 ea
GY3500-200-OR Length: 2.00m, orange
£109 83 ea
GY3500-213-RD Length: 2.13m, red
£108 68 ea
GY3500-300-RD Length: 3.00m, red
£141 45 ea

6

Linking Equipment Trolley

Designed for storing Linking Equipment. Manufactured
from steel and features protective plastic coating on
key areas. Fitted with 4 non-marking rubber wheels (two
braked) for easy movement.
GY4160
Size: 1.6m L x 40 W x 48cm H
£142 03 ea
£437 00

su

pp l i e d

x5

in sets

7

Linking Equipment Set

Set includes a Single Pole, Parallel Bars, Cat Ladder, Ladder and Beam. Available in three lengths, 1.8m (Green), 2.0m (Orange) and 2.1m (Red). When used with a Fixed Wall
Ladder, the 1.8m Green set can be used as an accessory pack for the Rainbow Frame (GY3670) and the Orange 2.0m set with the Kaleidoscope Frame (GY1920).
GY4290-180-GN Length: 1.80m, green
£437 00 set
GY4290-200-OR Length: 2.00m, orange
£435 85 set
GY4290-213-RD Length: 2.13m, red
£402 50 set
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Gymnastics
Niels Larsen Agility Sets

Carefully put together to enable the teaching of various gymnastic skills to a range of age groups and abilities by allowing users to create a maximum number of different
layouts combining linking and agility pieces. The sets can create exciting and challenging traversing activities but are also equally suited to more formal gymnastics routines.
The pieces can be used individually, combined with others in the set, or with other equipment such as Climbing Frames. Manufactured in natural timber from sustainable
sources, powder coated steel and vinyl padded table tops.

Improve
proficiency in
a variety of
Gymnastic skills

£1757 20
Extra
No
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Niels Larsen 19-Piece Agility Set

Set comprises: 1 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2.13cm, 1 Linking Ladder, length 2.13cm, 1 Linking Parallel Bars, length 2.13cm, 1 Padded Timber Plank, length 2.13m, 1 Set of 6,
Agility Tables (height 30, 46, 61, 76, 91, 107cm), 1 Set of 3 Coloured Trestles (height 61, 91, 122cm), 2 Timber Planks, length 2.13m, 1 Timber Slide, length 1.83m, 2 Timber/Steel
Linking Beams, length 2.13m, 1 Timber Storming Plank, length 2.13m.

£1757 20 set

GY3550-19
£975 20

£586 50
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Niels Larsen 10-Piece Agility Set

Set comprises:
1 Agility Table, height 76cm
1 Agility Table, height 91cm
1 Agility Trestle, height 91cm
1 Agility Trestle, height 1.22m
1 Linking Beam, length 2.13m
1 Steel Cat Ladder, length 2.13m
1 Steel Linking Parallel Bars, length 2.13m
1 Timber Storming Plank, length 1.83m
1 Timber Slide, length 1.83m
1 Steel Linking Ladder, length 2.13m

GY3550-10
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3

£975 20 set

Niels Larsen 5-Piece Agility Set

Set comprises:
1 Agility Table, height 76cm
1 Agility Table, height 91cm
1 Linking Beam, length 2.13m
1 Timber Slide, length 1.83m
1 Timber Storming Plank, length 1.83m

GY3550-05

£586 50 set
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£77 63

30cm
46cm
61cm
76cm
91cm
107cm

£169 05

2
1

Padded Hexagonal Movement Table

Suitable to be used either on its own or as a centre piece for up to six individual pieces
of Linking Equipment. Manufactured from powder coated steel, dia. 25mm with a vinyl
padded top and fitted with non-marking rubber feet. Available in three heights and
colours (Blue, Green, Red).
GY4240-400-BE Size: 40cm H x dia. 106cm, blue
£169 05 ea
GY4240-400-GN Size: 40cm H x dia. 106cm, green
£169 05 ea
GY4240-400-RD Size: 40cm H x dia. 106cm, red
£169 05 ea
GY4240-600-BE Size: 60cm H x dia. 114cm, blue
£184 58 ea
GY4240-600-GN Size: 60cm H x dia. 114cm, green
£184 58 ea
GY4240-600-RD Size: 60cm H x dia. 114cm, red
£184 58 ea
GY4240-840-BE Size: 84cm H x dia. 122cm, blue
£272 55 ea
GY4240-840-GN Size: 84cm H x dia. 122cm, green
£272 55 ea
GY4240-840-RD Size: 84cm H x dia. 122cm, red
£272 55 ea

Agility Tables

A truly versatile piece of equipment. Each Table has bars on three sides to allow an array
of Linking Equipment to be attached. All the Tables have a vinyl covered foam padded
top, width 40cm. Frames manufactured from blue powder coated steel, dia. 25mm with
non-marking rubber feet. Available in 6 heights and 4 different sets. A Storage Trolley
is available.
GY1580-032
Height: 30cm, length 43cm, orange
£77 63 ea
GY1580-047
Height: 46cm, length 51cm, purple
£88 55 ea
GY1580-062
Height: 61cm, length 61cm, yellow
£96 03 ea
GY1580-077
Height: 76cm, length 71cm, blue
£110 98 ea
GY1580-092
Height: 91cm, length 81cm, green
£121 90 ea
GY1580-107
Height: 1.1cm, length 91cm, red
£132 25 ea
GY1580-4-SMA
Set of 4, heights 30, 46, 61 & 76cm
£361 68 set
GY1580-4-LRG
Set of 4, heights 61, 76, 91 & 107cm
£448 50 set
GY1580-6
Set of all 6
£601 45 set
GY1580-6-TRO
Set of all 6 with Storage Trolley
£759 00 set
GY4100-1.2-0.9
Storage Trolley only
£161 00 ea

£93 73

£58 08

Av

3

Folding Trestles

Ideal for use with linking equipment to create agility stations to learn and enhance
gymnastic skills. Can be folded for easy storage. Manufactured from powder coated
steel with non-marking rubber feet.
GY4310-090-YW Height: 90cm, yellow
£93 73 ea
GY4310-120-BE Height: 1.2m, blue
£104 08 ea
GY4310-150-RD Height: 1.5m, red
£120 75 ea
GY4310-3
Set of 3 (one of each height)
£310 50 set

4

a i la
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Agility Trestles

Constructed from powder coated steel, dia. 25mm and fitted with non-marking rubber
feet. Available singularly in blue or in a Multi-coloured set of the three different heights.
GY1550-0600
Height: 60cm, blue
£58 08 ea
GY1550-0900
Height: 90cm, blue
£69 00 ea
GY1550-1200
Height: 120cm, blue
£90 85 ea
GY1550-3
Set of all 3, Multi-coloured
£210 45 ea
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£161 58

1

Lita® Agility Tables

An ingenious 5-sided design that encourages session creativity with various pieces of Linking Equipment. Colour coded by height and finished with a padded vinyl top. The
aluminium construction is around 30% lighter than a steel equivalent. Easily stored, as Tables of different heights can be stacked together. Storage Trolley available.
Height: 100cm, weight: 9.0kg
£227 70 ea
GY1630-0400
Height: 40cm, weight: 6.5kg
£161 58 ea GY1630-1000
Set of all 4, weight: 31kg
£773 95 set
GY1630-0600
Height: 60cm, weight: 7.0kg
£184 58 ea GY1630-4
£199 53 ea
GY1630-0800
Height: 80cm, weight: 8.5kg
£218 50 ea GY4100-2.0-1.2 Storage Trolley only
£273 70

2

Lita® Movement Tables

Suitable to be used either on its own or as a centre piece for up to six individual pieces of Linking Equipment. Manufactured from aluminium tubing with a vinyl padded top and
non-marking rubber feet. Two heights available, both Table top dia. 80cm.
GY3790-400
Height: 40cm, weight: 10kg, yellow
£273 70 ea
GY3790-600
Height: 60cm, weight: 11kg, blue
£292 10 ea
£212 75

Available in two
heights

Work perfectly
together
3

Lita® Folding Trestles

Manufactured from aluminium tubing and fitted with non-marking rubber feet; the 1.5m trestle has a height of 1.4m in use, with rungs ranging from 62-67cm wide from top to
bottom whilst the 1.9m trestle has a height of 1.8m high in use, with rungs ranging from 62-85cm wide from top to bottom. Folds flat for storage.
GY3780-1.5
Height: 1.5m, weight: 8.9kg
£212 75 ea
GY3780-1.9
Height: 1.9m, weight: 9.9kg
£232 30 ea
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£322 00

£494 50
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Foam Vaults

All the sections can be used singularly or stacked securely with hook and loop
fastenings. Available in two heights, 3 Section height 60cm (each section 20cm), 4
Section height 120cm (each section 30cm)
GY4040-JUN
3 Section, top: 80 L x 45cm W, base width 60cm
£322 00 ea
GY4050
4 Section, top: 120 L x 52cm W, base width 90cm
£845 25 ea

ActivVault

2

A vibrantly coloured vaulting box comprising of 3 sections each with rubber feet so that
the vinyl padded top can be used with 1, 2 or 3 sections giving considerable versatility.
GY3730-03
3-Section, top: 134 L x 42cm W, base: 68cm W
£494 50 ea

£750 95

£632 50
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Vaulting Boxes

Built in 5 sections with fully interlocking corner blocks ensuring that they are secure
and rigid during use. Available in 2 heights with either a high quality natural hide top or
a hardwearing canvas top. Available with optional castors for easy transportation. Top
size: 1.37m L x 45cm W.
GY1240-102-CAN
Height: 1.02m, canvas top
£750 95 ea
GY1240-102-HID
Height: 1.02m, hide top
£888 95 ea
GY1240-102-CAN-WHE Height: 1.02m, canvas top, c/w Castors
£888 95 ea
GY1240-102-HID-WHE Height: 1.02m, hide top, c/w Castors
£1032 70 ea
GY1240-127-CAN
Height: 1.27m, canvas top
£980 95 ea
GY1240-127-HID
Height: 1.27m, hide top
£957 95 ea
GY1240-127-CAN-WHE Height: 1.27m, canvas top, c/w Castors
£1021 20 ea
GY1240-127-HID-WHE Height: 1.27m, hide top, c/w Castors
£1095 95 ea
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Bar Box

Offering a sturdy yet light construction, the side rungs are designed to support Benches
or other Linking Equipment. A built-in platform is provided with the 2-section and the
3-section 1.07m high option but not the larger 1.27m high option. Upholstered with
either a high quality natural hide top or a hardwearing canvas top. Available with
optional castors for easy transportation. Top size: 1.38m L x 45cm W.

		 2-Section

GY1160-091-CAN
Height: 91.5cm, canvas top
GY1160-091-HID
Height: 91.5cm, hide top
GY1160-091-CAN-WHE Height: 91.5cm, canvas top, c/w Castors
GY1160-091-HID-WHE Height: 91.5cm, hide top, c/w Castors
		 3-Section
GY1160-107-CAN
Height: 1.07m, canvas top
GY1160-107-HID
Height: 1.07m, hide top
GY1160-107-CAN-WHE Height: 1.07m, canvas top, c/w Castors
GY1160-107-HID-WHE Height: 1.07m, hide top, c/w Castors

£632 50 ea
£770 50 ea
£747 50 ea
£862 50 ea
£710 70 ea
£842 95 ea
£825 70 ea
£962 55 ea
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Trampette spares are available; please contact our sales office: 01753 648666
£603 75

1

£747 50

Standard Mini Tramp

A fully adjustable trampette featuring a solid nylon bed,
steel springs and coverall frame pads. Constructed from
zinc plated heavy gauge steel tube, its lightweight foam
pads are covered in nylon reinforced PVC. Front height
adjustment: 31-34cm, rear height adjustment: 36.555cm.
GY3890
Frame size: 1.14 L x 1.14m W
£603 75 ea
£343 85

2

£891 25

Schools Open Ended Mini Tramp

A fully adjustable trampette featuring a solid nylon bed,
rubber cables and coverall frame pads. Constructed
from zinc plated heavy gauge steel tube, its lightweight
foam pads are covered in nylon reinforced PVC. Front
height adjustment: 30.5-33cm, rear height adjustment:
61-68cm.
GY1260
Frame size: 1.21 L x 1.19m W
£747 50 ea

3

Open Ended Mini Tramp

A fully adjustable trampette with a 13mm web bed, steel
springs and coverall frame pads; constructed from zinc
plated heavy gauge steel tube, its lightweight foam
pads are covered in nylon reinforced PVC. Front height
adjustment: 30.5-33cm, rear height adjustment: 6168cm.
GY1270
Frame size: 1.21 L x 1.19m W
£891 25 ea
£625 03

£2 01
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Air Pod

Can be used on its own or with various pieces of
equipment to add extra bounce or reduce stress when
performing multiple repetitions. Can be used to create an
angled air filled springboard. Easy to move in the gym
and to transport between locations. Supplied with a hand
pump.
GY4250
Size: 1.0 L x 0.75m W x 10cm D
£343 85 ea

5

Hand Chalk Blocks

Used to dry the hands and thereby increase grip without
losing free movement or feel. Pack contains 50g of pure
magnesium carbonate.
GY4600
Weight: 50g
£2 01 ea

6

Vaulting Buck

Fully adjustable and upholstered in selected hides;
available with castors for transportation. Height
adjustment: 102-163cm.

GY6900
GY6900-WHE c/w Castors

£625 03 ea
£665 28 ea

£940 70
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Vaulting & Pommel Horses

Fully adjustable and upholstered in selected natural hides. Available with either a square end or sloping neck. All options available with castors for transportation. Height
adjustment: 91.5-135cm.
Pommel Horses

Vaulting Horses

Supplied without pommels/handles (not illustrated).
GY1150-SQU
Square End
GY1150-SQU-WHE
Square End c/w Castors
GY1150-DRO
Sloping Neck
GY1150-DRO-WHE
Sloping Neck c/w Castors

302

£940 70 ea
£986 70 ea
£962 55 ea
£1026 95 ea

Supplied complete with width adjustable moulded pommels/handles that meet
International Gymnastics Federation (FIG) specifications.
GY1150-SQU-POM
Square End
£1067 20 ea
GY1150-SQU-POM-WHE Square End c/w Castors
£1124 70 ea
GY1150-DRO-POM
Sloping Neck
£1107 45 ea
GY1150-DRO-POM-WHE Sloping Neck c/w Castors
£1164 95 ea
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£458 85

£166 18

Mini Run Up & Flex Roll Out Mats

Durable with great shock absorption, these Mats unroll and always go flat providing
lightweight runways or floor training areas in minutes; perfect for multi-purpose facilities.
Featuring a heavy duty carpet layer fused to a high-impact cross-linked polyethylene
and EVA foam base. Please specify colour when ordering.
GY4010
Mini Run Up Mat. Size: 1280 L x 60cm W x 25mm thick
£458 85 ea
GY4020-6.4
Flex Roll Mats. Size: 640 L x 180cm W x 25mm thick
£517 50 ea
GY4020-12.8
Flex Roll Mats. Size: 1280 L x 180cm W x 25mm thick
£1006 25 ea

2

Junior Short Springboard

A short springboard ideal for use by younger children as a transitioning piece before
progressing to a larger board. Carpet covered to provide comfort and cushioning
underfoot. Max user weight approx. 50kg.
GY4320
Size: 80 L x 50 W x 14cm H
£166 18 ea

£91 43

3

£244 95

4

Junior Springboard

To use as a starter option for the young gymnast. Features an upholstered carpet top.
Max user weight 40kg.
GY3800
Size: 77 L x 40 W x 14cm H
£91 43 ea

School Springboard

Ideal for school and general institutional use. Features an upholstered carpet top
and constructed in the traditional Reuther style using specially moulded plywood.
Constructed to BS EN 913.
GY7000
Size: 120 L x 60 W x 14cm H
£244 95 ea

£302 45

£194 35

6
5

International Springboard

Suitable for heavy duty school and club use. Features an upholstered carpet top
and is constructed in the traditional Reuther style using specially moulded plywood.
Constructed to BS EN 913.
GY7010
Size: 120 L x 60 W x 21cm H
£302 45 ea

Springboard Surround

Adds protection and safety and supplied in sizes to fit both a standard and senior size
springboard. Designed so it can be used as a single section to cover the top half of
the springboard or with the arms to give full length protection. Manufactured from vinyl
covered foam, top section and arms simply attach using hook and loop fastenings.
Size: 1.5 L x 1m W.
GY4330-SCH
School size, height 14cm
£194 35 ea
GY4330-SEN
International/Senior size, height 18cm
£224 25 ea
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The only climbing frame
approved by
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Gym Centre

Made up of three frame designs each with a different range of activities to complement the entire Gym Time© Range. The frames store one on top of another and can be set to
open out into either a Y or T configuration. Designed to have a height of less than 2m so as not to seem in anyway intimidating to younger children. Frame One is fixed directly to
the wall and features two hemp climbing ropes and a climbing ladder. Frame Two is a conventional style climbing frame designed to encourage children to gain confidence through
climbing at low heights. Frame Three is an in-and-out frame, with different shapes and textures, to introduce children to a more free style climbing experience. Frame Height 2m,
total height 2.5m. Width 2m, width from wall when folded 20cm.

£2010 78 set

GY1660
£483 00
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£974 05

Gym Centre Mat Sets

The clever design allows the layout of the Mats to be used in three different configuration,
T, Y and T/Y (subject to available anchor points for the frame). The set is suitable for
use with the Gym Centre (GY1660), Kaleidoscope Climbing Frame (GY1920) and the
Rainbow Climbing Frame (GY3670). Set of 6 mats and 3 infills, 30mm thick with hook
and loop flaps allowing them to be securely fixed around the frame. Also available with
a Vertical Mat Trolley.
GY4650
Mat Set with trolley
£974 05 set
GY4640
Mat set only
£798 10 set
GY4200-JUN-YW Mat Trolley only
£144 33 set

304

3

Gym Centre Linking Set

Extend the activities of the Centre with this four piece set. Each piece can be used
from the frame to the floor, or attached to other Gym Time® or traditional pieces of
equipment. Set includes: 2 Single Bars (GY5600), a Ladder (GY5700) and a Balance/
Slide Plank (GY5800).
GY4660
Gym Centre Linking Set
£483 00 set

a Fire
Retardant |(FR)
Cover
Latex
Base, with|a Combustion
Modified (CM) High Density
Foam inner meet BS 1892-3: 2003.
| t: Mats
+44featuring
(0) 1753
648666
f:PVC
+44
(0) and
1753
648989
w: www.bishopsport.co.uk
| e:Chip
sales@bishopsport.co.uk
|
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Rainbow Frame Linking Set

Extend the activities of the Frame with this five piece set that contains a Beam (GY3500180-GN), which can also be used freestanding, Cat Ladder (GY3520-180-GN), Ladder
(GY3530-180-GN), Parallel Bars (GY3510-180-GN) and Single Pole (GY3540-180-GN).
GY4290-180-GN Each piece length: 1.8m
£437 00 set
£974 05
Extra
No
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Rainbow Frame

Ideal for use in Key Stage 1 and 2 activities. Colourful powder coated steel frame
comprises 3 sections that can be used in both the 'T' and 'Y', or even 'T/Y' position.
Braced with two steel ladders for additional stability. When folded the frame occupies
an area of 2m wide x 24cm deep. Available with a fixed wall ladder, which can then be
used with linking equipment to bridge to one gate when set out in the 'T' configuration
only. Gate width 1.83m, height 2.75m.
GY3670-LAD
Rainbow Frame with Wall Ladder
£2064 25 ea
GY3670
Rainbow frame
£1846 90 ea

Rainbow Frame Mat Sets

The clever design allows the layout of the Mats to be used in three different configuration,
T, Y and T/Y (subject to available anchor points for the frame). The set is suitable for use
with the Rainbow Frame (GY3670), Gym Centre (GY1660) and Kaleidoscope Climbing
Frame (GY1920). Set of 6 mats and 3 infills, 30mm thick with hook and loop flaps
allowing them to be securely fixed around the frame. Also available with a Vertical Mat
Trolley.
GY4650
Mat Set with trolley
£974 05 set
GY4640
Mat set only
£798 10 set
GY4200-JUN-YW Mat Trolley only
£144 33 set

For more General linking equipment
please see pages 296-297

£96 60
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Standard Trio Climbing Frame

5

Optional Accessories

GY4480
GY4520
GY4490
GY4500
GY4510
GY1590

Linking Aluminium Pole, length: 2.1m
Linking Peg Ladder, length: 2.1m
Linking Timber Balance Beam, length: 2.1m
Linking Ladder, length: 2.1m
Linking Parallel Bars, length: 2.1m
Vertical Wall Fixed Ladder (not illustrated)

£96 60 ea
£125 35 ea
£165 60 ea
£165 60 ea
£165 60 ea
£230 00 ea
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Suitable for Key Stages 1 and 2. Offers maximum variety with extensive climbing areas
coupled with minimum storage and operational space requirements. Three steel powder
coated gates, complete with bracing ladders for use in either a ‘Y ‘or ‘T’ configuration.
Gate width 2.06m.
GY4470-07
Height: 2.1m, Key Stage 1
£2127 50 ea
GY4470-08
Height: 2.45m, Key Stage 1
£2127 50 ea
GY4470-09
Height: 2.75m, Key Stage 2
£2127 50 ea
GY4470-10
Height: 3.05m, Key Stage 2
£2127 50 ea
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Gymnastics
For more General Linking Equipment please
see pages 296 - 297
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Kaleidoscope Frame Linking Set

GY4290-200-OR

306

£435 85 set
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Extend the activities of the Frame with this five piece set that contains a Beam (GY3500200-OR), which can also be used freestanding, Cat Ladder (GY3520-200-OR), Ladder
(GY3530-200-OR), Parallel Bars (GY3510-200-OR) and Single Pole (GY3540-200-OR).

'

on

Extra
No

' T/

Extra
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'Y

£974 05

'T

£435 85

n

A vibrantly colourful and robust timber frame particularly suited to smaller halls. The frame comprises of 3 sections that can be used in both the 'T' and 'Y', or even 'T/Y' position.
Incorporates standard ladder sections, fireman's pole, rope ladder, climbing rope with knots and oval rings. The timber frame is finished with a colour stain and varnish which
does not chip or crack. Available with a fixed wall ladder (not illustrated), which can then be used with linking equipment to bridge to one gate when set out in the 'T' configuration
only. Gate width 1.83m, height 2.44m.
GY1920-LAD
Kaleidoscope Frame with Wall Ladder
£3398 25 ea
GY1920
Kaleidoscope frame
£2939 40 ea

Kaleidoscope Frame Mat Sets

The clever design allows the layout of the Mats to be used in three different
configurations, T, Y and T/Y (subject to available anchor points for the frame). The set is
suitable for use with the Kaleidoscope Climbing Frame (GY1920), Gym Centre (GY1660)
and Rainbow Frame (GY3670). Set of 6 mats and 3 infills, 30mm thick with hook and
loop flaps allowing them to be securely fixed around the frame. Also available with a
Vertical Mat Trolley.
GY4650
Mat Set with trolley
£974 05 set
GY4640
Mat Set only
£798 10 set
GY4200-JUN-YW Mat Trolley only
£144 33 set

for Hinged
Double
Booms & |
Hinged
Rope(0)
Frames
includes
installation
England & Wales. For Scotland &
Ireland please contact our sales
|Prices
t: +44
(0) 1753
648666
f: +44
1753
648989
| w:in www.bishopsport.co.uk
| Northern
e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
| office.
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

colour options available, please state when ordering |

Gymnastics
Niels Larsen Climbing Frames

The Niels Larsen Double, Fold Over, Single and Spectrum Climbing Frames can all be fitted with traditional oval timber bars, or brightly painted colour coded steel bars. To
ensure safety and stability each timber frame is either ladder or wire braced. Gate width: 2.74m, height 3.05m.
How to order Niels Larsen Climbing Frames:

1

2

3

4

Choose the type of frame required.

Choose either Traditional Oval Timber
Bars (CFT) or Round Colour Coded
Steel Bars (CFC).

Choose the appropriate frame designs
required for the ages and abilities of
the users.

Choose any linking equipment
required from earlier in the section or
bespoke sets for each frame.

To ensure safety and stability each timber frame is either ladder or wire braced. Gate width 2.74m, height 3.05m.
Round Coloured Steel Bars

CFT001

CFT002

CFC001

CFC002

CFT003

CFT004

CFC003

CFC004

CFT005

CFT006

CFC005

CFC006
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£3263

Oval Timber Bars
70
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Niels Larsen Double Climbing Frame

The two sections are permanently connected and braced by a rigid bar that provides a unit of exceptional stability. The bar also offers the option of attaching climbing ropes and/or
rope ladders to the frame. For storage the frames are folded side by side against the wall, but if space is limited a Fold-over version is available where the two frames sit together
requiring less space. Available in either a ladder braced or wire braced option. Fold-over version does not allow for the attachment of ropes.

£3263 70 ea
£3062 45 ea

GY4150-LAD
GY4150-WIR

Double Frame, fold-over, ladder braced
Double Frame, fold-over, wire braced

£3220 00 ea
£3220 00 ea
£540 50
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Double Frame, ladder braced
Double Frame, wire braced
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GY1490-LAD
GY1490-WIR
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Niels Larsen Single Climbing Frames
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The simplest unit in the range, ideal for the low cost provision of climbing and movement
activities or where space is limited. Available ladder braced or wire braced.
GY1190-LAD
Single frame, ladder braced
£1841 15 ea
GY1190-WIR
Single frame, wire braced
£1841 15 ea

Double Climbing Frame Linking Set

Extend the activities of the Frame with this four piece set, each piece will fit between
the 2 gates or can be used in conjunction with tables/trestles. Set contains 2 Aluminium
Single Poles (GY1520), a Linking Beam (GY3500) which can also be used freestanding
and a Timber Ladder (GY1024). Available with or without a storage trolley. Each piece
length: 3m
GY1025
Linking Set only
£540 50 ea
GY1025-TRO
Linking Set with Trolley
£685 40 ea
ON
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Niels Larsen Spectrum Climbing Frame

All 3 sections of the frame can be used simultaneously providing a great variety of movement and activities so particularly suited for National Curriculum. The space saving
configuration allows the frame to be stored and used in quite small areas. Available with a fixed wall ladder (not illustrated), which can then be used with linking equipment to
bridge to one gate when set out in the 'T' configuration. Gate width 2.74m, height 3.05m.
GY1910-LAD-LAD 3 gate frame, ladder braced with Wall Ladder
£4502 25 ea
GY1910-LAD
3 gate frame, ladder braced
£4226 25 ea
GY1910-WIR
3 gate frame, wire braced
£4059 50 ea
£803 85

£1293 75
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732mm

1000mm

1802mm

2

Spectrum Climbing Frame Linking Set

Extend the activities of the Frame with this 3 piece set. Comprising one each of Timber
Ladder (GY1024), a Linking Beam (GY3500), which can also be floor standing and
Aluminium Parallel Bars (GY1510). Each piece length: 3m.
GY4380
Linking Set
£803 85 set

Spectrum Frame Mat Set
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for complete
Climbing
installation
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3

Set consists of 6 large mats with 3 smaller infills which allows the set to be used in 3
different configurations. Hook and loop flaps to hold the mats securely in place.
GY4350
Large mat size: 2.8 L x 1m W x 30mm thick
£1293 75 set
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Super Nova Climbing Frame
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Trio Nova Climbing Frame

Comprising of 3 sections and featuring 2 metal diagonal bracing ladders which lock
into the floor and so removes the need for cables. Its clever design only requires a
2.14m width of wall space for storage; windows and radiators can be spanned without
difficulty. Floor sockets are included for both Y and T positions. Gate width 2.0m, height
2.93m H. Various accessories available.
GY1180
Trio Nova Climbing Frame
£5748 85 ea
GY1170
Aluminium Pole, length 2.37m
£316 25 ea
GY1200
Timber Balance Beam, length: 2.37m
£322 00 ea
GY1220
Timber Ladder, Hooks One End, length: 2.49m
£408 25 ea
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Niels Larsen Hinged Rope Frame

4

A wire braced powder coated steel frame that is exceptionally stability during use. Ideal
for use where roof structures prevent overhead tracks. Supplied with a bound and
sealed Hemp Rope, dia. 28mm. Fold flat for storage. Frame size: 3.6 W x 3.7m H.
GY1900-4
Frame c/w 4 Ropes
£1696 25 ea
GY1900-3
Frame c/w 3 Ropes & 1 Rope Ladder
£1782 50 ea

y fit m e n t

Niels Larsen Wall Bars and Pull Up Bars

Traditional single section wooden bars supplied complete with pads and steel angle
brackets, can be installed in any multiple desired. Ideal for use with Pull Up Bar, which
are easily fitted and can be used at any suitable height. Projection from Rung 30cm.
GY6700-1
Single Unit size: 86cm W x 2.69m H.
£299 00 ea
GY4370
Pull Up Bars only, size: 71 W x 61cm H
£78 78 ea
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Offers challenging and stimulating apparatus particularly suited for National Curriculum.
Gates fold flat as a pair but if wall space is at a premium the frames can be manufactured
to fold one over the other at no extra cost. Designed as a 2 gate unit, gate width 2.51m,
and available in two different heights, 3.04m for Key Stage 1 & 2, and 3.6m for Key
Stage 3. Various accessories available.
GY4530
Super Nova Climbing Frame
£5748 85 ea
GY4540
Linking Aluminium Pole, length: 3.05m
£326 60 ea
GY4140
Linking Timber Balance Beam, length: 3.05m
£322 00 ea
GY4550
Timber Ladder, Hooks One End, length: 3.2m
£425 50 ea
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Handball
England Handball
www.englandhandball.com
Handball is the most exciting, high scoring, action packed team sport that can be played anywhere
by anyone – for fun or competitively. England Handball has worked in partnership with Bishop
Sports and Leisure to develop a range of equipment and resources to meet the increasing demand
for handball in schools. For more information on the game, including competitions, and coaching
courses, please visit the website.

£6 33
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England Handball ‘Launch’ Ball

1

2

Approved by the England Handball as its starter/introductory ball. The foam ball is soft
and cushioned and covered in a durable protective skin. Available as a set of 4 (one
each of blue, green, red, yellow) or in a storage sack of 12 (3 of each colour). Size 0.
HB1034
Size 0, set of 4
£20 70 set
HB1034-3
Size 0, bag of 12
£66 70 set

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Handball

Used by the England Handball in several of their equipment packages, the ball is an
entry level ball with a soft tactile surface which is less likely to sting and so helps to
build confidence. Size 1.
HB1009
Size 1
£6 33 ea
HB1009-10
Size 1, bag of 10
£66 70 set
£138 00
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Handball is the perfect sport to teach youngsters key physical skills of running,
jumping and throwing.

4
3

England Handball Foundation Kit

Contains everything that you need to experience Handball. Contents include 4 ‘Launch’
Balls, 4 SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Handballs, 3 MasterSport® Handballs (2 Size 0 and 1
Size 1), an England Handball Resource and a holdall.

£109 25 set

HB1038

310

England Handball Starter Kit

Containing everything needed to introduce the basics of Handball. Contents include
12 SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Handballs, 14 bibs, (6 each of 2 colours and 2 each of one
colour), a holdall and an optional England Handball Resource.
HB1003-05-09
Ages 5 - 9 years, excluding EHA Resource
£138 00 set
HB1003-05-09-RES Ages 5 - 9 years, including EHA Resource
£147 20 set
HB1003-10-14
Ages 10 - 14 years, excluding EHA Resource
£138 00 set
HB1003-10-14-RES Ages 10 - 14 years, including EHA Resource
£147 20 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
| ! prices are carriage extra at cost |
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England Handball MasterSport® Handball

An England Handball approved ball manufactured from cellular rubber which provides excellent grip qualities. Featuring a hand stitched pattern and dimpled surface. Available in
sizes 0, 1, 2 and 3, in singles or in a Storage Sack of 12.
Size 2
£9 78 ea
HB1010-0
Size 0
£9 78 ea HB1010-2
75
75
HB1010-2-12
Size
2,
bag
of
12
£120
set
HB1010-0-12
Size 0, bag of 12
£120 set
Size 3
£9 78 ea
HB1010-1
Size 1
£9 78 ea HB1010-3
Size 3, bag of 12
£120 75 set
HB1010-1-12
Size 1, bag of 12
£120 75 set HB1010-3-12

Men

Size 0
< 8 Years

Women

< 8 Years

England Handball Suggested Ball Size Guide
Size 1
Size 2
8-15 Years
14-16 Years
8-15 Years

15+ Years

Size 3
16+ Years
£13 80
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England Handball Match Ball

Approved by the National Governing Body, suitable for use as a match ball at all levels
but has been developed to have a price point so as not to be prohibitive to small clubs
or school teams. Available in sizes 2 or 3, as a single or in a Storage Sack of 10.
HB1013-2
Size 2
£11 50 ea
HB1013-2-10
Size 2, bag of 10
£115 00 set
HB1013-3
Size 3
£11 50 ea
HB1013-3-10
Size 3, bag of 10
£115 00 set

3

Mitre® Expert Handball

A high grip laminate training handball that has a soft rubber feel and offers excellent
durability. Available in sizes 1 and 3 as a single ball or in a Storage Sack of 12.
HB1001-1
Size 1
£13 80 ea
HB1001-1-12
Size 1, bag of 12
£171 35 set
HB1001-3
Size 3
£13 80 ea
HB1001-3-12
Size 3, bag of 12
£171 35 set

Handball is ever growing in popularity. The England Handball Schools competition has grown from 25 teams entering in 2009/10 to more than 1,400 teams taking
part. Visit the website for more information on handball in schools.
£8 63
O

fic

f

4

5

Tactics Board

Magnetic board and pieces, complete with a notepad.
SE6070-HAN
Handball

£10 35 ea

ce

£10 35

ial r e so u

r

England Handball Resource

Available for Key Stage 2 (6 double sided cards) or Key Stage 3 (18 double sided cards).
HB1035-KS2
Key Stage 2
£8 63 set*
HB1035-KS3
Key Stage 3
£9 78 set*

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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England Handball Key Stage Kit

2

Contains all the equipment needed to play Handball. Contents include 5 MasterSport®
Handballs, 14 bibs, (6 each of 2 colours and 2 each of one colour) and Holdall.
HB1004-KS1
Key Stage 1, ball size 0
£110 40 set
HB1004-KS2
Key Stage 2, ball size 1
£110 40 set
HB1004-KS3-4
Key Stage 3-4, ball size 1 and 2
£110 40 set

England
Handball
Approved

England Handball Introductory Kit

An introductory kit containing all you need to try out the sport. Contents include 12
appropriately sized MasterSport® Handballs, a Resource and a Storage Sack.
HB1022-KS2
Key Stage 2, ball size 1
£161 00 set
HB1022-KS3
Key Stage 3, ball size 2
£172 50 set
HB1022-KS4
Key Stage 4, ball size 3
£178 25 set

The England Handball website has a dedicated schools section. This includes information on resources, CPD, and courses for teachers and students.
£166 75

3

£2 88

4

England Handball Skill Development Kit

Developed especially for the educational market. Contents include 12 MasterSport®
Handballs (either 6 each of size 0 and 1 or 6 each of size 1 and 2), a Resource, a Storage
Sack and an option of 21 Bibs (seven of 3 different colours).
HB1043-KS1-2-EXB Ball size 0 and 1, excluding EHA Bibs
£166 75 set
HB1043-KS1-2
Ball size 0 and 1, including EHA Bibs
£228 85 set
HB1043-KS2-3-EXB Ball size 1 and 2, excluding EHA Bibs
£166 75 set
HB1043-KS2-3
Ball size 1 and 2, including EHA Bibs
£228 85 set

312

Mesh Training Bib

100% polyester breathable airtex style bib. Available in blue, green, pink, red, white
and yellow.
GK1710-S
Small, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
GK1710-S-6
Small, set of 6, please specify colour
£16 10 set
GK1710-M
Medium, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
GK1710-M-6
Medium, set of 6, please specify colour
£16 10 set
GK1710-L
Large, please specify colour
£2 88 ea
GK1710-L-6
Large, set of 6, please specify colour
£16 10 set

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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Handball
£101 20

1

England Handball Approved Quickplay Goal

Endorsed by England Handball. The weighted base and rubber pads help to make the
goal stable on all surfaces and the patented FLEXIPOST design means it can be set up
in under 90 seconds and packed down in the same time. With its small packed size the
goal can be easily carried, supplied with carry bag and net. Ideal training goal for all
levels. Available in two sizes.
HB1039-2.4-1.7
Goal size: 2.4 L x 1.7 H x 1m D
£101 20 ea
HB1039-2.4-1.7-2 Goal size: 2.4 L x 1.7 H x 1m D, 1 pair of goals
£195 50 pr
HB1039-3.0-2.0
Goal size: 3 L x 2 H x 1m D
£120 75 ea
HB1039-3.0-2.0-2 Goal size: 3 L x 2 H x 1m D, 1 pair of goals
£235 75 pr

£257 60

2

Match Fold Handball Goal

Offering the best of both worlds between a fixed aluminium goal and a portable UPVC
design. Featuring an aluminium support frame giving suburb strength and stability and
the UPVC posts incorporate a patented anti-sag design so the crossbar never droops.
All the poles come pre-attached with elastic so no need for instructions. Folds flat for
storage and can then be set back up in 30 seconds. Net is attached with a bungees
system.
HB1044
Goal size: 3 W x 2m H
£257 60 ea
HB1044-2
Goal size: 3 W x 2m H, 1 pair of goals
£497 95 pr

Handball goals have a short run back in comparison to the height of post and must be anchored at all times
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Steel Folding Handball Goals

Manufactured from 80mm square steel, with folding net supports and a detachable back
bar. Fitted with flip up non-marking rubber wheels for easy transportation and storage.
The crossbars and uprights are polyester powder coated and finished in red and white
stripes. Confirms to BSEN749. Regulation goal size 3 W x 2 H x 1.3m Runback.
HB1007
Goal size: 3 W x 2 H x 1.3m Runback
£1376 32 pr
HB1007-NET
2.5mm Handball Net
£118 34 pr
Net |

Competition Handball Goals

Benefitting from an angled side frame and free-hanging net. Manufactured from 80mm
square reinforced aluminium with folding nets support a detachable back bar for ease
of use and storage. The crossbars and uprights are polyester powder coated and
finished in red and white stripes. Complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks. Confirms
to BSEN749. Regulation goal size 3 W x 2 H x 1.3m Runback.
HB1006
Goal size: 3 W x 2 H x 1.3m Runback
£1809 87 pr
HB1006-NET
3mm Handball Net
£258 64 pr

Carry
bag
Net(0)
clips
Ground pegs | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Net hooks
t: +44 (0) 1753
648666
| f: +44
1753 648989Ground
| w: anchors
www.bishopsport.co.uk
|
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Hockey
PLAY-Hok™ sticks are available in varying lengths and stiffness to suit every players
age and ability!

1

PLAY-Hok™

PLAY-Hok™ is a game designed to be played by both boys, girls, men and women. It
is safe, easy to learn and emphasises movement, rather than strength or height. The
number of players vary to suit the size of the playing area available from 3-6 per side and
the game can be enjoyed on indoor surfaces with a puck or a ball or outdoors on tarmac
or grass with a ball. Particularly suited to schools, youth clubs and sports centres.

£77 05

2

3

PLAY-Hok™ School Set

£6 90

PLAY-Hok™ Club Set

The longest stick, at 80cm, it is also the stiffest stick designed for secondary school and
youth club use for children aged 14 years and upwards. Contains 12 sticks, 6 black and
6 white, with 80cm shafts, 2 PLAY-Hok™ air flow balls (dia. 63mm) and 2 pucks. Comes
complete with a holdall.
HK1360-CLU
Club set
£77 05 set
HK2010-CLU-BK Spare stick, black, 80cm
£5 18 ea
HK2010-CLU-WE Spare stick, white, 80cm
£5 18 ea

£6 33

Sponge Foam Ball

Supplied in mixed coloured sets of 12.
SE1090-070-12-PB Dia. 72mm, set of 12

314

PLAY-Hok™ Junior Set

The lightest, most flexible stick, with a 70cm shaft, for use by children up to the age
of 8/9 years old. Contains 12 sticks, 6 red and 6 blue, 3 PLAY-Hok™ air flow balls (dia.
89mm) and 1 foam ball (dia. 70mm). Complete with a holdall.
HK1360-JUN
Junior set
£71 30 set
HK2010-JUN-RD Spare stick, red, 70cm
£4 60 ea
HK2010-JUN-BE Spare stick, blue, 70cm
£4 60 ea
£77 05

A longer, stiffer stick with a 75cm length shaft, for use by children 8-13 years old.
Contains 12 sticks, 6 green and 6 yellow, 2 PLAY-Hok™ air flow balls (dia. 89mm) and 2
pucks. Comes complete with a holdall.
HK1360-SCH
School set
£77 05 set
HK2010-SCH-GN Spare stick, green, 75cm
£4 89 ea
HK2010-SCH-YW Spare stick, yellow, 75cm
£4 89 ea

4

£71 30

5
£6 90 set

£3 74

School Airflow Ball

Supplied in mixed coloured sets of 12.
SE1081-87-12-PB
Dia. 87mm, set of 12

6
£6 33 set

Club Airflow Ball

Supplied in mixed coloured sets of 12.
SE1081-62-12-PB
Dia. 62mm, set of 12
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Hockey
£241 50

SAVE!

2
1

Safa Hockey Set

The design allows the SAFA blade to be moulded directly onto the shaft and the skin
of the blade will not wear, peel nor mark or damage floors. The reinforced polyethylene
shaft (length: 91cm) features an anti-slip grip. Set contains 12 SAFA Hockey Sticks, 2
Soft Vinyl Balls and is supplied in a holdall.
HK1440
Safa hockey set
£241 50 set
HK1460-RD
Spare stick, red
£21 85 ea
HK1460-YW
Spare stick, yellow
£21 85 ea

£195 50

Safa Street Hockey Sets

The design allows the SAFA blade to be moulded directly onto the shaft and the skin
of the blade will not wear, peel nor mark or damage floors. The reinforced polyethylene
shaft is available in two lengths, either Junior (length: 76cm) or Senior (length: 91cm),
both featuring an anti-slip grip. Set contains 12 SAFA Street Hockey Sticks, 2 Soft Vinyl
Balls and is supplied in a holdall.
HK1420-JUN
Junior set
£195 50 set
HK1420-SEN
Senior set
£207 00 set
HK1480-JUN-RD Spare junior stick, red, 76cm
£14 95 ££11 50 ea
HK1480-JUN-YW Spare junior stick, yellow, 76cm
£14 95 ££11 50 ea
HK1480-SEN-RD Spare senior stick, red, 91cm
£14 95 ££11 50 ea
HK1480-SEN-YW Spare senior stick, yellow, 91cm
£14 95 ££11 50 ea

£37 95

£228 85

su

pp l i e d

x2

i n pa i r s

3

PLAY-Hok™ Hockey Goals

4

Ideal for use with our PLAY-Hok™ and SAFA Hockey products. Made from PVC
reinforced with ABS plastic. Supplied complete with net and available in two sizes.
HK2050-SMA
Size: 1.00 W x 0.60m H
£37 95 ea
HK2050-LRG
Size: 1.40 W x 1.05m H
£52 90 ea

Steel Mini Hockey Goals

Manufactured from steel tube (dia. 22mm) that is polyester powder coated for a durable,
scratch resistant finish. Features folding side frames and detachable back bar for easy
storage. Supplied with nets.
HK1830-100-140 Size: 1.00 W x 1.40m H
£228 85 pr

£2 30

5

6

SAFABALL™ Vinyl Ball & Puck

Bright orange and designed for maximum safety and excellent playability.
HK1170
Ball, dia. 70mm
HK1170-12
Ball, bag of 12
HK1180
Puck, dia. 75mm
HK1180-12
Puck, bag of 12

£109 25

£2 30 ea
£26 45 set
£2 30 ea
£26 45 set

Foam Street Hockey Kit

This safe, rubber foam, street hockey set is ideal for introducing young children to the
game. The shaft length is 71cm with an overall length being 84cm. Available as a single
stick and ball or as a set which includes 12 Sticks and 12 Yellow PVC balls (dia. 66mm)
supplied in a holdall.

SE6440-12
SE6440

Single Stick and Ball

£109 25 set
£9 20 set
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Hockey
Graphics
may vary

£201 25

Available for Primary and
Secondary players!

1

MasterSport® Hockey Coaching Kit

Contains all the equipment needed to play and teach hockey. The kit includes 16 MasterSport® Attack Hockey Sticks (Primary kit: 8 each of length 30” and 32”, Secondary kit: 8
each of length 32” and 34”), 20 Hockey Balls (Primary kit: Mini Hockey Balls, Secondary kit: Training Hockey Balls), 16 Plain Training Bibs (8 each of 2 colours), a Set of 25 Space
Markers, a drawstring bag and a holdall.
HK3180-JUN Primary kit
£201 25 set
HK3180-SEN Secondary kit
£201 25 set
WAS

£241 50
NOW

£228.85

SAVE!

Premium kit supplied with Bibs
and Space Markers

2

Slazenger Coaching Pack

An excellent hockey equipment package which is ideal for both school and club use. The holdall is designed with easy to carry handles and a durable build, making the equipment
easy to transport and use. Available in either a premium or standard version, both contain 24 Panther Hockey Sticks (12 each of length 34” and 36”), 24 Training Dimple Balls and
a Slazenger Holdall. The premium kit also includes 12 Training Bibs and 40 Space Markers.
HK3660-STD
Standard
£241 50 ££228 85 set
HK3660-PRE
Premium
£299 00 ££274 85 set
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£2 30

1

MasterSport® Match Dimple Ball

An ideal school or club match ball. PVC construction with
cork centre. Suitable for all surfaces.

HK3690-WE
HK3690-WE-12 Bag of 12

£2 30 ea
£25 30 doz

2

MasterSport® Poly Vinyl Ball

An ideal practice ball for schools and clubs. With its
smooth PVC construction it is great for all levels of play.
Available in orange, white or yellow.
HK1930
Please specify colour
£1 73 ea
HK1930-12
Bag of 12 assorted balls
£20 13 doz

£21 85

su

pp l i e d

5

MasterSport® Dimple Ball

pp l i e d

£2 01 ea
£23 00 doz
£28 75

pp l i e d

MasterSport® Mini Ball

This ball is designed for developing players' ball skills.
With its smaller size and lighter weight, it is ideal for
enhancing dribbling and ball control.

HK3010
HK3010-12

Bag of 12

£1 73 ea
£19 55 doz

pp l i e d

Slazenger Training Ball

8

in sets

Slazenger Indoor Ball

pp l i e d

9

Excellent quality indoor ball. Specially weighted for
indoor hockey.
HK3070-12
Bag of 12
£31 05 doz

£31 05

pp l i e d

Great value practice ball. Ideal for school and club use.
Assorted colours.
HK3120
Bag of 12
£31 05 doz

bl

pp l i e d

x12

in sets

Mercian Practice Dimple Ball

£46 00

su

x12

in sets

Mercian Match Dimple Ball

High quality dimpled rotary-moulded PVC match ball,
suitable for all surfaces.
HK3110-12
Set of 12
£49 45 doz

£35 65

su

x12

pp l i e d

x12

in sets

PVC hollow centre ball in assorted colours ideal for clubs
and school training. Suitable for all surfaces.
HK3050
Dimple, bag of 12
£29 90 doz
HK3060
Smooth, bag of 12
£29 90 doz

Slazenger Match Dimple Ball

£49 45

su

x12

in sets

6

Exceptional value white match ball. Suitable for all
surfaces.
HK3000-12
Bag of 12
£28 75 doz

£31 05

su

x12

bk

Bag of 12

in sets

£29 90

su

HK2140
HK2140-12

su

Dimpled PVC construction, ideal for practice. Available in
rainbow or white.
HK2130-RB-12 Rainbow, bag of 12
£21 85 doz
HK2130-WE-12 White, bag of 12
£21 85 doz

7

MasterSport® Smooth Ball

x12

in sets

su

3

With its smooth PVC construction and bright colour, this
ball is ideal for practice and match use and can be easily
identified on the field.

£1 73

x12

4

£2 01

£1 73

in sets

Mercian Mini Ball

A full size hockey ball designed for mini hockey. The
lighter weight helps skill development in control, passing
and shooting. Weight: 99g.
HK3080-12
Set of 12
£35 65 doz

bm

Mercian Indoor Ball

Plastic match and training ball specifically designed with
a harder finish to minimise friction on indoor surfaces.
Ideal for school and club use.
HK3090-12
Set of 12
£46 00 doz
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Hockey
£7 48

1

£8 05

2

MasterSport® Attack Hockey Stick

Excellent value stick designed to accommodate the requirements of the school player.
Constructed using graded materials and has a multi-ply handle for strength & flexibility,
a 1 piece mulberry blade for control and a durable comfort grip. Available in 4 sizes, as
singles or in a holdall of 12.
HK1210-28
28”, single stick
£7 48 ea
HK1210-28-12
28”, holdall of 12
£97 75 set
HK1210-30
30”, single stick
£7 48 ea
HK1210-30-12
30”, holdall of 12
£97 75 set
HK1210-32
32”, single stick
£7 48 ea
HK1210-32-12
32”, holdall of 12
£97 75 set
HK1210-34
34”, single stick
£7 48 ea
HK1210-34-12
34”, holdall of 12
£97 75 set
£9 20

3

Slazenger Panther Hockey Sticks

A great entry level school stick, with a PVC grip and fibreglass reinforced head making it
very durable. Complete with a ply handle, this stick is a superb all round starting point.
Available in 5 sizes, as singles or in a holdall of 12.
HK3610-28
28”, single stick
£8 05 ea
HK3610-28-12
28”, holdall of 12
£96 60 set
HK3610-30
30", single stick
£8 05 ea
HK3610-30-12
30”, holdall of 12
£96 60 set
HK3610-32
32”, single stick
£8 05 ea
HK3610-32-12
32”, holdall of 12
£96 60 set
HK3610-34
34”, single stick
£8 05 ea
HK3610-34-12
34”, holdall of 12
£96 60 set
HK3610-36
36”, single stick
£8 05 ea
HK3610-36-12
36”, holdall of 12
£96 60 set
£51 75

Slazenger Mega Hockey Stick

Good quality durable school hockey stick, ideal first stick with added stiffness from
glassfibre reinforcing and a cushion grip. Available in 2 sizes, as singles or in a holdall
of 12.
HK1320-34
34”, single stick
£9 20 ea
HK1320-34-12
34”, holdall of 12
£110 40 set
HK1320-36
36”, single stick
£9 20 ea
HK1320-36-12
36”, holdall of 12
£110 40 set
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4

Hockey Stick Rack

Freestanding powder coated steel hockey stick rack, which can hold up to 35 hockey
sticks. Available with or without heavy duty wheels and a large handle for easy
manoeuvrability.
HK2210
Without wheels
£51 75 ea
HK2210-WHE
With wheels and handle
£63 83 ea
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Hockey
£10 35

1

Slazenger Astra Stick

£16 10

2

Good quality durable school stick, ideal first stick with
fibreglass reinforcement at the toe for wear resistance.
Complete with a mulberry handle for strength and added
flexibility.
HK3200-36
36”
£10 35 ea

Slazenger Urban Comp Stick

Ideal stick for school, college or club use. It has a
laminated shape head and a bow design shaft which is
reinforced with graphite and fibre.
HK1290-34
34”
£16 10 ea
HK1290-36
36”
£16 10 ea

Graphics
may vary

£19 55

£17 25

3

£20 70

£8 63

6
4

Slazenger Flick Indoor Stick

Perfect for a beginner with a lightweight construction and
a smooth J-head for excellent ball control.
HK3630-36
36”
£19 55 ea

5

Slazenger Pro Goalie Stick

Reinforced with graphite and fibreglass, its curved shape
and enlarged head gives it a greater stopping area.
HK3650-37
37”
£20 70 ea

£10 35

SAVE!

8
7

Mercian Scorpion FGB Stick

A traditional wooden stick which is fibreglass bound with
a PU grip, making it very rugged, durable and perfect for
beginners looking to start the game.
HK1450
34”, 36"
£10 35 ea

Slazenger Flick Classic Stick

Ideal for more advanced players who demand a sharper
look and feel. The lightweight wood construction offers
the desired power and control.
HK3640-36
36”
£17 25 ea

Mercian Scorpion Stick

A great value stick that is great for school use. It boasts a
wooden construction with a stickered finish to add to its
strength, this hockey stick also has a mulberry head and
a PU grip. Please specify size.
HK1190
30", 32”, 34”, 36”
£8 63 ea

WAS

£20 70

£17 25

NOW

£14.

95

Mercian Barracuda Stick

An innovative style stick that is ideally suited for use
on playgrounds and hard courts but can be used on
conventional AstroTurf or grass pitches. It has a solid
polypropylene construction which gives it superb
durability on abrasive surfaces. Complete with a soft
touch grip. Please specify size.
HK3480
30”, 32”, 34”, 36” £20 70 ££14 95 ea

9

Grays Rogue Stick

An excellent entry level stick, with an enlarged Maxi head
shape to help develop young player’s master technical
skills. Complete with a soft feel cushioned PVC grip.
Please specify size.
HK3310
26”, 28", 30” 32”, 34½”, 35½” £17 25 ea
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Hockey
£1 15

1

£10 93

Boil and Bite Mouthguards

Hygienic gum shield, available in black, clear, fluorescent,
red.
RG1510-JUN
Junior, please specify colour £1 15 ea
RG1510-SEN
Senior, please specify colour £1 15 ea
RG1510-JUN-12 Junior, pack of 12
£12 65 pk
RG1510-SEN-12 Senior, pack of 12
£12 65 pk
£86 25

4

2

£37 95

3

Grays Shield Shin Guards

High impact plastic shell, shock absorbing, high density
foam lining, fixed soft ankle disc and achilles padding
ideal for young club and school players. Available in
small, medium and large. Blue only.
HK3460-SMA Small
£10 93 pr
HK3460-MED Medium
£10 93 pr
HK3460-LRG Large
£10 93 pr
£70 15

Slazenger Phantom Extreme

High impact resistant shell for excellent protection
with a carbon steel facemask. Moulded for comfort
with adjustable back plate, straps and complete with a
padded zip-up storage bag.
HK1260-J
Junior
£86 25 ea
HK1260-S
Senior
£86 25 ea

5

£47 15

Grays Nitro Padded Shorts

Full length padded shorts with polymer armour and high
density foam padding. Large mesh panels aid ventilation
and jointed design for dynamic keeping. Padding is
removable to allow garment to be washed.
HK3810-SMA Waist size: 26-30”
£70 15 ea
HK3810-MED Waist size: 30-34”
£70 15 ea
HK3810-LRG Waist size: 34-36”
£70 15 ea

Colours may
vary

£86 25

6

Mercian Pro Body Armour

Features multiple adjustment points and offers high protection levels. Suitable for use at all levels.
HK3770-MIN Size: Mini
HK3770-MID Size: Midi

320

£86 25 ea
£86 25 ea

Grays Nitro Body Armour

An ergonomically jointed design to aid dynamic
movement. This body armour features fully armoured
shoulders with a high density foam backing.
HK3800-SMA Chest size: 38”
£47 15 ea
HK3800-MED Chest size: 40”
£47 15 ea
HK3800-LRG Chest size: 42”
£39 10 ea
£14 95

8
7

Grays Face Mask

A high impact resistant polycarbonate shell face mask
designed for defending short corners. Featuring dual
density foam padding with adjustable straps. Available in
junior or senior size.
HK3700-JUN Size: 54-56cm
£37 95 ea
HK3700-JUN-4 Set of 4
£152 95 set
HK3700-SEN Size: 56-58cm
£42 55 ea
HK3700-SEN-4 Set of 4
£174 80 set

Slazenger Goalie Smock

This lightweight polyester goalie smock is a perfect
addition to the Slazenger Academy Goalkeeping Kit
(HK1560).
HK3670-MED Medium
£14 95 ea
HK3670-LRG Large
£14 95 ea
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£228 85

1

Slazenger Academy Goalie Set

£169 05

2

Made of a lightweight medium density foam for excellent protection. Easily put on and
removed using the hook and loop fasteners and easy release clips. Set comprises
kickers, leg guards, gauntlets, chest protector and a holdall.
HK1560-JUN
Junior, 9-11 yrs
£228 85 set
HK1560-SEN
Senior, 11-13 yrs
£263 35 set

Grays G90 Junior Goalie Set

Designed for those playing regularly in schools and junior club hockey. Set includes
kickers, leg guards, hand protectors and a chest pad provided in a mesh duffle sack.
Available in black/red or lime/fluorescent yellow. Suitable for ages 10-12.
HK3780-BK-RD Black/red
£169 05 set
HK3780-GN-YW Lime/fluorescent yellow
£169 05 set

£228 85

£235 75

M in

Ma

4
3

Grays G100 Junior Goalie Set

Dual density foam gives a durable outer layer for sliding and a soft comfortable lining.
Set includes kickers, leg guards and hand protectors provided in a mesh duffle sack.
Available in black/red or lime/fluorescent yellow. Suitable for ages 12-14.
HK3790-BK-RD Black/red
£228 85 set
HK3790-GN-YW Lime/fluorescent yellow
£228 85 set

i - Ye llo w

Mi

d i - O ra n g e

xi - G re e n

Mercian Goalkeeping Sets

The optimum combination of weight, protection and rebound for young goalkeepers.
Made from a lightweight high density foam combination, with good protection levels
and high rebound characteristics. Set includes kickers, leg guards and hand protectors.
Available in 3 sizes.
HK3740-MIN-SET Mini Set, leg guard length: 43cm
£235 75 set
HK3740-MID-SET Midi Set, leg guard length: 47cm
£247 25 set
HK3740-MAX-SET Maxi Set, leg guard length: 51cm
£273 13 set
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£24 15

£6 90

£6 04

3
1

Sport Write Coaching Board

Robust dry wipe board offering both full and half pitch
options. Supplied with marker pen and bag.
ST1490-HOC Size: 42 L x 32cm W
£24 15 ea
£5 46

2

Umpires Wallet

Green, yellow and red cards, with a simple score pad in a
transparent waterproof pack.

£6 90 ea

HK3730
£6 33

£52 90

6
4

Karakal Replacement Stick Grips

Non-slip, super absorbent PU replacement PU grips.
HK1620-1
Individual grip, colours may vary £5 46 ea
HK1620
Box of 24 assorted colours £125 35 set

5

Space Markers

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 mixed colours or as a set
of 50 white only. Dia. 20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set
SE1250-050-WE Set of 50, white only
£11 21 set

Slazenger Duffle Bag

Ideal for storing and transporting balls to and from
practice sessions and games.

Complete with net, net
clips & ground anchors

Samba Target Goals

Constructed from white PVC tubing (dia. 68mm) and
featuring sprung button locking fixings; supplied
complete with net, net clips and ground anchors.

FB2350-1.22-0.66

£6 33 ea FB2350-1.22-0.66-2

CK4740

£132 25

Pair

£52 90 ea
£97 75 pr

£200 68

England Hockey
recommended size for
playground use
7

Samba Mini Hockey Goal

8

Size recommended by England Hockey for playground use (age 7 – 11yrs). Constructed
from uPVC tubing (dia. 68mm) with a locking frame to keep the goal tight and secure.
Supplied as a pair complete with nets, net clips and a storage bag.
HK2170-MIN-2
Size: 2.43 W x 0.6 H x 0.6m runback
£132 25 pr
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Samba Junior Hockey Goal

Easily assembled and are suitable for school or club use. Constructed from uPVC
tubing (dia. 68mm) and supplied complete with net, net clips, ground anchors and bag.
HK2170-JUN-1
Size: 3.05 W x 1.83 H x 1.27m runback
£200 68 ea
HK2170-JUN-2
Size: 3.05 W x 1.83 H x 1.27m runback
£396 75 pr

Net (0) 1753 648666
Carry
Net 648989
clips
Ground anchors
Ground
pegs
Net hooks
| t: +44
| bag
f: +44 (0) 1753
| w: www.bishopsport.co.uk
| e:
sales@bishopsport.co.uk
|
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Regulation or
practice backboard

W

Nets are not included

1

£1246 72

£1373 22

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

h e e l k it

Nets are not included

2

Harrod UK Freestanding Hockey Goals

These goals are designed for junior club and school use, complete with wooden
backboards (height 46cm), painted green. Made from 50mm square, 2mm thick section
steel with detachable side frames. The crossbars are complete with synthetic net hooks
and four 25.4mm thick back supports and four board support rails for extra strength.
The bottom plates on the uprights can be fitted with optional fully inflatable “flip-over”
style wheels, making them easy to transport and also protects the playing surface.
Conforms to BSEN750. Weight: 155kgs for the pair.
HK1020-450
Size: 3.66 W x 2.13 H x 1.22m runback
£1246 72 pr
HK1160
Goal Net
£247 25 pr
HK1060
Optional Wheel Kit
£270 60 set

W

rr i age

h e e l k it

Harrod UK Premier Hockey Goals

These goals are suited for any weather condition and have an additional top back bar
for added strength. Powder coated white 50mm square, 2mm thick steel uprights and
crossbar, complete with net retaining rods and 25mm square zinc plated back tubes.
Available with either painted green wooden or PVC backboards (height 46cm). The
bottom plates on the uprights can be fitted with optional fully inflatable “flip-over” style
wheels, making them easy to transport and also protects the playing surface. Conforms
to BSEN750. Weight: 190kgs for the pair. Size: 3.66 W x 2.13 H x 1.22 runback.
HK1030-WOD
With wooden backboards
£1373 22 pr
HK1030-PVC
With PVC backboards
£1607 93 pr
HK1160
Goal Net
£247 25 pr
HK1060
Optional Wheel Kit
£270 60 set

Freestanding hockey goals can be used on synthetic and grass pitches but must be anchored to conform to BS EN 750.
See page 234 for more details.

3

te

£3999 36

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

e

ls

Nets are not included

In

Folding goal

£1640 13

g ral w h e

Harrod UK Folding/Wheelaway Hockey Goals

Folding hockey goal with integral wheels. The backboard simply lifts out, the wheels
are engaged and it is ready to be moved by two adults. With heavy duty hinged folding
side frames and large heavy duty wheels, this goal is suitable for both school and club
use. The uprights and cross bars are made from 50mm square steel, whilst the side
frame is made of 25mm square steel. They come complete with painted green wooden
backboards (height 46cm). Conforms to BSEN750. Weight: 213kgs for the pair.
HK1580
Size: 3.66 W x 2.13 H x 1.22m runback
£1640 13 pr
HK1160
Goal Net
£247 25 pr

rr i age

Nets are not included

4

Harrod UK Integral Weighted Hockey Goals

The official goal for the London 2012 and Rio 2016 olympics. Uniquely designed integral
weighted goal has been developed to meet BSEN standards for freestanding goals.
The goals are safe to use at all times, eliminating the users responsibility of attaching
separate anchorage. The unique roller system allows easy manoeuvrability on all
synthetic surfaces.
HK3470
Size: 3.66 W x 2.13 H x 1.22m runback
£3999 36 pr
HK3470-N
Goal Net
£244 84 pr
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Lacrosse
Pop Lacrosse
www.bishopsport.co.uk/pop-lacrosse

POP
LACROSSE

Pop Lacrosse is an exciting and fun game played between two teams of boys and girls. English
Lacrosse has designed this mini form of the game as an introduction for young children, and is
ideally suited to Primary Schools.
The rules and equipment are specially designed to be safe and be able to adapt to a variety of
situations. Most of all, Pop Lacrosse is a fun game which enables all participants to be involved.
English Lacrosse organises the National Pop Lacrosse Tournament each year with schools
competing in local and then regional qualifying rounds.

Set of
6 Blue Sticks,
6 Red Sticks
and
6 Balls

£74 75

Bishop Sports and
Leisure were the chosen
supplier of the Pop
Lacrosse equipment
as used by the English
Lacrosse Association in
the Community Lacrosse
Games.

The Community Lacrosse Games

Running alongside the Men’s Lacrosse World Championships, the English Lacrosse Association organised The Community Lacrosse Games with the aim to leave a Lacrosse
legacy in the UK. Over 200 teams competed in these games which were made up from Junior Club teams, Primary School Pop Lacrosse teams and Secondary School teams.

1

Junior Pop Lacrosse Set

Ideal for introducing a young person to the game of Lacrosse as the sticks have a shorter shaft which makes them easier to control. Set includes 12 Sticks (6 each of blue and
red), 6 Vinyl Pop Lacrosse Balls and a holdall. Shaft length 69cm.
LC1001-SET
Complete Set
£74 75 set
LC1001-BE
Spare Blue Stick
£4 60 ea
LC1001-RD
Spare Red Stick
£4 60 ea
£111 55

2

£2 01

Mini Pop Lacrosse

An authentic Lacrosse Stick Head but with a shorter shaft to assist with catching and
throwing Lacrosse Balls. Set includes 12 sticks (6 each of blue and red) 6 Vinyl Pop
Lacrosse Balls and a holdall. Shaft length 11cm.
LC1003-SET
Complete Set
£111 55 set
LC1003-BE
Spare Blue Stick
£8 05 ea
LC1003-RD
Spare Red Stick
£8 05 ea
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3

Pop Lacrosse Ball

Lightweight and hardwearing vinyl ball. Dia. 7cm. Weight 85g.
LC1002
Single ball
LC1002-6
Bag of 6
LC1002-12
Bag of 12

£2 01 ea
£12 65 set
£24 15 set
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Lacrosse

POP

£120 75

LACROSSE
Sets of 12
Sticks and 6
Balls, with a
Holdall

1

Pop Lacrosse Set

Pop Lacrosse is a safe version of Lacrosse that is suitable for both indoors and outdoors. Set contains 12 Pop Lacrosse Sticks (6 Sticks of one colour and 6 of another colour), 6
Vinyl Pop Lacrosse Balls and a holdall. Shaft length 100cm.
LC1004-RB-SET Set with Blue and Red Sticks
£120 75 set
LC1004-GY-SET Set with Green and Yellow Sticks
£120 75 set
LC1002-6
Spare balls, bag of 6
£12 65 set
£138 00

2

Pop Lacrosse Target Game

Developed to assist in the skills of passing and shooting accuracy and can be used for a variety of games all aiding in the development of the early skills required to progress onto
a real game. The set includes 8 Pop Lacrosse Sticks (2 each of blue, green, red, yellow), 24 hook and loop Foam Balls, (6 each of blue, green, red, yellow) and a hook and loop
Pop Up Target. Sticks and Balls supplied in a holdall.

£138 00 set

LC1023
£8 63

3

£9 78

Pop Lacrosse Stick

A light weight robust metal shaft attached to a soft flexible plastic scoop with large
catching area. Shaft length: 100cm. Available in blue, green, red, yellow.
LC1004-BE
Blue
£8 63 ea
LC1004-RD
Red
£8 63 ea
LC1004-GN
Green
£8 63 ea
LC1004-YW
Yellow
£8 63 ea

4

Hook and Loop Foam Balls

These foam balls feature hook and loop patches that enable the ball to stick to soft
fabrics. Available in a set of 12 mixed colours or buckets of 48.
SE8540-12-PB
Dia. 6.5cm, set of 12, mixed colours
£9 78 set
SE8540-48
Dia. 6.5cm, bucket of 48, mixed colours
£41 40 set
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Lacrosse

POP

£230 00

LACROSSE

1

Pop Lacrosse Small Sided Game Set

Small sided games are more fun and can lead to greater player involvement. Set includes 16 Pop Lacrosse Sticks (4 of four different colours), 10 Pop Lacrosse Balls and a holdall.
Available with or without a pair of Pop Up Goals (size: 1.1m W x 76cm H).
LC1027-GOL
With 2 Pop Up Goals, size: 1.1m W x 76cm H
£230 00 set
LC1027
Without goals
£166 75 set
ST1300-SMA
Spare Pop Up Goal, size: 1.1m W x 76cm H
£17 25 ea
£379 50

2

Pop Lacrosse Skill Development Kit

This kit will allow you to deliver and compete in Lacrosse at any location. Set includes 32 Pop Lacrosse Sticks (8 of four different colours), 36 Pop Lacrosse Balls and a holdall.
Available with or without Goals (size: 91 W x 91cm H).
LC1019-GOL
With 2 V Back Lacrosse Goals, size: 91 W x 91cm H
£379 50 set
LC1019
Without goals
£316 25 set
LC1007-3-3
Spare Goal, size: 91 W x 91cm H
£36 80 set
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Lacrosse
NEW!

1

£36 80

STX Stallion 50 Youth Lacrosse Stick

A perfect transition stick between Pop and full field Lacrosse. Designed with a shorter and thinner handle for easier handling and the head is moulded with softer material to
provide a forgiving response. Shaft length: 71cm. Boy’s stick, not legal in league play. Also available as a set of 6 Sticks, 6 Lacrosse Balls in a holdall.
LC1031
Stick only
£36 80 ea
LC1031-KIT
Set of 6 sticks, 6 balls and a holdall
£224 25 set

SAVE!

WAS

£31 57

NEW!

NOW

£23.00

3
2

DeBeer Lacrosse Stick Bag

Manufactured from durable ‘rip stop’ material. Features an external goggle pocket and
adjustable shoulder strap. Colours may vary.
LC1010
Size: 106 L x 20 W x 10cm H
£31 57 ££23 00 ea

£44 85

STX Lilly Youth Lacrosse Stick

A perfect transition stick between Pop and full field Lacrosse. Benefits from a wide face
with flat style scoop and the lower sidewalls (not typical in an entry level stick) allow for
a larger mesh pocket. Shaft length: 71cm. Girl’s stick, not legal in league play. Colours
may vary. Also available as a set of 6 Sticks, 6 Lacrosse Balls in a holdall.
LC1030
Stick only
£44 85 ea
LC1030-KIT
Set of 6 sticks, 6 balls and a holdall
£281 75 set
£2 88

4

MasterSport® Lacrosse Balls

Regulation rubber Lacrosse Balls. Available in standard white (Men’s game), yellow (Women’s game) and orange or in neon green or pink. Offered as singles, sets of 6, buckets
of 48 or sets of 120. The Balls meet National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletics Equipment (NOCSAE) and National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
specifications. Please specify colour when ordering.

LC1016
LC1016-6
LC1016-48
LC1016-48-MIX
LC1016-120

Standard, please specify colour
Standard, set of 6, please specify colour
Standard, bucket of 48, please specify colour
Standard, mixed bucket of 48
Standard, set of 120, please specify colour

£2 88 ea
£16 10 set
£71 30 set
£71 30 set
£149 50 set

LC1016
LC1016-6
LC1016-48
LC1016-120

Neon, please specify colour
Neon, set of 6, please specify colour
Neon, bucket of 48, please specify colour
Neon, set of 120, please specify colour

£3 45 ea
£17 25 set
£86 25 set
£166 75 set
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Lacrosse
£593 52

£120 75

Regulation
size goal
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1

Freestanding Lacrosse Goals

A regulation size freestanding goal, with its uprights, crossbar and base frame all
manufactured from white polyester powder coated steel. This goal benefits from a zinc
plated central net support, dia 32mm. Supplied with two 'U' peg anchors. When using
optional counterbalance weights, the recommendation is 3 weights per goal. Square
frame size 5cm (2mm thick). Goal size 1.8 H x 1.8m W. Net sold separately.
LC1012
Posts only
£593 52 pr
LC1012-N
Net only, 2mm thick
£164 34 pr
£36 80

2

Portable Lacrosse Goal

A regulation size, portable goal that is manufactured from steel tube. Frame size dia.
38mm (1mm thick). Goal size 1.8 H x 1.8m W. Supplied with a 3mm polyester net.
LC1013
Posts and net
£120 75 ea
LC1013-2
Pair of posts and nets
£235 75 pr
£17 25

The triangular shaped base of a Lacrosse
goal takes up less space and leaves more
room in the crease around the goal.
3

V-Back Lacrosse Goal

Quick and easy to set up and has the same design as a regular Lacrosse goal, which
will allow for play around the goal. The goal is manufactured from plastic which makes
it light and portable. Available in two sizes.
LC1007-3-3
Goal size 91 W x 91cm H
£36 80 ea
LC1007-3-3-2
Pair, goal size 91 W x 91cm H
£69 00 pr
LC1007-6-6
Goal size 1.8 W x 1.8m H
£65 55 ea
LC1007-6-6-2
Pair, goal size 1.8 W x 1.8m H
£126 50 pr
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4

Pop-Up Goal

A polyester fabric goal that opens and folds in seconds. Available in two sizes.
ST1300-SMA
Goal size: 1.1m W x 76cm H
£17 25
ST1300-LRG
Goal size: 1.5 W x 1.1m H
£23 00
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Line Marking
£57 50

£195 50

Se

t

1

Wheeled Applicator

Ideal for line marking on grass, gravel, playgrounds,
sports pitches and car parks. For use with Line Marking
Spray Paint (LM1250).

2

Easy to use for marking and stencilling. For use with Line
Marking Spray Paint (LM1250).

£143 ea LM1270

LM1260

3

Hand Held Applicator

75

Line Marking Spray Paint

£195 50 ea
£55 43

pp l i e d

5

i n pa i r s

Harrod WM1 Line Markers

Suitable for use on grass pitches features large 18 litre
tanks. For use with Fieldmaster Fluid (LM1090).
LM1020-050
With 50mm wheel
£361 91 ea
LM1020-076
With 76mm wheel
£361 91 ea
LM1020-100
With 100mm wheel
£413 66 ea

6

Suitable for temporary marking on playgrounds for all
sorts of games and activities. Size: 4 L x 2 W x 2cm H.

Fieldmaster Fluid

White, weather proof fluid for sports ground marking. Use
with Harrod WM1 Line Marker (LM1020).
LM1090
(2 x 10L drums)
£55 43 per 20ltr

£130 53

£3 16

9

Playground Chalk

Box of 16

Sharpliner 4 Wheel Applicator

£361 91

£2 01

SE1300
SE1300-16

wi

x2

An economical way to produce hardwearing, clear lines.
Suitable for use on a variety of surfaces with Wheeled and
Hand Held Applicators (LM1260, LM1270 and LM1060).
Available in black, blue, green, orange, red, white, yellow.
LM1250
Permanent
£9 20 ea
LM1250-WE-TEM Temporary, white only
£9 20 ea

8

Line Marking Tape Machine

Easy to use and saves time marking out any indoor
recreational area or multi-use sports hall.

£2 per block
£28 75 per box LM1280
01

nt li n e

Provides an even application of paint. Easily adjusted to
mark out different line widths of 5cm, 7cm, 8.5cm and
10cm. For use with Line Marking Spray Paint (LM1250).

su

7

f e re

£57 50 ea LM1060

£9 20

4

d if

dt

hs

£143 75

£130 53 ea

Line Marking Tape

Self-adhesive and suitable for indoor recreational areas
or multi-use sports halls. Available in black, blue, green,
red, white, yellow. Length 33m.
LM1190-38
38mm W, please specify colour £3 16 ea
LM1190-50
50mm W, please specify colour £4 03 ea
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Netball
High 5 Netball

High 5 is the massively popular entry game of Netball, designed by England Netball specifically for children, aged 9-11. There are five players on court and up to four off-court
roles and it can be for mixed or single-sex teams. A key part of High 5 is that players rotate positions, meaning all young people get to experience every position on court
making them a more adaptable player as they get older.

£224 25

1

High 5 Netball Kit

Contents include 8 MasterPlay® High 5 Netballs (Size 4), 4 High 5 Netball Bib Sets (16 each of 2 colours), 1 Stirrup pump and a bag.

NB1270
£6 61

£8 63

£9 20

4
2

SAFABALL™ SoftTouch Netball

Has a soft tactile surface and is intended as an entry level
ball, it is less likely to sting when caught and so helps to
build confidence. Colour yellow.
NB2130
Size 4
£6 61 ea
NB2130-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£71 30 set
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3

£224 25 set

MasterPlay® High 5 Netball

Very durable cellular rubber, nylon wound training netball,
suitable for indoor/outdoor use, and boasting exceptional
grip properties and a soft touch.
NB2110-4
Size 4, yellow/lime green
£8 63 ea
NB2110-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£90 85 set

Gilbert® High 5 Netball

An entry level training netball suitable for indoor or
outdoor use; featuring a hard wearing, robust blended
rubber surface, cotton Hydratec laminated construction
and a synthetic latex bladder, it also boasts an embossed
Duragrip pimple design to aid with all-weather grip.
NB2360-4
Size 4, multicoloured
£9 20 ea
NB2360-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£95 45 set
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Netball
£126 50

1

MasterSport® Netball Kit

£126 50

2

Includes 10 Rubber Netballs, 2 Mesh Netball Bib Sets (7 each of 2 colours), 1 Bib Bag
and a Storage Sack. Available with an optional pair of portable telescopic Netball Posts
with padding (height adjustable from 2.44 to 3.05m).
NB2470-JUN
Junior Kit: with Size 4 Balls & Medium Bibs
£126 50 set
NB2470-JUN-POS Junior Kit: with Posts
£304 75 set
NB2470-SEN
Secondary Kit: with Size 5 Balls & Large Bibs
£126 50 set
NB2470-SEN-POS Secondary Kit: with Posts
£304 75 set

Netball Training Kit

Includes 10 Gilbert® Training Netballs, 2 Mesh Netball Bib Sets (7 each of 2 colours),
1 Bib Bag and a Storage Sack. Available with an optional pair of portable telescopic
Netball Posts with padding (height adjustable from 2.44 to 3.05m).
NB2480-JUN
Junior Kit: with Size 4 Balls & Medium Bibs
£126 50 set
NB2480-JUN-POS Junior Kit: with Posts
£304 75 set
NB2480-SEN
Secondary Kit: with Size 5 Balls & Large Bibs
£126 50 set
NB2480-SEN-POS Secondary Kit: with Posts
£304 75 set

£149 50

3

MasterPlay® Netball Coaching Kits

£205 85

4

Includes 7 MasterPlay® Rubber Netballs, 3 MasterPlay® Official Netballs, 2 Cotton
Netball Bib Sets (7 each of 2 colours) and a bag.
NB2300-JUN
Junior Kit: with Size 4 Balls & Medium Bibs
£149 50 set
NB2300-SEN
Secondary Kit: with Size 5 Balls & Large Bibs
£161 00 set

Gilbert® Netball Coaching Kits

Includes 7 Gilbert® All Purpose Trainer Netballs, 3 Gilbert® Pulse Netballs, 2 Gilbert®
Netball Bib Sets (7 each of 2 colours) & 1 Gilbert® Breathable Ball Sack.
NB2310-JUN
Junior Kit: with Size 4 Balls & Medium Bibs
£205 85 set
NB2310-SEN
Secondary Kit: with Size 5 Balls & Large Bibs
£205 85 set
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Netball
NOW

£6.90

1

£6 90

SAVE!

2

MasterPlay® Rubber Netball

A very durable, nylon wound rubber ball, suitable for indoor or outdoor use in schools
and clubs.
NB1260-4
Size 4, orange
£8 63 ££6 90 ea
NB1260-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£92 00 ££74 75 set
NB1260-5
Size 5, orange
£8 63 ££7 48 ea
NB1260-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£92 00 ££80 50 set
£7 19

3

£9 49

MasterPlay® Official Netball

4

Featuring an embossed, high grip rubber surface with 3-ply construction, suitable for
indoor or outdoor use in schools and clubs.
NB2020-4
Size 4, white/red
£7 19 ea
NB2020-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£78 20 set
NB2020-5
Size 5, white/red
£7 19 ea
NB2020-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£78 20 set
£11

Mitre® Oasis Netballs

Fully moulded training netball featuring a vibrant design and a high grip, bold grain
pimple embossed surface for excellent feel and durability. Fitted with a high air retention
bladder. Available in orange or pink/blue. Please specify colour.
NB2070-4
Size 4, please specify colour
£6 90 ea
NB2070-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10, please specify colour
£72 45 set
NB2070-5
Size 5, please specify colour
£6 90 ea
NB2070-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10, please specify colour
£72 45 set

Graphics may vary
50

Mitre® Intercept Netball

One of the world's most popular training netballs, featuring grippy soft-feel wave
embossed marking and durable construction with a high performance latex bladder.
NB2050-4
Size 4, white/blue
£9 49 ea
NB2050-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£97 75 set
NB2050-5
Size 5, white/blue
£9 49 ea
NB2050-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£97 75 set
£16 10

D

ee

5

Mitre Ultragrip Netball
®

Suitable for all surfaces and conditions, it features a special pyramid embossed surface
which offers three types of pimple for extra control. Complete with high air retention
performance bladder.
NB2090-4
Size 4, white/orange/blue
£11 50 ea
NB2090-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£120 75 set
NB2090-5
Size 5, white/orange/blue
£11 50 ea
NB2090-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£120 75 set
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Mitre® Shooter Netball

Highly durable classic match ball suitable for all surfaces and conditions; it features a
special deep embossed surface to allow great handling and grip. Made from high wear
rubber complete with a high air retention performance bladder.
NB2010-4
Size 4, white/red
£16 10 ea
NB2010-5
Size 5, white/red
£16 10 ea
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Netball
£10 64

AP

£6 90
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Gilbert® Spectra Netball

4

Gilbert® Eclipse Netball

INF approved outdoor match netball with a high grade natural rubber surface,
multi-laminated Hydratec construction and a performance butyl bladder; it features
an embossed Duragrip pimple design for all-weather grip, whilst its weight aids
performance in windy conditions.
NB2210-4
Size 4, white/blue
£20 70 ea
NB2210-5
Size 5, white/blue
£20 70 ea

£28 75
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INF approved outdoor match and training netball; combines a high grade blended
rubber surface, cotton Hydratec laminated construction, a synthetic latex bladder and
embossed Duragrip pimple design for all-weather grip, to make a true multipurpose ball.
NB2230-4
Size 4, white/blue
£14 95 ea
NB2230-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£151 80 set
NB2230-5
Size 5, white/blue
£14 95 ea
NB2230-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£151 80 set
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Gilbert® All Purpose Trainer, APT Netball

EN

1

Hard wearing nylon wound ball with a rubber surface, suitable for outdoor use and
featuring a butyl bladder.
NB2240-4
Size 4, white/pink/grey
£6 90 ea
NB2240-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10
£71 30 set
NB2240-5
Size 5, white/pink/grey
£6 90 ea
NB2240-5-10
Size 5, bag of 10
£71 30 set

Gilbert® Pulse Netball

INF approved entry level outdoor match and training netball. A robust blended rubber
surface, cotton Hydratec laminated construction and a synthetic latex bladder with
Duragrip design to aid all-weather grip. Available in green, pink or multi-coloured.
NB2220-4
Size 4, pink or multi-colour
£10 64 ea
NB2220-4-10
Size 4, bag of 10, pink or multi-colour
£108 10 set
NB2220-GN-5
Size 5, green
£10 64 ea
NB2220-GN-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10, green
£108 10 set
NB2220-MC-5
Size 5, multi-colour
£10 64 ea
NB2220-MC-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10, multi-colour
£108 10 set

£32 20
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Gilbert® Flare Netball

High quality outdoor match ball with a top grade natural rubber surface, a long lasting
multi-laminated Hydratec construction and a performance butyl bladder. Featuring the
Gilbert® Grip pimple configuration to provide high performance grip.
NB2460-4
Size 4, white/red
£28 75 ea
NB2460-5
Size 5, white/red
£31 05 ea

6

Gilbert® Pass Developer Netball

An overweight laminate ball developed to help strengthen wrists and to increase
passing distance and accuracy. Features a ‘grippy’ surface. Weight 1kg.
NB2250-5
Size 5, blue/pink
£32 20 ea
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Netball
£29 90

£18 40

Blue
Green
Red
Yellow
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Bib Sizes
Nominal sizes quoted, variations occur between manufacturers

1

SIZE

Small

Medium

Large

WIDTH ± 1cm

33

35

41

HEIGHT ± 2cm

41

45

48

High 5 Netball Bib Sets

Ideal for High 5, England Netball’s entry game specifically for 9-11 year olds. Cotton
bibs, supplied as a set of 8, printed on one side with the High 5 Netball lettering: C,
CPM, GA, GD, GK, GS, S & TK.
GK4120-RD
Red, set of 8
£29 90 set
GK4120-YW
Yellow, set of 8
£29 90 set
£33 35

pp l i e d

x7
Netball Bib Sets

Available in a choice of fabrics; eyelet polyester mesh fabric which is rip resistant,
breathable and quick drying or a durable nylon or breathable cotton drill which both
have rayon elastic sides. All supplied as a set of 7, printed on both sides with the Netball
lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD.
GK5080-S
Mesh, small, please specify colour
£18 40 set
GK5080-M
Mesh, medium, please specify colour
£18 40 set
GK5080-L
Mesh, large, please specify colour
£18 40 set
GK1120-N-S
Nylon, small, please specify colour
£23 00 set
GK1120-N-M
Nylon, medium, please specify colour
£23 00 set
GK1120-N-L
Nylon, large, please specify colour
£23 00 set
GK1120-C-S
Cotton drill, small, please specify colour
£28 75 set
GK1120-C-M
Cotton drill, medium, please specify colour
£31 05 set
GK1120-C-L
Cotton drill, large, please specify colour
£32 20 set
£41 40

Amber
Emerald

Black

Navy

Emerald

Red

Navy
Amber

Royal
Sky

Sky

Yellow
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Red
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4

Made from 100% lightweight polyester micro mesh; breathable, quick drying with
elasticated strap and hook and loop closing system. Supplied as a set of 7, printed on
both sides with the Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD. Reversible option
available.
GK4990-M
Single colour, medium, please specify colour
£33 35 set
GK4990-L
Single colour, large, please specify colour
£33 35 set
GK5000-M
Reversable, medium, please specify colours
£51 75 set
GK5000-L
Reversable, large, please specify colours
£51 75 set
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Mitre® Pro Netball Bib Sets
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Red

Black

Navy
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Gilbert® Netball Bib Sets

Made from performance eyelet polyester mesh fabric; rip resistant, breathable, quick
drying and with elastic on both sides. Supplied as a set of 7, printed on both sides with
the Netball lettering: C, GA, GD, GK, GS, WA & WD. Reversible option available.
GK4780-S
Single colour, small, please specify colour
£41 40 set
GK4780-M
Single colour, medium, please specify colour
£41 40 set
GK4780-L
Single colour, large, please specify colour
£41 40 set
GK4770-S
Reversable, small, please specify colours
£65 55 set
GK4770-M
Reversable, medium, please specify colours
£65 55 set
GK4770-L
Reversable, large, please specify colours
£65 55 set
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Netball Stand

Free standing tubular steel hoop with a nylon net.
Designed for young children to help improve hand-eye
co-ordination and provide a challenging but reachable
goal. Weather proofed so can be used inside and out.
Simple self-assembly required.
BK3720
Height 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm £69 00 ea

3

Netball Shot Trainer

A very stable multiple-target stand with four rings/nets,
set at different heights. The three lower rings at heights of
1.1m, 1.2m and 1.36m have a standard netball ring (dia.
38cm) whilst the highest ring at 1.5m has a slightly larger
ring (dia. 45cm). All rings turn inwards into the metal
frame for storage. Supplied with a storage bag.

£161 00 ea

SE9980

Sure Shot 508 Easiplay Junior

An adjustable freestanding unit with a telescopic powder
coated steel pole and a standard netball ring, dia. 38cm
(with net) that easily adjusts in height from 1.2 to 2.7m.
Suitable for indoor/outdoor use and supplied with a 14ltr
sand/water fillable ballast box. Post supplied complete
with pole padding.
NB1150-BK
Black
£94 36 ea
NB1150-PK
Pink
£94 36 ea

IMPORTANT – Freestanding netball units supplied with ballast boxes must be filled with sand or water to provide maximum stability. Other units must be appropriately
weighted down; please see page 236 for suitable solutions.

£224 31

£471 73
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NET1 Portable Netball System

A telescopic steel pole; complete with a standard netball
ring (dia. 38cm) with net that adjusts in height, in 15cm
increments, from 2.44 to 3.05m. Fitted with wheels and
an integral 37ltr sand/water fillable ballast box. Supplied
with pole padding.

NB1210-1
NB1210-2

5

Sure Shot 540 Compact Hoop

The unit has a steel pole that adjusts the ring height from
1.8 to 2.45m and there is both a standard netball ring (dia.
38cm) with net and a fan shaped melamine basketball
backboard (size: 90 L x 60cm H) with a standard steel
ring (dia. 45cm) with net, that all stows in its own wheeled
box (size: 90 L x 60cm W). Supplied with pole padding.

£109 25 ea
£207 00 pr NB1140

£224 31 ea
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NB1AC Combination Posts

Zinc plated steel upright (dia. 50mm) that simply slots into
a powdered coated wheel away base. The posts have
reinforced holes and welded cleats to allow badminton
and mini tennis nets to be easily fitted. Supplied with a
standard 10mm solid steel netball ring (dia. 38cm) with
net. Adjusts in height, in 30cm increments, from 2.44 to
3.05m. A 17kg counterweight is provided per base.

BA1090

£471 73 pr
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Powder coated tubular steel ring (dia. 38cm) and net,
fitted with safety collar and a welded diagonal brace. To
fit post dia. 50mm. Green ring conforming to England
Netball regulations.
NB1060-GN-1 Dia. 16mm, green
£49 45 ea
NB1060-GN-2 Dia. 16mm, green, pair
£92 00 pr
NB1060-RD-1 Dia. 16mm, red
£17 19 ££11 50 ea

2

3

Wall Fixed Netball Ring

Powder coated solid steel ring (dia. 38cm) and net, fitted
with welded diagonal braces attached to a flat plate for
securing to walls. Fixings included.
NB1110
Dia. 10mm, green £17 25 ££11 50 ea

Netball Nets

Heavy duty polyethylene net, available with Competition
3.5mm twine in white, or Practice 2.5mm twine supplied
as a green and an orange net.
NB1090-A
Practice, 2.5mm, green & orange £5 75 pr
NB1090-B
Competition, 3.5mm, white
£8 05 pr

Gilbert® & Harrod Custom Printing

Both Gilbert and Harrod Netball Post Protectors are available to bespoke specifications and can be printed to
order, please contact our sales office: 01753 648666
®

Harrod colour selection:
Black

Green

Navy

Royal

White

Yellow

£100 05

£173 31
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Sure Shot 507 Pole Padding

Designed to protect players in the case of impact with
the pole. Durable foam padding with hook and loop
fastening. To fit posts dia. 50mm. Colour white.
NB2330
Size: 1.8m L x 25mm thick
£38 01 ea

336

Gilbert® Netball Post Protectors

International Netball Federation approved; foam filled
black PVC with hook and loop fastening. To fit posts
either dia. 50mm or 80mm. Size: 2.80m L x 50mm thick.
Bespoke lengths, colours and/or printing available;
please contact the sales office.
NB2260-50
Pole dia. 50mm
£100 05 pr
NB2260-80
Pole dia. 80mm
£126 50 pr

6

Harrod Netball Post Protectors

Foam filled and covered with hard-wearing extra strong
vinyl coated nylon cloth with hook and loop fastening. To
fit posts either dia. 50mm (size: 2.34m L x 25mm thick)
or 80mm (size: 2.90m L x 25mm thick). Please specify
colour when ordering. Available in a variety of single
colours, or Multi-Colour options permitting either 2 or 3
contrasting bands. Bespoke printing is available; please
contact the sales office.
NB1100
Pole dia. 50mm, single colour £173 31 pr
NB1100-MC
Pole dia. 50mm, multi-colour £233 11 pr
NB1170
Pole dia. 80mm, single colour £279 11 pr
NB1170-MC
Pole dia. 80mm, multi-colour £330 86 pr
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NB1 / NB1R Freestanding Wheelaway Netball Posts

Designed to conform to England Netball regulations. Regulation 16mm tubular steel
ring fitted with safety collar and net. Adjustable steel upright (dia. 50mm) providing
ring heights of 2.5, 2.75 or 3.05m. Non-obstructing triangular solid steel bar base
with double nylon wheels and rubber pads for indoor floor protection. Finished with a
powder coated green ring and base and a zinc plated post, or powder coated with a
pink ring and base with a white post.
NB2270-GN-16
NB1AR Green, 16mm Ring
£264 62 pr
NB2270-PK-16
NB1RP Pink, 16mm Ring
£264 62 pr
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2

Sure Shot 502 Transportable Netball Posts

Features a detachable base with integral wheels and sturdy black powder coated steel
construction with a standard netball ring (dia. 38cm) and net. Easily adjusts in height, in
30cm increments, from 2.44 to 3.05m. Unit weight: 22kg. Posts are supplied complete
with pole padding.

£293 37 pr

NB1120-PAD

£625 03
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Freestanding Wheelaway Competition Netball Posts

Designed to conform to England Netball regulations, complete with a Regulation 16mm
tubular steel ring and net. The extra heavy duty extruded adjustable aluminium upright
(dia. 80mm) provides ring heights of 2.5, 2.75 or 3.05m. Non-obstructing extra heavy
solid steel T-bar base with triangular stabilising bars, double nylon wheels and rubber
pads for indoor floor protection. Finished with white powder coating.

£625 03 pr

NB1030

d h eig ht
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NB3 / NB3R Socketed Posts

Recommended by England Netball; available with 10mm solid steel or Regulation
16mm tubular steel rings, both with safety collar and net. The steel upright (dia. 50mm)
with adjustable ring heights of 2.5, 2.75 or 3.05m is supplied with a 30cm ground socket
with integral flush fitting hinged lid. Finished with a powder coated green ring and a zinc
plated post, or powder coated with a pink ring and white post.
NB2280-GN-10
NB3 Green, 10mm Ring
£164 11 pr
NB2280-PK-10
NB3P Pink, 10mm Ring
£164 11 pr
NB2280-GN-16
NB3R Green, 16mm Ring
£196 31 pr
NB2280-PK-16
NB3RP Pink, 16mm Ring
£194 01 pr
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Orienteering
British Orienteering
www.britishorienteering.org.uk
Orienteering is an exciting cross curricular sport that can be delivered within the classroom,
playground or on school grounds. Orienteering provides multiple learning opportunities across the
Key Stages in which a young person can enjoy both mental and physical challenges.
British Orienteering, the National Governing Body, has in partnership with Bishop Sports and Leisure
developed a range of equipment suitable for schools.
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Xplorer Schools

Developed by British Orienteering to introduce orienteering to Primary schools in an innovative and non-traditional way. Xplorer Schools complements the national curriculum
and provides many cross-curricular and themed opportunities. It enables teachers to deliver fun, active and inclusive activities to KS1 and KS2 pupils. The pack is designed to
enable a basic understanding of orienteering whilst developing essential physical, thinking and social skills and is supported by a comprehensive series of downloadable content
and templates. The resource can be used as stand-alone activities or linked to active learning opportunities within the curriculum, as a lunchtime activity or an after school club.
Contents include Resource Cards, Plaques, Mini Floor Mats, Circle of Friends Large Mat and a holdall.

£228 85 set

OT1025
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Orienteering
£126 50

£247 25
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Official British Orienteering Starter Kit

A convenient bag containing all you need to teach orienteering and set up a course for
your class, many of the contents themselves are endorsed by the National Governing
Body. The contents include 10 Flags (Size 15 L x 15cm W), a Set of 10 Coded Punches,
8 Educational Compasses, a Set of 100 School Control Cards and with an optional
'Orienteering in Schools and Outdoor Centres' book produced in co-operation with
British Orienteering and the British School Orienteering Association. Supplied in a
drawstring bag.
OT1001-RES
Including Resource
£138 00 set
OT1001
Excluding Resource
£126 50 set
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Everything you need to
start Orienteering, in
one bag!

Q UIP M

A perfect introduction to Orienteering and
adventurous activities
2

Official British Orienteering Activity Kit

This kit will provide an introduction to the sport. Contents include Educational
Compasses, Code Punches, Flags and the book 'Orienteering in Schools and Outdoor
Centres' produced in co-operation with British Orienteering and the British School
Orienteering Association, plus plenty of other equipment to get you started.

OT1004

£247 25 set

Orienteering is suitable for all ages and abilities and is an exercise for the brain as well as the body. It is an activity which is inexpensive to set up and run and has
an element in the National Curriculum for PE, Geography and Mathematics.

£218 50

British Orienteering provides teacher training for
orienteering at all Key Stages. Contact British
Orienteering to find out about Teaching Orienteering
Parts 1 and 2 on info@britishorienteering.org.uk

3

Outdoor Equipment Package

Designed to give young people an introduction to the skills of outward bound and adventurous activities. Set-up trails, create physical challenges and learn the basics of
orienteering, as well as enhancing the core skills of listening, co-operation, teamwork, decision making and trust. Available with an optional 'Orienteering in Schools and Outdoor
Centres' book.
SE1175-RES Including Resource
£235 75 set
SE1175
Excluding Resource
£218 50 set
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Orienteering
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British Orienteering Flags

Manufactured in nylon to International Orienteering Federation (IOF) standards.
Available in three sizes, 30 x 30cm for competition, 15 x 15cm and 6 x 6cm for training.
OT1002-06
Size: 6cm, single flag
£2 01 ea
OT1002-15
Size: 15cm, single flag
£4 03 ea
OT1002-30
Size: 30cm, single flag
£4 54 ££2 88 ea
OT1002-06-10
Size: 6cm, set of 10 flags
£17 25 set
OT1002-15-10
Size: 15cm, set of 10 flags
£36 80 set
99
OT1002-30-10
Size: 30cm, set of 10 flags
£43 ££26 45 set

Set A:
Set B:
2

British Orienteering Checkpoint Punches

Available in two different series, A and B. Each set contains ten orienteering punches,
giving twenty different symbol shapes. These punches are used to punch marking holes
into orienteering control cards.
OT1003-A
Set A, set of 10
£31 63 set
OT1003-B
Set B, set of 10
£31 63 set

XPLORER could be happening in a park near you... for more information visit www.xplorer.org.uk

£20 70
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British Orienteering Educational Compass

4

Ideal for beginners and designed to meet the rigorous conditions of educational
establishments. Developed with a price point to enable all the class to participate and
be able to learn the fundamentals of using a compass. Scale 1:25,000 and 1:50,000.
Supplied complete with lanyard.
OT1005
Size: 10 L x 5 cm W, weight 42g
£5 18 ea
OT1005-6
Set of 6
£28 75 set
OT1005-28
Class case of 28
£161 00 set
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Silva Field Compass

The popular entry level compass designed to meet the demands of schools and youth
groups. Features a DryFlex™ rubber bezel for improved comfort and grip and a base
plate map-measuring in mm and scales of 1:25,000 and 1:50,000. Supplied complete
with detachable safety-release lanyard.
OT1006
Size: 8 L x 5cm W, weight 27g
£20 70 ea
OT1006-10
Set of 10
£195 50 set
OT1006-28
Class case of 28
£546 25 set
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Orienteering
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British Orienteering
School Control Cards

2
		

T

British Orienteering
Control Cards

Supplied in packs of 100. Featuring 27 punch boxes.
OT1015 Size: 21 L x 11cm H, set of 100 £8 05 ££5 75 set

£20 70

OT1013

5
		

£3 45

6

Silva Analogue Mechanical
Map Measurer
£18 40 ea

70

Control Card / Map Case

Fully transparent providing clear visibility on both sides
and ensures the map remains dry. Internal measurements
listed.
OT1010-MED Size: 27 L x 25.5cm W
£3 45 ea
OT1010-LRG Size: 28 L x 27.5cm W
£5 75 ea

Just wheel along the route to measure distance. Scales:
1:750k, 1:500k, 1:400k, 1:200k, 1:100K, 1:25K, 1:15K.

£20 ea* OT1009

OT1012

£21 85 ea*

£18 40

Orienteering
in the National Curriculum

A practical guide for teachers covering orienteering for
slightly older or more advanced pupils, and includes the
British Orienteering recommended guidelines for GCSE
PE (Orienteering). 20 lesson plans with diagrams and
illustrations. A4 paperback with 80 pages.

Orienteering
in Schools & Outdoor Centres

Produced in co-operation with the British Schools
Association and British Orienteering, this book covers
work at Key Stages 1 and 2 with guidance for activities at
Key Stage 3. Fully illustrated with photos, maps, clear line
drawings and contains 16 lesson plans. A4 paperback
format.

in sets

Supplied in packs of 100. Featuring 24 punch boxes.
OT1014
Size: 16 L x 12cm H, set of 100 £4 60 set
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Need an orienteering map of your school site? Contact British Orienteering on: info@britishorienteering.org.uk or call: 01629 583037

£67 85
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£111 55

Orienteering Set

A game of running, memory and observation, ideal for mass participation. Contains 8
sets of 16 shapes in 4 different colours.

A team or individual relay, involving running, observation and concentration. Supplied
with a set of instruction cards.

OT1016

OT1017

£111 55 set

£67 85 set
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Playground Equipment
Playground PAL

The playground should be an area which encourages positive, happy and active play, this can be made easier with the use of Playground Signs and Zones both of which will
assist staff/midday supervisors to organise areas through a busy playtime.
WAS

£45 94
NOW

£24.15
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Positive Playtime Wall Signs

Designed to support a Positive Playtime strategy. These signs are bright and fun for children to read. Printed onto a durable board with UV protection for longevity in sunlight.
Size 61 L x 81cm H.
SE1601-BUL
Bully Free Zone
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
SE1601-PLR
Our Playground Rules
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
SE1601-SCH
Our School Values
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
SE1601-PLM
Playground Manners
£45 94 ££24 15 ea
WAS

£22 71
NOW

£10.

2

35

£20 70

SAVE!

Playtime Zone Signs

These bright and colourful circular zone signs are printed directly onto a durable board
with UV protection for longevity in sunlight. Dia. 38.5cm.
SE1598-ACT
Active Games
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
SE1598-BAL
Ball Games
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
SE1598-CRA
Craze of the week
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
SE1598-FRI
Friendship Stop
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
SE1598-FOO
Football
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
SE1598-QUI
Quiet Area
£22 71 ££10 35 ea
SE1598-SKI
Skipping Zone
£22 71 ££10 35 ea

342

3

Playground PAL Tabards

A Playground PAL is responsible for making sure that everybody feels included at
playtime. Fluorescent orange nylon tabard, printed on both sides and joined by elastic
on one side with hook and loop fastening on the other. Approx. size 48 L x 35cm W.

SE1597

£20 70 ea
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Playground Equipment
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Himalayas - Traversing Wall

Can be used as a stand-alone piece or part of a Trim Trail climbing challenge. The hand and foot holds replicate the surface of a mountain to allow children to carefully balance
their feet firmly on each hold and grip the holds with their hands also to climb horizontally from one side of the traversing wall to the other. The double-sided traversing wall allows
for children to climb both sides of the unit. Double Bay size: 4.0 L x 1.75 W x 2.0m H, Triple Bay size: 5.75 L x 1.75 W x 2.0m H.
PF3090-1-2-GRA Single Sided Double Bay (into grass)
£1322 50 set
PF3090-1-3-GRA Single Sided Triple Bay (into grass)
£1909 00 set
PF3090-2-2-GRA Double Sided Double Bay (into grass)
£2041 25 set
PF3090-2-3-GRA Double Sided Triple Bay (into grass)
£3007 25 set
PF3090-1-2-TAR Single Sided Double Bay (into tarmac)
£1460 50 set
PF3090-1-3-TAR Single Sided Triple Bay (into tarmac)
£2127 50 set
PF3090-2-2-TAR Double Sided Double Bay (into tarmac)
£2213 75 set
PF3090-2-3-TAR Double Sided Triple Bay (into tarmac)
£3260 25 set
£622 73

£1719 25
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Traverse Outdoor Panels

Provides challenging climbing and traversing opportunities outdoors; supplied as a pair
of panels and featuring 57 easy to use multi-coloured hand and foot holds, pre-fitted to
a UV resistant board. Fittings supplied for installation into brick or breeze block. Bottom
Panel size: 2.4m W x 40cm H, Top Panel size: 2.4m W x 60cm H.
GY3130-060
Set of 2
£622 73 set
GY3130-120
Set of 4
£1196 00 set

3
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Log Ramp Rock Climber

A popular starting point or finishing line for a playground adventure trail, obstacle course
or can be used as a stand-alone piece. It introduces young children to climbing at
heights which they may not be used to.
PF3110-GRA
Size: 1.5 L x 1.5m W (into grass)
£1719 25 set
PF3110-TAR
Size: 1.5 L x 1.5m W (into tarmac)
£1817 00 set
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Playground Equipment
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The area will help encourage social
interaction and enable the further
development of key mental and physical skills.
1

Trim Trail

Incorporating a selection of the most popular activity/stations. The trail is both challenging and manageable, making it suitable for most abilities. All timber components are
pressure impregnated treated timber and is FSC (Forest Stewards Commission) certified. The minimum space required for each option is shown below.
PF3100-06-GRA Option 1, size 12.28 L x 3.55m W (into grass)
£2271 25 set
PF3100-08-GRA Option 2, size 16.34 L x 4.3m W (into grass)
£3605 25 set
PF3100-06-TAR
Option 1, size 12.28 L x 3.55m W (into tarmac)
£2530 00 set
PF3100-08-TAR
Option 2, size 16.34 L x 4.3m W (into tarmac)
£4042 25 set

Smooga

Smooga provides a safe physical boundary to contain young people playing various ball games that can take over playgrounds. It can be used at break and lunch times in
addition to lessons, enhancing the working lives of teachers, teaching assistants and lunch time staff. Young people enjoy playing inside a Smooga arena and all the young
people outside it can play more safely and confidently. It is perfect for playgrounds and sports clubs as it keeps ball games contained and keeps the players focused on their
activity.

£5462 50
Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

Improve outdoor sports provision with
more effective use of space.
Reduces conflict in the playground

Optimises use of playground space

Encourages use of playgound space

Improve skills

Smooga playgrounds are free from chaotic ball sports, enabling other activities to take place in a safe environment.

2

Smooga Arena

Designed primarily to act as an arena/court and provides a safe physical boundary to contain young people playing various ball games that can take over playgrounds. Modular
panels are 1m wide and 1m high. All come with a 12 month guarantee. Supplied complete with 1.5m wide goals. The Hexagonal Arena (Panna) is perfect for smaller games or as
a small skills area and is ideal for older primary aged children or secondary schools and sports clubs
SE1569-SML
Small arena, size: 12 L x 8m W
£5462 50 set
SE1569-MED
Medium arena, size: 15 L x 10m W
£6152 50 set
SE1569-LRG
Large arena, size: 18 L x 12m W
£7446 25 set
SE1569-PAN
Hexagonal arena, size: 6 L x 6m W
£2098 75 ea
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Playground Equipment
£776 25

£964 85

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca
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2
1

Guardian Storage Cabinet

Constructed from Galvalume steel. Comes complete with an integral heavy-duty metal
floor and features sliding metal doors with a key operated lock. Supplied complete with
two metal shelves as standard. Easily assembled and comes with a 2 year guarantee on
all parts and a 10 year panel guarantee against rust perforation.
SE1512
Size: 1.76m L x 98 W x 187cm H
£776 25 ea

Titan Apex Roof Shed

Featuring a secure key operated locking mechanism. PVC coated galvanised steel is
used for the panels that are fire-resistant and have a guarantee of 25 years against
corrosion. Supplied complete with wooden floor, a single door, one window and with
clear step by step instructions for easy assembly.
PF3060-1.82-0.91 Size: 0.91 L x 1.82m W
£964 85 ea
PF3060-1.82-1.22 Size: 1.22 L x 1.82m W
£1092 50 ea
PF3060-1.82-1.83 Size: 1.83 L x 1.82m W
£1207 50 ea
PF3060-1.82-2.44 Size: 2.44 L x 1.82m W
£1322 50 ea

£573 85

G r e en

rr i age

£281 06

B lu e

Grey

4

Red

3

Playground Storage Box

A fire-resistant metal construction with PVC coated galvanised steel panels guaranteed
for 25 years. Features a double bolted locking mechanism and gas strut assisted top
opening. Available in blue, green, grey, red. Please specify colour when ordering.
PF3080-SMA
Small, size: 1.35m L x 79 W x 73cm H
£573 85 ea
PF3080-LRG
Large, size: 1.88m L x 79 W x 73cm H
£632 50 ea

Multi Boot Wiper

Manufactured from powder coated steel tubing (dia. 32mm). May be concreted directly
into the ground or sited with optional Ground Sockets. Height: 1m.
GF2160-2
2 Person, size: 130cm W
£281 06 ea
GF2160-2-BRU
Multi 2 spare brushes
£100 74 set
GF2180
Ground socket for 2 person wiper
£25 99 ea
GF2160-3
3 Person, size: 190cm W
£339 60 ea
GF2160-3-BRU
Multi 3 spare brushes
£154 68 set
GF2190
Ground socket for 3 person wiper
£35 19 ea
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£32 20

SAVE!
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£92 00
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Square Boot Wiper

Manufactured from powder coated tubular steel with
polypropylene top and side brushes. The frame is
drilled with holes for bolting down if required. (Bolts not
included).
GF1270
Without scraper
£92 00 ea
GF1270-SCR
With scraper
£105 80 ea
GF1510
Replacement Brushes
£21 85 set

su

pp l i e d

x10
in sets

6

Pi

g t a il to p

Pigtail Fencing Posts

Plastic Fencing Posts each with a metal spiked end and
a Pigtail top to allow easy attachment of Tape, Rope or
Bunting. Supplied as a pack of 10.
OG2130
Length: 99cm
£32 20 set

7

Nylon Bunting

Brighten up any situation, ideal for use with Pigtail Fence
Posts (OG2130). Roll length 10m.
OG2240
St. George’s Cross £6 84 ££3 16 roll
OG2250
Union Jack
£6 84 ££3 16 roll
OG2140
Coloured, single roll
£4 31 roll
OG2140-6
Coloured, 6 rolls
£23 00 set
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Rounders
Rounders England
www.roundersengland.co.uk
Rounders England are passionate about 'connecting people through Rounders' and introducing
all to a game that will contribute to an active and healthy lifestyle, beyond school years. They
offer a range of support for education members who want to develop Rounders within their
establishment.
Find out more or join: www.roundersengland.co.uk/members-club/

£89 70
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£24 15
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2

Aresson® Early Years Rounder Set

An ideal set for introducing children to playing the game. Suitable for age 4 – 11 years.
Set includes 4 Plastic stumps and bases (can be filled with sand to increase stability), 1
Blaze Bat, 1 All Play Soft Ball and some Basic Rounders rules.

Designed to teach very early, simple, fun batting and fielding skills. Contains 2 of
everything to allow 2 very simple games to take place simultaneously increasing levels
of participation. Contains: Early Years Rounders Teaching Guide, 20 Bean Bags, 2 Foam
Bats, 2 Paddle Bats, 2 Batting Tees and bases, 4 Foam Balls (dia. 9cm), 8 Cones and
a holdall.

RD1088

RD1096

1

Aresson® Mini Rounders Set

£24 15 set

£89 70 set

Aresson is the only brand of Rounders equipment approved by Rounders England
£147 20

3

Aresson® Primary Starter Rounders Set

Contains 4 sets of everything so that 4 games can take place simultaneously, ensuring that a whole class is active. The batting tees enable batting practise and different bats
and balls are included to ensure differentiation. Set contains: 4 Batting Tees & Bases, 4 Foam Bats, 4 Flatty Bats, 4 All Play Air Balls, 4 Foam Balls, 16 Cones, a set of Rounders
England Small Games Cards and a holdall.

£147 20 set

RD1043
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Rounders
£51 75

1

2

Aresson® Junior Indoor Rounders Set

£65 55

NEW!

Aresson® Midi Rounders Set

Designed to keep players engaged whatever the weather. Set contains 2 Image Bats, 2
All Play Soft Balls, 1 Base Mat set, an abbreviated Rules Leaflet and a holdall.

Set contains 2 Image Bats, 1 Softy Ball, 1 Autocrat Match Ball, 1 Set of Rounders Posts
with safety pommels and bases (plastic post height 90cm), an abbreviated Rounders
rules leaflet and a bag.

RD1094

RD1121

£51 75 set

£65 55 set
£126 50

Coloured posts to
show 2nd and 4th
base

3

Aresson® Junior Rounders Set

Incorporates some training aids for batting and fielding practice. Set contains 3 Image Bats, 3 Flatty Bats, 2 Softy Balls, 2 All Play Soft Balls, 1 Set of Coloured Plastic Posts with
safety pommels and bases (plastic post height 90cm - 2 White, 1 Orange and 1 Pink), 1 Batting Tee & Base, a set of Rounders England Small Games cards and a holdall.

£126 50 set

RD1044

£134 55

Coloured posts to
show 2nd and 4th
base

4

Aresson® Senior Training Rounders Set

Designed for training in secondary school and upwards. Set contains 2 Flatty Bats, 2 Image Bats, 2 Bullet Balls, 2 Autocrat Coloured Balls, 1 Set of Coloured Posts with safety
pommels and bases (plastic post height 1.2m - 2 White, 1 Orange and 1 Pink), 1 Batting Tee & Base, a set of Rounders England Small Games Cards, a Rounders England Rule
Book and a holdall.

£134 55 set

RD1045
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Rounders
£111 55

1

Aresson® Team Builder Set

A good all round set for practice games for more proficient Key Stage 2 players and Secondary school players. Contents include 4 Wooden posts with safety pommels & bases
(post height 1.2m), 4 Image Bats, 1 Autocrat Ball, 1 Bullet Ball, 1 Rounders England Official Rules Booklet and a holdall.

£111 55 set

RD1091
£89 70

2

Rounders School Kit

A comprehensive kit for teaching the game. Set contains 8 Rubber Grip Rounders Bats, 6 Rubber Sponge Rounders Balls, 6 Standard Rounders Balls, 1 Autocrat Ball, 1 Set of
Rounders Poles & bases (plastic post height 1.2m) and a holdall.

£89 70 set

RD1036
£109 25

3

Aresson® Classic Rounders Set

Ideal for anyone wishing to have a more serious, organised game. Set contains 4 Wooden posts with safety pommels & bases (post height 1.2m), 4 Mirage Bats, 2 Autocrat Balls,
1 Bullet Ball, 1 Softy Ball, 1 Rounders England Official Rules Booklet and a holdall.

£109 25 set

RD1092
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Rounders
£1 44

1

Rubber Sponge Rounders Ball

Ideal for introducing players to the game.
RD1010
Weight: 72g, dia. 65mm
RD1010-12
Drawstring bag of 12

£1 44 ea
£16 10 set

£2 88

2

MasterSport® Soft Touch Ball

Synthetic stitched cover with soft inner core. Soft feel
reduces sting allowing players to gain confidence.
RD1012
Weight: 96g, dia. 60mm
£2 88 ea
RD1012-12
Drawstring bag of 12
£32 20 set

£5 18

4

Aeroball Rounders Ball

3

Aresson® All Play Indoor Ball

Highly visible and lightweight low bounce ball. Ideal for
early fielding/hitting practice. Available in orange or pink.
Rounders England approved. Please specify colour.
RD1041
Weight: 74g, dia. 60mm
£1 73 ea
RD1041-6-PB Set of 6
£9 20 set

£4 89

£2 88

6

£4 60

8
Aresson® Softy Ball

A light, soft ball with a polypropylene core and a leather
outer. Ideal for primary school use. Rounders England
approved.
RD1021-PK
Pink, weight: 60g
£4 89 ea
RD1021-PK-6-PB Pink, set of 6
£27 60 set
RD1021-WE
White, weight: 60g
£4 31 ea
RD1021-WE-6-PB White, set of 6
£24 73 set

Aresson® Bullet Ball

A durable, hard practice ball with a synthetic cover and
a cork and rubber core. Ideal for training. Rounders
England approved.
RD1020
Weight: 80g
£2 88 ea
RD1020-6-PB Set of 6
£16 10 set
£4 60

9

7

MasterSport® Rounders Ball

Cork centre with hard wearing stitched seam outer.
RD1011
Weight: 82g, dia. 65mm
£2 30 ea
RD1011-6
Drawstring bag of 6
£13 80 set

£1 73

5

Junior training ball with a normal bounce. Featuring
tough, water-resistant cover and semi-soft feel.
RD1013
Weight: 74g, dia. 60mm
£5 18 ea
RD1013-6-PB Set of 6
£28 75 set

£2 30

Aresson® Autocrat Ball

Features a cork centre and a leather outer. Suitable for
training and match play. Available in orange, pink or white.
Rounders England approved. Please specify colour.
RD1022-OR
Orange, weight: 80g
£4 60 ea
RD1022-OR-6-PB Orange, set of 6
£26 45 set
RD1022-PK
Pink, weight: 80g
£4 60 ea
RD1022-PK-6-PB Pink, set of 6
£26 45 set
RD1022-WE
White, weight: 80g
£4 60 ea
RD1022-WE-6-PB White, set of 6
£26 45 set

Aresson® Super Match Ball

Match ball at inter school, league or international level.
A slightly smaller ball designed for high speed play with
a cork centre and a leather outer. Dia. 52mm. Rounders
England approved.
RD1063-OR
Orange, weight: 75g
£4 60 ea
RD1063-OR-6-PB Orange, set of 6
£25 30 set
RD1063-PK
Pink, weight: 75g
£4 60 ea
RD1063-PK-6-PB Pink, set of 6
£25 30 set
RD1063-WE
White, weight: 75g
£4 60 ea
RD1063-WE-6-PB White, set of 6
£25 30 set
RD1063-YW
Yellow, weight: 75g
£4 60 ea
RD1063-YW-6-PB Yellow, set of 6
£25 30 set
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Aresson® Flatty Bat

Designed to support those new to the game. Rubber nonslip grip with a flat face making hitting easier. Rounders
England approved.

£6 33 ea

RD1029

Wooden Flat Rounders Bat

MasterPlay® Traditional Bat

5

£8 63

Aresson® Blaze Bat

RD1032

£5 18 ea

Aresson® Image Bat

Recommended as a training bat for use in schools or league practice sessions. Non-slip
herringbone rubber grip. Rounders England approved.
RD1024
Weight: 312g
£7 19 ea
RD1024-6-BAS
Basket of 6
£48 30 set
£10 35

Aresson® Mirage Bat

7

A well balanced bat with a spliced handle designed to reduce elbow shock. Ideal for use
in school and for those who play regularly. Non-slip herringbone rubber grip. Rounders
England approved.
RD1025
Weight: 349g
£8 63 ea
RD1025-6-BAS
Basket of 6
£56 35 set

350

3

A sturdy light weight plastic bat.

£7 19

Traditional bat with rubber grip. Supplied individually or in a bag or basket of 6.
RD1015
Weight: 316g
£5 75 ea
RD1015-6-BAG
Bag of 6 rubber grip
£32 20 set
RD1015-6-BAS
Basket of 6 rubber grip
£40 25 set

6

b b e r g r ip

The flat face makes hitting the ball easier, promoting
success.
RD1030
Cord grip
£3 97 ££2 30 ea
RD1030-6
Bag of 6 cord grip £22 37 ££13 80 set
RD1031
Rubber grip
£4 31 ea
RD1031-6
Bag of 6 rubber grip
£24 15 set

£5 75

4
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NEW!

Aresson® Vision X Bat

Robust, colourful and eye-catching bat, dynamic graphic design and non-slip
herringbone rubber grip. Available in orange, pink or purple with colourful non-slip grips.
Rounders England approved.
RD1065
Please specify colour, weight: 384g
£10 35 ea
RD1065-3-PB
Set of 3
£28 75 set
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Rounders
£16 10

1

Aresson® Autocrat Plus Bat

£19 55

2

A great bat due to the combination of the wooden core and the metal striking area.
Rounders England approved.
RD1026
Weight: 357g
£16 10 ea
RD1026-6-BAS
Basket of 6
£97 75 set

Aresson® Dictator Bat

A strong and powerful bat that combines the spring and hitting power of a willow bat
with the striking power and ping of an aluminium bat. Rounders England approved.
RD1027
Weight: 368g
£19 55 ea
RD1027-6-BAS
Basket of 6
£113 85 set

£59 80

Aresson® Pro Bat

4

An aluminium bat that is balanced to create a light swing weight, whilst maintaining
huge hitting power ensuring it is the most powerful bat in the game. Textured handle
offers maximum grip and enhances the feel. Supplied with a bespoke case with zipped
pocket. Rounders England approved.
RD1069-SLE
Weight: 370g
£59 80 ea

Rounders Storage

The Aresson® Bag has an adjustable shoulder strap and draw string closure and is
suitable for both bats and balls. The white plastic coated steel mesh Basket is perfect
for storing bats.
RD1034
Basket, size: 18.5 L x 18.5 W x 38cm H
£8 05 ea
RD1122
Bag, length: 51cm
£5 18 ea

£40 25

£33 35

£10 35
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Multi-Purpose Batting Tee

Manufactured from rubber with a weighted base plate.
Height adjustable from 69cm to 96cm.

£40 25 set

BS1190

Up Rite Safe Tee

7

Benefits from having a weighted base that, when struck,
returns to the upright position. Height adjustable, in
19mm graduations, from 40cm to 66cm.

SE3590
SE3590-4

Set of 4
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£5 18
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Aresson® Batting Tee

An excellent product for enabling batting and fielding
practice for a young person or beginners. Adjustable
height from 70cm to 100cm. Rubber base and tee with
retaining clip.

£33 35 ea
£113 85 set RD1100

£10 35 ea
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White Plastic Posts & Bases

2

Complete with moulded safety pommels. Available in 2 heights and with an optional
bag. Set of 4.
RD1117-090-WE
Posts and bases, height: 90cm
£28 75 set
RD1117-090-WE-B Posts and bases in a bag, height: 90cm
£41 40 set
RD1117-120-WE
Posts and bases, height: 1.2m
£28 75 set
RD1117-120-WE-B Posts and bases in a bag, height: 1.2m
£41 40 set
RD1070-090-WE
Spare Post only, height: 90cm
£3 45 ea
RD1070-120-WE
Spare Post only, height: 1.2m
£4 03 ea

s

White Plastic Coated Wooden
Posts & Bases

£4 03

n
nt p i

k

Mixed Coloured Plastic Posts & Bases

£4 31

4

Post and Base Bag

A heavy duty large nylon bag, with shoulder strap and
drawstring closure. Width at top 35cm, base dia. 23cm,
length: 1.3m
RD1077
Spare Post & Base Bag
£14 95 ea
£21 85

7

Rubber Base

Durable base for use with post RD1117, RD1118 and
RD1040.
RD1090
Dia. 21cm, weight: 900g
£4 03 ea

352
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Complete with moulded safety pommels. Available with
an optional bag. Height: 1.2m. Set of 4.
RD1118-120-WE Posts and bases
£28 75 set
RD1118-120-WE-B Posts and bases in a bag £41 40 set
RD1040-POL-WOD Spare Post only
£5 18 ea

6
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Complete with moulded safety pommels. Available in 2 heights and with an optional
bag. Set of 4.
RD1117-090-MX
Posts and bases, height: 90cm
£28 75 set
RD1117-090-MX-B Posts and bases in a bag, height: 90cm
£41 40 set
RD1117-120-MX
Posts and bases, height: 1.2m
£28 75 set
RD1117-120-MX-B Posts and bases in a bag, height: 1.2m
£41 40 set
RD1070-090
Spare Post only, height: 90cm, please specify colour
£3 45 ea
RD1070-120
Spare Post only, height: 1.2m, please specify colour
£4 03 ea

£14 95
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The orange post marks the 2nd post and
the pink post marks the 4th post to aid the
understanding of half and full rounders.

el

£28 75

Rubber Safety Pommels

£18 40

8

Indoor Base Mat Set

Set of durable, throw down Indoor Rounders bases. Can
also be used outside. Set includes: 4 Throw Down Rubber
bases for each 'post', a Bowler's Mat and Batter's Mat.

RD1119

5

Fitted to the top of a Rounders post to provide additional
safety. For any post dia. 23mm.
RD1039-4
Spare safety caps, set of 4
£4 31 set

£21 85 set

Rounders England Skills Cards

Developed to support the UKCC Coaching Course
but are also perfect for anyone to use as an aid when
planning and delivering Rounders sessions.
RD1006
Level 1 Skills Cards
£18 40 ea
RD1007
Level 2 Skills Cards
£18 40 ea
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Rugby

Tag Rugby is a unisex non-contact game with uncontested scrums and lineouts. It encourages correct running lines and use of the ball to create space. Players wear a waist
belt which has two coloured 'tags' attached with hook and loop fastenings. The objective is to score a conventional try without losing a tag, a pulled off tag representing a
tackle.

£54 05

1

Tag Rugby Kits

The Primary kit is supplied with 14 Tag Rugby Belts (7 each of 2 colours) for up to a 33” waist, a MasterSport® Rugby Ball (size 4) and a Skinned Foam Midi Rugby Ball. The
Secondary kit is supplied with 14 Tag Rugby Belts (7 each of 2 colours) for up to a 41” waist and 2 MasterSport® Rugby Balls (size 5). Both kits are supplied with a set of 50 Space
Markers and a holdall.
RG4130-STD
Primary
£54 05 set
RG4150-SEN
Secondary
£57 50 set
£2 30

2

£4 60

Tag Rugby Belts

Fastens around the waist with a quick release clasp, supplied complete with 2 coloured
‘tags’ which attach with hook and loop fastening for quick removal. Primary size up to a
33” waist, Secondary up to a 41” waist. Available in blue, green, red, yellow.
RG1630-JUN
Primary, please specify colour
£2 30 ea
RG1630-SEN
Secondary, please specify colour
£2 59 ea
RG1630-JUN-7
Primary, bag of 7, please specify colour
£16 10 set
RG1630-SEN-7
Secondary, bag of 7, please specify colour
£17 25 set

3

Midi Rugby Ball

Having a durable protective outer finish makes the ball more hard-wearing compared
to that of an un-skinned ball. Ideal for use in mini games and for skill development
programmes. Available in blue, green, red, yellow, please specify colour when ordering.
SE4830
Please specify colour
£4 60 ea
SE4830-12-PB
Mixed colours, set of 12
£51 75 set
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Rugby
£5 75

1

£7 76

MasterSport® Trainer Rugby Ball

A durable all-weather training ball; offering a high grip
surface with great aerodynamics for true flight. Please
specify size when ordering.
RG4020
Size 3, 4 or 5
£5 75 ea
RG4020-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£60 95 set
RG4020-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£60 95 set
RG4020-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£60 95 set
£8 63

4

Mitre® Grid Rugby Ball

£11 50

A highly durable training ball with good all weather grip;
constructed from nylon wound cellular rubber.
RG4090-3
Size 3
£7 76 ea
RG4090-4
Size 4
£8 05 ea
RG4090-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£80 50 set
RG4090-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£82 80 set

3

Mitre® Sabre Rugby Ball

A full weight training ball featuring a grippy natural rubber
compound surface and strong 2-ply vulcanised lining.
Please specify size when ordering.
RG4030
Size 3, 4 or 5
£7 76 ea
RG4030-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£80 50 set
RG4030-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£80 50 set
RG4030-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£80 50 set

Colour coded
by size

5

Gilbert® G-TR3000 Rugby Ball

A hand stitched, rubber surfaced training ball with a standard grip and 2-ply polycotton and cotton laminate
construction; ideal for general handling drills. Colour coded by size. Please specify size when ordering.
RG4200
Size 3 or 4
£9 78 ea
RG4200-5
Size 5
£9 78 ea
RG4200-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£97 75 set
RG4200-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£97 75 set
RG4200-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£97 75 set
£16 10

£20 70

Gilbert® G-TR4000 Rugby Ball

A hand stitched, highly durable rubber surfaced ball with
a patented grip pattern and a 3-ply polycotton and cotton
laminate construction. Please specify size when ordering.
RG2610-3
Size 3
£11 50 ea
RD2610-4
Size 4
£12 08 ea
RG2610-5
Size 5
£12 65 ea
RG2610-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£118 45 set
RG2610-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£124 20 set
RG2610-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£128 80 set

354

MasterPlay® Cellular Rugby Ball

£9 78

A full weight ball featuring pimple emboss for all weather
grip, a 3-ply canvas lining for shape and size retention,
and an inseam valve for true and aerodynamic kicking.
Please specify size when ordering.
RG4080
Size 3, 4 or 5
£8 63 ea
RG4080-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£89 70 set
RG4080-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£89 70 set
RG4080-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£89 70 set

6

2

£7 76

7

Gilbert® Omega Match Ball

IRB approved, features a hand stitched standard
grip rubber surface, with a Truflight™ Valve and 3-ply
polycotton and cotton laminate construction; a popular
mini and junior rugby match ball. Please specify size
when ordering.
RG4180
Size 4 or 5
£20 70 ea
RG4180-4-10 Size 4, bag of 10
£205 85 set
RG4180-5-10 Size 5, bag of 10
£205 85 set

8

Gilbert® Breathable Ball Sack

Red nylon with black mesh panels, features draw cord
closure and an adjustable shoulder strap. Comfortably
holds 10 balls.
NB2290-RD
Height: 80cm, dia. 43cm
£16 10 ea
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Rugby
£48 30

1

£52 90

2
		

Gilbert® Contact Top

Provides all round upper body protection, without
restricting movement. Reversible design for structured
training sessions.
RG2580-JUN Junior
£48 30 ea
RG2580-SEN Senior
£48 30 ea

Gilbert® Body Armour
Contact Suit

£1 15

3

Ideal for heavy tackling practice. Provides total body
protection, without restricting movement. Reversible
design.
RG2560-JUN Junior
£52 90 ea
RG2560-SEN Senior
£52 90 ea

Boil and Bite Mouthguards

Available in black, clear, fluorescent, red. Please specify
colour when ordering.
RG1510-JUN
Junior
£1 15 ea
RG1510-JUN-12 Junior pack of 12
£12 65 pk
RG1510-SEN
Senior
£1 15 ea
RG1510-SEN-12 Senior pack of 12
£12 65 pk

£118 45

£120 75

Extra
No

Ca

4

rr i age

5

Gilbert® Tackle Bags

High density foam inner covered by specially woven material with a high gloss finish. Available in three sizes, Junior
(weight 10kg, dia. 38cm), Intermediate (weight 14kg, dia. 38cm), Senior (weight 23kg, dia. 45cm).
RG1430-JUN Junior, height: 122cm
£118 45 ea
RG1430-INT
Intermediate, height: 138cm
£150 65 ea
RG1430-SEN Senior, height: 138cm
£202 40 ea

Rhino Square Tackle Bag

Pre-formed specially-selected foam shape, covered with
tough dirt-resistant gloss PVC with reinforced webbing
handles. Available in two sizes Junior (weight 10kg, width
33cm), Senior (weight 18kg, width 40cm).
RG4410-JUN Junior, height: 122cm
!£120 75 ea
RG4410-SEN Senior, height: 135cm !£155 25 ea

£43 70

£60 95

£74 75

Extra
No

Ca

6

rr i age

Gilbert Tackle Wedges
®

High density interior foam with water resistant fabric
cover. Featuring top and bottom safety humps/lips to
help prevent attacking players slipping up/down after
contact. Available in two sizes Junior (weight 3kg, width
34cm), Senior (weight 4kg, width 40cm).
RG1470-JUN Junior, height: 80cm
£60 95 ea
RG1470-SEN Senior, height: 94cm
£77 05 ea

7

Rhino Hit Shields

Foam covered in dirt-resistant gloss PVC with reinforced
handles. Available in three sizes Junior (weight 1.5kg,
width 30cm), Youth with top hump/lip (weight 1.6kg,
width 36cm) and International with top hump/lip (weight
2.6kg, width 43cm).
RG4400-JUN Junior, height: 50cm
!£43 70 ea
RG4400-YTH Youth, height: 66cm
!£60 95 ea
RG4400-INT
Int., height: 66cm
!£78 20 ea

8

Rhino Wave Shield

Manufactured with a dirt resistant durable PVC cover over
fast recovering, consistent performing foam and triple
stitched handles. Design encourages targeted driving
drills, providing the attacker after contact the choice to
drive up, down or straight. Available in two sizes Junior
(weight 1.8kg, width 35cm), Senior (weight 1.8kg, width
41cm).
RG4390-JUN Junior, height: 70cm
!£74 75 ea
RG4390-SEN Senior, height: 86cm
!£95 45 ea
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Rugby
£18 40

1

£44 85

Gilbert® Reversible Bib

2

Lightweight slip over bibs with reinforced seams.
Reversible design allows easily structured training
sessions.
GK4640-BE-GN-J Junior
£18 40 ea
GK4640-BE-GN-S Senior
£16 10 ea
WAS

£13 80
NOW

£10.35

£4 60

NEW!

Gilbert® Water Bottles

Squeezable bottle with sports cap and cover. Set of 6
supplied in a foldable create. Capacity 75cl.
FB6260-6
Crate and 6 Bottles
£44 85 set
FB6260
Spare Bottle
£4 31 ea
FB6250
Spare Crate
£20 70 ea
£6 04

SAVE!

3

RG1490

4

5

Rugby Coaching Board

SE6070-RUG

£13 80 ££10 35 ea

Space Markers

Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 mixed colours. Dia.
20cm.
SE1250-025
Set of 25
£6 04 set
SE1250-050
Set of 50
£11 21 set
SE1250-100
Set of 100
£21 85 set

£3 16

7

Nylon Corner Flags

Pull over flags with securing ties, for use with Boundary/
Corner Poles (FB1460). Size: 30 W x 29cm H.
FB1500-4-PB Set of 4, please specify colour £5 18 set
FB1500-BE
Spare flag, Blue
£1 44 ea
FB1500-GN
Spare flag, Green
£1 44 ea
FB1500-RD
Spare flag, Red
£1 44 ea
FB1500-YW
Spare flag, Yellow
£1 44 ea
£126 50

M et
a l s p i ke

Boundary/Corner Poles

Manufactured from PVC with a metal spike. Suitable for use with Nylon Corner Flags (FB1500). Length 1.8m.
FB1460-22
Dia. 22mm, single pole
£3 16 ea
FB1460-22-12 Dia. 22mm, bag of 12
£43 70 set
FB1460-28
Dia. 28mm, single pole
£4 31 ea
FB1460-28-12 Dia. 28mm, bag of 12
£50 60 set

356

£4 60 ea

£5 18

6
Features a marked out pitch and a sprung clip held pad
of 20 photocopiable team sheets. Attached pocket holds
30 magnetic counters (15 blue, 15 red). Open size: 47 W
x 36cm H

Gilbert® Quicker Kicker II Tee

Ideal for kickers wanting to practice and improve their
kicking.

8

Gilbert® Corner Pole Protectors

PVC covered foam complete with integral hook and loop
fastening. Available in a variety of colours with bespoke
printing. Pole and Flag not included. Size: 102 L x 10cm
W. Set of 4.
RG4290
Please specify colour
£126 50 set
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Rugby
All Harrod Rugby Posts are supplied in pairs and the quoted principle heights are out of ground heights; Socketed Posts allow posts to drop directly into the sockets, Hinged
Posts are supplied complete with sockets, hinged adaptors and high tensile bolts to make erection of posts easier and safer.

Hin

su

£961 98

£2067 36

Extra
No

Extra
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2

Harrod Steel Rugby Posts

White powder coated 2mm thick steel tube construction. Available as a Socketed or
Hinged goal. Supplied with either 4 sockets (92cm deep) or 4 sockets (92cm deep) with
4 hinged adaptors. All goals have a crossbar (height 3m, length 5.6m, dia. 63.5mm).
The uprights for the 6m and 7m Goals are in one piece (dia. 63.5mm). The uprights for
the 9m and 10m Goals are in two pieces, (bottom upright dia. 70mm, top upright dia.
63.5mm).
RG1040-06
Socketed, 6m Posts, 1 piece post
£961 98 pr
RG1030-09
Socketed, 9m Posts, 2 piece post
£1242 81 pr
RG1170-07
Hinged, 7m Posts, 1 piece post
£1258 68 pr
RG1160-10
Hinged, 10m Posts, 2 piece post
£1564 81 pr

Custom Printing Service

£343 85

Black

Blue

Brown

Emerald

Forest

Maroon

Navy

Orange

Red

Royal

Silver

Sky

White

Yellow

£361 91

£295 55

Extra
No

te

el

G
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nis e d s

Pus

su

Harrod Aluminium Rugby Posts

White powder coated aluminium tubing. Available as a Socketed or Hinged goal.
Supplied with either 4 sockets (1m deep) or 4 sockets (1m deep) with 4 hinged adaptors.
All goals have a crossbar (height 3m, length 5.6m, dia. 50mm). The uprights for the 6m
and 7m Goals are in one piece (dia. 76mm). The uprights for the 10m, 11m, 12m and
13m Goals are in two pieces, (bottom upright dia. 76mm, top uprights dia. 63.5mm).
RG1050-06
Socketed, 6m Posts, 1 piece post
£2067 36 pr
RG1050-10
Socketed, 10m Posts, 2 piece post
£2124 28 pr
RG1050-12
Socketed, 12m Posts, 2 piece post
£2341 06 pr
RG1230-07
Hinged, 7m Posts, 1 piece post
£3020 71 pr
RG1230-11
Hinged, 11m Posts, 2 piece post
£3200 11 pr
RG1230-13
Hinged, 13m Posts, 2 piece post
£3748 77 pr

A bespoke printing service is available on Post Protectors, Corner Pole Protectors and
Rugby Balls. Please contact our sales office with any specific requirements.

al

pp l i e d

x2

i n pa i r s

1

rr i age
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x2
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3

Samba Rugby Posts

Easy to set up, white PVC push-fit construction with
galvanised steel tube that is sunk approximately 22cm
into the ground leaving 29cm above ground, the Rugby
H sliding over the top of this. Crossbar height 1.9m.
Supplied in pairs.
RG4310
Size: 2.89 W x 3.66m H
£343 85 pr

4

Gilbert® Bespoke Post Protectors

PVC covered foam, complete with hook and loop
fastening. Will fit posts up to dia. 100mm. Available in
two sizes: Junior (size: 138 L x 26cm W), Senior (size: 183
L x 26cm W) and in a variety of single colours or with two
contrasting colour horizontal bands. Bespoke printing
also available. Set of 4. Please specify colour.
RG4370-JUN-1 Junior, single colour
£295 55 set
RG4370-SEN-1 Senior, signle colour
£450 80 set
RG4370-JUN-2 Junior, two colour
£295 55 set
RG4370-SEN-2 Senior, two colour
£450 80 set

5

Harrod WM1 Line Markers

Suitable for use on grass pitches features large 18 litre
tanks.
LM1020-050
Wheel width: 50mm
£361 91 ea
LM1020-076
Wheel width: 76mm
£361 91 ea
LM1020-100
Wheel width: 100mm
£413 66 ea
LM1090
White fluid (2 x 10L) £55 43 per 20ltr
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Snooker & Pool
£343 85

£557 75

Extra
No
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Ca

rr i age

1

BCE Folding Pool Table

A folding pool table which also converts to a table tennis table. Unique vertical folding
system and castors which makes storage and movement easy when not in use. The
table can still be used when folded as it is provided with a plastic dartboard (with plastic
bristles) that mounts to the underneath of the folded table. Supplied complete with 2
pool cues, pool balls, chalk, triangle, brush, 2 table tennis bats, 3 table tennis balls, a
net and 2 soft tipped darts.
SP1640-6
Size: 6ft
£343 85 ea
£378 35

rr i age

2

Revolver 3-in-1 Table

3 in 1:
Pool
Air Hockey
Table Tennis

Play either pool, air hockey or table tennis. Unique simple game change system takes
seconds to change from one game to another and can easily be operated by one
person. Supplied complete with 2 full-size cues (145cm), 1 full-size set of spot/stripe
pool balls, chalk, triangle, brush, 4 air hockey pucks & pushers, 2 table tennis bats &
balls and a net.
SP1670-7
Size: 7ft
£557 75 ea

Free play

£1068 35

Extra
No
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Callisto American Pool Table

High density 25mm composite playing surface comparable to a professional slate bed
and covered with hard-wearing quality blue cloth. Ideal for both schools and clubs.
Supplied complete with 2 full-size cues (145cm), 1 set of spots & stripes pool balls (dia.
2¼”), chalk, triangle and brush. Minimal assembly required.
SP1600
Size: 7ft
£378 35 ea

4

Freeplay Slate Bed Pool Table

Supplied complete with a set of 2” plain pool balls, 4 cues, triangle, chalk and brush.
Available in two sizes and with either a blue or green cloth.
SP1330-6
Size: 6ft (please specify cloth colour)
!£1068 35 ea
SP1330-7
Size: 7ft (please specify cloth colour)
!£1068 35 ea

£327 75

£5922 50

Extra
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Folding Crucible Snooker/Pool Table

Features a substantial metal sub-frame for solid stability that easily folds away to just
10cm deep. Playing surface (18mm MDF) covered with a hard-wearing wool-mix cloth.
Supplied complete with 2 full-size cues (145cm), a set of snooker and pool balls (dia.
2”), score board, chalk, triangle and brush.
SP1690
Size: 6ft
£327 75 ea

358
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NEW!

6

Rayleigh Professional full-size Snooker Table

Hardwood frame with 50mm slate bed covered in 100% pure wool napped cloth features
rubber cushions and leather-covered brass netted pockets/runners. Supplied complete
with 2 full-size ash cues (145cm), 22 Ball snooker set (dia. 21/16”), chalk, triangle, brush,
6-way cue rack, spider rest, cross rest, half-butt set, full-butt set, scoreboard and a
table cover.
SP1700
Playing area: 3.7 L x 1.9m W (12’ L x 6’ W)
£5922 50 ea
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Snooker & Pool
£2 01

£3 74

£1 73

su

pp l i e d

x10
in sets

1

PowerGlide Cue Chalk

2

Chalk is used to prevent the cue from slipping and to
make good contact with the cue ball.
SP1620
Set of 4
£2 01 set
SP1620-3-PB
Set of 12
£5 75 set

Triangle Cue Chalk

3

The favourite chalk for both professionals and amateurs,
sold in boxes of 12 in both blue or green.
SP1680-BE Blue
£3 74 doz
SP1680-GN Green
£3 74 doz

su

pp l i e d

x3

in sets

Cue Tips

These 11mm cue tips are either available as push on or
screw in tips.
SP1370-10 Set of 10, screw in
£1 73 set
SP1650
Set of 3, push on
£2 01 set

£26 45

£6 04

5
4

Cue Rack

A slim line wall mounted mahogany snooker or pool cue rack which holds up to 6 cues.

£26 45 ea

SP1660

SAVE!

6

Snooker/Pool Cues

A one piece Ramin cue with screw in tip. Available in four different sizes.
SP1050-36
91cm (36”) long
SP1050-42
107cm (42”) long
SP1050-48
122cm (48”) long
SP1050-57
145cm (57”) long

WAS

£2 29

£14 95

NOW

£2.

59

7

Snooker/Pool Ball Triangle

A durable plastic triangle. Snooker triangle holds 10 balls, Pool triangle holds 15.
SP1400-C
Snooker, ball size: 1¾”
£3 74
SP1400-B
Snooker, ball size: 1⅞”
£2 29 ££2 59
SP1400-A
Snooker, ball size: 2”
£2 30
SP1390-B
Pool, ball size: 1⅞”
£3 74
SP1390-C
Pool, ball size: 2”
£3 74
SP1390-D
Pool, ball size: 2¼”
£3 74
SP1440
Wooden, ball size: 21/16”
£3 74

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Snooker/Pool Balls

Suitable for recreational and general use. Available in different sizes. Pool balls supplied
in sets of 16.
SP1450
Snooker, set of 17, 1¾”
£14 95 set
SP1130
Snooker, set of 22, 21/16”
£20 70 set
SP1180
Pool, Spots & Stripes, size 1⅞”
£14 95 set
SP1190
Pool, Red & Yellow, size 1⅞”
£16 10 ££10 35 set
SP1210
Pool, Red & Yellow, size 2”
£19 55 set
SP1150
Cue Ball only, size 1⅞”
£2 59 ea
SP1160
No.8 Black Ball only, size 2”
£1 73 ea
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Softball, Baseball & American Football
£205 85

1

Wilks™ Softball Teambuilder Set

Junior set contains 2 Big Hitter Mini Bats, 1 Force Soft Softball, 1 Storm Softball, 2 Hurricane Softballs. Senior set contains 2 Big Hitter Maxi Bats, 1 Storm Softball, 2 Hurricane
Softballs, 1 Force Match softball. Both sets contain 10 PVC Gloves (8 left handed for a right handed player and 2 right handed for a left handed player, either 25cm or 30cm), a
Set of Rubber Bases, a Softball Rules Book and a holdall.
BS2410-JUN Junior (Bat length: 75cm, glove 25cm)
£205 85 set
BS2410-SEN Senior (Bat length: 86cm, glove 30cm)
£235 75 set
WAS

£7 99
NOW

£5.75

2

WAS

£9 49

SAVE!

NOW

£7.76

MasterPlay® Baseball Bat

Made from quality wood, ideal for practice sessions or
matches.
BS1020-28 Length: 74cm, weight: 523g
£5 75 ea
BS1020-34 Length: 86.5cm, weight: 960g £7 99 ££5 75 ea
£17 25

5

MasterPlay® Softball Bat

Made from quality wood, a perfect choice for a player’s
first bat.
BS1140-28 Length: 74cm, weight: 763g £9 49 ££7 76 ea
BS1140-34 Length: 86.5cm, weight: 1025g£9 49 ££7 76 ea

Height
adjustable

£33 35

6

Wilks™ Home Runner Bat

Top quality English Ash bat featuring a non-slip rubber
grip.
BS2450-MIN Length: 75cm, 5cm barrel, 20oz £17 25 ea
BS2450-MAX Length: 86cm, 6cm barrel, 25oz £21 85 ea

360

3

£10 35

SAVE!

4

Wilks™ Big Hitter Bat

Strong hardwood softball bat for school and leisure use
featuring a non-slip rubber grip.
BS2460-MIN Length: 75cm, 5cm barrel, 20oz £10 35 ea
BS2460-MAX Length: 86cm, 6cm barrel, 26oz £12 65 ea
£40 25

Height
adjustable

Up Rite Safe Tee

Helping players greatly improve their body positioning
and swing. The base is weighted, so when the adjustable
tee gets knocked over it will pop back up.
SE3590
Single tee
£33 35 ea
SE3590-4 Set of 4
£113 85 set

7

Multi Purpose Batting Tee

Tee to your preferred height and swing away. The Tee has
a weighted rubber plate to make sure it stays upright.

BS1190

£40 25 ea
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Softball, Baseball & American Football
£17 25

SAVE!

1

£16 10

Bases

3

Available in either a heavy duty flexible vinyl set suitable
for indoors and out, includes Home Plate, Pitcher's Plate
and 3 bases. Or three foam filled bases supplied with
ground anchors. A thick vinyl Pitcher's Plate is available
separately.
BS1240
Throw Down Bases, set of 5
£17 25 set
BS2190
Padded Bases, set of 3
£50 60 set
BS2200
Pitcher’s Plate
£14 95 ££11 50 ea

2

Wilks™ Junior Face Mask

Tough wire frame providing excellent visibility and well
padded with straps to provide best protection.

£16 10 ea

BS2560-JUN

£6 04

4

Wilks™ PVC Gloves

High quality PVC gloves suitable for youth Baseball and
Softball. The glove is worn on the ‘catching hand’ leaving
the ‘throwing hand’ free. So a right handed player would
wear a left handed glove and vice versa.
BS1450-LH Left hand, 25cm
£12 65 ea
BS1450-RH Right hand, 25cm
£12 65 ea
BS1520-LH Left hand, 30cm
£14 95 ea
BS1520-RH Right hand, 30cm
£14 95 ea

£6 90

£9 20

MasterSport® Softballs

Good quality balls with a synthetic leather cover. Available
with a soft or cork core.
BS2090
Soft core, dia. 9cm, weight: 179g
£6 04 ea
BS2090-6 Bag of 6
£34 50 set
BS2050
Cork core, dia. 9cm, weight: 190g
£5 12 ea
BS2050-6 Bag of 6
£32 20 set
£1

SAVE!

5

Wilks™ Synthetic Softballs

6

Available in practise quality with a hard PU core or match
quality with a cork core.
BS2480
Hurricane (practise ball), dia. 9cm
£6 90 ea
BS2490
Storm (match ball), dia. 9cm
£8 05 ea

Wilks™ Leather Softballs

Top quality leather covered balls with either a soft PU or
a cork core.
BS2510
Force Soft (soft core), dia. 9cm
£9 20 ea
BS2500
Force Match (cork core), dia. 9cm
£8 91 ea

WAS

SAVE!

44

8
7

£12 65

Rubber Sponge Baseballs

Ideal for training sessions or introducing young players to
the game. Available in White or Yellow.
BS2020
Dia. 7cm, weight: 46g, yellow £4 31 ££3 45 ea
BS2020-6 Yellow, bag of 6
£26 45 ££20 70 set
SE6340
Dia. 7cm, weight: 110g, white
£1 44 ea
SE6340-12 White, bag of 12
£16 10 set

£1 44

£23 00

NOW

£1.

15

MasterSport® Baseballs

Three levels of good quality, high value balls. A synthetic
leather covered ball with either a soft or cork centre or a
genuine leather covered cork centre ball. Dia. 7cm, also
available in bags of 6.
BS2110
Synthetic, soft, weight: 144g
£2 30 ea
BS2110-6 Bag of 6
£13 80 set
BS2060
Synthetic, cork, weight: 121g £1 44 ££1 15 ea
BS2060-6 Bag of 6
£9 20 ££7 19 set
BS2000
Leather, cork, weight: 132g
£3 45 ea
BS2000-6 Bag of 6
£20 70 set

9

American Footballs

A sewn rubber ball designed to replicate the look and feel
of an American Football.
SB1010-JUN
Dia. 60cm
£23 00 ea
SB1010-SEN
Dia. 65cm
£25 30 ea
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Squash, Racketball & Stoolball
Mini Squash

Mini Squash provides the ideal introduction to Squash and has been developed by England Squash & Racketball. It is divided into three progressive stages Fun (ages 5–7, red),
Play (ages 7-10, orange) and Compete (age 10+, green).
£12 65

1

£6 90

Mini Squash Rackets

2

Developed specifically for the game.
SQ1270-FUN
Age 5-7, red (22")
SQ1270-PLA
Age 7-10, orange (24")
SQ1270-COM
Age 10+, green (27")

£12 65 ea
£13 80 ea
£13 80 ea

WAS

£11 50
NOW

£9.20

3

MasterPlay® Squash Racket

£20 70

4

Dunlop Power Hire Squash Racket

Titanium alloy frame, synthetic strings and non-slip handle.
SQ1110
Weight: 200g
SQ1110-12
Bag of 12

£2 30

6

Protective Glasses

Benefiting from a slim frame that does not restrict vision.
Polycarbonate lenses and an adjustable strap.
SQ1200-JUN
Junior size
£20 70 ea

362

£6 90 pk
£6 90 pk
£6 90 pk

£17 25

SAVE!

Aluminium ‘O’ beam frame, with PU grip. Suitable for schools, sports centres and
recreational use.
SQ1070
Weight: 190g
£11 50 ££9 20 ea
SQ1070-12
Bag of 12
£140 30 ££103 50 set

5

Mini Squash Balls

Each with appropriate age/skill relevant attributes.
SQ1230
Age 5-7, red
SQ1240
Age 7-10, orange
SQ1250
Age 10+, green

£17 25 ea
£207 00 set

£2 88

Dunlop Progress Squash Ball

Helps develop correct technique. 6% larger than a
standard ball with a 20% longer hang-time.
SQ1060
Red dot, single ball
£2 30 ea
SQ1060-12
Red dot, box of 12
£25 30 doz

7

Dunlop Pro Squash Ball

The official ball of the World Squash Federation (WSF). The
only ball used in professional international competition.
SQ1260
Double yellow dot, single ball
£2 88 ea
SQ1260-12 Double yellow dot, box of 12
£32 20 doz
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Squash, Racketball & Stoolball
SAVE!

NOW

£8.05

WAS

£3 97

£2 30

NOW

£2.30

30mm

SAVE!

WAS

£9 72

1

MasterPlay® Racketball Racket

Aluminium frame (dia. 22.5mm). Wide body and oversized
head. Comfortable PU grip.
SQ1120
Weight: 230g
£9 72 ££8 05 ea
SQ1120-12 Bag of 12
£119 54 ££80 50 set

2

Fino® Racketball Ball

A blue ball suitable for all abilities. Pack of 2.
SQ1040
Dia. 3cm, weight: 50g
£3 97 ££2 30

3
tube

Price Racketball Ball

A British made blue ball suitable for all abilities.
SQ1050
Dia. 3cm, weight: 50g
£2 30

ea

Stoolball

Stoolball is ideal for schools – a team sport adaptable to almost any environment, quick to set up and pack away, easy to learn yet teaching plenty of important skills. For more
information visit: www.stoolball.org.uk
£125 01

£17 25

4

Aresson® Stoolball Bat

Manufactured from hardwood with a chevron grip. Available with different handle
lengths and weights, handle length 15cm (weight 320g), length 18cm (weight 410g) or
length 23cm (weight 500g).
SB1020-15
Handle length: 15cm
£17 25 ea
SB1020-18
Handle length: 18cm
£17 25 ea
SB1020-23
Handle length: 23cm
£17 25 ea
£4 31

5

6

Stoolball Wickets

Powder coated steel stand and base which is fitted with rubber caps for floor protection.
A simple design allows for the height of the Board to be changed. ‘No Ball’ Indication
line is included. Board size: 30 L x 30 H x 1.8cm W. Set includes 2 Bases, 2 Uprights,
2 Boards and fixings.

£125 01 set

SB1040

Aresson® Stoolball

Rubberised cork centre with a leather outer covering. Stoolball England approved. Dia.
5.7cm, weight approx. 70g. Available in three colours.
SB1030-OR
Orange
£4 31 ea
SB1030-PK
Pink
£4 31 ea
SB1030-YW
Yellow
£4 31 ea
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Stopwatches & Scoreboards
£28 75

1

Team Coloured Stopwatches

Counts up to 40 minutes in 1/100 second and then to 24 hours in 1 second intervals. Lap facility with time, alarm and calendar with a water resistant case. Supplied complete with
a neck cord and CR2032 battery. Size: 6 L x 5cm W. Digit height: 9mm.
SC1610
Set of 4
£28 75 set
£4 60

£9 49

3

pa

et

er

Co

m

£12 65

ss &
om
Ther m

Fastime 16 Stopwatch

1/100 second stopwatch with lap facility, time of day and
alarm set with a water resistant case. Supplied complete
with a neck cord and SR44 battery. Size: 7 L x 6cm W.
Digit height: 7mm.

Times 1/100 second for the first 30 minutes, followed
by timing in 1 second intervals. Features time of day,
stopwatch mode and alarm and has a water resistant
case. Supplied complete with a useful Carabiner Clip
built into the case, LR43 battery and includes a compass
and thermometer on the back of the stopwatch. Size: 11
L x 6cm W. Digit height: 8mm.

SC1620

SC1650

£9 49 ea SC1530

£21 85

£34 50

2

Fastime 0 Stopwatch

£4 60 ea

£17 25

5

Fastime 28LW Waterproof

6

7

Fastime 20 Stopwatch

Start, stop, cumulative splits and time of day functions.
Backlight. Water Resistant to IPX7, meaning it can be
immersed in water of 1m depth for up to 30 minutes. Size:
8 L x 7cm W. Digit height: 15mm.

1/100 second stopwatch with lap facility, countdown
timer, pacer, day/date and alarm with a water resistant
case. Supplied complete with a neck cord and CR2032
battery. Size: 7 L x 6cm W. Digit height: 6mm.

SC1670

SC1640

364

£17 25 ea

4

Quantum 309 Stopwatch

1/100 second LCD stopwatch with lap facility, time,
calendar and alarm with a water resistant case. Offers
increased reliability and accuracy. Supplied complete
with a neck cord and CR2032 battery. Size: 6 L x 6cm W.
Digit height: 12mm.

£12 65 ea

Quantum 7386 Stopwatch

1/100 second stopwatch with lap & split recording 999
laps and 300 memories. Count down timer with alarm,
pacer, normal time, alarm and calendar with a water
resistant case. Supplied complete with a neck cord and
CR2032 battery. Size: 8 L x 7cm W. Digit height: 7mm.

£21 85 ea SC1500

£34 50 ea
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Stopwatches & Scoreboards
£612 64

l
e
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ns

a

i n co r o l p a
nt

Tr

1

i lt

Indoor Multi-Sport Scoreboard

po

as

Bu

r ta t i o n

c

Ergonomic and portable. Complete with a score pad built into its back and an integrated horn. Information displayed; game clock, time, scores, period number, time out
countdown, time out indicators and team fouls. Suitable for indoor use.
SC1720
Size: 55 L x 35 H x 9cm D
£612 64 ea
SC1720-CAS With transportation case
£698 89 set
£7 48

£46 00

3
2

Tally Counter

Metal casing with finger loop, Counts up to 9999 with
reset knob at the side.
SC1130
Colours may vary
£7 48 ea

NEW!

5

T5010 Timer

A display clock featuring memory timer and clock with
alarm. Counts up and down to 24 hours in hours, minutes
and seconds and has an audible alarm at the end of the
countdown. Includes a lamp facility on count up.
SC1260
Size: 16 L x 9 W x 7cm D
£46 00 ea

£189 75

Speedo Battery Pace Clock

Wall mounted battery powered open face pace clock
with a reliable continuous sweep motor and a brushed
aluminium frame surround. Battery not included.
Available in 2 sizes.
SC1740-600
Size: 60 L x 60cm W
£189 75 ea
2
SC1540-61-GUA Wire Guard, size: 70cm
£63 25 ea
SC1740-800
Size: 80 L x 80cm W
£212 75 ea
SC1660-GUA
Wire Guard, size: 85cm2
£96 60 ea

£149 50

4

Poolside Pace Clock

Features a moulded case, shatterproof front lens, easy
reset of minutes and sweep hands, start/stop button and
rear carrying handle. Battery included.
SC1050
Dia. 46cm
£149 50 ea

£158 70

6

£28 75

Open Faced Clock

Designed specifically for use in sports halls and swimming
pools where the time of day and time elapsed will be of
great significance to those participating in their choice of
sport. Available in two sizes. Wire guard sold separately.
SC1540-61
Size: 61 L x 61cm W
£158 70 ea
2
SC1540-61-GUA Wire Guard, size: 70cm
£63 25 a
SC1540-91
Size: 85 L x 85cm W
£246 10 ea
SC1660-GUA
Wire Guard, size: 85cm2
£96 60 ea

7

Wall Clock

Battery operated Wall Clock. Available with a standard
quartz or sweeping hand movement. Wire guard sold
separetely.
SC1190
Quartz, dia. 30cm
£28 75 ea
SC1410
Sweep, dia. 40cm
£69 00 ea
SC1410-GUA
Wire Guard, size: 50cm2
£51 75 ea
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Storage Equipment
£211 03

£239 78

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

1

Standard Equipment Trolley

rr i age

2

Features 4 removable plastic storage containers, a fixed full height storage section and
a side mounted hoop rack. Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking
rubber wheels, 2 braked.
SE2910
Size: 1.03 L x 0.57 W x 0.90m H (approx.)
£211 03 ea

Mobile Basket Trolley

Features 4 removable wire storage baskets, a fixed full height storage section and a side
mounted hoop rack. Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking rubber
wheels, 2 braked.
SE1095
Size: 1.03 L x 0.57 W x 0.90m H (approx.)
£239 78 ea

£242 65

£287 50

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

O

3

pt
io

c
n a l h o o p ra

rr i age

k

Large Equipment Storage Trolley

Features a spacious full height fixed wire basket and 4 removable plastic storage boxes.
Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking rubber wheels, two braked.
Optional Hoop Storage rack available separately.
SE2930
Size: 1.38 L x 0.58 W x 1.04m H (approx.)
£242 65 ea
SE2930-HOOP
Optional Hoop Rack
£10 93 ea

4

Go Anywhere Barrow

Suitable for moving equipment outside to the playground or sports field. Manufactured
from blue powder coated heavy duty steel mesh and tube for strength and durability.
Features 2 heavy duty wheels and soft grip handles to easily deal with bumpy outdoor
surfaces.
SE1529-BE
Size: 120 L x 80 W x 70cm H
£287 50 ea

£346 15

£374 90

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

5

Deluxe Storage Trolley

Features a removable full height basket, a fixed shallow basket and four removable
plastic storage bins. Blue powder coated steel construction complete with non-marking
rubber wheels, 2 braked.
SE1770
Size: 1.35 L x 0.66 W x 0.96m H
£346 15 ea

366

Suitable for
outdoor use

rr i age

6

Deluxe Sports Equipment Trolley

Features a large full depth fixed basket and three wire mesh storage drawers. Blue
powder coated steel construction complete with non-marking rubber wheels, 2 braked.
SE1720
Size: 1.27 L x 0.80 W x 0.95m H
£374 90 ea
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Storage Equipment
£363 40
Extra
No

Ca

In

1

Mesh Storage Trolley

te r

n a l p a r t it i

rr i age

on

Offers an easy access drop-down front and opening lid providing access to a very large storage area; a fixed internal partition is also available. Heavy duty blue powder coated
steel construction complete with non-marking rubber wheels, 2 braked.
Including internal partition
£397 90 ea
SE1600
Size: 1.22 L x 0.61 W x 0.76m H
£363 40 ea SE1600-DIV
£345 00

£379 50

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

No

2

Deluxe Equipment Trolley

3

Offers a spacious fixed open wire basket and 3 removable plastic storage boxes.
Powder coated heavy duty steel mesh and tube construction with non-marking castor
wheels, 2 braked.
SE1531-BE
Size: 1.40 L x 0.55 W x 0.85m H
£345 00 ea

Lo

4

n-
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k i n g ca

rr i age

rs

Mobile Ball Storage/Picker Trolley

Offers basic easy access storage for up to 40 balls (size 5); the top section can be easily
removed to make this a dual purpose equipment trolley. Powder coated heavy duty
steel mesh and tube construction with non-marking castor wheels, 2 braked.
SE1532-RD
Size: 0.7 L x 0.7 W x 1.4m H
£379 50 ea

£506 00

£575 00

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

c k a b le c la s p

Multi-purpose Storage Cabinet

High capacity secure storage with double doors. Powder coated heavy duty steel
mesh and tube construction with non-marking castor wheels, 2 braked. Complete with
lockable clasp, padlock not supplied.
SE1533-BE
Size: 1.4 L x 0.6 W x 1.5m H
£506 00 ea

S to

5

ra g e h o o k s
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v el

rr i age

i n s ta

nd

Deluxe Multi-purpose Storage Cabinet

A high capacity secure storage with double doors and a top shelf. Features side storage
hooks and a stand for 12 javelins. Powder coated heavy duty steel mesh and tube
construction with non-marking castor wheels, 2 braked. Complete with lockable clasp,
padlock not supplied.
SE1534-SV
Size: 1.4 L x 0.6 W x 1.5m H
£575 00 ea
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Storage Equipment
£287 50

£372 03

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

1

Ball Trolley

S af

et y c h a i n

Offers convenient storage for up to 25 balls; blue powder coated heavy duty steel tube
construction with non-marking castor wheels and features a lockable hinged lid with
safety chain (padlock not supplied).
SE1528-BE
Size: 0.75 L x 0.75 W x 0.8m H
£287 50 ea

rr i age

2

Ball Carrier

Offers a high quality, secure portable storage unit for in excess of 20 Basketballs; the
4mm close mesh welded steel wire unit has rubber non-marking wheels, dia. 100mm,
and a lockable hinged lid (padlock not supplied).
SE1096
Size: 105 L x 60 W x 100cm H
£372 03 ea

£181 76

£74 75

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

3

D ro p s i de

rr i age

Multipurpose Ball Cage

Light but sturdy construction and will hold 24 Basketballs (size 7); available in steel or
aluminium options, and mounted on 4 rubber wheels, it can be locked for additional
security (padlock not supplied).
BK1810-STE
Steel, size: 120 L x 90 W x 90cm H
£181 76 ea
BK1810-ALU
Aluminium, size: 120 L x 90 W x 90cm H
£256 51 ea
£97 81

4

Giant Wire Basket

Provides a functional storage solution with a simple removable lid. White powder coated
steel mesh construction with castor wheels.
SE1620
Size: 86 L x 59 W x 45cm H
£74 75 ea
£57 50

Easily
foldable

Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

5

Ball Trolley

Power coated tubular steel construction. Available as a single sided (width 19cm) or
double sided (width 43cm) option. Both with 4 rubber wheels. Size: 106 L x 99cm H.
BK1830
Single, capacity 16 balls
£97 81 ea
BK3790
Double, capacity 32 balls
£133 46 ea

368

6

Multi-Sport Ball Caddy

Light, versatile and mobile. Complete with nylon wheels and folds up for easy storage.
Holds 12 Basketballs (size 7) or 16 Footballs, Volleyballs or Netballs. Overall height
86cm.
BK1840
Basket: 60 L x 60 W x 45cm H
£57 50 ea
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Storage Equipment

1

£1207 50

£776 25

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

rr i age

Titan Pent Roof Shed

PVC coated galvanised steel is used for the panels that are maintenance free, fire
resistant and have a guarantee of 25 years against corrosion. Supplied complete with a
wooden floor and a wide, key lockable, double door. Supplied flat packed.
PF3070-2.74-1.22 Size: 2.74 L x 1.22m W (9’ x 4’)
£1207 50 ea
PF3070-2.74-1.52 Size: 2.74 L x 1.52m W (9’ x 5’)
£1437 50 ea
PF3070-2.74-1.83 Size: 2.74 L x 1.83m W (9’ x 6’)
£1667 50 ea

2

rr i age

Guardian Storage Cabinet

High quality and precision engineered from special Galvalume steel; it comes complete
with an integral heavy duty metal floor and features smooth sliding metal doors with a
key operated lock. Supplied complete with two metal shelves as standard. It is easily
assembled and comes with a two year guarantee on all parts as well as a ten year panel
guarantee against rust perforation.
SE1512
Size: 1.76 L x 0.98 W x 1.87m H
£776 25 ea

£517 50

£95 45

Extra
No

Ca

3

rr i age

Stowaway and Storeguard

Featuring a unique, easy to use spring assisted opening action for complete ‘walk in’
access. PVC coated galvanised steel construction complete with 2 padlock points, and
a 25 year panel guarantee.
SE2870
Stowaway: 1.38 L x 0.89 W x 1.13m H, green
£517 50 ea
SE2860-CR
Storeguard: 1.96 L x 0.89 W x 1.13m H, cream
£632 50 ea
SE2860-GN
Storeguard: 1.96 L x 0.89 W x 1.13m H, green
£632 50 ea

4

Jumbo Storage Trunk

A weatherproof, free standing storage for indoor/outdoor use; injection moulded plastic
construction with padlock point.
SE1251
Size: 141 L x 62 W x 65cm H
£95 45 ea
£573 85

5

B lu e

G r e en

Grey

Red

Playground Storage Box

Fire-resistant metal construction with PVC coated galvanised steel panels guaranteed for 25 years. Featuring a secure double bolted locking mechanism and gas strut assisted
top opening. Available in blue, green, grey, red. Please specify colour when ordering.
PF3080-SMA
Small: 1.35 L x 0.79 W x 0.73m H
£573 85 ea
PF3080-LRG
Large: 1.88 L x 0.79 W x 0.73m H
£632 50 ea
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Storage Equipment
£355 35
Extra
No

Ca

Aqua

1

Beige

Beige

Blue

Extra
No

Blue

Grey

rr i age

Yellow

Yellow

2

3

£14 95

4

Storage Box & Lid

SE1299-32
SE1299-32-4

Vendiplas Small Trolley

A top opening plastic trolley with non-marking rubber
wheels, two braked. Available in aqua green, beige, blue,
grey, red, yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
Size: 104 L x 69 W x 84cm H.

5

A tough injection moulded chest, supplied with 4
detachable clips which hold the lid down or allow it to
hinge on either side. Size: 60 L x 40 W x 36cm H, volume:
48L. Colours may vary.

£14 95 ea

£6 33

£362 25 ea

SE1439
£92 00

Storage Chest

£7 48 ea
£26 45 set SE1301-58

Ideal space saving
storage solution

£5 18

6

Set of 4

Grey

rr i age

Red

A mobile, plastic open shelf storage unit with non-marking rubber wheels, two braked. Available in aqua green, beige,
blue, grey, red, yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
SE1442-SIN
Single unit: 100 L x 50 W x 184cm H
£355 35 ea
SE1442-DOU
Double unit: 150 L x 50 W x 184cm H
£500 25 ea

A useful plastic box with a lid which clips shut. Size: 60 L
x 40 W x 18cm H, volume: 32L. Colours may vary.

Ca

Red

Vendiplas Mobile Shelving Units

£7 48

Aqua

£362 25

NEW!

Plastic Container Truck

Heavy duty truck with reinforced plastic baseboard for
increased strength with 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors (dia.
100mm). Size: 101 L x 69 W x 74cm H, volume 320 litres,
max. weight 220kg. Available with an optional handle.
SE1634-BE
Truck only
£92 00 ea
SE1634-BE-HAN Truck and Handle
£109 25 ea
£5 75

Folding Crate

A robust plastic construction in vibrant primary colours;
the clever design allows flat packing or can be simply
clicked into storage mode, with both options being
stackable. Size: 48 L x 35 W x 23cm H, volume: 32L.

SE1403
SE1403-6 Set of 6
SE1403-12 Set of 12

370

£5 18 ea
£26 45 set
£51 75 set

7

MasterSport® Containers

Manufactured from a durable plastic with a strong metal
carrying handle and snap shut lid. Dia. 31cm.
SE6190-16 Size: 25.5cm H, volume: 16L
£6 33 ea
SE6190-25 Size: 42cm H, volume: 25L
£8 05 ea

8

Flexitub

Easy to carry and perfect for general storage. Size: 38cm
H x dia. 48cm, volume: 42L. Colours may vary.

SE1353
SE1353-4

Set of 4

£5 75 ea
£20 70 ea
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Storage Equipment
£11 50

1

Wire Baskets

£62 10

2

Offering both a storage solution and a target for various
activities. Plastic coated steel construction. Size at top:
53 L x 33 W x 26cm H. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow.
SE1710
Please specify colour
£11 50 ea
SE1710-4 Set of 4
£43 70 set

Storage Bins

Provide a handy and simple open fronted storage
solution, and can be simply attached to provide a 3-tier
unit. Plastic coated steel construction, supplied with
stacking fixings.
SE2240
Size: 105 L x 68 W x 48cm H
£62 10 ea
SE2240-3 Set of 3
£172 50 set

£20 70

3

Badminton Racket Storage Rack

Wall-mounted powder coated steel storage rack.
Capacity 20 rackets. Fixings not included.
SE2210
Size: 60 L x 21.5 W x 17cm H
£20 70 ea

Will hold
up to 100
hoops

6

£16 10

4

Tennis/Squash Storage Rack

Wall-mounted powder coated steel storage rack.
Capacity 14 rackets. Fixings not included.
SE2220
Size: 64 L x 225 W x 18cm H
£16 10 ea

£65 55

Mobile Hoop Rack

5

Storage Brackets

Blue powder coated steel construction with a soft
polymer coating, fixings not included. Mounting plate
size: 5 W x 26cm H. Projection 9cm.

SE1900

£25 30 pr

£13 80

7

Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking
rubber wheels. Capacity 100 hoops.
SE1760-MOB
Height: 1.2m
£65 55 ea

£25 30

Wall Mounted Hoop Rack

8

Wall-mounted powder coated steel storage rack.
Capacity 100 hoops. Fixings not included.

SE1760-WAL

£14 95

Skipping Rope Rack

Wall-mounted powder coated steel storage rack.
Capacity 500 ropes. Fixings not included.

£13 80 ea SE2200

£14 95 ea
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Storage Equipment
£8 63

1

MasterSport® Multipurpose Holdalls

Strong nylon; featuring zip closure, a padded adjustable shoulder strap. Supplied
complete with a strengthening base board and protective studded feet. A pair of wheels
at one end is available in selected sizes.
SE6360-65
Size: 65 L x 30 W x 30cm H
£8 63 ea
SE6360-80
Size: 80 L x 30 W x 30cm H
£9 78 ea
SE6360-80-WHE Size: 80 L x 30 W x 30cm H c/w Wheels
£19 55 ea
SE6360-105
Size: 105 L x 30 W x 30cm H
£16 10 ea
SE6360-110-WHE Size: 110 L x 35 W x 50cm H c/w Wheels
£23 00 ea
SE6360-120
Size: 120 L x 25 W x 20cm H
£13 80 ea
£9 20

2

MasterSport® Tennis Racket Bag

MasterSport® Hoop Bags

Strong nylon with black mesh side panels; features a zip closure and a padded shoulder
strap.
SE1400-18
Size: 25cm W x dia. 46cm
£8 05 ea
SE1400-24
Size: 25cm W x dia. 61cm
£9 20 ea
SE1400-30
Size: 25cm W x dia. 76cm
£10 35 ea
SE1400-36
Size: 25cm W x dia. 91cm
£11 50 ea
WAS

£10 93

£37 95

NOW

£8.63

Giant Storage Bag

6

A highly versatile product manufactured from strong nylon with black mesh side storage
pockets and handles, features three separate zip closure access points, four castors on
one end and rigid plastic runners on two sides.
SE6430
Size: 90 L x 45 W x 45cm H
£37 95 ea

372

ea

£8 05

Strong nylon; featuring zip closure, a padded adjustable shoulder strap. Capacity 20
rackets.
SE1920
Size: 76 L x 33 W x 30cm H
£9 20 ea

5

MasterSport® Badminton Racket Bag

Strong nylon; featuring zip closure, a padded shoulder strap. Capacity 16 rackets.
SE1910
Size: 69 L x 25 W x 24cm H
£8 05

4
3

Comfortable carry handle and
padded shoulder strap

£8 05

SAVE!

Bishop Folding Bags

Strong nylon with an up and over hook and loop fastening flap, feature a padded
adjustable strap and internal base board.
SE6870-S
Size: 55 L x 25 W x 48cm H
£10 93 ££8 63 ea
SE6870-L
Size: 55 L x 25 W x 75cm H
£10 35 ea
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Storage Equipment
*Branding may vary

1

£1 73

£2 30

MasterSport® Drawstring Bags

2

Strong nylon with a black drawstring closure.
SE6400-SMA
Size: 30 L x 30cm W
SE6400-MED
Size: 45 L x 43cm W

£1 73 ea
£2 01 ea

MasterSport® Drawstring Bags

Strong nylon with a black drawstring closure, designed with a longer length.
SE6400-LRG
Size: 65 L x 30cm W
SE6400-XLR
Size: 80 L x 25cm W

£4 31

3

MasterSport® Bag

£3 74

4

Strong nylon with zip closure and a single top handle.
SE1830
Size: 36cm L x dia. 11cm
£4 31 ea

MasterSport® Bag

£2 88

6

Clear PVC with a zippered top panel and with handle.
SE6710
Size: 18cm L x dia. 17cm
£2 88 ea

ea

MasterSport® Round Bag

Strong nylon, with a zippered top panel and side handle.
SE1880
Size: 10cm H x dia. 17cm
£2 88 ea

£4 60

7

MasterSport® Ball Bag

£2 88

5

Strong nylon with zip closure and two side handle.
SE1870
Size: 50cm L x dia. 14cm
£3 74

MasterSport Net Bag
®

Strong nylon with a black mesh front panel, drawstring
closure and an adjustable shoulder strap.
SE8670
Size: 43cm L x dia. 24cm
£4 60 ea

£4 31

8

MasterSport® Cone Bag

Strong nylon with black mesh side panels; designed for
carrying all manner of cones, features a front zip closure
and an adjustable shoulder strap.
SE1930
Size: 18 L x 18 W x 48cm H
£4 31 ea
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Storage Equipment
£16 10

1

£16 10

Gilbert® Breathable Storage Sack

Red nylon with black mesh panels; features draw cord
closure and an adjustable shoulder strap. Comfortably
holds 10 balls (size 5).
NB2290-RD Length: 80cm, dia. 43cm
£16 10 ea
£9 20

4

Mitre® Ball Tube

WAS

NOW

£0.

58

5

Ball Carrying Nets

Storage net to carry a number of ball
FB1510-5 5-ball net
FB1510-10 10-ball net

374

MasterSport® Ball Tube

£19 55

SAVE!

£1 09 ££0 58 ea
£2 01 ea

3

MasterSport® Breathable Sack

Blue nylon with mesh panels; features draw cord closure
and a padded shoulder strap. Comfortably holds 10 balls
(size 5).
SE1543
Length: 90cm, dia. 49cm
£7 48 ea
£13 80

Blue nylon and mesh construction with draw cord closure
and shoulder strap. Holds 5 balls (size 5).
SE1390
Length: 112cm, dia. 24cm
£5 46 ea

8
7

Mitre® Breathable Storage Sack

Black nylon with black mesh panels; features draw cord
closure and a padded shoulder strap. Comfortably holds
10 balls (size 5).
RG1640-BK Length: 90cm, dia. 46cm
£16 10 ea
£5 46

Black nylon and mesh construction with draw cord
closure and shoulder strap. Holds 5 balls (size 5).
FB2640
Length 109cm, dia. 25cm
£9 20 ea
£1 09

2

£7 48

6

Bishop Ball Bag

Blue nylon and mesh construction, zip closure and hook
and loop fastening handles. Holds 12 balls (size 5).
FB1690
Size: 85 L x 45 W x 41cm H
£13 80 ea
£14 95

Storage Sacks

Heavy Duty Sacks featuring a flat base and two handles
and double stitched seams for durability. Can also be
used for sack races. Set of 4, (one each of blue, green,
red, yellow).
SE2520-4 Size: 61 L x 42cm W
£19 55 set

9

Mitre® Ball Sack

Black nylon; features draw cord closure and a shoulder
strap. Holds approximately 12 balls (size 5).
FB1440-BK Length: 98cm, dia. 46cm
£14 95 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
£13 80

1

Swim Rings

Swim Rings are brightly coloured, and made from a
durable ‘squidgy’ plastic. Weight 175g. Supplied as a
mixed colour set of 4.
SW2020
Dia: 18cm
£13 80 set

£88 55

2

MasterPlay® Swimming Pool Kit

An array of products to help develop basic skills and water confidence. 6 Junior Kickboards, 12 Rainbow Balls, 1
Squirty Water Zoo set, 2 Beach Balls, 1 set of Egg Flips and 1 set of Swim Rings in a large Mesh Bag.

£88 55 set

SW3810

£2 30

3

Beach Balls

4

Multi-coloured inflatable, glossy panel beach ball, for use
in or out of the pool. Supplied in assorted designs.
SW3550-50
Dia. 50cm
£2 30 ea
£21

6

BECO Animal Soakers

These colourful polyester covered foam fun shapes are
great for splashing around and building water confidence.
SW3780
Set of 5
£10 35 set

SAVE!

85

7

Foam Numbers

Ideal for providing an additional educational dimension to
the fun of a pool. Supplied as a set of 1-10.

£21 85 set

SW3030

£10 35

£35

£8 05

5

BECO Squirty Water Zoo

A set of 5 colourful PVC animals in a carry net.

SW3790

WAS

SAVE!

65

Frog Boards

Will help develop water confidence. Senior size: 90 L x 65
W x 5cm H, Junior size: 70 L x 50 W x 5cm H.
SW1520-JUN
Junior
£35 65 ea
SW1520-SEN
Senior
£57 44 ££44 85 ea

8

£ prices are special offer, while stocks last

| * prices are zero rated | Items marked

£35 65
NOW

£29.90

Teddy Boards

A fun shape to develop confidence in the water. Senior
size: 90 L x 65 W x 5cm H, Junior size: 70 L x 50 W x
5cm H.
SW3760-JUN
Junior
£35 65 ££29 90 ea
SW3760-SEN
Senior
£54 05 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
£8 05

1

£8 05

Dive Sticks

Weighted and stand vertically at the bottom of a pool
whilst bright colours and numbering enables recognition
activities. Supplied as a set of 6.
SW1660
Size: 20cm, set of 6
£8 05 set
£6 90

4

Diving Tailballs

5

£8 05

Underwater Slalom

6

Diving Set

Set contains: 3 weighted dolphins designed to stand
vertically on the pool floor and 3 dive discs.
SW3570
Set of 6
£6 90 set

8

3

Diving Discs

Colourful weighted discs, easy to pick up. Promotes
water confidence.
SW3560
Set of 6
£5 75 set
£11 50

£11 50

Comprising of a bright plastic strips, weighted at one end
that is designed to stand upright in water. Suitable to use
as a slalom or a pair of swimming gates.
SW3040
Length: 1.4m, set of 4
£8 05 set

376

Diving Rings

Colourful rings weighted on one side to sink slowly and
stand vertically on the pool floor.
SW3580
Set of 4
£8 05 set
£6 90

Colourful neoprene diving balls with tails. Easy to see and
collect from the pool floor.
SW3770
Set of 3
£6 90 set

7

2

£5 75

Dive Bricks

A brightly coloured traditional rubber weight that will
sink to the bottom of a pool to be used for various diving
activities. Size: 15 L x 10 W x 6cm H.
SW3210-RD
Weight: 1.4kg
£11 50 ea
£74 75

Stand Up Hoop

Supplied complete with a weighted bar to provide a
stable underwater feature; perfect for obstacle courses
and developing underwater swimming skills.
SW1700
Set of 4
£11 50 ea

9

Weighted Hoop

Large synthetic hoops with weighted and adjustable cord
connections. Each hoop will stand upright in the water at
any desired depth.
SW3690
Set of 4
£74 75 set
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Swimming & Water Safety
£71 30

£4 60

su

pp l i e d

x10
in sets

1

MasterPlay® Underwater Obstacle Set

Can be used for team or individual activities. Set imaginative obstacle courses using the
Stand Up Hoop, Underwater Slalom Set, Dive Brick, Dive Sticks, Dive Discs and Dive
Rings. Supplied in a Mesh panel bag.

£71 30 set

SW3350

2

Egg Flips

Designed to help to teach correct breathing techniques; by blowing forcefully on them
at water level they flip over.
SW1640
Set of 10
£4 60 set
WAS

SAVE!

3

£1 67
NOW

£1.15

Aqua Noodles

Popular with beginners or aqua aerobics classes, ultra-flexible, brightly coloured will bend and float. Use with Connectors to join Noodles together to make extra-long Noodles or
to form imaginative floating structures. Noodles supplied in assorted colours.

SW1580
SW1580-8
SW1580-24
SW1580-48

Length: 165cm x dia. 7cm
Set of 8
Set of 24
Set of 48

£2 88 ea
£23 00 set
£65 55 set
£125 35 set

SW1580-CON-2-4 4 Noodle Connector
SW1580-CON-6 6 Noodle Connector
SW3140
Noodle Trolley, capacity: 40 Noodles

£1 67 ££1 15 ea
£1 78 ££1 44 ea
£125 35 ea

£40 25

4

Playrafts

Can be used for team/group activities, or just to add fun to your swimming sessions.
SW3720-SMA
Small, size: 100 L x 50 W x 6cm H
£40 25 ea
SW3720-LRG
Large, size: 150 L x 100 W x 6cm H
£74 75 ea

£4 60

5

Giant Tyre

A large inflatable tyre for pool play, made in strong vinyl for durability.
SW3610
Dia. 90cm
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£4 60 ea

377

Swimming & Water Safety
£4 03

1

£4 60

Junior Kickboard

2

Offers basic flotation; manufactured from standard closed cell polyethylene. Size: 29.5
L x 22 W x 2.8cm D.
SW1030-BE
Blue
£4 03 ea
SW1030-RD
Red
£4 03 ea
SW1030-WE
White
£4 03 ea
SW1030-YW
Yellow
£4 03 ea
£9 78

3

School Kickboard

A traditional sized float; manufactured from standard closed cell polyethylene. Size: 32
L x 24 W x 2.8cm D.
SW2280-BE
Blue
£4 60 ea
SW2280-RD
Red
£4 60 ea
SW2280-WE
White
£4 60 ea
SW2280-YW
Yellow
£4 60 ea

SAVE!

Club Kickboard

Featuring a rounded nose; manufactured from standard closed cell polyethylene. Size: 45.5 L x 25.5 W x 4cm D.
SW1600-NY-BE
Blue/Navy
SW1600-NY-RD Blue/Red
SW1600-RL-WE Blue/White
SW1600-RL-YW Blue/Yellow
£13 80

4

£4 60

5

Universal Kickboard

Features chamfered edges, a rounded nose and hand grips to accommodate different
kicking exercises; manufactured from standard closed cell polyethylene. Size: 44 L x
31.5 W x 4cm D.
SW2330
Red/White/Blue
£13 80 ea

378

£9 78 ea
£9 78 ea
£9 78 ea
£10 06 ££6 90 ea

Pull Buoy

Placed between the users’ thighs to aid buoyancy, this encourages swimmers to
improve arm strokes and/or develop upper body strength making it ideal for coaching
sessions.
SW1450-JUN
Junior
£4 60 ea
SW1450-SEN
Senior
£6 90 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
£26 45

1

£8 05

2

Swimfin©

A flotation aid that inspires confidence, imagination and play; suitable for all from age 2 through to adults, it stays in one
place without any restriction around the arms or legs making the learning to swim process, or even the development
of existing strokes, quicker and easier.

£26 45 ea

SW1170
£19 55

BECO Swimbelt

Fully adjustable swim belt designed to be used after the
arm band stage. The polyethylene blocks clip around the
chest/waist allowing complete freedom of the arms.
SW3740-5
5-block, 15-30 kg
£8 05 ea
SW3740-6
6-block, 30-60 kg
£8 05 ea

£4 89

£3 74

Great
Confidence
Builder
su

pp l i e d

x2

i n pa i r s

3

Universal Swimbelt

5

Great for confidence building; the floating blocks tie
around the chest, comfortably giving a child the security
of a buoyancy aid without sacrificing freedom of limb
movement.

£19 55 ea

SW1080

4

Roll Up Armbands

Designed to be rolled up and down whilst inflated, making
them very convenient when teaching beginners.
SW1010
Ages: 3-12 yrs
£4 89 pr

£19 55

6

£25 30

Swim Arm Disc

£19 55

8

Ideal for helping new swimmers; multiple foam discs
which easily clip together are initially worn on each
arm with one at a time being removed as confidence
increases. Set of 4.
SW1840-4-PB
Ages: 2-6 yrs
£19 55 set

BECO Armbands

Double chambered Arm Bands with large safety valves.
Flat section under the arm allows freedom of movement
and easy fitting. User weight: 15-60kg.
SW3600
Ages: up to 12 yrs
£3 74 pr
SW3600-6-PB
Set of 6 pairs
£20 70 pr

7

BECO Swim Discs

A great alternative to Arm Bands. Special ‘click system’
to join the discs together. Supplied as a set of 6.
SW3590
Ages: up to 12 yrs
£25 30 set

Swimming Jacket

Helps children to learn strokes without the need for
armbands. Manufactured with polyester foam inserts in
a nylon jacket.
SW3020-2-4
Ages: 2-4 yrs; Size: 61cm £19 55 ea
SW3020-4-6
Ages: 4-6 yrs; Size: 66cm £21 85 ea
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379

Swimming & Water Safety
£0 86

£2 30

A printing service is available on
latex swim caps. Please call our
sales team for details.
1

Deluxe Latex Swim Caps

2

Excellent quality, providing a secure fit. Available in black, blue, green, navy blue, red,
white, yellow, or a set of 12 (3 each of blue, green, red, yellow).
SW1330
Please specify colour
£0 86 ea
SW1330-MX-12-PB Set of 12, mixed colours
£9 78 set
£1 15

Silicone Swim Caps

A top quality cap that is strong, durable and gives a sleek and secure fit. Available in
black, blue, green, red, white, yellow, or a set of 6 (one of each colour).
SW3250
Please specify colour
£2 30 ea
SW3250-MX-6-PB Set of 6, mixed colours
£12 65 set

£18 40

£13 80

su

pp l i e d

su

x2

i n pa i r s

i n pa i r s

5
4

3

Polyester Caps

Provides a superior feel; universal one size stretch fitting
cap with a centre white panel.
SW2100-WE-BK Black/white
£1 15 ea
SW2100-BE-WE Blue/white
£1 15 ea
SW2100-RD-WE Red/white
£1 15 ea
£2 30

6

£3 74

BECO Child’s Goggle

7

Entry level goggle for beginners. Large lenses with a wide
gasket for a comfortable, cushioned seal and a secure
fitting head strap. Colours may vary.

SW3650
SW3650-12-PB

380

BECO Short Rubber Fins

Recommended for training as increases leg strength
without overloading the muscles and promotes faster
kicks. Toe and heel areas are soft for a comfortable fit
with strong reinforcement at the heel.
SW3660-34-35
Size: 34/35 (UK 2/3)
£18 40 pr
SW3660-36-37
Size: 36/37 (UK 3.5/4.5)
£18 40 pr
SW3660-38-39
Size: 38/39 (UK 5/6)
£19 55 pr
SW3660-40-41
Size: 40/41 (UK 6.5/7.5)
£19 55 pr
SW3660-42-43
Size: 42/43 (UK 8/9)
£20 70 pr
SW3660-44-45
Size: 44/45 (UK 9.5/10.5) £21 85 pr

£2 30 ea
£25 30 set

BECO Long Rubber Fins

Recommended for training as increases leg strength
and foot flexibility. Toe and heel areas are soft for a
comfortable fit with strong reinforcement at the heel.
Popular option as it offers easy propulsion forward and
keeps the hips high.
SW3640-30-33
Size: 30/33 (UK 12/1.5)
£13 80 pr
SW3640-34-35
Size: 34/35 (UK 2/3)
£16 10 pr
SW3640-36-37
Size: 36/37 (UK 3.5/4.5)
£17 25 pr
SW3640-38-39
Size: 38/39 (UK 5/6)
£18 40 pr
SW3640-40-41
Size: 40/41 (UK 6.5/7.5)
£18 40 pr
SW3640-42-43
Size: 42/43 (UK 8/9)
£18 40 pr
SW3640-44-45
Size: 44/45 (UK 9.5/10.5) £20 70 pr
£7 19

Classic II Goggles

Manufactured from shatterproof polycarbonate and have
a wide latex head strap to ensure a good fit.
SW1190-BE
Blue lens
£3 74 ea
SW1190-CL
Clear lens
£3 74 ea
SW1190-MX-6-PB Set of 6, mixed colours
£20 70 ea

8

Mask and Snorkel

Junior Mask fitted with plastic safety lens and TPR gasket
for excellent seal and comfortable fit. Strong quality
Snorkel made of polyvinyl with a TPR mouthpiece. 8 yrs+.
SW3620
Mask
£7 19 ea
SW3630
Snorkel
£5 46 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
£17 25

1

Aqua-Jogging Belt

Intended for less intense aqua aerobics; it has a heat embossed finish providing an
enhanced finished feel and is supplied complete with an adjustable belt and a quick
lock buckle fitting.
SW3190
Size: 73 L x 22.5 W x 3.4cm D
£17 25 ea

£14 95

2

Aqua-Jogging Dumbbells

Suitable for intensive fitness work; featuring soft coated grips, the discs have a heat
embossed finish providing an enhanced finished feel. Supplied as a pair.
SW3200
Size: 22 L x disc dia. 15cm
£14 95 pr

£8 63

3

Strokemaster Hand Paddles

Moulded paddle with formed top to fit perfectly into the palm of the hand. Adjustable
round elastics.
SW3710-SMA
Small, 17 x 14cm
£8 63 pr
SW3710-MED
Medium, 21 x 18cm
£8 63 pr

£143 75

4

Floating Water Volleyball Net

The two part frame is manufactured from anodised aluminium. Supplied complete with
net, floats and adjustable stabilisation weights.
SW3700
Size: 2.4 W x 1m H
£143 75 ea

£21 85

5

Mini Water Basketball Goal

Encourages children to develop swimming techniques whilst having a fun game of
Basketball in the pool.
SW2040
Ring dia. 45cm
£21 85 ea

£24 15

6

Water Basketball Goal

Great fun for all ages, an oversized ring supported by a very stable bottom ring.
SW1290
Ring dia. 54cm
£24 15
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Swimming & Water Safety
Colours
may vary

£234 60

1

Water Polo Equipment Package

Set includes: 2 Multipurpose PVC Goals, 5 Mini Water Polo Balls and a 22 Deluxe Swim Cap (10 of one colour, 10 of another and 2 of another) and a mesh bag.
SW3120-2
Size 2 balls
SW3120-3
Size 3 balls
FB2350-1.22-0.60 Goal, size: 1.22 W x 0.6 H x 0.6m D
£32 20

2

£158 70

A more serious goal for developing
Water Polo players

Mini Water Polo Goal

Provides a great introduction for those who want to try
Water Polo and is ideal for more accomplished players
looking for an inexpensive goal for target practice.
Supplied with net.
SW2000
Size: 90 L x 70 W x 60cm H
£32 20 ea

3

Mini End Water Polo Goal

A more serious goal for developing players; easy to assemble and dismantle with tubular white PVC push fit
components (dia. 50mm). Supplied complete with net and net ties.

!£158 70 ea

SW3380

£42 55

4

£23 00

5

Water Polo Caps

Durable polyester caps, with a three panel design and elastic on back for a perfect fit.
Featuring ear guards with smooth inner ring. Set of 14, available in either blue or white.
SW3150-BE-14
Blue
£42 55 set
SW3150-WE-14
White
£42 55 set

382

£234 60 set
£234 60 set
£52 90 ea

Mikasa W6000 Series Water Polo Balls

A high specification ball suitable for training and competition.
SW3800-2
Size 2, Junior
SW3800-3
Size 3, Intermediate
SW3000-4
Size 4, Women
SW3000-5
Size 5, Men

£23 00 ea
£23 00 ea
£17 25 ea
£19 55 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
Aqua

Aqua

Beige

£362 25

Beige

£552 00

Blue

Extra
No

Blue

Extra
No

Grey

Ca

rr i age

Grey

Red

Red

Yellow

Yellow

Ca

rr i age

Non-marking
rubber wheels
1

2

Vendiplas Small Equipment Trolley

Plastic construction that offers handy top opening bulk storage. Fitted with nonmarking rubber wheels, two braked. Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red,
yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
SE1439
Size: 104 L x 69 W x 84cm H
£362 25 ea
Aqua

Vendiplas Medium Equipment Trolley

A plastic construction featuring front opening doors for a shelved storage compartment
and an open top storage area. Fitted with non-marking rubber wheels, two braked.
Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red, yellow. Please specify colour when
ordering.
SE1535
Size: 126 L x 69 W x 137cm H
£552 00 ea
Aqua

Beige

£355 35

Beige

£345 00

Blue

Extra
No

Blue

Extra
No

Grey

Ca

Grey

Red

Red

Yellow

Yellow

3

Vendiplas Mobile Shelving Units

4

Plastic construction that offers handy open shelve storage. Fitted with non-marking
rubber wheels, two braked. Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red, yellow.
Please specify colour when ordering.
SE1442-SIN
Single unit, size: 100 L x 50 W x 184cm H
£355 35 ea
SE1442-DOU
Double unit, size: 150 L x 50 W x 184cm H
£500 25 ea
Aqua

Ca

rr i age

rr i age

Vendiplas Mobile Storage System

A versatile storage system that allows the user to store different sized floats and
noodles. Ideal for a moist atmosphere thanks to its open design. Fitted with nonmarking rubber wheels, two braked. Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey, red,
yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
SE1443
Size: 135 L x 57 W x 150cm H
£345 00 ea

Beige

£224 25

£125 35

Blue

Extra
No

Extra
No

Ca

Ca

Grey

rr i age

rr i age

Red
Yellow

Me

5

Vendiplas Noodle Trolley

Plastic construction; offering open, fast drying storage. Fitted with non-marking rubber
wheels, two braked. Capacity: 50 Noodles. Available in aqua green, beige, blue, grey,
red, yellow. Please specify colour when ordering.
SW3260
Size: 72 L x 65 W x 105cm H
£224 25 ea

6

s h d e si g n

Noodle Storage Trolley

Provides robust protection and has a mesh design to allow water drainage and facilitate
fast drying to help keep Aqua Noodles fresh. Capacity: 40 Noodles.

SW3140

£125 35 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
£569 25

1

£684 25

Freeboard 500 Starting Block

Designed for freeboard pools with a maximum of up to 25cm distance from the pool
edge to water level. The height of the block is determined by this distance to make an
overall height of 50cm. Manufactured from 38mm tubular framework with glass fibre
anti-slip top. Supplied with fixings. Please specify required height when ordering.
SW3510-WE
53.8 L x 45.5cm W
!£569 25 ea

2

Deck Level 500 Starting Block

Designed to meet the needs of the ASA competitive start award and also meet the
minimum height requirement under FINA F2.7 Starting Platforms. Manufactured from
38mm tubular framework with white glass fibre anti-slip top. Supplied with fixings.
SW3520-WE
59 L x 4.5 W x 50cm H
!£684 25 ea

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The Freeboard 500 range has been designed to meet the needs of both the ASA Competitive Start Awards and FINA regulation FR 2.7 Starting Platforms.
The height of the Starting Block platform above the water surface should be between 50cm and 75cm. When ordering it is important to know the difference in height between
pool edge and the water level.

£586 50

£391 00

4

Backstroke Warning Set

Two 15m/20m dressed lines of alternating blue & red flags, with 4 polished stainless
steel poles with loops (2m L x dia. 38mm). Supplied complete with 4 open sockets and
infills.

SW3410

!£391 00 set

£235 75

3

Turning Board

Raise the height of a deck level pool edge for competition. Manufactured from PVC and
fixes directly to Deck Level Starting Blocks and to the pool side using stainless steel
bracket. All fixings are supplied. Length 1.9m.

SW3480
SW3480-BRA

384

!£586 ea
!£253 00 ea
50

Turning Board Bracket

5

False Start Set

A betelon rope (dia. 12mm) with 2 polished stainless steel poles with loops (2m L x dia.
38mm). Supplied complete with 2 open sockets and infills. Single operator required.

SW3430

!£235 75 set
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Swimming & Water Safety
£385 25

1

Anti Wave Mini Racing Lane

Offering strength and durability for smaller pools. Superior
to simple rope and float lanes, supplied as high density
polyethylene discs (dia. 65mm) fitted to marine rope with
hooks and an adjustment clamp.
SW3290-25.00
Length: 25m
!£385 25 ea

£477 25

2

Anti Wave Midi Racing Lane

Used extensively for club competition. Supplied as a
high density polyethylene discs (dia. 110mm) fitted to
stainless steel cable with a Super Tensioner to allow for
easy installation.
SW3280-25.00
Length: 25m
£477 25 ea
SW3280-50.00
Length: 50m
!£862 50 ea

£1236 25

3

Anti Wave Maxi Racing Lane

Developed for the Sydney Olympics, promotes optimal
dissipation of turbulent water, featuring high density
polyethylene discs (dia. 150mm) fitted to stainless steel
cable with a Super Tensioner to allow for easy installation.
SW3300-50.00
Length: 50m
!£1236 25 ea

£120 75

4

£5 46

5

Anti Wave Super Tensioner

For tensioning racing lanes simply requires twisting by hand; using turnbuckle technology
it will not fray cables and unlike ratchet devices cannot be accidently tripped.

!£120 75 ea

SW3320

Marker Lane

Used for sectioning off areas of the pool. Polypropylene rope (dia. 12.5mm) supplied
with handilock floats in Blue, Red and White, clamp and snap hook end fixings. Please
specify length when ordering.
SW3670
Supplied per metre length
!£5 46 per metre

£207 00

6

Anti Wave Caddy Lane Saver

Minimises damage to all Swimming Lanes caused by
pool edges; it hooks over a pool edge, allowing safe and
quick removal of Lanes onto either the pool deck or an
Anti Wave Storage Reel.

SW3370

!£207 00 ea

£18 40

7

Holdfasts and Eyebolts

Poolside and pool wall fixings. Compatible with all Racing
and Marker Lanes.
SW3530
Grout in Holdfast
!£18 40 ea
SW3540
Eyebolt
!£12 65 ea

£1207 50

8

Anti Wave Storage Reel

Powder coated aluminium construction with stainless
steel castors for easy poolside mobility. Exceptional
capacity, holding up to 6 Midi or 4 Maxi Racing Lanes.

SW3310

!£1207 50 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
£724 50

£42 55

1
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Lifeguard Chair

Freestanding polished stainless steel frame with a
synthetic seat and rubber feet.
SW3360-SML
Seat height 1.05m !£724 50 ea
SW3360-STD
Seat height 1.75m !£925 75 ea
£77 05

4

5

Foam Rescue Torpedo

£48 30

Torpedo Rescue Can

Lifesaving Hook and Pole

Lifesaving Hook and Pole for use in rescue situations.
Pole length: 2.4m.
SW3130-HOO
Hook only
£48 30 ea
SW3130-POL
Pole only
£80 50 ea
SW3130-SET
Hook and pole
£126 50 set

Lightweight Lifebuoy
£37 95 ea

Safety Throw Bag Rope

Kept close to hand around the waist with a strap and
quick release buckle; when required the rescuer holds
one handle and throws the bag to release a 15m rescue
rope.

£9 20 ea

SW1410

8

3

PU Foam filled and fitted with grab lines.
SW1380
Weight 1.8kg, 57cm dia.
£6 90

6

Life Saving Rope

A highly visible, non-kinking orange floating polypropylene
rope.
SW1420
Length: 17m
£6 90 ea

Fully adjustable to accommodate various
casualty sizes, from child to adult

£787 81

2.4 metres
long

386

2

Complete with grab handles, over shoulder strap with
attached cord.
SW3820
Weight: 1.3kg
£42 55 ea
£9 20

Made of PE foam, not dangerous when thrown. Adjustable
belt with variable fixing positions. Recommended for
indoor use.
SW3750
Size: 94 x 14 x 6cm
£77 05 ea

7

£37 95

Aquaboard

Developed in conjunction with the Royal Life Saving Society UK. Designed to be used in water to immobilise a
casualty with suspected spinal injuries and ease recovery to the poolside. It floats up and under the casualty, has
a neoprene back support attached to prevent the casualty from slipping and has instructions for patient positioning
printed on the support.

FA2050
FA2060

User guide DVD

£787 81 ea
£21 85 ea
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Swimming & Water Safety
NEW!

£189 75

NEW!

£425 50

Can be
personalised,
please contact
the sales team
for details on how
to add your logo
1

Speedo Pace Clock

Wall mounted open face pace clock with a reliable sweep and a brushed aluminium
frame surround. Available in 2 sizes and either battery or 240v mains powered. Battery
not included.
SC1740-600
Battery, size: 60 L x 60cm W
£189 75 ea
SC1750-600
Mains, size: 60 L x 60cm W
£201 25 ea
SC1540-61-GUA Wire Guard, size 70cm2
£63 25 ea
SC1740-800
Battery, size: 80 L x 80cm W
£212 75 ea
SC1750-800
Mains, size: 80 L x 80cm W
£230 00 ea
SC1660-GUA
Wire Guard, size 85cm2
£96 60 ea
£149 50

Poolside Pace Clock

Features a moulded case, shatterproof front lens, easy
reset of minutes and sweep hands, start/stop button and
rear carrying handle. Battery included.
SC1050
Dia. 46cm
£149 50 ea

Wall Clock

Battery operated Wall Clock. Available with a standard
quartz or sweeping hand movement. Wire guard sold
separately.
SC1190
Quartz, dia. 30cm
£28 75 ea
SC1410
Sweep, dia. 40cm
£69 00 ea
SC1410-GUA Wire guard, size: 50cm2
£51 75 ea

£8 05

6

Mesh Equipment Bag

£17 25

IPX7 means can be immersed
in water of 1m depth for up
to 30 minutes
5 Waterproof Stopwatch
Start, stop, cumulative splits and time of day functions.
Backlight. Water Resistant to IPX7. Digit height: 15mm.
SC1670
Size: 8 L x 7cm W
£17 25 ea

£18 40

7

Heavy duty mesh with drawstring fastener, ideal for
swimming equipment and general storage.
SW2200-LRG Size: 1.2m L x 91.5cm W
£8 05 ea
SW2200-STD Size: 75 L x 45cm W
£4 60 ea

Speedo External Training Clock

£28 75

4
3

2

Wall mounted round cased training clock with a stylish black fibreglass surround and
2mm clear unbreakable lens. Available in two sizes and either battery or 240v mains
powered. Battery not included.
SC1760-700-BAT Battery, dia. 70cm
£425 50 ea
SC1760-700-MAN Mains, dia. 70cm
£460 00 ea
SC1760-920-BAT Battery, dia. 92cm
£563 50 ea
SC1760-920-MAN Mains, dia. 92cm
£598 00 ea

Wrist Bands

Available in blue, green, red, white, yellow. Set of 100.
Size: 10.5 L x 1.5cm W. Please specify colour.
SW1530
Set of 100
£18 40 set
SW1530-WE Set of 100, white only
£18 40 set

£4 31

8

Pealess Whistle

Chambers are designed to self-clear after being
submerged in water and there are no moving parts.
FB3490
Fox 40
£4 31 ea
FB6080-BK-12
Pealess Whistle
£6 04 set
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Table Tennis
Great
value!

£120 75

1

MasterSport® Table Tennis Starter Kit

Designed to accommodate the initial needs of educational establishments, youth clubs and recreational users. All of the equipment is available separately. Available in two sizes,
both supplied in a holdall.
TT2800-SMA 12 Sponge Reverse Bats, 60 Table Tennis Balls, 3 Club Post and Net sets.
£120 75 set
TT2800-LRG
24 Sponge Reverse bats, box of 144 Club Table Tennis Balls, 3 Club Post and Net Sets.
£172 50 set
£86 25

2

Primary Table Tennis Starter Kit

An ideal set to introduce the game of Table Tennis, the retractable nets allows for play to take place on most surfaces. The kit includes: 3 Retractable Table Tennis Nets, 12 Primary
Table Tennis Bats, 24 Table Tennis Balls and 2 Multipurpose Draw String Bags.

£86 25 set

TT2970
£66 70

Available with our pimpled out
or rubber sponge bats

£50 60

P i m ple d

3
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Table Tennis Class Pack

Ideal for use in schools and clubs where you plan to teach a number of children the
basics of the game at the same time. This pack contains: 14 table tennis bats (either
pimpled out or reverse sponge), 30 practice table tennis balls and a holdall.
TT2820-PIM
Pimpled Out
£66 70 set
TT2820-RUB
Reverse Sponge
£90 85 set

388

4

Table Tennis Starter Class Pack

Set contains 14 Tactic Bats and 38 Table Tennis Balls. Supplied in a bag.

TT3070

£50 60 set
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Table Tennis
£437 06

1

Butterfly Skills Pack Key Stage 1-2

This pack has been developed for either junior schools or players who have either just started or wish to improve their game. Supplied with a training manual which identifies
and shows the key shots and playing styles most commonly used in table tennis, 16 Butterfly Skills Starter Bats, 48 Butterfly Easy Plastic Practice Balls, 4 V-Shaped Nets (length
30cm), 4 V-Shaped Nets (length 60cm), 1 Table Tennis England Skills Resource Pack which includes the skills awards, training manual, lesson plans, posters and skills circuit and
a holdall.

£437 06 set

TT2720-1-2
£24 15

2
		

Butterfly Clip Deluxe
Net and Post Set

A match quality set which meets ITTF rules and
regulations. Simply clips onto the side of the table tennis
table and the nets have hook and eye tension adjustments
to keep the net taught during play.
TT1250
Net and Post Set
£24 15 set
TT1250-NET Spare Net only
£4 89 ea

£10 35

3
		

These posts use a strong sprung grip attachment which
is suitable for use with any table where a clip on post
system is used. The nets have hook and eye tension
adjustments to keep the nets taught during play.

£10 35 set

£16 10

5
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a
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Club Net and Post Set

Clamp on posts made of quality materials offering a
superior product to the entry level “screw-in” set-ups.
The nets have hook and eye tension adjustments to keep
the nets taught during play.
TT1120-CLU-PAN Club post and net
£10 35 set
TT1120-CLU-NET Club net only
£4 03 ea
TT1120-COM-NET Competition net only
£6 61 ea

£11 50

£75 90

s
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4

MasterSport® Club
Net and Post Set

TT1240

£10 35

Retractable Net and Post Set

This net and post set is designed to be able to be clipped
onto any table top surface up to 5cm thick, meaning you
can play the game almost anywhere. It can be put up and
down easily and quickly and the net extends up to 2m.
Supplied complete with storage case.

£16 10 set

TT2950

6

Butterfly V-Shaped Net

This freestanding table tennis net has been developed
with the Table Tennis England to enable the sport to be
played without the need of a fixed table tennis net. It can
be used on any surface from tables, desks, benches and
even the floor.
TT2730-30 Size: 30 L x 10cm H
£11 50 ea
TT2730-60 Size: 60 L x 10cm H
£13 80 ea

7

Butterfly Fold Down Scorer

Essential equipment for any match. Made from durable
PVC and folds down for easy storage. Supplied with a
full set of numbers with smaller red game cards. Includes
time-out indicators.
TT1140
Size: 46 L x 31 W x 31cm H
£75 90 ea
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Table Tennis
£5 18

£2 88

2

1

Butterfly Skills Youth Training

Selected for the Table Tennis England Skills Programme
as the ideal ball for starting table tennis. These extra hard,
quality training balls are 40mm to meet ITTF requirements.
TT3040
Set of 6
£5 18 set

£25 30

SAVE!

Table Tennis Balls

The 1 star and 2 star balls are great for practicing shots
and rallying, ideal for schools and clubs where the key
elements have been mastered and the player is looking
to progress. The 3 star balls are perfect for match use,
the balls are of the highest quality and offer the best play
in game. Dia. 40mm.
TT2500-12
1 dozen, practice, white
£2 88 doz
TT2500-100
Bag of 100, practice, white
£18 40 set
TT2520-1
1 dozen, 1 star, white
£4 31 doz
TT2520-2
1 dozen, 2 star, white
£4 89 doz
TT2520-3
1 dozen, 3 star, white £6 90 ££5 75 doz
TT3020-6-PB ½ dozen, 3 star, orange £4 03 ££3 45 set

3

Club Training Balls 40mm

An excellent quality club training table tennis ball, perfect
for educational establishment and clubs. Dia. 40mm.
TT2640
Box of 144
£25 30 set

£1 44

4

PlaySport® Starter Bat

This durable and hardwearing table tennis bat is perfect
for informal use. Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
TT2650
Please specify colour
£1 44 ea
TT2650-4-PB Set of 4, one of each colour
£5 46 set
£6 04

5

£4 03

Atemi 400 Table Tennis Bat

A premier quality bat designed to help the progressing
player achieve excellent all round ball control. It has a
1.5mm sponge on 5-ply Nordic Plywood.
TT2030
Speed – 50, Spin – 50, Control – 90
£6 04 ea
TT2030-6 Set of 6
£34 50 set

390
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£3 45

Atemi 200 Table Tennis Bat

A high quality bat, for the recreational player, that enables
enhanced ball control. It has a 1.2mm sponge on 5-ply
Nordic Plywood.
TT1170
Speed – 40, Spin – 40, Control – 100 £4 03 ea
TT1170-6 Bag of 6
£23 00 set
TT1170-12 Bag of 12
£47 15 set

7

Atemi 100 Table Tennis Bat

An exceptional value, quality bat, designed to
accommodate the needs of educational establishments.
It has a 1mm sponge on 5-ply Nordic plywood.
TT1160
Speed – 30, Spin – 40, Control – 100 £3 45 ea
TT1160-6 Bag of 6
£20 70 set
TT1160-12 Bag of 12
£40 25 set
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Table Tennis
£8 34

1

£11 50

2

Cornilleau Michelin Tacteo 30 Table Tennis Bat

Specifically designed for institutional use as it is virtually unbreakable and highly
durable. Ideal for learning and intensive practice.
TT2040
Speed – 50, Spin – 50, Control – 80
£8 34 ea
TT2040-6
Set of 6
£48 30 set
TT2040-12
Set of 12
£96 60 set

Cornilleau Michelin Tacteo 50 Table Tennis Bat

A perfect blend of technological innovation and design. Will allow all ages to be at ease
when discovering the game. It offers many unique advantages from its performance,
durability and its comfortable grip and ease of use.
TT2680
Speed – 70, Spin – 70, Control – 70
£11 50 ea
TT2680-6
Set of 6
£66 70 set
TT2680-12
Set of 12
£132 25 set

WAS

£5 18

SAVE!

3

Tactic Table Tennis Bat

Exceptional value 5 ply bat with action rubber and 1.6mm
sponge for enhanced speed and spin, anatomic handle
for increased comfort and grip. Speed – 61, Spin – 57,
Control 64.

TT3010

£6 04

NOW

£4.31

4
		

Lion Knight Reverse
Table Tennis Bat

£8 63

6
		

Dunlop Blackstorm Control
Table Tennis Bat

With a higher level of speed and control than most bats
makes it the perfect choice for club and senior players. It
has a 1.5mm sponge surface and concave grip. Speed –
70, Spin –60, Control – 80.

7
		

Stiga Kontra Table Tennis Bat

This quality recreational bat has excellent ball control
characteristics. With a 1.7mm sponge surface and a
concave handle this bat is ideal for the improving player.
Speed – 20, Spin – 30, Control – 100.

£6 04 ea TT2570

£6 90 ea

£10 06

£16 10

8
		

Sure Shot Matthew Syed
30 Table Tennis Bat

This strong 5-ply blade bat with a straight handle is ITTF
approved with a 2mm sponge and protective Sure Shot
edging Tape. Speed - 60, Spin - 50, Control - 80.

£8 63 ea TT3050

TT2790

5

An excellent 5-ply bat for developing the correct
technique, this bat has good spin, speed and excellent
control characteristics. ITTF approved.

£5 18 ££4 31 ea TT1180

£6 90

Sure Shot Matthew Syed
50 Table Tennis Bat

Recommended for the improving player. It has a 5-ply
blade bat and an anatomic handle, 2mm sponge and
protective Sure Shot edging tape. ITTF approved. Speed
- 90, Spin - 80, Control - 50.

£10 06 ea TT3060

£16 10 ea
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All Butterfly Table Tennis Tables come with a 3 year
guarantee
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Butterfly Table Tennis Top

Turns any table into a table tennis table. Available as
either a full size table with a 19mm thick playing surface
or a junior size table with a 12mm thick playing surface.
Supplied complete with a net and post set, two bats and
three balls.
TT2960-JUN Junior: 1.80 L x 0.9m W
£70 21 ea
TT2960-SEN Senior: 2.75 L x 1.53m W
£192 11 ea

£364 61
Extra
No

Ca

2
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Ideal for where
storage space
is limited
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£403 71
Extra
No
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Playback
facility
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£461 21
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Quick setup
system
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Butterfly Easifold Rollaway

Offering a 19mm playing top, good bounce and an
8 wheel system with economic storage and lighter
rollaway benefits. It divides into 2 halves which makes
the movement and storage simple and easy. The double
locking system makes sure the table is safe and secure,
and adjustable legs help make the table flat whilst in use.
This table Conforms to the Central European Norm (CEN)
safety regulations: EN 14468-1 and includes a Butterfly
net and post set, 2 bats and 3 balls. It also benefits from a
3 year guarantee on the table, ready assembled, just add
wheel brackets. Tables with a 12mm top are also suitable
for use outside and are supplied with a weatherproof
cover, these Tables should be covered at all times when
not in use.
TT2910-BE
Blue, 12mm outdoor
£403 71 ea
TT2910-GN
Green, 12mm outdoor
£403 71 ea
TT2900-BE
Blue, 19mm indoor
£277 21 ea
TT2900-GN
Green, 19mm indoor
£277 21 ea

4

Extra
No

Ca

Butterfly Compact

An ideal model where storage space is limited. The
Butterfly 19mm playing top provides a good bounce
and playing performance. The legs fold in to take up the
minimal amount of storage space. This table conforms to
the Central European Norm (CEN) safety regulations: EN
14468-1 and includes a Butterfly net and post set, 2 bats
and 3 balls. It also benefits from a 3 year guarantee on
the table, ready assembled. Available in a Junior model.
Size: 206 L X 115 W x 77cm H.
TT2930-BE
Blue, 12mm
£364 61 ea
TT2930-GN
Green, 12mm
£364 61 ea
TT2920-BE
Blue, 19mm
£254 21 ea
TT2920-GN
Green, 19mm
£254 21 ea
TT2940-GN
Green, Junior, 12mm
£162 21 ea

Butterfly Spirit

With an elegant and stylish look this table provides the
quickest and easiest system for set up. It is combined
with a quality 19mm Butterfly playing top, so making this
table ideal for schools and recreational use. The double
locking system makes sure the table is safe and secure,
and adjustable legs help make the table flat whilst in use.
This table Conforms to the Central European Norm (CEN)
safety regulations: EN 14468-1 and includes a Butterfly
net and post set, 2 bats and 3 balls. It also benefits from a
3 year guarantee on the table, minimal assembly required.
Tables with a 12mm top are also suitable for use outside
and are supplied with a weatherproof cover, these Tables
should be covered at all times when not in use.
TT2890-BE
Blue, 12mm outdoor
£461 21 ea
TT2890-GN
Green, 12mm outdoor
£461 21 ea
TT2880-BE
Blue, 19mm indoor
£346 21 ea
TT2880-GN
Green, 19mm indoor
£346 21 ea
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Table Tennis
£415 21

1

Butterfly DX22 Easifold

This is a top value table that provides a Butterfly 22mm
match top with the 8 wheel system offering economic
storage and lighter rollaway benefits with a quality playing
top. The DX22 is suitable for both schools and clubs that
are looking for a top value model. With 2 separate halves,
making this table easy to store and move and allows for
a playback facility. The double locking system makes
sure the table is safe and secure, and adjustable legs
help make the table flat whilst in use. This table conforms
to the Central European Norm (CEN) safety regulations:
EN 14468-1 and includes a Butterfly net and post set. It
also benefits from a 3 year guarantee on the table, and
is delivered ready assembled, just add wheel brackets.
TT2870-BE
Blue
£415 21 ea
TT2870-GN
Green
£415 21 ea

2
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Delivered ready
assembled
£530 21

Butterfly National League

Available with either a 22mm or 25mm Butterfly match
top, which has a 3 year guarantee, and with the 8 wheel
system which provides economic storage and lighter
rollaway benefits. This is a quality match table for use in
clubs, sports centres and schools. Height adjusters on
all four legs to ensure a level playing surface and double
locking system for safety and stability. This table has a
playback facility, and takes up minimal space. Delivered
ready assembled - just add the wheel brackets. Conforms
to and certificate issued for the Central European Norm
(CEN) safety regulations: EN 14468-1. Provided with a
Butterfly National League net and post set and comes
with either a blue or green top.
TT2860-22-BE Blue - 22mm
£530 21 ea
TT2860-22-GN Green - 22mm
£530 21 ea
TT2860-25-BE Blue - 25mm
£668 21 ea
TT2860-25-GN Green - 25mm
£668 21 ea

rr i age
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Playback
facility
£944 21

3

This system is the easiest and most convenient method
for moving and storing a table, it is also delivered fully
assembled. This, combined with either a 22mm or 25mm
playing surface and a 5 year guarantee on the table,
makes it a great all round table. It is a great choice for
sports centres, schools and clubs as it is wheelchair
friendly and has height adjusters on each leg to ensure
a level playing surface. Supported by a very strong
undercarriage, suitable for heavy use and double security
system with safety locks. Conforms to and certificate
issued for the Central European Norm (CEN) safety
regulations: EN 14468-1. Green Only.
TT2850-22-GN Green - 22mm
£944 21 ea
TT2850-25-GN Green - 25mm
£1070 71 ea

4

Extra
No

Butterfly Spacesaver Rollaway

Ca

Sp
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e s a g d e si
vi n

gn

Wheelchair
friendly
£1347 86

Butterfly Ultimate Outdoor

A static and very sturdy outdoor table, with an 18mm
plywood resin playing surface, it produces an excellent
playing surface, similar to a tournament table. The top
is extra strong and weatherproof, made with a steel
undercarriage and frame and aluminium net and posts
which are powder coated for weather protection and long
life. The table is wheelchair friendly and comes complete
with ground sockets to allow it to be fixed to the ground.
It has a 5 year guarantee on the table top, available in
blue or green. Also available in full concrete - Butterfly
City Concrete. The playing surface includes a fibre sheet
which gives a good bounce and playing performance and
will withstand the harshest of conditions.
TT2830-BE
Ultimate Outdoor - Blue
£1347 86 ea
TT2830-GN
Ultimate Outdoor - Green
£1347 86 ea
TT2840-BE
City Concrete - Blue
£1880 31 ea
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City Concrete
version also
available
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Table Tennis
£431 25
Extra
No

Ca

rr i age

1
		

Wheelchair
friendly
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a c k f e at u

Cornilleau Performance 500
Indoor

Designed for intensive use; has leg levellers, corner
protection pads, DSI Locking System & Compact
Technology Folding System, wheel brakes and a handy
ball dispenser. Fully adjustable ABS net posts and
polyethylene net which automatically collapse when table
is folded (bats & balls not included). Blue 22mm high
density chipboard playing surface.
Size: 274 L x 152.5 W x 76cm H.
TT1060
Blue
£431 25 ea

re

£465 75

2
		

Extra
No
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Available in
blue, green
or grey
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Cornilleau Sport 300S Crossover
Outdoor

A weather proof table with a 5mm laminate top with
MATTOP® coat which provides an anti-glare finish;
available in Blue, Green or Grey. A patented DSI Locking
System & Compact Technology Folding System with
unlocking handle ensures maximum foldaway safety,
whilst 2 brakes provide stability in use. Fully adjustable
ABS net posts and polyethylene net which automatically
collapse when table is folded. Supplied with a PVC
storage cover.
Size: 274 L x 152.5 W x 76cm H
TT2090-BE
Blue
£465 75 ea
TT2090-GN
Green
£465 75 ea
TT2090-GR
Grey
£465 75 ea

£523 25
Extra
No

Ca

3
		

rr i age

Co

m pa

ct st o ra

ITTF approved with sturdy steel carriage for high durability,
supporting crossbar for added stability and adjustable
legs for top performance; designed for intensive use in
schools or clubs. Fully adjustable ITTF net posts and
cotton net which remains in place when table is folded.
DSI Locking System & Compact Technology Folding
System for storage. Blue, 22mm high density chipboard
playing surface with a five layered a SKIL Top® surface.
Size: 274 L x 152.5 W x 76cm H
TT1070
Blue
£523 25 ea

ge

4

£730 25

Cornilleau Proline 510 Outdoor

A static and very sturdy outdoor table; ideal for school
playground, holiday centres and camp sites. A 60mm
structural galvanised steel frame supports a 7mm resin
laminate top, which provides a hard, dense playing
surface which meets ITTF bounce standards. Patented
MATTOP® finish provides an antiglare finish and proper
ball adherence. Complete with permanent tamperproof
steel net. Assembly required.
Size: 274 L x 152.5 W x 76cm H
TT1050-BE
Blue
£730 25 ea
TT1050-GR
Grey
£730 25 ea

Extra
No

Ca

Cornilleau ITTF Competition 540
Indoor
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		 Cornilleau Assembly Service
On site assembly service for Cornilleau Tables in the UK
mainland, we do ask that there is an undercover area that
can be used in case of inclement weather for assembly
of outdoor tables.

TT2010

£63 25 ea
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Table Tennis
£419 75

1
		

Extra
No

Dunlop EVO 2500 S Tournament
Max 19 Playback

This is Dunlop’s most popular indoor table for the
education and sports centre market; complies with
ITTF and Central European Norm (CEN) (EN 144681) regulations. Blue 19mm tournament level playing
top, with Repeat Roller Coating which provides 16 full
layers of super fine coating, both enriching the quality
of play and creating a highly consistent bounce, has a
heavy gauge metal edge band. Table has a very sturdy
supporting metal frame Complete with Dunlop’s easy clip
extra strong all steel net and posts.
Size: 2.75 L x 1.53 W x 0.77m H.
TT1410-BE
Blue
£419 75 ea

Ca

Pl
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a c k f e at u

re

rr i age

19mm playing
surface
£494 50
Extra
No

2
		

Ca

Dunlop EVO 4500 S Matchplay
22 Playback

Offering outstanding value, this match standard table
features a Blue 22mm Premium Dunlop playing surface
with Repeat Roller Coating (RRC), with a substantial
rollaway/playback frame of 40mm square tubing, with
wheel brakes and height adjustment. Complies with
ITTF and Central European Norm (CEN) (EN 14468-1)
regulations. Supplied with Dunlop easy clip extra strong
all steel net and posts.
Size: 2.75 L x 1.53 W x 0.77m H.
TT1420-BE
Blue
£494 50 ea

Pl
ay b

re
a c k f e at u

rr i age

22mm playing
surface
£471 50

3

Extra
No

Dunlop EVO 6000 HD Indoor 22

This premium quality table is considered to have one of
the best indoor playing surfaces available in the UK; a
melamine coating provides long-term durability for the
Blue 22mm Premium Dunlop playing surface with 16
layer Repeat Roller Coating. There is a very deep heavy
gauge metal edge band whilst the rollaway/playback
frame features extra strong 50mm square tubing with full
steel side panels, a double lock folding system for ultrasafe opening and closing, height adjustment and wheel
brakes. Complies with ITTF and Central European Norm
(CEN) (EN 14468-1) regulations. Supplied with Dunlop’s
easy clip extra strong all steel net and posts.
Size: 2.75 L x 1.53 W x 0.77m H.
TT1430-BE
Blue
£471 50 ea

Ca
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a c k f e at u

re

rr i age

22mm playing
surface
£672 75
Extra
No

4

Dunlop EVO 8000 Master Edition

Dunlop’s premier table will provide many years of service
and the highest quality playing experience with a full
competition specification. Blue 25mm playing top, which
complies with ITTF, gives the highest quality playing
surface protected by a full depth 60mm heavy gauge
metal edge banding. Super heavy duty frame of rollaway
design with playback option and 80mm steel tubing
provides height adjustment for a perfectly even playing
surface. Supplied with Dunlop’s easy clip extra strong all
steel net and posts.
Size: 2.75 L x 1.53 W x 0.77m H.
TT1440-BE
Blue
£672 75 ea

Ca

Pl
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re

rr i age

25mm playing
surface
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Tchoukball
Tchoukball UK
www.tchoukball.org.uk
A non-contact sport that is an excellent alternative to traditional sports and in some schools is
steadily becoming an accepted part of the curriculum.
Tchoukball UK, the National Governing Body, in partnership with Bishop Sports and Leisure
have developed a range of equipment to aid the development of the sport in educational
establishments.
Please visit www.tchoukball.org.uk for more information, or follow @Tchoukballuk for regular news
and updates.

Ball Size Guide
Size

0

1

2

3

Age

Up to 9 years

10-14 years

14 years +

Senior

£17 25

£155 25

OVED
PR

T

IAL

FIC

OE F

EN

AP

£9 20

Q UIP M

1

MasterSport® Tchoukball UK Ball

Approved by Tchoukball UK and developed for the
educational market place. Extremely durable cellular
rubber ball with a soft feel that builds confidence so
promoting a positive introduction to the sport.
TB1005-0
Size 0
£9 20 ea
TB1005-0-10 Size 0, bag of 10
£94 30 set
TB1005-1
Size 1
£9 20 ea
TB1005-1-10 Size 1, bag of 10
£94 30 set
TB1005-2
Size 2
£9 20 ea
TB1005-2-10 Size 2, bag of 10
£94 30 set
£373 75

4

2

Tchoukball

A quality soft feel ball with a high grip rubber surface.
TB1002-0
Size 0
£17 25 ea
TB1002-0-10 Size 0, bag of 10
£175 95 set
TB1002-1
Size 1
£17 25 ea
TB1002-1-10 Size 1, bag of 10
£175 95 set
TB1002-2
Size 2
£17 25 ea
TB1002-2-10 Size 2, bag of 10
£175 95 set
TB1002-3
Size 3
£17 25 ea
TB1002-3-10 Size 3, bag of 10
£175 95 set

FREE Tchoukball UK Membership
available for schools, contact
www.tchoukball.org.uk for more details

Tchoukball Frame (FITB)

£10 35

Tchoukball Game Set

5

Sets include 2 Tchoukball steel Frames, 2 Tchoukballs, 20 Nylon Bibs (10 each of two different colours) and a holdall.
TB1004-0
Size 0, Official MasterSport® Balls
£373 75 set
®
TB1004-1
Size 1, Official MasterSport Balls
£373 75 set
TB1004-2
Size 2, Official MasterSport® Balls
£373 75 set
TB1004-3
Size 3, Tchoukball
£373 75 set

396

3

Federation of International Tchoukball (FITB) approved
steel frame. Fitted with anti-slip floor guards and a strong
reaction net also suitable to use as a re-bounder.
Size: 1 L x 1m H.
TB1001-1
Single
£155 25 ea
TB1001-2
Pair
£293 25 pr

Knee Protection Pads

Lightweight foam pad, elasticated fit with a thick high
density foam covering the knee.
HB1028-SMA Small
£10 35 pr
HB1028-MED Medium
£10 35 pr
HB1028-LRG Large
£10 35 pr
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Tennis
£23 00

1

MasterPlay® Indoor Foam Ball

The consistent bounce and flight makes it ideal for
beginners looking to develop their technique.
Dia. 75mm, weight: 37g.
TN3010-12
Bag of 12
£23 00 set

£12 65

3
2

MasterPlay® Training Foam Ball

Lightweight, highly durable and ideal to begin practising
Tennis with. Dia. 70mm, weight: 29g.
TN3120-12
Bag of 12
£12 65 set

£17 25

4

Slazenger Training Foam Ball

Designed to help players build confidence before moving
onto a conventional tennis ball. Dia. 70mm, weight: 33g.
TN3160
Bag of 12
£17 25 set

£27 60

Slazenger Indoor Foam Ball

Made from high quality foam that provides a consistent
bounce and flight. Designed for use on the Red stage of
the LTA development programme.
Dia. 80mm, weight: 30g.
TN3040
Bag of 12
£27 60 set

£19 55

5

Slazenger Shortex Foam Ball

A smooth-skinned foam ball that is ideal for helping
youngsters to develop their technique.
Dia. 85mm, weight: 33g.
TN3050
Bag of 12
£19 55 set

£6 90

6

Plastic Tennis Style Racket

Used for developing early racket skills within informal
games. Length 48cm.
SE5790-4-PB Set of 4
£6 90 set
SE5790-8-PB Set of 8
£13 80 set
SE5790-16
Bag of 16
£29 90 set
£77 05

£7 48

7

Primary Tennis Racket

A quality lightweight feel, ideal to use before moving onto
a strung racket. Length 48cm.
TN3320-4-PB Set of 4
£7 48 set
TN3320-8-PB Set of 8
£13 80 set
TN3320-16
Bag of 16
£34 50 set

8

Tennis Starter Kit

Contents include 12 Primary Tennis Rackets, 36 MasterPlay® Training Foam Tennis Balls, a set of 25 Space Markers
all in a holdall.

£77 05 set

TN3390
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Tennis
£13 80

£2 59

What is LTA Mini Tennis?

Children can experience the world of Tennis with an
exciting programme from the Lawn Tennis Association
(LTA). Various stages of LTA Mini Tennis Red, Orange and
Green, each have their own smaller court size, nets and
rackets and lower bouncing balls.

1

MasterPlay® +10 Mini Tennis Ball

Having a lower compression than a standard ball and at
75mm it is also 10% larger. This reduces the pace of the
ball enabling beginners to experience rallies and develop
confidence. Dia. 75mm, weight: 46g.
TN3190-OR-GN-12 Bag of 12
£13 80 set
TN3190-OR-GN-40 Bucket of 40
£43 70 set
TN3190-OR-GN-60 Bucket of 60
£63 25 set
£9

20

2

LTA Mini Tennis Red

Designed for children taking their first steps in the world
of Tennis. Played on small courts with short rackets and
soft balls, such as the MasterPlay® +10 Mini Tennis Ball.
It is just like the real game and gives players opportunities
to have long rallies and play different types of shots.
Net Height Court Size Racket Size

Ball Type

80cm

Felt

11 x 5.5m

19-23” (48-58cm)

Red 75 Tennis Ball

This British made Ball is 10% larger than a conventional
tennis ball so ideal for LTA Mini Tennis.
Dia. 75mm, weight: 46g.

TN3080
TN3080-12
TN3080-40

Bag of 12
Bucket of 40

£2 59 ea
£29 90 set
£102 35 set

£3 16

LTA Mini Tennis Orange

The intermediate stage of the programme played with
shorter rackets, softer balls and courts that are slightly
larger than those in the red stage. A slower ball, such as
the MasterPlay® Mini Tennis Orange Ball, should be used
giving players better control as they start to learn different
shots and techniques.
Net Height Court Size Racket Size

Ball Type

80cm

Felt

18 x 6.5m

23-25” (58-63cm)

su

pp l i e d

in

a tube

x3

3

MasterPlay Mini Tennis Orange
®

The same size as a conventional yellow ball but softer and
lighter which makes Tennis more enjoyable for beginners
by giving players more time to reach and return the ball.
Dia. 63mm, weight: 43g.
TN3030-12-PB Set of 12
£9 20 set
TN3030-36
Bag of 36
£28 75 set
TN3030-60
Bucket of 60
£55 20 set
£9 20

LTA Mini Tennis Green

The final stage of Mini Tennis before progressing onto
conventional tennis. It is played on a full size court, with
Mini Tennis Green balls allowing players to develop and
improve all aspects of their game.
Net Height Court Size Racket Size

Ball Type

91.4cm

Felt

Full Size

25-26” (63-66cm)

£3 45

su

pp l i e d

in

a tube

4

Slazenger Mini Tennis Orange

International Tennis Federation (ITF) approved ball
designed for beginners of all ages. The ball is slower than
a standard tennis ball making the ball easier to hit.
Dia. 65mm, weight: 47g.
TN3070
Tube of 3
£3 16 set
TN3070-60
Bucket of 60
£60 95 set
£11 50

x3

5

MasterPlay Mini Tennis Green
®

Same size as a standard ball but slightly softer and
lighter. Will assist in the development of techniques
before progressing to the conventional game.
Dia. 63mm, weight: 51g.
TN3020-12-PB Set of 12
£9 20 set
TN3020-36
Bag of 36
£28 75 set
TN3020-60
Bucket of 60
£55 20 set

398

6

Slazenger Mini Tennis Green Ball

An International Tennis Federation (ITF) approved ball
designed to be approximately 25% slower than a
standard ball. Dia. 65mm, weight: 51g.
TN2110
Tube of 3
£3 45 set
TN2110-60
Bucket of 60
£64 40 set

7

MasterPlay® Mixed Tennis Balls

An even mixture of MasterPlay® Mini Tennis Orange and
Green Balls.
TN3000-12
Bag of 12
£11 50 set
TN3000-36
Bag of 36
£31 05 set
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Tennis
£9 20

1

MasterPlay® Low Compression

Ideal for younger children as the low compression gives
the ball a lower bounce, slowing the game down, allowing
more time to move into position and play the ball.
Dia. 65mm, weight: 44g.
TN3060-12-PB
Set of 12
£9 20 set
TN3060-48
Bucket of 48
£36 80 set
TN3060-96
Bucket of 96
£70 15 set

£9 20

2

Aresson All Play Ball

Ideal coaching and recreational ball. Durable rubber core
covered with hard wearing polyster felt, making it suitable
for all surfaces. Dia. 65mm, weight: 55g.
TN3550-12-PB
Set of 12
£9 20 set
TN3550-48
Bucket of 48
£42 55 set
TN3550-60
Bucket of 60
£52 90 set
TN3550-96
Bucket of 96
£79 35 set

£12 65

3

Bishop Match Tennis Ball

Providing excellent value and high quality, these nonpressurised balls are suitable for use on all surfaces; the
rubber core and hard wearing woven felt surface is of a
specification generally found on top of the range branded
balls. Dia. 65mm, weight: 62g.
TN3150-12-PB
Set of 12
£12 65 set
TN3150-48
Bucket of 48
£52 90 set
TN3150-96
Bucket of 96
£82 80 set

£77 05

pp l i e d
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Dunlop Training Bucket

a bu cke

t

su

£41 40

5

Perfect for teaching and coaching. Pressureless ball ideal for all court surfaces.
Dia. 65mm, weight 60g.
TN3480-60
Bucket of 60
£77 05

set

Slazenger Value Bucket

Consists of an assortment of Slazenger balls, ideal for a practice session. Colours may
vary. Dia. 65mm, weight: 60g.
TN3340-60
Bucket of 60
£41 40 set

£5 18

su

pp l i e d

in

a tube

x4

6

£5 46

su

pp l i e d

in

a tube

x4

Dunlop Pro Tour Tennis Ball

7

International Tennis Federation (ITF) approved and designed for all levels of play on all
surfaces. The premium needle felt surface and the highly respected Dunlop Durability
Core provides impressive durability and playability. Dia. 65.5mm, weight: 60g.
TN3180-4
Tube of 4
£5 18 set

Slazenger Open Tennis Ball

International Tennis Federation (ITF) approved and originally designed for the Australian
Open. Suitable for all levels of play, and for use on all surfaces; they have a premium
woven felt shell and a reputation for lasting durability. Dia. 65.5mm, weight: 60g.
TN3170-4
Tube of 4
£5 46 set
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Tennis
A perfect choice for educational and
recreational players of all ages

£10 93

1

MasterPlay® Tennis Rackets

Perfect for players of all ages to learn and improve their Tennis. These rugged, extruded aluminium frame rackets have a mid-sized head, nylon strings and a comfortable PU grip

TN3210-19
TN3210-19-12
TN3210-21
TN3210-21-12

£10 93 ea
£128 80 set
£10 93 ea
£128 80 set

Size: 19” (48cm)
Size: 19” (48cm), bag of 12
Size: 21” (53cm)
Size: 21” (53cm), bag of 12

TN3210-23
TN3210-23-12
TN3210-25
TN3210-25-12

£10 93 ea
£128 80 set
£10 93 ea
£128 80 set

Size: 23” (58cm)
Size: 23” (58cm), bag of 12
Size: 25” (63cm)
Size: 25” (63cm), bag of 12

Tennis Racket Guide
Size

19" (48cm)

21” (53cm)

22" (56cm)

23” (58cm)

24" (61cm)

25” (63cm)

26" (66cm)

27" (69cm)

Height

up to 3’6”

3’6” – 4’

4' - 4'6"

4’ – 4’6”

4'6" - 5'

over 4’6”

over 5'

over 5'

For Guidance Purposes only, factors such as ability and strength should also be taken into consideration when selecting a racket.

£11 21

2

Graphics
may vary

SAVE!

MasterSport® Tennis Rackets

Offering superb value, each racket has an oversized head manufactured from 23mm extruded aluminium. All models include a vibration damper on the bridge and a comfortable
PU grip.

TN1350-19
TN1350-19-12
TN1350-21
TN1350-21-12
TN1350-22
TN1350-22-12
TN1350-23
TN1350-23-12

400

Size: 19" (48cm)
Size: 19" (48cm), bag of 12
Size: 21” (53cm)
Size: 21" (53cm), bag of 12
Size: 22” (56cm)
Size: 22" (56cm), bag of 12
Size: 23" (58cm)
Size: 23" (58cm), bag of 12

£11 21 ea
£125 35 set
£11 21 ea
£125 35 set
£11 21 ea
£125 35 set
£11 21 ea
£125 35 set

TN1350-24
TN1350-24-12
TN1350-25
TN1350-25-12
TN1350-26
TN1350-26-12
TN1350-27
TN1350-27-12

Size: 24” (61cm)
Size: 24” (61cm), bag of 12
Size: 25" (64cm)
Size: 25" (64cm), bag of 12
Size: 26” (66cm)
Size: 26" (66cm), bag of 12
Size: 27" (69cm )
Size: 27" (69cm ), bag of 12

£11 21 ea
£125 35 set
£11 21 ea
£125 35 set
£11 50 ea
£136 85 set
£13 51 ££11 50 ea
£168 99 ££136 85 set
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Tennis
£12 65

1

Aresson® Vision X Tennis Racket

Building on an excellent reputation, Aresson® products offer well thought through, excellent quality sports equipment to educational establishments, clubs and recreational players
alike. These rackets are of an excellent quality and suitable for both the educational and recreational user. Available in five sizes, as a single racket or set of 12 in a racket bag.

TN3520-19
TN3520-21
TN3520-23
TN3520-25
TN3520-27

£12 65 ea
£12 65 ea
£12 65 ea
£13 80 ea
£16 10 ea

Size: 19" (48cm)
Size: 21" (53cm)
Size: 23" (58cm)
Size: 25" (63cm)
Size: 27" (69cm)

TN3520-19-12
TN3520-21-12
TN3520-23-12
TN3520-25-12
TN3520-27-12

£148 35 set
£148 35 set
£148 35 set
£159 85 set
£182 85 set

Size: 19" (48cm), bag of 12
Size: 21" (53cm), bag of 12
Size: 23" (58cm), bag of 12
Size: 25" (63cm), bag of 12
Size: 27" (69cm), bag of 12

Tennis Racket Guide
Size

19" (48cm)

21” (53cm)

22" (56cm)

23” (58cm)

24" (61cm)

25” (63cm)

26" (66cm)

27" (69cm)

Height

up to 3’6”

3’6” – 4’

4' - 4'6"

4’ – 4’6”

4'6" - 5'

over 4’6”

over 5'

over 5'

For Guidance Purposes only, factors such as ability and strength should also be taken into consideration when selecting a racket.

Graphics
may vary

2

WAS

SAVE!

£13 80
NOW

£11.50

Slazenger Classic/Smash Tennis Rackets

Very robust, lightweight C-beam titanium alloy construction that is ideal for players of all abilities. Supplied with head cover.

TN3310-21
TN3310-21-12
TN3310-23
TN3310-23-12

Size: 21" (53cm)
Size: 21” (53cm), bag of 12
Size: 23” (58cm)
Size: 23” (58cm), bag of 12

£13 80 ££11 50 ea
£169 05 ££136 85 set
£11 50 ea
£136 85 set

TN3310-25
TN3310-25-12
TN3310-27
TN3310-27-12

Size: 25” (63cm)
Size: 25” (63cm), bag of 12
Size: 27” (69cm)
Size: 27” (69cm), bag of 12

£11 50 ea
£136 85 set
£11 50 ea
£136 85 set
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Tennis
£110 40

1

£132 25

Slazenger Championship Mini Tennis Set

2

Contents include 4 Plastic Rackets, a bag of 12 Indoor Foam Tennis Balls, a 3m Net
and Post Set.
TN3460
Championship Mini Tennis Set
£110 40 set
TN1780
Net and Post, width: 3m
£69 00 set
TN3380
Net and Post, width: 6m
£86 25 set
£126 50

3

£126 50

MasterPlay® Mini Tennis Game Set

4

Complete with a holdall, a 3m Kwik Net & Post Set, 4 Primary Plastic Rackets and 12
MasterPlay® Indoor Foam Tennis Balls.
TN3510
Game Set
£126 50 set
TN1530-3
Kwik Net and Post only, width: 3m
£63 25 ea
TN1530-6
Kwik Net and Post only, width: 6m
£86 25 ea

402

Slazenger Tournament Mini Tennis Set

Contents include 4 Strung Rackets (length 19"), a bag of 12 Shortex Balls, a 3m Net
and Post Set.
TN3500
Tournament Mini Tennis Set
£132 25 set
TN1780
Net and Post, width: 3m
£69 00 set
TN3380
Net and Post, width: 6m
£86 25 set

MasterPlay® Mini Tennis Match Set

Complete with a holdall, 4 Strung Rackets (length 19"), a bag of 12 Foam Training Tennis
Balls and a 3m Kwik Net and Post Set.
TN3540
Match Set
£126 50 set
TN1530-3
Kwik Net and Post only, width: 3m
£63 25 ea
TN1530-6
Kwik Net and Post only, width: 6m
£86 25 ea
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Tennis
Ball quantities for Tennis Coaching Kits
Low
Compression

Primary

9

24

-

Junior

-

20

12

Secondary

-

12

20

Advanced

-

-

32

1

Match

Mini Tennis
Orange

£149 50

Primary Tennis Coaching Kit

A range of kits to suit varying ages and abilities. Each supplied with 12 Rackets, a mix of appropriate tennis balls and racket bag.
TN3360-PRI
Primary, racket length: 19" (48cm)
TN3360-JUN Junior, racket length: 21" (53cm)
TN3360-SEN Senior, racket length: 23" (58cm) & 25" (63cm)
TN3360-ADV Advanced, racket length: 27" (66cm)
£9 20

£16 10

£2 59

4
2

MasterSport® Tennis Racket Bag

Zip opening, handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
Capacity 12 rackets.
SE1920
Size: 76 L x 33 W x 30cm H
£9 20 ea

£149 50 set
£149 50 set
£155 25 set
£212 75 set

3

Tennis Racket Storage Rack

Wall-mounted powder coated steel storage rack.
Capacity 20 rackets. Fixings not included.
SE2220
Size: 64 L x 18 W x 22cm H
£16 10 ea

Karakal PU Super Grip

Non-slip, super absorbent PU replacement grip, suitable
for all racket sports.
TN2180-BK-1 Black, single strap
£2 59 ea
TN2180-BK-24 Black, Box of 24
£57 50 set
TN2180-MX-24 Assorted Colours, Box of 24 £57 50 set

£19 55

5

Dunlop Ball Pick Up Tube

£29 90

6

Allows easy pick up of balls from the court. Capacity 15
balls.

Tennis Ball Retriever Basket

Fold over the long legs/arms to convert from a storage/serving practice basket on a stand to a collection basket. When
inverted, place the basket onto a ball, apply a little pressure to squash and pop the ball into the basket.

£19 55 ea TN3280

TN3470

£29 90 ea
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Tennis
£69 00

£63 25

2
1

Slazenger Net & Post Set

Stable, portable, durable and easy to set up. Features a shock-cord to help maintain
net tension. Made from tubular powder coated steel, the set also includes a carry bag.
TN1780
Net and Post, width: 3m
£69 00 set
TN3380
Net and Post, width: 6m
£86 25 set
£113 85

Kwik Net

Can be set up and taken down in minutes; the metal frame is numbered for easy
assembly. The full net height is approximately 155cm for Badminton, removal of one
pole each side will set the height to 80cm for Mini Tennis Red/Orange. Available with a
3m or a 6m wide net.
TN1530-3
Kwik Net and Post, width: 3m
£63 25 set
TN1530-6
Kwik Net and Post, width: 6m
£86 25 set
£132 25

su
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4

TS1 Wheelaway Mini Tennis Posts

Manufactured from blue powder coated steel uprights (dia. 25mm) and solid steel bases
(dia. 40mm), complete with nylon wheels and rubber floor pads. Net sold separately.
TN1720
Pair of posts only, post height: 0.86m
£113 85 pr
TN1790
Nylon 45mm square net only
£32 20 ea

Freestanding Practice Mini Tennis Posts

Manufactured from white powder coated 25mm square steel. Features a four section
centre brace to achieve good net tension and supplied with a high quality 45mm square
mesh nylon net.
TN1730
Net & post set, size: 6 L x 0.86m H
£132 25 set
TN1790
Nylon 45mm square net only
£32 20 ea

£264 50

5

Multisportbase

The freestanding system suitable for Mini Tennis, Badminton, Mini Volleyball and Sitting Volleyball. Perfect for educational establishments and venues that want to offer a range of
net based sports without having to buy individual post systems or to drill floor sockets. It features adjustable telescopic poles and the sand/water fillable bases have integrated
wheels making it easy to move. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Supplied as a pair with a 6 metre net.

£264 50 set

SE1415

404
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Wheelaway Mini Tennis Net & Posts

Specifically designed for the LTA's Mini Tennis Red programme. Manufactured from red powder coated 50mm square steel and with 5 wheels (2 braked) it is fully portable. The
net has a fluorescent yellow band printed with Mini Tennis graphics and a built in 12mm rope for cleat tensioning. Usually set at 86cm for Mini Tennis Red, an easily adjustable
mechanism also allows the posts to be set lower at 73 or 60cm.
TN2150
Net Size: 6m L x 2.5mm thick
£502 55 set
All Tennis post sets are fitted with heavy duty brass worm winders and net hooks; freestanding and spare posts are without sockets

2

io n

£638 42

Extra
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£704 61
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Freestanding Tennis Posts

Suitable for use on all court surfaces. These 76mm square steel frames feature a heavy
duty bass winder and pulley wheel, 3-section connecting bar and rubber pads to
protect each surface type. Full regulation height can be achieved. Optional heavy duty
Trolleys with robust swivel wheel castors will make the post more portable. Available in
Black or Green.
TN3490-GN
Posts, Green
£704 61 ea
TN3490-BK
Posts, Black
£704 61 ea
TN1050-GN
Pair of optional trolleys, Green
£243 00 pr
TN1050-BK
Pair of optional trolleys, Black
£243 00 pr

su
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3

Freestanding Tennis Posts with Wheels

A very useful feature to these posts is a wheel fixed to each base. After your session
is over you simply tilt the posts back and wheel them off the court still fully built,
very handy if you need to remove them in a hurry. The middle brace part of the posts
comprises of 5 detachable 50mm square metal sections, so dismantling the posts is a
simple process and will allow neat and space saving storage of the set. Good quality
brass winder enables the correct net tension to be applied. Manufactured from dia.
76mm square steel tubing finished off in green.
TN1860
Freestanding tennis posts
£638 42 pr
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£343 85

£310 50
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£399 86
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Steel Square Tennis Posts

£72 45

4

2

Twisted Cord Nets

A strong and ideal alternative for the educational sector.
Still with edge banding these nets have a quality look to
them. Style: Twisted cord net.
TN1440-1.8 Municipal-Leisure, 1.8mm
£72 45 ea
TN1440-2.0 Club, 2.0mm
£78 20 ea
TN1440-2.5 Matchplay, 2.5mm
£96 60 ££80 50 ea
£20 70

i n pa i r s

Steel Round Tennis Posts

Manufactured from green powder coated 76mm diameter
steel and featuring a stainless steel tennis net retaining
bar. Supplied with 32.2cm steel sockets & flush fitting
hinged lids. Suitable for grass or hard courts.
TN1520
S1 Tennis Posts with sockets £310 50 pr
TN1520-WIN Spare S1 Winder Post
£232 65 ea
TN1520-DUM Spare S1 Dummy Post
£67 05 ea

5

pp l i e d
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3

Aluminium Square Tennis Posts

Manufactured from green powder coated 80mm square
aluminium and featuring a stainless steel tennis net
retaining bar. Supplied with 31.2cm galvanised sockets &
flush fitting hinged lids. Suitable for grass or hard courts.
TN1890
Aluminium Posts with Sockets
£399 86 pr
WAS

£166 75

£136 85

SAVE!

su
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i n pa i r s

Manufactured from green powder coated 76mm square
steel and featuring a stainless steel tennis net retaining
bar. Supplied with 35.9cm steel sockets & flush fitting
hinged lids. Suitable for grass or hard courts.
TN1500
S8 Tennis Posts with sockets
£343 85 pr
TN1500-WIN Spare S8 Winder Post
£299 00 ea
TN1500-DUM Spare S8 Dummy Post
£90 85 ea

pp l i e d

NOW

£136.85

SAVE!

Matchplay Double Braided Net

Representing exceptional value. With a braided mesh and
rigid composite inserts for the side bands, this net offers
30cm deep double netting, thereby providing double
thickness for the top 5 rows of the mesh. Style 2.6mm
double braided net.
TN1460
2.6mm
£136 85 ea
£125 35

6

Tournament Braided Net

Offering very high quality and is supplied complete with
wooden dowel inserts for the side bands. Style: 3.0mm
braided net.
TN1430-3.0 3.0mm
£166 75 ££136 85 ea
£17 25

914mm

7

Tennis Net Measuring Stick

Lightweight aluminium stick is used to accurately set
tennis nets to their correct height.
TN1710
Height: 91.4cm
£20 70 ea

406

8

Spare Winding Mechanism

Manufactured from quality brass providing exceptional
strength and durability.
TN1590
Winding Mechanism
£125 35 ea
TN1570-SCR Spare Handle only for winder £41 40 ea

9

Spare Tennis Net Headline

Manufactured from galvanised steel complete with a
ferrule at one end and loop at the other. Double loop
fittings are also available on request.
TN1620
Size: 13.7m L x 4mm thick
£17 25 ea
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Tennis
£19 55

1

£13 80

2

T4 Tennis Net Adjuster Set

A fully adjustable polyester band complete with swivel
and hook for use with the Metal Ground Base (TN1670).

Solid Brass Swivel Adjuster

To be used with Tennis Net Centre Tape for centre net
adjustment and in turn anchored to a Metal Ground Base
(TN1670).

£19 55 ea TN1650

TN1640

£13 80 ea

£36

4

Tennis Net Centre Tape

WAS

Metal Ground Base

SAVE!

5

£34 50

Tennis Court Broom

£34 50 ea

NOW

£4.60

Grass Court Marking Pins

To help to save time when marking out semi-permanent courts on grass. Manufactured
from strong plastic.
TN1700
Set contains 8 of L & 2 of T
£6 90 ££4 60 set
WAS

£442 75

SAVE!

7

Tennis Court Umpire’s Chair

Constructed from green painted wood featuring arm
rests, seat and desk. Fold flat for storage.
TN2250
Height: 1.94m
£442 75 ea

£120 75
NOW

£90.85

8

Steel Umpire’s Chair

Manufactured from nickel plated tubular steel for extra
strength and durability.
AT4120
Height: 1.52m
£120 75 ££90 85 ea

| t: +44 (0) 1753 648666 | f: +44 (0) 1753 648989 | w: www.bishopsport.co.uk | e: sales@bishopsport.co.uk |
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£6 90

Folds flat for
storage

For general sweeping or redistributing loose dressing on
semi-loose sports surfaces. A 1.4m long smooth wooden
handle and metal stays attached to a 91cm wide head
with hard bristles.

TN1180

3

Complete with a brass eyelet for attaching to swivel
adjusters.
TN1690
Vinyl Coated
£5 75 ea
TN1870
Woven Polyester
£6 90 ea

80

For use on hard or grass courts to hold the Solid Brass Swivel Adjuster (TN1650) or the
Tennis Net Adjuster Set (TN1640).
TN1670
Weight: 2.3kg
£36 80 ea

6

£5 75
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Trampolines & Trampettes
£3565

Extra
No
00

Ca

rr i age

Trampolines

Lift/Lower Roller Stands

These rollerstands facilitate folding and enable any trampoline to pass through a
standard size door when folded.

School, Club and International Competition Trampolines are constructed to the highest
of standards with extra heavy duty gauge steel tube frames that are zinc plated to
provide a scratch resistant, hard wearing and attractive finish.

1

School Model M Trampoline

Very popular in the educational sector; supplied complete with a set of coverall pads
and steel springs and a 13mm bed. Either fixed safety sides or lift/lower stands are an
option and roller stands are included with all models. In use size: 4.6 L x 2.7 W x 1m H.
GY7900-13
Model M, 13mm bed
£3565 00 ea
GY7900-13-SAF Model M, 13mm bed c/w fixed safety sides
£4013 50 ea
GY7900-13-STA Model M, 13mm bed c/w lift/lower stands
£4197 50 ea

		

Club Model Trampoline

Ideal for sports halls and large venues; supplied complete with a set of coverall pads
and steel springs. Either fixed safety sides or lift/lower stands are an option and roller
stands are included with all models. Available with either a 6mm or 13mm bed. In use
size: 5.1 L x 3.0 W x 1.05m H.
GY1021-06
Model GM, 6mm bed
£4772 50 ea
GY1021-06-SAF Model GM, 6mm bed, c/w fixed safety sides
£5399 25 ea
GY1021-06-STA Model GM, 6mm bed, c/w lift/lower stands
£5347 50 ea
GY1021-13
Model GM, 13mm bed
£4312 50 ea
GY1021-13-SAF Model GM, 13mm bed, c/w fixed safety sides
£4887 50 ea
GY1021-13-STA Model GM, 13mm bed, c/w lift/lower stands
£4818 50 ea

Folded

Folded & lowered

Fixed Safety Sides

		

The ultimate coaching aid enabling the instructor to stay close to the performer at all
times.

International Competition Model GMX Trampoline

Designed for both competition and training; the frame and trampoline bed are regulation
size, ideal for experienced competitors and newcomers to the sport. Supplied with
a complete set of coverall frame pads, frame pad elevators, steel springs, lift/lower
trampoline roller stands and a 6 x 4mm web bed. In use size: 5.1 L x 3.0 W x 1.15m H.
GY3880
Model GMX
£5748 85 ea

Coverall Trampoline Frame Pads (not illustrated)
Covers all of the core skills in Trampoline work and has 15 levels for school, club and
leisure centre sectors. Contents: Booklet, 27 Work Cards, 4 Wall Charts, DVD (powered
by Dartfish) and Achievement Charts.
GY9000
Coverall frame pads for School Model
£557 75 set
GY9100
Safety side coverall frame pads for School Model
£596 85 set
GY9500
Coverall frame pads for Club Model
£667 00 set
GY9600
Safety side coverall frame pads for Club Model
£782 00 set

		

Fixed safety sides
£41 40

Extra
No

Ca

2

rr i age

No extra carriage charges apply to England & Wales
only; delivered fully assembled to a ground floor
location only, which has external double door access.
For Scotland and Northern Ireland please contact our
sales office.

Trampoline Gymnastics Awards

Covers all of the core skills in Trampoline work and has 15 levels for school, club and
leisure centre sectors. Contents: Booklet, 27 Work Cards, 4 Wall Charts, DVD (powered
by Dartfish) and Achievement Charts.

GY3350

408

£41 40 ea
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1

£161 00

Standard Trampoline End Spotting Decks

Fully adjustable to fit all sizes of trampolines. Fitted with shock absorbing compression
springs as standard. Hardwearing zinc plated robust framework supplied complete with
wedge shaped safety mats. Standard version on castors. International size supplied
with trolley.
GY1070
Standard, size: 2.2 L x 1.2m W x 20cm thick
£2012 50 pr
GY3910
International, size: 3.03 L x 2.03m W x 21cm thick
£3506 35 pr

NEW!

£517 50

NEW!

4
3

Trampoline Push-On Mats

Essential for coaches wishing to provide additional safety; the conveniently placed
webbing handles allow a quick ‘push in’ to absorb the impact of a landing gymnast.
These mats feature an anti-slip base and tough, tear resistant, flame retardant PVC
construction.
GY2640-1.70-1.00-100 Size: 1.70 L x 1.00m W x 10cm thick
£161 00 ea
GY2640-1.52-1.22-100 Size: 1.52 L x 1.22m W x 10cm thick
£143 75 ea
GY2640-1.52-1.22-150 Size: 1.52 L x 1.22m W x 15cm thick
£169 05 ea
GY2640-1.83-1.22-100 Size: 1.83 L x 1.22m W x 10cm thick
£148 35 ea
GY2640-1.83-1.22-150 Size: 1.83 L x 1.22m W x 15cm thick
£184 00 ea

Foam Steps

Used to aid the mounting of trampolines. Features six heavy duty foam treads covered
with a PVC coated outer fabric.
GY4390
Size: 1 H x 1.5 D x 1m W
£517 50 ea

£247 25

Trampoline Cover

Blue flame retardant PVC cover for trampoline, cover has full height hook and loop
seams at either end to enable the cover to be easily put on and removed. Not suitable
for trampolines with safety sides.
GY4410
Model M, standard roller stands
£247 25 ea
GY4420
Model M, lift/lower stands
£247 25 ea
GY4430
Model GM, standard roller stands
£247 25 ea
GY4440
Model GM, lift/lower roller stands
£247 25 ea

Accessories and Spare Parts for Trampolines, Spotting End Decks and Trampettes are available. Please call our sales office on 01753 648666
£603 75

5

Standard Mini Tramp

£747 50

6

Fully adjustable with a solid nylon bed, steel springs and
coverall frame pads. Constructed from zinc plated heavy
gauge steel tube, its lightweight foam pads are covered in
nylon reinforced PVC. Front height adjustment: 31-34cm,
rear height adjustment: 36.5-55cm.
GY3890
Size: 1.14 L x 1.14m W
£603 75 ea

Schools Open Ended Mini Tramp

Fully adjustable with a solid nylon bed, rubber cables and
coverall frame pads. Constructed from zinc plated heavy
gauge steel tube, its lightweight foam pads are covered
in nylon reinforced PVC. Front height adjustment: 30.533cm, rear height adjustment: 61-68cm.
GY1260
Size: 1.21 L x 1.19m W
£747 50 ea

£891 25

7

Open Ended Mini Tramp

Fully adjustable with a 13mm web bed, steel springs and
coverall frame pads; constructed from zinc plated heavy
gauge steel tube, its lightweight foam pads are covered
in nylon reinforced PVC. Front height adjustment: 30.533cm, rear height adjustment: 61-68cm.
GY1270
Size: 1.21 L x 1.19m W
£891 25 ea
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Volleyball
Volleyball England
www.volleyballengland.org
Volleyball England wants to help to support schools and junior teams. The ‘Let’s Play Volleyball’
resources and coaching courses will support any coach or school delivering Volleyball to young
players.
Junior Club Membership is FREE for teams of players under 18 years of age and includes
resources for club development, insurance cover and a range of fantastic member discounts.
Register your club now and work with Volleyball England to help develop junior volleyball, by
calling 01509 227722 or emailing: membership@volleyballengland.org

£157 55
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£132 25
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Volleyball Introductory Kit

A mix of differently weighted volleyballs that are ideal to assist with the introduction of
the basics of the sport and will aid in the natural skill progression of the player. Supplied
with a storage bag and carry net.

£132 25 set

VB2500

Volleyball All Skills Foundation Kit - KS1-2

All the equipment contained is approved by Volleyball England. The balls are lightweight
and have a soft feel so the initial experience will be enjoyable. The sets are available with
or without the Volleyball England written ‘Volley Sport (KS 1 & 2)’ and ‘Sitting Volleyball’
resource. Supplied with a storage bag.
VB2490-KS1-2-RES
Including resources
£157 55 set
VB2490-KS1-2
Excluding resources
£100 05 set

Volleyball England is offering Schools FREE Junior Club Membership, for more details please email membership@volleyballengland.org

£143 75

3

£148 35

Volleyball Development Kit - KS1-2

4

A range of different volleyballs to aid natural skill progression suitable for Key Stages 1
and 2. The equipment is available with or without Volleyball England ‘Volley Sport (KS 1
& 2)’ Resource and is supplied with a storage bag.
VB2480-KS1-2-RES
Including resource
£143 75 set
VB2480-KS1-2
Excluding resource
£86 25 set

410

Volleyball Development Kit - KS3

A set of tri-colour introductory training balls that feature a soft feel cover and have a
reduced weight of 200g. The kit is available with or without Volleyball England ‘Mini
Volley (KS 3)’ Resource and is supplied with a storage bag.
VB2480-KS3-RES
Including resource
£148 35 set
VB2480-KS3
Excluding resource
£90 85 set
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Volleyball England Resources

‘Let’s Play Volleyball’ resources are a series of Coaching packs from Volleyball England.
The first in the series being ‘Volley Sport’ aimed at Key Stage 1 and 2 and for players of
little experience. Mini Volley is next and aims to build on the player’s experiences being
focused at Key Stage 3. Super Mini Volley provides the key link from small sided games
to ‘6 v 6’ and is aimed at Key Stage 4.
VB2240-KS1-2
Volley Sport (KS 1 & 2)
£34 50 ea*
VB2240-KS3
Mini Volley (KS 3)
£34 50 ea*
VB2240-KS4
Super Mini Volley (KS 4)
£34 50 ea*

2

Sitting Volleyball Resource

Developed and written by Volleyball England to assist in the introduction and teaching
of the game. The resource contains a series of easy to follow mini games and activities.

£9 14 ££6 04 ea

VB2410

£2 88

3

Sitting Volleyball Starter Ball

Developed as the ideal starter ball to introduce the game of Sitting Volleyball. The ball,
with similar properties to that of a beach ball is lightweight and by its nature travels
slowly and is generally easy to control.
VB2390
Dia. 25cm
£2 88 ea
VB2390-6-PB
Set of 6
£14 95 set

£17 25

4

Sitting Volleyball Equipment Kit

Perfect for introducing Sitting Volleyball; the set contains 5 Volleyball England Sitting
Volleyball Starter Balls, a Volleyball England Sitting Volleyball Resource and a Net
Headband. Supplied in a drawstring bag.

£17 25 set

VB2420

£281 75

5

6

Sitting Volleyball & Multisportbase Kit

Contains everything required to hold and teach a sequence of lessons to enable a
class to learn the fundamental skills required to play Sitting Volleyball, and to progress
onto a game. Set includes a pair of the Volleyball England approved Multisportbase, 5
Sitting Volleyball Starter Balls, a Volleyball England Sitting Volleyball Resource and a
Net Headband.

£281 75 set

VB2440

NEW!

Sitting Volleyball Posts

Lightweight powder coated blue aluminium uprights with adjustable net height. Fitted
with wheels as standard and requires two floor plugs per set.
VB2550
Pair of posts
£654 35 pr
VB2560
Net only, size 9m L x 80cm D
£69 00 ea
VB2570-NSP
Plug M12, Non-sprung floor
£56 35 ea
VB2570-SSP
Plug M12, Semi-sprung floor
£67 85 ea
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Volleyball
£4 31

1

£6 61

Activate™ Inflato-ball

With characteristics similar to a traditional beach ball but made from a more durable
material which is ideally suited to educational environments. Developed specifically to
introduce Volleyball and Sitting Volleyball.
SE1357
Dia. 29cm
£4 31 ea
SE1357-6
Set of 6
£24 15 set

2

SAFABALL™ Volleyball

A lightweight foamed vinyl ball with a very soft, low-sting and tactile surface.
VB2140
Size 5, weight: 150g
£6 61 ea
VB2140-10
Bag of 10
£69 00 set

Volleyball England is offering Schools FREE Junior Club Membership, for more details please email membership@volleyballengland.org
£10 35

3

Molten Soft Touch Volleyball

Specifically designed for beginners and younger players. The one piece rubber ball is a light weight, super soft, low-sting volleyball. Available in Blue or Pink.

VB2320-BE
VB2320-BE-10

£10 35 ea
£103 50 set

Blue, size 5, weight: 150g
Blue, Bag of 10

£12 65

4

Pink, size 5, weight: 150g
Pink, Bag of 10

£10 35 ea
£103 50 set

£12 65

5

MasterPlay® Textile Volleyball

Ideal for skill development, the soft cloth surface gives the ball a low-sting and tactile
surface.
VB2030
Size 5, weight: 240g
£12 65 ea
VB2030-10
Bag of 10
£140 30 set

412

VB2320-PK
VB2320-PK-10

MasterSport® Ultrasoft Volleyball

An extremely durable PU quality machine stitched ball which is suited for educational
establishments. Manufactured with a foam backing for a softer feel that provides extra
comfort.
VB1700
Size 5, weight: 280g
£12 65 ea
VB1700-10
Bag of 10
£140 30 set
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Volleyball
£17 25

1

Mikasa MG V Volleyball

This machine stitched, tri-colour introductory ball with a soft feel cover and reduced weight makes it an ideal training
ball. The differently weighted balls are aimed at the different Key Stages. Size 5.
VB2080
V180, Junior ball, KS2, weight: 180g
£17 25 ea
VB2090
V200, Junior/Senior ball, KS3, weight: 200g
£17 25 ea
VB2110
V230, Senior ball, KS4, weight: 230g
£17 25 ea
VB2470
V260, Senior Ball, weight: 260g
£17 25 ea
WAS

£21 85

SAVE!

£21 85

2

£27 60

NOW

£18.40

£28 75

5
3

Volleyball England ‘Volley 123’

Mikasa VSV800-WB is a Volleyball England approved
ball. Eight panel design. Ideal for beginners and street
volleyball. Features 'LPV' graphics.
VB2450
Size 5, weight: 230g
£21 85 ££18 40 ea

4

Mikasa SV2 School Volleyball

FIVB inspected quality, long life school volleyball.
Premium quality synthetic leather with 'TwinSTLock' and
'LeakShield' technology.
VB2330
Size 5, weight: 225g
£27 60 ea

£77 05

6

Mikasa MVA200 Volleyball

Volleyball England’s national league and cup ball and
the FIVB official game ball. The eight panel design and
aerodynamic dimpling offers better stability and ball
control. Features a nylon wound centre and exclusive soft
micro fibre cover.
VB2150
Size 5, weight: 270g
£77 05 a

Mikasa SKV5 Kids Volleyball

Volleyball England’s recommended ball for use at KS1
and 2. An 8-panel, lightweight volleyball with a lowsting, soft feel EVA foam surface and ‘LeakShield’ rubber
bladder technology.
VB2200
Size 5, weight: 160g
£21 85 ea

Molten V5M3500 Volleyball

A top quality school and club match ball, ideal for players
of all levels. Striking eye catching green, red and white
design improves rotational visibility. Manufactured from
polyurethane leather with a nylon wound dual layer
laminated butyl bladder.
VB2300
Size 5, weight: 275g
£28 75 ea

£51 75

7

Bump Board

An easy to use training aid that will develop the fundamental
skills of receiving and passing by encouraging ‘proper
platform’ techniques and arm angles. It is light weight,
durable and has padded supports for the forearms.
VB2340
Size 30 x 29cm
£51 75 ea

£10 35

8

Knee Protection Pads

Lightweight foam pad, elasticated fit with a thick high
density foam covering the knee.
HB1028-SMA Small
£10 35 pr
HB1028-MED Medium
£10 35 pr
HB1028-LRG Large
£10 35 pr
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Volleyball
£264 50

1

us

l

es

A

dj

ta b l e p o

Multisportbase

The Multisportbase has been developed by the Ruth Nicholls Foundation and Volleyball England specifically to overcome the issues caused with the bases of freestanding posts
protruding onto the playing surface. The Multisportbase, with its innovative design, not only, eliminates the issues that were of concern but also provides an invaluable piece of
versatile equipment that is suitable for Mini Tennis, Badminton and is actually approved by Volleyball England for use in Sitting Volleyball and Mini Volleyball up to Key Stage 2.
The Multisportbase is a set of two bases, that can be filled with sand or water, that are both fitted with a pair of integrated wheels, two easily adjustable telescopic poles fitted
with screw adjusters to allow play of various sports and a six metre net making the Multisportbase perfect for educational establishments and venues that want to offer a range
of net based sports without having to buy individual post systems or to drill floor sockets. Can also be used outside.

£264 50 set

SE1415
£367 20

2

Portable Sportset Volleyball set

For club and tournament use on grass or sand. Features large bore aluminium tubes for strength and weight reduction. The net is supplied with fluorescent banding for twilight
visibility and adjusts to men’s and ladies’ heights. Tensioning is achieved by an adjustable pull down clamp system. Comes complete with carry bag, rubber mallet and steel
ground pegs. Assembles easily in ten minutes.

£367 20 set

VB1690
Volleyball England is offering Schools FREE Junior Club Membership, for more details please email membership@volleyballengland.org

£24 15

3

Volleyball Coaching Board

A lightweight robust dry wipe board. Supplied with a marker pen and a storage bag.
ST1490-VOL
Size: 42 L x 42cm W

414

£24 15 set
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£204 36

£247 37

£600 76

Extra
No

Extra
No

Extra
No
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su
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Socketed Volleyball Posts

Designed for indoor or outdoor use. Socketed post
is ideal for practice of all levels. Manufactured from
polyester powder coated blue steel uprights (dia. 50mm).
Supplied as a pair with ground sockets and hinged lids.

£204 36 pr

VB1290

Combination Floor Fixed Posts

T

en

Match Play Volleyball Posts

VB1520
VB1520-PLG

Floor plugs

£600 76 pr
£102 12 pr

£57 50

£56 35

ht

st a

3

Blue powder coated aluminium uprights (dia. 50mm).
Wheel-away steel base does not protrude into the
court. Adjustable to mens, ladies and junior play without
removing the net. A pair of floor plugs (not included) are
required per pair of posts.

e
b le h

ig

s i o n s li d e

r

Ad

ju

pp l i e d

i n pa i r s

Conform to Volleyball England Floor Fixed Guidelines.
Blue powder coated uprights (dia. 50mm) easily removed
from base. Suitable for Volleyball or Badminton. A pair of
floor plugs (not included) are required per pair of posts.
BA1830
Post & Base Set
£247 37 pr
BA1840
Base only
£188 03 pr
BA1890
Plug, Solid Floor, 16cm deep
£50 49 pr
BA1900
Plug, Suspended Floor, 21cm deep
£63 14 pr

£620 77

rr i age

x2

i n pa i r s

2
1

rr i age

Volleyball England is offering Schools FREE Junior
Club Membership, for more details please call
01509 227722
Fl

4
		

o o r ix i n g
f

5

Wall Mounted
Practice Net System

A system that will span either the length or width of a sports
hall for multi-person volleyball or badminton practice.
Post are attached to fixed wall brackets and supplied with
an adjustable slider and ratchet winch to achieve practice
net tension. Supplied with full length upright protection
pads. One floor and two solid wall fixings are included per
upright. The net height is adjustable so Sitting Volleyball
can be played. Net supplied by the metre.

VB2220
VB2230

Net for VB2220

!£620 77 ea
!£8 05 per m

Volleyball Net

Manufactured from 3mm braided black polyethylene,
10cm squared mesh, with a vinyl coated nylon headband
complete with PVC covered galvanised steel wire
headline. Regulation net having vinyl coated bottom band
and sidebands with enclosed wooden dowels. Practice
net having a 10cm bound top and a choice of headline.
Size: 9.5 L x 1m H.
VB1350
Practice net, Cord headline
£57 50 ea
VB1360
Practice net, Steel headline
£48 30 ea
VB1320
Match net
£97 75 ea
VB1310
Regulation Match net
£147 20 ea
VB1350-HED Replacement Steel headline only £25 30 ea

su

pp l i e d

x2
i n pa i r s

6

Antennae

Red/white fibreglass construction.
VB1330
Antennae in sheath

£56 35 pr
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charges are at cost. Please ask for a quotation when placing the order.
3.5 Owing to the disproportionate cost of dealing with small orders BSL reserves the right to
make a small order surcharge of £5.00 for orders under £50 net value.

7.

8.

PAYMENT

4.1 We must receive payment of the whole of the price for the goods that you order at the
time you place an order unless an Approved Credit Account Facility has been agreed and
arranged by us.
4.2 Where an Approved Credit Account Facility has been agreed and arranged by us:4.2.1 payment of invoices for goods properly supplied, whether complete or part
orders, is due 30 days following the date of invoice (‘the Due Date’). The time of
payment shall be of the essence;
4.2.2 If payment is not received by the Due Date we reserve the right to:4.2.2.1 Charge interest at the rate of 2% per month compounded monthly;
4.2.2.2 Charge our reasonable costs incurred in seeking to recover any arrears
(“recovery costs’)
4.2.2.3 Suspend further supplies of goods and take any other action as
appropriate to recover the debt and any interest accrued and/or
recovery costs
4.2.2.4 Nullify and therefore withdraw any discounts which may have been
allowed for when the Customer’s order was accepted since such
discounts are given only on the basis that payment will be made on time.

RIGHT FOR YOU TO CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT

5.1 If you are placing an order as an individual then:5.1.1 You may cancel your contract with us for the goods you order at any time up
to the end of the seventh Business Day from the date you receive the ordered
goods. You do not need to give us any reason for cancelling your contract nor will
you have to pay any penalty save that;
5.1.2 You cannot cancel your contract, however, if the goods you have ordered are of
a special design, size and/or material;
5.1.3 To cancel your contract you must notify us in writing.
5.1.4 If you have received the goods before you cancel your contract then unless you
do not have a right to cancel as set out under clause 5.1.2 you must send the
goods back to our contact address at your own cost and risk. If you cancel your
contract but we have already processed the goods for delivery you must not
unpack the goods when they are received by you and you must send the goods
back to us at our contact address at your own cost and risk as soon as possible.
5.1.5 Once you have notified us that you are cancelling your contract, any sum paid to
us will be re-credited to you as soon as possible and in any event within 30 days
of your order PROVIDED THAT the goods in question are returned by you and
received by us in the condition they were in when delivered to you. If you do not
return the goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs of delivery, we shall be
entitled to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods from the amount to be
re-credited to you.
5.2 If you are making a purchase as an organisation:5.2.1 No order which has been accepted by us may be cancelled by you except with
our express agreement and on such terms as we may require;
5.2.2 If BSL agree to cancel the order the Customer will pay to BSL liquidated
damages of 25% of the net value of all of the cancelled elements of the order
and the Customer agrees that this is a genuine pre-estimate of the loss which
BSL will incur as a result of cancellation.

6.

7.4 Risk in the goods you have ordered will pass to you upon delivery and we will not be liable for their loss or destruction. You will become the owner of the goods once we receive
payment in full and the goods have been delivered to you.
7.5 All measurements and weights given in product specifications or literature are reasonable approximations of actual sizes and weights. Equivalent Imperial measurements are
shown only as a guide.
7.6 We reserve the right to:7.6.1 Change product specifications
7.6.2 Supply substitute items of an equal or superior standard in respect of unavailable
products or discontinued lines. Save that should you choose not to accept the
substitute goods then the goods in question are returned by you and received by
us in the condition they were in when delivered to you. If you do not return the
goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs of delivery, we shall be entitled
to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods from the amount to be recredited to you.

1.1 The following definitions apply throughout these terms:1.1.1 Approved Credit Account Facility means Bishop Sports and Leisure Limited’s
account facility set up for certain customers upon request and by approval
1.1.2 Business Days means Monday to Friday inclusive but excluding bank holidays

CANCELLATION BY US

6.1 We reserve the right to cancel the contract between us if:
6.1.1 we have insufficient stock to deliver the goods you have ordered;
6.1.2 we do not deliver to your area; or
6.1.3 One or more of the goods you ordered was listed at an incorrect price due to a
typographical error or an error in the pricing information received by us from our
suppliers.
6.2 If we do cancel your contract we will notify you and will re-credit to you any sum paid to
us under the contract as soon as possible but in any event within 30 days of your order.
We will not be obliged to offer any additional compensation for disappointment suffered.

DELIVERY OF GOODS TO YOU

7.1 We will organise the delivery of the goods ordered by you to the address you give us for
delivery at the time you make your order. Our warehouse holds many items in stock but
some goods are sent to you direct by the manufacturers and as such your order may be
delivered by more than one delivery.
7.2 If premises are likely to be unmanned, you should include instructions on the order to
ensure that an authorised signatory will be available when delivery is made. Abortive
deliveries may be subject to a charge being made if appropriate instructions are not
included with the order.
7.3 Any time or date given by us for delivery is given as an estimate only and shall not be
a binding contractual obligation. We will endeavour to meet delivery requirements but
are not liable for any direct or consequential loss or damage arising from any delayed or
advanced delivery.

9.

LIABILITY

8.1 If the goods we deliver are not what you ordered or are damaged or defective or the
delivery is of an incorrect quantity, we shall have no liability to you unless you notify us
in writing at our contact address of the problem within 10 Business Days of the delivery
of the goods in question if you are purchasing the goods as an individual and within 3
Business Days confirmed in writing within 7 Business Days if you are a business or organisation. We reserve the right to request an image to illustrate any damage or defect. If
you notify a problem to us under this condition, our only obligation will be, at your option:
8.1.1 to make good any shortage or non-delivery;
8.1.2 to replace or repair any goods that are damaged or defective; or
8.1.3 To refund to you the amount paid by you for the goods in question in whatever
way we choose.
8.2 Save as precluded by law, we will not be liable to you for any indirect or consequential
loss, damage or expenses (including loss of profits, business or goodwill) howsoever
arising out of any problem you notify to us under this condition and we shall have no
liability to pay any money to you by way of compensation other than to refund to you the
amount paid by you for the goods in question under clause 8.1.3 above. In any event,
our total liability to you in the event of any breach will be limited to the value of the goods
purchased.
8.3 You must observe and comply with all applicable regulations and legislation, including
obtaining all necessary customs, import or other permits to purchase goods from our
site. The importation or exportation of certain of our goods to you may be prohibited by
certain national laws. We make no representation and accept no liability in respect of the
export or import of the goods you purchase.
8.4 Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in these terms and conditions is intended to limit
any rights you might have as a consumer under applicable local law or other statutory
rights that may not be excluded nor in any way to exclude or limit our liability to you for
any death or personal injury resulting from our negligence.
8.5 Except where you are a Consumer as defined in the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977
all other warranties, conditions, or terms relating to fitness for purpose, merchantability
or condition of the goods, whether implied by Statute, common law, or otherwise, are
excluded and you are satisfied as to the suitability of the goods for your purpose.
8.6 We shall not be liable for any defects in the goods which arise from any drawing, specification or design supplied by you.

NOTICES

Unless otherwise expressly stated in these terms and conditions, all notices from you to us
must be in writing and sent to our contact address at Bishop House, East Burnham Park,
Crown Lane, Farnham Royal, Slough, Berkshire, SL2 3SF and all notices from us to you will
be displayed on our website/catalogue from to time.

10. EVENTS BEYOND OUR CONTROL

We shall have no liability to you for any failure to deliver goods you have ordered or any delay
in doing so or for any damage or defect to goods delivered that is caused by any event or
circumstance beyond our reasonable control including, without limitation, strikes, lock-outs
and other industrial disputes, breakdown of systems or network access, flood, fire, explosion
or accident.

11. INVALIDITY

If any part of these terms and conditions is unenforceable (including any provision in which
we exclude our liability to you) the enforceability of any other part of these conditions will
not be affected.

12. PRIVACY

You acknowledge and agree to be bound by the terms of our privacy policy.

13. THIRD PARTY RIGHTS

Except for our affiliates, directors, employees or representatives, a person who is not a party
to this agreement has no right under the UK Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to
enforce any term of this agreement but this does not affect any right or remedy of a third party
that exists or is available apart from that Act.

14. GOVERNING LAW

The contract between us shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with English law
and the English courts shall have jurisdiction to resolve any disputes between us.

15. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

These terms and conditions, together with our current website/catalogue prices, delivery
details, contact details and privacy policy, set out the whole of our agreement relating to the
supply of the goods to you by us. Nothing said by any sales person on our behalf should be
understood as a variation of these terms and conditions or as an authorised representation
about the nature or quality of any goods offered for sale by us. Save for fraud or fraudulent
misrepresentation, we shall have no liability for any such representation being untrue or misleading.

16. CONSUMER CONTRACTS REGULATIONS (“CCR”)

Although our customers are mostly business customers, we do accept orders from the general public. For private individuals only (“customers”) the terms of the CCR apply to all
orders. Where there is a direct conflict between these Terms and Conditions of Sale and
provisions of the CCR then the CCR provisions shall prevail.

Bishop House,
East Burnham Park,
Crown Lane,
Farnham Royal,
Slough, Berkshire.
SL2 3SF
Tel: +44 1753 648666
Fax: +44 1753 648989
Email: sales@bishopsport.co.uk
Website: www.bishopsport.co.uk

twitter.com/bishopsport
facebook.com/bishopsport
bishopsport.tumblr.com
instagram.com/bishop.sport
pinterest.com/bishopsport

